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REPORT OF COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION.

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR,
BUREAU OF EDUCATION,

Washington, D. 0., January 1, 1894.
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith my fourth annual report,
the same being for the year ending June 30, 1892.
GENERAL ST.A.TISTICS. 1

The total number of pupils in schools of all grades, public and private,
including all who attended for longer or shorter periods at some time
during the school year, is given (p. 2) at 14,714,933, or 22.69 per cent
of the population.
This number, however, does not include the pupils enrolled iu evening
schools, nor in schools of art or industry, in business colleges, in schools
for defective classes, nor in the Indian schools. These make an aggregate of more than 300,000 pupils, and increase the total in school to over
15,000,000 pupils.
Th8 aver.age annual increase of the school enrollment for the six
years next preceding (1885-1891) was nearly 250,000 pupils (249,260).
This is about the same ratio as the increase in population. But the
average increase for the twenty-one years, 1870-71 to 1891-92, has
been something greater (268,780), and also in excess of the ratio of the
increase in population.
'
GR.A.DE OF PUPILS.

Of the8e pupils 14,165,182, or 96.27 per cent of all pupils, were
enrolled in the elementary grades included in the first eight years of
school work. In tbe secondary schools, including public high schools
and private academies or seminaries, there were in all 402,089 pupils
(or 2.73 per cent of all) engaged on studies belonging to the third
period of four · years of school work (ninth to twelfth year). Only
147,662 pupils (or 1 ·per cent of all) were enrolled in the higher studies
included in the fourth period of four years' school work, carried on in
colleges, universities, professional and technical schools, including normal schools for the training of teachers. Out of an average numb~r
of 1,000 pupils 963 are in the elementary schools, 27 in the high school,
and 10 in the college or professional school.
1

See Chapter~ I and II, pp. 1-72.
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PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS.

Out of every 100 pupils in the elementary grade (or first eight years
of school work) 91.54 pupils are in public schools and 8.46 pupils in private schools. But in secondary education (ninth to twelfth years' work)
the proportion in private schools is much greater, reaching 38.41 per
cent, while in the higher education 64.61 per cent of the pupils are in
private institutions, and only 35.39 per cent in State universities aud
normal schools. The private schools enroll nearly one-sixth of the
pupils in the North Atlantic division of States (including .New England,
New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania), but only one-fourteenth of
the pupils in the Southern and Western States, and less than one-tenth
of all the pupils in the nation. As I remarked in my last report, the
private school assists the public school in the way of making useful
educational experiments, and iri providing a safeguard against a, parsimonious management on the part of public school directors. When
teachers' wages are reduced private schools increase in number and
excellence, and a healthy reaction sets in on the· part of the friends of
free schools.
Moreover, a certain proportion of the children of the community have,
or are supposed by their parents to have, need of special concessions
either in regard to regularity of attendance, hours of schooling, course
of study, or methods of instruction, and these pupils often find their
requirements met in private schools. I have pointed out elsewhere
that a certain proportion of private schools, say from 5 to 15 per cent
of the whole teaching force, is desirable for the best progress of the
whole school system. The pride of the public school system is its culi vation of the virtues of regularity, punctuality, self-control, and
industry; its thoroughness of instruction and its democratic association
of rich and poor, of high and low in the same schoo1. But its danger
lies in the direction of too much mechanism. In its school discipline
this is generally healthy unless secured by harsh punishment; but in
the matter of instruction it is sometimes an overcultivation of the verbal
memory and a corresponding neglect of the more human training in
power of thinking, the taste for literature and art~ and the ability to
make the most of the gifts peculiar to the individual pupil.
The private school sometimes discovers and develops better methods
in these particulars, and the teachers of the public schools profit by
adopting them. Especially is this the case in that feature of work
called "thoroughness." It is often the case that pupils who have
ma tered the new thought of a, i:,tudy and gained all that it gives in the
way of culture or mental nourishment are kept back in their course of
study for the sake of more drill in mechanical accuracy in details.
It will be seen on the inspection of school programmes that pupils are
sometimes kept five years on studies that can not nourish the mind of
youth for more than three or four years. The elementary course is
lengthened out to nine or ten years when pupils would do much better
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to take up secondary studies after seven or _eight years devoted to
elementary studies. In these matters the private school is apt to m::i~ke
the opposite mistake, it is true, and begin the secondary studies before
tl10 pupil has a sufficient acquaintance with elementary work. In the
former case the pupil is deadened by too much mechanical perfection
in dealing with details; in the latter case he is discouraged by attempting subjects too difficult for him to grasp.
LENGTH OF SCHOOL YEA.R.

The average Jength of the annual school term increases with the
growth of cities. In the North Atlantic Division the average length of
tlie last scholastic year was 169.1 da_,ys of actual school sessions. In the
South Central Division (including the Gulf States and containing few
cities.) the average annual term was 94.5 days. The average for the
whole country was 137.1 days, the same being an increase from 132.1
days in 1870-71. The average length of annual term is slowly approaching 200 days, which is the inaximum length of the school year according to. present opinion.
'l'OTA.L A.MOUNT OF SCHOOLING, PER CITIZEN, A.T PRESENT RA.TES.

In the table showing tb.e actual average amount of attendance. on
school in the public schools (Table No. 8, p. 46) it is seen that the total
number of days' attendance reported for the year_is 1,172,261,842, or an
average of 88.8 days apiece for the 13,205,877 pupils enrolled. In my
report for 1889-90 I showed that at the present rates of attendance
each inhabitant is teceiving an average of four and three-tenths years'
schooling, counting full years of two hundred days each, the ratio for
each section of the country being as follows (counting both public and
private schools):
Schooling to each ·inhabitant, in years of :200 clays each:
Years.
Whole country ....................... .. ..................................... _. 4. 30
North Atlantic Division .... _.......... __ ....... .......................... _... 5. 89
South'Atlautic Division ...................................................... 2.52
South Central Division ....................................................... 2. 56
North Central Division ....................................................... 5.15
Western Division ................................... ......................... 4. 40

But it should be mentioned that the above estimate does not take
into consideration the fact that the proportions of_ children and
adults vary largely in the different sections. In former reports (for
1888 and for 1889) these variations have been fully discussed. The
school population of six to fourteen years was on the average for the
whole country and its divisions according to the census of 1880 as
follows for each 100 of population :
For the United States ........................................................ 19. 4
North Atlantic Division ............ __ .......... _..... _................... _... 17
South Atlantic Division ......................................... _............ 21. 4

~~;!! i:::;:i ~~:!::~: ::'.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::: ~!::

Western Division .................................. __ ........................ 15. 9
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If these proportions are considered, the average length of school life of
tbe populatiou will be increased for the Western Division, which shows
a di~proportionally small number of children in its population owing to
the fact that, being newly settled, there are fewer families than iu older
settled parts of the country. According to the estimate based simply
on the average number of days' schooling each child of the ages- 5 to
18 years gets in the several States (see discussion of Table VIII, p. 51),
omitting the private schools from calculations, each inhabitant receives
3.66 years of 200 days for the United States, 4. 71 for the North Atlantic,
2.28 for the South Atlantic, 2.22 for the South Central, 4.38 for the
North Central, 4.08 for the Western.
This estimate takes into account the variations in the proportions of
children of school age in the entire population.
CLASSIFICATION BY SEX.

While the elementary schools show a somewhat larger number of
boys in attendance, the secondary schools show 53.9 per cent of girls,
or 216,658 girls to 185,431 boys. Of these the public high schools
report 147,162. girls to 100,498 boys and the private academies and
seminaries 69,496 girls to 84,933 boys. The institutions of higher education report 23,360 female students and 49,100 male students in colleges an<l universities, 26,725 female and 12,412 male students in the
normal schools. The ratio of women to men in higher education is
changing from. year to year in favor of the former. The coeducational
colleges and universities enroll 10,846 female students, while the colleges for women enroll 12,514.
TEACHERS.

The number of teachers iu the public schools is reported at 374,460,
of whom 252,822, or 67 .5 per cent, are women. In 1870-71 the percentage of male teachers was 41; nine years later (1879-80) it was
42.8; ten years later (1889-90) it bad fallen to 34.5.
SCHOOL EXPENDITURES.

The total expenditure for public schools is reported at $155,991,273,
the same being an increase of $9,191,110 over the year preceding. Of
thi , um $100,333,071 went for the payment of salaries of teachers and
superintendent . The average expenditure per pupil was $14.80, not
couuting the expenditure· for new buildings.

now

THE BUREAU OBTAINS ITS STATISTICS.

The stati tics publi. hed in thi an<l preceding annual reports are
obtained partly from direct return made to the Bureau from the superintendef!t· of State. and cities and the head of institutions, and partly
y compilation from printed reports. Tlie schedules sent out annually
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to superintendents of school systems and the heads of institutionsnumber 24 in all. These call in the aggregate for 566 items. The total
number of returns made the past year was 7,483, but in order to obtain
this number an average of three schedules were mailed to each })arty
who reported. The following exhibit shows the titles of these schedules and indicates the pages where the information is tabulated in this
report:
Items.

SP-heclules (annual).

Scheel·
ules
mailed,
about-

·where information is tabulated in report
for 1891.

50
459

200
2,000

Tablesl-18, Chap. I: Tables 1-21, Chap. II.
Tables 1-5, Chap. XVII; Tables 1-3, Par
III, ·P· 962.

500

3,035

2,000
500
7,000

1,549

5,000
1,200

Sched.
ules tab·
ulatea.

--State systems ......... .......
City systems . ....... . ........

20
41

City and Yillage systems ... ..
Industrial training schools ..
Public secondary sc.hools ....

19

Private secondary schools ...

20

:n

20

--. - ... .

~

..

Universities and colleges ....

23

442

Colleges for women ..........

18

158

500

21

100
500
400
400
_ 200
450
100
100
150
1,000
750
150
300
150
300
600

1

Fichools of technology .. .....
University extension ........
Agricultural colleges .. . .....
Medical sc hools ..... .........
Law schools ............ . ....
TheolC1gical schools ... . ......
Dental schools ...............
Schools of pharma cy . . ......
Nurses' training s chools .....
Normal schools ............. .
Commercial schools .... . .....
Institutious for the blind ... .
lnstitntious for th e deaf .....
Institutions for feeble minded
Reform scl10ols ..............
Schools for tho colored ..... ..
Total ..................

20
8
20
30
25
25
20
20
12
24
18
33
33
33
33
20

,.

19

60
136
58
141
27
28
37
178
234
34
61
27
79
150

- - -------566

7, 4831

Tables 1-7. Chap. XVIII; Tables 1-4, Par
III, p. 1002.
Tables 1-7, Chap. VITI; Tables 5 and 6,
Part III, p. 1084.
14 tables, Chap. XIX; Table 6, Part III.
p. l140.
,
10 tabl es, Chap. XX; Tables 7 and 8, Part
. III, p. 1158.
Table 2~, Part III, p. 1196.
Table 29, Part HI, p. 1206.
Tables 19 and 20, l'art III, p. 1188.
Tables 9 and 10. Part III, p. 1163.
Tables 15 and 16, Part III, p. 1179.
Tables 17 anu 18. Part III, p.1182.
Table 11, Part III, p. 1172.
Table 12, Part III, p. 1174..
Table 14, Part III, p. 1177.
Tables 2-l-28, PartlII, 1198.
Tables 30 and 31, Part ll, p. 1216.
Tables 39 and 40, Part III, p. 1251.
'l'a-bles 33--38, Part III,J).1238.
Tables 41-45, Part III. p. 1257.
Tables 45 a:nd 4.6, Part III, p. 1263.
Chap. XVII, p. 863, Tab.le 32, p. 1234, Part
Ill.

t"

24,050

The statistical division of the Bureau, besides tabulating the retqrns
from the schedules, examines and coµipares the published reports of
State and city school systems, the catalogues, yearbooks, and manuals
of the several kind~ of educational institutions. The division of forejgn exchange studies the official reports on foreeign systems and all
the books published by investigators op_ those systems, w hethe_r in EngliRh or in other languages..
Besides the twenty-four regular annual schedules mentioned above,
the Bureau undertakes each year some one-or more extra inquiries, publishing the results either in the annual report -or i~ a separate circular
of information. Examples of this are the chapter on "kindergartens,"
published in the report of last· year (1890-91); also the report on legal
education in the different countries of the world, and the report showing all public libraries of over one thousand volumes, prepared by the
statistical division and published as a separat~ circular of information.
To some extent special inquiries by clerks detailed from the office
are ma<l.e, as, for example, those into art and in<l.ustrial instruction by
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l\:fr. I. Edwards Clarke, and into laboratory work in educational path·
ology by Dr. Arthur MacDonald.
It has been the practice of the Bureau since the begining to obtain
from experts special treatises on varjous topics of interest as they
awaken public inquiry.
EDUCATION IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

France.-In Chapter III (pp. 73-96) a brief survey is given of the
educational system of France, abridged from the more extended study
made in a previous report. To this is appended an account of the
important operations of the year 1892. France, since it began the
work of educating the whole people, has been a profitable object lesson
for the study of methods of organization, instruction, and course of
study. There is no field on which a more interesting experiment is in
progress. Will the universal education of the people develop local
centers of self.government, or are the course of study and the methods
employed ~uch as to make it a second nature for the inhabitants of the
provinces to look to Paris for each and evm.·y initiative~ It is inter~sting to note in this connection (p. 91) that the provincial centers now
show 13,287 university students, while Paris bas only 10,110, whereas
Paris bad the larger number five years before.
The history of education in China shows that a nation may have a
universal system of s_cbool .education and yet develop little or no local
self-government. If tho memory is tho chief faculty cultivated, and
the course of study includes little else besi<les the sacred codes of
morals and religion, the result is to :fill the mind with the traditional
forms of thinking and acting. Whence it results that the child learns
to think and act and to take precisely the view of the world that his .
fathers took before him. The more education in Confucius and Mencius the more safely conservative will be the life of each new inhabitant in China. But on the other band, let the child start in a kinder.
garten and develop self-activity along all the lines of his character; let
him continue his studies in the primary and grammar schools, cultivating
the habits of observatiop. and scientific investigation; let him keep
abreast with scientific research; l~t him have access to the literature of
the world, and he will find a constant stimulus toward freedom and
local s If-government; toward emancipation from authority.
The fact that France lays great stress on scientific methods in its
schools, therefore, goes to show that the universal education there in
progres is an education that moves toward decentralization. The
influence of Paris will now help emancipate the provinces, and each
ot),ler city in France will develop within itself its own Paris. Meanwhile Paris will grow all the more in its influence on the world as one
of the three great modern civilizing powers.
·
Great Britain and lreland.-In Chapter IV is given a brief survey of
education in England, Scotland, Wales, and Ireland, supplementary to
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statements printed in the report of 1888-89, in which the system of
England, and the report of 1889-90, in which that of Scotland, were
presented historically. In 1891 school fees were remitted in the Government elementary schools. The statistics of the past year show an
increase of attendance due to this fact, and the elementary schools of
E ngland now enroll 17.13 per cent of the population. The number
of schools under municipal school boards bas increased, and they now
enroll 40 per cent of all pupils: The private and parochial schools still
enroll 60 per cent, while the private and parochial schools in the United
States enroll only 10 per cent of the pupils.
The struggle of the friends of the parochial schools will doubtless
have a purifying and beneficial effect on the management of schools
under public-school boards. The fire of opposition saves much wasteful experiment by exposing the weak features of a system in advance
of t he actual trial by experime:ut. In England the old challenges the
new and pours upon it a storm of ridicule; points out its inconsistencies
and want of logic ; praises the good old way; foresees the dreadful consequences to church and state of the new plans if carried out. Such a
win nowing of a new scheme lets through only the best and wisest
features, and t he progress is continuous if slow. There is much less of
the pendulum movement in English reform, less swinging from one
extreme to another, which "marks time," but does not march.
Meanwhile, an equal amount of interest exists for us in the course of
study and methods of instruction pursued in English schools but not
the same kind of interest that we found in those of France. Englishspeaking peoples have for centuries insisted on local self-government.
We do not feel so anxious to see t,h e modes by which English schools secure
independence and free.dom of local centers as to see how they correct tendencies to extreme individualism and provincialism. What pl ace does
English literature hold in the education of English and Irish and Scotch
youth 1 There are more :first-class poets in England at the present time
than in all the rest of Europe, and the total roll of its poets and dramatists
of high order of merit is also greater than that of the rest of Europe.
The social and -political atmosphere of this people, with its nationa1
idiosyncrasy tending to personal adventure and local self-government,
seems t o favor the evolution of poets. The poet makes public opinior
by uttering his view of the world in beautiful forms of speech and canvassing the grounds and motives that tell in its favor. An education
in t he national poetry of England therefore furnishes the needed unifying influence for its adventure-seeking people. They form, whether
in Great Britain or in English-speaking colonies, a nation whose rnle.is
chiefly that of public opinion, fed by the national poets and novelists,
and expressed in its organ, the daily newspaper.
It is of interest to note that the enrollment of children in the schools
of Ireland slightly exceeds that of England, being 17.34 per cent of the
population. Here the same investigation, as to the course of study and
EU 92--ll
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metllods of instruction, is necessary in order to answer the question
whet her this system of universal education is to settle the Irish political problem.
Chapter V gives a summary of the r epor ts on teclmical instruction in
Great Britain, showing the status of t he great movement inaugurated
after the first world's fair, when English statesmen learned that certain
other countries surpassed their own in the artistic finish of goods.
Gcnnany, Austria, 8wUzerland.- In Chapter VI the present operations of the schools for training teachers in the German speaking
nations are discussed in the light of their history. Much interesting matter is to be found in the courses of study of t hose institutions.
In Chapter VII an historical and statistical r eview is given of the
Swiss school system. In Chapter VIII 'is an interesting study of the
schools of Vienna as regards the home influences of 9,000 children aged
from 10 to 14:. The article is translated from Franz Schoberle andis a
contribution to the vast subject of child-study now gaining so large a
place in educational literature. In last year's report I printed Dr.
Francis Warner's studies made on 50,000 children of the London schools
in respect to physical and mental condition, a noteworthy contributiorr
t o this same subject of child-study. In Chap ter 1X (pp. 239-246) are to
be found notes on school museums in various parts of the world. Inasmuch as no complete list has teen printed of such museums, contribut ions to such a list are desired. In Chapt er X is given a translation
of a remarkable article on the character and hist orical d evelopment of
t ho German universities by Professor Paulsen , of Berlin, supplemented
by a statistical review of tho subject by Professor Conrad, of Halle.
It is one of the noblest contributions made to the Columbian E xposition.
· The civil service in France cind Prussia.- Cllapter X I contains the
results of a special investigation made by exper t s for the Bureau into
the schools for recruiting the civil services in F rance, and an account of
the civil service requirements in Prussia. P russia and France stand
in the foremost rank of the world for t he perfect ion of their civil service. In the infancy of our American system we n aturally h ave much
to learn from them in this particular . Prof. Herbert B . Adams's excellent suggestion of an aca<lcmy in Washington for t he training of candidates for civil service, is given a place in t his chapter (pp. 410-412).
A brief surwy of the education of Sweden, together with some
account of current operations, is given in Chapter X II.
PHYSICAL TR.A.INING.

In Chapter XIII is given an historical sketch of physical training,
together with a careful study of the systems in use in t his country,
namely, the SY1-edisll, the German, Dr. Sargent's, and th at of Delsarte.
This elaborate article is closed with suggestions reg:1rding school
gymnasiums, and tabular views showing the statistics of physical training ~u the city scllools of the U nited Stat es.
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I am not ~onvinced .that the present theory of physical education, as
taught in the schools, gives enough weight to the bodily conditions that
favoF the restoration of nervous energy.
It is well known that physical exercise affects directly the muscular
system, and that the muscular system is not all of tlle body, nor, indeed.,
itself directly the generator of what I have call.e d nervous energy.
Thero is a nutritive process of digestion and a distributive process of
circulation through the heart and lungs and liver, the two forming a
building-up function which restores, repairs, and increases the organism
and removes the waste. There is, besides, a nervous organism which
receives impressions from without and sends out impulses that react
on the environment.
Physical training_, as we understand. it, deals directly and chiefly -n-ith
the muscular system and with that part of the nervous system which
conveys impulses from the brain outwa,rd through the limbs to- the
environment. Physical exercise indirectly acts on the digestion and the
circulatory system and on the nerves of sensation, and its relation to
those other bodily functions is nearly or quite as important as the direct
relation of exercise to the muscles and the acquiring of strength.
During the first fifty years of agitation on the subject of bodily trainGermany and the
ing, connected with the rise of Turner societies
preaching of the gospel of bodily culture as auxiliary to intellect and
will by Spurzheim, his disciple, George Combe, and their numerous
fo1lowers, we may say without hesitation that the doctrine of physical exercise was passing through its stage of-superstition and quackery.
There was a sharp dividing line between the believers in hygiene and
the old school of physicians, and this separation led quite naturally to
dismal results. The doctors opposed with blind conservatism the
new apostles, and the latter justified the attitude of the former by a
radicalism equally blind and fanatical.
·
It is the glory of the present revival of physical exercise that it is
led by educated physicians. It is a new movement of the hig.hest ·
importance, the establishment of a resident physician in each of our
colleges as supervisor of gymnastics and recording inspector of ]')hysical development among the shidents. It means a synthesis of science
with reform and the end of the era of quackery in hygiene.
But it is not something that can be matured all at once. There is a
fringe of the old fanaticism which still attaches to the new movement;
and consequently an unreasonable conservatism, which is the r·e sult of
a reaction against obvious quackery. The regular medical directors of
physical exercise are reducing their observations to a statistical form,
and are rejecting many of the principles supposed to be fixed in former
times. They are dispelling many old illusions. They are widening
the survey of effects direct and indirect. Already we are beginning to
have a harvest of treatises which record the more scientific observatious.
The old athletism in a college_produced a small quota of splendidly

in
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trained bodies. The majority of the students made but little progress.
Their exercise consisted for the most pa.rt in sittin g on the damp ground
(or on a dry fence) and seeing the picked men of their classes engage in
a violent contest for mastery. Athletics was rather a system of eliminating tlle weak and of selecting the already strong for the contests at
ball or boatiug. Even in the gymnasium it was the strong who held
outa,ud continued to practice the exercises. But a system that selected
the already strong rather than transformed th e weak into the strong
was only a sham for physical education. That sham is now in process
of removal by the subst~tuting of special courses of exercise provided
by the medical gymnasiarch for each individual after special diagnosis.
The athlete theory of gymnastics was a sort of survival of the old
Greek and Roman customs. It was not realized that the Greeks and
Romans attached not so much a hygienic value to athletics as a religious significance. The Greeks celebrated their worship of physical
beauty, the gods of Olympus, by their games, and the Romans equally
celebrated, not beauty, but self-sacrifice by their sports in tl.ie arena.
The Greeks conceived the divine as a god-like control of the body by
the mind in such a form as to produce gracefulness of carriage. The
Roman worshipped th e political state as the incarnation of the divine,
and celebrated it by spectacles of self-sacrifice wherein human gladiators contended in the death struggle with each other or with wild
beasts. This symbolized for him the struggle within eaeh citizen who
sacrificecl his life or property for the safety or advancement of Rome.
Careless readers of history ma,y suppose that all nations have cultivated bodily perfection in the same way as the Greeks and Romans, and
for the same ends. But it is not so. The savage tribes seek skill in
war by physical training, while we seek to increase the healthfhl generation of nervous energy. But many Asiatic nations have, for religious
reasons, opposed physical culture as something leading to evil-as, for
example, the Ilindoos and the Buddhists.
The Hindoo worshipped an abstract unity, &evoid of all form, which
he called Brahma. His idea of the divine is defined as the negation
not only of everything in nature, but also everything human. Nothing
that has form, or shape, or properties, or qualities-nothing, in short,
that can be distinguished from anything else, can be divine according
to the thought of the Ilindoo. This is a pantheism that worships a
negative might which destroys everything.
If it admit that the world of finite things arises from Brahma as
creator, it hastens to tell us that creation is only a dream, and that
all er atures will vani h when the dream fades. There can be no hope
for any individuality, according to this belief. Any art that grows up
un ler such a r hgion will manifest only the nothingness of individuali y au<l the impo ibility of its salvation. Instea<l of beauty as the
attr·i ute of divinity, the Ilindoo studies to mortify the flesh; to shrivel
up the body; to paralyze rather than to develop his muscles. Instead
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of gymnastic festivals, he resorted to the severest penauees, such as
holding liis arm over his head until it wasted away. If he could. produce numbness in his body so that all feeling disappeared, he attained
holiness. His divine was not divine-human, but inhuman rather.
But .opposed to this oriental idea, the Greek religion made beauty the
essential feature of the idea of the divine, and hence his art is created
as an act of worship of the beautiful. It represents the supreme attainment of the world in pure beauty, because it is pure beauty and nothing beyond. Christianity reaches beyond beauty to holiness. Other
heathen religions fall short of the Greek idea, and lack an essential element wllich "the Greek religion possessed. The Greeks believed that
the divine is at the same time human; and human not in tlle sense that
the essence of man, his purified intellect and will, is divine, but human
in tlle corporeal sense as well.
The gods of Olympus were thougllt to possess appetites and passions
like men; to have bodim; and live in a special place. They formed a
society, or large patriarchal familji. The manife8tation of the divine
was seen in celestial beauty. Moreover, it was supposed that the human
being may, by becoming beautiful, become divine. Hence the Greek
religion centered about gymnastic games. These were the Olympian,
the Isthmian, the N emean, and the Pythian games. Exercises that
shall give the soul sovereignty over the body aud develop it into beauty
are religious in this sense. Every village had its games for physical
development; these were attended by the people, who became, in time,
judges of perfection in human form, just as a community that attends
frequent horse races produces men that know critically the good points
of a horse. It was known who was the best man at wrestling, boxing,
throwing the discus, the spear, or javelin; at running, at leaping, or
at the chariot and the horseback races.
Then, at less frequent intervals, there was the _contest at games
between neighboring villages. The successful hero carried off the
crown of wild olive branche~. Nearly every year there was a great
national assembly of Greeks, and a contest open to all. The Olympian
festival at Olympia and the Isthmian festival, near Corinth, were held
the same summer; then at ArgolisJ in the winter of the second year
afterward, was the Nemean festival, tie Pythian festival near Delphi,
and a second Isthmian festival occurred in the spring of the third year,
and again a second Nemean festival in the summer of the fourth year
of the Olympiad. 'rhe entire people, composed of independent states,
united by ties of religion, assembled to celebrate this faith in the beautiful, and honor their successful youths. The results carried the
national taste for the beautiful, as seen in _the human body, to the
highest degree.
·
The next step after the development of the personal work of art in
tbe shape of beautiful youth, by means of the national games and the
cultivation of the taste of the entire people through the spectacle of
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these games, was the art of sculpture, by whic!J these forms of beauty,
realized in the athletes and existing in tl1e minds of tho people as ideals
of correct taste, were .fixed in stone and set up in the temples for
worship. Thus Greek art was born. The statues at first were of gods
and demigods exclusively. Those which have come down to us cause
our unbounded astonishment at their perfection of form. It is not their
resemblance to living bodies, not their anatomical exactness, that interests us, not their so-called "truth to nature," but their gracefulness and
serenity-their" classic repose.'' Whether the statues represent gods
and heroes in action or in sitting and reclining postures, there is this
"repose," which means indwelling vital activity, and not mere rest as
opposed to moyement. In the greatest activity there is considerate
purpose and perfect self-control manifested. The repose is of the soul,
and not a physical repose. Even sitting and reclining figures-for
example, the Theseus from the Parthenon, the torso of the Belvidereare .filled with activity, so tbat the repose is one of voluntary selfrestraint and not the repose of the absence of vital energy. They are
gracefulness itself.
Modern civilization has adopted from the Hebrew "chosen people"
the idea of holi:ness; from the Greek the idea of beauty; from the
Roman the idea of a social or civil whole as state and nation, as municipal
corporation, and as free association-and it unites these ideas and
subordinates each to a higher ideal. Even the Hebrew idea of holiness is subordinated to the Christian ideal of divine charity in the service
of humanity. We do not approve the sacrifice of the higher interests
of the soul for the beauty of the body; nor for the needs of military
service; nor for the theatrical display of strength in brutal coutests.
We regard physical exercise as desirable for the increase of nervous
energy, to be expended for rational spiritual purposes.
Our civilization is so bent on the conquest of nature and the production of wealth that it perpetually strains its supply of nervous energy
and produces disaster. Here is the special problem of our time for
hygiene to meet, How to restore and conserve nervous energy,
There are three factors here: First, the one of food and its proper
assimilation; second, the factor of rest and sleep; third, the factor of
exercise-muscular and mental~ It is obvious enough that digestion
requires nervous energy just as muscular and mental labor does.
Hence, digestion must be given time. It must not be encroached on by
bodily exercise, or by mental exercise. But what is the average amount
of time required for this, and should it be total cessation from bodily
and mental labor, or is light labor of both or either best fo::., ihe digestive process 1
Ilcre our quantitative tables and the observations of our medical
directors are to give us tllo true answer; not abstract, general answers
like those old dogmatic answers, but definite answers, qualified to suit
different temperaments and abounding with tests easily applied by
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each individuaJ. It is necessary to have the directions so specific that
inexperienced youth will not err in their application. This is _an age of
self-educated men. The printed page is the means of such education.
It is all the more necessary to surround new departures with the safeguards of printed rules and caiutions.
If the chapters could be written which descri_b e the grave mistakes
committed by amateurs in the use of physical exorcise as a hygienic
measure, they would furnish a sufficient warning for the present gen_
eration. They would describe various experiments of using midnight
hours for walks and rides in tho open air-the student used all bis
day for intellectual work all(l supposed that an hour or two of exercise
taken at a late hour of the nig·ht-would answer his needs. Another
experiment selected its period of exercise in the eady morning, curtailing the period of sleep in order to secure tho requisite time before
breakfast. Violent physical exercise taken early in the morning is
very exhaustive of nervous energy, and probably in most instances tlie
student has cultivated nervous dyspepsia quite as much as he has cultiv.ited his muscles. We have all read in tho Liogrnphy and autobiogrriplly of Thomas Carlylo the mention of his walks and horseback rides
late in the night. Everyone bas had something of this kinq. in bis own
experience or in the experience of persons of his acquaintance. A distinguished la,lJorer in the cause of education told fately bis own follies
in this matter. Led on by reading injudicious writings on this subject
ofhygiene, be bad so curtailed his night's rest for tbe sake of morning
exercise that nervous colh1pse resulted. His physician prescribed as
the only possible remedy a long period of total rest. The hours of
sleep at night were nearly doubled and a relaxation from study in the
daytime was insisted upon. Relief came as a consequence.
Besides this mista,ke of cutting off the sleeping hours at the beginning or at the end for the sake of physieal exercise, there is an eq1.1a1ly
harmful mistake of bringing the hour of exercise close to the hours for
meals. Just preceding or just succeeding a meal, any exercise of a sufficiently energetic character to cause the blood to leave the organs of
digestion and fill the muscles of the body or the brain is injurious and
tends to produce dyspepsia. The stomach needs the greater share of
the nervous energy and likewise of the arterial circulation. Dr. Sargent
thinks that violent exercise should not be taken at a period so long as
three hours after a meal, on account of the danger of faintness, which
neutralizes the good. results of such exercise. Provided the person has
just taken violent exercise, the blood is diverted to the muscles and
brain and away from the stomach. The taking of food at this time,
when tlie nervous system is depleted of its vitality, is considered unfavorable to the best action of the digestive functions.
It must be admitted, too, that cold bathiug, which has been so often
commended with a, great lack of discrimination, is another source of
injury to the health when it is resorted to by persons with nervous tern-
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peraments or feeble constitutions, and at a time when the system has
been depleted ot its vital energy by work or exercise, or when the
digestive organs are occupied with recently taken food.
The old. rule, ma<l.e by a farmer population to encourage early rising, which mentions, as its effect, health, wealth, and wisdom has
made mischief with conscientious students ,vho have supposed that
early rising is m itself a good thing, even when not preceded by tlle
precaution named in the adage, namely, "early to bed." It is a very
important matter to consider that physical exercise has its best effect
when it is carrie<l on socially in the form of plays and games or contests witll one's fellows. The stimulus which is derived from emula·
tion and interest in one's fellow students bas to be compensated for by
a sheer exertion of the will in the case of calisthenic exercises and in
the case of prescribed athletic training by the use of weights, ladders,
and the otller machines of the gymnasium.
The object of gymnastic training, it bas been said often enough, is
to put the will into the muscles. It is to give one sueh control over all
his muscles tliat each act performed by the body is performed by the
use of all the muscles which nature has provided for the purpose. The
farmer or the blacksmith develops a few muscles and neglects others.
The gymnasium is supposed to cultivate many muscles whiclil. remain
rudimentary in tlle original man; and here, I think, is an item of compensation whfoh makes up for a great deal of tlie deleterious results
coming to the imprudent gymnast who is careless about the hygienic
precautions just now mentioned in relation to eating and sleeping.
Tbe gymnast-and I mean by the gymnast one who has taken sufficiently violent exercise to develop to a considerable degree the muscles
of the chest, back, arms, and the other limbs-the gymnast has acquired
the power of putting his will into his muscles by a slight effort. The
gymnast performs all slight bodily actions-such as rising from a chair,
sittiug dowu, walking, climbing stairs, swinging his arms, turning his
head, everything, in short, that be does with his body-by using many
more muscles than the untrained person uses. Hence, it liappens that
one wlio has taken gymnastic exercise retains till old age the power of
gcttiug a maximum of exercise out of a minimum of bodily movement.
Walking a few rods and running up and down stairs two or three times
a day gives him as much e:xercise as the average farmer gct8 from two
hours of farm work.
It i: most important to note thg,t gymnastic and calisthenic training,
so called, are Yiolent demands upon the will power and a rapid drain
of the nervous energy. Hence, physical exercise directly after a hard
lesson is not a proper sequence. The will power which has been drained
by the mental work is reduced to complete exhaustion by violent
pliysical exercise.
"Every J>OUIH.l of energy expended on work, eitlier of mind or of
body," sayR Dr. Sargeut, "iqust Le illadc gcoJ by food, rest, or sleep.''
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Severe mental work cain not be compensated for by severe physical
work. · It is rest for the will which is required, and the will is rested
not by a new tension of its exercise, but by a state of collapse such as
comes when caprice and arbitrariness and the yielding to one's humor
succeeds the tension of work. Plato's description of the Gree'k athletes,
stupid and hzy fellows, who did nothing qnt eat and sleep, describes
the condition of rest after severe physical exercise, and still more the
true condition of rest of the intellectual athlete after severe mental
exercise.
•
I have here enumerated some of the results of iuiudicious physical
exercise. The effects of judicious exercise are those which are usually
described in works of hygiene and physical training. I quote an
enumeration of them from Dr. Ray Lankester to show how simple the
whole matter looks when the precautions are omitted. Neai.'ly all
things seem simple when taken out of their relation to their environment. He says:
The employment of the muscles in exercise not only benefits their especial
structure, but acts on the whole system. When the muscles are put in action the
capillary blood vessels with which they are supplied become more rapidly charged
with blood, and active changes take phce, not only in the muscles but in all the
surrounding tissues. The heart is required to supply more blood, and accordingly
beats more rapidly in order to meet the demand. A large quantity of blood is sent
through the lungs, and larger supplies of oxygen are taken in and carried to the
various tissues. The oxygen, by combining with the carbon of the blood and the
tissues, engenders a larger quantity of heat, which produces an action on the skin,
in order tha,t the supertlnous warmth may be disposed of. The skin is thus exercised,
as it were, and the snJ.oriparous and sebaceous glands a,re set at work. The lungs
and skin are brought into operatiou, and the lungs throw off large quantities of
water containing in solution matters which, if retained, would produce disease in
the body. Wherever the blood is sent, changes of a healthful character occur. The
brain and the rest of the nervous system are invigorated, the stomach has its powers
of digestion improved, and the liver, pancreas, and other organs perform their
functions with more vigor. By want of exercise the constituents of the food which
pass into the blood are not oxidized, and products which produce disease are engendered. The introduction of fresh supplies of oxygen induced by exercise oxidizes
these products anJ. renders them harmless. All other things being the same, it may
be laid down as a rule that those who take the most exercise in the open air will
live longest.

But the student who reads of these direct effects without, at the
same time, carefully learning the indirect effects on digestion and sleep
and mental work or worry will be likely to neutralize all the good
that comes from physical exercise.
The teacher who, full of faith in calisthenic exercise, thinks to do
away with the old-fashioned recess and to gain a positive benefit by
physical training, will fall into serious errors. A consideration of the
conditions of the problem will show this. Within the 1school the pupil
is supposed to be under a severe strain of discipline aud attention to
study. Regularity, punctuality, silence, conformity to rules as to
sitting or standing, strict self-control on the part of the pupil, and a
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forecd attention to his lesson, or to the recitation of his fellow-pupils,
or to the explanations of his teacher-all this produces a great tension
of physical and mental powers. If it were continued too long, congestion would be produced, affecting the heart or brain or digestive
functions, or some local nerve center. Past experience, noting this fact,
has endeavored to avoid the danger by establishing the interval-of rest
and recreation known as the "recess."
The pupils are all dismissed from the school building and removed
from the school restraints for an interval of a few J,llinutes. The pupil
leaves the close air. of the schoolroom and rushes out into the pure
air, suddenly reliev"ed from the cramp of muscles in sitting in a particu1ar position on a hard seat, and relieved likewise from the cramp -of
nervous energy that has been diverted from natural functions of digestion, circulation, and secretion, and concentrated on the conscious processes of attention and obedience to the external commands of the
teacher or to his own self-imposed industry.
The chief use of the "recess" is its complete suspension of tension of
will power and the surrender to caprice for a brfof interval. Any form
of calisthenics or gymnastic exercise is therefore a diversion of the
recess from its normal function. It is the substitution of one kind of
tension of the will for another. The tension of the will requisite to
perform properly the requirements of school discipline and instruction
is such as to withdraw the nervous energy from those great centers of
secretion and circulation, stomach>heart, kidneys, liver, lungs. Congestion, as before said, is easily initiated, and if continued will produce
functional derangements connected with the organs of digestion and
circulation. The seeds of indigestion, renal weakness, liver complaint,
constipation, even of fearful scourges like Bright's disease, may be
sown in the system in early years by injudicious confinement in the
schoolroom.
The great physical need of the pupil is relaxation. The pupil needs
to stretch his cramped muscles and send the blood in torrents through
his limbs, which have become torpid with disuse. The pupil is in want
of fresh air a.nd of the deep inflation of the lungs that exercise in the
open air gives. Ile ought to use his voice, too. The reformers propo§_e
to substitute light exercises called '' calisthenics" for the purpose of
supplying all these wants. They will throw open the windows an<l. let
in fresli air; they will have a system of well-devised movements which
will give the needed circulation. of the blood, etc.
Calisthenic exercise serves a good place in the schoolroom, but its
most important function is not a physiological one. It is true that the
blood is caused to circulate more vigorously through the limbs and
those J)arts of the body that have b ecome partly torpid with sitting or
standing still. But the chief llcmand upon the pupil iu calisthenics is
the requirement to strain his attention and exercise his will. It is a
will training to a greater extent than a physiological training. The
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great distinction between work and play is this one: In play, the mind
is spontaneous, governed entirely by its own individuality; in Yrnrk,
the will power is exercised to conform its individuality to some externally prescribed course of action. Calisthenic exercise is severe work,
and not by any means a relaxation. But the child needs relaxation
and not merely a change of work, although the change is of some benefit. Exercise of the limbs, in accordance with a prescribed formula,
is not the thing that nature requires.
Tho child has been exercising his will in the four directions of selfcontrol: To be regular, punctual, silent, and industrious; now giving
his attention to the mastery of some subject by himself, and anou, following with alertness and critical acumen the recitation of some fellowpupil, or some explanation or direction by the teacher. Calisthenics
does not afford relief to the will power. We have seen that all exercise of the will, in the act of fixed and unremitting attention, has a powerful influence over the digestive, circulatory, and secretory functions
of the body. This influence, if not intermitted, will cause dera~gement
· of these functions. A run in the open air, a saunter at will, or a vigorous
game with one's fellows, free from restraint or authority-any exercise,
in short, of the spontaneous choice of the pupil, will give this desirable
relief to the lungs, tho heart, the stomach, the glands, and the ganglia.
Our medical advisers who supervise gymnastic exercises are in process of correcting the evils and extending the benefits of physical education. Their best service is to be along the line of enlightening the
student who is on the verge (or beyond tho verge) of nervous prostration ltow to build anew his nerves. For they will teach him the function of sleep and amusement; of rest before and after meals, of the
danger of following a mental strain of the will by another strain of the
will directed to the muscles; of the danger of exercise late at night;
of the danger of tobacco and akoholic liquors. We shall have science
instead of quackery. These good things belong mostly to the physical
education of the future.
TIIE AGE OF WI'l'HDR.A. WAL FRO:i\-I THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.

In Chapter XVI I print a valuable essay of Prof. 0. M. Wood ward,
of St. Louis, on the method of ascertaining the average age of withdrawal from public_ schools.
CLASSIFICATION IN GRADED SCHOOLS.

At the present 'time there is much inquiry for literature on the subject of grading in city schools and the proper length of class intervals.
I have brought together in Chapter XV several discussions written on
the advantages and defects of the graded system, and especially
concerning the importance of classifying with short intervals between
classeR in order to render possible frequent promotions of those pupils
making the most rapid progress.

XXVIII
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SUMMER SCHOOLS, ETC.

In Chapter XXIX I have printed a history of summer schools in
the United States prepared especially for this Bureau by Dr. W.W.
Willoughby. In recent years the summer school has become a very
important means of extending school and university advantages to
adult persons.
State 'university organization.-In Chapter XXII I have presented
an important suggestion of Dr. S. S. Laws, formerly president of the
State University of Missottri, looking toward the federation of the
colleges or universities of a State under the leadership of a State university. It seems possible that this idea may be adopted in some of
our States to great advantage.
We.~t Point J.1filitary Sohool.-An excellent article on our national
Military School at West Point is found in Chapter XXIV. It was prepared by Prof. E. S. Holden, of Lick Observatory.
Trucmts a.n d incorrigibles.-In Chapter XXV I print one of the most
thoughtful and wise articles yet written on the care of truants and
incorrigibles, prepared by the superintendent of city schools, Boston,
Mass.
Ediwation in Alaslca.-In Cl.iaptn XXVIII Dr. Sheldon Jackson,
the United States general agent for education in Alaska, reports the
work of the year for that Territory. He gives an account of the first
trip to Siberia for the purchase of reindeer.
WM. T. HARRIS, Commissioner.
Hon. HOKE SMITH,
Secretary of the Interior.

CHAPTER I.
GENERAL OLAPSIFIED SUMMARY OF PUPILS OF ,-ALL
'
GRADES, IN PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SCHOOLS
AND INSTITUTIONS.

General table-Per tent ·if the population iinde1· instruction-Also of the school population- Proportion of each grade of inst1'·u.ction, and of publ-ic and private instructionHigher students and population compared-Distribution of st-udents in professional
schools-Sex of. secondary piipils and of college students- Female co_llege <students
cornpared with the population-Proportion in each class of institutions-Normal
school pupils.

The following table (Table 1) gives the number of pupils of all grades
in tihe United States,* classified according to grade of instruction imparted, instead of according to the character of institution attended.
Thus, all secondary pupils in colleges have been classed as secondary;
and all elementary pupils as elementary, even though attending (in
the ''preparatory" department) an institution of secondary grade.
The statistics· of private ele,mentary education have never been completely gathered, and the figures ~n Uolumn 3 are, therefore, largely
estimated ; they are known to be much less than the facts would warrant, an.d sliould possibly be increased as much as 50 per cent. The
returns of pupils receiving secondary instruction, both public and pri-.
vate, are also incomplete.
* Excluding in general evening schools; art, industrial training, trades, and private business schools; schools for the defective, dependent, and delinquent classes,
an<l. Indian schools. These collectively euroll a considerable number of pupils.
1
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TABLE

1.-Total nmnber of 1mpils

01·

itudents of each grade, in both public ancl private schools.

I:-.!)

X0TE.-The classification of States maclo use of in t l1 e foHowing tablo is the same as that ac1op t eH by tho United State!l cen s us , and is as follows: North Atlantic Division:
Maino, l\ew llampshir<', Vermont,. J'lfnssachns<'tts, R h oue Island , Connecticut, ~e 11· York, liew J ersey, and I>e1rnsylvania. South .Lltlantic Division: Delaware, hlarylau<l, District of Colnmbia, Virginia, ,vest Yirginia. North Carolina, South Carolma, Geo rgia, and .Flor itl:1. South Central Division .- Kentucky, T ennessee, Alabama, l'J.is~issippi. Louisiana, Toxas, .A.rlrnus:h1. and Oklabom·1. JYorth Centra! Division: Ohio, lnrliana, Illinois, M ichi ga u, ·wisconsi11, Minnesota, lown, Jllissou ri, North Dakota,
::-;outh Dakotn, Nebraska, ancl Kansas. lVestern Division: Montana, ,vyoming, Colorado, New Mexico, .Arizona, Utah, Nevacfa, I daho, vVasbington, Oregon , an!! California.
•

\

Pupils r eceiving elementar _y instruction
('·primary" an d
"grammar" grades) .

,
Pnblic.

.

Pupils receiving secon<lary instruction
("hig h school"
grade) . a

Students receiving high er instr uction -

P rh-ato
In universities an d colleges.c
(inprepar Private
atory
(largely
Pnblic.b
schools,
estimated).
academies,
Total .
semina- Public.d Private.
ries. etc.).

In 3chools of medicine, law,
and theology.

In normal schools. J

2

The United States . . ... . , ... . 12,960,321
North _,l_tlantic Divisio :.:i .. ........ .
South Atlantic Division ...... .... .
Soutli Central Division ............
Nortli Central Didsion . .... .......
,vestern Division . .... . ... . ......' ..

3,092,976
1,816, 7~2
2, 43!), 3!)3
5,012,955
604. 2i5

3

4

li

G

Public.e Private.

Total.

Public.

P i-ivate .i

Total.

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - :10
11
7
12
13
s
9
14
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - -

1, ms, 861

2-17, 600

154,420

14,070

58,390

72,400

4, 768

31,297

36,065

33,427

5,710

30,137

537,815
113,853
151,347
339,099
56,747

HS, 070
13, 577
15,511
119,433
11,069

45,638
22,821
29,797
47,123
9,050

], 751
1,452
1,614
7,785
1,468

Jo, 559

20, 652
8,761

22, 403
10,213
12, 173
24,705
2,960

0
()71
582
3,051
464

12, 772
4,555
3,043
!l, 892
435

12,772
f>, 226
-1, 225
12, 943
8!)9

15,392
2, 704
2,946
10,736
1,649
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312
1,118
ll, 114
748

15,810
3,010
4,064
13,850
2, 3\!7

16,920
1,498

tJ
d

(')

---- ---- ---- ----

1

t_,j

n Including pupils in JJreparator.v or academic departments of higher institutions,pnblic ancl private, ancl excluding elementary pupils, who are classeu in Columns 2 and 3.
b This is made up chietly from tho returns of individual l1igh schools to the Bureau, and is considerably too small, al! there are a great many secondary pupils outside
the completely organizeu high schools whom tbero is no means of enumerating. The whole number of pupils studyinp: secondary bmnches in public schools is 11rohubly
near 500,000.
c Including colleges for w·omen, agricultural and mechanical (land-grant) colleges, and scientific schools. Students in law, theological, and medical tlepartruents aro
oxcln<led, being tabulaterl in eo~umus \J-11.
d Mainly :St.'.lto umYersities and agricultural and mechanical colleges .
.
e Mainl y in schools or <lepartments of medicine and law attach ed to State universities.
J Nonprofessional pupils in normal schools ar e included in Columns 4 ancl 5.
g Private normal schools are, with one or two exceptions, scarcely superior to the ordinary secondary schools.
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Total nmnber of pupils or students of each grade, in both public and p1·ivatl! schools- Continued .
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. Snm_niary of
lnghcr instruction.

1.

Summary of pupils by gra<le .

Summary- public ancl
private.

Pnblic.

Private.

Elementar y.

Secondary.

Hig her.

Public.
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WIIERE TIIE SECOND.A.RY PUPILS .A.RE FOUND.

In thr. following table (Table 2) the secondarJ pupils are classified
accor<liug to the character of the institution attended.
It will be seen from the table that there are comparatively few public
secondary pupils outside of the common schools (i. e., in public universities, etc.), the proportion of such being only about 3 per cent of the
public secondary pupils. In fact, a large number of the State universities have no preparatory departments, but confine themselves exclusively to collegiate instruction.
On the other hand, of the 154,429 private secondary pupils, over one.
third are found in higher institutions. In the North Central Division,
indeed, more than one-half of the private secondary pupils are found in
institutions classed as collegiate, while in the North Atlantic Division
only about one-sixth,~a good evidence of the higher degree of development of the colleges of the latter section.
·
·
The 239,556 high-school pupils of Column 2, combined with the
12,966,321 public elementary pupils of Column 2, Table 1, form the
common-school enrollment, the statistics of which are given in detail
in Chapter n (" Statistics of State common-school systems").
The statistics of public high schools and private secondary schools
(Columns 2 and 6 of the following table) are also given more particularly by States and by schools in subsequent chapters.
TABLE

2.-Showing clistribut-ion of pupils receiving seconclary instruction.
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40, 534
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4,652
3,992
6,800
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4,315 1,950
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·- - - - - 17
700
1,341
2, 172
85

891
376
163
492
28

45,638
22,·821
29, 797
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WII.A.'.l' PER CEN'l' OF '.I'IIE TOTAL POPULATION IS UNDER INSTRUCTION.

Table 3 give the per cent of the population receiving instruction in
the different grades in public and in private schools. The same is also
shown more clearly to the eye in Diagram 1.
. Ont of every 100 per ons 22·69 are receiving school education; of
th e, 2 ·46 are in public school and 2·23 in private schools.

5

GENERAL SUMMARY OF PUPILS.

Of the 22·69 pupils, moreover, 21·84, or somewhat more than one-fifth
of the population, are under elementary instruction; 0·62, or 1 person
in eve.ry 160, is under secondary instruction; and 0·23, or 1 person in
every 439, is under higher instruction.
Of the 21·84: elementary pupils, 20, or . precisely one-fifth of the
population, are found in public schools. A smaller proportion of the
secondary pupils are public, and in the higher grade the private
students are in the majority.
:
TABLE

3.-l'er cent of the total population enrolled in the dtlferent grades.
ln public In priYate In public
schools and schools aud
and
colleges.
collegt>s .
private.

Gra,de.

Per cent.

Per cent.

Per cent.

21 ·84
·62
• ·23

l ·84
·24
Higher ................................. ... ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
·08
·15
_ _ 2_0_·-46- i; - - - - Total ... ! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 ·23

f~~~:dat~?. :::::: ::: ::::::::: :::::: :::: :: :::::::::::: ::: ::::::: ::

20._g~

I

22 ·60

1.-The outer squrire represents 100 persons of the populat-ion. The inner
squares show how 1nany of these 100 are receiving school 01· collegicite instruction.
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WIIAT p ATI.'r OF '.IIIE SCIIOOL POPULATION IS .ATTENDING SCIIO OL.

In Table 4 :1 comparison is made between the school population (i. .,
the whole number of chiluren 5 to 18 years of ag_e) and the number of
pupil actually receiving elementary and secondary instruction. The
re ults are also shown grap-hically, in part., in Diagram 2.
It will be seen that in each grade of instruction, in both public and
private schools, the North and West have a greater percentage of tbeir
school population enrolled t.han the South, except that the North Oen tral
Division falls behind the South in regard to pri va.te secondary pupils.
In most of the States of the North Central Division, however, th·e condi.
tions have been such that they have not encouraged the establishmeut
of private secondary schools, inasmuch as public high schools have
almost from the beginning been a part of their public·SChool systems.
Secondary education especially lacks development in the South.
Taking tlie public and private together (Column 7 of the table), it will be
seen that there are less than half as many secondary pupils in propor.
tion to the school population as there are in the North. The North
Atlantic Division, for instance, has 2·94 secondary pupils to the 100
clrildren of school age, against 1·14 in the South Central Division.
If public secondary e,1ucation alone is considered (Column 5), the con.
tra, tis still stronger. The figures of Oolnmn G reflect the opposition
that still exists in some parts of the South to the establishment of
public high schools.
·
For every 100 children 5 to 18 years of age in tho United States there
are 7::$·82 put1ils receiving elementary instruction, and 2·00 receiving
secondary in, truction; the remaining 24·00 are classed on Diagram 2 as
"uouattendants," though as a small portion of the 75·91 ( =73·82+
2·00) pupils llave passed the age of 18 years, the number of nonattend·
ants between the ages of 5 and 18 years.should be slightly larger than
24·00 to the 100. The number of nonattendants shown on the diagram
may therefore be considered as representing the minimum values.
It i not to be understood, however, that an these nonattendants are
growing up in ignoran ce. Somo arc too young to attend, others
haYc vas eel through the elementary grades, perhaps have received
some secondary education, and have left school for other occnpa,tions.
4.-Showing what P_e1· cent of the school population (5 to 18 vea1·s) is rcceivi11g ele111enla1·y ancl seconcla1·y in stnwtion, in 1niblic a1i"cl in private schools ancl institutions.

TAllLE
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1
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.'out!-, Atiantie Divi8ion.....
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North <.:entral DiYi11ion . . . . . .
We.ternDiv1s1on ............

elemcn·

tary.

----------1·-

Secondary instruction.

Total

-681Jl
58 ·J.401 ·53
74 ·12
74·27

6 ·25

73 ·82

--Jl·Si ~~ 3 ·6G
:i ·82

5 ·0l
0·07

62 ·10
65 ·35
70 ·13
81·24

1 ·20
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·,JO
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1·30

~
·73
·75
·70
1 ·11

2 ·OO
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1 ·17
1 ·H
2 ·H
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Totnl
of all.

s

I

75 ·01

-

82·88
G3 ·27
66 ·49
81 ·60
83·71

t-
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2 --S howing p er ce 11 t of ~ehool p opu lation (5 to 18 years) receiving elernentar y and seconda~·y instr-uction ('includ'ing boi h p u blic a-n d
pnvate schoo ls) ; being a graphic representation of Coliimns 4 and 7 of Table 4.
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PROPORTION OF ELEMENT.ARY, SECONDARY, A.ND HIGHER PUPILS.

Table 5 bas been computed to show explicitly the relative number
of 1mpils in the different grades.
In the public schools and colleges 97·73 per cent of all pupils are
found in the elementary grades; 1·87 per cent, or about 1 pupil in 53, in
tlle econdary grades; and only 0.40 per cent, or 1 in 250, is receiving
the higher education.
In private teaching the proportion of elementary pupils is somewhat
less, being only 82·76 per cent, or about five-sixths of the whole numuer
of private pupils; secondary pupils, 10·66 per cent, or a little more
than 1 private pupil in 10; higher pupils, 6·58. per cent, or about 1
in 15.
How overwhelming the majority of elementary pupils is, may be
seen at a glance by comparing the relative lengths of the two groups
of Ji11es in Di_agram 2, on the left and on the right.
TABLE

5.-Per cent of p ·upils in each gracle in pitblic and private schools ancl colleges.
In public schools and In private schools
colleges.
and colleges.
Elementary.

The Unitecl States ........
North Atlantic Division ........
South Atlant,ic Division ........
South Central DiYision .........
North Central Division .........
"\Vesteru Division ........••.....

97·73

-

·-

96·71
99 ·00
99 ·16
97 ·26
97 ·63

Public and private
together.

Ele- Second- High- EleSecond- High- menmenary.
ary.
er.
er.
tary.
tary.

Ser.oIJd- Highary.
er.

- --- - - - - -- - -- --·66

1 ·87

·40

82 ·76

]0

2 ·75
·74
·63
2 ·32
1 ·79

·54
·26
·21
·42
·58

87 ·13
75 ·75
77 ·03
81 ·49
82 ·88

7 ·39
15·18
15·17
11 ·32
13 ·21

6 ·58

06 ·27

2 ·,3

5 ·48
9 ·07
7 ·80
7 ·19
3 ·91

05 ·16
97 ·24
97 ·[;2
96 ·09
96·16

3 ·liO
1 ·33
1·71
2 ·09
2 ·93

1 ·OO

----- - -- - --- - --- --

1 ·34
·93
·77
·92
·91

PROPORTION OF PUBLIC A.ND OF PRIV A.TE INSTRUCTION .

. Table 6 and Diagram 3 show the relative proportion of public and
of private iustruction in each grade.
It may be repeated here that some of the data upon which this and
the accompanying tables are based are incomplete, especially as relates
to private elementary schools and public high schools.
Taking the :figures as they stand, public schools give 91·54 per cent
ot all elementary in truction; 61 ·59 per cent of all secondary instruction ;
and 35·39 per cent of all higher instruction.
Normal chool are included in the institutions of higher instruction.
The,·e are for the most part public. Omitt,i ng them, the proportion of
higher in ·truction giv n in public institutions, as compared with private, is omewhat les . (See Table 9.)
In the elementary grad the proportion of public instruction as compared, ith private i greater in tlie South than in the North. This
may e a 'rib d to the predominance of the colored element in the
S uth who att nd mainly the public elementary schools.
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3.-Sllowing the relative am011nts o.f public and of private instruction in the diff er1;nt grades; being a grnphic 1·epresentation in part of Table 6 .•
Private.
ELEMENTARY.
Pnbli.u.

DIAGRAM

.91.54,

U.S.

N.A.Div.

1,5.1.9

8.46

14.81

• -

S.A.Dw.

84.10

.5.9()

S.C.I1iu.

.94.16

.5.84

N. C.Iliu.

83.67 6.33
8:J..42 8 •.58

W.JJiv.

SECONDARY.

u:s.

38.41

61 . .58

N.A.JJiv.

34.1:J

65.87

S.A.Dw.

37.30

S.C:JJw.

62.70

.:14.23

65:77
28.28

71.71

N.C.IJw.

W.lJw.

44-.8

SS.02

HIGHER.

U.S.

:Jo.Sa

N.A".JJw.
S.A.IJiu•.

S.C.Diu..

N.C.IJirJ.

W..Dw.

64.61

66.38

33.62

26.:J.o

73.86

zs.:1.1

74.81
4-I.89

58.Zl

.57.HJ

42.82
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Of secondary education about twice as large a share is furnislted by
the public in the North as in the South. The lack of public high schools
in some portions of the South, already referred to, is the cause of this
showing.
Although the North Atlantic Division only gives 34·13 per cent of its
secondary mstruction fa private schools, as compared with 62·70 per
cent in the South Atlantic Division, yet the former division actually
bas more private secondary pupils, compared with its school population,
than the latter, as will be seen by reference to Table 4.
TABL~

6.-Per cent of public and prii:ate pupils in each grade.
Elementary.

I

Secondary.

-1--

Higher.
1

I

All grades
combined.

Public. Prirnte.l Public. Private. Public. Private.~Pnblic.lPrivate.
-------The Uuited States .. . ........

91 ·54

North .Atlantic Division ...........
South A tlautic Division .......... .
South Central Divi s ion ............
North Central Division ........ . ...
Western Division ... . .... .. ........

85 ·19
94 ·10
9.1·10
93 ·67
91 ·42

8 ·46

01 ·59

38 ·41

14 ·8]
5 -90
5 ·84
6 ·33
8 ·58

05 ·87
37 ·30
3.1 ·23

34 ·13
62 ·70
65·77
28 ·29
44 ·!J8

71·71
55 ·02

I

35 ·39
64 ·61
!JO ·1 5
9 ·85
- - ·- - - - - 33 ·02
66 ·38
83 ·82
16 ·18
73 ·85
92 ·43
26 ·15
7 ·57
25 ·13
74 ·87
92 ·GO
7 ·40
41 ·89
58·11
92 ·53
7 ·47
42 ·82
!)·96
57 ·18
90 ·04

HIGHER. lNS'l'RUCTION SPECIALLY CONSIDERED.

(Tn,bles 7 to 10.)
HIGHER S'l'UDENTS AND POPULATION CO:;\IIPARED .

In Table 4 data were given to show the extent of the diffusion of
c1emeutary and secondary instruction, as compared with the school
population. In Table 7 corresponding data are given for higher
iu truction, but on a different basis, namely, on the basis of number of
college students to eacl.1: 100,000 persons of the population. This table
hi further illu ·trated by Diagram 4.
The number of college students relative to the population bas been
frequently made a subject of inquiry. The present number is shown
by Column 2 of Table 7 to be 111·8 per 100,000 of the population; in
other words, one person in 895 is receiving the higher ·education,
taking into account only strictly collegiate and post-graduate students.
If, to this, the 55·7 medical, law, and theological students are added,
there re ults 167·5 collegiate and professional students per 100,000, or
1 per -on in 597. By adding the normal students (60·4-), we get a total
of 227·9 students per 100,000, or 1 person in 439 receiving some form of
higher instruction.
It does not appear that there is any very great difference in the relative
number of college students proper in the different sections of the
country. The North Atlantic Division is somewhat in excess, having
125·3 pel' 100,000, or 1 person in 708; and the Western Division the
least, viz, 8 ·G per 100,000, or 1 person in 1,129.
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The maxima and miuima of professional students are found in the
same two divisions, 71·4 for the North Atlantic and 26·9 for the
Western.
In normal instruction the South is distinctly in the rear, in each of
the Southern divisions the number of normal students per 100,000 of
the population is only slightly over one-half the average of the United
States. It might be stated, in addition, that many of the normal schools
in the South, especially t,h ose for the colored race, a.re _o f ~-:, comparatively low grade, hardly coming up to the standard of higher iustruction
in any rigid interp1·etatiou of the term.
·
TABLE

7.-Number of students iinder higher instruction to each 100,000 persons of the
total popnlaiion.
.
In schools
and departIn 1rniversities
ments of In nonnal
and colmedicine,
scliools.
leges. a . bw, and
theology.
2

1

5

4

3

Total.

The United States .. ............................ .

111 ·8

55 ·7

60 ·4 1

227 ·9

North Atlantic Division .............................. .
South Atlantic Division .............................. .
South Central Di vision ............................ ... .
North Central Division ............................... .
Western Di,ision ..............._.............. ... ..... .

125·3

71·4

88·4

285 ·1

111·8

57 ·2
37 ·0
56 ·l
26 ·9

60 ·l
71·6

106 ·6
107 ·2

88 ·6

33 ·0
35 ·6

202 ·o
179 ·2
223 ·4

187 ·1

a Collegi ate and post-graduate students only.

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE HIGHER INSTRUCTION.

In order to give some precise idea as to what extent in general the
state has assumed the office of higher instruction in this country Table
8 bas been computed, showing the number of public and private students, respectively, td' each 100,000 per.sons of the population. Diagram 5 contairis the same data graphically exhibited; and Table 9 gives
the relative proportions, or percentage, of public and private higher
students.
Of the 111·8 collegiate students proper fo the/ United States to each
100,000 persons, 21·7, or 19·4 per cent of the whole, ar_e in public institutions and 90·1 are in private institutions. Four-fifths of the higher
€ducation in this country is therefore conducted under private auspices.
Public hjgher education is confined almost exclusively to the State
universities and the agricultural and mechanical colleges ..
It is in the North Atlantic Division that the state has been the m0st
backward in assuming the work of higher education. The States of
that division have the highest number of collegiate students in proportion t-0 population, viz, 125·3 per 100,000; yet of these only 9·8, or
about 8 per cent, are in institutions that can be said to be under public management. Further westward the percentage of public collegiate students is largely augmented; in the North Central States it is
81~5 per cent of the whole; while_iu the States of the Western Division
it reaches up to 49·5 per cent, or about one-half of the whole number.

4.-Showiug the number of students under hi,qher instrnction to each JOO OOOpersons of the population; being a g1'aphic 1'ep1'esentation of the data contained in Table 7,

DI AC RAM

In all higher inst-itutions.
U.S.

N.A.fli?J.

Z8S.1

202.0

SA.I)iv.

178.2

S.C..Dw.
N.C.Div.

223.4:

W.Div.

187.1

These may be classified as follows:
I.- I n ·universities and college8.

u:s.

Ul.8

N.A.Div.
S.A.Dw.

JJJ;8.

S.C.JJiv.

106.6

N.C.nw.

107.Z

w.mv.

88.6

Il.-In schools of medicine, law, and theology.

u.s.

SS.7

N.A.Div.
S.A.niv.

s-:c:niv.

71.4
.57.Z
.3 . 0

N.·c.niv. .

08,1.

III.-In normal schools.
17.S.

N.A.J)w.

88.4

S.A.J)w. 83.0
S. C.Dw. 3S,6
N.C ..Div.

w.nw.
12

60.1

71.6
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Professional instruction is still more largely under private management. Of the 55·7 medical, law, and theological students per 100,000
persons, only 7·4, or 13·2 per cent of the whole, are in public institutions, mostly departments of State universities. The proportion of
public students of this class also largely increases westward. There
is no professional instruction given by the state in the North Atlantic
States, while in the Western Division the proportion slightly exceeds
one-half (51·6 per cent), though the whole amount in this division is
small.
As regards normal instruction, the geographical distribution of the ·
percentage of public students is curiously reversed. The North Atlantic States have taken the lead in the matter of public normal schools.
These States not only have the highest number of normal students
(88·4 per 100,000), but educate 97·4 per cent of them, all but a trifling
portion, in public schools. Private normal schools in that s·e ction that
merit the name are atmost nonexistent. The number of private normal-school pupils per 100,000 persons increases westward, it being 22·3
in the Western Division, or 31·2 per cent of-the whole number.
TABLE

·

8.-Nwrnber of highe1' students to each 100,000 of the popnlat-ion, classified
pitblic and private,
In schools of
In universities and medir.ine, law, and
colleges. a
theology.

as

In normal schools.

Public. Private. Public. Private. Public. \ Private.
-- - - - - - - - - - 51 ·6
8·8
90 ·1
7 ·4
48 ·3
21 ·7
The United States . ..... ... . . _....
North Atlantic Division .. . . .. .. • .......
South Atlantic Division .......... ·--···
South Central Division ............... :.
.North Central Division .................
Western Division ......................

9 ·8
15 ·9
14 ·1
33 ·8
43 ·8

115 ·5
95 ·9
92 ·5
73 ·4
44·8

0
7 ·3
5 ·1

13 ·2
13 ·9

71 ·4
49 ·9
31 ·9
42 ·9
13 ·0

86 ·1
29·6
25·8
46 ·6
49·3

2·3
8·4

9·8
13·5
22·3

a Collegiat,e and post-graduate students only.
TABLE

·

9. -Percentage of public and private students in the dijf'erent departments of higher
i·nstritction.

I

In universities and
IJ?. ~chools of
colleges.
merl1crne, law, and
theology.
Public.
The United States._ ..............
North Atlantic Division ... .......... ...
South Atlantic Div:sion ................
South Central Division ... __ .......... ..
North Central Division .................
Westem Division .......... ....... .... .

-

In normal s<;,hools.

Private. Public. Private. Public. Private.
----- --- ---

19 ·4

80 ·6

13 ·2

86 ·8

7 ·8
14 ·2
13 ·3
31 ·5
49 ·5

92 ·2
85 ·8
86 ·7
68 ·5
50 ·5

0
12 ·8
13 ·8
23 ·6
51 ·6

100 ·0
87 ·2
86 ·2
76 ·4
48·4

85 ·4

14 ·6

97 ·4
89 ·7
72 ·5
77 ·51
68 ·8

2 ·6
10·3
27 ·5
22 ·5
31 ·2

------
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5.- howing tlte number of higher stu,clents to each 100,000 persons of the population, classifiecl as pnblio and pl'ivate; being a graphic rPpresentat·ion of the. data contained in Table 8.

D1AGJ1A~I

I.- Universities and colleges.
Prii:ate .

Public.

21.7

9.5.9

S.A . .Di,-v.

92.5

s. c..D-l-v.
33.8

73.4

N.C.IJw.

43.8

44.8

w.nw.

II.-Sohools of medi c:ine, law, ancl th eology.

,

48.3

TT. S. )m;ii;i!11131lllQllaa::=:IIElllllis::ar:-

s .A.nw..~m::,:gm:11:1~:sszii4=9 9i!a
ol!!!
·

31.9 .

s.a.nw.

4Z.9

w..vw.

:13.0

III.-Norm al schools.
51.6

ll.S.
86.Z

N.A ..Dw..

Z9.6
25.8

S.C. .JJ-iv.
46.(J

'

49..J

13.5

w:nw.

22.3

.--

,·
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DIS'.1.'RIBU'l.'ION OF S'fUDENTS IN PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS.

Table 10 gives the number of professional students attending schoolsof medicine, law, and theology, and classifies them as public and
private.
Of the 22,263 medical students in the 1J nited States 2,525, or about
1 iu 9, are found in public institutions. The number of public law
students is somewhat less, viz, 2,243, yet the proportion to the total
n umber of law students is much greater, being al)Out that of 3 to 8.
This r esults from tbere being so few private law schools. In the North
Central States there are 1,621 public law students to 525 private, or
more tlla.n 3 to 1-, while in the Western Division there are 147 public
to 011Jy 5 private.
·
Theological instruction is given entirely in fastitutions u11der private
mauagement, and, with the present multiplicity of denominational
creeds and beliefs, this practice, for obvious reasons, is like]~ to coutiirne.*
The t otal nnml;.>er of medical, law, and theological students stand
very 11 rarly in the proportion of 15, 4, and 5, respectively.
TABLE

10.-Distribution of students in profcssio.n al schools.

- --·

In
schools
of the- Total
Total
olog_y of all.
PriPriTotal
Public. I Yato. medi- Public. vate.
lPrI·
law.
vate) .
cine.
- - - - - - - - ·- - - - - - 3, 830
6, 073
7,720
36, 065
2,525 19,738 22,263
2,243
- - - -- - - - - - - - - _ _ I= ~
2,158
2,655
12, '172
0
7,959
7,959
O· 2,158
3:i5
1,263
1,144
346
2,819
5, 226
938
2,473
432
2,711
204
354
728
4,225
3,143
1,621
525
2,146
12,943
1, 43.0
6,223
7,653
3,144
8()9
689
147
5
58
317
372
152
In schools- of m edicine.

In schools of law.

~

The United States ...........
North .Atlantic Division ..... . . . ...
South .Atlantic Division .... . ......
South Central Di vision ............
N ort!t Ccn tral Di vi sion ... .........
1Vcstcrn D ivi sion . .................

~, I

-

SEX OF SECO~DARY AND HIGHER S'rUDENTS.
!.-SECONDARY.

The sex of pupils under secondary instruction is given in Table 11.
The r elative proportion or percentage of each sex has been computed
for Table 12 ·; this latter table is further illustrated by Diagram 6.
T he fe atare of this diagram that chiefly- attracts . attention, perhaps,
iS th e predominance of girls in public schools and of boys in private
schools; 40·6 per cent of the pupils receiving secondary instruction in
public schools, principally in public high schools (see Table 2), are boys,
* The University of Michigan is announced (1893) to have established a "scientific
110111:;ectarian dep::trtment" for the more thorough training of young men for the
ministry. 'fhc University of Color::tclo hacl such a department more than a, year
pr eviously. " In neither case is there any orgrmic connection of the department
with the institntion, bnt it i s 'so sitmtte L
l as to e:xt,cucl spec ial privileges and advantages to this class ofstndeuts." (Col. School .JouL, De c., 1893.)

l~~}i
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6.-Showing the per cent of male and female secondary pupils in public a11 ai
private schools; being a graphic rep1·esentat·ion of the data in Table 12.
n

DIAGRAM

In Public Seconda1·y Schools.
11:lales.

Females

50°/o

u-.·s.

59.4

40.6

N.A.IJw.

41.7

58.3

S.A.IJi'v;

42.1

.57. !)

S,C. .Di,v.
N.C.IJiv.

W: .IJiv.

55.5

44.S

60.9

39.1

,,,

40.3

$!}.7

I

In Private Secondary Schools.
fT.S.

55.0

N.A ..Div.
S.A ..Di;v.

S.C.!.Div.

42.0

.,58.0

52.3

47. 7

-

so:1

49.9

N. C.JJiv.
W.IJiv.

45.0

57.1
52·. 5

42.9

,

47.5

In P·ttblic ancl Private Schools.

u: s.
N.AJJi,v,

46,l

47.2

53.9

52.8

S.A ...Dw.

48.5

51.5

s. c. I)-i;v;

48,0

52.0

N.C.IJw.

W:JJ-w.

44.2

"'5,~

55.8

64.2

J

J
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while 59.4 per cent are girls, so that there are about 3 girls to every 2
boys. This excess of girls receiving public secondary instruction is
confined to no particular section of the Union, but characterizes each
of the geographical divisions.
On the other hand, 55 per cent of the private secondary pupils are
boys, and only 45 per cent girls. The excess of boys occurs in all the
geographical divisions except the South Central, where the boys and
girls are about evenly balanced.
In attem;1)ting to assign a reason for this contrast of sex of secondary
pupils in public and private schools, it will probably be found that the
public high schools fail to receive a due proportion of boys because so
many of them are ol;>liged or prefer to go to work after :finishing their
elementary school course; the more ambitious of them enter mercantile
establishments or the offices of business men, or continue their education in commercial colleges, instead of going to public high schools.
With the girls, especially those of the more well-to-do families, the case
is different; fewer of them are pressed to engage in active employment at an early age, and more are left free to pursue the course of
liberal culture that the public high school affords, or if they desire to
prepare themselves to become teachers, the high school is right in the
line to second their efforts.
Private secondary pupils, on the other hand, are largely found in
schools especially designed to prepare for college, or in the preparatory departments of colleges themselves; and the fact that collegiate
education is still principally confined to men would seem to be instrumental in determining the sex of the pupils preparing for it.
It may be that the present tendency to organize business and manualtraining courses in high schools; as well as to establish high schools
specifically designed to make business instruction or manual training
predominating features, will be instrumental in inducing more boys to
pursue a course of public secondary instruction.
TABLE

11.-Sex of pupils receiving secondary insfru.ction. (a)
In public schools.

In private schools.

Males.

Females.

Tho UnitP-d States ................

100,408

147, 162

84,933

69,496

North Atlantic Division ... ... ..........
South A.tlantic Division ....... .........
South Central Division ......... ........
North Ceutral Division .................
Western Division .......................

36,683
5,711
6,897
46, 741
4,466

51, 387
7,866
8,IH4
72, fi92
6,603

26,477
11,943
14,868
26,890
4,755

19, 161
10,878
14,929
20,233
4,295

a See notes a and b, p. 2.
ED

92--2

Males.

In public and })ri·
vate E>chools.

Females. _ Malea.

I

Females.

185, 431

216, 658

63, 160
17,654
21,765
73,631
9,221

70,548
18,744
23,543
92,925
10,898

===== === =======
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TAn..LE

12.-Pel' cent of male a.nd of female secondary pupils, public and prii-ate.
In public .schools'.

In private schools. In public and private schools.

Per cent Per cent Per cent Per r.ent Per cent Per cent
of
of
of
of
of
of
ma!es.
fem::tles. males.
females. males . females.
-------------- ---- ---- ---- ---- - - The United Sta.tes .................
40·6
59·4
55 ·0
45·0
46·1
53·0

- --

:North Atlanti" Division ............... .
Soutll Atlantic DiYision ............... .
South Central Division ................ .
North Central Division ........ : .... .... .
·w estern Division ... : .... ~ ..... .......... .

41 ·7 •
42 ·1
44 ·5
39 ·1
40 ·3

58 ·3
57 ·9
55 ·5
(30 ·9
59 ' 7

42 ·O - - 4 i 2 ~
47 ·7
48 ·5
51 ·5
50 ·1
4B ·o
52 ·o
42 ·!)
44 ·2
55 ·8
47 ·5
45 ·8
54 ·2

58 ·O
52 ·3
49 ·9
57 ·l
52 ·5

11.-SEX OF COLLEGE STUDEN'l;'S.

Table 13 gives the sex of students in universities and colleges (con.
sidering only collegiate and post.graduate students). Table 14 gives
the proportion or percentage of each sex, which is also shown graphically in Diagram 7.
It appears that of the 72,460 college students in the United States
49,100, or G7·8 per cent, are males, and 23,3'60, or 32·2· per cent, arefemales. There are, therefore, nearly half as many females receiving
a collegiate education as there are males.
'l'aking the public universities and colleges alone the proportion of
male st.udents_is greater, being 81 per cent of the total, or more than
four-fifths. In fact, the number of female students in public universi.
ties and colleges is ins1gnificant -in all except the North Central aud
Western States. The North Central States count 2,000 female students
in public institutions, and the States of the Western Division ·459 out
of a total of 1,468, or 31 ·3 per cent.
In private collegiate institutions the proportion of female students is
considerably greater, being· 35·4 per cent. In the two Southern divisions,
indeed, the women outnumber the men. A great many of the so-called
female colleges, however, especially in tbe South and West, are not
strictly collegiate institutions, but belong rather to the grade of second·
ary schools.
TAilLE

13.-Sex of students receiving higher instruction in universities and collegP-B. (a)
Public.
~,!es.

The United States ................
North Atlantic Division ..... ...........
South Atlantic Division . ....... ........
::iouth C:entraf DiYision .. ...............
North Central Division . ........... .. ...
·western Division ................. . .....

Public and priYate
combined. .

Private.

IF,ru,!os.

Males .

F emales.

2, 6713

37, 706

20,684

49
27
141
2,000
459

16,172
4,343
4,068
Jl, 119
1, 104

4,480
4,418
5,591
5,801
394

11,394
1, 702 1
1, 42_5
] , 473
5, 785 1
1,009

Females.

Males.

23, 3()0

49,100
17,874
5,768
13,441
16, 904 1
2,113
I

4,529
4,445
5,732
7,801
853

--- - tabl~~e notes c and don page 2.

-

Only collegiate and post-graduate students arc iuciu<l.etl in t!Jis
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DlAGRA.." 1

7.-Percentage of niale and female students in nniversit-ies ancl colleges; being a
graphic representation of the cla.ta contained in Table 14.
Pttblfo universities ancl coll egcs .

Males.

Femal es .
50%

81.0

U.S.

.J.9.0

-

N'.A.Div.

.97.2ze

S.A.Div.

.98Jw
.91.3

S.C.Div.

2.5. 7

74.3

N.CJJiv:
68.7

W.Div.

8.7

31.3

Privafr, mliversitics and collc!Jes.
U.S. .

3.(j.4

64.6

78.S

N.A.Div.
S.A.Div.
S. G.Div.

21.7

.50.4

49.6

.53.0

47.0

N.C.Div.

34.3

65.7

26.3

7,8.7

W.Div.

Publtc ancl prfratc comU'i-11ed.

7[).8

N.A.Div.

N.C.Div.
W..Di.v.

30.2

43.S

.56.S

S.A.Div.
S.C.Dw.

3Z.2

67. 8.

Tl.S.

47.L

.52.(}

68.4
71.2

31.6
28.8

I
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TABLR

14.-Per cent of 1nale and of female students 'in wniversities and colleges .

--

IP ublic and private.

Private.

Public.

I

Per cent
Per cent P erofcent Per cent P" , ';"nt Pe, cont
of
of males. females. of males . fem ales. of males. females.

--- ---

tates ................

81 ·0

North .Atlantic Division .. .. ............
oulh .Atlantic Division .. .. ......... ...
South Central Division . .... . ....... . .. .
Torth Central Division . . .............. ·
Western Division ... ....... _............

97 ·2
98 ·1
91 ·3
74 ·3
68 ·7

Tb United

-

10. 0

64 ·6

2 ·8
1 ·9
8 ·7
25 ·7
31 ·3

78 ·3
49 ·6
47 ·O
65 ·7
73·7

-

35 ·4
21 ·7
50 ·4
53 ·O
34 ·3
26 ·3

-

67 ·8

32·2

79·8
56 ·5
52 ·9
68 ·'1
71·2

20 ·2
43 ·5
47 ·1
31 ·6
28 ·8

- ·-- - -

NUMBER OF FEMALE COLLEGE S'rUDENTS AS COMPARED WITH THE
POPUL.A.'.I.'IO -PROPORTION IN EACH CLASS OF INSTITUTIONS.

Table 15 (p. 23) divides the whole number of female college studeuts
into three classes, according to the character of institution attended,
viz, (1) public coeducational colleges, (2) private coeducational colleges,
and (3) colleges for women only.
Table 16 compares the number of female college students with the
population, giving the number to each 100,000 inhabitants, classified as
before. T~e same is also shown graphically in Diagram 8.
DIAGRAM

8.-Numbe1· of female college students to each 100,000 persons of the popu lation;
being a graphic rep1·esentation of the clata contained in Table 16.

ln coeducational 1inive1·sities and colleges.

In colleges for women only.

______..A..._____
( PwiU,c,.

Primxle. '\
12.6

4, :J

V. s.

7. 9

0.9

8.7
13.7

43.2

,S ,.A .IJ·,';u.

12.2

1.2

17.1

H.A.1Ji-u.

5.2

0.3

1_9_.3-----

i-,,_....

36.8

s.c.JJ.w.

19.6

N.C.IJw .

10.9

w. I):W,
.

.J.i...
.!·9. .

Total female college students per 100,000 inhabitants.

U.S.
N.A . .Dw.

36.0

25.3
48.7

S.A.Dw.

50:2

S.O.JJiv.

.N.O.JJ-w.
WJJw.

33.9
25. S
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Table 17 and Diagram 9 give the proportion or percentage .attendi11g
each class of instituti011s.
Dv.. GRA:\1 9.-Per cent of the whole number of female college stu<lents in each class of
inst'itulions attended by them; being a graphic representation of Table 17.

Per cent of female college students -i nI.-Public coed1wational institutions
50o/o

~

100 o/o

.ll.5

f7S.

1
{; N.A . .Ili-v;

f 6S.A.IJi.,v.
~;;s. c. IJw.
25. 7 N. C.JJi.,v.

53.8

W. .1Jiv.

II.-P?'ivate coeducational institutions.
U.S.

35.0

N.A ..IJ-iv.

,

81.2

S.A ..Div. _
10 7
S.C. .Div.

24.3

$7.9

N.C.JJiv.
W. JJi,v.

42.8

III.-Colleges for women only.
(7.

s.

$3.$

lV.A . .JJw.

67.7

88.7

S .A.IJw.
S:C.IJi.;v.
N.C . .Dw.

li

W:.Dw

73.2

.

.l6.4
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It appears that in the United States 36 women attend college for
every 100,000 persons, which is in the ratio of 1 to 2,800 of the population. Of tlrese 36 there are 4· 1 attending public coeducational institutions, 12·6 attending private coeducational institutions, and 19·3 attending co1leges for women only; 11·5 per cent of the whole number attend.
public coeducational institutions, or 1 in 9; 35 per cent attend private
coeducational institutions, making a total of 46·5 per cent, or nearly onehalf, in coeducational institutions; 53·5 per cent attend colleges for
women only.
·
By inspecting the geographical classification the status of female
college education is seen to present striking contrasts in the different
sections of the connt'ry.
In the first place, it is developed by far to the g1~eatest extent in the
South, the two Southern divisions having 48·7 aud 50·2 students per100,000 persons, respectively (see Diagram. 8), or nearly twice the aYerage
of the rest of the U niun.
In the next place, this large attendance is found almost exclusively
in colleges for women only, in the South Atlantic Division 88·7 per
cent and in the South Central Division 73·2 per cent of the whole
attending that class of institutions. (Diagram 9.)
The North Atlantic Division is distinguished by having a less 1mmber of female college students in proportion to population thau any
otlrnr section of the Union, viz, 25·3 per 100,000 persons; and this in
spite of the fact that all the female collegeR of a higher grade (included
under Division A in the detailed female college tables of this Report),
with three exceptions only, are found in the North _Atlantic Division.
The fe1nale college students in that section, therefore, while fewer in
number, are pursuing more strictly collegiate courses, accordin g to the
generally recognized standards; in the ~outh, on the other ha1Hl, female
colleges frequently do not rise above the type of the secondary school.
There is danger here as elsewhere of-being led astray by na.mes.
The North Atlantic States resemble the South, however, in their slow
acceptance of the coeducational idea. Of all the fem ale college students in those States· G7·7 per cent, or more than two-thirds, are found
in exclusively female colleges. In this respect the West offers a strong
contrast to the East and Soutli. In the North Central States only 16.4
per cent, or less than a sixth of the female students, are met with in
colleges for women only, while in the Western Division all but 3·4 per
cent, or more than 20 out of 30, attend coeducational institutions.
Ooeducation is a distinguishing feature of the public as wel.l as the
private colleges in the North Central and Western States. Of the 33·9
fi male college students per 100,000 inhabitants in the North Central
State. 8·7, or more than one-fourth, attend public universities and college , while of the 25·5 students per 100,000 in the Western Division
13·7, or more than one-half, attend public institutions. Public female
college students in the East and South are almost nonexistent. What
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coeducational students there are in those sections are found almost
wholly in private institutions.
TABLE

15.-Classiflcation of female college stuclents according ·to cha1·acter of institution attende;d. a
Iu coeduca.tioual uuiversitios
and colleges.
In col- - -- - - - -- - -- , l eges for
Total in
women
coeduca- on!y (all
Public. Prirnte. tion:11 insti- pn,,ate).
tntions.

Tho United States ........................

2, G7G

8,170

10, 8{6

12,514

North .Atlantic Division ........................
South Atlantic Division .........................
South Central Division ..........................
North Central DiYision .........................
,vestern Division ................................

4.0
27
141
2,000
459

1,415
475
1,395
4,520
3.65

1,464
502
.1, 536
6,520
824.

3,065
~, 943
4,196
1,281
20

Total of

au.

23,360

---4,520
4,445
5, 7R2
7,801
~853

a In this table, as in the others relating to highe.i:: o<l.ncation, uJl secondary or prc.p aratory students
are excluded; only those in collegiato and post-graduate departments are consitler ed.
TADLE

16.-Number of fcrnale college stuclents to each 1007 000 pel'sons of the population.
In coeducational universities
and colleges.
Public ..

In colfor
Total in leges
women
coeducaPrfrate. tionalinsti- only.
tutions.

The United States ............ . .. .. ...... .

12·6

North Atlantic Dfdsion ...................... ..
South Atlantic Division ........................ .
South Central Division ......................... .
North Central Didsion ......................... .
Western DiYision .. ............................ .

7 ·9
5 ·2
12 ·2
19 ·6
10 ·9

TABLE

!l'otal of
all.

16·7

10 ·3

36.0

5·5
13 ·4
28 ·3
24 ·6

43 ·2
36 ·8
5 ·6
·9

.. 48·7.

---- - -·
8 ·2
17 ·1

25·3
50 ·2
33 ·9
25 ·5 .

17.-Showing percentage of the wJ1ole numbl?' of female college students in each
class of instifations.
·
Per cent

Per cent . Per cent
in colleges
tional in- tional in- for women
stitntions. stitutions.
only.

~~fJtj!~

The United States ......................................... .

11·5

North Atlantic Division ........................................ .
South Atlantic Division ......................................... .
South Central Division ...................... __ ................. .
North Central Division ........................................ .
'\Vestern Division .............................................. .

1 ·l
0 ·6
2·5
25·7
53 ·S

i~o~d~~~~e

5-3 -5-

31 ·2
10 ·7
24 ·3
57 ·9
42·8

Sex of normal students.

Table 18 gives the number of normal students of each sex in public
and private normal schools, all nonprofessional students being excludedr
Table 19 and Diagram 10 give the proportion, or percentage, of each
sex.
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Of the 39,137 professional students in normal schools, 12,412, or 31·7
per cent, are males, and 26,725, or 68·3 per cent, are females.
The smallest percentage of males is found in the public normal schools
of the North Atlantic States and the extreme West.
In private normal schools the ·m ale students are slightly in excess,
being 50·3 per cent of the whole. Only about one-seventh (14·6 per
cent) of the whole number of normal students, however, are found in
private normal schools, as was shown in Table 9.
·
The Western Division is strongly emphasized here as elsewhere,
having the least proportion .of males in public normal schools and the
greatest in private.
Public normal students are divided as to sex in neady the same proportions as the whole body of common-school teachers, as will appear
from the following:

pi!~1~e~~r~f Per. cent of

,

mal students.

male
teachers.

The United States- ____ -· .................... -- ~- ...................... -

31. 7

32. 5

North Atlantic Division. _________ ............ -····-·········-_._ ... .... __ ... .
South Atlantic Division. ____ ._ ........... _... ____ ._ .... _.. _._ ....... __ ...... .
Sout h Central Division._. __ ._ ... _._ ........ . .......... _................ . .... .
North Central Division .................. . ... . ... _____ ..... . ---· ............. .
W estern I•ivision ................................................ .. ......... .

21-2
46·4
43 ·l·
37 ·7
28 ·6

4{ i·4
5fi·3
29·7
30·1

TABLE

18.-Sex of p1·ofessiona.l stiidents in normal schools.
In public normals.
Males.

Females.

In private normals. Public and private.
Male,.

I

F=alos.

-----The United States ................
North Atlantic Division ................
South Atlantic Division ................
South Central Division .................
North Central Division .................
Wes tern Di;vision ............•..........

TABLE

lfl·9

9,538

23,889

2,874

2,836

3,239
1,255
1,216
3, 5691
259

12, 153
1,449
], 730
7,167
1,390

110
145
534
1,659
426

308
167
584
1,455
322

Malo,.

I

Female,.

12, 4.12 ,_

26, 72~
12,461
1,616
2,314
8,622
1,712

3,349
1,400
1,750
5,228
685

19.-Per cent of male and f emale professional students in normal schools.
Public.

Private.

Public and private.

I

I

cent Po, cent Po, , _ont
Percent Perof
Po, cent P"',j'"t
of males. females.
ofmales. fe;!les . of males._ females.
- -- - - The United States ................
North Atlantic Division ...............
South Atlantic Di vision ....... _........
South Central Di.ision .................
North Central Division ... ..... .........
Western Division . .....................

-

28·5

71·5

50 ·3

21. 0
46 ·4

79. 0
53 ·6
58 ·7
66 ·7
84 ·3

26·3
46 ·5
47 ·8
53 ·3
57. 0

33 ·3 I
",
15 ·7

I

49 ·7
73. 7
53. 5
52. 2
46. 7
43. 0

31 ·7

- --

21 ·2
46 ·4
43 ·1
37 ·7
28 ·6

68 ·3

- --

78·8
53 ·6
56 ·9
62 ·3
71 ·4
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] IAGHAl\1

10.-Per cent of male and .female professional sfadents; being a graphic exhibition of Table 19,
In public normal schools.
Fernales.

:Males.

so %
0

u-.s.
N.A ..Dw.

79.0

21.0

S.A . .Di.»,

W. :JJi,v.

53.6

46.4

S.C. JJi,v.
N.C. .Di:u,

71.5

28.5

,58.7

41.3

66.7

33.3

84.3

1.5.7

In 1n-ivate normal schools.

u. s.
N.A . .Dw.

50.3

40. 7

26.3

S ../1. ..Di/v.

73.7

' 46.5

S.C ..IJ-w.

53.5

4T.8.

N.C,.Dw.

52.2

53.3

46.7

57. 0

W. JJi:u.

53.0 1

Public and private cornbined.

u:s.
N..A.IJi,v.

S.A . .Di..,v.
S.C . .Dw.
N.C . .Div.

W: .Div.

3:Z.7

d8.3

78.8,

21.2

46.4

.'>3.6

56,.9

4.3.1

37, 7.

28.6

62.3
71.4

CHAPTER II
STATISTICS OF STATE COMMON SCHOOL SYSTEMS. 1
Ko-rE .-Tilifl chapter relates to public clay schools of ele:uentary antl secondary gratlo (primary,
grammar, aml high schools).

SUMMA.RY.

The following statement is made up from returns for 1891-'92 from
all too States except two, viz, Alabama and Delaware, for which the
figures of 1880-'!)0 are used. Some slight correction will therefore be
required when the returns from those States shall have been received.
GEXERAL STATISTICS.

Population of the Unitetl States (estimated) ... , ....................................... .
Number of persons 5 to 18 years of a 6 o (estimcito.l) ......................................
Per cent of the total population....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . ............... .

CH, 834,56 1

ID, HJ'.!, 80-!
29

·()1

Number of pupils enrolled in tho co:i.1mo:J. schools ..................................... .
Increase ...... .. ..... ............. .. ............... .... .................. ........... .
Perc~nt:tgo of bcrease ............................................................. .
rer cent of persons 5-18 year.3 ot' age enrollel ........... ........... ................ .

13,205,877
203, 2 :3
1 ·:iG

.Average claily attendance ....... .............................. ..................... ... ..
Increase ................... ................................................ ... ..... . .
Percentage of increase .............. ~-- ........................................... .
Ratio to enrollment (per cent). . ................................................... .

s, 5-!7, 551

G.3 83

U2, 5:lO
l ·70
G!·73

.Aggregate number of days' attcntlancc ................................................. 1,172,261,812
.Average number of clays the schools were kept... .... .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .
137 ·l
Increase, in clays . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ·9
A verago number of days attended by each pupil enrolled.......... .......... . ......... .
88 ·8
Number of public schoolhouses ................................................... ·..... ..
220,118
Increase.............................................................................
4, G3ti
Value of a~l public school property .............................. :............ ........... $'.!82, 4.57, 167
Whole number of teachers employeJ:
MaleR . ... . ............... ................. .... . .. ..... ...... ..... . ......... ......... .
Females ............................................. _..... _. _...... ...... _. __ . _..... _
Total ......................................................... _... _. .... .
Per cent of male teachers .. . ..... .................... ... . ... ............ _.......... . _... .
A verago salary of male toacbcrs .............. _ ....................................... _..
Increase ........... ~· ................................................................... .
.A,cragc salary of female teacb ers ........... .. .. .. ... .... _.... ........... .. .. ......... . .
I11cTeasc ........................... _.................................. _......... _....... .

121, 638

2j2, 822
37-!, 460

32·5
$45. 48

1.17
37. 56
. G-!

1
Clu.ssification l>y race, as fo,r n,s possible, will be gi von in tho ch~ipter on the
"Education of the Coloretl Race."
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F INANCES .

Receipts :
From permanent funds ( income) and rents ................. . ....................... .
From State t axes ....................... . -.- .. - - -. -.............•.............. ... ....
Fron1 local taxes ................. -. - . -- - . - - --- - -. -.. - .. -. -. ... ...................... .
From other sources .................... --- - - - --... - .......................... .... ... .

$8,084,582
2!), 603, 4 7
105, 551, 726
13,448,956

Total revenue . - - - . - - . -- - -· · - · --:'. · · · · · · · · · · · ·1 · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·

156, 778, 751

Increase of State taxes ........ -. -... -. - . -. - · -· -- -· · - - - ---· -- - - - --· · · · - --- - -- --. - -. -. . . . .
Increase of local taxes ................. -. - - - - - - -- . -- --· - - - . -.. -. - -.... - --. - - - --- - . . . . . . . .

1, 5 6,403
5, 094, 726

Per cent of the total revenue derived fromPermanent funds and rents ......... --.. --. - -- . - --.. - - - - .. -.. -.. - - - - . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
State taxes . ............... --. - -. -. - -- . - -- · - - ---- -- --· .. - - . - -- · · -- - . -- - - ----.. - . . . . . .
Local taxes ..... . .......... --... ·· - - -... - - -· - · -- ---· · - ---. - - -... - - -... -- -. -. - -. . . . . . . .
Other sources ......................... - .. -. - - ---. -- -. -. -- ---....... -..... - - . . . . . . . . . .

1:3 ·9

5 ·2
67 ·3
8 ·6

Expenditures:
For sites, buildings, furniture, libraries, and apparatus.................... .........
For salaries of teachers and super in ten dents .............. ·. ..................... . . . .
For other purposes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

$29,504,414
100, 333, 071
26, 153, 788

Total amount expended..................................................... .......

155,991,273

I

.A.mount.

Increase for sites,_ bllildings, etc .............................................. I $:l, }-98, lll
IncrP.:1se for salaries........................................................... 4, :!40, 809
Increase for total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8, 812, 569

Per cent.
12 ·15
4 ·41

5 ·99

Per cent of total expended forSites, bllildings, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 ·!l
Salaries.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 64 ·3
Otber purposes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lG ·8
.Average expenditure per pupilFor sitos, buildings, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..................................... ....... .... $3 ·45
For salaries ............................................................................ ..... . 11 ·74
For other purposes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3 ·06
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18 ·25
Cost per day for each pupil-For salaries only .................................................................. ... cents.. 8.6
Total cost per day .................................... .......... ......... 1.. • • • • • • • • • • • • do.... 13. 3

GENERAL REMARKS UPON THE TABLES.

The following tables give the statistics of 1891-'92 for each of the
States except Delaware and .Alabama; in the case of these two ~tates
the figures of 1889-'90 are the latest obtainable.
In several instances State superintendents have not included reports
from all of their counties, so that the totals for the State show an abrupt
falling off of school attendance, expenditure, etc., which really did not
exi t. Whenever practicable the figures for these missing counties
have been supplied by the Bureau, using the latest reports available or
some.reliable estimate. Though the results obtained thereby are not
accurate, they are considerably nearer the truth than if the mis ing
counties were given 0, which is what is virtually done when they are
omitted altogether.
It is a matter of much satisfaction that the practice of reporting a
part of a State for the whole is much less common than in former year ,
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when it was a source of much misconception and caused many of the
apparent anomalies familiar to those who make a study of educational
statistics.
The observations upon statistical methods made in connection with
the tabl13s are commended to the attention of those who have to do
•
with such matters.
TABu; 1.-The . total population, the school population, and the aditlt male population.

State or Territor:y.

J_

School population.
Estimated
Estimated Estimated,numb er of children 5 to
adult male
total popu18
years
of
age,
1892
.
.
Per
cent
popfJtJ!on,
lation, 1892.
of males.
Females,
Males.
Total.
2

3

,1

5

7

6

United States ........... 64,834,561

o, 685,973

9,506,921

19,192,894

50 ·47

17,565,881

North Atlantic Division ...... 17,876,400
South Atlantic DiYision ...... 9,135, 524
Soutll Central Division ....... 11,413,817
North Central Division ....... 23,061,400
Western Division ............ 3,347,420

2,278,240
1, 567, 331
2,008,442
3,419,450
412,510

2,264, 062.:
1, 5J.O, 960
1, 95G, 504
3, 344,330
401,065

4,542,302
3,108,291
3, 964,946
6,763,780
813,575

50 ·15
50 ·43
50 ·65
50 ·56
50 ·70

5,190,880
2,079,919
2,618, 2:i2
6, ~9~, 120
1,278,710

657,700
382,700
326,100
2,310,800
367,000
772,100
6,026,000
1,556,000
5,478,000

81,760
42,700
41,450
263,300
44,540
91,300
739,700
a 202,990
770,500

80,040
42,600
38,960
265, 100
44,930
90,400
741,300
a 202,.2;)2
758,500

161, 800
85,300
80,410
528,400
89,470
181,700
1,481,000
a<!05, 222
_1, 529, 000

50 ·53
50 ·06
51 ·55
49 ·83
49 ·78
50 ·24
49 ·95
50 ·09
:50 ·38

200,200
120, 100
99, 780
686,400
106,200
231,800
1,778,000
445,400
1,523,000

168, 493
1,065,000
C 258,431
1,700,000
791, 800
1, 650, 000
1,185,000
1, 8\l5, 000
421,800

24,071
156,500
31,850
292,800
134,600
294,800
222,200
340,200
70,310

23,420
155,500
33,750
288,000
131,600
288,500
217,900
332,500
69, 790

47,491
312,000
65,600
580,800
266,200
58} 300
44 , 100
672,700
140,100

50 ·69
50 ·18
48 ·55
50·41
50 ·56
50·54
50·48
50 ·57
50 ·1.'7

47,559
270, 700
72,360
388, !JOO
188,300
349,400
242, 500
410,500
103, 700

1,916,000
1,828,000
1,513, 017
1,324,000
1,158,0GO
2,397,000
1,177, 000
100,800

317,200
318,300
273,812
246, 600
198, 000
425 . 700
213,100
15,730

310,500
307,200
266,414
239,100
196,300
415,500
206,800
14,690

627,700
625,500
540,226
485,700
39-1, 300
841, 200
419, 900
30,420

50 ·53
50 ·89
50 ·69
50 ·78
50 ·22
50 ·61
50 ·75
51·73

464, 7l 0
416, 200
32!, 822
278, 200
259,400
574, 600
269,000
31,230

3,714,000
2,210,000
4,018,000
2,157,000
1,761,000
1,392,000
1, 95i, 000
2,795,000
190,800
335,600
1,137,000
1, B97, 000

532,900
329,350
571,700
302, 000
265,100
201,300
299,400
438,600
26,910
50, ~90
174,900
,225, 000

521, 100
323,450
564,300
297, 000
' 261,200
l!J9, 400
290,100
430,800
25,170
48,010
167,500
216,300

1,054,000
652,800
1,136, 000
599, 000
526,300
402, 700
589,500
869,400
52,080
98,300
342,400
441,300

50·57
50·45
50 ·34
50·42
. 50 ·37
50 ·48
50 ·79
50 ·45
51 ·67
51 ·16
51 ·08
50 ·98

1,028,000
599,900
1,126,000
636,100
482, l CO
402,000
531,800
736, 200
58,420
98,700
323,800
375,100

162,000
75,100
459,800
160, 500
67, 290
236,600
44, 2;30
102,300
422, 300
352,300
1,265,000

14,780
8,310
51,150
23,000
I 8, 64]
38,830
4,909
, 14, 250
49, 060
47, 980
151, 600

14,470
7,740
50,050
22,030
8,450
37,930
4,766
13,450
46, 770
47,000
148,400

29,250
16,050
101,200
45, 030
17, 100
, 76,760
9,675
27,700
95,830
94,980
300,000

50 ·52
51 ·78
50 ·56
51 ·07
50 ·52
50 ·59
50 ·73
51 ·43
51·20
50 ·52
50 ·54

80,170
33,510
183,900
46,960
26,750
61,980
20,250
38,190
177,600
125,500
483,900

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ...... . .............
New Hampshire . . ........
Vermont ..................
Massachusetts ............
Rhode L,land .............
Connecticut ..............
New York ................
New Jersey ...............
Pennsylvania .............
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware b ...............
Maryland .................
District of Columbia ......
Virginia ..................
West Virginia ...... .. ....
North Carolina ...........
South Ca.rolina ...........
iri;i~i::: :: :::: ::::: :::: ::
South Central Division:

~:i~~i:1e ::::::::::::::::
~~1!~:t~~:::::::
::::::::
Texas ....................
Alabama b .•••••.•••••.•..

Arkansas .................
Okla.homa ................
North Central Division:
Ohio ......................
Indiana ...................
Illinois ...................

:Minnesota
~t~~~~~i;:::::
:::::::::::
................

Iowa .....................
Missouri. .................
North Dakota ............
South Dakota .............
Nebraska . ................
Kansas ...................
Wes tern Division:
Montana .................

ll~~i~~-::::::::::::::::
N ew Mexico ..............
Arizona ... ...............
Utah .....................
Nevada .......... .. .......
Idaho ... . ... .. ............
Washington ..... . ........
Oregon ...................
California ................
a State school census.

b1890 (U.S. Census).

i,

c District police census.
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2.-Rclation of the school populat-ion to the total population ancl to the aclnlt male
popzolationj 1woport-ian of the white school population of foreign birth or extraction.
percentage of foreign born of total population.
)

TAnLE

State or Territory.

Number of children 5
to 18 yea.rs of age to
every l 00 persons of Number
the total populatioR. of adult
,_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ , males to
e.very 1_00
1

Percentnge of
w hi tc
children
5 to 18
years of

Percentage of ·foreig-n
b_om of total population.

ci_if~Iin ~%!r~bgf

1810.

·is30.

1890.

years of foreign
age, in birth or
1800.
parent-

1870.

1880.

1800.

a~~()~~
------------,--- --- --- ---- ---- --- --- --2
3
6 '
5
1
s
0
- - - - - - - - - - - - ,- ----- - - - - - - - - - - · -- - - -- -- - - - - - Uuitell States. ...........
Nortl.J Atlantic Division . ..... .
South Atlantic Division ... .. . .
South Central Division . . ..... .
North Central Division .. ..... .
Western Division . ...... .. .... .

Peret.

Korth Atbntic Division:
Maino ..................... .
New Hampshire .......... .

Vermont .................. .
:Massachusetts ..... : . : .... .
Rhode Island ...... .... .. ..
Connecticut .. -· ...•.... .. .. .

30 ·O-!

29 ·61

()1 ·4

33 ·5

14 ·4.4. ·

28 ·30
3. 02
33 ·92
32 ·40
25·57

26 ·87
32 ·24.
33 ·13
30 ·63
25 ·13

25 ·39
34·04
34 ·76
29 ·33

114. ·4

45 ·8

20 ·49

29 ·11
29 ·89
26 ·87
32 ·43
33 ·37
32 ·30
33 ·21
3il ·17
32 ·82

28 ·]9
29 ·28
25 ·38
34·16
33 ·02
35 -35
37 ·14.
35 ·50
33 ·23

100 ·1
88 ·7
110 ·3
67 ·0
70 ·7
59 ·9

33 ·14.
33 ·44.
33 ·37
34 ·12

32 ·76
34 ·22
35 ·70
36 ·69
34 ·04

74 ·0
06 ·5

8 ·7

4·80

3 ·6]

2·9

1 ·53

60 ·l
57 ·3

1 ·OO
1 ·35

65 ·8

3 ·2
3 ·1
]7 ·8

1 ·08
·77
·81

68·3

16 ·9

7·62

5 ·76
7 ·20

64 ·O

3 ·5
9 ·6

1 ·04

1·29

30 ·4
17 ·8
47 ·0

13 ·98
8 ·42

12 ·35

20 ·28

187·29
·90

56 ·1

22 ·63
B4 ·56
:30 ·55
17 ·14
12·91

30 ·82

30 ·78

34 ·28

35 ·90
16 ·95

31 ·84
31 ·30
27 ·01 .
32 ·39
34 ·13
33 ·60
33 ·15

34 ·42
34 ·03

~n~

34 ·80

5 23

74
28 ·07

29 ·83

~~ri~:1~~:
::::: :::: :: ::::::
•w ::\! xico .......... .... .

9 ·3!)
22 ·47
31 ·!)Q
]6 ·78
35 ·05

~

tah ...................... .

,·alla ................ ... .

/fJ;[tt~.::: : • • • • •

20 ·85
15 ·48

23 ·54
24 ·57
26 ·04
27 ·92

Kansas . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . • . . ..
W stem DiYi ion :
Montana ..... . ............ .

Arizona ................... .

9 ·07
12 ·33
24 ·87
26 ·76
20 ·88
23 ·83
19 ·60
13 ·73

23 ·98
24 ·64
24 ·97
26 ·32
27 ·98
29 ·43

1

~

7 ·so

25 ·51

~M~
~~i~~~:::::: :: ~::: :: ::: i~ :~~
Miunesota . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . 32 ·45
~~;;~;l
;.j:::::::: ~::: ~ :::::: i: :g~
1:'orth Dalrnta ............ .. t
.
\Jraska........ ..........

123 ·7
140 ·S

2 ·3.5
2 ·9:i
18 ·]6
25 ·4.G

24 ·60

Arkansas. . .. .............. 34 ·16
Oklahoma ............ .. ..... ... .. . .
North Central Division:
Ohio..... .................. 31 ·74
Indiana...... . . .. .. . . .. . . . . 33 ·75
Illinois . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . 32 ·24

, outlt Da1~ota ..............

2·29
3 ·OS
16 ·80
28·2()

2! ·65

¥:~~~~;J;::: ~: :::::::::::: :: :g
T exas. .....................

2 ·85
3 ·62
17 ·97
31 ·64

25 ·71

~:~~;i!~~i:~::::::::::::::

~H~I!~i.~::~:::::::::::::

6 ·6
8 ·6
41 ·5

22 ·34

22 ·80
25 ·96

29 ·0l
30 ·55

Soutl1 Carolina ............ . .
Georgia .................... .
Florida .. . .. ..... ·- ....... .
South Central Division.:

66 ·8

44 ·7

1-! ·77

19 ·40

65 ·9
94 ·6
156 ·7

Per ct.

--

24 ·75
27 ·18

"NewYork ................ .

~~f~n~~;gi~i~::::::::
:: :::
Nor1h Carolina ........... .

24 ·33

Per ct.
13 ·32

28 ·0l

25 ·66
25 ·86
28 ·09

South Atlantic Division:
Delaware . .......... _.... ..
Marylanu ............. -......
District of Columbia . .... . .

P er ct.

31 ·27

- - - - --- - - - - - - - - ------

10 ·20

22 ·29
22 ·87
24. ·38

31 ·93
32 ·60
33 ·15

3,5 ·10
35 ·68

30 ·18

29 ·75
31 ·37
30 ·66
28 ·37
30 ·85

30 ·43
31 ·40
3i ·35
24. 34
29 ·88
31 ·73

17·10
18 ·06
18 ·72
29 ·85
19 ·59

28 ·37
29 ·54
28 ·26
27 ·77
29 ·88
28 ·9:J
30·17
31·11
5 27 ·30
29 ·29
30 ·12
31 ·59

c

124·1
129 ·9
·1 18 ·7
127 ·6

120 ·1
109 ·9
99 ·6

55 ·l
61 ·O

74 ·0

102 ·7

97 ·6
91 ·9

99 ·2
106 ·2
91-(l
99 ·8
90 ·2
8! ·7

112 ·2
100 ·5
94·5

85 ·0

25 ·O
38 ·4.
33 ·460·5
62 ·4

54 ·6
54 ·8
48 ·3
32·,3
17 ·3

2J. ·4
26 ·3
· 2·8

5·9
·7
2 ·3
2 ·1
11·5

72 ·4
76 ·4
42 ·6

22 ·5
80 ·3

9 ·30
14·27
2-! ·24
25 ·49
21 ·] 4.
25 ·97

7 31
10 ·68
1'3 ·34.
1 ·12
3 ·87
·28
1 ·14
·94

2 ·C5

8 ·51

61 ·2 } 33 ·95
42 ·1
25 ·OO
26·4.
13 ·28

6 ·46

·97

7·81
9 ·05
8 ·]5
1·11

2 ·95

2 ·48

·27

·23
·54

8 ·86

·77
·69
3 ·68

16·1]
9 ·76
38 ·32
21 ·53

10-!·3

18·22

28 ·07
25 ·42
32 ·45
21 ·87

6 ·12
GO ·15
35 ·38

·98

27 ·07

13 ·2
57 ·1
66 ·6
60 ·8
41 ·1
39 ·3
27 ·9
51 ·8

44·25
52 ·57

41 ·20
30 ·59

2-!·!

25 ·03

2.J ·69
26 ·96

23 ·72

132 ·1

161 ·3

20 ·97
12 ·76
37

·45 1

6 ·84
1 ·2 '
4. ·4:J

I
5

12 ·51
6 ·67
22 ·0l
25 ·97

8 ·77
44. 58

< 27 ·69
19 ·13

32 ·61

29 ·4.2
28 ·14
20 ·48
6 ·73
39 ·69
30 ·56

27 ·1!)
28 ·63

·98
·62
4 ·45

10 ·36

38 ·74.
38 ·53
16·55

32 ·34

3 ·]9

1 ·rn

11 ·05

49 ·4
47 ·2
36 ·3

22
ii:~~
26 ·96 I

·66
5 ·86

23·73

274 ·0
208 ·8
181 ·8
156 ·4
80 ·7
209 ·3
137 ·9
185 ·3

22 ·77
16 ·0S

9 ·6-i

18 ·06
21 ·33
22 ·00

33 ·39

11·94
19 ·21
13 ·26
29 ·35
30 ·77
24·60
26 ·]9

l:! ·34

21 ·04
17 ·45
33 ·87

2-i ·57
20 ·38

7 ·33
31 ·52
25 ·52
32 ·14

20 ·61:J
25 ·76

18 ·27
30 ·32
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POP"CLATION.
(Tn,blcs 1 nml 2.)

Table 1 gives (1) . the total population of each State, (2) the school
population, or numbe·r of possible pupils,. and C3) the adult male population, or number of taxpayers or school supporters. These are all
estimated for 1892 up@ the basis of the U. S. Census of 1890.
The slow diminution in the i:efative number of children in the pop11latio11 since 1870, and the differences which characterize the different
States as regards their ·relative number of children, are shown in Columns 2 to 4 of Table 2. This is an important matter in consideringactual school attendance and oi10 which has already been emphasized
in previous reports of this office~
Column 5 of the same table exhibits the relation which the number
of adult males bears to that of children. When it is considered that iu
l\'Iontarni,, for instan.ce, there arc five times as nim-iy male adults to the
hundred children as in South qaroliua.,· which is one of the surprising
facts developed by the U. S. Census of 1800, an idea may be had of the
adverse conditions the latter State, as well as the entire Sonth in a
greater or less degree, bas to contend witlr in this regard a,1011e in sustai11ing a public-sellool system. In Diagram 1 the inequalities in tlle
ratios of adult to school population are rendered more striking to the eye.
Tlie proportion of white children ·of foreign birth or pare11tage is
given in Column G of Table 2, while Columns 7 to D give the percentage
of foreign-born population since 1870. Tlie foreign born number 14. 77
1ier cent, or about one-seventll, of the total population, which is a
slig-lit increase over the percentage of 1870. The foreign element is
alrno~.t wanting in the South, while in the North and West persons of
foreign birth form about one-fifth of the population.
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DIAGRAM

1.-Showing for each Sti1te the nurnber of adult males to every 100 childl'en of
school age in 1890. ( Table 2, Column 5.)

Mont., Nev., - Wyo., Wash., Colo., - Cal., - Ariz.,
N.H.,
Idaho,
Oregon, Mass., Conn.,
Vt., - Me., - N . Y.,- R. I., - N.Dak.,
D. C., - N.J., - Mich., N.Mex.,
Ok., - S. Dal{:., Del.,
Minn., Pa.,
Ill.,
Ohio,
Neb., - Ind.,
W,is.,
Iowa, - Md., - Kans., Mo., - Utah, - Fla., - Ky., W.Va.,
Texas,
Va., - Tenn.,
La.,

--

Ark., -

-

Ga.,
Ala.,
N. C., Miss., -

s. c., - -

274.0
209.3
208.8
185.3
181.8
161.3
156.4
140. 8
137.9
131.1
129.9
127.6
124.1
123.7
120.1
118.7
112.2
110.3
109.9
106.2
104. 3
.102.7
100.5
100.1
99.8
99.6
99.2
97.6
94.5
91.9
91..6
90.2
88.7
85 .0
84.7
80.7
74.0
74.0
70.7
68.3
67.0
66.5
65.8
64.0
61.0
60.1
59.9
57.3
55.1

W.Div., 156.7
N . A . Div., 114.4
N. C. Div., 94.6
S. A. Div., 66.8
S. C. Div., 65.9

u. s.,

- -

01.4

'
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TABLE

3.-Numbm· e.f pupils enrolled at varfou,s pe·riods, ancl relation of the enrollment to
the school popiilatior(',

State or 'l'erritory.

Whole number of pupils enrolled on the
school registers during the school year,
excluding duplicates.
1870-'71.

- - - - - -- - - - - - - -1

1879-'80.

1889-'90.

1891-'92. 1870-'71. 1879.'80. 1889.'!JO. 18Yi--'92.

- - - - 1 - - - --1-----1 · - -- - - :J •
4
5
6

- - - -- - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - --

2,930,345
1,242, 8ll
l, 371,975
4,033, 828
288, 546

s

--1---- - - - -

United States ...... 7,561, 582 9,867,505 12,722,581 13, 205, 877
North .Atlantic Division. 2, 74:J, 344
Sou ih Atlantic DiYision. 603, 6111
South Central Division.. 767,839
North Central Division .. 3,300,660
Wes tern Di vision. . . . . . . . 146, 120

Numbef of pupils enrollecl for
every 1oG children 5 to 18
years of age.
~

- -0

- - - -- -

61 ·45

65 ·50

68 ·61

68 ·82

3,178, 604
1,829,278
2,453, 113
5, 1:10, 244
614, 638

77 ·95
30 ·51
34 ·17
76 ·87
54·77

75 ·17
50·74
46 -43
75 ·84
6-! ·96

70 ·4.5
5!) ·22
60·U
76 ·46
70 ·0l

61 ·87

]39, 676
59,813
d65, 608
371,492
52, 774
126,505
1,042,160
2B4, 072
1, 020.,522

136,634
61, 271
c65, 314
383,217
52, 737
130,971
1,073,093
243 , 254
]~032, 113

87 ·35
91 ·31

89 ·80
81 ·32
87 ·21
71 ·76
59 ·59
76 ·97
77·10
64 ·77
74 ·37

85 ·88
71·28

84 ·45
71 ·85

72 ·56
62 ·66
72 ·03
70·71
62 ·'.:!I
69 ·53

72 ·52
58 ·94
72 ·08
72 ·47
60 ·03
67·48

31,434
184, 251
£6,906
342, 269
193, 064
322,533
201, '.:!60
381,297
92,472

/31, 434
189,129
39,678
335, 64.6
200, 789
335,358
205, 649
397, 815
93,780

50 ·04
46 ·70
41 '60
32 ·34
49·47
31 ·2:J
27 ·28
11 ·89
21-21

65 ·20
58 ·13

/66 ·19

45 ·OO
69 ·2]
55 ·87
40 ·50
46 ·24
44·16

66 ·]9
60 ·37
63 -10
60 ·51
75 ·27
56 ·3!1
47 ·08
58 ·46
71 ·10

58 ·21
42 ·GO
61 ·29
25·87
42 ·40
30 ·81

65 ·64
74 ·06
55 ·83
70 ·62
31 ·58
59 ·50
55 ·41

62·11
77 ·95
f 55 ·83
70 ·20
35·57
62·80
59·89
43 ·40

7G ·69
82 ·B9
74 ·61
78·08
73 ·78
75 ·87
83 ·52
68 ·85
41 ·68
68 ·48
73 ·23

76·54
79 ·21
71 ·97
73 -44
69·77.
74·59
85 ·51
74 ·43
5 71 ·26
< 81 ·04
75 ·36
88 ·56

75·97
78·42
71 ·27
74·72
68 ·80
74 ·60
86·50
73 ·72
72 ·81
75 ·35
74·13
86 ·64

6:1·77

71 ·14
54 ·46
72 ·20
42 ·26
52 ·72
55 ·26
73 ·80

3,112,622
1,785,486
2, 298, 57!l
5. 015, 217
515, 677

6fl ·97
58·84

75 ·84
75 ·55

-_--______ =====1==== 1=====1==== - -- - - - -0

North .Atlantic Division:
Maine ...............
New Hampshil'eb....
Vermont.............
Masi,achusetts.......
Rhode Islltnd........
Connecticut . . . . . . . . .
New York ...........
New Jersey d........
Pennsylvaniae.......
South .Atlantic Division:
Delaware ........... .
Maryland ........... .
Djstr:ic_t of Columbia.
V1rgmia ... .... ..... .
West Virginia . .•.•..
North Carolina •.....
South (.arolina ..... .

i:i?a~::::::::::::::

a 152,600

149,827
71,957
64,341
c 65,384
75,238
273, 661
306, 777
a 34, 000
40,604
113, 588
119,694
1,028,110 1,031,593
204,961
169,430
834,614
937,310
20,058
115,683
15, 157
131,088
76, 99()
all 5,000
66,050
49,578
14,000

27, 823
162,431
26, 439 ·
220,786
142, 850
252, 612
134,072
236, fi33
39,315

72 ·34
5!) ·24
80 ·83
82 ·98
63 ·20
76 ·35

South Ceutral Division:
Kentucky ........... g 178, 457 g 276, 000
399, 660
-389. 860
Tennessee ........... a 140,000
300,217
447,950
487, 507
32 ·00
.Alabama . . . . . . . . . . . . 141, 312
179, 490
801, 615 /301, 615
40 ·30
Mississippi.......... 117,000
236, 654
334, 158
40·00
340, 927
Louii;iana............
57, 6::!9
77, 642
120, 253
24 ·78
140, 233
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
63, 504 a 220, 000
~66, 872
21 ·00
528,314
.Arkansas . . . . . . .. . . .
69,927
81,972
223,071
40·29
251,452
Oklahoma...........
. ......... .
13, 205
North Central Division:
Ohio................. 7Hl, 372
729, 499
797,439
84 ·04
800,356
Indiana.............. 450, 057
511, 283
512,955
511,823
78 64
Illinois . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 672, 787
704, 041
778,319
809,452
81 ·Ol
Michigan............ 292, 466
362, 556
427,032
447,467
79 ·66
Wiscon sin........... 265, 285
2119. 457
351,723
73 ·92
362,064
Minnesota • . . . . . • . . . . 113, 983
180, 248
280, 960
75 ·92
300, 33~
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 341, 938
426, 057
493,267
509,830
84 ·44
Mi!:1souri............. 330, 070
482, 986
620,314
640,799
56 ·03
37,916
North Dakota ... - .. - }
660
13, 718 S 35,543
South Dakota........
< 78,043
74. 070 } 39 ·26
Nebraska............
23,265
02, 549
240, 300
253, 909
58 ·79
Kansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
89, 777
231, 434
399,322
382,225
74·22
WeAtern Di vision:
Montana.............
a 450
4,270
16, 980
21,768
70 ·24
2,907
7,052
9,426
45 ·34
22, ]19
65,490
76, 647
42 ·28
Kew Mexico......... al, 320
4,755
18, 215
24,297
4 ·42
.Arizona ... .. . . ..... .
4,212
7,989
a 10, 080
Utah . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
16,992
24, B26
37,279
55, 4·18
53 ·36
Nevada.... ..........
3,106
9,045
7, 387
7,161
53 ·97
Idaho......... . ......
906
14,311 . al 7, 360
5,834
46 ·06
14,780
Washington........ . a5, 000
55,964
69 ·00
78, 819
OrPp:on . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
21,000
37,533
63,254
75,526
67·73
California............
91, 332
158,765
221,756
63 ·63
238,106

i,

~i~~(~~~::::::::::::

u~~

a Es
timatecl.
I
b

umberofpupilsattendin g two weeks or more.

c Includes only pupils of legal school age (5 to20).
dSame 15tol8).

ED

92--3

55 ·4.0

77 ·4.4
6(' ·82

13 ·32
53 ·]6
50 ·61
79 ·73
77 ·85
72 ·36
75 ·02
73 ·37

(i2 ·66

70 ·58
74 ·78
77 ·38

e Enrollment of Philadelphia estimated.
/In 1889- '!JO.
g Highest number enrolled.

60 ·64
60 ·49
57·79
75 ·42
57 ·47
46 ·74
59 ·14
66 ·93

74 ·42
58 ·75 .
75·77
53 ·95
58·94
72·25
74·02
a62 ·66
82 ·24
79·52
70 ·38
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4.-Tlw school enrollment of 1891-'92 classified by sex, and compared with t1ie
enrollment of the preceding year. Per cent of the male and of the female school population enrolled.

TABLE

Stat.1~ 01· Territory.

Whole number of pupils en·
rolled, e:s:cluding du~licatcs.
Males.

Females.

Total.

Number of pupils
In~rease
enrolled for
or decrease Per cent
of
in.
every
100 cbil(lren
since the
5 to 18 rears of age.
preceding
year.
Males . 1 Females.

J~~~!:~!.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - • - - - - - l · - - - - -1- - - - - - - - - - -

4

3

1

-------,---- - - - - -

7

6

Per cent.
United States ..... . . .......... . ......... . 13,205,877 I .. 203, 238 I .. 1 ·56
North .Atlantic Division ...................... .
South Atlantic DiYision .. - .... ..... .. ... .. ... .
South Central Division ....................... .
North Central Division ................. ... .. ..
Western Division ..... .............. . ..... .. .. .

3,178,604
1,829,278
2,453,113
5,130,244
614,638

I . . a36, 078
I.. 12, 99-1
I.. 45,928
I.. 67, 799
I.. 40,439

I..al ·17
I.. ·72
I.. 1 ·91
I.. 1 ·34
I.. 7 ·0-1

8

*68 ·42

*67 ·JS

*68 ·31
•59 ·99
*61 ·67
*76 ·32
*77 ·77

*G7 ·48
*58 ·41
'61 ·24
•7.1-7g
*76 ·10

_ _ _----l=~-=-==lc=cc==c-~~1cc=,===l==c==lc=.c

North Atlautic Division:
Maine ..... .. .. · -· ······ . .. . . . ....... . ... . ..
New Hampshire b.. .. . .
31,223
30,048
Vermontc . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33,093
31,321
Massachusetts .... ...... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rhode I sland . . . . . . . . . .
26, 645
26, 092

D .. 3 ·39
I .. 1 ·79
····· · ····
I.. 1 ·65
I.. 1,255 I .. 2 ·44
I.. 2,066 I.. 1 ·60
I.. 19,049 I .. l ·81
243,254 I.. 5,754 I .. 2·42
1,032,113 I.. 5,446 1. . ·53
Vl6,634
61,271
65,314
383,217
52, 737

D .. 4,799
I.. 1,076
.............
I.. 6,231

31,434
189,129
39,678
335, 6!6
200, 789
335,358
205,649

3~~: ~~~

D ..
559
D ..
85
I.. 1,292
D .. 7,074
I.. 2,413
I.. 4,638
D .. 3,910
.I.. 16,518
D ..
239

389,860
487,507
301,615
340,927
140,233
528,314
251,452
13,205

D ..
I ..
I ..
I..
I..
I..
I..
I..

36,627
4.170
31,411
13,072
9,524
12,235
9,333
~,810

D .. 8·59
I.. ·86
I .. 11 ·62
I .. 3-99

800, 356
511,823
809, 452
447, 467
362, 06-1
300, 333
509, 830
640, 799
37, 916
74,070
253, 909
382,225

/I . .
D ..
I ..
I. .
I ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
I..
D. .
I ..
D ..

45, 487
10,018
10, 3fl-1
1,443
4, 247
0, 691
6, 075
1, 070
2,373
2,207
G, 589
7,345

I ..
D. .
I ..
I..
I ..
I ..

*~~n~;~<rt~::::::
:::::: :::::::::: :::::::::: • 1,m:~i~
New JtJrsey cL . .. .... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Pe1111~ylvania c. ... .. . . . 522,443
509,670
Sout,h Atlantic Division:
·
Delaware/ ............................. ... .
Maryland ... .. ..... ......... .... .. ........ .
District of Columbia...
J8, 890
20,788
Virginia, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Hi9, 441
166, 205
West Virginia..... .... 104-, 563
96,226
North Carolina . . . . . . . . 171,125
164,233
South Carolina......... 102,000
103, 649
Georgia...... ....... . . . WO, 103
197, 712
Florida . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
46, 918
46, 862
Sonth Contra! Dh-ision:
Kentucky ..... ..... ........ ....... .... .... .
Tennessee........ ..... . 250, 788
236, 719

~\~~~~i~,i- :::::::::::: :::::::::: ::::::::::

Louisiana . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Texas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Oklahoma .. .. _-······· ,
North Central Division:
Ohio . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Iudiana... ...... .......
Illinois. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

70, 652
262, 984
130, 939
6,872

411, 641
260, mo
411, 158

69, 581
265, 330
120,513
6,333

J

388, 715
251, 693
398, 294

~i~~~i~fn· ::::::::::::: ::::: :: :: : :::: :: ::::

Minnesota .. .............................. .
Iowa ... .... .... ...... .................. ... .
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 324, 956
315, 843
North Dakota..........
20,175
17,741
South Dakota..........
38, 956
35, 114
.Nebraska . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 180,083
123, 826
Kansas . .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . 196, 0-!3
186, 182
Western DiYi!<ion:
Moutnnn .................................. .
Wyoming..... . ...... ..
4. 808
4, Gl8
Colorado . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
38, 814
37, 833
:row Mexico . . . . . . . . . . .
14, 391
0, 906

t~·!11°~-~~.::::::::::::::
::::3,610
:::::: ::::3,551
::::::
NoYa<la . . .. . . . . .... ....

Idaho g ..•..••.•. . .....•....••..........•..
Washington . . . . . . . . . . .
39,947
38,872
01'f'~On.................

California..............

37, 605
122. 141

37, 921
115, 065

* This summary includes only the, fates belon<dng

21,768
9,426
7G, 647
24,297
10,080
55,448
7,101
17,360
78,819
75,526
238,106

73 ·]3
81 ·98

70 ·53
80 ·38

59 ·83

58 ·07

67' ·81

67·20

50 ·30
57 ·87
77 ·60
58 ·05
45 ·91
58. 81
66 ·74

61 ·60
57·70
73·12
56 ·94
47·59
59 ·47
67 ·]4

78 ·80

77 ·05

35·68
61 ·79
61 ·44
43·67

35 ·44
63 ·87
58 ·26
43·11

D .. 1 ·72

D ..
I ..
D ..
I..
I..
D ..
I ..
D ..

·04
3 ·37
2·06
1 ·22
1 ·40
l ·87
4 ·33
·25

I .. 7·29
I .. 2 ·37
I .. 3 ·85
r .. 21 ·o3

6 ·03
77 ·25
74 ·60
1 ·92
78 ·98
77 ·82
1 ·30
71 ·92
70 ·58
·32 ........ ... ...... .
1 ·19 ......... ..... ... .
3 ·33 ... ... ........ ····
1

L
:i~ ..14:-os · .. ·.. 1~ ·-s2
I .. 6·68
74·97
70·48

D .. 2 ·89
I .. 2·66
D. . 1 ·89

I

77'·47
74·35
87 ·14

I.. 2,717
I..
698
I.. 3,256
I.. 1,698

I .. 14 ·2G ········
57 ·86
I.. 8 ·00
75·88
I.. 4-44
62 ·57
I.. 7 ·51

T ..

I .. 12 ·37

1,110

73 ·15
73 ·93
86 ·06
59 ·66
75 ·60
44 ·07

-- ----- - --------··

I.. 8,654 I .. 18 ·50 -------·
73 ·53
D ..
407 D .. 5 ·38
I. . 2,180 I .. 14 ·36 ---·····
81 ·43
I.. 9,209 I .. 13 ·23
78·38
I.. 3, 20'1 I. . 4 ·43
80 ·56
I.. 8,120 I .. 3 ·53

74 :50
· · · · ·ss··i2
0

••••

80 ·67
78 ·16

c In lodes onlypnpils of legal school age (&-20).
to tho group tbat are tabulated in the s~rne d Includes only pupils oflegal school age (&-18.)
column li low.
e Emollment of l'biladelphia e!ltimatea.
a l£xclnclin~ Vermont.
f In 1889-'90.
b ~rnmber of pupils attending two w ks or
u Estimated.
morn.
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ENROLLMENT.

Tables 3 and 4 give various facts relating to the common school
enrollment, past and pr~sent.
It appears that the total number of pupils enrolled on the sc4:ool
regist ers during the school year 1891-'92, so far as can now be determin ed, was 13,205,877, or au · average of 68·82 pupils for each 100
children of school age (5 to 18 years), as against 69·03 in 1890-'91.
A consolidation of the gains and losses of one year shows a · net
incr ease of 203,2:38 pupils over the last preceding reports (in the case
of most of the States over those of 1890-'91). This indicates a_gain of
1·56 per ce.nt, which is less than for several years past; the gain of
1890-'91 over 1889-'90, indeed, was 2·57 per cent.
These figures seem to show that the increase in enrollment has not
kept pace during the past year with the growth of the school population. Some of the State reports of enrollment are imperfect, however,
and this loss of pupils as compared with the total number of children
may be only apparent. Kentucky, for instance; shows (Table 4, Column 5) a loss of 36,627- 1mpils since 1890-'91; but Supt. Thompson, of
th at State, attributes this seeming loss to imperfect reports, and informs
the Bureau that it is doubtful if there has been any real loss. The~
decrease of 10,018 pupils in Indiana may prohably be explained in the
same way. _
The increase in some of the States of the Western Division is phe_n omenal; Montana, Idaho, and Washington each increased. their school
enrollment by about one-seventh, and Utah by nearly one-fifth (18·50
per cent).
· Sex.-The attempt has been made in the present Report to class ify the common school enrollment by sex. The result shows that in each section of the Union, as a rule, more boys are enrolled in the common
schools than girls. This might have been expected from the fact that
th ere is an excess of boys in the school population, 50·47 per cent of
all the children from 5 to 18 years of age being boys (Table 1, Columns
3, 4, and ti). But it is further shown (Table 4, Columns 7 aml 8) tbat
in proportion to the total numbers of each sex more boys than girls
are enrolled. Out of every 100 boys of school age in 31 States G8·42
are enrolled; girJs, 67·48. The difference is slight, and may be due to
t he reluctance of parents to intrust their girls to the public scliools at
-so early an age as their boys. . .
Classification of pupils by age.-A knowledge of the ages of commonsch ool pupils is a, great desideratum. Only three States, viz, Vermont,
New Jersey, and North Carolina, furnish complete information upon
t his point. Several other States report the n11mber of pupils aboveand l>elow certain age limits. Using this information as a basis, an,
estimate has been made of the number of pupils of each year of age:
from 5 to 18, ·which is probably not grossly in error, and may serve for
most purposes in lieu of more accurate figures. A corresponding esti-
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mate was made of the whole number of children of each year of age.
The results appear in the following table (Table 5), and are plotted in
part in Diagram 2.
DIAGRAM

(C..,.;

2.-Showing fat· each year of age from 5 to 18 the whole number of children
• and the nitrnbe'I' enrollecl i n th e common schools. (See Table 5. )
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'I'~BLE

5.-Showi·ng for each year of age .froni 5 to 18 the whole n11,niber of eh-ild1·en and
tlie nmnber 'en1·ollccl in the common schools.
Enrollment.

School :population.
Per cent I'er cent
Years of age,

Whole number of

child1en .

- - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - -1, 6!J8, 300
1, 6-16, 300
6 to 7 · · ···-·· ---·--·- - -·
1, 6Ul, 000
7 to 8. ---- -- ---··-- · - -- .
1, 5G5, 700
8 to 9 ···--· ---- - - ·-·--·.
9 to 10 ___ . _. . _. .... _. . _..
1, 510, 300
1,471,400
10 to 11 --- -- ----- --------1,439. oco
llto 12 --···- - --- ·· ·----··
1, 4l!l, 400
12 to 13 ------------------ 1,400,
aoo
13 to 14 ------·· - · ··-···· · ·
. 1,387, 100
14 to 15 -- ----------------1,367, 700
15 to 16 _••. . _- ... - . - .... . .
1, 35,1, 700
16 to 17 --·····---··· -· ····
1,341, 694
17to18 ··········· · ··-··· ·
Over 18 _........ _... _.•• _•..... _ -- ------------

From 5 to 6 - - . - ..••• • •..•.-....

Total ......•.•. __.·........

rn, 192,894

of the
school

of the
total

popnla-

popula -

tion.

tion.

Number
f'nrollcd in
the common
schools.

I'er <'ent Per cent
of the
total
enrollment.

of the
school

population.

------- - ----1---8 ·85
8 ·58
8 ·34
8·10
7 ·87
7 ·66
7 ·50
7 ·40
7 ·30
7 ·23
7 ·13
7 ·06
6. ·98
100 ·OO

627,200
1, 163, 000
1, 253, 100
1, 317, &00
1, 331,100
1, 332. EOO
l, 2li2, 500
1,244, 000
1, 077, 600
90-1. 400
668, 200
488, 600
839,300
196,577

2 ·62
2 ·54
2 -47
2 ·40
2 ·33
2 ·27
2 ·22
2 ·19
2·16
2 ·14
2 ·11
2 ·00
2 ·07

---------29 ·61

I

13,205,877

4 ·75
8 ·80
9 ·4!)
9 ·98
10 ·08
10 ·0!J
9 ·56
g ·42
8 ·16
6 ·85
5 ·06
3 ·70
2·57
l ·49

36·9
70 ·6
78 ·:l
8-1·7
88 ·1
90 ·6
87 ·7
87 ·6
77 ·0
65·2
48 ·9
36 •i
25 ·3

100 ·OO

68 ·8

------

According to the above table, of the 1.3,205,877 common-school pupils
in the United States, 10,608,800, or 80·33 per c-ent, are under 14 years
of age. Indeed, it will appear from the diagram that the pupils begin
to thin out very rapidly after reaching the thirteenth year. The
maximum attendance is from 9 to 11 ·years of age.
It is worthy of note that, according to this table, 90·6 per cent of the
children from 10 to 11 years of age are enrolled in the common schools.
As all persons who reach maturity pass through this age period, it is
evident that, if this vercentage remajned constant from year to year,
more than nine-tenths of the adult population of the United States (disregardiug immigrants) would have received some degree of education in
the common schools, the more so, in that many between 10 and 11 not in
sc~oolnow have attended school at an earlier age or wiil attend hereafter.
Add to this number those who have received their education in private
schools only, and making due allowance for duplicate registrations,
there would remain only au·inconsiclera ble fraction of persons raised in
this country who hau never attenuell school at all.
This well-nigh uuiversal education is almost wholly voJuntary. Probably not one child in a hundred is sent to school under compulsion of
the law.
Percentage of school population enrolled.-The number of pupils enrolleu in each State at four different dates or epochs is given in Columns
2 to 5 of Table 3; •and in Columns 6 to 9 is given for the same dates the
percentage of school population enrolled. The number of pupils enrolled
for every 100 children of school age has increased from G8·61 in 1889-'90
to G8·82 in 1891--'92.
Diagram 3 shows graphically for each State the percentage of school
population enrolled at the present time, the arrangement of States
being in the order of magnitude. in this particular.* Four have enrolled
" This diagram consiu.ers oniy the nnmber of pupils whose uames were entered on
the school registers, without rega.nl to the number of uays they attenclod.
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DIAGHA:vr

3.-Showing graphically the percentage of the school pop1ilation (5 to 18 years)
enrolled in the common schools jn 1891-92. (See Table 3, Column 9.)

NoTE.-This dia~ram has only to do with .the number of pupils enrolle<l., -without r egar<l. to their
r egularity of attenctance or t!ie length of the school term.
PER CENT.

Kans., Iowa, Me., - Wash., Oregon, Cal., - Ind., - Tenn., Ohio, - Colo., - w:va., S. Da.k., Mich., Minn., Mont., Neb.,
Nev.,-. Mo., - N.Dak., J
Mass.,
N.Y.,
Utah,
Conn., N.R, Ill.,
Miss., Wis.,
Pa.,
Fla.,
Del.,
Texas, Idaho, Ky., - Md., - D. 0., - N.J., -

.Ark., -

-

Ga.,
R. I. , Ariz., Wyo.,

-

Va., - :r_ 0.,- Ala., - N. Mex.,
. 0., - Ok.,
L::i..,

86.64
86.50
84.45
82.24
79.52
79.38
78.42
77-.95
75.97
75.77
75.42
75.35
74.72
74.60
74.42
74.13
74.02
73.72
72.81
72.52
72.47
72.25
72.08
71.85
71.27
70:20
68.80
67.48
66.93
66.19
62.80
62.66
62.11
60.64
60.49
60.03
59.89
59.14
58.94
58.94
58.75

,~

57.791--------------------57.471-------------------55.83,-.--------------------53.9 5 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 46.74
.,;::;.----------:

~3.401----------------

8 5 . 5 7 1 - - - - - - -- - - - -

SCHOOL ENROLLMENT
COMPARED WITH
THE SCHOOL POPULATION,
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more tllan 80 per cent of a11 persons from 5 to 18 years of age. It is
probable that a, rigorous exclusion of duplicate enrollments, such as
is practiced in Massachusetts and Rhode Island, would so mew hat alter
tllis showing. In addition to what has been already said upon this subject in previous repor ts of thh~ office, reference may be made to certain
wholesale duplications t.o which State Superintendent Knoepfl.er, of
Iowa~ cans attention. In his report for 1892-'93 (p. 133) he says:
Experience shows that m:1ny yonn 6 teachers do uot understand how properly to
keep a llaily register-and m ake a term report therefrom. " * * Frequently the
enrollment for three separate terms is added to get the enrollment for tho year,
when in fact the majority of the names have thus been counted three times~ ~ilUS
g iving a greatly exn.ggerated enrollment.

Iowa, it will be observed, stands next to the highest iu Diagram 3.
The relation of enrollment to school populatior1 is given in the_following table for each year since 1870-'71, and illustrated furtller by
Diagram 4:
G.--Show'ing school popnlation of the UnUcd Slates and nnrnbe1· of pupils c111:olled
each year since 1870-''?1; also pel' cent of school population em olfrcl i II each geographic
di vision.

TABLE.

Years.

Estimated
school population ( persons 5 to 18
years of ago)
of tho Un ited
States.

12,305, GOO
1870-'71 ....
12,565,600
1871- '72 ....
fB72-'73 ... .
12,833,700
1873-'74 ....
13,112,900
13, 401>, 200
1874-'75 ....
13,708,000
1875-'76 ....
187G-'77 . .. .
14,025,800
1877-'78 ....
14,356,000
1878-'79 ....
14,702, '800
187!l-'80 .••. a 15, 065, 767
] 880-'81 . •. .
15, 379,290
188 1-'82 .•..
15, 704,660
1882-'33 .•..
16,044,410
1883- '84 . •..
16,401,280
] 884-'85 ... .
16,773, 190
1885-'8/l . •..
17,122,060
1886-'87 ....
17,482,020
] 887-'88 . .. .
17,827,310
1888-'8!l ....
18,168,580
188!l-'90 .... a 18, 543. 201
1890- '9 L....
18,906,950
1801-'02 b . .
19,192,804

Per cent of the school popula tion enrolle<l.
Pnpils
enrolled.

i

United
States.

North
South
Sonth
North I ·
Atlantic Atlantic Central Central W:e~t~rn
Division. DiYision .. Division . Division. Dn-ision.

- - - - - - - - - - - -I7,561,582
7,815, 306
8,003,614
8,444,251
8,785,678
8,869,115
8,965,006
9,438,883
!), 504,458
9,867,505
10,000,896
10,211,578
10,651, 828
10,982,364
11, 398,024
11,664,460
11 ,884,944
12,182,600
12,392,260
12,722,581
13, 050,132
13,205,877

ciU. S. Census.

61 ·45
62 ·20
62 ·3G
64 ·40
05 ·54
64 ·70
63 ·92
65 ·75
64 ·6,J,
65 ·50
65 ·03
65 ·03
66 ·39
06 ·96
67 ·96
68 ·14
67 ·98
68 ·33
68·20
G8 ·61
69 ·03
68 ·82

77 ·95
77 ·33
76·79
77 ·77
78 ·59
78 ·55
76 ·83
77 ·09
76 ·18
75 ·17
74 ·28
74 ·56
74·15
72 ·83
73 ·23
72 ·63
72 ·23
71 ·60
70 ·60
70 ·45
69 ·85
69 ·97

30 ·51
n2·27
35 ·86
42 ·10
44·61
46 ·72
47 ·02
48 ·85
46·72
50 ·74
51 ·49
51 ·90
54 ·30
56 ·25
57 ·17
57 ·68
58 ·!)8
58 ·68
58 ·40
59 ·22
59 ·So
58 ·84

34 ·17
37 •!),!,
38 ·67
40 ·82
42·47
37 ·36
38 ·51
43 ·50
44·71
46·43
47 ·03
47 ·02
50 ·68
5-il •59
56 ·57
56 ·82
56 ·21
58 ·67
58 ·28
G0·14
62 ·51
61 ·87

76 ·87
77 ·04
75 ·97
7G ·!l8
77 ·54
77 ·05
75 ·GO
77 ·38
75 ·28
75 ·84
74·59
7! ·15
75 ·13
75 ·06
75 ·46
76 ·08
75·77
75 ·96
76 ·63
76 ·46
76 ·00
75 ·84

--

5J ·77
5! ·43
57 ·52
GJ ·04
64 ·39
G6 ·37
66 ·12
66 ·26
65 ·63
64 ·96
64 ·82
65 ·93
G7 ·05
OS ·OJ
68 ·53
GS ·O:J
67 ·97
68. 53
6!) ·39
70 ·Ol
73 ·28
75 ·55

b Subject to correction.

The strong upward trend of the lines of the two Southern divisions
in i ho fliagram records a growth in public school attendance during· the
past two u.ecades of epoch-making proportions. The close coincidence
of these two liues throughout their length indicates a similarity of conditions obtaining simultaneously over a wide extent of t erritory.

DIAGRAM

4.-Showing the per cent of the school population enrolled in the corn»ion schools
since 1871. (See Table 4.)
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There are grounds for apprehending that these two Soutl1ern lines
wm not rise much higher than at present. The small proporti<>::::?. of
adults in the South compared with tile number of children t? be educated {see Diagram 1), and the fact that of this SII!.all proportion fully
one-third are negroes who contribute a minimum to the support _o f tlle
schools, are circumstances adverse to the highest development of a
public-school system. Those who are familiar with the educational
~ Id Rtory of the North are a ware of the widespread ·repugnance that has
been exhibited of one class of people to support schools for the benefit
of another; of the rich for the benefit of the poor; of those having no
children for the benefit of those having them; of the people of one
locality to be taxed for the benefit of those of another. Instances have
occurred of lawsui-ts being ·i nstituted over the petty ql?-estiou of whether
a child should be educated in this or that district school. It is inevitable
that these antagonisms should be intensified in the South, with its
sharply defined race contrasts; one race with little property being d_ependent for education largely upon the financial resources of another.
'rhat the lines of the Southern divisions have approached so near
the Northern, as is the case in the diagram, is a, testimonial to the
existence in that section of a widespread determination to secure the
benefits of education to all the people, and shows that it has in a large
measure been effective in bringing the children into the schools. The
chief drawback is the short school term. (See Diagram G.)
The line of the Western States also bears strongly upward. The
twenty years covered by the diagram have witnessed the change of
many of these States from frontier communities to more settled conditions. Here the great preponderance of adults and sparsity of
children render the financial burdeu of providing education for all
youth peculiarly light.
The North Central.States have about held their own in the 1ast two
decades as regards proportion of school population enrolled. In the
North Atlantic. States there has been a marked loss. When it is considered, however, to what extent enrollment statistics were formerly
inflated through duplicate registrations, there is re?'son for supposing
that the loss in ~he North At1antic States is more apparent than real.
A complete eradication of duplicate enrollments would probably bring
both the northern divisions down still lower in the scale. The low
position of Rhode Island in Diagram 3 must be attributed, at least in
part, to rigidly correct reports of er{rollment, each pupil being reported
only once, no matter in how many schools enrolled.
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7.-4,>·;,rage dail.11 attenclcrnce at varfous periods, ancl. its present relation to the
ave.rag.e<~ttencla nee of the precelling yea r, to the enl'ollme11 t, ancl to the school JJOpulation.

TABLE

A,crage number of pupils in attell(l ·
::mce each day.

State Qr Territory.
1870-'71.

18i9- '80.

1889-'90.

1891-'92.

-------- -,-------- -- - - - --- 1- - - ------ -----l

3

2

- - -~iteu States . . 4,545,317
Korth.AtlanticDivi- sion . .. . . .... . .. .. . 1, C27, 208
South Atla11tic Divis10n .. . ... ... .... . . 368,111
South Central Diris10u . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53G, 032
North Central Dh-ision .... . .. ....... . 1,911, 720
\YesternDivision . ... 102,046
North Atlantic Division:
}fainc ......... - . 100, 392
48, 150
New Hampshire.
Vermont. ....... . a 44,100
201,.750
Massachu setts .. .
22,485
Rhode Islaml ... .
62, 083
Uonnecticnt . . . . .
ew York .. . . .. . 493, G4S
80,812
NeYr Jcrsc,v .... . .
Pennsylvania ... . 567, 188
f:onth .Atlantic Di,i siou:
l)clawaro . . ..... . a 12,700
56, 4.35
Marylanu ....... .
10,261
Dist. c,f Uolumbia
77,402
Virgiuia ...... . . .
51 330
West Virginia .. .
000
' orth Uaroiina .. a
a
44,700
South Carolina ..

73;

31, 377
000
ii1~;1i~:::: :::::: a 10,

South Ueutral Division:
~~entncky . . . . . . .
:reunessee . . . . . . .
la.llama . . . . .. . .
Mi. issippi.. . . ..
Louisiana....... . .
Texas . . . . . . . . . . .
A rka11s:1s........
Oklaliuma. .......
orth Central Divii; on:
Ohio.............
ln<liana... . . .. . . .
Illinois . . . . . . . . . .
.Michigan ....... .
'\Vbcom1iu .... . . .
l'liiuncsota.. .. . . .
Iowa.... . ...... ...

120, 860

4

I

a

6

lo, 144,-143 !s,153, 035 18, 547,551

107,666
90,000
a 40, 500
a 41, 000
a 46, 600

· orth Dakota. . ( ,, 1
·outh Dakota ... . S ' ' 040
Tcbra~lrn ........

a 14,300

J'anaas....... . ..
'\V :1t rn Didsion :
.Montan a .... . ....
Wyoming . . . . . . .
'olorado.........
•e w M xico .. ...

I al, 100

52, 801

a 250
2, 011
a 880
.A r izona ......•...... .. .. ..
tah ... . . . .. . . . .
12, 810
Nornda... . . . . .. . a 1, 800
Ida.ho . ...... . ....
a 600
:v ashin tr ton. . .. . a 3, 300
Orc~o11 . •. ... . .. . , a 15, 000
61, 2

6

7

r~r ~~~i·

j

s

9

OJ ·73

~~

--

I .. 1 ·15

66 ·3G

776,798 \1, 120,083 l, 112, 50() D .. 13,856 D .. 1 ·23

60 ·81

35 ·i8

902,767 jl, 467,640 1,553, 10! I .. 5!J, 075 I .. 3 ·05

63 ·31

39 ·17

2,451, 167 3,188,732 3, 370, 869 I . . 37,534 I .. 1 ·13
-~~ 334,~ 401,915 I . . 35,7S9 I .. 9·78

G5 ·70
65·30

49 ·83
49 ·40

1

1

-------

-

4 ·15
1 ·04
2 ·59
3·88
3 ·27
1·49
0·11
2·72

Ii 02 ·51
55 ·55
75 ·00
55 ·44
63 ·76
59 ·27
72 ·3::l
58 ·80
00 ·36

41 ·38
33 ·C9
45 ·37
32. 04
48 ·09
34 ·07
33 ·81
34 ·82
44 ·41

0·9u
3 ·45

62 ·39
71 ·68
57 ·86
08·80
63 ·63
55 ·85
5fi ·87

38 ·75
55 ·87
33 ·78
40 ·62
24 ·4i
30 ·96
33 ·45
24 ·68

70 ·sO
70 ·45
71 ·00
06 ·30
a 59 ·90
47·11
63 ·10
67 ·72
56 ·49
Ol ·93
GO ·81
:Vi6
02 ·50

53 ·48
55 ·25
50 ·CO
49 ·53
41 ·27
3:i ·]4
54 ·57
49 ·92
41 ·]3
46 ·67
45·08
54·22

90, 191
43,508
45, 057
283, 648
37,001
84 , 887
665, 574
150, 569
708, 719

D .. 12, 871 D .. 12 ·49
I . . 1,412 I .. 3 ·35
D. .
418 D .. 0 ·92
I . . 5, 046 I .. 1 ·81
I . . 2. 100 I .. <i ·02
I ..
583 I .. 0 ·69
I . . 15, 557 I .. 2 ·39
I . . 3, 806 I .. 2·50
I . . 8, 782 I .. 1 ·25

17, 439
85,778
20,637
128,404
91,604
170, 100
a 90, GOO
145, 190
27, 0.16

19,649
102,351
28,184
198,290
121, 700
203,100
147,799
2.10, 791
04, 819

b 19,649
105,063
2(), 762
186,026
128,044
198, 747
148,761
234,231
62,226

D..

178, 000
208, 528
117,978
156,701
a 54, 800
a 132, 000 a
a 54, 700 1a

225, 730
323, 548
182,467
207,704
87, 536
291, 941
148, 714

851 D ..
l, 107 D . .
752 I ..
7. 510 D ..
4,057
3,016
158
6,560
221

I ..

D..
I ..
D ..
I .. O·:l6

D . . 2,217 D ..
I .. 11,665 I ..
I . . 10,300 I ..
D. .
ao5 D ..

a 3,000
] , 020
]2, 618
3,150
2,847
17,l78
5, 401
3,863
10, 540
27,435
100,966

a E s timated.

zoo,

10,596

14,940
a6,110
38, 715
47,946
a 13,000 · 16,720
4,702
a 6,080
20,907
31,632
5, ]52
5,064
a O, 500 a 11, 020
36, 046
50, 710
43, 333
52,724
140, 580
158, 75

a 4,700

6 ·02 b 60 ·50

0
I.. 4,655 I .. 5
I .. 16,757 I .. 5
I .. 16,820 I .. 13
I . . 1,334 I .. 21

549, 2G9
503,481 1 . . 3,188 I ..
3~2, 2i5
300, 664 D .. 8,396 D . .
538, :no
571,738 I . . 1J , 67!> I ..
a 282,000 296, 671 D . . 1,71D D ..
457 a 217,200 1 .. ';!, 500 I ..
127, 025
141,472 I..
390 I ..
306,300
321,708 I .. 4,441 I . .
384,627
433,951 I .. 21,818 I ..
21,413 I..
719 I ..
8,530 5 2C, 604
( 48,327
45,870 D .. l.370 D ..
GO, 156
146,139
154,402 I.. 8,087 I ..
137, 6ti9
2.1::1, 300
239,299 D .. 6.803 D ..
I ..
I..

·15
·07
·24
·60
·60

0 ·57
2·28
2 ·62
0 ·58
1 ·16
0 ·28
I ·40
5 ·30
3·47
2·90
5·53

2,847 I .. 23 ·54
310 I .. 5 ·35

I . . 4,240 I .. D ·70
I..
I..
I..

D..
I ..

I..
I. .
I..

55·73
51 ·0l
55 ·02
53 ·67
H ·35
4G ·71

98,364
41. 526
45; 887
273,910
33,905
83,656
642,984
133,286
082, 941

D ..
I..
D..
I..
D..
I..
D ..
I ..

GS ·63

a 64 ·82

02 ·54
2,285 I .. 15 ·83
68 ·82
730 I .. 13·64 a 00 ·31
5,275 I .. 20 ·Ol
57 ·06
71 ·95
181 D .. 3·30
1,380 r ..14 ·31 a 63 ·49
0, 304 I •. 14 ·10
64 ·34
7, 32:) I . . 16·13
09 ·EO
5,270 I .. 3 ·43
G6·73

- - - ________,_

b In 1889-'90.

46 ·43

66 ·00
71 ·00
68 ·98
74 ·03
70 ·17
64 ·80
02 ·03
GI ·89
GS. 66

103, 115
48,900
48,606
233,127
27,217
73,540
573,089
115,194
601, 627

243, 192
349,483
b 182,467
197, 275
96,475
336,257
140,445
. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . ......... . . 7,510

a 89, 000

I .. 142, 53()

1, 824, 487 2, 036, 4.5() 2,109, 154 I .. 23, 9:;7

476,279
432,452
295, U71
321,659
431,638
:Wl, 686
a 103, 000 a 240, 000
a 132, 000 a 156,000
50,694, (t 78, 400
211, 562
259,836
187,024. a 281, OGO
.Mi ~i;o111i.. .. . . . .

Ca liforuia . . . . . . .

1

44 ·!)5
37 ·]5
46 ·33

51 ·07
38 ·08
47 ·39
37 ·13
35 ·55
41 ·22

53 ·25
39 ·78
52 ·91
55 ·51
52 ·06

___
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STATISTICS OF ST.A.TE SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
A VER.A.GE DAILY ATTEND.A.NOE.

The average number of pupils in attendance upon the schools of the
United States each day, according to the most recent reports (mainly
1891-'92), was 8,547,551.
·
By comparing the reports of each State for the next preceding year,
the aggregate ii1crease is found to be 142,539, or a gain of 1 ·70 per cent,
against a gain in enrollment of only 1 ·56 per cent. This indicates, if
the reports are correct, a more regular attendance of enrolled pupils.
The av~rage_attendance forms 64·73 per cent of the enrollment; that
is, 64·73 _pupils attended school each day for every 100 enrolled; or,
viewing the mat~er in another light, each enrolled pupil attended school
on an average, 64·73 days out of every 100 the schools were in session.
This percentage indicating regularity of attendance, being the relation of the average attendance to the enrollment, is affected by any
error in either of these quantities. If the enrollment, which is tlle
divisor, is too large, through containing duplic'1.tes or other cause, the
resulting percentage will be too small. On this ground it is probable
that the percentage, 64·73, is less than it should be. Massachusetts
and Rho¢1e Island 2 which are kr10wn to exclude duplicates, show a lligh
regularity of attendance, the former State over 74 per cent.
A high regularity of attendance may, however, and probably does ·• . in some cases erroneously appear, through inflating the aiverage atteudance, i. e., increasing the dividend. This may occur in the case of computing the average attendance of any single school, for instance,
through adding together the three reports of the average attendauce
of the school for three consecutive terms, instead of taking the average
of them.
The phenomenally low regularity of attendance in Minnesota (47·11)
probably results from some method of ascertaining average attendance
in that State not in uniformity with the general practice in that regard.
The following table shows the per cent of regularity of attendance
by five-year periods since 1870...:.'71.
Rat-io of ave1·age daily attendance to enrollinent since 1870-'71.
1870-'71.

1874-'75.

1879-'80.

1884-'85.

1889-'90.

1891-'93.

-

- - - - - - - - -- -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 62 ·3
· 64·0
64 ·l
The United Stales .......... . . . ...
60 ·l
59 ·7
64·7
- - - - - -· - - 65 ·4
North Atlantic Division . ............ _..
59 ·3
62·3
6! ·7
66·4
58 ·4
South A tlautic Division ..... . . _. .. .. _..
63 ·2
63 ·l
60 ·8
61 ·0
61 ·4
62 ·5
64 ·0
63 ·4
63 ·3
South Central Division ... _... . .........
69 ·8
68 ·1
65 ·8
63 ·6
65 ·7
57 ·9
64 ·l
r orth Central Di,ision ........ . ........
57 ·7
60 ·8
64·6
64·8
70 ·3
62·8
65 ·5
65 ·4
Western Di,ision .................... _..

The increase in the North Atlantic Division from 59·3 to GG·4 is probably due in part to more correct records of enrol.l ment in recent years.
Where the same pupil is registered ~wice during the schooi year, he
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appears in the statistics as two pupils, each attending only a portion
of the year, and the "regularity of attendance" appears too small, as
already noted.
vYliat increase in the regularity of attendanQe there actually is may be
ascl'ibed in some measure to the greater proportion of urban schools
existing at present. In cities attendance is more regular than in the
country. The District of Columbia, which is a pure urban system,
stands first in point of regularity, viz, 75 per cent.
The South Central Division has decreased in the 21 years from 69·8
to 63·3. · Here the course of events apparently has been reversed. At
the earlier date common schools had not spread beyond the cities to
any great extent in some of the States of that division, so that their
school systems were of a general urban character. Then there were
largely exaggerated reports of average attendance in Mississippi for a
number of years, which made the regularit:y of attendance in that sectiol!. appear greater than was actually the case. Teachers were paid
iu that State according to the number of pupils in average attendance,
and tbe accuracy of their statistics was allowed to suffer in behalf of
their pecuniary interests, as appears from the State school reports.
School population and school attendance.-Diagram 5 shows the relation bet"Teen the number of children of school age and the number of
pupils in daily attendance on the schools, for each State. States in this
diagram are higher or lower in rank than iu Diagram 4 according to the
greater or less regularity of attendance of the pupils enrolled.

5.-Slto1t:ing the percentage o'f the school population in attendance at school, in
1891-92; or, tlre.nnrnber of pupils in daily attendance f01· evel'y 100 child1·en of school
age (b to 18 years). (See Table 7, Col-n1nn 9.)

DIAGRAM

PER CENT.

56.02

Vt.,

Tenn.,

,

- 55.8 7

Me., - - 55.7 3
Oregon, Ind., - Iowa, - Kans., Mass., Ohio, - -

Nev., Cal., Wash.,
Mont.,
N. H.,

-

Ill.,
Mq., - Mich., W. Va., -

Colo., Conn.,
S. Dak.,
Pa.,
D. O., -

.:
-

N eb., - N. Y.,
-

Fla., - Del., - R. I., - -

Wis., - Utah, - N. Dak.,
Miss., -

Texas,

-

Idaho,
Ky., Wyo.,
N. J., -

-

N. Mex.,
Ariz., Minn., Ga.,
N. 0., - -

s. o., - Ala., - Md., - ATk., - -

V a. , - Ok.,

- -

La .,

-

55.5 1
55.2 5
54.5 7
54.2 2
53.6 7
53.4 8
53.2 5
52.9 6
52.9 1
51.0 7
51.0l
50.6 0
49.9 2
49.5 3
48 .0 g
47.3 9
46.7 1
46.67
46 .33
45.37
45.08
44.95
44.41
41.38
41.35
41.27
41.22
41.13
40.62
39. 96
$9. 78
38.75
38.08
37.15
37.13
35.55
35.14
34.82
34.07
33.81
33.78
33.69
33.45
32.04
24.68
24:.47

,

THE SCHOOL ATTENDANCE
COMPARED Vv'ITH
THE SCHOOL POPULATION.

N. 0. Div., 49.83
W. Div., 49.40
N. A. Div., 46.43
S. C. Div. , 39.17
S. A. Div., 35.78

u. s., - -

44.54

I

4.5
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TABLE

8 .-..dggregate nnmber of days schooling given to all pnpils, compal'ell with the
popnlcition 5 to 18 and with the e11rollment. -Length of school ter111 .

- ---

-

<I)

~~~

<)

co

-~
A vera!!e length of school term

in days.

State or Territory.

~
c;S
<I).

f..<H

<) 0,

<ll-,
,;:,o
~

Aggregate _
number of
days
sch_ooling
given.

2

3

4

a

Q
A

• united States .....

13'2 ·1

- -152 ·0
97 ·4
91 ·6
133 ·9
]10·2

.

130 ·3

---159 ·2
92·4
7!J ·2
139 ·S
129 ·2

6

7

I.. 1 ·9 1, 172, 261, 842

61 ·l

I..
I..
I..
I..
I..

356, 587, 356
118,354,964
146, 757, 051
494, 668, 765
55,893,706

.78 ·5
38 ·1
37 ·O
73·1
68 ·7

I..12
I.. 2 ·9
I.. 1
I.. 2
0
I.. ·04
D. ·5
0
I.. ·2

11,093,493
5,290,573
6,215,847
48,503,808
7,145,440
15, 474,900
124, 120, 252
28,608,110
110,134,933

68·5
62 ·0
77·3
91 ·8
79 ·9
85 ·2
83 ·8
70 ·6
72 ·0

I. . 2
0

a3, 261,734
19,331,592
5,505, 9i0
21,951,068
14,084,840
12,410,483
10,919,057
23,423, JOO
b 7,467, 120

123
121 ·6
138
171
188
182 ·3
· 185
190
155 ·4

132
183
200
93 ·2
76 ·8
b 50
b 100
5;)

158
187
193
112 ·8
!JO
50
70
l, 65

South Central Division:
Kontucky ... ..... ..
Tennessee ..........
Alal>amfl, . .... ..... .

166
184
178
118·2
97
59 ·2
69 ·6
83 ·3
b 120

a166
184
185
118
110
62 ·4
73 ·4
100
cl20

bllO
b77

ri~~~1:tt:::::::::
T exas ........ ......

110
b65
b 140

102
68
81 ·3
74- ·5
78 ·8
71 '7

9-!
86
73·5
b 86
100 ·6
]00
b 75

---· -·· -

100
96
a73 ·5
95
104 ·4
1-05·9
74
b 80

166 ·5
130
155 ·4
156
158 ·6
128
]56
120 ·4
113
145
]40
135

165 ·5
132
155 ·4
150
al58 ·6
155 ·2
158
122 ·3
117
100 ·7
135
127

·· ··· ···· -------··

165
98·5
146 ·7
140
155
Miuncsota .......... b83
Iowa ...... ......... .
1110
MiRsouri. .. . . . . .....
90
North Dakota ....... } b75
Son th Dakota .......
.. 'c raska .......... .
72
Kan sas . .... ... .....
116

~i~~~~~<;~~::::::::::

West rn lJil'i ion:
1[ont:rna .. .. ..... ...

~ri~::1:~:::::::::::
N w :\Iexico ........
Arizona ............

·tah ....... .. ... ... .

• ,·ada .. ... .... _.. .

I1laho

ii~~;!::f
~~~~::::::::
California .. .........

b89
b200
02
b 111
0
152
142
1;45
b I)

b 90
123

152
136
150
150
165
94
148
bl04
b 96

82

{

120
96
110
b 132
]Jl
100
128
143
94
b 91
90
]46 ·0

s

169 ·l
106 ·5
94·5
146 ·8
139 ·1

112
117 ·7
136
177
188
182 ·5
186 ·5
192
147 ·6

.Arkansas.
Oklahoma.:::::::::
North Central Division:
Ohio ......... .. .....
Indiana ... ..........
Illinois . ............

A"d •
bl)'"d-

137 ·1

109
105 ·3
125 ·5
177
184
179
178 ·5
192
133 ·4

C6 ·5

;::lA

C(Jo

~.,...I,{')

166 ·6
!)9 ·9
88 ·2
148 ·0
135 ·O

98
70
115 ·6
169
170
172 ·4
176
178
127 ·2

iril~;i~: ::::::::::::

.:l>,

134 ·7

- - - - - -- -

- - - ==--===== - - - -

North.A.tlanticDivision:
Maine . ... ..... .....
New Hampshire ....
Vermont .... ..... ·-·
Massachusetts .... . .
Rhode Island . . .....
Conn ecticut ........
New York . .........
New Jersey ..... .. .
Pem,sylvania ... .... South Atlantic Division:
Delawaro . ..........
Maryland . ... . ... _..
District of Columbi a
Virgini a ..... .. .. . ..
'\Yost Virginia .. . ...
North Carolina .....
South Carolina .....

tf
§.c

., :e

~

H

---· - - - - - -

North .A. tlantic Division
South .A.tlant-ic Didsion
South Central Division.
North Centrul Division.
Western Division ......

'c1 ,

Q)

9)

1

-

~~ ~
1;i~
s· . .

;_g~
~ ;;i.g ~

:o:S

1870- '71. 1879-'80. 1889- '90. 18!Jl-'92.
--- --- ---

.-,p.

:~~

~~

-

?')~

~=
""i::.

c;S

142 ·7
b 120
144·4
b 67
]26
133
140
b 69 ·8
97 ·2
118·2
157 ·6

1 ·O
6·0
2 ·3
·7
3 ·7

I.. 6
I.. 2
I..11
l .. 2·1
I.. 3 ·2
I. .16 ·7

---····-·
0
0

D . 2·3
I .. 10
I.. 3 ·7
I.. 5·4
D. 2
I..10

.

I.. 5 ·6
D. J.
I.. ·4
I.. 2
0
I.. 4 ·2
I.. 2
D. 4·1
I.. 4
D. 1 ·8
D. 4
D. 'J

.... ... ...
148
b 120
--------150 ·1 l.. ·4
!JO
I. . 20
b 172
I..23
153
I..23
154·4 r .. 10 ·6
86 ·4 I .. 2 ·4
106 ·6 I.. 6·4
112 ·8 I.. 2·6
150
D. 2

<I)

<ll'a5

f~]

~~ A

.;jc;S<l)

-0

-88 ·8

---

112·2
64 ·7

59 ·8
06 ·4
90 ·9
81 ·2
86 ·3
95 ·2
126 ·6
135.5
118 ·2
115 ·7
117 ·6
106 ·7

a68 ·7 al03 ·7
102 ·2
62 ·0
83 ·9
138·8
65·4
37 ·8
52 ·9
70 ·1
21 ·3
37 ·0
24 ·8
53 ·1
58 ·9
34 ·8
b 53 ·3 b 79 ii

24. 319,200
33; 550,368
a 13, 405, 900
18, 743, 007
10,071,616
35,508,130
10,392,930
b 675,900

38 ·8
53 ·6
a24 ·8
38 ·6
25 ·5
42 ·3
24 ·7
b22·2

62 ·4
68 ·8
a44·4
55·0
71·8
67 ·4
41 ·3
b 51 ·2

93,256, 106
47,607,648
89,314,402
46,280,676
b 34, 460, 000
21,485,578
50,829,800
53,072,159
2,510,153
4,617,000
20,844,270
30,390,973

88 ·5
72 ·9
78 ·7
77·3
b 65 ·5
53 ·4
86 ·2
61 ·1
48 ·2
47 ·0
60 ·9
68 ·9

116·5
93 ·0
110·4
103·4
b95 ·2
71·5
99 ·7
82 ·8
66 ·2
62 ·3
82 ·1
79·5

2,211, 120
b 732,960
7,196,695
1,504, 800
b 1,045, 760
4,839,696
795,469
b 952,128
5,406,326
5,047,627
25,201,125

75 ·6

101 ·6
b77 ·
·1
03 ·9
61 ·9
33 ·4
b 61 ·1 IJ 103 ·7
87 ·3
63 ·1
82·2
111·1
b34 ·4 b54 ·8
68·6
56 ·4
62 ·6
78·7
106 ·1
84·2

b 45 ·7
7]

a In 1 9-'00.
b Estimated .
• c ltou~h _timat of 'tate_, 11p rint nil nt Russell for 1880-90. A later estimate l,y Superintend nt
•<lay
hl'ate,
r
·
n~
•d
too
lat
to
rncorporat
in
tl.i tables places th =csent school term of l!'lorida at 100
•
'
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LENGTH OF SCHOOL 'l'ERM, ETC.

The average school term of the United States in 1891-'92 was 137·1
days, as against 130·3 in 1879-'80, and 134:7 in 1889-'90. There has
thus been an increase of 6·8 days in 12 years.
The length in days of the school term of •each State in 1891-'92 is
given in Column 5 of Table 8, and the same is also shown graphically
in Diagram 6, where the several States are arranged according to their
length of school term.
It will be noticed that New Jersey has the longest school term, viz,
190 <lays, while North Carolina has the shortest, 62·4 days, or somewhat less than a third of that of New Jersey.
Whole amonnt .of instruction gi,ven. - .T he total number of days
attended by all pupils, or, what is the same thing, the total number
of days schooling given, in 1891-'92 was 1,172,261,8:!.2, which allo.ws an
average of Gl·l days for every child 5 to 18 years of age. (Columns 7 and
8 of Table 8.)
This average number of days schooling given for every child 5 to 18
years of age is in fact the result of a comparison of the amount of
instruction given with the immber of children of school age, and is the
best single quantity for determining the extent and prevalence of
school education in one community as compared with another. A State
may have a good attendance at school, but on_ly for a brief period; or,
on the other hand, it may have a long school term but comparatively
few pupils in attendance. The quantity under consideration takes into
account both the aittendance of pupils and the· length of school term,
and compares the total amount of instruction given with total number
of children who are subjects for instruction.
In Column 8 of Table 8, and in Diagram 7 (p. 50), is shown this
average nnm ber of days schooling given for every·cbild of school age for
each State. The order of States in Diagram 7 differs from that of either
Diagram 5 or 6; iu fact the former diagram is in a sense compounded
· of the two latter. Massachusetts stands at the head of Diagram 7,
and so gives the most school instruction as compared with its school
population, though it does not rank tlle highest in either number of
pupils or length of school term taken singly. Wllere a State has both
a low attendance (Table 7, Column 0) and a short school term it makes
a very poor showing on Diagram 7, so that the contrasts exhibited in it
are Rtronger than in either5 or G. Massachusetts, for.instance, is seeu
to give more than four times as much school instruction as North Carolina, considering their relative numbers of children of school age, the
numbers being 91·8 and 21·3 days, respectively, per child of school age.
The summaries by divisions at the foot of Diagram 7 bring into sharp
reUef the small amount of school instruction in the South as a whole
when considered in reference to the number of children of school ageabout one-half of what is given in the North and West. This is an
unquestionable- conclusion, despite inaccuracies here and there in the
statistics.

DIAGRAM

6.-.Arerage length of school tcr11i in days, in 1891-92. (See Table 8, Column5.)
NoTE.-The sch ool term of the States printed in italics is uncertain.
DAYS.

N . J., R. I., D. C., N. Y., M d ., Conn.,

-

190
188
185
185
- 184
- 182.3 i-.-""""!'""""'""""""""'_.,_,....,.."""""""""""""'"""",.,.,._,._,.,,_.....,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ariz ., -

-

Mass.,
D el.,

- 171

172

I owa,

- 158

Mich.,
Ill. ,

Colo., -

- 15G
155. 4 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 155.4•-----------------------•
- 155. 2 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
- 154.4 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - = - - = - - - - - - - 153
- 150.11-------..--------------=------

M ont. ,

-

Vt.,
Neb., Ind ., K ans.,
Me., -

-

166
Ohio, - - 165.5 1--""""""""_,,.,.__,_.,..._,._,,._,_,.....,.~.....~ - - - - - - - - - Cal., - - 159
Wis.,
158.61------------=----_,,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Pa.,
Minn.,

Nev., U tah,-

M o., - ~- H., Flci.,

- V a., - Wyo.,

N.Dak.,
Oregon, -

W. Va., Wash., -

Texas,

-

L a .,
S. Dak., Ga., - -

Ky., - Tenn., Mtss.,
N. f x.,

o,~.,

148
138
135
132
127
123
122. 3 1 - - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 121.6 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 120
1 20

118
117
112.8 1----------,_,.,,_,.,.,._ _
110
1 0 6 . 6 1 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - 105.91----------------·
104.4
100.7
100
100
96
95
90

-=_,.--

DO

Idaho,
Ark., Ala.,

-

-

. c., - N . C.,- , -

86.4
74
73.5
73.{
62.4

169.11-------------------------•

N. A . Div.,
N. C. Div., 146.8 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - W. Div.
139.1 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . A. Div., 106.5
. C. Div., 94.5

1----------------

1---------------

u. s., - - 137.1
48
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But there js auotller face to the matter. The South teems with
children, but ]ms comparatively few adults; com~ersely the North, and
especially the far West, have -few children and a large ratio of adults.
(S;e Diagram 1, p. 32.) It is the male adults in general who provide
and pay for tbe schools. It will be in order to inquire, then, What is
the relation between the total amount of instruction given and the
number of male adults, or, How many days' schooling does each male
adult provide and pay for~ The answer to this question is given in
the following table:
Average number of days' schooUng provicled for by each rnale adult.
Days.

North Atlantic Division ................... ............ ·......................
South Atlantic Division .....................................................
South Central Di vision.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central Division ......................................................
Western Division . ... ............................................ -----· .....

68 ·69
56 ·90
56 ·05
77 ·30
43·70

The United States .............. ____ .................................. 66 ·73

Here the South is well up to the North and consit1erably iu advance
of the West.
The facts in the case, then, may be summed up as follows: Tlie·average
male adult in the South provides nearly as many days' schooling as in
the North and more than in the West. But, on account of the excess
of _children in the South to be provided for and the few adults, the
total a111_0unt of schooling provi<led is only sufficient to furnish each
child in tile South with about half as many days on the average as falls
to the Northern or ·western child.
Observations on ascel'taining the average length of school ter1n.-The aggregn.te number of days' nttendance given in Table 8, when not reported direct by State superintendents, has been ol>ta,ined by multiplying the avernge claily attendance of pupils
by the average length of school term in days. Either of these three quantities is
thns made a simple function of the otner two, and can be readily obtained when the
other two are given. This relation between these three quantities does not rigidly
subsist in the statistical systems of some of the States, owing to the diverse methods
of computing average attendance and average length of school term. It is believed,
howe,er, that it would conclnce to the accuracy and uniformity of school statistics
if such were the case.
A practical application is made of this principle in finding the average length of
school term of a number of States, as recorded in the summaries of Colnmn 5, where
the aggregate attendance in days in each division and in the United States is divided
by the corresponding average daily attendance to get the average length of school
term in clays of each gronp of States.
By this method the school term of ea.ch State in taking the average is in fact
given a weight proportioned to the school atteJ?,dance of the State, as shonl<.l be done
under a correct interpretation of the expression '' average length of school term."
The result might more rroperly be called "average "length of attendance," which is
essentially what it is desirecl to know.
ED

92--4

•

7.-Showing for 1891-9,e the average_nn1nber_of .c~ays s~hooling given fol' every
child 5 to 18 years of age; or the amount of instruction given (in days) com1Jareil with,
the school population. (See Table 8, Co.litrnn 8.)

DIAGRA:\1

NOTE •. -The

position of the States printed in italics is uncertain .

DA¥S.

Mass.,
Ohio,
Iown., - Conn., - Cal.,
D . C.,
N. Y., - Nev.,
RI.,
Ill., -

Mich., - Vt., -· - Mont., Ind.,
Pa.., -

Colo.,
N.J.,
Kn.ns., - -

D el.,
Mc., 1Vis., - - Utuh,

Oregon, M .,
N. H., - A1·izona,

-

J\fo., - - Neb.,

·wash., Tenn., - J\finn., - -

91.8
88.5
86.2
85.2
84.2
83.9
83.8
8 2.2
79.9
78.7
77.3
77.3
75.6
72.9
72.0
71.1
70.6
08 .9
68.7
68.5

..

65 .5

03.1
62.6
62.0
62.0
01 .1
61.1
60.9
56.4
53.6
53.4

Fla., - - W. Va., -

53 .3

Wyo.,

45.7

52.9
N. Dak., - 48.2
S. Dak., - 47.0

This diagram furnishes the best
measure of the relative amount
of scbool instruction given in each
State, as compared with its school
population. lloth the uumber cf
pupils in n.ttendance and the number
of days they attended (length of school
term) enter into it. Tho ago period (5 to
18 years) is arbitrary, hence t110 absolute
Talues (days) tabulated possess no special
significance; if 1 ho n.mount of instruction
bad l>eeu compared with tho population. of
6 to 16 years, or 4 to ~1 years, tho. resulting
-vn.lt1os would all have been raised or lowered
in equal uegree, without n.ltcring perceptibly
their r elati,e rank, which is what it is desired
to asccrtai.JJ. The diagram is not affected by
el'I'ors of duplicate registration, lmt dcpenus
for its ac uracy upon correct reports of average
attenuanco and length of school term.

Texas, - - 12.3
Ky.,

38.8

Miss.,
38.6
Va., - - - 37.8
Ga., 34.8
Idaho,

3-J A

N . Mex., - 33.4
La., 25.5
Afa.,

24-.8
24.8
24.7

s.

0.,
Ark.,
Ol;., -

22.2

N. 0.,

21.3

N. A. Div.,
N. 0. Div.,
W. Div., S. A. Div.,
S. C. Div.,

78.5
73.1
68. 7
38.1
37.0

u. s.,

01.1
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A method in use in some States for· finding the average school term, of a county,
for instance, is to weight t'he differ_ent school terms of the towns or districts the.
county is comp·osed of by the number of s.choois in ea;ch; ia other worcls:; the total
uumbc.r of days ( or months) all the schools of a county were kept is divided by· the
total number of s:chools to get the avcrngo time each one was kept. So, in finding
the average term for tho State,. the school ii:, taken as the unit instead of the pupil,
as in the Bure::m's me.thou. ·wnen the schools differ muchi in size (number of pupils),
as they do in a!l mixe.t:l ur.b::m and' rural systems, Yarying from some half dozen to
500 or more pupils each, the a.vemg.e term o-bta.i'.ned by this method varies considcrab-lv from that obtained by the foregotng. The long terms of the large city
schools ~ot being given their' proper weight, the- resulting· avcnrge is too sm_a ll.
The same objection applies still more forcibly to weighting the school terms of the
different counties or towns by the number of' school districts in ea.ch.
Still another method is to add together the school terms of the different counties
or towns and divide by the nllillber of such co~n.ties or towns_; i. e., the simple
arithmetical mean is taken. Smithville,. for instarnce, with its 100 pupils, counts foras much in forming the average as the me-t:r:opolis, with its 1001 000. Smithville, 60
days; metropolis, 180 days; a;verage term of the two, 120 days. This method, if it
can be so calleu, gives altogether· too short an average term, and nothing can be
said in d efense of it~ It is as if, wishing to g.et the population per square mile of
:Minnesota, and Dakota combined, we said~ Minnesota, 9·86; Dakota, 0·92; average·
number of persons per squa,re mile in the combined territory (0 ·92"+9·86)-:-2 =5·39,
instead of dividing the total population of the two States together by the combined
area in square miles.
The'' aggregate number of clays attendance" is a statistical ~tern of the utmost
simplicity and of great value, about the meaning of which there can be little or no:
difference of opinion. Eve·ry teacher's register that records the number of pupils
present each day in any schools, as they all presumably do, contains the data for
ascertaining it for that school for the school year by the simple process of addition.
or summing up.

Progress.-Table O gives the length of school term in days for each
section of tho country since 1870-'71; also the average number of da,ys: ,
schooling given for each child of school age. The same is also graphfoally exhibited in Diagram 8.
The amount of instruction given as compared with the school popufation, shown in the lower part of the diagram, exhibits a decirled
increase in every section of the Union. This increase has been effected
in the North Atlantic Division mainly through lengthening the school
term; in the.two Southern Divisions, until about 1880, however, there
was a decrease in the average school term, the multiplication of shortterm schools outside the cities bringing down the general average term
length. Still, owing to the continued accessions of pupils, the total
amotmt of instruction per child of school age has been almost uninterruptedly increasing in the South, and is now about double what it was
in 1870-''1.

8.- Upper section: Average length of school te1·m. Lower section: A.1:erage miniber days schooling g-ivenfor every child 5 to 18 years of age. (1'able 9.)
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TABLE

9:-Length of school terrn-The number of days' schooling [Jiven cornpa1·ed with the
school population.
Average length of school term in days.

.Average number of day;,' schooling given
for every child 5 to 18 years.

~
i....
->"A

Years.

Ao

a:,-~

0-~

'.;3
p

0

-----]--- - - - - - I

1870-'71......
1871-'72......
18'ii-'73......
1873-'74......
1874-'75......
1875-'76. ... . . .
1876-'77......
1877-'78......
1878-'70 ......

132 ·1 152 ·O
133 ·4 151 ·9
129 ·1 154 ·6
128 ·8 154 ·8
130 ·4 158 ·7
133 ·1 .158 ·O
132 ·1 157 ·2
l'.!2 ·O 157 ·6
130 ·2 160 ·1

mt:~~:::::: m:~
m:~
131 ·2 160 ·6

1881-'82......
1882-'.8 3. .....
1883-'84......
1884-'85 .•.••.
1885- '86. .....
1886-'87......
1887-'88......
1888-'89......
1889-'90......
1890-'91 ......
18!!1-'92 a....

129 ·8
129 ·l
130·7
130 ·4
131 ·3
132 ·3
l 3 J ·7
134, ·7
135 ·7
137 ·1

16 l ·O
156 ·O
163 ·1
161 ·6
lt35 ·9
164, ·4
164 ·1
166 ·6
168 ·1
16!l ·l

97 ·4
103 ·4
97 ·4
95 ·6
95 ·2
95 ·6
91·4,
89 ·7
88 ·6
92 ·4
92 ·4
95 ·9
95 ·9
95 ·6
9~;4
9:1 ·4
95 ·3
95 ·7
95 ·0
99 ·9
103 ·8
106 ·5

w.

--- --- --- - - --- --- --- ---

91 ·6 133 ·9
97 ·7 136 ·1
89·1 129 ·6
81 ·1 132 ·6
81 ·O 134 ·6
82 ·5 139 ·1
80 ·3 139 ·8
86 ·7 140 ·l
s1 ·9 136 ·4
79 ·2 139 ·8
82 ·1 138 ·8
82 ·5 137 ·1
82 ·5 137 ·1
85 ·9 138 ·6
87 ·5 130 ·1
86 ·9 140 ·4
87 ·5 139 ·5
87 ·6 144 ·O
88 ·9 147 ·5
88 ·2 148 ·O
92 ·O 145 ·8
94 ·5 146 ·8

119 ·2
121 ·8
118·3
119 ·o
132 ·5
130 ·3
130 ·l'
129 ·9
132 ·o
129 ·2
133 ·s
136 ·2
132 ·6
133 ·8
rn1 ·8
130 ·8
131 ·6
l ':!O ·7
135 ·7
135 ·O
136 ·9
139 ·1

4.8 ·7
49 ·5
47 ·8
49 ·6
51 ·o
51 ·4
51 ·1
53 ·2
52 ·0
53 ·l
52 ·0
52 ·9
53 ·8
55 ·5
56 ·S
57 ·3
57 ·7
58 ·7
58 ·9
59 ·2
60 ·4
·51 ·1

a Subject to correction.

70 ·2
68 ·9
67 ·9
70 ·4
72 ·9
73 ",7
73·6
75 ·6
75 ·O
74·5
72 ·2
73·3
74 ·4
72 ·5
77·2
76 ·7
77·8
76 ·8
76 ·7
76 ·8 .
77·9
78 ·5

18 ·l
20 ·3
21 ·7
24·5
26 ·1
26 ·8
26 ·3
26 ·8
25 ·7
29 ·3
28 ·5
30 ·6
32 ·O
32 ·7
33 ·7
33 ·7
34 ·8
35 ·5
35 ·4
37 ·3
37 ·9
38 ·l

21 ·8
25 ·8
23 ·4
21 ·9
23 ·5
20 ·1
19 ·8
2,1 3
23 ·9
24 ·2
25 ·0
25 ·6
26 ·8
30 ·O

31 ·4
32 ·0
32 ·1

:rn ·6

3i ·O
33 ·9
35 ·5
37 ·O

59 ·6
59 ·8
56 ·8
59 ·8
60 ·2
62 ·2
62 ·3
64·3
62 ·3
64 ·4
62 ·7
63 ·2
63 ·9
67 ·7
67 ·3
68 ·7
68 ·7
71·3
71·6
71·9
73·0

7B ·1

45 ·9
46 ·0
45·0
46·1
53 ·6
54 ·4
54·3
54·5
56 ·7
54 ·9
56 ·9
58 ·0
57 ·3
61 ·6
58 ·3
59 ·6
59 ·1
57·3
61 ·7
61 ·2
64 ·O
68·7
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10.- Surnbe1' aucl sex of teachers.

-~
Whole number of di-ffer <'n.t
teachers employed.

P er cent of m ale teachers.

State or Territory.

---I ;1-.\=-1-s~-,9-_-,g-o...,.-18-3-9-'90.
irn1-·02.
1-----,---'l-'-ot_a_l_. 1_8_7_0_- ,-

i - -.- -

1

Malt's. [ Females .

--;-1--3- ·--4-

1

1

United States . . .. 121, 638 - 2-"5-2,-8-2-2_... 374i,460
17.;810
19)94
1
29, 283
49,990
5,361

76,2-61
22,218
23, 680
lJ.8,182
J.2,481

North Atl-:mtic D ivi· ~ -- - 1.

siM~ine . ... . . . . . . . . . . . b 1,116
New Hampshire . . .
290

;<;;s~;i~u:;;i{;:::::

~!~

*~~1 ~!~~ ~ : ::: : : : :.

l t~~

Rhode Isla.ml...... .
1

New J ers ey . ..... . .
Pennsy lvania . . . . . .
South Atlantic Divi·
sion:
Delaware .. . ....... .
Ma1·y land .. . . . .... .
D~sti:ic.t ofColumbia
V1rgm1a . ... ....... .
, Vest Virginia ... . .
North Carolina .... .
South CarolID n. .... .

~fi:i!~~ ::::::::::::

cl!ll
1, 0i 0
lll
3,017
3, 163
" • 849
2,043
4,144
b 1,336

South Central Division:
4,573
K entucky . .. .
5, ]76
T ennnssee .... ..... .
A lab=a ... .... . ... C 4,168
Mississippi .... ... .
B, 780
L ouisiana ... .. .... . 1 ·1, 354
T exas . .. . ... .... .. .
6, 037
Arkansas ... ...... .
3,-990
Oklahoma . ... . . . .. .
205
North Central DiYisiun:
Ohio .. .. . ... . .... . .
560
I ndiana ...... .. . . . . 10.
6,577
Illinois ... ..... .... .
6,170

······1

~\f~lf;:f
n·::::::: ·. ·.
M innesota ......... .
Iowa . . .. .... ..... . .
Missouri : ... .... .. .
r ort h Dakota . . ... .
'outh Dakota . .... .
ebraska .. ....... .
Kansas . ........... .
V-est rn Division:
Montana .......... .

'~ri:;i~g.::::::::::
N wMexico .. .. . .. .
Arizona ... . ... .. .. .
tah . ............. .
Tf',at.la .. ... ...... .

Illitb o ... ... . . ..... .
Wahington ....... .
~rllf!(lll . _. .. ........ .

California ......... .

I

3,359
2,207
1, o;s
4,978
5,018
613
1,056
2,335
4,230
157

70
66,3
377
b89

401
30
b277
1,014

. -6-

-

~~
26·2

34 ·2

32 ·2 .. .. · • • · . . · •• · •

b

b46 ·6
42·6

4,920
3,436
C 2,440
4,142
1,831
4, 084
1, 051
267

9,502
8,612
6,608
7,922
il, 185
11, 02l
5, 641
472

b GG ·0
b75 ·0
66 ·8
b 60 ·8
50 ·9

61 ·6

15,060
6,972
16, 176
12,741
10,148
7,287
22, 275
8,427
1,625
3,072
6,750
7, 6·1?

43 ·2
25,620
60 ·5
13, 540
43 ·5
22,346
26 ·3
10,100
12, 355 . b 28 ·8
33 ·7
9,265
· 39 ·0
27,253
65 ·3
14, 34.5
2, 21*3]
/J 24 ·7
4, 1285
!), 085
51 ·9
n-, 888
47 ·2

1,222

4, 660

o In tl1
ight, ·tale. tauulat ll below.
b l:.,timat •tl.

~ = ~ \ al24.4

9 ·3 .. . - - · · · - .. - · · ·

i~20 :~
i~20 ~~-·2
·4

b23. 9
45 ·0
b8·2
64 ·5
79 ·0
b73 ·2
62·4
71 ·4
b 65 ·7

1,oa

34·5

b 14 ·5 · · - · · • · · · · · · · · •

732
4,051
845
7,793
5,747
6,950
4,398
8,114
2,782

223
b 281
1,740
], 650

- S-' -

9 ·8

C 541
3,011
734
4, :i76
2,284
3, 101
2,355
3,970
b ], 446

001
b 260
933
250
d558
2,703
2, 09t
5 91

--9-1~-;-·

7-

b 16 ·O

28 ·5
45 ·5

751
307 ·

~

16 ·8

32 ·5
42 ·8

2, 753

S
~

~~

$@
~t

b 27 ·2

25, 339

597
2 8

$

~g

15 ·O

17,177

2, 0
224
b1 0
532

Q) ..-;

~~

~J~

b77 ·3

b 75 ·6

1891~= - - ~
:. :. ·. .· .· ·. -. ·. :_ :_ :. :. :. :. ·.

!f4
.,,, 3

:1

-·-·-1·------

bat'. iii b~ ·.i b~~ :~
4, 781

~..::

b 24 ·4

43·2
45·1

1t: ~~~
1, 432

,..... ~

•

20·0
~9
"7 5
32 ·4
:n ·l

-6367 ·S·5

7, ff86
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1891-92.
NU.r,IBEH. AND SEX 011' TEACHERS.

The whole number of teachers ernploye<l. during the school year
1891-'92, as shown by Table 10, was 374,460.
Of these 121,638, or 32·5 per cent, were males; 252,822, or 67·5 per
cent, were females.
About one-third of all the teachers in the United States are therefore males.
In two States, Massachusetts and New Hampshire, less than onetenth of the teachers are males (Column 8). In each of the other North
Atlantic States except Pennsylvania more than :five.sixths of the teachers are women.
Arkansas has the highest proportion ·of male teachers, viz, 70·7 per
cent.
In Dia.gram 9 the total number of teachers, and the 1mmber of each
sex, are plotted for each year since 1870-'71.
It will be note<l. that there has been no perceptible increase in the
number of male teachers since about the year 1880. The total number
of teachers has continued to increase uninterruptedly, but the gain
comes entirely from accessions to the ranks. of the female teachers.
The year 1880 mark; an epoch where the lines of the male and the
female teachers, which had been ascending at a uniform grade, begin
to divergR widely.
The following table shows the per cent of male teachers in each
geographical division each year since 1870-'71. In Diagram 10 the same
is graphically reproduced.
TABLI<:

11.-Show·ing what pm· cent of th e whole number of teache1·s are males.

Year.

lfi70--' 71 .....................•.

JSil-'72 ..................... . .
1872-'7:l
1873-'74
1874-'75
U!'i5 - '76
l 71J-'7i
1877-"i8
1878-'7!)
1870-'80
18 0-'81
1881- '!>2
l 2-'83
18 3-'8!

........... . . ......... .
...... ... ... ... ....... .
..... ................. .
.. ........• - .......... .
...................... .
...................... ~
.. .. . ................. .
...................... .
............ . ....... .. .
...................... .
............ ....... .. ..
........ .. ......... ·• · ·

1884--' 5 . ... ......... ........ ..
18 5-'80
188/J-' 7
18 7-'88
1
-'8!1
1

.... ..... ............. .
. ..................... .
...................... .
...... ..... .......... .

!> -'OU .•••••..•• . •..•••.•.•••

18"10-' 01 .. ..... .... ........... .
189J-' 02 • ... - ..... . •.••.•......

U11i ted
States.

.North
.A. tlmitic
Division.

41 ·O
41 ·3
41 ·2
41 ·6
42 ·2
42 ·3
42 ·8
43 ·1
43 ·3
42 ·8
41 ·7
30 ·7
38 ·2
37 ·O
37 ·4
37 ·4
37 •4
36 ·4
34 ·9
a4·5
3:J •5
32 ·5

26 ·2
26 ·l
26 ·1
26 ·8
26 ·7
27 •!)
28 ·2
28 ·5
20 ·1
28 ·8
27 ·4
25 ·7
23 ·9
23 ·4
22 ·5
22 ·4
22 ·6
21 ·6
20 ·2
20 ·o
19 ·4
J8·0

-

I .Atlantic
South

Division.
63 ·8
63 •4
63 ·3
62 ·9
63 ·3
63 ·1
62 7
62 ·6
62 ·8
62 ·5
61 ·4
50 ·4
57 ·3
56 ·5
55 ·6
51 ·5
53 ·4
53 ·2
51 ·7
40 ·1
47 ·O
46 ·4

"Subj ct to corr ct.ion.

--South
Ce11tml
Division.
67 ·5
08 ·:l
G8 ·o
69 ·4
GO ·1
68 ·0
67 ·8
67 ·7
G7 ·8
67 ·2
67 ·O
65 ·8
63 ·5
63 ·2
62 ·O
62 ·2
63 ·5
GO ·7
58 ·8
57 ·5
56 ·4
55 ·3

I

Korth
Central
Divisi-.'n .
43 ·2
43 ·4
42 ·8
42 ·5
42 ·5
42 ·4

J3

·o

42 ·8
42 ·7
41 ·7
39 ·O
37 ·7
35 ·0
35 ·3
34 ·8
35 ·2
34 ·8
34 ·O
32 ·3

3'.hl
3hi

2!) ·7

Western
Division.

DIAGRAM

10.-Slwwing the ratio of 'tnale teachers to whole nitmber of tea,chers each year
since 1870-71. (See Table 11.)
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1891-92.

Tbe trend of the liues in tile dia,gram shows that in every section of
t,he conutry the proportion of male teachers, whichforte-n years had been
either constant or actually increasing, commenced to diminfah rapidly
about 1880. To what cause should be ascribed so decided and widespread a, change at that particular period is not imm~diately apparent.
It may be that a long course of discussion on the avenues open for the
support of women and the active steps taken in the direction of tlieir
higher education had gradually familiarized .the public mind with their
needs, capabilities, and aptitudes, and paved the way for more advaucecl
i<leas; so that when once inaugurated in favorable centers here and
there, the movement toward the more extended employment of women
spread rapidly far and wide, the time being ripe for it an<l. only a sufficient impetus being necessary.
CHANGES IN THE TEACHING FORCE DURING 'I.'HE SCHOOL YEAR.

Eight States, iu addition to reporting the whole number of different
teachers employed, report the munber· of teachers' places or positions;
or, what is equivalent, the number of teachers necessary to supply the
schools (Table 10, Column 9).
If there is no change in the teaching force of a system during t:!Je
school year, if each teacher occupies, to the end of the year, the place
he held at the beginning, then the two numbers just referred to will be
identical. But in the eight States which report the number of positions,
there were in all 88,464 positions in 1891-'92, and 110,014 different
teachers; in other words) there were 124·4 teachers to every 100 positions, so that an average of 24·4 positions out of every 100 show a
change of teachers during the year in the eight States. This average
should, · probably, be larger, as there are, doubtless, cases where a
t eacher is transferred from one school to another and not Munted as a
different teacher, though a change has been effected.
The number of teachers to 100 positions varies from lOG·G in Kansas
to 141·7 in Michigan (Column 10).
It is probable that the nuruber of t eachers, as rcporte<.1 in several, peruaps many,
of the States outsi<le of t he eight referred to, is made up in whole or iu part ( esp cially in the reports of cities), of the nnrnl>er of teachers necessary, instead of the
whole nnmber of different teachers, and ju so far the statistics of teachers are not
uniform. The h eadings of the ta,blcs or columns in school reports are often not snfficieutly explicit to determine which one of the two quantities it is clesignecl to
giYe, tllo 1rnmber of places or the whole number of different teachers.
The s10-nificant quantity of tho two is the number of t eachers necessa,ry or required
by the sch ools. This, from a statistical point of Yiew, is what should be nn<l erstoocl
hy the '' nnrnbcr of teachers ." Tho whole number of clifferent teachers, including
in the count all who taught for any perio(l of time, however brief, affords some
collat ml information, that is of valu.e principally when considering the change
in the teaching force during tho school year.
A t:1blo giving the number of teachers in each 'tatc reqnirccl lJy tho sch ool. a
conducted, w ith sex and race cl:is ·ifi ations, wou.hl admit of various nsefol ap11lica-
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tions that the present.Table 10 tloes not, antl would not c-,en if it sh_ow~d unifo:m1y
the whole number of different teachers in each State. Snch a fable 1s still a <l.esHleratum.

Teachers' examinations, eto.-The following table gives some iuformation relatiug to teachers' examinations and appointments:
12 . ..,.....Teachel's' cxa1ninatfo11s and cel'i~ficatcs.

TABLE

State.

-U-nit-c(-1 -~ t-a-t e-s -(1-5~8-t a-t es
-.-) ..-.

m:'!~~~-\f Num_ber
<lHfereDt
?f
ton,chers ap-pltcants
,from 'l''ible
f?r e~'
lO).'
.nmmatiou.

Failed
to pass
and
rejeci eLl .

1
~ -· ~

................... .... .......... .. ....

~.. ~ ..........

NS t~tett~~~~~~-~.1~~i~!~~-'.~ ................. .................... . ..... 1.... .............
1

So~1th_ Central Division O
·
States) .......................... .. . . .................... ....... .................. .... - . - .......... .
North Central Division (7
States) ................................. . ................................. . .. - .... Western Dil'ision (.2 States) ........ ..................................... ·- ... . .. .
North '.d.1lantic DiYision:
Vermont ........................
NowJersey ...............
Pennsylvania ............ ...
South Central Division :
Kentucky (1890-'91) ..• .
Tennessee ........ . . .. ......
Texas . ............ ... .......
North Central DiYision:
Ohio ............................

·whole
Percent of number of
failure s . ce~'tificates
1s:Sue<l.

I----,-

I

2u·4

1\umbcr of
<liffcrent
persons
who
receiYc<l.
certificates .

...... ~~~...: . . ............... .

22·5 .. . ...... . . .'.

!, ................. .

13 <l
30 ·1
19 ·0

4,351
4,781
25, ~3 9

3,243
2,362
22,035

674
876
4, 6S1

20 ·9
37 ·l
21 ·2

2,569 -----· --- ..
1,486 ----·------17,354 ·---------··

0, 161
8,612
11, 021

7,830
10,033
8,511

1,349
000
1,558

17 ·2
6 ·0
18 ·3

G, 481 - -- - -- - - - - -(), 283
9,433
ti, 953 --- ---------

Kansas ....................

25,620
16, 100
12,355
27,253
2,238
9,085
11, 8S8

39,202
17,601
16,315
29,751
1,414
9, S23
lJ, 117

18,802
6,220
4,607
4,274
263
1,024
3,249

48·0
35 ·3
28 ·2
14 ·4
18·6
11·0
23 ·O

Western Division:
Washington ............. . ... .
Oregon . ............. .. ........

18, 157
20,400
11,381 -----------11, 70:8 -----------21,307
25,480
1,151 -·---------8,299 -----------10,868 - - - -- - - - - - . -

2,763
2, 69-!

2,234
1,720

320
432

14 ·3
25 ·0

wi~~i~~n:::::::::::::::
Iowa ............. . .........
North Dakota .............
Nebraskn. ....... . ..... . .. .

1,914
1,297

---------·-·
------------

The ratio of failures to the whole number examined wou1d seem to
indicate to some extent the degree of severity of tbc examination and
the standard of pTOficiency required in order to successfully pass it.
In Ohio, where, it ma,y be 11oted, there were more than half as many
again examined. as there were teachers employed during the year, 48
per cent, or l!-early one-half, failed to pass the examination; from which
may be argued an excess of candidates for teachel's' positions, and a
rigid. examination. In New Jersey 37·1 per cent, or about 3 ont of
every s, failed, aml in Michigan 35·3 per cent, more than one.third.
On the other hand, in Tennessee only 6 per cent of those examined
were refused certificates, and in Nebraska 11 per cent.
The average of 15 States, of which only 3 are Southern, is 26·-! per
cent of failures. Evidently in these States considerable discrimination
is exercised in the selection of teachers.
A. comparison of the whole number of certificates issued. with the
number of different persons who received certificates, in Tennessee,
Ohio, nnd Iowa, shows numbers of persons who received. more than one
certificate; this is especially noticeable in Iowa.

GO
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13.-Facts relating to the ecfocation, previous exp&riencP-, and ooritinuo-us seruice
of teachers.

I

Teachers graduates of higher
institutions.
Whole
number of
different
Of normal
Of coll~ges or
teachers
schools.
universities.
(from
Table 10) . Num·
Num.
Per
Per
ber.
cent.
ber.
cent.

State.

2

1

3

4

a

Number.

Per
cent.

!i~io~ ~.

Sou: c8!n~1~~f
Kentucky (1890-9l) ..
North Central Division:
Michigan .......... .
Wisconsin ......... .
Minnesota ......... .

6

~i'::O~;i ::::::::::::

Kansas ............. .
West.er;u Division:
Montana . . .... ..... .
California .......... .

7,686
756
9 ·8 . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .
3,104 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4,351
482
11·1
3 267
29 ·8
10,965
. 458
32 ·0
80
5·6
1,432
a426
a8 ·9
4,781
2,870
11·3
25,339
284
5,747
9,161
16,100 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
620
5 ·o
12,355
1,065
11 ·5
9,265
al ·o
27,253 - a277
14,345 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11,888 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
754
5,891

1,

Num·
ber.

--- 7

- -- -- ·----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - North..A.tlanticDivision:
:Maine ........... . .. .
New Hampshire .... .
Vermont ........... .
:Massachusetts ..... .
Rhode Island ....... .
New.Jersey ........ .
Penrn,ylvania . . .... .
South Atlantic Division:

Continued in
tho same
poaition
throughout
the year.

Teachers with.
out previous
experience
(beginners).

... . .. .. ... . .. ..

1, 398
506
142
660
3,878

s

9

Per
cent.
10

-- --18 ·2
2, 123
27 ·6
16 ·3 ....... . ....... .

9 ·9
b14 ·2
15 ·3

1,462

25 ·4

1,671

18·2

2, 515

15 ·6 .. . ............ .

..... . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................ ...... .

545
5 ·9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4,450
4:8 ·l
cl, 249
4 ·6 d8 , 562 d 12 ·O . •..............
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1,645
11 ·5 ............... .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 127 • 26 ·3 ............... .

m ~~ :~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~:::::: ·

a From the State Normal school only.
b Of those reported.
c Including graduates of private normal and denominational schools classed in the State report, as
"higher."
d Of the applicants for certificates (29,754).

In Table 13 certain facts relating to the education, previous experience, and continuity of service of teachers have been collected. Much
of the information given on these subjects in the different State reports
lacks uniformity aud can not be collected in any one table.
So far as the information extends, however, the percentage of normal
graduates (Colnmn 4) ranges from 32 per cent in Rhode Island and
29· in Massachusetts to 5 per cent in Wisconsin. In Iowa, as in New
Jer ey, only the graduates of the State normal school are given.
Three States show a percentage of com~ge graduates (Column 6) of
,:::;-o, 5·9, and 4·6, respectively, while Pennsylvania has only 1 ·1 per
cent. Probably there is some diversity of standards lurking here.
1 hode I 1and reports the number who have received a "college educaration," which in the absence of any explanation may be inferred to
111 an the number who have graduated; otherwise the term is an indefi11it one an might embrace those who have attended college only a
1..,ri f eriod.
Experience.-The number of beginners, or wholly inexperienced teachr , i an important item to know.. This is given for 11 States in colnmn 7. t range from 9·9 per cent in .Rhode Island to 26·3 per ceut
iu Kan a . Thi percentage may be taken as some indication of the
c:ffi ·i n y and t, ndinO' of the schools. [nexperience generally implies
p r t a ·bing, whatever may be the native undeveloped talent of tile
t ach r.
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The 660 given as ''beginners" in New Jersey (Column 7) are those
who had been "teaching one year or less" at the close of the year.
,.
The New Jersey records of the experience and terms of service are
almost the only consolidated statistics that exist upon t his subject, and
are, therefore, of peculiar value. Some of the results are as follows:
Total experience of New Jers ey teachers, inclu,ding the cu1·rent year (1891-'92 ).
In the State Per cent
(cities inof total
eluded).
classified.
14 ·2
32·1
23 ·0
13 ·7
8 ·4
4 ·7
3 ·9

660
1,491
1,067
637
391
217
181

R avo tm1ght 1 year or less .... - .................... .
:Bet.ween 1 aml 5 years ... . .... _. _.... - ... - . - ........ .
:Between 5 and 10 years ...... ......... .... ........... .
:Between IO and 15 years ............................. .
:Between 15 and 20 years .......... ... ............... .
Between 20 ancl 25 years ................•.......... - .
Over 25 years ............. •. ........... ........ . •.. ..

P er cent
of city
total.

In tho
cities only.

]0 ·1
26 ·9
24·9
15 ·6 .
11·0
6 ·3
5 ·2

241
640
594
372
263
150
123

To al class ified ................... _____ ... _. . . .
4, 644
.Averagetime of service ..................... . ....... 7yrs.8mos .

2, 38:1
9 y rs . E mos .

It will be seen that 30·7 per cent of all the teachers in the State
reported have taught 10 years or over. In the cities 38·1 per cent have
taught 10 years or over.
In the country schools, taken separately, the average time of service
was 5 years, 9 months.
The longest time of service of any one teacher varied in the different
counties from 13 to 54 years, the latter being the longest time of service
of any teacher in the State.
1 erm of service of Prussia,n teachers.-The term of service of teachers
in the people's schools of Prussia exceeds considerably that of teachers
in the United States, as will appear from the following table, compiled
from data given in Die Volksschulen im preitssischen Staate irn Jahre1891:
1

Total experience of teachers in the Volksschulen of Prussia. 1
Per cent
Per cent Males
.Male
of whole Female of w hole
Per cent
and
teachers. number teachers. number of
of total.
of males.
females. females.

--- Have taught 1 year or less ..............
Bet,veen 1 and 5 years ..... . . . ..........
Between 5 a nd 10 y ears .................
B etween 10 anu 15 years ................
Between 15 aud 20 years ................
:Between 20 aucl 25 years ................
Over 25 years .•.•. : .....................
Total ..... .....•..••••........... .
1

2,773
11,190
12,954
9,590
6,496
5,333
13,927
62,272

4 ·4
18
20 ·8
15 ·4
10 ·4
8 ·6
22 ·4
100

-

548

1,963
2, 131
1,767
983
511
536

- -- 6 ·5
23 ·3
25 ·R
21
11 ·6
fj

6 ·3

-

-

3,321
13, 153
15,085
11,366
7, 479
5,844
14, 463

-

-4·7
18 ·6
21 ·3
16 ·l
10 ·6
8 ·3
20·4

-- - - - - - - - - - - - -

8,430

100

70, ill

100

Includes only fully employed (vollb eschaftigte) t each ers.

It may be seen from the table that 55·4 per cent of the whole number
of teachers in the Prussian Volksschulw have served ten years and
upward. This is nearly twice the percentage of New Jersey.
The per cent who have served twenty-five years and upwards (20·4
per cent) is more than :five times that of New Jersey.
The beginners, or those who have taught one year or less, form only
4·7 per cent of the whole.
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TABLE

State or Territory.

l.l. ·- S1fperi1itendents' a_ncl teachers' salaries.

Salai:y
of
State

United Sta"_"'

.A. vem~e monthly salarie~ of teachers .

SU])ef· , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1- - - - - - ; - -- - -, - - -- - - - , , - - - . -

intend·
eut.

l

Salaries or com peusation
of. eou.nty su:p-e-ilinteo:d·
cuts .

2

........

Mini.

I

Maxi·
mum.

mum.

.A ,er·
age .

Males.

3

4

a

6

~=~:-: ~=1 =:

7

I

S

9

1-;;~ ~

~'5 48

I .. $117

57.65
31.41
39. 00

I .. 2.01
I . . . 83
I . . . 04

39.30
30.·W
32. 81

North.AtlanticDivision* . .... ... . . . .......................
South.A.tlanticDiYision* .. . ...... ... ......................
Sout.h Central Division *. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Increase
or
t1ecn,ase.

~l~~~~~~~~ Females.

D . . . 25
I . . . 51
I .. 2. ;J8'
1
::

W!;i~~;n1~~~i;~,s!~~~: :::::::: :::::::::: :::::::: ::::::::

i~:~~

i :: U~

~~Ji f ::

North.AtlanticDivision:
Maine. ..... . ........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Now Hampshire. .... ..... .. .. . ..... . ... ... . . ..
Vermout .. ........... $2, OGO •••• •• • • •• . • • .• . • •

43. 95
48. 02
38. 40

I ..
D..

25. 02
26.0()
24. 80

~t~~

iI ::. . 6.tig58

(a)
(a)
(a)

?ii~:
ti~~tl~:~:::::i. .~·.~~~- :::::::::: ::::::·:: \~I
Connecticut .........
0

1
• • •• • • ••

(a)
(a)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

New York ..... -· .. j 5,000 ............. ;. .. . .
NewJersey . ..... . ... 3,000
$1,300
;p800 $1,072
Pellllsylvania.... .... .. 1 4,.000 c d2, 000 cl, COO
South.AtlanticDivision: I
D elaware . ... ........ .... ........ .. .. , . . . . ........... ..
Marylrtnd... .. .. .. ... . . . . . . . .
1,500
398
1,059
District ot' Columbia. 3; 300· ....... -· .. ..... . . . . . . . . . . ..
Virginia............. 2,000
740
200
418
West Virginia ... .... 1,500
300
150
248
North Carolina.. .... . . . . . . . . .
933
5
190
South Carolina.. .... .. 2, 100
624
450
587
Georgia ..... .. .... ... 2,000
900
24
296
Florid:i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1, 200
52
599
South Central Division:
Kentucky. . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 503
1, 500
92
557
Tennessee .......... .
.A.laban1a . . . . . . . . . . . .
ML isuS1i·s·1~a1n·~~pi. ·. ·...· .· ·. ·. ·. ·. ·. ·.
0 ~ '"
Tcxas . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Arkansas.. ....... ...
Oklahoma, . . . . . . . . . . .
North Central Division:
Ohio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Indiana..............
Illinoi s : . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Michigan . ......... .. .
Wi scousin ... ........
Minn esota...........
Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Missouri . . . . . . . . . . . .
N ort.h Dakota . . . . . . .
, 011th Dakota........
N brnska... . ....... .
Kansas..............
w· es tern .Di Yision :

1

83. 69
b66. ll.
77. 25
42.1-5 ·
be 36. GO
b49. 80
bilO. 7(1
31. 93
... . ....
25. 21
28. 05
...... ..
........

. 85
.97
. 0-!

I ••
1

D..
I..
I..

1. 86
.87
1. 5.0

!U~
P::
30. 48 D..

• • • • • • • • • • • • be 34. OS
I ..
. 78
b40. 04 I .. . 62
I .. f 4. 40
b 68. 40 I .f 2. 70
I ..
. 53
26. 8G I . . . ~O
········ -··· · . .. .. ... ........... .
I . . 1. 21
21. 80 I . . . 37
I ..
. 4-3
23: 92 I . . . 51
·········-·- ···-······· ......... .
. .................... . ,... ...... .
J

37. 72 . . . . . . . . . . . .

28. SG . ........ .

I·..... ............
..........
. .. . . . . . . .
5,744
1,500
.... . . •. . .
2, 000
1,500
c 1,000
1, 200
c i 1, 500
i 1,800
c 1, 200

i~~i:iL : : :~:: :JooO

........
(a}
42. rn I . . 1. 81
35. 69
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 46. 00 I . . 2. 20
40. 20
701
1, 290
56. 92 I . . 1. 37
46. 06
150
756
47. 72 I . .
. 49
34. 15
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50. 36 I . . 1. 11
32. 28
20
810
48. 28 I . . 2. 60
34. 58
342
1, 177
37. 7G I . .
. 22
30. 78
c 200 . . . . . . . . 45. 28 . . . . . . . . . . . .
40. 72
100
040
43. 31 I . .
. 98
34-. 20
.. . ................................... ........
i 50
i 862
45. 20 I . .
. 39
39: 20
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4-2. 15 I . . 1. 47 . 35. 4.-2

;:: ::

j

oi ;; /: ,;, :)i),

b~u~ T:·iios·

.A~~]~~~.:::·:::::::::
-·~~~~.
Nevada .............. 2,000 .......................... 103. 38
ldal10 .. .................... .. ........ . ...... · · · ... · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
Wa hi11gton......... 2,500
i 3,149
i 79 i 1,014
52. 17
Orrgon . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 800
l , 800
100
542
50. 04
Ca.:ifornia . . . . . . . . . . . 3,000
4, 500
100
1,497
82. 90

uii :::::::::: ::::::::

* Th so Ru mmaries include only th o States tab·
ulatc<l in the i;ame columns below.
a, o county supervision.
b E s timated.
c8tatntory limit ; actual amounts paid am nol
report d .

1
:~~

. 36
b47. 32 I .. 2. ,!9
43.5-! D . . . 86
31. 41 j I.. . 51

2,000
3,?00
35
333 l.i32.83 D..
.48·
b27.82
2, 250 ........... . -·. - · .... . •..................... -· ........ • .
2, 000
c 800
c 150 ... . . ... bg30. 05 I . . 1. 05 b g27. 23
2,000
2. 600
50
252 ga5. 03 I . .
. GS
g31. 61
8,750
c 1,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53. 25 D ..
. 93
45. 10
. . . ... . . . . . .... .. . . .. ... . .
(a)
36. 27 I . . 1.15
32. 30
1, 200
h 500
34. 20 D.. 1. 10
32. 90

........
. . . ... . .
.... .. ..
2,000
1, 200
2,500
...... ..
.. .. .. ..
2, 000
. . . .. . . .
. . . .. . . .
........

D . . . 2i
l' ... 20
D .. . 72

blU~

D..
.81
64.79
· ·· · · · · ·· · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
D ..
.12
45. 78
D ..
. 04
41. 91
I ..
. 85
66.12

ID...

46
..........
D . . . 5;l
I . . . 6-1I .. 7. 98
I.. . 62
I • . . GO

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

D. . . 08
......... .
D.
.10
I .. 1.17

TLio
T:·s.-:i2
I . . . rn
· · · -- · · · · ·
I .. 3. 02
D.. . 52
D.. . 36

d School boards may Yote a higher salary.

elu 18 9-90.
f A. verago for two y ears .
fJ In 1890-01.
h Uuiform in all counties.
i Total compensation.

3. 07
2. 20
. 75
. 88
. 72
. 41
. 26

STATISTICS OF S·TATE. S.CHOOL SYSTEMS.
TABLE

XV.-Scltool-houscs·a1Hl value of school p1'opm·ty.
I

, 'tat a or Terri iory.

Num_ber Increa 8 e Nu~ber
of
I or
bn!!t
scliool· I decrease. duT1ng
__ liouscs.
th1i yua-r.

I_

z

t
United States··-·· ..~~·.:~

iiJ[litl€*t

Vali:c
of
same.

229,

'

! A ,craO'C /

Val u e of

vn1ue
, of same.

school
pr9perty.

0

J

5

4'

all

I

~ I I..4, G;; 1........ .. 1. . ...... ..... 1. ~ ~ ~ :1-·;382,.457, 16'7

+1rnt11::1E +>: + t :1n11:m

North Atlantic DivisioTo:
Mai.no·-···· .. ............ ... .
New Haml)shl.re .... --· ...... .
Vermont ...................... .
Massachusetts ............ ... .
Rhode fa land ...... ....... ... .
Connecticut ............. .... .
N-ew York ................... .
New Jersey ................ . .
Peunsyh-ani:i. ........ -· .... .. .
Sout,h Atlrun:tic Didsio11 :.
Delaware•(l>J ................ . .
Mary land .. ... ......... .. . ... .
District of Columbia ..... ... .

~~f~n~;gi1;i;::: ::: ::: ::~: :::

I..
D.

4,348
2,073a2; 52.t
a7, 336
490
l, 633·
12,.017'
l, 688
14-, 167

I..

I..
D.
D.
D.
I..
I.

i.152~ I..

a 2,263 I..
105.
6,595
5,004
0, 160
8,014
a7, 254
a 2, 368

I..
I..
I ..
I..
I ..
I..
I..

North Carolina ............ .. .
South Carolina ........... ... .
Georgia .... .... ........... . .. ,
Florida .. .................... .
South Central .Division:
Kentucky ..... .. ......... ... . e ,, 703
6,885
Tennessee ........ . ...... .. .. .
Alabama (/,) ................. . a 6,495
G, 201
Mississippi . ........ .. ..... .. .
Louisiana .................... . a 2,6,11
6,941
Texas ....................... .
2,980
Arkansas ....... . ........... . .
258
Oklahoma .................. . .
North Central Did sion:
12, 8~5
Ohio ......................... .
9, 8i3
Indiana . .. ................... .
Illinois ...................... . . 12,372
7,666
Michigan .. : .. .. ............ . .
6 570
·w isconsin ................... .
Minnesota ................... .
6: 265
Iowa ........................ .
13, 275Missouri .................... . a 9,465
1,584
North Da.kota ............... .
3, 253
South Dakota ......... . ..... .
0, 234
Nebraska . . .................. .
0, 121
Kansas ...... .... ............ .
Western Division:
422
Montana .................... .

°[f{ir~l~~. ·.:::::::::::::::::::
New Mexico ................. .

Arizona (c) .......... . ....... .
Utah ................. . ...... .
N evacla ........... . .......... .
Iclalio ........................ .
Wasltinqton . . .. .... . ....... . .
Oregon ............ ... ....... .
California ................... .

226
1,378
a 548
130
cig 618
153
491
1,515
1,701
:.l, 232

145

3; 803; 970'
2;.960; 693.
1,.298•,.005:
28,500,000
3,.2'.ll, 18o0
7·, 237,001
47,064; 407
10,004,236
40, uo:i, 014

c2
27
7
86
105
347
lOJ
207
20

836,749
c5, 230,000
02,.71.3, 000
2,763,637
2, 74-1, ~34,;
8~2, 364
Mlii; 534
o2, 310, OOo
637,056

30
2
100

58

ij;.1, 074'-

$.G2, 302

!JJ
l
6 ...•.......•..•....• .•• •
17
55 ..... ..... ............. ···· ······ 1,

19

192 .. . .. .... . .. .. . ... .... . .

d95

41, ,861

441

I.. 2I8 . . .. ................. ... ....... .
I.. 250 ·
I.. 318
I.. 130
I.. 14.0
1..

I..

294,215
396
743
250
07, 347
dl72
566
65 ........ ..... .. ............... .. .

I..

ll

I..
I..

72
59
50
362

I..

I..
I..
I..

D.
I..

I..
I..
I..
I..
I..
I..
I..

1,645,412
513,577

35J
243
244

4,648
2,113
3, 148

m
......~~~·
it~ ..........

1· ... '.~~·. ~'.~. : : : : : : : : : :

'!

>~ 1••••,i(,~

I~ ........ -. . · · .. . · · · · ·

1

1.::.::84;.

8
93 ::::::::::,: :::: :::: :: : ::::: :::::
96

":i:::
··io4·5 ::: ::: : ::: : :: :: : :::: :: ::: ::: ::: :
I..

L11\~

<Hi+

nNumber of schools.
b In 1800 .
c Estirnate1l.
d R eport incomplete.
e Also abont 200 cburcl.le::1 an.L halls nse1l for i;choola.
f Houses an.d furniture.

g In 1891.

f 4,094, 50i
3; 211, OOo
Cl, 120,000

r, 400,490

C 680, 00().
5,439,618
1,485,071
66; 196

34,527,816
16,777,504
30,679,868
15,248,703
10,224, 0'.!6
10,728,633
13,800, 152
13,774,800
~. 423,286
2 562 600
8'. 05s: 627
10,703,708

l, 569,356
C 316,000
5,441,908
c 195, ODO
30], 000
], 457, !166
292,214
C 686,000
4, 088·, 645
2,494,234
15,193,996
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TABLE

XVI.-J>ublic seconda1·y educcttion-P1·ivate schools.
Public secondary education.
Number of
pupils in
public high
schools or
studying
secondary
branches.

State or Territory.

~

Unit,d St~oo• .. .. .. ... . .. .

. ... ...

Private schools.

Per cent of Same
the whole
per.
puulic centage
school en·
in
rollment. 1889-90.

I

Totaluum.
ber of
Percent
of
pu~ls jn
bot pub. PUJ;>ilSin
lie anrl
pnvate
private
schools.
schools.

Number
of
pupils.

:i

3

i 1,299,600

. .. ...... ~-

14,505,477

8·96

3,755. 004
1,958,978
2,624, Cl3
5,490,444
677, 0~8

15 ·35
6·62
6 ·51
6·56
9·22

--------1-

··1

North Atlantic Division * ................................. .. ....
South Atlantic Division * ... ... ... .. .. . ................. ......... .
South Central Division* ......................................... .
North Central Division* ......................................... .
WesternDivision * ........................... . ...... .. ......... . .

,.

6

576,400
129,700
170,900
360,200
62,400

~ orth

Atlantic Division:
1,1aine.. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .
15,884
11 ·62
10 ·95 ................................. .
New Hampshire....... ...... .
7, 321
11 ·95
11 ·84
8,181
69,452
11 ·78
Vermont............ ........ ..
2,425
3 ·71
3 ·71
7,857
73,171
10 ·74
Massachnsetts.. ... ..... ......
27. 482
7 ·17
6 ·82
60,605
443,822
13 ·66
Rhoue lo land... ..............
1; 962
,l-72
3 ·32
10, 669
63, 406
16 ·83
Uonuect icnt ...... .. . .. . . . .. ..
a 4,450
a 3 ·45 .. .. . . ..
21,477
152,448
14 ·09
New York. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . .
208, 816
1, 281, 909
16 ·28

~!!{;r!:tia·.·.·.·.·.·.·: :: ::::: :: ::::: ::::::: ::::: ::::::: :::::: :: ... --~:·.~~: ..... ~:~:~~~...... ~~.·~

South Atlantic Di vision:
Delaware ... ................ .... ..... .. . ... .............. .... ........................ ········· ·
Maryland .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. ..
5, 052
2 ·67
2 ·43 ..... ...... .... .................. .
DistrictofColumbia ..........
2,Hl2
5·52
4·70
b3,119
b40,025
b7·80
Virginia
8 545
2 ·55
2 ·67 ......... ........................ .

ifo~lt Ji~ii};~~:::~::::::::::: :::::::'::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: --·~·20,"i9s· ""slii,"556. ··--··1·-i
i:~!li~~~~~\~~:: : ::::: ::::::.:::::t:~~~: ::::::t~~::: :~;~~ :1::: :: ~~.: ~~~: ::::~~~.:~~~:::::::~:~
South Central Division:
Ken lucky.....................
d 5, 600
1 ·44
cl 15, 000
404,860
3 ·70
'.l'e1m e see . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .
15, 502
3 ·18 . . . .. . . .
c 45, 428
532, \!35
8 ·53
Alabama ... ....................................... . ......... ....... ........................... .

r~~1!!:tt~::::
::::::::::::::: ::::e37,758
::.::::: :::::::7·15
::::: :::6·8()
::::: .............
i~: ~~; ....................
r~~: ~~~ ~ :~.
T xa .......... ...............

Arkan sas.. .. .. ...............
4, 545
1 ·81 .........................................•
Oklahoma ....... ......................... .. ............. ...... ................................. .
North (J n tral Di vj sion :

I1!~{?a;~:: :: :::::::::::: ::::::: ..... 21.
~~~~~~. ·.. ·... ~.·~~ .... ~.·~~ ··::: :::::: ::: :::::: :::::: ::::::::::
836
2 ·70
2 ·25
90, 444
899, 896
10 ·05

Illinois . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..
Michi~an .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. ..
Wisconsin....................

3 ·17
3 ·04

14, 180

ll. 022

3 ·9u
26,614
474,081
5 ·61
3 ·01 ...... ........................... .

m~~o,~:t::::::::::::::::::: :::t·:~~~: :::::(:\~~: ::t~~: --·--~fl~f ----~~flif ·····-r~

North Dakota . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
ell, 500
3 ·96 . .. . .. ..
8~6
38, 74:l
2 ·13
ontb Dakota . ........................ ..... .. .. ... ..... . .... ........... ... ..................... .
·ebraska.... ...... .. . .. . ... . .
5,770
2 ·28
2 ·57 . ................................ .
Kan as . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. . . .. ..
5, 675
1 ·49
1 ·44 .................. .... .. ......... .
We tern Division:

I

·

!1~~i!<::::::::::::::~:::: ::::::i:~&:;. ::~::::~:·i~: :::~:.ii: ::::/~~~::::::~~:;~~:::::::~~~
1

,.;_r;:01~:<_i.C.~:::::::::::::::::: ......../l 60......... ··(3(). : : : : : : : : .... . · ~'- :~~ · · · · · · ~~~ ~'.~· · · · · · ~~ :~~

rct~;
6~!;~~~~~~~.::::::: ::::::.::::

1
~::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::::::: :::::::: .•...
:::::::::::: :::::::::::: ::::::::

California.....................

6, 021

•

2 ·53

1 ·60

~~·.;~!......?~!~......~~:!

cl~;t~~
21, 001

:~:~~g

259, 107

1f:~
8 ·IO

1

* Th s summaries hre estimat s C'mbracin~ all dEstimated b.v State superintendent.
the States composino- the divisions re!!peC'th-ely.
e umber Btudying either algebra or geometry.
ain 1 00-01.
/Inclntles only pupils in schools under State
b In 1 9-90.
supervision .
cincluding some students in higher institutions. uApproximately.

TABLE

11.-Receipts of school moneys.

--

From taxation.

t;tj
t;j

State or Territory.

Income from
permanent
funds and
rents.

:I

~

~
~

I

Total

Increase or
Increase or
e:e~~a;!g
From all
decrease
decrease
Total raised other sources. sales of bonds
State taxes. since
preced· Local taxes. since preced. by taxation.
and balance
ing year.
ing year.
on hand.
3

4

~

6

,,

8

$135, 245, 213

$13, 448, 956

9

w

>-3

I>-

Ct

United States .........................................

$8,084,582

$29, 693, 487 I. .$1,586,403

$105, 551, 726 I.. $5,094,726

$Hi6, 778, 751

>-3

~

Ul

North Atlanti c Division ....................................
South Atlantic Division .......................... . . . .......
South Central Division .....................................
North Central Division ............. .... ....................
Western Division . ..........................................
North Atlantic Division:
Maine .............................. ····················
New Hampshire ........................................
Vermont ....... .. ............................ . ..........
MassachuseJ.ts ....................... : ..................
Rhode Island ............ . ..............................
Connecticut ................................. , ...•......
New York ..............................................
New Jersey ............................... .. ............
Pennsylvania ..... ......................................
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware a b .........•.. ..... ............... . .....•.••.
Maryland ................................. - .............
District of Cohtmbia .. . . .. .............................
Virginia ................................................
~~~~11J~;i~~aa: : : ·.: ::::::::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
South Carolina ..........................................
Georgia ........................ .. .......................
Florida. ... . .. ... .......... . ....... . .....................
Sout,h Central Division:
Kentucky ................. . ............................
Tennessee ..............................................
Alabama b . ............••.......•..••..........•..••.•••

ri~!!1:tt::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
'.::::::::::
Texas................. . ................................

1,027,315
403,653
l, 543, 827
4,463,327
646,460

8,644,770
4,346,902
6,549,327
7,333, Of>4
2,819,424

I .. 256,477
I .. 397,513
I .. 589,309
I .. 258,210
I ·- 84,894

38,645,237
4,549,844
3,483,014
50,937.026
7,936,605

I .. 1,072,285
I .. 156,028
I .. 203,073
I . . 2,6'.l8,220
I .. 1, 035, 120

a98, 845
13,065
a 68,359
251, 621
18,643
165,729
266,566
144, 487
0

421,219
77,092
89,030
0
110,009
246,079
3,663,086
2,052,560
1,985,695

I.. 79,096
I.. 12, 735
I.. 89,030
0
D .. 1,004
4,218
I ..
D .. 5,899
I.. 57,300
I.. 21,001

903,607
726,153
540,634
9,058,939
919,708
1,635, 385
12,303,721
1,572,270
10,984,820

D .. 146,029

60,000
54,436
0
41,650
a30, 331
0
0
182,694
34, 542

C 6,000
578,552
d482, 035
858,413
a 317, 316
638,835
454,976
925,540
85,235

----·- -------·
D .. 34,353

209,000
1,124, 988
4~2, 035
7 7,056
1,040, 083
a 36,588
57,322
b 329,903
512,869

-----·-------D .. 2], 949

111,929
163. 871
143,938
73,393
49,085
a 997,000
0
4,611

Arkansas ...............................................
Oklahoma .. ................ . ...... . ...... . ..............
cAppropriation for colored schools.
a Estimated.
b Iu 1889-'90,

I.. 31,716
D .. 9,218
I.. 63,139
I.. 72, 8]2
D .. 11,168
I .. 279,346
5, 239
I..

1,310,036 I .. ' 57,733
1,411,691 I .. 269,431
g
a
465,729 I .. 77,868
574,456 I .. 118,348
282. 483 D .. 19,998
a 1,992,172 I .. 86, 659
509,041 I .. 32,767
d 3,719 D .. 33,499
d United States appropriation.

869,000
299,489
290,000
451,777
330,115
632,191
571,923
38,519

I ..

50,035

D .. 54,248
I .. 667,100
I
I
I
I
I

.. 46,361
.. 108,275
.. 150,371
.. 57,714
.. 192, 706

I ..

I ..
I ..

31,716
39,256
35,582
808
797
10, 493
62,535

I ..
I ..

63,481
19, 745

I .•
I..

D ..
D ..

----·-···----·
D ..

74,186
I .. 20,894
I .. 162,799
D .. 28, 179
I .. 38,519
eExpendlture.

47,290,007
8,896, 746
10,032,341
58,270,090
10,756,029

5,202,116
477,349
887,892
5,515,402
1,366,197

53, 519,438
9,777,748
12,464,060
68,248,819
12,768,686

1,324,826
803,245
629,664
9,058,939
1,029, 717
1,881,464
15,966,807
3,624,830
12,970,515

0
19,403
29,759
4,996
314,688
218,989
1,973,154
0
2,641,127

1,423,671
835,713
727,782
9,315,556
1,363,048
2,266, 182
18,206,527
3,769,317
15,611,642

215,000
1,703,540
964,070
1,615,469
1,357,399
675,423
512,298
1,255,443
598,104

0
163,452
0
32,699
122,364
125,027
7,614
20. 129
6, 064c

275,000
1,921,428
e964, 070
1,689,818
1,510, 094
800,450
519,912
1,458,266
638,710

2,179,036
1,711, 180
755,729
1,026,233
612,598
2,624,363
1,080, 964
42,238
/In 1800-'91.

/137, 787
50,289
115
149,811
302,096
224,141
15,306
8,340

2,428,752
1,925,340
899,782
1,249,437
963, 779
3, P45, 511
1,096, 270
55,189

g Report incomplete.

>-3
..-i
0

Ul

0

~

U'1

>-3

>>-3
t;rj

U'1

0
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0
0
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00
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>-3
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TABLE

State or Territory .

17.-Receipts of school moneys-Continued,

From taxation.
Total
Income from 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - -- - -- - - - receipts,
p erman cnt
From all I excluding
Increas e or
Increase or
,
decrease
decrease
Total raised other sourcef'!. sales of bonds
funds and
State taxes. I si1;1oe preced· Local taxes. since preoed· 1 by taxation.
rents.
and balance
mg year.
mg year.
on hand.

I

~

North Centrnl DfriR1on :
Ohio . ............... ... .. .. .. .......... . ... . ... . .. ..... .
Indiana ............ . ..... . ....... .. . . ..... . . ... .. .. .. . .
[]Jiu ois ..................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
~}i~l~!fna;;u : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : '.:::::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
Minnesot a ........................... .. ... . . ... . .. ... , . .
Iowa . .. ................. . ....... ...... ....... .. ..... .. .
Missouri .. . .... . ............... .... . . . .. ... . ... .. ...... .
Korth Dakota . ... ......... . .........·................... .
South Dakota ......... .. .... ........ .. ...... .... . -~.. ... .
Nebraska .. ..................................... . ....... .
K&.usas ..... .-.. ........... .. ..... ..... . ................. .
Westmn Di,ision :
Montana . ... .... ........ . .......... .. .. .. ... . ..... .. .. . .

~x~'.~J~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

New M exico ....... . ... ... .. ...... .. .. . .. . ... .. . ... ... . .
Arizona b ... ............. ...... .. ..•.........•.......•.

Utah ... .. ....... ............. ... .... ... ........... ... .. .

Nevada . ... ... ..... ........... .. ..... ... ... . .... . . . .. .. .
Idaho .... ... . . ... ...... . .... ....... . .......... . . ....... .

2lii!t~t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
a Estimated.

~
~

3

$244,013
G:35, 327
692. 107
308, 247
a 188, 000
a 381. 000
233, fl89
880,249
3/l, 906
a 75, CH9
a 457,000
a 328,840

$1,693,495
1, 688, 548
1,000,000
000, 215
a 723, 20fi
a 659,069
0
690,929
190, 768

0

0
0
0
0
1,783
351,239
15. 681
0
0
0
2, 450, 721

0

108,463
0
0
0

79,412
15,009
46, 509
162,067
a 235,000

136,842
0

I

4,

I

~

,.

6

s

9

---

I D . . $187, 519

15,282
0

$8,757,139
2,872,173
11, 128,103
4,488,120
3,336,056
3,046,234
6, !:!41, 358
3. 5u6, 598
570, 514
1,502,484
1,898,201
3,539,986

0
0
0
0
1, 713
81,803
148
0
0
0
4,656

523,401
216,555
1,462, 109
a 112, 367
17P, 267
363,486
104,765
260,785
1,311, 474
864,364
2,547,032

I .. 221, 555
0
D .. 25.184
I .. 129,996
D .. 30,989
0
I .. 15, 328
I I . . 119, 74i

I ..

D ..
l ..
I ..

II

..

I .. $319, 657
D .. 223, R79
I .. 1,027,552
I .. 335,748
I .. 485,850
D . . 9. 921
I .. 168, 721
I .. 50, 075
I . . 129,362
I .. 203,487
I .. 140,033
I .. 1,535
I
I
I
I

$10, 450, 634
4, !ilO, 721
12, 128, 103
5,088, 835
4, 059, 262
3,705,303
6,241,358
4,247,527
761, 274
1,502,484
2,035,043
3,539.986

$408,255
463,607
432, 597
344, 942
546, 337
432,013
934,784
521, 58ll
34,295
39,078
1,013,843
344,071

523,401
216,555
1,462, 109
112,367
172,050
714, 725
120,446
260, 785
1,311, 474
864,364
4,997,753

28,299
0
753,182
a 72,215
0
35,688
247
6,655
31,809
171,646
266,456

.. 108,452
.. 33,981
. . 210,439
.. 7,825

I .. 24,458
I .. 68, 86ll
D ..
9,473
I .. 60,837
I .. 223, 713
I .. 91,294
I .. 214,731

..._

b In 18811-'90.

$11, 102, 902
5,009, b55
13,252,867
5. 741,524
4, 791, 599
4,518, :no
7,410, 131
5,649, 356
834,475
1,617,211
3,506, 88Ci
4,212,897

. m:~~~

2,323, 75-1
184,682
172, 050
750. 413
200, 105
282, 449
1,389,792
1, 198, 077
6,499,209

t_:rj

t:;

Cl

a
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STATISTICS OF ST.A.TE SCHOOL SYSTEMS.

18.-The school re-i-enite cornpa,·ed ( l) with the adult ~iale population (taxpayers),
and (2) with the school pop·ulatio?I,. Percentage analysis of the school 1·evenue.

TABLE

Amount Per cent of the total revenue
raised
derived fromper
ca.pit.a
From
of the Permaper.ma- From From From
nent State Local Other
school
nent 8tate local 0th er Total. popula· \ funds taxes. taxes. scoeusr.t1011,
and
taxes. taxes. si:t
(5-lx rents.
rents.
years/.
.A.mount raised per taxpayer.

State or Territory.

f~~is

-----------1--- - - --------------- --- - -- - - 1

2

1

3

4

:,

_ __U_ii_ite_d_S-ta-t-es-.-...-.. --.-. ,_$_0-.4-u ~ - ; - $6.01

$0.77

6

7'

I

$8. 9B

S

$8.17

9

JO

North Atlantic Division .. ..
South .Atlantic Division ... .
South Central Di vision ..... .
North Central Di Yi Rion. __ ..
W astern Division . .. _. . .. .. .

. 19

. 5\)
. 70
. 51

1. 66
2.09
2. 50
1.15
2. 20

7. 44
2.]9
l. 33
7. 96
6. 21

1. 00
.23
. 34
. 86
1. 07

2.10
. 64
.89
O
1.04
1. 06
2.06
4.61
1. 31

4.52
6. 05
5.42
13. 19
8.66
7. 05
6.02
ll.53
7.21

O
. 16
.30
. 01
2. 95
. 94
1.11
0
1.73

--1-

North.A.tlanticDivisi.on:
Maine .... _...... _.. . ...
New Hampshir e ... . _. ..
Vermont ....... __ .......
Massachusetts .. . ...... _
Rhodelsland .. .. - .. -=- --Connecticut .. .. . .. .. .. .
New York .. ... ..... . _..
New Jersey............
Pennsylrnnia ...... - ....
South Atlantic Di vision:
Delaware (1889- 90) a . . .
MaTyland ..... . ... _.....
District of Co1um bia.. . .
Virgiuia ... ............ :
WestVirginia . .... ... ..
North Carolina.... . ....
South Carolhla..........

£t.49 .

. 11

a.69

. 37
.18

. 72

.15
.32
O

b. 13
4. 39
2. G9 ; 4. 07
o c 6 66 6. 66
. 11
2: 21
1. 95
a.16 al.69
5.52
0
1. 83
a. 10
O 1. 88
. 24
2
:
1

1. 26
. 20

iti~~~::::::::::::::::: :ii

I
I

18·9

1 ·9
4·1
12 ·3
6 ·5
5 ·1

16 ·1
44·5
52 ·5
10 ·7
22 ·1

72 ·2
46·5
27 ·9
74 ·6
62 ·l

9 ·8
4·9
7 ·3
8 ·2
10 ·7

7.11 ·------·

a6 ·9
1 ·u

a9 ·4
2 ·7
.
.
1 ·4
1. ::::::.
7 ·3
....... .
1 ·5
....... .
3 ·8
... .. . ..
0
1...... ..

29 ·6
9 ·2
12 ·2
0
8 ·l
10 ·9
20 ·1
54 ·5
12 ·7

63 ·5
86 ·9
74·3
97 ·2
67 ·5
72 ·2
67 ·6
41 ·7
70 ·4

2 ·3
4·1
0 ·1
23 ·0
9·6
10 ·8
0

21 ·8

b2 ·2

76. 0
58·6
50 ·O
44 ·8
68 ·9
a4 ·6
11 ·o
d~2 ·6
I 80 ·3

~~~1~1~:::: ::::::::::

. 49

~i~:o~i;i-:: :: :::::::::::

. 44
1.20

lo1;r~A~~. :: ::: :::: :: :::
New Mexico ....... : .. ..

0
.59

Arizona (1889-'90) . .... .
Utah .............. --- · ·
Nevada ........... .. ... .
I<laho . . . ............... .
Washington ..... : ......

0

0
0
3. 92
. 89
. 26

g~rn,~;n·i~·:::::::::::: ::

1.W

a. 49

7.30
13. 57
12. 83
9. 77
10.24
8.46
10.25

I

n~ :::::::~

2 8

30·1

0

c 50 ·()

50 ·8
2 ·5
a2·0 a21 ·O
79 ·8
0
0
87 ·5
63 ·5
12 ·5
13 ·3
5·4
4·6
8 ·5
16 ·O

1.17
• 3!)

6. 6~)

5 ·1
a25 ·9

. 06
. 27

4. 08
1. 77

8 ·4

52
79

. 40
. 77
. 38
. 54
1.13
1. 07
1. 76
. 59
. 40
3.13
. 92

10. 80
9. 35
11. 76
9.04
9. 94
11. 24
13. 93
7. 67
. 14. 28
16. 38
10. 81!
11. 23

6. 5:1
0
. 35
6.46
0
0
0
7. 95
4. 09
0 a2. 39 al.54
. 07
6. 36
0
5. 67
5. 86
. 58
. 77
5.1 8
. 01
0
6. 83
.17
0
7. 39
.18
0
6. 89
l. 37
5. 06
5. 26
. 55

6. 88
6. 46
12. 63
3. 93
6.43
12. 11
9. 88
7. 39
7. 83
9. 55
11. 36

8.
4.
9.
7.

88

06
6. 92
7. 58
0 11. 73
.94
4. 82
3. 26
9. 76
0 15. 21
. 42
5. 86
O 9. 43
. 95

1

a Estim:itPd .

.12
. 01
. 54

. 71

!:>·9
0

53 ·9 I 35 ·8
73·3 /15 ·6
51 ·8 a3~ ·2
46 ·0
36 ·2
29 ·3
34 ·2
a51 ·8
l6 ·4
46 ·4
52 ·3
c6·7
69·8

15·-3
2·2
29 ·2
5 ·2
7 ·5
5 ·4
10 ·5
a3 ·9 a15 ·1
a8·4 al4·6
3 ·2
0
15 ·6
12·2
4 ·7
22 ·9
a4 ·7
0
a13 ·0
3 ·9
a7 ·8
0
11·3

0
0

4·7
0
0
0

39 ·7

5 ·3
3 ·3
13 ·5
a4·3

78 ·9
51 ·2
84 0
7~ ·2
69 ·6
67 ·4
84 ·2
63 ·0
68 ·3 .
92 ·9
54·1
84·0

"

0

16 ·9
0

8 ·5
0

1 ·9
8 ·1
]5 ·6

1 ·5
1 ·4
1 ·O
·e 5 ·7

2 ·6
11·9
31 ·4

5 ·9
1 ·3
15 ·1
3 ·6
8 ·3
B ·3

5 ·9
11·4
9·6
12 ·6
9 ·2
4·1
2 ·4
29 ·0
8 ·2

5 ·1
94 ·9
0
100 ·0
32 ·4
62·9
0
0 aG0 ·9 a39 ·l
99 ·0
0
1 ·o
4 ·8
48 ·4
46 ·8
O·l
52 ·4
7 ·8
2 ·4
92 ·3
0
94 ·4
2 ·3
0
14 ·4
0 ' 7~ ·1
4
·8
46
·3
44 ·6 I
0
0

d In 1889-'90.

b A.ppropriatiorn, for colore<l schools.

c From U S. Treasury.

-

6. !J6 .. _.....

1. 27
1.10
2. 13
1. 23

1. (j2

a. 39 a 1. 50
Minnesot,a ........ ..... . a, ~95 al. 64

. 67
N ort,b Dakota ....... .. .
South Dakota ......... . a. 77
Nebraska .............. . al.42
Kansas ...... .... _..... . a. 88
Western Division:
Montana ........... _.. . .
0

e. 30

-----

5. 23
4. 63
2. 77
4. 49
3. 72

06 1

1
~\~

1. 87
J. 72
a .89

10. 30
4.70
4. 76
10. 67
9. 99

0
5. 78 ....... .
. 58
6. 94 ....... .
O 13. 32 .. .... ..
. 07
4. 34 ....... .
.65
8.02 ...... ..
. 36
2. 29 ..... .. .
. 02
2. 14 ....... .

~g 1: ~~ :~~

South Central Dhisior..:
Kentucky . _.. _-_ ...... ..
2. 82
. 24
. 4.0
Tenn essee ........ - .... .
3. 39
.H
A.lnl.Jama (1889-'llO) .... .
1. 4.:J
Misflissippi. ........... .
. 26
2. 07
Louisiana ..... . ... ... . .
. 19
1.09
T exaR .... . ..... ·- ..... . al. 73 a3. 47
Arkansas .. ............ .
0
1. 80
Oklnhoma ............. .
.15 I C. J.2
North Central Division:
Ohio .. ... ............ . _.
. 24 I 1. 64
Irnlian a ............... . 1.
2. 73
Illinois ...... . _..... .. ..
.61
. 89

~~

5 ·2

.. - .. . . .
........
. . .. .. .
.. _.....
. . . .. . . .

____________!__

. 20

11

e I u 1890-·91,

f Report incomplete.
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EDUCATION REPORT, 1891-92.
TABLE

19.-Pl'ogress of school expenditure.

,-

Expended per capita of
population.

Total expenditure f?r common schools.
State or Territory.

1

1870-'7L

1879-'80.

1889-'90.

1891-'92 .

~

3

4

5

1

__

1870- 1879- 1889- 1891
'71.
'80.
'90.
'92.
-- --

6

,,

-9
-- -- -8

$78, 094, 687 $140, 506, 715 $155, 991, 273 $1. 75 $1. 56 ,$2. 24 $2.41
United States ...... $69,107,612
.,

N ortb Atlantic Division:
Maine . ......
New Hampshire.:: : :
Vermont .............
Massachusetts .. .....
Rhode Islautl. ........
Connecticut .........
New York ...........
N cw J er sery .. ...... .
Pennsylvania ........
South Atlantic Division:
Delawa re . ...........
Maryland . .. . ........
Di strict of Columbia.
Virgrnia .... . ........
W est Virginia .... . ..
North Carolina ......
South Carolina ......

i~:~a~'\::::::::::::::

-

48,023, 49:.!
8,767, 165
10, 678,680
62,828, 5€3
10,213,815

52,496,544
9,716,742
12,370,243
67,864,408
13,543,336

!150, 662
418,545
499,961
5,570,363
461 , 160
1,496,981
9,607,904
2,302,341
8,479,918

1,067,991
565,339
4-J.6, 217
4,983 , 900
526,112
1,408,375
10,296, 977
1,873, 465
7,369,682

1,327,553
844,333
711, 072
8,286, OG2
884,966
2,157, 014
17,543,880
3,340,190
12,928,422

1, 393, 833
850, ?86
738,058
9,315,557
1, 267, 3(i9
2,260,260
18,365, 562
3,966,879

1. 51
1. 30
1. 51
3. 73
2. 05
2. 74
2.17
2, 48

... ,,,. " '

,."

153,509
1,214,720
378,535
587,472
577,719
177,498
275, 688
292,000
129,431

207,281
1,544,367
438, 567
946, 109
707,553
376, 062
324, 629
471 , 029
114, 895

a,275, 000
1,910, 663
905, 777
1,604,509
1,198,493
7J4, 900
450,036
1, J.90, 354
516,533

South Central Division:
2,140, ti78
Kentucky ... ... ..... a, 1,075,000 1,069, 030
l, 526,241
744,180
Tennessee ......... . . a, 758, 000
a,500, OOQ
a,890, 000
Alabama .. . ......... a,370, 000
1,109, 57fi
830,705
950,000
Mississippi . . ........
817,110
411,858
531 , 83<l
Loui sia11a ... . ... . ....
3,178,300
Texas .. ........ . . ... a,650 , 000 al, 030, 000
1,016,776
287,056
Arkansas ............ a,520, 000
Okla!ioma ........... .... -- ....... - . - ............. ........ . .....
North Central DiYision :
7,166,963
10,602,238
Ohio ................. 6,831,035
4,491,850
5,245,218
Incliami. .............. a2 , 897,537
7,014. 092
.l.l, 645, 126
Illinois .... .......... 6,656,542
2,840, 740

~i~l~:tii'~1i~::::::::::: 1,932,539
Minnesota ...........
!JGO, 558
Iowa ........ .. .. .... 3,269,190
Mis!!ouri. ............ 1,749,049
North Dakota .. .....
a,23, 000
outh Dakota . . ......
N braska . ... .... ....
365,520
Kansas ..............
904,323
West<-rn Division:
:Montana .. ...........
a35 , 600
a,7, OOIJ
Wyoming ...... ......
Colorado ... . ...... ...
67,395
N w .Mexico . ... .....
a4, 900
Arizona ............. ·····- ·· ····
Utah ........ . ...... .
a117, 00
N vada ..............
a,85, 000
Id aho ............... .
19,003
a,:3!;, 000
Wasliington .........
Or j!On .............. a, 160,000
California ... .... . ... 1,713,431

J

a,

·--

28, 5'.l8, 058
5,130,492
4,872,829
35, 285, ti35
4,267,673

North .Atlantic Division. 29,796,835
Soutl, Atlantic Division. 3,781,581
South Central Division .. 4,854,834
North Uen tral DiYision .. 28,430,033
Western Division . ....... 2,244,329

2,775, 917
2,177,023
1,328,429
4,484,043
2,675, 36<l
245, ooo{
1,108, 6l7
1,818,337

5,349,366
3,801,212
4,187,310
6,382,953
5,434,262
626,949
1, 199, 630
3,376,882
4,972,967

78,730
28,504
395,227
28, 973
61, 172
132, 194
220,245
38,411
112,615
307,031
2, 86<l, 571

364,084
225, 000
1,681,370
a,85, 000
181, 914
394, 685
161,481
169,020
958,111
805,070
5, 187, 162

.Approximately.

2. 38
. 63
. 73
2.14
2.15

ab275, 000 1. 21
2, 149, 972 1. 53
964, 070 1 2. 77
1,690, 465
. 47
1,408,065 J. 26
760,901
.16
483, 698
. 38
1,447,245
. 24
537,236
. 66
2,490, 712
1, 687, 058

~- 97
. 68
. 55
2. 03
2.41

1651~

--

2.12
2. 22
2. 26
4. 03
3.45
2. 94
3. 05
2. 55
2. 62

2. 24
2. 14
3. 70
2. 56
2, 80
2. 92
2. 31
2. 46

1. 41
1. 65
2. 47
. G3

1. 63 abl. 63
1. 83
2. 02
3. 93
3. 73
. 97
. 99
1. 37
1. 78
. 44
. 46
. 4l
. 39
. 76
. 65
1. 32
1. 27

1.14

. 27
. 33
. 31
. 43

1.15
1. 30
. 86
. 92
. 59 ab. 59
. 86
. 96
. 73
. 87
. 44
1. 59
. 05 1. 42
. 90
. 99
. 36
······ ------ · · - ··· a. 71
. 65
. 48
. 40

11, 839,998 2. 52
5,609,655 1. 70
13, 121, 708 2. 57
5, 746, 161 2. 33
4,259,321 1. 79
4,384,413 2. 06
7,056,222 2. 70
5, 792,032
. 99
803,253
1,380,727 }1. 29
3,524,151 2. 61
4, 346, 7G7 2. 24

2. 24
2. 27
2. 28
1. 70
1. 65
1. 70
2. 76
1. 23

1,266,865
1,004, 741
3,709,459
J., 159,653
a, 71,755

2. 9'
1. 06
1.08
2. 95
4. 05

1. 63
1. 34
2. 80
1. 90
2. 26
2. 03
1. 6G
1. 72

. 80
. 59
. 36
1. 11
. 71
. 74
1.02

ab 890, OGO

2. 76
. 99
. 97
2. 81
3. 37

.n

2. 89
2. 39
3. 04
2. 55
2. 25
3. 22
3. 34
2. 03
3. 43
1. 81{ 3. 65
2. 45 3.19
1. 83 3. 48

679,394 1. 62 2. 01
216, 555
. 71 1. 37
1,981,635 1. <l4 2. 03
. 05
. 24
205, 100
a20<l, 000 -----· 1. 51
911,010 1. 28
. 92
185, 223 l. 93 3. 54
223, 278 1.17 1.18
2,391,093 1. 30 1. 50
1,102, 832 1. 65 1. 76
5,443, :!10 2. 93 3. 31

b In 1889-'90.

3.19

2. 54
3. 27
2. 66
2. 42

,l.15

3. 61
2. 07
<l. 21
4.11
3.10
3.11

<l. 20
2. 76
2.88
3. 71
<l.
31
4. 08
1. 28
. 55
a3.
03
3. 05
3. 85
1.90
4.19
3. 53
2. 27
2. 00
5. 66
2. 74
3.13
2. 57
4. 30
4. 29

TABLE

20.-School expenditure.

Permanent expenditure.
State or Territory.

Sites, buildings, .furniture, libraries, and
apparatus.

Current expenditure.

Increase or de- Per cent
crease since of increase
preceding
or deyear.
crease.

~

3

4

I .. $3, 198,111

I .. 12 ·15

11, 468, 684 1 I .. 1, 353, 034
1, 209, 136 D..
68, 363
354, 637
1, 419, 592 I . .
11, 871, 865 I .. 1, 379, 035
3, 535, 137 I . .
179, 768

I .. 13 ·37
D .. 5·35
I .. 33·:n
I .. 13 ·14
I.. 5 ·36

1

I

Sal::ries of
teachers and
superintendents.

Increase or
Per cent
decrease since of increase
preceding
or deyear.
crease.

I

Total expenditure, ex- I Increase. or
Per cent
cludmg pay- decrease :3mce of increase
ment of
precedmg
or debonded debt.
year.
crease.
00

,,

6

;'j

Other
current
expenses.

s

9

8

10

>
8

11

1-4

United States ................. .
North Atlantic Division .. .
South Atlantic Division .. .
South Central Division ... .
North Central Division . .. .
Western Division ......... .

$29,504,414

North Atlantic Division:
Maine ........... ..... ... . .
New Hampshire ...... ... . .
Vermont .................. .
Massachusetts ............ .
Rhode Island ............. .
Connecticut
New York .. ... ........... .
NewJersey ... .... ........ .
Pennsylvania ..... ........ .
South Atlantic Division:
Delaware ac .............. .
Maryland ... . . . . . ......... .
District, of Columbia ..... .
Virginia ................... .
West Virginia ............ .
North Carolina .. .. ....... .
South Carolina . . ......... .

J

D ..
D ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
D ..

I ..
I ..

I ..
I ..

D ..
D ..
I..
I ..
I..
D ..
I ..

Kentucky.
Tennessee .
.Alabama ac ..•.............

483,629
186,853
150,000

I..
D ..
I ..

ri~i~i:tt::::::::::::::::

(g)

a .Approximately.
b Includes paymentof bonds.

J

I .. $4, 240,899

31, 543, 48511
7, 461, 256 · I
9,908,384 I
43,473,617 I
7,946,329 I

. . 1, 164, 341
..
516, 721
..
382, 589
.. 1,471,443
..
705,805

J

I ..

4 ·41 l$26, 153,788

I ..
I ..

3 ·83
7 ·44
4 ·02
3·50
9 ·75

9,484,375
1,046,350
] , 042, 267
12, 518, 926
2,061,870

2·29
3 ·97
1 ·59
2·10
4·02
4·25
5·49
l ·07
6 ·96

474,287
166,605
74, 936
1,744,178
133,841
453,954
2,195,544
738,764
b3, 502,266

1,393,833
850,886
738, 058
9,315, 557
1,267,369
2,269,260
18,365, 562
3,966,879
b 14, 329, 140

5 ·14

26,205
273,743
157,340
175,752
245,943
. 78,248
27,316
4,568
57,235

I ..
I ..
I ..

J

I .. $8, 812,569 \ I . .

5 ·09

.. 3,167, 587
..
461, 44E
..
726, 532
.. 3,199,083
.. 1,257,922

I..
I..
I..

I..
I ..

6 ·42
4 ·99
6 ·24
4 ·95
10 ·24

D ..
91, ';'60
D ..
39,697
I ..
37,499
I ..
761,011
I ..
244, 772
I..
69,794
I .. 1,039,282
I..
336,254
I .. 810, 43::

D..
D..
I..
I..
I..
I..
I..
I..
I..

6·18
4·46
5-3:;
8 ·90
23 ·94
3 ·17
6·00
9·26
6 ·00

275,000
2,149,972
964, 070
1,690,465
1,408, 065
760,991
483,698
1,447,245
537, 236

I ..
D ..

I..
D..
I..
I..
I ..
I ..
I..
I ..
D..

5·77
3·21
7 ·04
3 ·27
5 ·07
12·47
4 ·02
21 ·58
4·79

2,490,712
1,687,058
890, 000
1,266,865
1,004,741
g Not

I ..
D..
I ..
I ..

$155,991,273

J

52,496, 5441
9,716,742
12, 370, 243
67,864,408
13,543,336

I
I
I
I
I

00

~

H

0
.00

0

~

00

62. 302
122; 840
104,403
2,170,655
473,599
353,879
4,361,851
758,938
3,060,217
d 2B, 795
257,400
220,344
158, 200
276, 391
79,804
24,306
138,995
f 29,901

i1:ri¥t~::::::::::::::::::::
South Central Division:

$100,333,071

35,117

D..

D .. 43 ·22
D .. 17 ·91

47,426
26,807
33,844
797,113
209,034
67, 94'4
209,565
78,106
167,549

I .. 58 ·04
I .. 79·02
D .. 16·11
I.. 5 ·05
I .. 11 ·47
I .. 5·79

2,895
129,221
8,734
8,165
31,250
16,177
e 7,493
18, 598

I .. 13 ·85
D .. 33 ·43
D .. 3 ·81
I.. 5 ·44
I .. 12 ·75
I .. 25 ·42
D .. 23 ·57
I.. 15 •45

150,622
2, 79Ci
60,808

I .. 47 ·97

I .. 45 ·24
D ..

1 ·47

I .. 68 ·17

4,297 J D .. 10 ·90
c In 1889-'90.
d City of Wilmington only.

a 857,244

I ..

561,4H
558,719
a 5,400,724
659,929
1,461,427
11,808,167
2,469,177
7,766,657

I ..
I ..
D ..
I,.

225,000
1,618,829
586,386
1,356,513
885, 731
602,939
432,076
1,303,682
450,100

I ..

2,007,083
l. 383,905
660,000
1,071,615
656,342

I ..
D ..
I ..

I ..
I ..
I..
I ..
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

..
..
..
..
..
..
..

I ..

19, 167
21,447
a 8,719
116, 05S
25, 512
59,607
614,631
26,115
505,201

I ..
I ..
I..
D ..
I ..

11,000
61,001
36,873
34,416
50,851
55,432
e17, 076
248,958
1,114

I..
f ..
I ..

I ..
I..
I..
I ..

I..
I..
I ..

I ..
I ..
I..

3 ·92
6·71
2 ·60
6 ·09
10 ·13
4 ·12
23 ·60
0 ·25

81,868 I .. 4·25
(g)
39,020 D .. 2·74
116,300
6,102 I..
·93
80,000
I ..
53,858 I.. 5 ·29
195, 250
I ..
78,477 I .. 13 ·58
3lil, 282
e One-half the change in 2 years.
f Report incomplete.

I ..

I ..
I..
I ..

I ..
D ..

15,000
71,309
63,432
53,482
67,912
84,362
el8, 698
256, 891
27,023

182,207 I..
37 , 001 D..
50, 000 I ..
97,777 I..
I ..
137 , 088 I . .
reported separately.

8

>
8
t,zj

m
0

t:c:
0
0

~

00
~

00

8

t_zj

~

r;n

7 ·89
2·15
5-95
8 <l6
15 ·SO
O";)

~

TABLE

- -- - I- --~
South CentrnlDivision- Cont'd
Texas ... ........ ......... .
.Arkansas .... .. .. . ... ..... .
Oklahomaa ........ . . . .... .
North Central Dh'ision:
Ohio . .... . ................ .
Indiana . .................. .
Illinois ... .. .
Michigan . .. .
Wisconsin . . .............. .
Minnesota ................ .
Iowa .. .................. . . .
Missouri. ................. .
North Dakota . ........... .
South Dakota . . . .......... .
Nebraska ......... . ....... .
Kansas ....... .
Wes tern Division :
Montana ...... .

~ri~a~~:::::: ........... .
New Mexico ............ . . .

.Arizona a ................. .
Utah ..................... .
Nevada ........ . .. . ... . ... .
Idaho . .. .... ........... .. . .

8~~1~n~t ~ ~ ~: _:: : ~ ~ ~:: :

I
I

Sites, bnil~- , lncrease or de- P~r ~ent
ing~, f_nrm crease f!ince of' mo rease
tun•, hl,ra·
preceding
or lories, ancl
year.
ore .se.
apparatus. ,- - - - - - ,
~

3

$423, 179 1 I . .
122, 814 I . .
18, 000 1 I . .
l, 820, 118
895,220
2, 802, 148
921,017
694,309
899,480
1, 099, 115
1, 098, 364
141,282
a277, 720
863,181
359,911

I ..

I

I ..
I ..
I ..
l ..
D ..
I ..
l ..

I

I ..
I ..
I ..
D ..

283,698 I..
b 12,220
659,562
39,961
45,000
346,619 I . .
13, 748 I..
53,255 I..
1,006,353 D..
348,106 I ..
726,615 . I . .

Salaries of
teachers and
superintend·
ents.

- ·

'

40,390

1
I

7,438,067
3,835,919
8, J05, 877
3, 589,464
2,863, 532
2, 776, 787
4,589,236
3,846,063
421,918
686,427
2,258,970
3,000,457

I .. 16 ·60

316,822
124, 721
985,137
123, a95
136,000
412,921
151, 691
162,731
882, 450
693,789
3,956,672

:~-:: :: ::~~·:~~~:I:~--~. -----·

a Approximately.

$3,094,033
987, 151
48,255

36 ·54
14 ·3-!
20 ·84
3·29
10 ·25
7 ·06
15 ·38
4·02
66 ·21
4 ·59
15 ·15
21 ·78

9·59
183, 207
:i, 576
19,262
127,510
71,021
59, 808

ITotal ex-pend·

I

preceding
year.

Per cent
of increase
·or de·
crease.

6

,,

Per cent
Increase or
iture, ex·
since of in crease
Otht,r
cludiug pay· decrease
preceding
or decurrent , ment of
year.
crease.
expenses. bonded debt.

s

11

10

9

I

$145, 668 1 I . . 52 ·4.9
1, 932 I . . 1 ·GO
2. 694 I .. 17 ·60

I ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
D ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
I ..
D ..

Idecrease
Increase or
since

Ii

4

487,150
112,254
483. 388
29,338
64,520
68,327
146,503
42,431
56,290
12,183
113, 5-18
100,258

0

Current expenditure.

Permanent expentliture.

State or Territory .

-l

20.-School expenditure-Continued.

I .. 1 12 ·10
I .. 35 ·16
I . . 56 ·fiO
D .. 11 ·24
I . . 25 ·64
I .. 8 ·97

- - --

I .. $115,395
I ..
I ..

80,009
5,900

I ..

227,481
113,417
420,522
150, 775
112,294
188, 179
130,646
163,621
40,446
24,101
142,301
26,696

D ..
I ..
I·-

I ..
I ..
1 ..
I ..
I..
D ..
I..
I ..
I ..

I ..
I .•

49,821
15,963
90,727

$282,247
49,688
5,500

$3,799,459
1,159,663
71,755

I ..
I ..
I ..

$203,400
82,838
10. 223

I ..

3 ·15
2·87
5 ·47
4 ·57
4 ·08
7 ·27
2 ·93
4 ·44
10 ·60
3 ·39
6·72
·88

2,581,813
878,516
2,213,683
1,235,680
701, 4.80
708,146
l, 367,871
846, 705
240, 053
a,416, 580
402,000
926,399

11,839,998
5,609,655
13,121,708
5, 746, 161
4,259,321
4, ::l84, 413
7, 056, 222
5,792, 032
803, 253
1,380, 727
3,524, 151
4,346,767

I . . 1, 022, 712
D ..
26, 54.5

I ..

I .. 18 ·66
I .. 14 ·68
I .. 10 ·14

78,874
79,614
336,936
41, 744
23,000
151,470
19, 78-!

679,394
216,555
l, 981,635
205,100
20-!, 000
911, 010
185, 223
232, 278
2, 3!ll, 093
l, 102,832
5,434,216

I..

3 ·87
8 ·82
I .. 13 ·93
I ..

I ..
D ..
I ..
I ..

I ...
I ..
I ..

I ..
I ..

D ..
I ..
I .•

---------------- ---·-------_________ __
---------------I ..
I .. 39 ·56
.,.

I..
I •.
I ..

I ..
I ..

117,040
10, 153
31, 130
193, 702
36, 4n6
160,803

I..

7 ·17
I .. 23 ·66
I .. 28 ·::.S
I.. 5 ·55
I .. 4·2-!

502,
16. '290
"
60,937
750, 92!)

I

b Report incomplete.

I .. 1,087, 062
I .. 287, 320
I ..
236,865
D .. 426, 728
I ..
349, 793
r.. 261,089
176, 304
I ..
I ..
6,856
I .. 30ll, 029
77, 67J
D ..
I ..

101, 793

I ..
I ..

5 ·66
7 ·6Q
16 ·62

D ..

9 ·4€
·-fl
9 ·0E
5 ·2E
5 ·8t
8 ·8"1
5 ·2~
4 ·7~
28 ·1~
·5(
9 ·3~
1 ·7{

I ..

17 ·6~

D ..
I ..
i[ ••

I ..

D ..
I
I
I
I
I

..
..
..
..
..

----·---------·---·-------I ..
50,821 I..
2 63
---------------- -----------...................... -----------I ..
I .. 70 ·62
I ..
I ..
I ..

I ..
I ..

377, 075
12, 769
46,985
295, 783
133, 305
239,391

I..
I •.
I ..

I..

I ..

7 ·40
25 ·36
14 ·12
13 ·75
4 ·61

~

t::1

q
a

~

1-3
~

0

z

l;i:l
t_zj

t-"d

0

l;i:l

-1-3

,....
00

C:.C'

>--'
I

co

~
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STATISTICS OP STATJ<-: SCHOOL SYSTEMS.
21.-(1) Expenditure per pnpil.

(2) Percentage analysi.s of expenditu1·e.
penditure pe1· pupil per day.

TABLE

-

-

---

(3) Ex-

------

daily
A verag:e expenditure per pupil Per cent of total expen- .A. verage
diture devoted toexpe nd iture
(for the whole school year)
per pupil.
State or Territory.

-

••

For
For
sites, For sal other
build· aries. · current Total.
pur·
ings,
poses.
etc.

2
---

Sites,
build·
ings,
etc.

--- --- --5
4
3

Sa,::aries.

c~;;e~t 'For sal. For all
puraries.
pnr·
poses.
poses.

s

6

9

10

Cents.

Cents.

---

---·

---

$3.45

$11. 74

$3. 06

$18. 25

18 ·9

64 ·3

16 ·8

8. 6

13. 3

5. 44
1. 09
. 91
3. 52
8. 80

14. 96
6. 71
6. 38
12. 90
19. 77

4.50
. 93
. 67
3. 71
5.13

24. 90
8. 73
7. 96
20.13
33. 70

21 ·8
12 ·4
ll·5

60 ·1
76 ·8
80 ·l
64 ·l
58 ·7

18 ·1
10 ·8
8 ·4
]8 ·4
15 ·2

8. 8
6. 3
6. 8
8. 8
14. 2

14. 7
8. 2
8. 4
13. 7
24. 2

0. 69
2. 82
2. 32
7. 65
12. 80
4.17
6. 55
5. 0-i
4. 32

a9. 51
12. 90
12. 40
a19. 04
17. 84
17. 22
17. 74
16. 40
10. 96

5. 26
3. 83
1. 66
6.14
3. 63
5. 35
3.30
4. 91
b4. 94

15. 46
19. 55
16. 38
32. 83
34. 27
26. 74
27. 59
26. 35
20. 22

15 ·6
23 ·8
19 ·l
21 ·4

a61 ·5
66 ·0
' 75 ·7
a58 ·0
52 ·l
64 ·4
64·3
62 ·2
54·2

34 ·l
19 ·6
10 ·2
18 ·7
10 ·5
20 ·O
11·9
18 ·7
l,24·4

a7. 7
10. 6
9. 0
all. 1
9. 2
9. 4
9. 5
8. 6
7.1

12. 6
16.1
11. 9
19. 2
17. 7
14. 7
14. 8
13. 9
13. 0

~?i~~~:::::::::::::::

1. 21
2. 45
7. 40
. 85
2.16
. 40
.16
. 59
c. 48

11. 45
15. 41
19. 70
7. 29
6. 92
3. 03
2. 90
5. 57
7. 23

1. 33
2. 60
5. 29
. 95
1. 92
.40
. 19
.02
. 92

13. 99
20. 46
32. 39
9.09
11. 00
3. 83
3. 25
6.18
8. 63

8 ·7
12 ·9
22·9
9 ·4
19 ·6
10 ·5
5 ·0
9·6
c5 ·6

81 ·8
75 ·3
60 ·8
80 ·3
· 62 ·9
79·2
89·4
90 ·l
83 ·8

9 ·5
12 ·7
16 ·3
10 ·3
17 ·5
10 ·3
5 ·6
0 ·3
10 ·6

6. 9
8.4
10. 6
6. 2
6. 3
4. 9
4.0
5. 6
6. 0

8. 4
11.1
17. 5
7. 7
10. 0
6.1
4. 4
5. 9
7. 2

Kentucky ........ . ....
'.l.'eunessee .............
.Alabama (in 1889- 90) a.

1. 99
. 54
. 82

(d)

(d)

10. 24
4. 83
4. 88
6.42
10. 41
11. 30
8. 26
9. 55

19 ·4
11·1
16·9
(d)
3 ·5
11·2
10·6
25 ·1

80 ·6
82 ·O
74 ·1
84·6
65·3
81 ·4
85 ·l
67 ·2

(d)

r~~~!~:tt:::::
:::::::
Texas . ................

8. 25
3. 96
3. 62
5. 43
6. 80
9. 20
7. 03
6. 43

8. 3
4.1
4. 9
5. 7
6. 5
8. 7
9. 5
7.1

10. 2
5.0
6. 6
6. 8
10. 0
10. 7
11. 2
10. 6

15 ·4
21. 01
16 ·0
15. 56
21 ·-!
22. 83
16 ·0
19. 37
16 ·3
19. 61
20 ·5
30. !l8
15 ·6
21. 93
19 ·0
13. 34
17 ·6
37. 51
30.10 I a 20 ·l
24 ·5
22. 82
8 ·3
18. 16 I

62 ·8
68 ·4
61 ·8
62 ·5
ti7·2
63 ·3
65 ·O
66 ·4
52 ·5
49 ·7
64 ·1
70 ·4

21 ·8
15 ·6
16 ·8
21 ·5
16 ·5
16 ·2
19·4
14 ·6
29 ·9
a 30 ·2
11 ·4
21 ·3

8. 0
8.1
9.1
7. 8
8. 3
12. 9
. 9. 0
7. 2

12. 7
11. 8
14. 7
12.4
12.4
20. 0
13. 9
10. 9
32. 0
29. 9
16. 9
14. 3

41 ·8
5 ·6
33 ·3
19 ·5
22 ·l
38 ·0
7 ·4
22 ·9
42 ·1
,n·6
13 ·4

46 ·6
57 ·6
49 ·7
60 ·2
66 ·7
45 ·3
81 ·!)
70 ·1
36 ·9
62 ·9
72 ·8

11·6
J6 ·8
17 ·O
20 ·3
11·2
16 ·7
10 ·7
7 ·O
21 ·O
5 ·5
13 ·8

Per ct. Per ct. Per ct.
United States .......
North Atlantic Division ..
South Atlantic Division ..
South Central Division ....
North Central Division ...
Western Division .. .......
North.Atlantic DiYision:
Maiue .................
New Hampshire ......
V ermont ..............
Massachusetts ........
Rhode Island .. .......
Connecticut ...........
New York ............
New Jersey .... . ......
Pennsylvania .........
Soutl1 A tlautic Division:
Delaware (1889-90) a . ..
Mnryland .............
District of Columbia ..
Virginia ..............
West Virginia ....... .
North Carolina ........
Sonth Carolina ........

south Central Division:

------- --

. 36
1. 26

. 88
2.40

13. 20
3. 23
10. 64
2. 48
14.10
4. 88
3. )0
12.10
1
~i~
13. 18
3. 20
19. 62
Minnesota . ..... . .. ....
6. 36
14. 26
3. 42
Iowa ..................
Missouri ..............
2. 53 I 8. 86
19. 70
North Dakota . . .......
6. 60
14. 97
South Dakota ... .. .... a 6. 05
5. 5!)
14. 63
Nebraska .............
12. 79
Kansas .... .... . .......
1. 50

~~~~t1·::::::::::::

Dh-isiou:
Montana ...... ........

~l~~i~~:::::::::::::
NewMexico . ..........
.Arizona a .............
Utah ..... .. .......... .
Nevada .... .. .... ......
Idaho .................
Wnshington . ..........
~reg_on ._. .. ........ ....
Uah1orma . ....... .....

26 ·1

- - - - - - - - - - ---

Arkansas . ......... .. .
Oklahoma a ......... . .
N orth Central Division:
Ohio ..................
Indiana ...............
Illinois ... .... . ........

w estcrn

17·5

18. 98
2. 00
13. 76
2. 39
7. 40
JO. 05
2. 60
4. 83
19. 84
6. 60
4. 57

C

21. 21
20. 42
20. 55
7. 38
22. 37
13. 05
29. 46
14. 77
17. 40
JS. 16
24. 90

. 33
. 44
. 99
3. 25
.84
. 35
. 72
4. 58
2. 44
3. 85
4.17
3. 23
5. 00
4. 25
l. 95
11. 21
a 9. 08
2. 60
3. 87
5. 28
13. 03
7. 03
2. 50
3. 78
4. 79
3. 84
1. 48
9. 91
1. 16
4. 73

I
I

a Approximately.
b Includes payments on l>ondetl debt.

4 ·4
14 ·4
14 ·l
23 ·3
37·4

45. 47 1
35. 45

tt
33.

~*
ii5

II

28. 79
~:
47. :15: I

20. 92
34. 20

C

====·==== ========= ----

6·9
9 ·0
15 ·4 I
31 ·2
7 ·4
4·3
7 ·7

I

16. 98 1
14.
10. 8
10.1
14. 3 1
17. 0
13. 7 I
8. 2
13. o I
8. 5
19. 1
17.1
16. 3

I

71
15. 7
]l.

c R port incomplete.

d Not reported separately.

30. 7
29. 5
27. 5
13. 6
19. 5
18. 8
23. 3
24.4
44. 2
18. 5
21. 5
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CHAPTER III.
EDUCATION IN FRANCE. 1

I.

BRIEF

Vrnw

OF THE EDUCATIONAL

IN

SYSTEMS AND OPERA.'l'IONS

1892.

France, Republic.-Area, 204,092 square miles. Population (actual) April 12, 1891,
38,095,156; domiciled, or legal, 38,343,192.
Civil dii,isions.-For purposes of civil government France is divided into eightysixdepartments (90 if Algiers be included), each having its local legislative assembly,
which is formed by election. The departments are sulJdivided into arrondissements,
and these into cantons. The smallest civil divisions comprised within the ca.ntons
are communes.

No complete report of education in France has been published since
1888, but official statistics of recent date give the following particulars:
Number of students inscribed in 1892 in the state faculties (corresponding to university students in other countries), 22,516; in the private
falculties (facultes libres), 988; in the public secondary school for boys
(lycees, and colleges cornmunaux), 85,291; in private secondary schools
for boys, 89,566; in public secondary schools for girls (lycees, colleges,
and cours secondaires), i.n 1891, 11,645. The enrollment in primary
schools, public and private (the latter chiefly clerical), in 1891-!32 was .
5,556,470 pupils (2,805,849 boys, 2,750,621 girls). The total is 37,413
less than that for the previous year. Public schools comprised 77.2
per cent of the total, as against 78.3 per cent in 1890-91. Furthermore
it appears that 72 per cent of the pupils were in schools under lay as
against 28 per cent under clerical teachers. 2 The teaching force of the
public primaries in 1892 comprised 142,660 persons. The enrollmeut in
infant schools (Ecoles Maternelles ages 2 to 6 years) in 1891 was 709,579
(public 465,333; private 244,246).
To summarize, disregarding dates, the total of university students
was 23,504, or one for every 1,621 inhabitants, of secondary stu1le11ts
(boys), 174,856, or one for every 218 inhabitants. The enrollme11t in
primary schooJs exclusive of iufant schools, i.e., 5,556,4:70, was equal to
14.58 per cent of the actual population as against 14,57 per cent in
1888. The state appropriation for education in 1893 amouuted to
$32,899,943, about 73 per cent being for primary education. The appropriation from state, departments and communes for public primary
schools in 1892 was $32,424,000, au increase of 60 per cent over 1872.
By A. Tolman Smith, specialist in English and French school systems.
For the statistics of primary schools the office is indebted to M. E. Levas~eur,
chairman of the ''Commission de statistique de l'euseignement primaire."
1
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The administration and control of public education and the supervision of private schools are functions of the central government confided to a department, whose chief, the minister of public instruction,
fine arts, a,ud worship, is a cabinet officer. 1
Scholastic institutions are grouped in three classes-superior, secondary, primary-to each of which corresponds a 1mbdivision of the department of education named, respectively, the department of superior
instruction, the department of secondary instruction, the department
of primary instruction. At the head of each of these divisions is a
director, who is appointed by reason of special qualification for the
duties of the position and is not, as a rule, disturbed by political
chauges. 2 The work of administration and supervision employs a large
body of officials, who are appointed by the minister, or by the President of the Republic upon the recommendation of the minister. They
belong either to the central administration or to the local divisions
(acadeniies), seventeeu in number, including one in Algiers. Each
academie forms a scholastic unit, whose chief (recteur) is the offieial
head of all the teaching institutions located within its bounds. The
possession of a doctor's degree is an essential qualification for the
rectorship.
The ninety departments (districts of civil administration) are treated
as subdivisions of the academies in respect to eclucational affairs, the
prefects of departments having a measure of control over primary and
normal schools.
The superviE-ion of secondary instruction is in trusted to general inspectors, at present ten in number, and that of primary instruction to a graded
series of inspectors, (1) general inspectors,including nine assignecl to particular sections of the country, several assigned to the oversight of
special branches of study, and general inspectresses of infant schools.
These officials report directly to the minister as to the manner in which
the educational law is carried out. (2) Academic inspe.ctors (inspecteurs
d'academies), ~me for each department, who are subordinate to the rectors. They have the general direction of primary schools, conduct examinations for teachers' certificates, appoint all teachers on probation, and
llame the candidates from whom the prefects of departments may
ap11oint full teachers. (3) Primary inspectors, at present about 450 in
number, or one for every 150 primary schools. They inspect the work
of individual chools, and report to the academic ins:pector. (4) Medical in pector., whose duties include the examination of children with
respect to their physical condition and of sit.es and buildings with
re p ct to anitary particular . There are also inspectresseB of board1
M. Leon Bourg oi , who a sumed the office March 17, 1890, was succeeded, January 11, 1 93, by M. Cha.rl s Dupuy. He held the office till April 4, 1893, at which
date M. Poincare was appointed.
'lTh present incumbent are M. Louis Liard, director of superior instruction; M.
Rabier, of secondary; M. F. Buis1:10n, of primary.
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ing chools for girls. It should be observed that all these officials must
have access also to private schools.
The several classes of officials named coustitute the executive branch
of the ministry. The link between this and the scholastic work is furnished by the councils. These are composed of members elected by
their peers from the body of professors, instructors~ and teachers, and
of a certain proportion of appointed members. The superior council,
whose seat is at Paris, deliberates upon all projects of school law,
curricula, creation of chairs, nominations to professorships, estimates of
expenditure, text-books, applications for the privilege of conductjng
private schools, and in general upon matters submitted by the minister, whose action is determined largely by the judgment of the council.
This body has also a final jurisdiction in cases of contention and discipline appealed from inferior councils. The members of the superior
council are generally men of distinction as professors, teachers, authors;
or administrators. The academic rectors have the ad vice of academic
councils composed of inspecteurs d'acadbnies, professors, and teachers;
finally, the prefects are assisted by departmental councils. These several councils save the work of public education to some degree at least,
from the mechanical routine which is one danger of a highly centralized system.
The control of the public scholastic work is completed by the organization of the teaching service aud the imposition of official programmes.
All professors and teachers of public institutions are employes of the
state; their qualificatiorn;;, tenure, and discipline are fixed by law, or
by ministerial decree; their salaries are paid by the state; all professors must be university graduates._ University professors (professeurs des facultes), who must have the doctor's degree, are appointed
by tho President of the Republic; assistant professors of faculties and
professors of secondary schools, by the minister of public instruction.
The appointment of primary teachers, as before stated, lies with the
academic inspectors and the prefect. So far, the system would seem to
be entirely removed· from the sympathies and the active participation ·
of the people.
·
As regards primary schools, however, the people are enlisted in several way8. The law (1833) makes it obligatory upon every commune to
establish a public school, which under the law .of June 16, 1881, must
be a free school an<l., under laws of 1882 and 1886, secular and taught
by a lay teacher. A commune, it must be remembered, is the simplest civil division in France. Its local affairs are co_n trolled by a
council, and a mayor chosen from the members of the same. A. commune may have less than 20 inhabitants; it may be a populous city.
Paris, indeed, is a commune, although differing somewhat from others
in its form of local government. Large or small, the commune must
establish a free primary school, provide the site and building and a
proportion of the current expenditure; not only so, but every com-
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mune of more tllan 500 inhabitants must have a separate school for
girls (laws of March 15, 1850, and April 10, 1867).
But although the law is imperative, the Republic is wary, and since
many communes are too small and too poor to obey the law, and others
require stimulating, the state has been exceedingly liberal with subsidies to help in the initial steps. The subsidies and advances for this
purpose only amounted in the decade 1878-1888 to $105,000,000.
In order that the communes should perform their part, provision must
be made for concerted action. Hence, the departmental councils appoint delegates to confer with the communal authorities and with the
primary inspectors as to sites, buildings, material, etc. The mayors of
communes have free access to the schools at all times; their duties and
those of the delegates are much like those of our district school committees, excepting that they have no control over teachers or programmes. ·n is incumbent also upon communes to maintain funds
(caisses des ecoles) for the assistance of indigent pupils. Although the
law (March 28, 1882) obliges parents to secure the instruction of their
children, they can make choice of the means., i. e., public schools, private
schools, borne tuition.
As the state intends that public schools shall be nurseries of patriotism, there is a powerful motive for making them attractive.
II.
A.

STATE FACULTIE S .

Movernent towarcl decenfralization, resulting in project
of law fo1· tra,uifonning the faculUes into universitfrs-Sttperio1· institutions, i. e.,
special school8, not affected by the proposed law-Orig,in, classijioation, and purposes
of the faculties by imperial clecree, 1802-Number ancl locatfon of the 01·iginal faculties-Subordination of the fa culUes to the university chief-The nniversity, its
antecedents and spi1·it-Reference to reactionary movements, 1815-1870-The Republic pledged to reforni the faculties by law of 1875- Gonclition of the facitlties in 1875,
as set forth in the clebate upon the law-Delay in ca1-rying out th e order, and practical ref01·ms preceding legislation-Uhief p1·ovisions of the proposed law-Adherence
to a Fl'ench type; characteristics of the same-Measures for securing .
.
B. DEVELOPMENT 01!' TEACHING FUNCTIONS: Dest?·ucU1,e work of the revol,u tion-Special
schools for medical instruction and for advanced instruction in arts and sciences; adapta,tion to p1'actical demands-Absence of teaching fa<'ilWes in the fa culties; Paris the
only exception-Spirit of f1·eed01n, active after the fall of Napoleon, develops a neio
ideal of a unive1·sity professor--New agencies introduce,t foi· the work of teachingMultiplication of special tea.cliing professors, provision of buildings ancl material
appliance1,, ancl increase. of fu,ncls under the Republic-Effect of these measures in
attracting stlldents-Spirit of solidarity fo sterecl by students' associations-Citation
from M. Lavisse.
PROPOSED TRANSFORMATION:

A.-PROPOSED TRAN FORMATION.

In the province of elementary educatjon the communes, through their
control of the chool tax, have a check upon the central authority. In
tlle two higher departments of education there is a steady movement
toward decentralization. 1
1 This movement as it affects secondary schools, i. e. lycees and communal colleges,
was considered in the Commissioner's Report for 1889-'90, pp. 104-124.
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In the department of superior instruction the reaction against abso]ute control has culminated in a project of law for the transformation
of the faculties into independent universities. This project, submitted
in 1890 by M. Bourgeois, then mimster of public instruction, is still
before the Chambers. To comprehend its scope and bearings it is
necessary to have in mind the form in which lligher education is now
maintained in France aud the conditions from which this form has arisen.
The institutions for lligher education are faculties and specialschools,1
the latter, with few exceptions, created by the Revolutionary leaders
or formed after .their models. The proposed la,w relates to the faculties
only. These are g.rollpS of professors appointed by the President of the
Republic in ad vice with the minister of public instruction, to maintain
advanced instruction and to examine for and confer (legrees.
1 The special schools which are under the exclusive control of the minister of public
iustruction and fine arts are the College cle France, Museiini cl' Hisf.oire Naturelle, Ecole
NorrnaleSuperieure, Ecole Ji1ran9aise de Rome, Ecole Fran¢aise cl' Atl1encs, Ecole Nationale
des Chartes, Ecole Speciale des Langues Orieniales Vivantes, Ecole Nationale et Speciale
des Beaux Arts a Pa1·is, Conservatoire Nationale de Musique et cle Declarnatfon. Ecole
Pratique des Hautes Et·udes. The Ecole Libre cles Sciences Politiqiies, at Paris, is a
private foundation, which ranks with the highest institutions.
The oldest and greatest of the special institutfons was founded about 1530 by
Francis the First. ,Vhen this King, imbued with the spirit of the Renaissance,
sought to foster the new learning in his own Kingdom his project fouud no favor at ·
the University of Paris. Hence a uew institution, the College de France. It was
spared by the Convention and ha,s enjoyed uninterrnpted progress to the present
moment. The first professorships here established were those of Greek and Hebrew;
these were soon followed by professorships of mathematics, philosophy, Latin, and
rhetoric. From age to age the curriculum of the college has increased with the expan,s1on of knowledge, and it comprises now forty-one chairs, the Lltest addition being
chairs of the history of economic doctrines, modern philosophy, Assyrian philosophy
and archreology, languages ancl literature of southern Europe, general anatomy,
Greek epigraphy and antiquities, and esthetics.
The Museum of Natural History, which is at present a school for scientific instruction and research, had its origin in the Jardin cles J>lantes, founded by Louis XIII in
1626. At the request of his chief physician, the King granted letters patent for the
establishment of a botanical garden, to be under the charge of the physician and his
successors. It was to serve for purposes of research and demonstrati'on. The scheme
encountered opposition from the Faculty of Mediciue, as the College de E1·ance had
from the Faculty of Arts, but with the royal fav-0r it prospered.
The original pnrpose was exten<l.ed little by little, and when Buffon was made
intendant (1739) he immediately developfld plans for the equipment of a complete
· scientific establishment of high or<l.er. In response to his efforts collections poured
in from every part of Europe and representing equally every do1mtin of nature.
The genius of Buffon was exercised in the classification of the mate~·ial and in
plans for its suitable display. Before his death, which occurred in 1788, the year
preceding the revolution, he had secured additional grounds and buildings and
imparted scientific order to the entire work.
"The revolution," says M. Dumont, "conceived the foundation of great independent institutions, each devoted to a particular branch of science and enjoying
absolute freedom." In accordance with this principle the Museum of Natural History was enlarged and endowed with the attributes of a great teaching institution.
It was organized under its present name in 1793. Two years later the school of Living Oriental Languages was created, and the Bureau of Longitudes, to which the
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Origin, classification and functions; the facitlties.-The facultieH are
of fl ve orders, i. e., of law, medicine, theology, letters, and sciences.
They were thus classified in the decree by which they were created,
- namely, the decree for the general organization of the Imperial
University (issued by Napoleon March 17, 1808. 1 )
Observatory of Paris was transferred. Thus, inste~d of the assemblage of all studies
in a common center where they might support and illuminate each other, there was
isolation, specialization, and a supreme regard to the practical applications of the
sciences. The synthesis of the sciences was, however, provided for in the Institute
of France, created in 1796, the year after the Convention was replaced by the
Directory.
Says M. Dnruy: " The institute appeared as a center of information, of research,
of correspondence, the common asylum of the sciences, letters, and arts. Embracing
in its extent all the branches of human knowledge formed by the union of all orders
of -knowledge, and all talents, it was certain to be in time, the crown of the scholastic edifice, the keystone of the system." (L'instruction publique et la Re1Jol·ution, p.
140.) Even here, however, the principle of separation appeared, although, properly
enough, in the di vision into three sections, i. e., physics and mathematics, the moral
and political sciences, and literature and the fine arts.
The Superior Normal School ( Ecole Nonnale Superieure) was definitely organized
under a statute of March 30, 1810. The decree creating the Imperial University
had, however, included a pensionnat norrnal, which was intended to be a school for
professors-that is, aspirants for appointment in the higher teaching orders. Such is
the special function of the Superior Normal School at the present time. A prototype was furnished by the normal school established by the Convention in 1794,
but closed the following year.
The tendency to separation, so strongly marked during the revolutionary period,
and the disposition to extend the province of existing institutions which has characterized the Republic, are both illustrated in the organization ol the Ecole Pratique
des Hautes Etu,des.
In 1868, when M. Du,ruy, then minister of public instruction, wished to afford students facilities for the practical study of philology and history, he found it impossible either to secure or to accommodate all the resources necessary at any one seat of
learning. There resulted an institution for which the material eguipment of existing instiliutio;ns could be called into service, while special provisions were made for
the new department of study.
The purpose of the fouuder is indicated in a single sentence em bodied in his report
(submitted in 1868), in which the plan of the school is unfolded.
"We must not," he says, "give to the expression practical school its ordinary
signification, which implies a school of industrial utility . It is to be taken in the
most elevated sense, since the work of the eyes and hands is necessary in these
studies to fix and extend the highe8t and most delicate conceptions of the scientific spirit. What is chemistry without manipulation f physics and physiology without experiments f botany without analysis O? "
In adc.lition to the special schools here considered belonging to the province of the
minister of public instruction there are important institutions under the charge of
other ministers. Such are the School of Bridges and Roads (Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees) under the minister of public works; the Polytechnic School (Ecole Polytechnique), under the minister of war.
Detailed accounts of the special schools under the minister of public instruction
are to be found in the successive Statistiques de l' Enseignenient superieur, i. e., 1865-

1876, 1878- 1888.
1
Tho law creating the university was passed May 10, 1806, nearly two years
before the organic decree. ( ee Recueil des lois et i·eglements sur l' enseignenient superif.u,r.
Tome I, 1789-1 47, pp. 156, 171-88).
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The functions of the faculties as specified in the decree were "the
exteusion or deepening of science, and the conferring of degrees " (/acultes portir les sciences approfondies et la collation des grades). Three
degrees were authorized, i. e., bachelor, licencie, and doctor; these were
to be conferred at the end of a public examination, all the conditions
of candidature being carefully defined. The fact that a degree was a
preTequisite for nearly all civil offices gave great importance to the
prerogative of the faculties with respect to conferri g these honors .
.According to M. Breal this was indeed the sole purpoRe of the faculties
of sciences and arts'. "Napoleon," he says, "whose conceptions assumed
inevitably a hierarchical and administrative form, would probably
never have created faculties of letters and of science, but that it was
necessary to have some one to. confer the diplomas." 1
The t eaching functions of the faculties were specifically tiefined in
regulations issued from time to time, but they had really no practical
development under the empire.
As regards number there were to be as many groups of faculties as
there were academies or local divisions <l the university. The original
purpose contemplated 26 of these divisions, or as many as there were
courts of appeal. Only 23 academies were really constituted; their
chief cities became the seats of the faculties and gave to them their
distinctive names. Various readjustments of the academic divisions
h ave been made since the fall of Napoleon. By a law of. 1854 their
number was reduced to 16, subsequently increased to 17 by the addition
of .Algiers.2
Subordination; teaching to official orders.-From the nature of the
university organization it followed that the faculties had none of the
attributes of self-governing bodies; they were subordinate parts of a
machinery admirably devised for centralizing the control of education.
The inferior rank as-,igned to the teaching as compared with the
administrative orders in the university is plainly shown by a tabular
scheme embodied in the organic decree. The officials are arranged in
two colnmns, the first pertaining to administrc:1tion, the second to instruction. The teaching orders begin with the faculties. at the tenth rank.
A slight form of organiz~tion was given to the individual faculties in
that each had its own dean, appointed, however, hy the grand master.
The deans are included among the officers of administration, occupying
there the ninth rank. The faculties, as we have said, belonged to the
academies. Their official chiefs, the intermediaries between them and
the grand master, were the academic rectors, who occupied the seventh
rank in the administrcttion. Supreme over all is the grand master, who
was appointed by the Emperor. In him was vested absolute control
of education. If schools were established or instruction given outside
1
2

Q1telq11 es 1nots sur l'instruotion publiq11e en France, p. 328.
For the present number and distribution of the faculties, see conspectns,pp. 92-95.
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of the university bounds it must be done by the sanction of the chief.I
Such monopoly and centralization had not been dreamed of by the
revolutionary leaders. Tiley had emphasized the rights of man as
opposed to the rights of states. Among the rights of man, education 2
was included. The state existing for the service of man was to make
provision for this universal right. From the subtle conception of tlrn
state as the servant of man in this particular to tile simpler idea of the
state as a supreme authority in the matter, the transition was easy.
The revolution had indeed prepared the way by the suppression of
the old universities and colleges which had often in times past resisted
the encroachment of tyranny. It is trne that immediately after the
passage of the decree of suppression (1793) new institutions were authorized, but time and resources were wanting to give them an abiding
form. Such as were actually created, by their very specialization, prevented the sense of an iudepend ent, but common, mission in the progress
of humanity. When Napoleon entered upon the scene the need of
teaching agencies was pressing. He met it according to the dictates
of an imperial will and with an organization which, as the subsequent
history proves, was destined to take deep root in the nation. The concentration of power, the hierarchy of officials, the exact prescription of
functions, the official programmes, the official degrees and titles of
honor which made up the university system were all well calculated to
impress a people accustomed to imposing forms in both civil and ecclesiastical affairs. The likeness between the university organizationand
that of the Roman Catholic church has often been pointed out.
Dr. Biicheler says, in a critical exposition.
On the one side the most striking feature of this creation of Napoleon appears m
this, that to it he gave the right of teaching as a monopoly; hence, to no one else
wa this pri vilcge allowed, but every one was forced more or less to receive the in!ltruction of the Universite. Thus education an<l instrnctiou were rnac1e entirely an
affair of the state. Ou the other band, however, it is noticeable that he left to the
Universite as little autonomy as possible; rather its whole const.itution was such that
11either independence nor individual activity was possible for the teacher but all
,vere brought under one and the same rule. To this eml t,ho whole educational syst em was forced into the net of an administration closely coordinated and welded
together after tho hierarchy of the Romish church. All aud each, school-books and
m th <ls, personal affairs and organization were surrendore<l to a central authority
at Paris, the Grand-master arnl the conncil of the University of Frauce.-(Schmid's
En cycloprodia, article Erance, p. 580.)

R eaction against ojficialism.-In the period from the fall of Napoleon
( 1815) to the e tabli hment of the Republic (1870) various vroject relative to higher education were entertained, but no rl'.tdical cbaHges were
1
D ecree of March 17, 1808. By reference to the ducr ee it will be seen that article
3 gavo certain privileges to bishops with reference to th e clerical seminaries.
2
ee plans of T alleyrand, Condorcet, and Lakanal; also syst em elaborated by Mirab au, l'Instruction Publique et la R evoltttion by A. Duruy; Diotionnaire de Pedagogic et
d' Instruction Primaire by F. Buis on, Part 1, Vol. 1, articles France, Talleyrand, etc.;
also "P1·oces- Verbaux di, Comite d' Instriwtion Publique de la Convention Nationale," with
notes by J. Guillaume.
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effected. As regards organization and functions the faculties were substantially in 1870 what they llad been made in 1808.
In 1875, July 12, a law was passed relative to the" liberty of superior
instruction," which in brief accorded the right of teaching to any person ·
who should conform to very easy requirements. One article of this law
provided that at the expiration of a year the Government should present
a bill having for its object such reforms in higher education as were seen
to be necessary. In the course of the debate M. Paul Bert made the
followi11g statement as to the conditions of the faculties with respect to
equipments and internal relations:
-·
I do not know what wor<ls I could use that might give you an exact idea of the
buildings in which certain of our faculties of science and of letters are installed.
As to other equipments, the collections are miserable. There are no laboratories,
the libraries are meager. How can it be otherwise, since even the chairs in our
law faculties have on an average only 65 francs ($13) with which to purchase books
and heat their halls, Is it true even that at Paris where everything centers, at
Paris, for which it is said we have sacrificed everything else, there are to be
found model establishments which make up for the poverty of the provinces, Gentlemen, it is only necessary to cross to the left bank of the river and behold the
condition of these institutions. The condition of the school of medicine has been
depicted; the condition of the school of pharmacy has been described, but I believe
no one has spo~en of the Sorbonne. It suffices to say that the laboratories and collections of the Sorbonne are installed in buildings that the city purchased, but, seeing their ruined condition, is about to .d emolish. It may he said, borrowing the
severe but authoritative words of Claude Bernard, that the laboratories of Paris are
the tombs of savants.
Consider the faculties now in respect to organization-the same miserable state.
Gentlemen, we have in Fm.nee forty-three faculties of diverse orders; they are
distributed in :fifteen or sixteen cities and they comprise each four or :five professors
cha.rged to cover the whole domain of the sciences and of letters. In the science
courses there is scarcely a single student, and few in those of letters. The professional faculties aloBe have followers and are inspired by the presence of interested
hearers. The oth~r faculties have no hold upon students, they have scarcely any
relation with them; they have no interest in the increase of their number and therefore in encouraging their attendance. The faculties are isolated. No common purposes can be developed among the professors of the faculties of letters and of the
sciences.
In France, save at Paris, in France in· the country of Burnouf there is not a,
chair of philoJogy ;- in the country of Champollion there is not a chair of epigraphy
and of arch:.eology; in the country of Cu vier there is not a chair of paleontology.
If we consider not the organiza~ion only, but the spirit of the instruction, we :find
· even a worse state. As a consequence of the incessant surveillance of officials,
every new doctrine, every original idea is proscribed. vVe follow, and follow to the
Jetter, a phrase in the plan of a university traced by M. de Fontanes (:first Grand
Master of the university). "It ought to be," said he, "a guaranty against theories,
pernicious and subversive of the social order."
·

Urgent as appeared the need of reform the project which the law of
1875 called for was not forthcoming, as we have seen, until 1890.
Practical reforms.-As explained by the ministers who presented the
measure to the chambers (M. Leon Bourgeois, minister of public
instruction, and M. Rouvier, minister of finance) the cause of the delay
was the determination of the Government to remedy the · evils so
ED 92--6
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graphically depicted by M. Bert and others, and to impart the spirit
and conditions of university life to the existing establishment , before
attempting to give them a new form and a new name.
In the years that have elapsed since the project of reform was authorized, buildings and equipments have been supplied at a. cost amounting already in 1887 to $22,195,000, of which the cities bore $9,650,000,
and the state the balance. 1
The annual appropriations have meanwhile been :r.µore than doubled.
In 1870 they amounted to no more than $1,152,773; at that time, says
M. Fallieres, the faculties very nearly covered their expenses by their
l'eceipts. In 1878 the credits for superior instruction had increased by
$787,000; from 1878 to 1888 they were doubled; in 1889 they rose to
the exact sum of $2,797,071. If from this amount be taken the receipts
of the faculties, examination, diploma, and entrance fees, there remain
$1,833,500 from the public treaRury. It may be added that in 1892 the
appropriations . for superior instruction amounted to $3,065,718, of
which $2,331,999 was for the faculties. The net proceeds from the state
for this year can not be given, as no report has been published of the
receipts from fees. The increase of the teaching forces has kept pace
with the other improvements, as will be shown later. ·
While the internal life of the faculties has thus been enriched and
expanded, measures have been maturing for giving them organic
unity, civil personality, and autonomy. The advice of the faculties
them elves with respect to the proposed law was sought at the outset
by a, circular letter addressed to them by the minister in order to secure
1 In bis decennial report (1877-1887) M. Fallieres refers to the new Sorbonne, since
inaugurated with imposing ceremonies, and notes in addition the enlargement of the
fa ·ulty of mcilicine at Pa.ris, the construction of the school of pharmacy, the enlargement of tho musenm, and in the departments the following buildings projected or
begnn: Building for the faculty of medicine, of science and letters at Bordeaux, the
fa ulty of sciences at Toulouse, the faculties of medicine and of science at Lyons, the
in titution of chemistry in the faculty of science at Nancy, the faculty of science
at Clermont, the faculty of medicine at Montpellier, the faculties at Caen, and the
schools of Algiers. In addition to the above, he says, the following are nearly ready
' for op ration : '' The faculty of science at Renn es, the new faculty of letters at Toulous , the faculties of justice and of letters, and the scientific departments of the
fa ulties of cience and of medicine at Montpellier, the faculties of law and of letters
at Lyon , and the departments of the faculty of science at Lille.
f thes building , those which belong to the domain have been built entirely at
the charge of the state; the others, those belonging to the faculties, have been
erect cl at the ommon expen. e of the state and the cities, sometimes aided by the
d partmen ts . . " " " The fa~ades of these new buildings indicate the transformations which have been wrought in our superior instruction, but in order to become
thoroughly inform cl upon the subject, it is necessary to enter the interior. TMse
palac s, who e xteriors, often beautifully ornamented, serve for the passers-by as
a SiQ'TI of the cUgnity of scienc , are, within, veritable studios, arranged and
quipp d fnr purposes of instruction a.nd study. But lately, our faculties bad only
le ture halls; at pr ent there are everywhere laboratories for instruct.ion and for
r arcbe , rabin ts, librarie , study and conference halls; everywhere the laboratori , ca.bine , and libraries ar furnished."
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the formal expression of their opinions. The measure is thus the outcome of large and varied experience and judgment.
The changes which it is designed to effect in the constitution of the
faculties are clearly enunciated in the fiTst two articles, to wit:
ARTICLE I. Tlie universities are pu.blic establishments of higher education, whose
purpoee is instruction and culture by aH the sciences (l'ent1e1nble des sciences).
"They are civil personalities." ."They are 11.amed from the cities in which they
are located."
ART. II. A university must comprise at least the four facnlties of law, medicine,
sciences, and letters; other establishments of superior instruction may also be incorporated with it at the -instance of the minister.

The remaining aTticles (thirteen in number) define in detail the
scholastic aud administrative organization of the univernities, the
exte11t and limitation of their powers, the sources and control of their
budgets.
To the foreign student, the most interesting thing about the scheme
is its adherence to an organic type which is essentially French. Two
principles-nationalized in France by the Revolution and the Imperial
University are conserved in tµe new ideal, foe -princiJ)le of stat,e responsibility in education and of the subordiuation of teacbh1g bodies to
civil authorities. · To preserve these principles aud yet give independence to the proposed universities was a delicate problem. Its solution
is to be found in the measmes proposed for maintaining the relations
of the universities to the central administration on the one hand and
on the other for transferriug certain powers to the universities. These
measures may be conveniently considered under three heads, the councils, the rectors, the control of finances.
The Oouncils.-Councils, supreme and academic, were a feature of the
Imperial Univ€rsity; their functions as determined by the decree of
1808 were deliberative and advisory, and in certain cases judicial.
They reflected, however, the will of the central authority, siuce their
members were appointed either by the grand master or by the Emperor.
Transfmrned into representative bodies by subsequent legislation 1
they have largely substituted tbe professional for the official influence
in the conduct of education. The law of ~"'lebrnary 27J 1880, under
whicb the coimcils are at present organized, allowed 24 elected members out of a total · of 60 in the superior council. Eleven of these
elected members are chosen from the faculties. In tbe academic councils each faculty is -represeuted by its dean and one Il!ember. In the latter council an matters pertaiuing to the local administration of the
faculties, i. e., expen ses, material a_p_pliances, promotions, are considered, and the conclusions formed are transmitted by the ~ectors to the
minister of public iustruct.ion, who in turn refers them to the superior
couucil. The ~uperior council is, in fact; au advisory body for the
1 By a law of March 15, 1850, the superior council comprised 16 elected members
upon a total of 27; by a law of February 27, 1880, tile elective policy was extended
to the academic councils.
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service of the minister, and bas also final judgment in certain cases of
appeal. Complaint bas arisen because the council has no initiative,
but simply considers tlte matters submitted by the minister. 1
In reality all matters of importance are thus submitted, and the
decrees of the minister respecting programmes, ,the creation of new
faculties and new chairs, the requirements for degrees, etc., voice the
matured opinions of this imposing body.
In 1885 two imp~rtant measures were adopted in the interests of the
faculties. The first of these, the decree of July 25, revived a right conferred upon all institutions of public instruction in 1801, but practically
nullified as regards the faculties in 187 5. This was the right to hold property, to receive gifts, and to manage their own estates. The decree
also permitted funds to be given to the faculties by cities, departments,
private corporations, and individuals.
Iu order that the faculties should exercise this right the same decree
in, tituted a general council of the faculties of each ticademie composed
as follows: the rector, president, the deans of the faculties, and two
delegates from each faculty elected by their colleagues. Thus, at once,
civil personality and organic form were secu.red.
A second decree of the same year (December 28, 1885) carried the
work of organization still further. This decree extended the authority
of the general council of each group of faculties to all matters pertaining to tlw internal conduct of the group, such as the courses and coordination of studies, estimates of expenditure, the division of common
funds, discipline of students, etc. The same decree constituted a council of each faculty composed of the titular or full professors, and an
a crnbly of each comprising full professors and agre,c;es.
The council was empowered to admjnister the affairs of tlle particular faculty in accordance with the laws and decrees and subject to the
approval of the academic rector. The assembly deliberates upon the
s holastic work of the faculty. The dignity and authority of the dean
were confirmed. by the decree, but the choice of the clean was virtually
given to the faculties, the mini ter being authorized to make the appointment every three years from two lists furnished, the one by the
a \'eml>Iy of the individual faculty, the other by the council general of
the academic group.
nd r the propo ed law the academic council ceases to have jurisdicti n over the facultie,. The general council of a group of faculties
become the council of the university when the group receives the
1
ays R. Marion: The peclao-ogical prerogatives of the council, although large,
are considered by many 1>eople too limited, because the council is merely cornmltative; its advice is given only wh n dernaude<l; bf'.cause its members have no initiative; because, in fi.ue, the minister is not obliged to follow the allvice be bas sought.
* * ,. In fact, all the mini fer of public in truction have always promulgated
the projects of decrels and ord rs submitted to the council in accordance with its
deci ions. (L' Education clans l' Universite, p. 27.
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benefit of the law. Subject only to the rulings of the minist,er in advice with the superior collncil of education and to the legal prerogatives of the academic rector, this council becomes the governing body
of the university.
The academic rector· (an appointee, it must be remembered, of the
minister of public instruction) will be the administrative head of the
university of bis district. N omina.Ily his position will be the same as
that of the rectors of the ancient universities, although his authority
may be less. He will execute the decisions of the university council,
which must not conflict with the general laws aud decrees.
The correlation of all grades of instruction is an essential element
of the French i<leal of publi~ instruction. It has not been lost sight
of in the university project, nor is it left entirely to the superior
council, which remains unaffected by the proposed law. The remova.I
of superior instruction from the academic council has already been
noted. The unity of scholastic orders thus lost is restored in the local
administration by the power granted the rector to convoke at his will
the university council, the council general of faculties (not transformed
into universities), and the academic council, to deliberate upon the
common interests of secondary and superior instn~tion. (Title n,
article 15.)
Control of funds.-.Absoiute control of their own funds is a power
which the extreme advocates of decentralization would have vested
in the individual universities. This policy is~ however, not possible i~
the French system so long· at least as state appropriations are the main
dependence of higher education. 'J:hat this is now the case will readily
be seen by examining the :financial'showings.
The present sources of income, as specified in the bill, are private
funds belonging to the universities, gifts and bequests o·f private individuals, societies, communes and departments, tuition and examination fees, state appropriations. (Title 1, article 2.) ·
The income from private property and bequests is as yet a trifling
sum; tuition and examination fees, which are turned over to the state
treasury, amounted in 1887 (the latest year for which the data are
given) to -about two fifths the total income. The state contributed
then about three-fifths of the income, or $1,354,583 ou a total of
$2,296,540.
The proposed law foJlowing tbe decrees of 1885 already noted vests
the control of gifts and legacies in the council of the universities.
The receipts from tuition fees and the state · appropriations will be
managed as heretofore by special agents appointed by the minister of
:finance. The report of these operations must be submitted each .y ear
as a part of the report of the expenditures of the department of public
instruction.
It should be noted that every organization whose contributions to
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the support of the university are accepted may be represented in tlte
se , iou of the university councils in which the financial affairs and
the annual reports upon the state of instruction are discu sed. Citie
may ue represented l>y their mayors, d epar tments by the pre idents of
their councils, etc. (Title 1, article 12). ,.rJms t e sen se of a common
interest and responsibility is stimulated. Should the pending measure
be carried tbe number of universities wm be less than tbe number of
academic divisions, as at least four faculties will be required for organization under the law. Each university wiU be created by a special
decree of the council of state, baRed upon tbe proposition of the
superior council of public instmction. Seven seems to be the largest
number of universities that the Government is prepared to recognize.
Without going fnrtber into the details of this project, which is likely
to be much modified during the debate, enough has been said to show
that it in 110 way impairs the authority of the state and the organic
unity of the public teaching and administrative services.
B.-DEVELOPMENT OF THE '!'EA.CHING FUNCTIONS OF THE FACULTIES,

It will be interesting at this point to consider the most important
cha11ge that has taken place in the faculties since their origin; i.e., the
development of teaching functions. To understand this portion of
th ir hi -tory it will be necessary to go back to the Revolution of 1789.
Pro1,,ision for medical instru,ction after 1789.-Aft.er the suppr-ession
of the old uni:ver ities (1793) tbe medical profession was the :fir t to
make it urgent needs felt. The very next year, 1794, three -schools of
health (Ecoles de Sante) were established to prepare health officers
(<>.tfil'iers de Sante) for tbc service of hospitals, and especially for military and m rine hospitals. Three additional schooL-, of health were
CL' at d in 1803, and to them all the term faculty was applied by the
d ·r organizing the university (March 17, 1808 ). The subsequent
hi tory of th . e school belongs to that of the medic.al faculties.
Th nece ity of maintaining medical training hacl also induced indiwberever there were hospital .
vidual pby icfan to 01)€11 clini
r 1rnd th ,.e practical demonstration there grew up cocu es of theor ti .ti io tru<·tion in anatomy, therapeuticR, etc. These cour e. wer~
grarlnally develoJ>ed into schools and brought under official control.
In a tatut f October 28, 1808, tbey are referred to "a secondary
, rbrnl. of m di ine, h nceforth to be termed colleges of medicine,'' a
titl howev r which seem to bav-e be n seldom employe(l.
In l 51 and 1 56 apparently und r the impul e given by the law of
1
, wbi ·h fav r d the liberty of teaching, v-eral medical cliools were
e tabli b d, au addition, w re still made to the number isolate a 1880.
Thu · tb
xi t n ·e f chool for practical instruction in medicine
icl by id with tbe m ical fa ultie i · account d for. (See prospectu ·, pp. 2-95). De pite the deplorable condition of this profe ion,
1
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painted by Fourcroy, councilor of state, in ~802,1 it is evident th~t even
in foe decade immediately following the brief rule of the Convent10n the
importance of special medical training bad not been wholly ignored.
Prior to 1875 none of the schools of medicine haq.. the same rank as
the faculties. Of the_four years' course required for graduation three
might be taken in the schools, but the fourth year's enrollment must be
in the faculty. Exception should be made of two schools of pharmacy
that were authorized to confer the diploma of a pharmacist of the first
class.
By a decree of July 14, 1875, it was ordered that such of tlle schools
as fulfilled specified conditions should complete tlle course of medical
·instructions. Hence the distinction into full-course schools (.Ecoles de
plein exercice) and preparatory schools.
Provision for letters and scienve.-The development of advanced
courses of instruction in letters and in science, that is, courses of ·a
higher order than those available in the lycees, whose goal was the
bachelor's degree, followed the same line as the professional courses.
Individual cities began the work, maintaining courses in letters and in
science according to local demands. By a decree of August 22, 1854,
the courses established by cities that were not the seat of faculties
were recognized as preparatory schools of science and letters, and
the time s·p ent in them was made equivalent to a certain proportion
of the faculty course. The fact that by the decree mentioned these
schools were assimilated to the preparatory schools of medicine indicates that they had arisen in part from the increasing demand for
scientific knowledge as a preparation for professional studies. This
inference is confirmed by the tenor of subsequent regulations as well
as by the programmes of the schools. 2 They present courses very
similar to those of the scientific colleges of our own count.ry.
Faculty teaching under the Em,pire.-Tbe characteristics of the schools
as distinguished from the faculties were equipme11t for practical instruction and teaching professors. Events have proved that they were the
outcome of a spirit which the faculties themselves could not resist.
Under the Empire the teaching functions of the faculties were nee1
Said Fourcroy: "Since the decree of Angnst 18, 1792, which suppressed the universities, the faculties, and the learned societies, there are no more regular guaranties for physicians and surgeons. Complete anarchy has taken the place of the
ancient organization. Those who have learned their art are confounded with those
who have not the least notion of it. Almost everywhere licenses are accorded as
readily to the one as to t,he other. The lives of citizens are at the mercy of men as
greedy as they are ignorant. The most dangerous empiricism, the most unblusltiug
charlatanism everywhere imposes upon credulity and confidence. No proofs of
knowledge aud ability are required. Those who have studied during the last sev6n
years in the three schools of medicine created by the law of Frimaire, An. nr (November, 1794), can hardly receive any testimonials whereby they may be dis tingnished
from the pretenders who are encouuteredeverywhere." (Expose des motifs du projet
de loi s1.1,1· l'exercice de la rnedecine, Ventose, An. xr, March 1802.)
2
The number and location of these schools (Eooles preparatoires a l'enseignement des
aciences et des lettres) are shown in the prospectus, pp. 92-95.
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essarily in abeyance; even if tbe conditions had been favorable, the
number of professors was too small for the work. Outside of Paris
3 professQrS only were assigned to a faculty of letters and 4 to a faculty of science, or not more than 86 professors for the service of liberal education in the provinces. The degr.ees which the faculties
of letters and of science conferred were sought almost exclusively by
teachers of the lycees aspiring to the degree of l-icencie or of doctor
in letters 01· science; and the courses which these faculties maintained
were just sufficient to carry candidates over the interval between the
successive examinations, as may be seen from tbe official programmes. 1
The state of the professional faculties was little better; 4 professoi-s sufficed for a faculty of law and 8 for a faculty of medicine. The
faculties could hardly be said to have even fixed l9cation, for, although
the chief cities of the academies were their seats, their examinations
were conducted each year at the centers specified by the grand
master. Thus everything contributed to foster the purely official
character of the faculties and to sever them from the intellectual
life of the nation. Paris, alone formed an exception. Here the faculty
groups comprised a larger number of professors, and for the most part
professors who were attached to some one of the ~pecial schools. The
spirit of the old university was continued by such men as Delille, Luce
de Lancival, Delaplace, Boissonnade, in the faculty of letters; Biot,
Brongniart, Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, Thenard, in the faculty of science.
New ideal of afaculty professor.-The abdication of Napoleon (April
4, 1814), and the restoration of the Bourbons in the person of Louis
XVIII, was followed by a desperate attack upon the university, in
which the clergy, many statesmen~ eminent writers, and beads of families participated. The assent of the King to a project of decentralization was readily secured and on the 17th of February, 1815, an ordinance to that effect was promulgated. The sudden return of Napoleon
put an eud to this effort. In the hundred days of his recovered power,
the univer ity was legally restored. Although attacks upon it were
renewed after his final overthrow, they accomplished nothing more
tban the diminution of its power.
This particular part of the university history concerns us here solely
b cau 'e the reaction against absolute control proved a great stimulus
to profes ional activity.
ay M. Liard:
It is at tbi epoch, how v r, that our superior instruction, deprived of institutions
which would have given it a form adequate to its functions, took on another form
that has b e ome its chief glory. At this moment, sustain cl and inspired by the
spirit of liberty, instruction at the orl,onne became all at once, with Guizot, Cousin,
and illemain, an extraordinary manifestation of the French genius. To this initiati ve, to the influence of the e model , i <l.ue the origin and the persistence of the
ideal of a professor of the F reneh faculties.2
1 See arreles d termining the coar ·e
in the e faculties, March 6, 1809,. October
1809, etc.; also statut of February 16, 1810.
!l Universites et Facultes, p. 9.
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M. Taine says :
During several years in the State chairs at the Sorbonne, M. Guizot, M. Cousin,
M. Villemain, lectured freely and with great effect before an attentive and enthusiastic throng upon the highest questions of philosophy, of literature, ofhistory. 1

. The lectures, which were .henceforth a distinguishing feature of the
faculty careers, were for the most part delivered before mixed audiences
of hearers and students. For students only, there was generally not
more than one exercise a week, and this often for no more than four or
:five months in the year. These special exereises were too few, and the
conditions of the public lectures too distracting for the purposes of
serious study. Moreover the lecture fervor did not tend to develop in
the professors an enthusiasm for continuous and detailed instruction,
and for the intimate interchange of questions and explanation which
belongs to this work. So late as 1825, the Paris faculty oflaw advised
that professors who gave lessons to students should not take part in
the degree examinations, and this position was confirmed by an order
from the council ·in 1829. The order applied also to the faculty of
science. 2 Although the faculty of law abandoned its position in 1838,
declaring that every professor ought to give at least three lessons a
week, 3 the effect of the order was not easily overcome.
New teaching agencies.-The necessity of increasing the personnel of
the faculties was not greater than that of infusing into them a new
spirit. The beginning was made in 18~3 by the reorganization of the
Paris Faculty of Medicine. Twenty-three full or titular professors and
thirty-six special professors (agreges) made up the new body. In 1840,
at the instigation of Victor Cousin, Louis Philippe authorized similar
reforms in the faculties of law, of letters, and of science. In the report
which led to the creation of supplementary courses in the law faculties,
M. Cousin said :
The agreges of the school of medicine are a class of professors young and full of
zeal who represent progress and the spirit of innovation in ~he school, with, however, sufficient guarantees, as the titular professors represent, it may be said, the
conservative spirit in science, the maintenance of traditional knowledge, and the
authority of doctrines confirmed by experience. 4

Througli the success of Cousin's propositions · a veritable teaching
force was introduced into the faculties. Following this precedent, the
Republic has greatly increased the number and importance of special
and assistant professors, while .enlarging, also, the force of titula,r professors.
In the decennial report for 1877-1887, M. Fallieres, the minister of
public instruction, says:
Since 187e practical courses of instruction to the number of 129, an.cl complementary courses to the number of 200 have been added, and 201 new professorships
created.
Les Origines de la France Contemporaine-Le Regime Moderne, Tome n, p. 235.
de l'enseignenient superieiw, 1876, pp. 201, 319.
3 Ibid., p. 202.
4
For reports of M. Cousin and the royal decrees, see Becueil des lois et reglement 8 •
sur l'enseignement superieur. Vol. I, 1789-1847, pp. 838, 846.
1

2Statistique
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The term agrege, applied to a class of special professors, has no exact
equivalent, in our language. The agreges are appointed by the mini ter
of pub1ic instruction from candidates who have gained a doctor's
degree, aud have snccessfully passed a competitive examination (agi·egation) in a special branch of knowledge. They are assigned to the
faculties by the minister according to the exigencies of the service.
They rank immediately after the professors; they· may take part in the
assembly of the faculty (or school), may participate in the degree
examinations, replace the professors, in their absence giving the regular lectureR, and conduct conferences or exercises in tended to round out
or complete, in detail, the courses of titular professors. (Decree of
July 30, 1886.)
The agreges are the only class of assistant professors allowed to the
faculties of law and of medicine, and in these faculties alone are they
found at present, although they may be assigned to the other orders.
In t.he faculties of letters and of science supplementary instruction is
co11fided to rna,1tres de conferences and charges d1.t cours. The distinction
between these instructors and the agreges is chiefly that of position.
The ma£tres de conferences provided with the doctor's degree may
be Hdmitted to take part in degree examinatio11s and also to a place in
the a:-;sembly of the faculties; the latter is also the privilege of the
charges dit cours who have the doctor's degree, but neither of these two
ch,~ ·ts of instructors can rC'place the titular professor.
The distin ·tion between the two cla,s ses of exercises, i. e., conferences
and cours, is thus explained by M. Liard:
'omplementn.ry courses-this word is plain and expresses well what is meant.
Tb
are cour ~ of instrnction in subjects that are not taught by the titulary
chair . Thus in a faculty of letters where there is only one chair of philosophy, a
conn; of the bi t.ory of philosophy would be complementary. The conferences are
differ int ; thoy wero established not only for the purpose of enforcing the instruction
of tho f- culties, lJut especiall y in order to change the character of the instruction.
Th· word conferences came from the normal school. TherE) instruction never was a
monologue of the professor before passive hearers, it was an active colloquy between
the t a lier and the scholar. ; the teacher brought his method and his science, the
scholar their rongb-written drafts and oral statements; something in a word as in
the ' rman uniYer. ities, This intimate, active, Ii ving method of instruction, it was
d ir <l to introduce into the faculties. Conferences were therefore created, not for
the goueral public, but for the true scholars whom the teachers labored to create.t

Effect of reforms in attracting students.-Tbe great purpose for which
all the e effort have been made, i. e., the attraction of students, has
n t failed.
In 1 7-'8 th numper of students in the faculties was 17,630, an
in r a e of 7 667, or 77 per cent since 1875. With reference to this
bowing, M. Fam' re ' says:
In this incr ase there figure two entirely new categories of students-the student
of science and the student of letters. No farther back than 1876 these were AO few
that they were not mentioned, If ome were enumerated in former statistict:1, it d.oes
I

U1iiren1ites et f actiltes, pp, 53, 54.
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not prove that they really studied ,lt the faculties; there were students of law who
were compelle<l, for :financial reasons, to enroll themselves in the faculty of letters
without being obliged to follow the courses, and there were candidates for licenses
who were obliged to enroll themselves ·iu four courses before proceeding to examination. At present our 2,358 students of letters and our 1,335 students of sciences
are real students-permanent pupils of the faculties.

The increas~ has "continued. since the date of the report. In 1892 the
total number of students in the state faculties was 22,516, of whom
9,837 were at Paris. The total includes 400 women, of whom 258
were .French. 'rlie statistics for 1893, just published, give a total
- of 23,397 students-10,ll0 ::it Paris a11d 13,287 in the provincial centers
(Algiers included). The distribution by faculties, Paris and the provincial faculties being presented separately, is as follows: Protestant
theology, 47 (42); law, 3,503 (4-,707); medicine, 3,634 (2,836); sciences,
599 (1,267); letters, 1,230 (1,770); pharmacy, 1,097 (2,665).
Two features of this increase deserve attention. In 1887-'88 more
than half the whole number of students were at P aris; the excess is
now on the s1de of the proviucial groups. The gain in the number of
foreign students is noticed with satisfaction by the reporter. The total
of these in 1892 was 1,397; in 1893 there were 35 more, or a total of
1,432.
To recapitulate, the main features of the scholastic organization of
the faculties are seen to be general courses under titular professm-s,
complementary courses, and conferences confided to agreges, charges du
cours and maltres de conferences. The general courses are either public
or closed (fermes), that is, for students only. For students also are
reserved the complementary .courses and conferences. Students are
enrolled (inscrits) as candidates for degrees. Tllis formality takes place
four times a year, the fee for each inscription being 30 francs or 120 francs
($24) per annum. There are, besides, the uniform fee ofl0 fraucs yearly
for the use of libraries, and varying fees for laboratnries, apparatus, and
examinations. In a faculty of science the total tax 011 a, student who
should secure the three degrees in the regular course would. be 470
francs ($94); in a faeu1ty of law for the certificate of capacity and three
degrees, 1,955 francs ($391). Numerous scholarships maintained by
the state, the departments, and the municipalities are offered for competitive examinations, the fortunate candidates being relieved from all,
or froni a portion, of the fees.
-.
The growing sense of solidarity among the students is indicated by
the formation of student societies, of which the chief is the Association of Paris Students (Association generale des facultes et ecoles superieures de Pa,ris). By its attitude toward professors, whom it welcomes
as honorary members, and by its efforts to secure the representation
of alumni iu the government of the new universities, the association
fosters the idea that a common life, common purposes, and common
interests are the essence of a university.
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Said M. Lavis e 1n an address to this association:
You have had the liappy idea of grouping in your society students and teachers.
This little event is not without importance. It is the visible sign of a transformation which is taking place under our eyes, and which, in effect, will substitute for
the impersonal student and professor, who entertain for each other the cold sentiment that ma,y pass between two abstra.ctions, professors and students living
together, knowing each other, speaking together, and cherishing toward each other
the sentiments that unite two beings endowed with form, character, aucl determined
spirit.. t

Fl'om the events here reviewed we nrny estimate to some degree, at
least, the forces tliat have caused higher education in France to deviate so widely from the model :first presented to the world by the University of Paris, '' commonly called the mother of universities."
Dnive1·sity faculties a·u d schools.

Conspectus.
Personnel, 1888.

ACADEMY 0 ~' PARIS.

At l'aris.

l~a. ulty of Protestant theology ........................... .

i~ml gg~~;~:'•••:·•.•·•••.•••·.·.·•••••.••••·••
Superior school of pharmacy ...... . .. ............ .. ....... .

6
23
80
20
19
11

3
9

32
4

39
3,612
3,464
609
1,163
1,038

5
2
18
24
1

At ReimN.

rrcpa::tt::Y. ~~~~-o·l·

~:.1~~<-l~~~~~

-~~~1-~~,-~~~-~~): : : : :~: : ::: 1:: ..... _. ~~ _
I

: I
__
5
1
i====,1==== =;===--== ·1

=

ACADEMY OF AJX.

At A.ix.

Total. ...... . ...................... _........... _.. .. . .
I

8

4

7

288

4

10

49

8

5
8

,--

18

38

4

30

.At Besanfon.

i: ~lt;~r1i:t~rs
•hool of mediciuc and pharmacy . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8

~.::: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : . -

57
191

,-------- - - - - - - - - -

ACADEMY OF DESAN<;ON .

Prt>pa.ra tory

9

J

r.~~~:1:r. ~n~~r ~:'J·::::: ::::::: :: ::::: :: :::::: :::::::: ::: :: .. ,
At Marseilles.
Faculty of sciences ...... .... .. ... . ...................... _.
8up rior sclwol of merlicino and pharmacy ..... .... . .... . . .

s, ::

l~l

~ ,
6

!I

585

kG~

~

Total . ... ·· . .... - ..... . ............................. ,---23-l~ ~J- 1 1 - - 222
A CADEMY OF BORDEAUX .

.At Bordeaux.
Faculty of law . .. . .. ... . ....... . . ............... .. ........ .
Faculty of medicine and pharmacy . .. . .................. .. .

i:c:~w gf feit:r~ ~:::: ::::::::: :: ::: :: ::::: ::: :::::::::::::
Total

)2
23

4

17

6

7

48
1

Eludes et Etudiant11, p. 222.

21
2

4

570

6

722

--~,~-21~~
8

09

14

195

Incomplete.
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Conspectus-Continued.
Personnel! 1888.

Other
profess- Students,
Titular .A. . •
ors and
1892.
professors. greges. instructors.
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - 1 - -- - - - - - - - - - ACADEMY tW CAEN,

At Caen.

imHi ~~ ~~Etr~~(::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy ......... . .. .

322

9

5

54

7
12

173

12
3
10

101

66

At Rouen.
Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Preparatory school of sciences .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Preparatory school ofletters .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

--311--~16

Total . ............................................... 1---5-8-1--·--4
1====1=== = = = = = =
ACADEMY OF CHAMBERY.

At Ohambery.
Preparatory school of 1?Ciences and letters _............... _
Total

10

10 .................... - .. - . ... . .

------------1- - - - - - - - ACADEMY OF CLERMONT •

.At Clermont.

i:~~n;
~} f;tf~r~e~::::::::::::::::::::::: '. :::::::::::::::::
Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy ............ _

41
39

6

5

12
81
1 - - - - -1------- - - - - - - - - 23
161
14

Total
ACADEMY OF DIJON .

.At Dijon.
_
Faculty of law .............. __ ............................ .
Faculty of sciences ........................................ .
Faculty ofletters . ...... .. . .. .. _...... _.. _................ .
Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy ............ .
Total

10

5

208

6
6

3

63
37
60

4
5

11

33
17
368
l=====I==== -_________ -----------ACADEMY OF GRENOBLE .

.At Grenoble.
Faculty of law .... .. ..................... .. ............. _..
Faculty of sciences ....... __ .......................... _.... .
Faculty ofletters .......... . ......................... _.... .
Preparatory school of medicine and p'harmacy ............ .
Total

8
6

4
12

-~ - - - -

4

260
94

6

101
81

24

_I-

536

ACADEMY OF LILLE.

At Lille.
Faculty of law . ... ......... . ...... ..... .. ................... .
Faculty of medicine and pharmacy ....................... ..

~!~~l~i ~? f;f::/;~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

9
16

3

13

242

10

9

234

6

110
202

6

12

6

.At A -miens.

1

Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy ... ... ... _. . . .

12

100

.At .Arras.
Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy . .. .. .... ...... .. ............. .... .......... .. . .... .. . .
Total ......... . .. ... .. .... ........... .. ... ............ f===4=9=1=====1=3='====4=6-'~
a Incomplete .
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Conspechts-Continued.
Pnsonnel, 1888.
1

Oth er Stuclents,
Titular 1
profess·
1892.
professors . .Agreges. i~~"t;L:1
ors. _

~l_

- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ · -- - -1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ACADEMY 0¥' LY0J\"S .

At Lyons.
Facuit.v of law .......... ............ ............ •. .........
Faculty of medicine nnd pharmacy ... ....... ...... "· ........
Faculty of sciences .... ........ ................. . ..... ·· ·-·Faculty of letters ..... .......... ..... ............ . ......... .

3
19

10

26
9
10

0
::S

I

402
78-!

==,=
10

17

1----

142

165

55 1- - 2 2 - - 3 - 61- - 1,493

Total .............•... . ...... .......... . .. .. ..... ... ..
ACADEMY OF JIJON'TPELLIER.

A t M 011 tpeUier.
Faculty of law ............................................. .

~:~~ll~ ~f. ::s;~~1~~e._:::::·.·.:: ·.:::::::::::::: :: :::: ::::::·.::

4

7

11

1

5

4

1b I
2\

39

25

33

1, ]19

10

3
12

5

!

FacuJt.y of letters .. .. .......... ............................ .
Superior school of pharmacy .. ............................ .

1

8
17

I

377
445
109
115

73

- - - -1--·-- - - - - - - - -

Total ................. . .............................. .
ACADEMY OF NANCY.

At Nancy.

~:~~U;
~~~:C1i~i~-~:::: :::: :: ::-:: :: ::: ::::::::: :::::: ::::::
Fac1 lty of Rcience!-1 .................. .......... .......... .. .

r:; !l~r°tct~~~r~\;·1;~;.;;~.;--:~::::: :::: :: ::::: :: :::::::::::

16
8
7
4

11

45

5

41

672

6

- --- - - - -

1- - - --j - - - - -

Total .......................... ... . .. .... .... . ... .... .

183
178
120
111
80

9
8
l4

16 I

ACADEMY 01" POIT IER$.

At Poitias.

;:~~~11; ~~nfll'tters
!fc·~~e~::
:: :::: :::::::::::::::::: ::::::: :: :: ::::
. ................ ......................... .
1

Facnl1~·
Preparatory 1iclwol of medicine and pharmacy ...... ...... ;,;.

9
ti

4

5

11

6
5

381
72
105
60

12 . . ... --- . -

4

94

At Liinoge,.
Preparator,,· srhool of'me,liriiw aml pharmacy ............. .

At Tours.
Preparatory school of medicine and pharmacy ............. .
Total .. .............................................. .

60

11
f - - - - - 1- - - ·-

54

29

--772

5
2

282
65

7

6

95
151

4

107

---

ACADEMY 01•' RENNES.

At R1mnes.

i:~mr ~f. ~frfrf ~ :: :: ::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

10

I

7
.5
12

Preparatory scliool of medicin am! pharmacy ............ .

At Angers.
Pr parator.v school of medicine and pharmacy ............ .

11 1• ••.• •. .• '.

.J.t Nantea.

I........................
···168
···
8
73 ,
5 I
868

Preparatory sc!Jool of Rrirnces and letters ... .... _..........
!Q
uperior SC'hool of medicine and pharmacy ............ . ... . ~ · . . . . . . . . .
Total ... - ............ ·_- ............ _.. ..... ...........

'='7"

32
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Conspectus-Continued.
Personnel, 1888.

Other
·tular
profess- Rtu18d9e2nts,
Tl
Agreges. ors and
·
professors:
instructor$.
- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-----1-- - - - - - - - - -ACADEMY OF TOULOUSE.

At Montauban.
59

7

Faculty of Protestant theology . . . ............ . ... •. .......

At Toulouse.

i!~~lt~
~~ ~~fe~~~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Faculty of letters . ... . ............ .. .... . .............. . .. .

7

9
7
8

_____ ______ - - - - -

Superior school of medicine and pharmacy .. ....... ..... .. . ,
Total ................................................ .

8

8.
6
10

17

48·

,

8 1

I

ACADEMY OF ALGIERS.

At AlJiers.
Superior school of law .................. .. ... . .. .. .... . ... .
Preparatory schools of-

19

~!~~~ie~e. ~~-~ ~~~~~~?.::
Lettflrs ........ .. ...................................... .

:~::::: :: :::::: :::: :::: ::::: ::

10
6

Total ................................................ .

31

Grand total .......................................... .

768

6

1

650
98
167
a340

32 1- 1 , 214
---

1--

9

242

10
4

139
45
117

10

----- - - -

543
33
-- ---- - - b 2], 723
500
173

a In complete.
b Tho slight differenre between tbiR total and that given in the text is explained by the fact that
the statistics were taken at different dates in the year and also by the omission of a few schools in the
'table.
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CHAPTER IV.
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION IN GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND IN 1892. 1

GREAT BRITAIN AND IRELAND.

Constitutional Monarchy.

Total population (census 1891), 37,879,285.

SUMMARY OF EDUCATIONAL STATISTICS.
Date of Registered I Number of I ExpendiSources of informaInstitutions.
students professors
ture.
report. or
tion.
pupils. or teachers.
- - - - - -- - - 1 - - - -- - - - - -- - - - 1 - - GREAT BRITAIN.

England and Wales ........ -··· ..

1892

· ·· . . 1 . . . . . .

Universities:
Oxford (23 colleges) ................. .
Cambridge (19 colleges) .. . ..... _.. ~ ..
Dnrha11,1 (1 college) .. _....... .. _..... .
Detached colleges (15) .....•..........
Official report 1892- '93. Elementary day schools . - .. .. . . ..... . ... .
Night schools ........................... .
Training colleges for elementary ....... .
teachers.
Scotland . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1892

Statesman's Year
Book, 1893.

3,212
b ~. 909
212
. 7,607
5,037,402
65,561
3, P57

Universities:
.Aberdeen (1 college) ...........•... _.
Edinburgh (1 college) ............... .
Glasgow (1 college)---········ ....... .
St . .Andrews (2 colleges) ............ .
Dundee University College ......... .
Official report 1892-'!13. Elementary day schools ................. .
Night schools ............. . ............. .
Training colleges for elementary ....... .
teachers.
Ireland..................... ... .. . 1892
Statesman's Year
-J3ook, 1893.

881
3, 208
2, 140

196
160

············

89
a $317, 832
120
a 212, 055
13 ..........••
702 ........••••

___ . _~~·- ~~~. S 39, 919, 145

39 .........••.
95
C 207, 048
88
d 125, 416
23 ..........••
22 .........••.

·: : :1 I : '.'.· ~'. i.·:'38:;~

Universities:
Dublin University (1) ............... .
Belfast, Queen 's college (1) .......... .
Cork, Queen's college (1) ... . ........ .
Galway, Queen's college (1) ... ... . .
Official r eport 1892-'93. Elementary day schools ................. .
Night dChools .. . ..... . ..... .. ........... ·.
Training colleges for elementary ....... .
teachers.
Official report 1892 . .. Under department of Science
1892

Statesman's Year
Book, 1893.

l, ]93
422
2[.5
110
815, 97~
1,928
674

an~~;hii~o~~s/~1!:;!!~~~::: : : : : : : : : ....
Royal College of Science .... -1· .......
National .Art Training School . . . . . . . .
(South Kensington).

iiii!

74
20
17
17

...........•
......... ·- ·
...........•
..........•.

_. ___ ~~·- ~~~ _ S

5, 294, 329

11·,: 0~: :~

. ~. :_· ;_ ;_ :_ ;_ ;_ :. :. :.. :. :_ :_
294
1

572 .. · · • · · · · • · · 1 J

1

a Unive:sity, exclusive of the colleges._ Whitaker's .Almanac (1893) gives a total of £200,187 as
the combined income of 19 Oxford colleges and £305,061 as that of 17 Cambridge colleges.
b The number of students given in tlie Commissioner's report for 1889-'90, vol. 1, p. 563, is much too
small; the figures there tabulated were taken from "Minerva," which in its recent edition has cor•
rected the mistake.
c Calendar 1892-'93.
d Calendar 1891-'92.
1

By A. Tolman Smith, specialist in English and French school systems.
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ENGLAND.

Estimated population, 29,403,346.
Statistics 1892--Effects of the law of 1891 remitting school fees-Subjects of study required
or recognized by Goren1ment-Traini.ng colleges, attendance and expe11diture-Relat10ns
of education department to secondal'y schools arid colleges-Importance of university
training colleges; views of J. G. Fitch.

According to the official report 1 for the year ending August 31,
1892, accommodation bad been provided in schools on the list for Government inspection for b, 730,888 pupils; the enrollment in these schools
was 5,037,402 (17·13 per cent of the estimated population), and the
average attendance 3,892,989. Comparison at this point with the
statistics of other countries will be misleading unless it be considered
that the children in infant schools under 7 years of age are included in the foregoing enrollment. If the number of these (1,493,620)
be subtracted the enrollmeut reduces to 12 per cent of the population.
The establishment and local control of these schools is in the bands of
(1) school boards (2,331 in number), elected under the school law of
1870; (2) private managers, chiefly denomiuational. About 40 per
cent of the pupils registered are in board schools. Further statistics
given in the report relate to schools actually visited by the Government
inspectors in the year under review (119 ·less than the number on the
list). These schools enrolled 5,006,979 pupils, a little more than 99 per
pent of the entire enrollment. Their average attendance was 3,870,774
(boys, 2,029,240; girls, 1,841,534), or 77·3 per cent of the enrollment.
The teaching force employed comprised 99,291 persons, of whom 49·12
per cent had Government certificates; 23·72 per cent were assistant
teachers, not certificated, and 27·16 pupil teachers. The proportion of
women teachers, which has been steadily rising since 1870, was as follows in each class: Certificated, 60 per cent (48 in 1869); assistant, 79
per cent (60 in 1869); pupil teachers, 78 per cent (57 in 1870). In addition to the pupils in day scboGls, night schools bad an average attendance of 65,561. The total expenditure (day and night schools) was
$39,919,145, derived as follows: From Government, grant,43·72 per cent;
local taxes (rates), 20·75 per cent; school fees, 15·65 per cent; voluntary
sub criptions, chiefly in denominational schools, 19·88 per cent. Of tlle
entire expenditure 76·46 per cent was for salaries, 6·18 per cent for
books and apparatus, 17 ·36 per cent miscellaneous. The rate of expenditure per capita of average attendance was $10.22, all schools
included; in board schools only, $11. 75. The total expenditure was
equivalent to $1.35 per capita of population, and the amouut derived
from public funds (i.e., Govemment grant and local taxes, $25,769,037)
to 7½ cent .
The year under review is the first ·J ear of the operation of the law
providing for the remi ·siou of school fees (law of 1891), and the report
1

Signed by the president of the committee of council on education, Right Hon.
Earl of Kimberley, and by the vice-presi<lent, Right Hou. A.H. Dyke Acland.
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gives some indications of the effect of this provision. As regard$
expenditure, nothing can be inferred at present, because schools
accepted the terms at "different times, many just at the close of the
year, and the accounts are not yet adjusted. Of the schools inspected
15,170 had __remitted fees, the number of free pupils on their registers
being 3,429 1577, or 68 per cent of their total enrollment. Since the close
of the year the number of free schools has increased. At present only
142 schools have refused the fee grant. The report says :
It was anticipated that the abolition or diminution of school fees for children
between 3 and 15 would raise the number of children on the registers, and more
especially that ofinfants. This has been found to be the case. The numb er of infants
has increased by 114,577 (6.94 per cent) and that of older scholars by 67,719 (2.13 per
cent), and had the statistics now under consideration related to a period of twfllve
months, showing the full effect of the act, the increase shown, both of infants and of
older scholars, would doubtless have been somewhat larger. But still more satisfactory than the increase in the number of children on the books is the increase in
the average attendance (3.22 per cent), which is, indeed, the special feature of the
statistics for 1892. This increase is mainly due to the increased regularity of attendance of the older scholars, for while every 100 infants added to the register increased
the average attendance by 51 only, there was an addition of 92 to the average attendance for every 100 older scholars added to the registers during the y~ar.

The item of average attendance has peculiar importance because the
whole of the -grant for infant schools (i. e., for children 3 to 7), and 96
per cent of the grant for schools for older pupils (7 to 14), is estimated
on that basis. In oi·der to share in the grant a school must have had
at least 400 half-day ~essions in the year, and m~st have afforded
instruction in reading, writing, arithmetic, drawing for•boys, and needlework for girls. Few schools limit themselves to these branches. In
1801-:-'92 only 11 per cent of schools for older scholars failed to secure
the grant for additional subjects, while 90,070 pupHs were preseuted
for examination in one or two specific subjects which correspond to our
high-school studies. One-third of this number were in the London
school bo'1,rd district. The grant for cookery was earned by 90,794
girls, and that for laundry work by 2,766. A.s a result of the regulation
making drawing compulsory for boys, which took effect September, 1891,
the number of schools in which the branch was taught rose from 6,075
jn 1890-'91 to 17,048 in 1891-'92. Manual instruction was given in 285
schools, science in 513, and physical exercises in 1,703. School libraries
have been established in 5,560 schools. The training colleges for teachers under Government inspection and receiving public grants number
44 residential colleges and 14 day colleges, having a total of 3,957
stu<lents. The year's expenditure for these colleges, practice schools
included, was $970,791, of which 68 per cent was borne by the Government.
The official report under consider?,tion deals only with elementary
schools, in which category the training colleges are included . . Elementary education, however, although the chief, is not the exclusive province of the educational department. It has been brought into relations
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with secondary education 'through the " endowed schools act," which
requires "that every scheme framed by the charity commissioners for
the management of these institutions sball be· submitted to the committee of council on education for approval." Some of the higher
grade or advanced board schools receiving grants from the department have also, in part, the character of secondary schools. The report
also calls attention to the relations of the department with the university colleges which share in the grant of £15,000 annually made from
the public treasury.
·
Each of these colleges sends an annua,l report and statement of accounts to the
department, and the treasury officials do not pay the grant to any college until they
have been informed by the department that the required report has been received and
examined.
~

The department is also brought into direct communication with the
university colleges through the medium of the day training colleges
for teachers; All the university colleges that receive a portion of the .
grant above mentioned have established such training schools. These
schools, :first authorized in 1890, give promise of great influence. In
the report before us, Mr. J. G. Fit.ch, chief inspector of the training
colleges for women, discusses their special adaptation to the professional training of teachers for secondary schools. Upon this subject
be says:
The aspirant to the calling of a secondary or public school teacher may complain
with reason that however he may desire systematic guidance and preparation before
entering upon his work, he does not know where to look for it. The existing ret:1idential training coll~es are not open to him, and the on1y attempt made in England
to establish a training institution for secondary schoolmasters proved to be a failure.
Schoolmistresses have from the first shown a keener perception of the need of professiona,l education than -their brothers, but the supply of such training, even for
them, is lamentably inadequate. The Maria Grey College, at Brondesburg, the Cambridge Training College for Women, the department for student teachers in the
famous Ladies' College at Cheltenham, and the nongovernmeut department .at the
Home and Colonial Training Colleg~, are the only resources known to me by which
gentlewomen who wish to qualify themselves as teachers in intermediate and higher
sc11ools can obtain systematic instruction.
In these circumstances , th e establishment of normal departments in the great
provin cial colleges of university rank in England and W al es, ancl the encouraging
succe s which has already been attained in thoso institutions, open out an opportune an<l most hopeful prospect. It is not likely that new institutions, expressly
deHigned like the first two ju t named, will be multiplied even for w-omen. Still
l e sis it likely that any such institutions will be successfu1ly established for men.
Nor is it quite clear that it would be desirable. Neither in France or America, nor
in any country known to me, is it the practice to require special training in a normal seminary in the case of candi<lates for tcacherships in higher schools . Such
8l'mi11arics are in<leed ne decl for primary teachers, because the general education of
the clas from which thoy are clrawn i deficient, ancl becau e in fact three-fourths
of the time spent in tho. e seminaries is required for instrnction in l anguage, literatur , hi. tory, and mathematics, subjects which form essential parts of every system
of g nernl Uflucatioo, an<l are r quir din all liberal professions alike. Presumably,
the young student who i d stined to become a teacher fa a hi gh s ·hool bas acquired
all this in some olleg or university. What he wants is a special course of peda-
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gogic instruction and practice, as a technical supplement to his general studies,
analogous to that which would be needed if he contemplated law or medicine as his
career. And this special preparation will probably be best found not in an institution composed exclusively of persons whose whole studies are dire cted by a syllabus,
and with a view to a professional examination, but in a sep arate normal d epartment
in a good general college, wherein for six or twelve months he may devote himself
mainly to a study of the principles and methods of educa,tion, and to systematic
practice under due supervision and criticism in one or more good schools.
Now, this is precis<'ly the want which the institutions, uow newly recognized by
your lordships as day training colleges, have it in their power to supply.
SCOTLAND.

Estimated population 4,057,852; population 5 to 14 years ( estimated), 846,582.

Eta tis.tics, ·1892-Ejfects of the law of 1889 for the:remission of f ees-Prop01·tfon of pupils
in advanced studies-Effects of award of "leaving certijicates"-Provision fo1· blind
and cleaf-mute children-Secondary schools under Government inspection.

'Y'he report of the committee of council on education 1 in Scotland for
the year ending September 30, 1892, gives the following particulars as
to the schools under Government inspection. Provision is made for
752,309 children, an excess of about 76,000 places above the actual
demand. The accommodation is not perfectly equalized throughout
the country, and in some few localities there is a can for additional
_a ccommodation; in others, the extra places are needed for drawing and
other special exercises.
The total enrollment was 681,080 (16·78 per cent of the population,
or deducting the number of children under seven years of age, i.e.,
136,200, 13 per cent); the average attendance was 549,420. As in England, the local control of elementary schools is in the ·h ands of schodl
boards elected under the education law of 1872 or of private managers.
.About 8p per cent of the enrollment is in school-board schools.
Further particulars relate only to schools actually inspected during
the year. These had an enrollment of 666,992 pupils and an average
attendance of 538,678 (80·76 per cent of the enrollment). The nigllt
schools under inspection had an average attendance of 16,007 pupils,
showing a continuance of the increase in numbers which has been
going on since 1890.
The teaching force comprised 13,690 persons, of whom 60·28 per cent
held Government certificates, 12·4 per cent were asshstants not certificated, and 27 ·32 per cent pupil teachers.
Since the beginning of the present system (1872), teachers' salaries
have been greatly increased, as appears from the following statement:
The average salary of a schoolmaster (whether principal or aesistant) is now
$662.88, whereas, in 1870 it was $494.88; that of a school mistress was then $270. 70, and
is now $306.25. Besides this, 1,665 masters and 451 mistresses are provided with residences free of rent.
1 Signed by the president, Right Hon. Earl of Kimberley, and the vice-president
for Scotland, Right Hon. Sir G. 0. Trevelyan.
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than 4 p r ·e11t f th(' pupil. paid tuition in the year under review.
The total xp uditur • wa.- qnival nt t
10.8 J)er capita of average
att ,n<lanc (in ill pe ted , ·hook), and to au expenditure of $1.48 per
capita of population. The .-ummary of the report of the examiuation
by the Gov rnm nt in ·p cton; hows that 79 per cent of the pupils examined took ue or m re studie::i additional to the three obligatory
branch . , and p r c nt took optional branches, corresponding to our
high- cJ10ol tudir .
In 1 90 the duC'ational department offered a merit certificate as a
means of inducing pupil to trive for the thorough mastery of elementary ·u d ·t ·. The scheme bas excited much interest, and 2,346
certifi<'ate' have alrPac1y l>e n awarded.
Under a law of 1890 a pecial grant i allowed to institutions that
make suitable provision for the education of blind and of deaf-mute
chilclren. Dnring tbe year such grants were authorized through school
board,' in rei:,pect to "129 children (80 deaf-mute, 4 7 blind, 2 both blind
and deaf.mute). The payment sanctioned run as a rule from £10 to
£15 £ r each thild. Ju. orne cases an amount for transit has also been
allowed. An amount below £10 bas been sanctioned in one or two
ca es in which the par nt can afford to contribute a certain amount but
can not bear the whole expense. Eleven schools with special provision
for bJiud and deaf-mute children are under inspection by the departmen t
in vFirious part8 of Scotland. Grants of £3 3s. in each case were paid
during the year ended 30th September, 1892, on account of 311 scholars
in the:e school. whose attainments in elementary or class subjects
were found to be satisfactory, and of £2 2s. in each case on account of
270. cholars who made satisfactory progrns in some course of manual
instruction:"
The number of secondary schools availing themselves of Government
inspection i "61, i. e., 24 higher-class public schools, 22 endowed
school,, and 15 schools under voluntary (private) managers."· The
number o:tferiJJg pupils for the leaving-certificate examination, instituted in 18 , was : "Iligher-dass schools, 55; state-aided schools
(higher departments), 97; and tbe total number of candidates presenting them ·elve for examination from both classes of schools was 7,148.
The total numb r of papers taken was 24,240."
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IRELAND.

Population ( census 1891), 4,704,750; population of school-going age, 5 to 13 (both
inclusive), 939,694 (estimated).
·
Statistics J892-Rernissi01~ of school fees-Curriculurn ·of elernentary schools.

The report of the commissioner of national education in Ireland for
the year ending December 31, 1892, shows an average enrollment of
815,972 pupils (17·34 per cent of the population; the deduction of children 1.mder seven years of age in infant classes would reduce this proportion by a least four per cent), and an average attendance of 495,254
(243,504 boys, 251,750 girls), or 60·7 per cent of the enrollment given. 1
· There were also 1,928 pupils in average attendance upon the evening
schools during the year.
The total teaching force in the employment of the commissioners at
the en<l. of the year comprised 12,250 persons, i. e., . principals, men,
4,685; women, 3,508; assistants, men, 885; women, 2,297-; temporary
assistants, industrial teachers, etc., 83. There were also 5,336 paid
monitors (boys, 1,725; girls, 3,611). As explained in the report, these
"monitorships are practically scholarships open to the pupils of the
schools in which they are educated. They are the rewards of efficiency
on the part of the teachers, and of industry, ability, and good attendance on the part of pupils."
The five training colleges under Government inspection enrolled 674
stu<l.ents, of whom 349 were men and 325 women. They received
grants from the Government to the amount of $100,179.60.
Tl.le income of the schools, from all sources, amounted to £1,104,405
9s. ld. ($5,294,329). Of this amount 86·4 per cent was from Government funds and the remainder from local sources. The total income
was equivalent to £2 5s. 3¼d. ( $11) per capita of daily average attendance.
By the education act of 1892 parents were in whole or in part
relieved of the payment of school fees for their children. In accordance with thi s provision the school fees paid by pupils were abolished
from October 1, 1892, in schools where the average rate of fees received
during the year 1891 had not exceeded 6 shil1ings a year for each child
of the number of children in average daily attendance. In schools
where the average rate had exceeded that sum the fees to be charged
.w ere not to be such as to make th~ average rate exceed for any year
the amount of the said excess.
·
The commissioners report that " 7,173 schools were declared to be
absolutely ·free on the :ist of October from the imposition of school fees.
In the remaining 1,071 schools, the excess fee that may be charged
under the act was only 2s. 7fd. per pupil on the average."
The curriculum of the elem_entary schools includes, as in England and
1 The number of pupils ·who ati f'Dded a national school at least once during the
year was 1,019,624 (boys, 509,617; girls, 510,007).
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d u t enable n to give the number of pupils in
branch ' b yo11d th thr
1em nt . It appears, however, that more
than half the pupil pursued grammar and geography. In needlework
15 ,555 girl· ere xamin d, and in agriculture 79,260 pupils. These
were exclu.-iv of 546 pupil in chools having experimental gardens
and a pecial cour e in agriculture.

CHAPTER V.
TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION IN GREAT BRITAIN. 1

Introductory statement j recent legislation; antecedent causes, i. e., exposition of 1851,
report of royal commission of 1881, recent investigations-Goi·ernment aid supplementing local efforts-Elementar!f and secondary erlucation as related to techni.cal.
SUMMARIES OF REPORTS.-Reports of county action with re8pect to the application of
funds from th e dut-ies on spirits-Of national agencies for promoting technicq,l instruction-Of work in individucil citits-London: Varied character ojag13ncies; C-ity and
Guilds of London Institu,te; the polytechnics; appropriatio·ns from the London council-Bristol: Merchant Venturers' School-Birmingham: Influence of Mason College;
Birrningham Municipal Technical School-Sheffield: Active interest of school board
in technical instr uction; the Central Higher Grade Schooi; Sheffield Technical School
of Firth College-Liverpool: Provision f01· technical instruction prior to 1889; concerted effo1·t of school board and private school an(hor-ities for giving effect to the
technical instruction act; extracts from their report; University College proV'ision for
higher form~ of technical instruction; manual training in elementa,ry schools;
reconimendations-.Jlanchester: Preliminary wo1·k in elementary schools-Central
Higher Grade School; influence of Owens College, Mathe1· and Platts School, ancl the _
Manchester Grammar School; the Manchester Technical School-Leeds: Yorkshire
College; provision for higher technical training; science schools of Leeds Mechanics'
Institution; progressive spirit of the school board; Central Higher Gracle SchoolBradford: Technical College.
ScOTLAND.-Glasgow and Dundee as centers of effort.
AGRICULTURAL EDUCATION.-Government grants-University College of North Wales.
CITATIONS.-Report of royal commission of 1881,· reports of a technical instruction committee of the city of Manchester, 1891; report of a deputation of the council of Mancheste1· Technical School, 1891.
INTRODUCTION.

The report of the Commissioner of Education for 1890-'91 contains a
brief account of measures affecting technical instruction in Great
Britain, especially the recent laws pertaining thereto, i.e., t_h e technical
instruction act, Scotland, 1887, empowerin_g local authorities to establish technical schools and authorizing the levy of a tax not exceeding
a penny in the pound for the support of the same, a si:rr.ila; law for
England in 1889-amended 1891, and in 1890 the local taxation (customs and excise) act, which placed about $3,500,000 at the disposal of
the county councils (England and Scotland) with the privilege of
applying the same to technical instruction. Since the date of the
report referred to, new agencies have been established for giving effect
1

By A. Tolman Smith.
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t au1l <·.·i. 1inrr air n ·i . , tren thened
m ,. 111P11 i _. in1portaut and i developing o
rapidh· h, a full r at·1· 1n11t f i . ·, n. • · an<l I .ratiou ' than was
pr,, •<li11g· r p rt · m.· cl . irabl . Since that volume
ml , l •g-i ·lation c n he ubj · ha b n a new technical
i11. tru<:tion :w fi r · tl. nd ( ! ... ), gi vin lar 0 • r liberty to local authori i _. th. n cli l th . law f'
h .- ,· v ral law , and the practical
utcom f agitatious an<l efforts
da ing fr m th
xp :ihm f 1 51. Th effi t of that exposition in
r H, in • tt uti n t, th Ia·]~ f th arti tic element in English manufa ·tnr~ i.- w 11 know11. Th ,·uperiority of continental goods over
th
of England hi thi r :p ct ·ould not be ignored, and was attribu d t th
up •ri r pr vi ion made by ontinental countries for scintifi and arti. ti trai11h1g. Then e ity of multiplying science and
art hool for th bru fit -0f Engli b arti ans was at once recognized.
The roy, l c mmi , io11 appointed in 1 1 to investigate the status of .
te •lrnical in truction in varioth countries pointed out many subjects,
both of ci 11tific and technical training, in respect to which the provision in I ngfanrl wa till far inferior to that of continent.al countries.
Tue imm diate effect of the repo1 t was to stimulate efforts for overcoming thi, inferiority ju the chief manufacturing centers of England.
N everthele , after the lap. ·e of t n year' it does not appear that these
scattered enterpri es hav fully met the demands; such, at least, is the
opiuion expre ed by varion, committee that have recently investigated the condition . The importance of local action in this matter,
bow ~v r, i not lik ly to be undervalued in England, where local initiativ i alway. made the ba i of Government action. The recent laws
simply empower aud fo t 1· local action, and make provision for supplem nting local re. urc by appropriations from the public funds. As a
result of tbe diRtribution of the surplus derived from the duties on
liquor ( Cu tom and Exci e Act), every county has been made a district for tbe organization of technical instruction. In every manufacturing town, the re ource of exi ting schools are being iucreased or
new , chool, ari,jng, while the leaders of the movement are working
zealon , Jy to insure the adoption of the best schemes of instruction, a
wi 'e gradation or coor<lination of the various technical schools and
claRsei:,, and the judicious application of the funds that the public
trea ·ury annualJy yields to the work, i.
$2,570,000 through the
science and art department aud $3,800,000 from the surplus of duties
on spirit .
The intere t that the subject excites is also reflected in measures
relating to elementary and econdary in struction. Thus in 1890 the
education department announced that tlrn time devoted to drawing and
manual training might be counted in making up the estimates of aver,
ag att 11dan ·e. Thi was in line with the action of the science and art
department, which offered the same year a grant upon results of exam(T

e.,
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ination in manual 'work. In 1891 the education department made
drawing cow_pu1sory for boys, the order to take effect after August 31
of tllat year. The intimate relation between technical and secondary
instruction is emphasized in all public measures pertaining to the latter.
1
It is manifested in the proposed new regulations for evening schools,
which are intended to give greater freedom of choice in respect to studies
and. to make provision for both science and technical courses.
The same relation is kept in view in the efforts for the organization
of secondary instruction,wLich have resulted in a bill lately submitted
to Parliament.
As to the actual state of technical instruction in Great Britain, it
would be impossible to form a just estimate without careful study of
the work ju every county. Reports of operations in the chief cities,
however, help to give a clearer impression of the movement that has
permeated the entfre country than c;:i,n be formed frvm general statements. For this reason summaries and extracts from recent reports
on the subject are appended. These relate (1) to general agencies
for fostering technical jnstruction; (2) to local agencies and schools.
The latter differ so widely in their character and the reports which are
a-vailable are so varied in scope and arrangement as to preclude any general plan in the selection of particulars, such as might facilitate comparisons. It may be observed, however, that local technical schools are
organized with special regard to local industries and their courses of
8tudy almost always arranged with reference to the examinations
of the science and art department, which disburses the annual appropriations from the public treasury for science and art instruction. This
grant amounted in 1891-'92 to $2,578,750.
The conclusions of the commission of 1881 we.r e republished in the
report of this office (1882-'83). Their repetition in part at this time
seems desirable in connection with the views of recent committees
appoiuted for similar investigations. These opinions, set forth at the
interval of a decade, afford an insight into the industrial needs of
England, and into the educational policy relating thereto, of great
interest to our own people. Citations from the sources indicated are
therefore appended to the summaries of current operations.
REPORT OF OPERATIONS UNDER RECENT LAWS.

In December, 1892, the committee of council 011 education addressed
a circular letter of inquiry to the local authorities empowered to make
provision for technical instruction, requesting information as to the
extent to which the funds accruing under the customs and excise act
(amounting for the year to about $3,800,000) bad been applied to technical instruction, and the nature of the provision created or fostered
thereby.
1

lssued for 1893.
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The operation of the county and county borough councils in England and Wales
are in many ca es carried out by technical education committees, to whom the
councils have delegated their powers (except the power of raising a rate or borrowing money) under subsection 1 (2) of the technical instruction act, 1889. · Organizing secretaries or directors of technical education have been appointed in the great
majority of counties ancl in some of the county boroughs. Several of the county
councils (Cheshire, Stafford, etc.), have, evidently with a view to stimulate local
effort, made grants to urban sanitary authorities on condition that the latter levy a
tax (rate) or contribute a sum out of the rates, un<l.er the technicalinstruction act,
1889, or provide funds from other local sources to supplement such grants.
A noticeable feature with regard to the work of the county boroughs is that many
of the councils have either erected, or decided to erect, technical schools, or have
taken over existing schools for the purpose of supplying technical instruction under
their direct control, to which they have decided to apply the whole of the funds at
their disposal, in some cases including the proceeds of a local tax levied under the
law of 1889.
It appears from the returns that the promotion of technical instruction in Scotland is progressing, though slowly. Technical education committees have been
form ed, particularly in the counties, and in one case (the county of Aberdeen) an
organizing secretary has been appointed to arrange and supervise instruction. Most
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of the county councils devote he whole or part of the residue to the purposes of
technical education, but the majority of the burghs still apply the money to the
relief of rates.
NATIONAL AGENCIES FOR PROMOTING TECHNICAL INSTRUCTION.

In 1891 an association was formed, styled the National Association
for the Promotion of Technical and Secondary Education. 1
The objects of the association were to encourage '' the educational
reforms which will improve the cap.a city in. a broad sense of all those
upon whom our industries depend." One of the measures adopted
for accomplishing this p.irpose was ·the diffusion of information in a
cheap and popular form. To this end the association has published
a bimonthly journal, i. e., The Record of Technical and Secondary
Education, which kteps the public fully informed on the subject. In
the same year (1891) another association was formed, having a more limited and more definite scope. This was the association of organizing secretaries, i.e., officers appointed by county councils to carry out the provisions of the technical instruction acts, and to insure the most economical
use of the GovernmJ3nt funds which were allowed for the work. This
was· a very important step toward the systematic organization of the
agencies for technical instruction. The association is truly national,
nearly every county in England and Wales being represented therein.
AGENCIES FOR TECHNICAL lNS1'RUCTIO:r-{ IN INDIVIDUAL Ol'l'IES.
LONDON. ·

Population (1891), 4,211,056.
Enrollrnent in elementary schools, 1891-'92, 678,000 (board schools, 465,000; volu,ntary
schools, 213,000).
.Average attendance, 527,000 (board schools, 362,000; private
01· voluntary school8, 165,000).
Nurnb(r of elementary pupils examined in secondary
stuclies, 30,.977 (board schools, 23,639; voltintary, 7,338~.

A return of the charity commissioners appointed to reorga1dze the
"parochial charities of the city of London" enumerates 46 "metropolitan institutions connected with technical education." These include
schools and classes of such widely differing character as Dr. Barnardo's
Homes for Friendless Children and higher schools organized for the
sole work of technical instruction. South Kensington Normal and
Art School is the only one of the number which draws its support
from the Government, and since its students ( ome from every part of
Great Britain, this school does not, strictly speaking, belong to London. The remaining 45 instittJ.tions are supported by endowments,
subscriptions, fees, and in a few cases, municipal grants.
The most important of the private agencies for technical im:truction
is the City and Guilds of London Institute, which was formed in 1876
by an association of the livery companies of the ~ity. It has been the
1 The officers of the association w crn : President, Lord Hartington; treasurer, Sir
John Lubbock; general secretaries, Sir Henry E. Roscoe, Mr. A.H. D. Acland; secretary, Ll wellyn Smith.
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chief promotor of technical education in the metropolis, and bas also
exteudcd its influence and support to other cities. The Institute possesses iu Loudon at present three schools, i.e., the Central Institution for Advanced Instruction ir:1 Applied Science, Finsbury Institute
or Technical College, aud the South London School of Art.
The departments and numerical strength of the staff in each school
are as follows:
Central Institution.-Mechanics and mathematics, 3; engineering,
5; physics, 5; chemistry, 5.
JFinsbu·ry Technical Oollege.-Mechanical engineering and applied
matliematics,-7; applied physics, 7; applied chemistry, 4; applied art,
6; trade classes, 5.
The South London School of Technical Art is in charge of a superintendent of studies and 7 instructors.
From the report of 1892 it appears that the institute had in its own
schools 1,560 students, distributed as follows: Central, 199; Finsbury,
198 day, 1,017 evening; Art School, 146.
The chief work of the institute, in addition to the maintenance of
these schools, is the support of examinations.
At the examination in manual training, held for the first time in 1892,
and restricted to teachers in public elementary schools, 615 candiq..ates
presented themselves, of whom 350 passed. The examination was
held at 29 centers throughout the country.
The council state in the same report thatThey have long felt that for the further improvement of technical teaching, a
system of inspection by educational authorities and trade experts was n ecessary, and
they n,re at last able to take the initial steps in organizing such a system. As a
practical beginning of the work, the institute undertook during the year, the inspection ·of some of the classes of the Merchant Venturers' School, Bristol, and the examination and in:-,pection of special classes at the Municipal Technical School, Birrningham. They have also examined and reported upon the woodworking classes in the
county of Southampton, a.nd at the request of the technical instruction committee of
the Kent County council, they have prepared suggestions for the guidance of teachers
at evenirig classes in woodworking, which they hope may give direction to and
improve the teaching of that subject.

lu 1888 the Institute gave its aiu to the establishment of manualtraining classes m the elementary schools of London, appointing a joint
committee to cooperate with the school board in the conduct of the
same.
Practical housework has since been added to the subjects under
<;barge of tbis committee.
Rooms_were fitted up in one of the board schools, one as a bedroom, one as a
sitt·ug or day room, and one for general work (kitchen, etc.). These rooms are
furni. he<l imilarly to those of a workman's home; and girls are instructed every
, at1mla.y iu the variou du tie -b ed-making, preparation of fires, cleaning of grates,
bla<'k-1 a.ding. dusting, scrubbing, polishing, washing of tea things, setting of
tabl • for various meals, etc.
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The income of the Institute for the year under review amounted to
£30,<HJ3 188. 9d. ($1G0,836), not including £300 ($1,450) assigned to
scllolarships by the Cloth workers' and Saddlers' Company out of their
subscriptions to the Institute. Of the total income, 28 per cent only
was derived from students' fees and payments for material. The large
proportion (72 per cent) was from subscriptions and donations.
'l'he council of the Institute anticipate decided modifications iu their
plans of work as new agencies are created for similar purposes.
Among these a,gencies the most important are the polytechnic institu,
tions, for whose maintenance large sums bave 'been apl)ropriated from
the funds of tbe city parochial charities. The council of the Institute
urge the importance of such an or.ganization of the new corporation
agencies as shall secure to London a graded system of technical '
instruction coordinated with elementary schools on the one hand, and
on the other with the higher or more specialized training supplied by
the college of the Institute.
The Polytechnics.-In 1883 an act was passed providing for the reorganizatiou of the city of London Parochial Charities, and empowering
the charity commissioners to devise schemes for giving effect to this purpose. The aggregate annual income of the charities which the commissioners deal with is £118,602 ($576,400).
Natural1y hi the present state of public feeling, technical education
has engaged the attention of the commissioners. The most important
sclleme which they have evolved in thiR interm;t is that for the appropriation of £15,000 annually to the support of five polytechnics in
different sections of the city. These are to be modeled, so far as may_
be, on the plan of the Polytechnic in Regent street, started some years
ago by Mr. Quinton Hogg. Of this unique institution the charity
comrnissiouers give the following account:
Mr. Quinton Hogg having remarked that at the Young Men's Christian ~\..ssocia,tion only clerks were admitted, determined to found one for workmen and apprentices. As this is a poorer class, be gave up from the first the attempt to make it
self-paying.
The first exl?eriment was tried at Castle street, Long Acrn, and the results having
proved satisfactory, arrangements were made to secure the remainder of the lease
of the Polytechnic in Regent street, which thus gave a name to the new institution.
.As it was resolved to admit no boys as members under the age of 15, the Castle·
street premises were retained, to serve as an institute for younger boys, and there
they still remain.
The remarkable feature of the Polytechnic is that it aims at improving boys from
four different sides at once, viz: the religious, the social, the mental, and the physical. So comprehensive an attempt hardly exists elsewhere, and it is to this thoroughness and completeness that the success of the institution is in part·due. The
religion here_is of an evangelical type, and after seeing the Sunday services, no
doubt can be entertained that it "is of great good, not merely from a Christian point
of view, but in improving the general social tone. '£he institution may be divided
into two sides, the club or recreational side, and the educational or school side. It
is thus a club, and a school fused together.
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(1) The cfob side.-On this side there are 3,500 members, this being all that the
rooms will hold; but the applications for admission are so numerous that this number could be largely augmented. The members belong chiefly to the artisan class.
The subscription is 3 shilli~gs per quarter, payable in advance, entitling members,
amongst other advantages, to free use of the library, reading, social, chess, and
draught rooms, the use of one of the finest gymnasiums in London, admission to
the concerts, entertainments, lectures, etc., and the privilege of joining any of the
classes at greatly reduced rates.
The gymnasium is fitted up with all necessary appliances, and is under the management of a color sergeant and sergeant who attend every evening to give instruction. Leaders are chosen, from the members. The subjects taught are fencing,
dumb-bell exercise. vaulting horse, parallel aI).d horizontal bars, boxing, flying
trapeze, hand rings, etc.
There are about 1,800 members paying for the use of lockers, with an average
, attendance of about 200 each evening.
The locker room contains 1,800 lockers, for wh._ich a charge is made of ls. 6d. per
half year.
Instruct.ion is given every day to the school boys in gymnastics and drill.
The social room is a large room reserved for the use of members for social intercourse. Chess and draughts, papers, eji_c., are provided. There is also a refreshment bar where refreshments can be obtained at moderate prices.
The club room leads out of the social room, and is reserved for committee meetings, etc., of the various societies formed amo1!gst the members.
The library contains about 8,000 volumes, and is open every evening for the loan
of books to members without charge.
The reading room, reserved for members only, is supplied with most of the principal papers.
Entertainments, lectures, concerts, etc., are given during the season, and are held
in the large hall and small lecture hall.
There are also several subsections and societies held in connection with the polytechnic. Each society is composed of members of the institute, and is managed by
a committee elected by its own members.
Attached to the institute is one of the :finest swimming batlts in the kingdom; it
is reserved for members and friends after 6 p. m., for which a charge of 3d is made.
Lavatories, hot, and shower baths, and a hair cutting and shaving saloon are provided for members.
The recreation ground is situated at Merton Hall, Wimbledon, and consists of a
house ·and about 27 acres of ground. Dressing, and all necessary, rooms are provided.
The name of the athletic club is the Hanover United Athletic Club, which comprises the following sports:
Members.

Cricket club, with about ............. __ . _. ___ . __ . _________________ ... __ ... . . . . 100
Football club, with about .... _______ . ____________ . _________ . ____________ ...... 120
Lawn tennis club, with about .... ______________________________________________ 50
Rowing club, with about ...... ________________________________________________ 80
Swimming club, with about .. _. _. _. _____ . ________________ . _________ .... ____ ... 100
Pedestrianism club, with about. ___________________ ·----- .... __________________ 60
There is also a cycling club, a barrier's club, and a rambler's club.
The rambler's society is instituted for the purpose of providing regular Saturday
afternoon cheap excursions to places of interest in the country around London, and
to thus furnish a means of healthful enjoyment and social intercourse amongst
members of the institute not otherwise engaged on the half holiday.
(2) The educational side.-The classes held are divided into the following groups:
A. A day middle-clas school, 343 students.
B. Day clas e , 200 &tudents.
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C. Evening classes, 3,000 students; (1) Techuical (theoretical classes); (2) Practical workshop cla,sses; (3) Science and art classes; (4) General and commercial
classes; (5) Musical classes.
The numbers of students given are the present numbers December, 1886. This
time of year is about the worst for attendance, which is about 15 per cent higher in.
the spring, that is to say, the yearly average is about 7½ per cent higher than tho
autumn numbers.

The annual expenditure for this polytechnic is about £6,500, of which .,
about £3,000 is raised by fees and grants from the city guilds. The
balance has heretofore been met by Mr. Quinton Hogg. This amount
will be about covered by £3,500 from the charity commissioners.
Tbe fear that the Londop council might fail to appropriate any portion of the fund coming to them from the liquor duties to technical
instruction was relieved by the resolution of the council adopted April
· 12, 1892, "to appoint a committee empowered to draw up a scheme for
technical education in London. At the same time by a majority of 64
to 39, the council carried £30,000 to a suspense account in order to provide the committee with the means to earry out its scheme for the current year."
The sum allowed, i. e., $145,800, is small in comparison with the total
receipts of the council ($816,480) from the beer and spirits duties for the
year. This first appropriation, however, is intended only for preliminary expenses, since grants can not be made until after the committee
has submitted a definite report.
BRISTOL,

In the southwestern part of England (on the Avon).
221,665.

Population (census of 1891),

A technical school has recently been established at Bristol which
was intended to possess the features of similar schools on the continent and yet be adapted to lJhe special requirements of its own nation
and loca,lity. The enterprise is due to the Socitty of Merchant Venturers, whose name the school bears. Prior to the opening of the
technical school in 1885, the Bristol Diocesan Trade School had been
established; this became the nucleus of the larger institution.
DEPARTMENTS.

There are three distinct branches of the institution: (a) the boys
school; (b) the upper technical school; (c) the evening school.
(a) The boys' school is itself subdivided into a lower and a rnidC:le
school. In the lower school, boys from 9 to 13 receive teaching in ordinary English subjects and also in the rudiments of foreign languages,
art, drawing, and natural science. It is not intended to continue this
part of the work, but to abaudon it gradually as the present accommodation for higher work becomes more and more inadequate to meet the
demand. The middle school (for boys from 12 to 16) has two sides-a
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The fees in the boys' school vary from £5 to £6 10s. a year.
(b) The upper (technical) school is for day studeuts over 15 years
of age, without distinction of sex. The school is divided into the
following sections: Mechanical engineering, electrical engineering,
chemical and metallurgical, applied art and building trades. There is
al o a pecial ''university" section for students preparing for the degree
of n. sc. of the Univer ity of London. Twenty-six per cent of the
pr :ent tudents are women. The inclusive fee for the upper school is
£10 108. a year. The age of the students vary from 15 to 62; the
a rag age being 18½,
(o) The evening school is intellded mainly for artisan and commer-
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The classes are divided into the following

departments:
r. Science including mathematics, theoretical mechanics, applied mechanics,
steam, builcling construction and drawing, machine construction and drawing, navigation, theoretical and pra,ctical chemistry ( organic and ino:i:-~anic ), m~tallurgy,
(theoretical and practical) , sound, light, heat, m agnetism, electricity, practical plane
and solid geometry, hygiene', botany, and zoology.
II. Art, including drawing, painting, modelling in clay, wood carving, designing,
etc.
III. Technology, including boot and shoe manufacture, carpentry and joinery,
l)lnmbing, metal working, photography, <lressmaking, millinery, electric lighting ,
mechanical engineering, and t elegraphy.
IV. Commerce, including French, German, Spanish, commercial arithmetic, and
geography, bookkeeping, and shorthand.
V. Classes in preparation for the examinations of London University.
VI. Ambula.nce and nursing lectures are given as well as an annual series of pop·
ular penny lectures.
STAFF.

There are 48 teachers in the institution, of whom 12 are graduates.
Two are specjalists in engineering subjects, 4 in chemistry a~d metallurgy (1 B. so., London; 1 PH. D., Munich; 1 PH. D., Erlangen); 3 in
pl1ysics (1 M.A., .Aberdeen; 1 B. so., London); 4 in modern languages
(1 l\f. A., Oxford; 1 M. A., London; 1 PH. D., Mar burg); 2 in mathematics (1 B. A., Cambridge; 1 B. so., Victoria); 2 in •commercial subjects (1 B. A., London); 2 in biology (1 B. so., London); 6 in art, and
15 in the various branches of technology.
FINANCE.

The school is not self-supporting. In recent years _the excess of
expenditure over income has amounted to about £1,900 a year, and
this sum, therefore, represents the annual cost of the school to the Society of Merchant Venturers.
NUMBERS AND GROWTH.

Th_e growth in the attendance of the school is proof of the value which
the citizeus of Bristol place upon its privileges. The enrollment in
1890 and 1892 was as follows:
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May, 1892 .
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Evening school ................... ... ........................................ .
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This increase has not been secured by admitting every applicant.
There is an entrance examination for the boys' school, and during the
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All tho a.bove scholarships may be held in the Merchant Venturers1 school 1 but the
only ones restric:ted to that school are five of the Gloucester County scholarships and
Bedminster and Clevedon district scholar.;hips; the remainder may be held in any
school approved by the county council which awards them. The number of such
scholars a.t present in the schools is 1131 of whom 41 are in the boys' school, 14 in the
upper (technical) school, and 58 in the evening school.
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The report from which the foregoing particulars have been derived
states further that there is a larger demand for the pupils of the upper
part of the school than it is possible to supply. Most of the leading
manufacturers and merchants of Bristol recruit their staffs from pupils
of the school.
The Record of July 1892, contains the following description of the
building:
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENTS.

The erection of the building and the purchase of the fittings and apparatus have
involved an outlay of £-!5,000. For this snm buildings have been provided which
in themselves constitute an object lesson in construction, every part being huilt in
a solid and serviceable manner. Nor is beauty overlooked; the main staircase is of
marble throughout, while the woodwork is of the best pitch pine, except in the
great hall, which has a carved oak ceiling, as well as artistic oak paneling. The
school contains a great hall for popular lectures, examinations, etc., to accommodate 900 persons; nine ordinary elass rooms, a large chemical lecture theater (for
108 students at a time), a smaller chemical theater, a, physical lecture theater (for
108), an engineering lecture room (for 56), an engineering drawing office (for 48 at a
time), two chemical laboratories (for 50 at a time), a balance room, combustion
room, gas analysis room, physical, metalltugical and biological laboratories, boot
and shoe work shop, metal workshop, carpenter's workshop, forge, plumber's workshop, two art rooms, dressmaking and millinery room, library, engine house, etc.
Each department is fitted out with the latest appliances for teaching and for practical work.
BIRMINGHAM.

County Warwick, in the northwestern part of England. Population (1891), 429,171.
Enrollment in elementary schools, 86,131 (boa,nl schools, 55,511; voluntary, 30,620).
Average attendance, 72,491 (board schools, 47,628; voluntary, 24,863) . .

To the munificence of a private citizen, Sir Josiah Mason, Birmingham is indebted for Mason College, which was founded in 1880 as a
college for instruction in practical science, but has since developed into
a university college, with a special leaning towards science. The history of this institution proves conclusively the importance of suitable
provision for the preparatory ::,tages, if higher grades of scientific and
technical training are to be maintained. Notwithstanding ample
resources and a strong faculty, this institution has not accomplished
the ends which its founder had most at heart. Its possession, however,
has given Birmingham some advantage in entering upon the new ·
movement. The city council was one of the :first to adopt the technical instruction act of 1889, and, after some preliminary measures,
appointed (January, 1891) a committee for practical work under the
act. This committee advised the adoption of the science classes of the
Birmingham Midland Institute, which, in accordance with the plans of
the committee, have been developed into the Birmingham Municipal
Technical School. The city council authorized the committee to spend
$7,190 in apparatus and fittings, and $4,860 in additions and alterations
to the building.
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The school opened under the new auspices September 14, 1891, and
so great was the number of students applying that in some cases twice,
and even thrice, as many applied as there was space for. This unexpected difficulty was met in part by duplicating th e classes, and it was
found possible to fit up a few additional places in the laboratories.
But with all this contriving some students had to be turned away for
want of room. In this emergency an additional building was secured
on a 3 year's lease, at the expiration of which it is hoped that the
school will take permanent possession of a new building. The total
number of students for the session 1891-'92 wr.,s 1,187. The committee
being anxious to know to what extent their students come frvm outside
the city, have made inquiry into the subject, and find the following
results as regards 1,062 students:
Living and working in the,icity .. ___ .. _____ . ____ . _... ___ .. ___ ... __ ......... _.. 6i.2
Living outside and working in the city.·----···---····-·· .... ··- ···· .... ··-·-·. 207
Living in and working outside the city .. _.·----· .... ··--·· ............ ·----· .. 52
Living and working outside the city ...................... ·-·· ................ 191

Both day and evening classes are held.
are as follows:

The branches of instruction

Biology, vegetable morphology and physiology, botany, brasswork (mechanical),
bronzing and lacquering, building construction, chemical analysis (qualitative),
chemistry (inorganic and organic), chemistry for trade groups, electro-metallurgy,
engineering (electrical) and applied electricity, engineering (mechanical, e-lementary
a,Il(l advanced), geology, geometry, iron and steel manufacture, m achine construction
ancl drawing, magnetism and electricity, mechanics (theoretical and applied) metal·
lurgy, metal plate work, mineralogy, petrology, plumbing (mechanical), sanitary
science, sound, light, and beat; steam, telegraphy, and telephony, typography, white
metals (mechanical)."

The annual session lasts about eight and a half months.
All the classes are open to both male aml female students not under 12 years
of a ge.
The preparatory courses and the elementary courses are open to all applicants.
The advanced and honors courses a,re oply open to those students who have 11reviously
gone tbrough the elementary and the advanced courses, resp ectively, of those , ubjects for which they make application.

The tuition fee for each complete trade course is 10 shillings a session.
Each course is for two years. In the preparatory and science classes
the aim i, to lzeep tho fees as low as possible. The city couucil have
al.·o "decided that spme proportion of the admission s (not exceeding
one-fourth) hall be.free, a competitive examination being held for these
cholar. hip . ."
The following de cription of the laboratories and workshops of the
school is taken from the report of the school for 1892-'93:
Chemical labo1·atory.-The chemical lahoratory will accommodate 54 s tudents working at one time, allowing 4 fe t for each student, and is well pro vided with fume
chambers, balances, and apparatus. Every facility is given to students who wish
to punm their stndie beyond the orclinary courses, whether in the direction of pure
or appli cl cb emi try.
Phy fli cs laboratory.-The phy ics lahoratory will accommodate 20 or 30 students
working at a time, and is furui hed with apparatus for experimental demonstrations
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and measurements. While the best of instruments will be provided for exact work,
the students will be encouraged to 1.1ake themselves simple apparatus that will serve
for o-enernl purposes.
Metallurgical laboratory.-The metallurgical laboratory is the largest in the kingdom and fitted with working tables especially designed for the work to be <lone on
them. Each student is supplied with a locker, in which are provided all the tools
and vesselt; he requires, the only obligation being that he should lea,e them in as
good working order at the end of the course as he found them at the beginning.
Elµ,ctro-metall nrgical laboratory.-Tb.e electro-metallurgical laboratory has a large
room, whi<:h will accommodate 25 students working at one time, and is furnished
with work tables fitted with lockers, each containing suitable apparatus for iU<lividual use. The laboratory is also ~quipped with appliances for general use,
consisting of reagents, plating vats, polishing and scratch-brush l athes, press, galvanometers, voltmeters, ameters, resistance-boards, dynamos, etc., so as to afford
every facility for the student to make himself acquainted with the scientific principles involved in the a'rt of electro-deposition. This laboratory is also lighted by
electricity. The classes in metal coloring and bronzing are also conducted in this
laboratory.
Machine shop.-The machine shop or engineering laboratory for manual instruction
in the use of tools is designed to meet the requirements of those enga.ged in the iron
and steel and engineering trades, <tnd, as far as space will permit, is fitted with the
most approved form of machinery and tools. Among other things there are a
12-horse-power gas el.lgine, 5 screw-cutting lathes, drilling, planing, milling, and
shaping machines, 2 ordinary slide rest lathes, work benches with leg and parallel vices, etc. The whole shop will accommodate upwards of 30 students working at one time.
Bmse shop.-The l,rass shop is thoroughly provided with the l athes, tools, etc.,
required for the practical instruction of a brass founder or anyone engaged in a
&imilar line of business. The student is instructed in the use of power and foot
lathes, filing, screwing, pattern-making, core-making, casting1 soldering, toolmaking, and chasing . In connection with this shop is a well appointed casting
shop, where th e student is taught not only to make the mold with sand, but also
to melt the brass or bronze, etc., in a full-sized furnace, and pour it into the mold.
The castings thus made may be afterwards worked up in the shop. Upward of 30
students can work at one time.
Plurnbing and metal-plate shops.-This shop is specially adapted for practical .instn,_Gtion in plumbing and metal-plate work. All tools, appliances, and materials
r equired for elementary and advanced instruction are provided by the school. There
is accommodation for about 40 students to work at one time. The same shop is used
on alternate nights for metal-plate work, the student in this subject being equally
well provided for, and every convenience is arranged for a complete practical study
of the subject, all tools and materials being found by the school.
Carpenters' and pattern-rnalcers' shop.-A large shop 75 feet long and 20 feet wide
h as been fitted up for giving practical instruction to carpenters and pattern-makers
on alternate nights.
Machine drawing rooni.-The machine drawing room has been specially fitted with
a view to giving every facility to students to acquire a complete knowledge of
mechanical drawing. Drawing hoards, T -squares, and set squares will be provided
by the school, the student being required to :find his_ own drawing pins, instruments1 and paper. In order to enable each person to keep his board, utensils, etc.,
clean and free from the interference of others1 a locker is provided, the key of which
is held by the student for the session on the pa,yment of 6 pence, which is returned at
the encl of the course on delivery of the key ·and drawing utensils in good order.
Geometry room.-The geometry room is :fitted with lockers similar to the machine
drawing room, and the same materials are provided for students' use on the same
conditions.
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SHEFFIELD.

Sheffield is in the northern part of England, county of York; population (1891),
324,243. Enrollment in elementriry schools (1892), 61,122 (board schools, 34,814;
voluntary, 26,308). Average attendance, 51,697 (board schoold, 30,042; voluntary
sc-l.1001s, 21,655).

The great center of iron and steel manufactures, Sheffield, has naturally a deep interest in technical instruction. The school board, fully
alive to local demands, has been active in fostering science teaching,
drawing, and manual training in the elementary schools. The Central
Higher-Grade School is maintained as a f'ree school, and admission open
to all pupils who have passed the sixth grade in the three elementary
branches. The scheme of instruction embraces a course in the essential branches of a general education, including foreign languages, with
the opportunity for specialization in the higher classes. Those who are
intended for the teaching profession or kindred work have facilities
for preparation in all the subjects covered by the examinations they
- have in view; those who desire to enter, afterwards, the workshop or
laboratory devote themselves more particularly to the sciences bearing
upon Sheffield industries and to manual occupations; while those who
aim at commercial pursuits give particular attention to German, short,band, and bookkeeping.
In the evening classes large provision is made for science and technical subjects.
The needs of pupils who can not hop,\ to pursue their studies beyond
the elementary grades are not overlooked. They gain a certain familiarity with scientific subjects by means of lectures or experimental
1 , ons in mechauics and domestic economy given by science demonstrator , once a fortnight, at nearly all the board schools.
The Sheffield Technical School, in connection with Firth College, is
in~ n<led to provide thorough training in the sciences applicable to
lo ·al indu trie . The work of the school is carried on in three sections:
(1) the junior day department; (2) the senior day department, specializ d into (a) the engineering section, and (b) the metallurgical secti9n;
( ) evening classe for general and technical instruction.
Courses of instruotion.-The course in the junior day department
include arithmetic, algebra, Euclid, mechanics, heat, theoretical and
practical chemi try, phy iography, freehand, model, geometrical and
mechanical drawing, use of tools in workshops, French, German, and
shorthand.
The fee: are 10 shillings per month of actual school work, payable in
advance monthly.
The enior day department provides advanced courses of instruction
for , tud nt who intend to specialize their studies in either of the following branch
(a) l\f chanical, mining, or electrical engineering.
(b) The rn tallurgy of iron and steel.
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To students entering for the complete engineering or metallurgical
course, a composition fee, making a reduction of about 20 per cent of
the full fee, is made.
Students may join any one of the classes without entering for the
whole course; they may also enter for instruction or res(:-arch in any
special branch of engineering or metallurgy other than that arranged
for in the complete courses.
The aim of the committee is to provide courses of instruction for
eveuing students which shall be as complete as possible, considering
the time at disposal, and it is arranged that all the ad vantages of the
institution in every department shall be extended to evening students
who attend the classes regularly and continue their studies for a sufficiently long period to complete the course of study laid down.
The fees for the evening classes are 5 .shillings for the session for one
course of lectures, and 2s. 6d. for each additional course of lectures.
A fee of 10 shillings admits to any or all the lectures. Special fees are
charged for laboratory courses.
LIVERPOOL.

Liverpool is in the northwestern part of Eng-land, situated on the river Mereey,
county of Lancaster. Population (1891), 517,951.

Prior to the passage of the technical instruction act-, Liverpool had
made extended provision for scientific and technic?,l instruction. A
report on the subject issued in 1890 · contains the following statement
as to resources for the work:
In the valuahle series of educational institutions controlled by the city council are
included a museum which, for completeness and scientific arrangement, is probably
unequalled anywhere else in the provinces, and a gallery of art bearing a striking
testimony to the enlightened interest long- t aken in this subject lJy the municipality;
while, in that newer jnstitntion (Univen;ity College) which has recently brought
uni ver ity cultu1·e within the reach of the general body of its residents, the interest
felt by leading citizens of Liverpool in technological subjects has resulted in the
erection of chemical and engineering laboratories fitted with all the most modern
a,p pliances. It is, however, not merely by these facilities for the higher forms of
scieutific and technical study that Liverpool has made liberal provision for the promotion and encouragement of that branch of knowledge.
·
Some thirty years ago a "town's meeting" held in the town hall, under the presidency of the mayor for the time being, founded the "Liverpool School of Science
and Technology 11 ; and the impetus since given to the study of science and art, by
the classes established in connection with this school, by the "Liverpool science
and art classes," and by similar classes more rece ntly introduced by other bodies,
has been so great that only in one or two localities, which exceptional industrial
circumstances render specially favorable to such study, do the successful students
under the science and art department exceed those of Liverpool in number. In
connection, also, with the elementary schools of this city a system of science
instruction has been in operation for some years, which was mentioned with
approval in the report of the recent royal commission on technical instruction,
and referred to as the model they would recommend for general adoption in schools
of this class, Moreover, when some two or three years ago a national association
was founded for the promotion of technical instruction, Liverpool was one of the
earliest towns to establish a local association affiliated with that central body.
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Sur·h was tbe position at the end of August, 1889, when the technical
inst-ruction act was passed.
Immediately after the passage of the law the school board and the
managers of voluntary schools united in an effort to promote its application to ele.m entary schools.
A report submitted by a subcommittee of this conference gives the
following summary of the provision for technical instruction at the
time (1890):
In addition to the work carried on in public elementary day schools, instruction
of the kind contemplated by the technical instruction act was given by some seven- teen separate institutions, including about 5,500 individual students. Of these students not quite 2,000 were day scholars, the remainder attending exclusive.ly in the
evening.
Eight of the institutions had classes connected with the science and art cfopartment, giving instruction in science to 310 day and 2,031 evening students, and in
art to 1,004 day and 965 evening students. Four other institutions, whose classes
were soon to be connected with South Kensington, gave instruction in science to 319
day and 145 evening students, and in art to 188 day and 36 evening students.
These figures yield a total of 629 day and 2,176 evening (in all 2,805) students of
science, and of 1,192 day and 1,001 evening (in all 2,193) students of art, representing probably less than 4,000 individuals out of a total population exceeding 600,000.
As (without referring to those over 21 years of age) about 75,000 of this population
are young persons between 14 and 21 years of age, it is clear that there is still ample
room for a very considerable increase in the number of ·science and art students.
In addition to the work carried on by the institutions included in these returns,
evening classes for artisans have been held for the past two or three years in the
engineering laboratories of the Liverpool University College, and also Saturday
morning classes in wood-working for teachers in public elementary schools.

...

...

...

*

*

..

In connection, however, with the day classes of its physical, chemical, and engineering departments, University College has made almost the only provision. which
exists in Liverpool for the higher forms of technical instruction. The two latter
departments already possess lecture rooms, laboratories, appliances, and apparatus
of the highest order, a,nd it is intended, as soon as possible, to provide similar adva,n tages for the physical department. The number of students under training is a,lready
considerable; but technical instruction proper can not be given without a comparatively small addition to the existing staff of teachers.

*
In all the board, and in a large number of the volunt:1ry, schools, kindergarten
instruction for infants has been in operation for many years, and in mos".i of these
schools drawing has heen systematically taught to all the boys. In all the board,
and in everal of the voluntary, schools, the syste~ of science instruction, to which
reference bas b een made previously, has been in operation for nearly fifteen years.
At the present time some 2,500 boys and 1,500 girls are receiving instruction in this
way in the specific subjects, "mechanics" and "domestic economy," respectively,
und r the education department, while in nearly a, dozen of these schools classes,
embraring in the aggregate some 400 scholars, have, during the past year, been
e tabli bed in connection with the science aud art department for those boys who
hav pa sed the sixth standard. Provi ion, also, has for several years been made in
·oun ttion with a considerable nuru ber of schools for the introduction of practical
cookery, and from 1,500 to 2,000 girls are now receiving instruction in this subject.
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Under the auspices of the Liverpool Association for the Promotion of Technical
Instruction, classes in fret work and wood carving have been carried on in connection with some ten elementary schools and were attended with very encouraging results. The number of scholars taught was limited to fifty in each school, but that
number might, in most cases, have been considerably exce.e ded. As the instruction
was given entirely out of school hours, the eagerness of the boys to attend these
classes affords a strong indication of the attraction which manual instruction has for
boys in elementary schools.

The school board and conference of school managers express the
opinion that any general scheme of technical instruction for this city
should embrace:
(a) Elementary schools proper;
(b) Continuation schools or classes, both day and evening, including organized
science schools;
(c) Science and art and technological classes;
(cl) Commercial classes;
(e) Special technical classes, either day or evening, to meet the particular requirements of individual industries;
(f) The science and engineering departments of Liverpool University College ;
and, possibly,
(g) A technical and commercial museum relating to the trade of the town and port.

The importance of laying a firm foundation for technical instruction
in the elementary schools is emphasized by the following resolutions:
(a) The general introduction in elementary schools of manual and science instruction for boys in Standard V and upwards;
(b) The retention of scholars as long as possible in public elementary schools, and
the adoption of a special curriculum, including subjects in connection with the
science and art department for children in Standard VII and upwards;
(c) The provision made by the school board for manual and science instruction in
connection with its own schools, being, as far as legally possible, rendered available
for voluntary schools also; and
(d) The city council being requested to exercise their power under the technical.
instruction act, 1889, in aid of technical instruction, if, and when, given in
elementary schools.
MANCHESTER.

Manchester is in the northern part of England, Lancaster County.
(1891), 505,343.

Population

Provi:sion for technical instruction is a matter of dee}) interest to
Manchester, and the school board has endeavored to include in the
course of elementary schooJs the subjects, i.e., drawing and elementary
science, which are tbe necessary preliminary to advanced technical
courses.
Experiments in classes for tool work, in conuection with the day
schools, were made as early as 1882. The board has long maintained
higher-grade schools in which the more advanced pupils from the lower
grades are gathered for the continuance of their studies under favorable conditions. Advanced evening schools have also been maintaine<l.
The Central Higher-Grade School has been particularly noted for its
success in science teachiug, and many of its pupils have obtained
scholarships admitting them to higher institutions.
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The efforts of the board in these directions have been stimulated by
the influence of Owens College and of the Mather and Platt's School,
which is, perhaps, the most celeurated workshop school in England.
The Manchester Grammar School, an endowed school dating from the
reign of Henry VIII, has also conduced to the same end, having been
one of the first of the secondary schools to introduce laboratory
instruction. These various efforts to meet new demands in education
culminated iu 1883 in tb e Manchester Technical School. Tbis was
developed from the Mechanics' Institute, which had made technical
classes a feature of its work. Liberal donations from the legatees of
Sir Joseph Whitworth subsequently increased the resources of the
school, and finally, in 1890, the proposition was macle to incorporate the
school with the Whitworth Institute. The acceptan ce of this proposition has secured to the school a fine site, while its resources have
been further enriched by money grants from the same estate and from
the Manchester corporation.
A building is in process of erection and plans are being formed for
the development of a school of high order. As a preliminary measure,
two committees of investigation were sent to visit and report upon
technical schools and instruction on the continent.
·
The able secretary of the Manchester school, Mr. J. H. Reynolds,
furnished an account of the new building and the proposed plans of
the school for the Record of November, 1892, from which the following
particulars are taken:
The site for the scl10ol comprises upwards of 5,800 square yards net of building
land, exceedingly convenient in respect of accessibility, shape, an<l. light. The
whole of t he site will be covered, nnd it is intended to find accommodation in the
new building for the work now carried on in the institution in Princess street, and
iu the branch schools ju Peter street and Whitworth street, which include provision
for mechn,nical, electrical, civil, and sanitary engineering; the chemical industries;
spinning and weaving; the building trades ; letterpress and lithographic printing,
all(l other minor industrie ; industrial art and design; and commercial and domestic economy snbjects .
'lho magnitude of the buihling elicited an important competition, no less than
tw uty- ix s0ts of plans being submitted to the judgment of Mr. Alfred Waterbous<', R. A., who, in cousnltation with the technical instruction committee, awarded
the fir ·t I remium to Me rs. Spalding and Cross, of London.
The st ,1e of the building is renaissance of the early French period, and the treatment is such as to give a farge amount of light. Th e material to be used for the
front elevations will be red Rnabon bricks, relieved with terra cotta, which, it is
expcctecl, will be t re i t th unfavoral.>le influences of the Manchester atmosphere.
The bnillling will ho roofed w ith green Whitlancl Abbey slates, and the floors will
be fir proof throughout antl covered with wood blocks, except whore impervious
paving i reqnir tl, a in the dyehouse and labo ratories.
The ventilation will be arrano-ed on the plenum or pn h principle, similar to that
adopted in the hemical laboratories at Zurich.
'lh huil cling om prises six floors, none of the rooms being less than 15 feet of clear
int rnal heirrht, aud av raging 25 feet to 31 feet in depth. 'l'he general scheme
mbrace. cla ·s, lecture, <lra.wing, and designinO' rooms, laboratories, workshops,
library ad.mini ·trati v and other offices, stndents' and lecturers' rooms, etc., all
lighted from the face of th building, with wide continuous corridors all roun<l. each
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floor, lit from the internal area, thus giving convenient access to the rooms, each
d •partment being k ept, as far as possible, distinct aml self-contained. It is intended
to make these corridors :t continual souree of interest and instruction to the students
by placing therein small ex hibits, pictures, and diagra.ms bea,ring upon the subjects
taught.
The total available Door space exceeds 150,000 square feet, es:clnsive of corridors.
The central space of the building between the large internal areas, and lit from
them, is occnpied by a block containing, on the gronnd :floor, the main entrance hall,
83 feet by 50 feet, which will be utilized as an industrial museum at all times accessible, and through which the main a.ouble staircase, extending to the top of the
building, is reached ; on the first floor, a public lecture hall, 30 feet high, of similar
area, to bo devoted espeeially to brief courses of lectures by recognized authorities
nnd specialists on the technology of the commerce and manufactures of the city and
i;istrict, and to other lectures calculated to educate the public taste; above which,
on the third floor, th ere will be phtced a chemical laboratory for 80 students. Two
additional independent staircases are provided, as well as a spacious passenger lift,
arnJ, though only one entrance will gi rn access to the building for students, officials,
and the public, suitable exits in case of abrm are provided.
The basement, which is sunk only 7 feet in the gronncl and is exceecli11gly well
lighted, is devoted to the department r equiring heavy machinery and other appliances needfnl to industrial operations on a considerable scale.
Here are placed the electrical engineering workshops and testing tables, dynamo
house, electro-chemical and technical testing laborato:ries, sec ,indary battery room,
rooms for optical, photo-metric, magneto-metric, and spectroscopic opera.tions, t,he
mechanical engineering workshops and testing laboratory, witli its experimental
steam engine and large and small testing machines, the spinning and weaving rooms
for cotton, silk, and other fibers; bleaching, dyeing, printing, a,nd tiuishing rooms;
plumbers', bricklayers', and masons' workshops; shop "·,r repairs and construction
of new appliances; wood-working machinery.
The whole of the main driving will Le by means of the electric current from the
corporation central station, which will also supply current by independent leads
for the 2,000 incandescent lamps required.for lighting the building.
The r emaining stories wiU be occupied by laboratories, general an(l special,
numerous class, lecture, drawing, and designing rooms, a large gymnasium,' convenient roormr for the accommodation of scientific societies, and other means for
developing the corporate life of tho school.
The following is the space allotted on tlie various floors for the respective departments:
Administration, including museum, lectu re hall, reading room, gymnasium, Sq.ft.
and other offices .. _...... _.... ___ .. _. _..... .. .. _. _... _.. _. : .. _... ___ ... . 26,837
Mechanical engineering._ ...... _._ ........ __ ._. __ ....... _... ___ .... _·_.... _ 18,266
Applied physics and electrical engineering .. __ ...... _.......... __ . . . __ ... . 13,666
Textile trades ......... __ . _................. ·.. _.... ____ .. ____ ..... _. , _ .. _. _ 19,211
Applied chemistry, dyeing and finishing, metallurgy .. _... _.... _... _... __ _ 29,232
Building trac1cs. __ ...... .. ......... . .... _.... _...... _... __ .. __ ... _. ____ .. _ 10) 922
Letter-press and lithographic printing ... __ ...... _....... __ . ___ . _.... ____ _ 2,798
Indnstrial desic;n ... _... _... _... _... _.... ___ .. ____ .. ___ . ______ ... _... ___ .. 13,453
Commercial s nbjects ... __ ... __ ..... __ .. ___ ... _. . _. _. ___ .. ____ ... ___ .. ___ .. 11,844
Domestic economy subjects . _..... _.. _.... _. _ ....... __ ... ___ ........ _. _. _.
6,461
Total .. - - - - ......... - . - - .. - ....... - - - .. _____ .... ___ ... __ .. ___ .. ____ . 152, 690
The estimated cost of the building, including fittings and the provision of appliances and machinery, is about £125,000, toward which the committee ba.ve availal,le £14,000, balance of profit from the Royal Jubilee Exhibition; £5,000 promis~d by
the Whitworth legatees; and the property in Princess street and Peter street, valued
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at £31,000. The remainder of the sum required will be borrowed for a perio(l of
thirty years on the security of the 1 d. rate.
As its name implies, the school is now a municipal institution, governed by a committee consistiug of 36 members, 24 of whom are members of the city conncil, and
12 are chosen from the general pnblic interested in the progress of commerce and
maunfactures. The new school may be looked upon as amongst the first fr nits of the
technical instruction act of 1889, aucl of the local taxation (c ustom and excise)
act of 1890, which placed so la.rge a sum at the command of local authorities for the
purpose of technical instruction.
It will be the aim of the authorities of the school to provide a practical scientific
training of the highest kind in the chief industries of the district, so as to make it
nnnecessary for its youth to take advantage of foreign technical schools, leaving to
the scllool board and other institutions the duty of providing for the subjects of a
general euucation. Certainly no effort or expense will be spa;red to make the school
efficient, alike in respect of its staff of lecturers and in the provision of the best
appliances . The numerous technical schools which are springing up so rapidly in
the smaller towns in. southeast Lancashire will, it is to be bopetl, create a liberal
supply of stndents, able to take advantage of the splendid opportunities the new
municipal technical school will offer for advanced instruction in the science and
practice of its commerce and industries.
LEEDS.

Leeds is in the northwestern part of England, county of York, on the river Aire.
Popnlation (1891), 367,506; enrollment in elementary schools (1891), 69,432; (board
schools, 45,844; voluntary, 23,173; board industrial schools, 415).

Yorkshire College, Leeds, affords provision for higher technical training; it includes an engineering school, chemical laboratory, and physical <l.epartments, an excellent dyeing school, and a weaving school.
The Leeds Mechanics' Institution and Literary Society maintains art
schools, a science school, ancl a school for theoretical instruction in
mathematics, botany, iron and steel manufacture, mechanics, engineering, steam, physics, etc. Languages and shorthand are also taught.
The school board for Leeds has shown a progressive and liberal ~pirit
in respect to education. It has been active in urging the Government
to do away with the policy of payments on the results of individual
examinations, a policy abandoned in 1890. Its influence has been
exerted in favor of the bill raising the age for the half-time employment
of children to 11 years ;1 and it was one of the first school boards to
take advantage of the free school act. Almost immediately after the
pa ·sage of the act the board declared a,11 of its schools free, excepting
the higher grade choo1, in which the fee wa,s reduced by the full
amount of the fee grant, i.e., JO shillings per capita yearly. The evening- chools were ah;o allowed the benefits of the act; all scholars who
attend every e ion of a term having the whole of their fees returned,
and others who e attendance is regular having a large portion returned.
Provision has al o been maintained in the schools for the subjects for
whi ·h grant. are made by the science and art <l.epartme11t. In 1891
the amount ecured from thi · ource was about $9,000.
' The bill has jm,t passed, ancl takes effect Ja011ary 1, 1894.
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Immediately upon the allotment of the surplus from the liquor du'ties
to the county councils, the Leeds board took steps to secure funds (1)
for the development of manual and technical instruction in day and
night schools, and (2) for scholarships to enable promising pupils to
coutinue tbeir education in higher technical schools. The Leeds council accorded $15,000 for this purpose.
The Central Higher-Grade School for boys and girls was installed in a
fine new buildiug in 1889; here ample provision has been ma,de for
scientific and technical instruction suited to the grade. Accommodation is provided for about 2,500 pupils, and at the end of the second
yea,r (1891) the actual enrollment was 2,157.
The school prospectus sets forth the aim of the board as follows:
On 'a basis of elementary e<l.ucation, it is intended to superadd a system of higher
education, which, at a moderate charge will train pupils for industrial, manufacturing and professional pursuits. This system of instruction will have its beginnings in the elementary school, but will be practically carried out in a three years'
course beyond the stantlards (i. e., seven elementary years).
It will embrace such courses asI. The classical (or professional), in which Latin, mathematics, science, and drawing form the chief subjects.
II. The modern (or mercantile), in which French or German, commercial geography, mathematics, science: and drawing will receive most attention.
III. The scientific (or technical), .in which mathematics, science, and drawi11g
form the leadiu g subjects.
Each course will in addition contain all the subjects of a sound general educatioa
in English. It is intended that pupils who have attended the full course shall bo
prep::i,rcd for the matriculation examination of the Lonuon University, and the preliminary examination for arts, law, and medicine of the Yorkshire College, Victoria
University; a'3 well as for the preliminary examinations of the Law Society, Phn,rmacentical Society, veterinary colleges, and for the Oxford and Cambridge senior
local examinat,ions. The work of the higher section will be found to embrace all
the subjects for thoroughly preparing those who desire to become pnpil teachers at
the end of the first or second years' apprenticeship; and snch a preparatory course,
g iving instruction in languages, science, and art, as well as in .English subjects,
shonld enable such students to pass well the pupil-teachers' examinations, and to
take an honorable position in the examinations for admission to training colleges.
Cla8ses of boys and girls have already been formed for these exam!nations, and the
text hooks used in the various courses are selected from those prescribed for such
work.
It is the board's earnest wish that no promising child in the borough should be
debarred from having a chance of secnring a place in the higher-grade school, and
therefore, 60 free scholarships, tenable for three years, making 180 in all, are open
to competition each year to children of the public elementary schools of the borough, as an encouragement to continue the education of promising boys and girls, who
might othenvise, from the circumstances of their parents, be removed from school.
These free suholarships admit snccessful competitors to all the classes of the school,
and text-books are provided for them free of charge.
The services of teachers having special qualifications have been secureu for the
school, antl the teaching staff generally macle as efficient as possible. With the
school fees and Government grnnts, the working of the school will involve no cost
to the rate vayers. During the last financial year the 8chool brought a ''credit" to
the rates on school maintenance account, amounting to £154 5s. 9d., in addition to
having provitl.ed free scholarships worth £2 each to 180 children.
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The opening of the hicrhe1· grade scliool has _also, the board are pleased to observe,
gh ·en an impetns to liio·her education in other public elementary schools iu tlie
borough, both boa.rd an d voluntary. At Bewerley street, the board have felt it
incu mbent npon them to make supplementary provision for the south side of the
river. A well-appointed ln.born.tory, with 40 working benches, is provided, in order
to make the study of-ch emiBtry practical as well as theoretical. 'I'herc is an excellent workshop for manual instruction, containing benches for 60 students. The
boar<l. have also in course of erection at Ilewerley street: au assembly hall aud
school gymnasium, which they hope will b e n.vailable for general nse. The Bewerley street school will shortly be equipped with the necessary appliances for mstruction in chemistry, practical geometry, machine construction and drawing, mathematics, etc., in accordance with the syllabus of the science and art department,
and by means of the special accommodation now afforded, l ar ge advantages are
expected to accrue to this important school, which has already 1,531 scholars on the
rolls .

The report for 1888-1891 gives the following account of the new building of the Central Higher-Grade School :
The utmost attention has been bestowed on the lighting, warming, ventilation,
and sanitary arrangements of the b uilding. The fittings are of the most approverl.
designs calculated to insure the comfort of the pupils and to secure the u ~st
educational method . The chemical laboratory is one of the largest and best
equipped in the Kingdom. The physical l aboratory is fitted and furnished for
enabling pupils practically to perform what .the demonstr ator has shown in the
lecture theater. Commodious p laygrounds are provided for recreation ; and pupils
comincr from a distance can have their luncheons, warm if desired, in comfortable
dining rooms. 1 The highest testimony as to the suitability of the buildings and the
efficiency of the :fittings was supplied by one who, from position and opportunities,
may be regarded as the greatest English expert on school buildings and appliances,
E. R. Robson, F. S. A., the consulting architect of the eclucation department, to
w110m nll the plaJs of schools in Brita.in have to be submitted for approval. As he
haR visited professionally the best European and American schoo]s, special importance should be attached to his opinion : "I think this is the best and most completely organized I bave seen.J 1
, 'ir Lyon Playfair, K. C. B. 1 M. P ., formerly vice-president of the committee of
council on eel ucation, ou a visit to the school last year1 pronounced it " ihe finest and
best quipped school in this or in any country "-a t estimony of th~ highest value
from one who bas visited the principal schools in Europe and America. On the
occasion of the visit of the Britii:;h Association to Leeds in September, 1890, the
school was visited by many of the most eminent scientific and educational authoritie , and it is a matter of gratification to know that the visitors were unanimous in
landing the school and its equipments. Sir Henry Ros coe, lVI. P., said : "I think
that thi is the be. t chool I have ;vet seen in the Kingdom;" while Sir Philip .MagnnB expressed himself as "hio-hly delighted with the structure and organization of
the school; I have seen nothing bettl3r.1 1
Th gyrnna ium ha been fitted with a great variety of apparatus, affordiug every
gradation of exercise for young people of both sexes; and the greatest care is taken
to prev ut overstrain or accident, all t he exercises being conducted uuder the personal supervision of a thoroughly quali.fied instructor and in the presence ancl with
the a ista.nce of the t acher of the cl ae . The board, anxious to avail themselves
of every ~pportunity for ber..efitting the scholars1 have taken advanta,ge of th e recent
.circular on manual in trnction issued by the science an<l art department, and have
erected and ec1uipped a commodious workshop, in which the training of hand and
1
:F or a detailed de cription of the building see Record of Technical and Secondary
Eclncatiou, :March, 1893, pp. 300-307.
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eye will lead to t h at u ni on so m uch to b e <lesired i 1{ a11 ind nstrial occupations-the
onion of draw ing and practical h andiwor k.
The interest d isplayed by ever y b oy in this p ractica l workmanship will lead to
that accurat e per cepti on of form. and correct execution of hand which all manual
and t ech nical occupati ons require. It is tile aim of the board to carry on in this
school under th e m ost h eal thful co nditions the education of child.ren to tho fullest
ex t ent from elementary to se~ondar y subject s, and yet without undue pressure. In
onler to g ive a practi cal training a lso to g irls, cookery and needlework have always
r eceived. atten tion i n th e el emen tary section; and arrangements have recently been
mad e to sec nre efficient instruction for the pupils of the high er section in cookery
and in 1.hc cut t ing-out of garments.
BRADl<' ORD.

Bradford is in the n orthwest ern part of England, County of York. Population
(1891), 216,361. E nrollment in board schools, 23,305; average attendar..ce, 19,981;
(voluntary scli ools, no data ).
THE BRADFORD TECHKICAL COLLEGE.

Bradford is the seat of a technical college which is the pioneer institution of its class in England. It was organized about fourteen years
ago, and in 1880 was installed in a buikling built and equipped for its
work at an expense of about $200,000. The institution comprises a
day school, an art department, chemistry and dyeing department, textile department, engineering department, and evening science classes.
The day school is intended to prepare youths for industrial, manufacturing, and commercial pursuits, and for the examinations preliminary to professional studies. Boys are admitted at 12 years of age
if they have passed the sixth grade of the elementary schools, or upon
examination. The eourse combines modern languages, Latin, science,
mathematics, and drawing, with technical instruction. The last named
includes designing, weaving, manufacture of cloth, dyeing, engineering and metal work, building, woodwork, advanced drawing, modeling,
and bookkeeping.
The attendance in 1890 was 261 students. The feee in the day
schoolsrangefrom £15s. to £4 4s.aterm, or £315s. to£1212s.perannum.
The school earns a large proportion of the grant from the science and
art department on the results of examination, receiving in 1890
£1,15616s. out of a total of £1,500 in the entire institution.
The art department, which is open to both men and women, is
intended for students who ,:;ontemplate art as a career, and also for
designers, modelers, and art teachers. Three distinct courses are
offered, i. e., a course of general art study; drawing and designing for
textile students ; architectural drawing. Instruction is given in both
day and evening classes. The courses of the technical departments
are conducted with special reference to the industries of which :;Bradford is a leading center, i.e., woolen manufactures and ttansportation.
The total number of students in 1890 was 1,100, of whom 400 were
enrolled in the day classes.
ED92- - 9
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The inclu. ive fe for all day ct e in the general art cour, e is
£111s. G,l. a, t rrn; in the archi tectnral £5; in the day cla se of the
textile department £2 10s.
·
In 1892 the Bradford County council created 90 day seholarships,
and GO evening cbolari:ihips, each tenable in this school for two years,
and open to competition. Previous to thi action between 80 and 100
scholarships were available in the different departments.
SCOTLAND.

The movement for technical instructi_on l1as not a<lvanced so rapidly
in Scotland as in England. In the northern division, Glasgow and
Dundee are the chief ceuters of activity in this respect. The former
is the seat of the Glasgow and West of Scotland Technical College,
organized in 1886 by the union of several existing institutions. The
Dundee and Di. trict Association ha~ for its purpose the promotion
of technical and commercial education in accordance with the recent
faw . .A. great variety of classes, art, science, and technical, Lave been
establi hed under its auspices .
.A.G RI CULTURAL EDUCATION.

Tile agricultural interests of the country have not been overlooked
in the recent efforts to provide tor the training of the industrial classes.
The demand for graded and systematic instruction in the sciences
applicable to agriculture as well as in its processes is widespread. At
the same ti e the very nature of the districts in which this instruction
L u eded make it difficult to meet the needs by local action. Prior to
1 8 the work had been left wholly to private iojtiative, save that the
principles of agriculture were recognized among the extra subjects for
wlii ·h grant might be allowed in elementary schools. In 1888 the
propo ·ition for an annual appropriation for agricnltura,1 education
was pa ed, the same to be distrilmteci by the board of agriculture.
The fund distributed ha increa ed each year, being £2,930 in 1888-'89;
the following year £J,588, and rising to £G,705 in 1890-'91. Seventeen
in titutions in Engfand and Wa,Ies, and 14 in Scotland, have shared in
the grant. Of the former 8 and of the latter 7 are agricultural,
inclu<ling dairy a sociatious. The remaiude.r are distinctly educational.
In their application of the funds recently placed at their disposal the
county councils are doing much to foster this particular iuterc t.
University College of North Wales (Bangor), which was founded in
18 3, and rec ives an annual grant of £4,000, ha,s made extensive provi:ion for this subject.
The scheme of work at this institution includes ''the establishment
of thr edairy schools at Welshpool,Denbigh, and Bangor; the delivery
of 'exten, ion' lectures on agricultural subjects over six nortlrnrn countie of Wale ; the conduct of field experiments; the establishment of
clas. e for schoolma8ters in ~gTicu1 tural ~ubjeets; and of a complete col-
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Jege course of instruction for agricultural students;" all of which has
been inaugurated. The parliamentary report on the distribution of the
grauts for agricultural schools says of this work:
The college possesses exceptional advantages for carrying on the work it has
undertaken in this connection, for it is situated in one of the most thickly populated [wricultural districts in North "'.,.ales. Facilities are also claimed on its behalf
for dealing with the bilingual difficulty, which is one of the great obstacles to" the
spread of agricultural education in the principality, while the governing body of
the college is thoroughly representative of every district in North Wales.
It bas l1een shown that a most complete system of agricultural education can be
organized by this college; one which will not only fulfill its own proper duties in
the six northern counties of ·wales, but forms a type on the lines of which it may
be feasible to organize systematic agricultural e<lucation throughout the kingdom.
Citations f1·om second report of the royal commission on technical insi'l'nct-ion appointed
1881, report issued 1884.

It will bave been seen from the preceding pages of this report that we have attached
considerable relative importance to that portion of our commission which <lirecteu us
to inquire into the condition of industry in foreign countries; and it is onr duty to
state that, although the display of continental manufactures at the Paris International Exhibition. in 1878 had led us to expect great progress, we were not prepared
for so remarkable a development of their natural reso1uces, nor for such perfection
in their industrial estalilishments, as we actually found in France, in Germany, in
Belgium, and in Switzerland. Much machiuery of all kinds is now produceu abroad,
equal in finish and in efficiency to that of this country, and we found it in numerous
instances applied to manufactures with as great skill and intelligence as with us.
In some branches of industry, more especially in those requiring an· intimate
acquaintance with organic chemistry-as, for instance, in the preparation of artificial colors from coal tar-Germany has unquestionably taken the lead..
It may not be improper to mention here that, in whatever degree the technical
h1struction of our continental rh·als may have trained them for competition with
ourselves, in their own, in neutral, and to some extent in our own homo markets,
much of their success is due to more pains taking, more pliancy, and greater thrift;
and also to the general cultivation, the knowledge of modern languages, and of economic geography usually possessed by continental manufacturers.
In art manufactures proper, notably in porcelain, earthenware, and glass, as also
in decorative furniture, our productions are of conspicuous excellence. It is possible
that this may be clue in a certain degree to the employment in some Lranches of
skilled workers trained in foreign countries, and we can not do otherwise than
acknowledge the preeminence in the main of our French neighbors in design as
applied to <l.ecorative work, or disregard the efforts which they are making to maintain that preeminence and tbose made in Belgium and Italy to emulate foem.

After reference to the superior industrial organization of Great
Britain in the first quarter of this century, to the fact that her factories
were then the chief industrial schools of the world, and the source of
the impulse which led France, Germany, and Switzerland to create
schools of technology, the commissioners add:
Technical high schools now exist in nea.rly every continental state, and arc the
recognized channel for the instruction of those who are intended to become tho
technical directors of industrial establishments. Many of the technical chemists
have, howeve"!', been and are being trained in the German universities. Your com-
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mis ion r belieY · tlrn tho sn ce · which has ai tended tho foundation of extensive
manufacturing tabli hm nt, engineering hops, and other works on tho continent,
could n t have been achieved to its full extent in tho face of many retarding
influences had it not been for the system of high techni cal instruction in these
schools, for the facilities for carrying on original scientific investigation, and for the
general app1·c •iation of tho value of that instruction and of original research which
is felt in thos countries.
Your commissioner can not r epeat too often that they have been impressed with
the general intelligence and technical knowledge of the masters and managers of
industrial establishments on the continent. They have found that these persons, as
a rule, possess a sound knowledge of the sciences upon which their industry
depends. They are familiar with every new scientific discovery of importance, and
appreciate its applicability to their special industry. They adopt not only the
invention · and improvement8 made in their own country, but also those of the world
at large, thauks to their knowledge of foreign languages and of thfl conditions of
manufacture pre,alent elsewhere.
The commis ioncrs assert, furthermore, tho infcriol'ity of Great Britain to continental countries with re pcct to the number of efficient secondary schools. The
best :preparation for technical study they observe "is a good modern secondary
school of the types of the Manchester grammar school, the Bedford motlern school,
and ,tho A.llan Glen's institution at Glasgow." Unfortunately, our middle classes
are at a great di advantage, compared with those of the continent, for want of a
sufficient number of such schools. The transfer of the functions of the endowed
schools commis ·ioncrs to tho charity commissioners has not had the effect of
increa ing the rate of progress iu the reorganization of our secondary schools. \Ve
consider it to be essential that steps should be taken to insure that this work shall
be carrie(l on with greater vigor in the future than it has been hitherto.

They dwell also upon the lack of science instruction in the elem ntary school , and the need of drawing as an universal branch of
in truction. With reference to this subject they say:
\Ve au not too often call attention to the extraordinary efforts which are being
mado abroad for instruction in a,rt, more especially as applied to industrial and decorative purpo es, and to the important influence of this instruction in furnishing
employment for artisans on the continent. Without depreciating what has been
done in this direction by the schools and classes under the auspices of the science
and art department in this country, and whilst fully alive to the importance of
the organization which tends to the diffusion of art instruction over a wide area,
yonr commissioners can not conceal from themselves the fact that their influence
on industrial art in this country is far from being so great as that of similar schools
abroad. This is due, no doubt, to some extent to the want of proper and sufficient
preparation on the part of the students, owing to the inadequate instruction they
hav rcceiv din drawing in the elementary schools.
Citations f1·orn the repo1·t of a technical instruction committee appointed in 1891 by the
council of the city of Manchester to tisit ancl report on certain institutions and schools
of tlie Continen·t "de·i:oted mainly to technical ancl scientific instruction as applied to
industry."

Your deputation was muchimpres ed by the position given to technical education
all over the Continent. It is not a subsidiary portion of educational work, nor yet
an exotic, but is all-pervading, and is as much a part of the life of the people as is
eleru ntary education. A.s a matter of fact, jt is an integral part of the educational
system of the ontinent, and being so, t-h e lower schools are arranged to minister to
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tho technicnl schools au<l. to senu up a supply of prepareu students. It is difficult
to ovcrcstunate the va,lnc of this grnding process in regard to education, securing
as it docs economy of work on the one hand and thoroughness of work on the other.
If we take the TOugh division sometimes used, and speak of the modern or scientific
side of cuncr~tion in contr::u listinction to the classical, then it must be acknowledged
that the former has achicvN1 a position of importa,nce abroad not yet allowed it
here, with the further result that provision is made at an ea,rly stage for specializing
study with a view to future occupation and the kind of life a youth is destined for.
Accepting the definition of the act of 1889, that "technical instruction shall mean
instruction in the principles of science and a,rt applicable to industries; and in the
a11 plication of special branches of science and art to specific industries or 13mploymcnts," it may be sa,id that such instruction is seriously regarded abroad, and is
practically carrietl out on a scale implying a settled belief in its value and importance.
It may be of a,d vantage to briefly summ:1rize the general impressions left upon our
minds by the visits we made.
Chemistry and physics.-The preeminence of continental schools in these subjects
is admitted, and we only desire to express our sense of the extent and thoroughness
of the teaching and of the*costly character of the equipment.
Drawing.-Exccptional prominence is given to this subject, and the teaching of
it is subdivitled and specialized to a remarkable degree, it being hardly too much
to say that, as the three R's are to general education, drawing is esteemed to be to
all branches of technical knowledge.
M1rnenms and libraries.-The provision of museums and libraries for educational
work in schools is almost universal. Even at au ordinary 11rimary school in Zurich
we saw a museum of natural history, and other specimens, for use in teaching, of
quite a superior kind; and soin the higher schools, where the libraries more especially are good; scientific books and periodicals, :md also specifications of patents
of all nations, as well as collections of fabrics, being amply supplied and commodiously disposed for the use of students.
Industrial technical schools. Wea-ving.-It is interesting to note that nearly all the
schools of this class were l)egun by private enterprise. At Chemnitz, at Mulhausen,
at L)·ons, this was so, and the fine school at Roubaix had for its foundation schools of
a similarly constituted kind. There can be no doubt that these schools have been
of great value; possibly ·enough, the supremacy of Lyons in the silk trade may have
been to some extent due to having such a school.
Commercial training.-Much attention is given to the teaching of modern languages
and to the technique of commerce. For instance, at Lyons we saw a class at work
in whir.ha knowledge of languages, of tho products of various countries, of the
theory of exchange, of freights, of fiscal duties, and all the routine of a shipping
business was being taught. The weaving and dyeing schools, too, over and above
their use to those who arc to engage in production, have a strictly commercial value,
and may be used so as to equip tho salesman and the commercial traveler.
State and mitnicipal ai<l.-It may be taken that none of the schools are self-supporting. Aid is given to some by private persons, but in the main the state and the
municipality supply the necessary means, usually in conjunction. Probably it is
owing to the cooperation of these authorities that education is so completely systematized. The municipalities of Paris and Berlin are largely engaged in educational
work, and so also are the Swiss communes. It is said that the educational rate of
the canton of Zurich absorbs nearly one-third of the total expenses of the canton.
Aim and object of technical insfrnction abroad.-For whom is this la_rge provision of
scientific knowledge as applied to industrial pursuits intended t For the ordinary
workman f Scarcely so, as such. In France there are schools which are meant to
snpplant the apprenticeship system, a~d in Germany and Switzerland there are also
some minor attem1)ts to do the sn.me thing, but the principal aim is to give instruction •
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of a higl1er kin cl than could -pos ·ib ly be gi veo all roun<.1 and. really to equip those who
are to guide, <l.irect, and by the use of special knowledge, develop in<l.ustrial work.
It is in this direction that our deficiency lies. No one doubts the relative value of
the English workman in comparison with the foreign one, but wherever fresh a<l.aptations aou scientific kuowleuge are needed, we are, and have have been, deficient.
That an amount of technical education of an elementary kind can be given in ordinary schools to large numbers in evening classes 1s perfectly true, and such teaching
will be of great valne, but the higher and more specialized teaching must of necessity
be restricted. It will be the duty of those in charge of such higher classes and
schools to see that due provision is made for: and scope given to, exceptional ability
and exceptional application. Remission of fees and scholarships are general auroad,
and the same means wisely used here will be the avenue by which every qualified
person1 however humble his or her circumstances, may find a ready entrance . Moreover, special provision should be made for aiding workmen who desire to acquire
wider knowledge of their own work than their situations afford the opportunity of
obtaining.
Position in Manchester.-There is reason to be proud of the educational institutions of fanchester. In onr midst are all the elements of a perfect and orderly
ystem of education , from the primary school to the tle~ree-granting university.
The weakc-st link of what may one day become a chain is tho technical school. Up
to two years n.go, this Hchool was maintained by voluntary effort, n.ntl the community
should honor the men who have clone this work. The school is now inadequate to
the demands mado upon it, and its fnrther expansion under voluntary aid is impossible: Tho city council, by accept{ng the technical instruction act, may bo said to
have contributed to render it so. Whether, apart from the application of tho rates
in aid which have effectually cut off private donations, an adequate school or technical college could havo boen erected and maintained, it is hardly worth while to
inquire; events have put it out of the qnestion 1 and it is certain that consiclerable
sums of money will yet be needed to adequately extend and w.orthily maintain the
scl.1001.
Is snch a school really necded?-Our answer is, yes. Times have changed and are
changing ra.pidly. .A.re we or are we not to prepare our people for the industria,1
struggle in which they are already launched, and which will inevitably be more
accentnated as time goes on Y Many of the towns we visited possessing institutions
in which commercial, scientific, and industrial training is given on a scale with which
we have nothing to rea.lly compare, hav e but populations of from 80,000 to 120,000no more tha.n one-fifth the number of our city; and when we think of the position
of Manchester as the commercial capital of Lancashire, any comparison becomes
almost ludicrous, and the efforts as yet made by us n.ppear utterly insignificant.
In my opinion a school or college for technical training should. be founded on
broad lines. Lan ca hire mini terH largely to Manchester; our interests are one, and
we s11all be acting wisely if we foster the relationship and make yet another bond
of int rest. It is worthy of note that the n,uthorities have decided to use the money
a1Jottecl to thorn by the Lancashire County Council in establishing schol arships at
the Manchester Technical School, and that two others are about to do the same. A
school ad qnate to our needs should aim at fostering the sma11er as well as the
larger int1ustries. The cotton trade has overshadowed every other in this district,
and it may indeed have thus led, indirectly, to the neglect of other Jess important
branches of business. In the north of Manchester forty years ago there was a considerable silk industry, and the important business of braid mannfacturing, too, bas
languished, and follows in place of leading. Had there been a school in which the
newest methods and the latest machinery could have been shown, efficient :1,id to
these in<l.nstries might have been given. These illurstrations are bnt offered to
enforce what your committee feel strongly, that industries trifling in size when compared with the enormous cotton industry do yet in the aggregate employ a large
number of per on , and it will be found that the prosperity of this, and indeed of
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any large urb:m community, is stable in proportion to tho variety of occupations
and indu tries carried on. It may fairly be argued that a good technical school
would probably result in attracting certain industries to the district. If, for
instance, electrical enginee:i:ing were well and adequately taught, firms engageu. in
tho making of electrical appfo1nces woultl find it to their advantage to locate tllemselves here.
Classes for wornen. -With the exception of Paris, the recognition of the need of
industrial training for women does not appear to be much more general and
advanced abroad than with us, and as much of what has already been said in this
report applies equally to both sexes, we need only add that if, among its .other
efforts, a school such as has been here indicated can effectually assist women to
support themselves and to earn a,n independent position it will prove a boon to the
community.
Training fo1' teachm·s.-It may reasonably bo doubted whether, considering the
vital importanc~ to the community of the teaching staff of our elementary schools,
anything liko sufficient care has been given to the training of teachers in matters
relating to technical instruction. This branch of work may well engage tho attention of the directors of such an institution.
Conclusion.-The field is wide enough-science and art as applied to engineeFing,
spinning, weaving, dyeing, printing, and all the varied industries of which Manchester is the center. Already a good beginning has been m::tde. The extent and
success of the school-board work in the evening classes demand our acknowledgments and congrntula,tions, anu the technical school under all its difficulties has
done great things. It remains for the Manchester corporation to press forward. the
work a,nd to enlarge its scope, antl we desire to oxpr.ess the . opinion that jn doing
so we shall not only be accepting a duty but acting so as to stimulate the material
prosperity of our city. Manchester was the first place to accept and put into force
tho frco public libraries a.ct, and there is now an opportunity of again taking a
step forward in the direction of popular education.
Tho ideal school of Manchester would bo one the analogue of which is found in the ·
great art school of Viei:na., which is designed to teach the application of art to
industry, and in the Polytechnic um of Zurich, with the difference that, whereas at
Zurich tho science teaching aims at the highest theoretical training, such as the
Oweus College offers, ours sllould aim more especially at its practical application.
In it also should be given commercial training of the highest order. Such a school
might well call forth our best efforts, and, if matle sufficiently comprehensive, might
perhaps insure cooperation and aid from other county councils. Adequately carried
out, with ample space and equipment, it woul<l place our city in the most favored
position in regard to tho technical instruction of its people.
Citations from the report of a cleputation appointed in 1891 by the council of the Munches'ter Teohnical School to visit and report upon certain technical schocls ancl institutions
on the continent and in England.
There is in every continental city we visit abundant and striking evidence of the
interest t aken in the education of the people of all classes. Schools abound everywhere, and all are so organized aml gradecl that no gap exists between the lowest
communal school anll tho highest educational in stitution. 'fhe importance of scientific instruction and training is exemplified in tho numerous technical and industrial
schools of every kinu, which a.re accessible to the poorest, and especially to those
who show capacity. So far as we could observe, there is no attempt to connne the
benefits of these institutions, however advanced their character, to any particular
class. They are open to the fit ancl capable of all ranks of industrial life. Nothing, for
example, can more evidently manifest the importance attached to technical training
by the German Government than tho fact 1,hat, while tbc schools for general culture
are under the snrervision of the minister of instruction, those for technical teaching
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are placc<l. in th hantl of tho mini ter of commerce. Tho inrln tries of the country
and the mean of educating those engaged in them in tho principles which underlie
-their succo sfnl tlovelopmen t are thus clo ely and officially associatotl and their intArdepcuc1enco clearly proclaimed. Measured by our standard, the fees aro nominal; in
somo cases, like that of Ronbaix (weaving and dyeing), not only are there no fees bnt
all materials are gratuitously supplied. In every instance thr.re a.re numerous froe
places for those unable to pay the fees. The abundant supply of preparntory schools,
tho extentleJ. school age, ranging up to fourteen years, and the a.mple provision for
continued evening education, have created a large b .. dy of well-prepared stutlents,
who are therefon much more numerous than is the case in this country. There is,
hence, no difficulty in providing recruits to the higher scientific and technical institutions. This has bad two results : first, the supply of a large number of welltrained foremen, managers, and employers; secondly, the creation of a class of competent men as teachers of science and technology. The forethought of continental
gornrnments in this respect may be compared, in several ,ery interesting and striking directions, with our own want of prevision. For instance, when this conncil
has reqnirell the services of a competent instructor of th e chemical, dyeing, and
calico-printing classes, it has been found indispensable to engage one who has been
trnined in a foreign technological institution for that importan+, section of its work;
and it is we11 known that many of our leading firms experience almost insuperal>le
difficulty in finding among our own countrymen that combination of scientific with
practical knowledge by which alono they can hope to compete with tlleir continental rivals.
'!'hero is no pretense that the fees in any of these institutions can he made to defray
their expenses except in rare instances, and where they do so it will be found, as
in the case of Muhlhau en , that the schools are in the hands of the manufacturers,
and very high fees are charged. It is recognized all a duty by the municipality and
tbe government that tho amplest provision should bo made and no expense spared
to provide the best buildings, the most complete equipment, and the most efficient
te:whing. It is accepted. as an axiom that industrial progress largely depends, and
will more and moro depend, upon scientific knowledge and artistic skill, and that
the race is not so much to tho strong as to the well iuform0d and thoroughly trained.
If thi be tru , there is little doubt that the efforts now ueing made by continental
nation are deserving of our most serious attention.
Wo recei.,ed information which shows that the danger to our industries by the
better-instructed mauagers of continental manufacturing concerns is by no means
irnaginar,r. \Ve are annually importing, principally from Germany and Switzerland, about three million pounds in value of chemical manufactures, coal-tar dyes,
olors, and pigments, without reckoning medicinal preparations. There is no
sonnd r ea on whatever, except the want of high technical training, why all these
products might not be mado in England, whence the greater portion of the raw
material required for their manufacture is obtained. In like manner such branches
of manufacture as braids, trimmings, and thread gloves, formerly a considerable
lrn. iuess here, tog ther with other articles of trade, have been latterly carried off
to the continent, which now largely supplies these goods to our English market.
We were especially struck with the instance of Switzerland, a country laboring
under many and great disadvantages. It is obliged to import all its raw materials
and export its manufactures under great disabilities of cost of carriage ancl distance
from it sources of supply and sale, yet it succeeds in carrying on a considerable foreign trade, especially in fine chemicals, the creation of which is due entirely to its
splendid polytechnic school at Zurich. We were, moreover, impressed with the fact
that, witzerlana is engaged in a new industry, namely, the manufacture and export
of highly educat cl scientific men. It is recognized that the country is too small to
support its increa ing populatiou; that its sons must obtain their living elsewhere
than in their own lan<l, and that to enable them to clo so with success the means of
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obtaining the £nest scientific training must accordingly be thrown open to every
cnp[!blo Swiss on nominal terms.
There is no <l.istrict on the continent which can for a moment comp3,re in industrial imrortance with that of which Manchooter is the center. The engineering, textile, and <l.yeing and printing industries hero immensely tr~nscend in extent and
value those carried on in a liko area in any foreign country; and yet the means we
110sscss of training those who aro to have the m::magement of our great industrial
concerns, or those among our working classes who may rightly aspire to positions of
trust by reason of natural fitness an<l. aptitude, woultl certainly not compare with
the provisions made in a second-rate Gorman or Swiss manufacturing town.
It has been said that our workshops are the finest technical schools in the world;
but to say this an<l. expect it to be taken as a final and E>ufficient reply to all demands
for a<l<l.ition:11 means of t echnical instruction is to mistake the meaning and object
of technical training. By this should properly ho understood that e<l.ucation which
enables a man to grasp and turn to account those scientific principles upon which
onr industries depend. Moreover, the conditions of workshop life do not permit of
that combination of theoretical study with practical instruction which the technical school is intended to supply.
We do not suggest that tho methods of continental countries shoulu be followed
in all respects. The conditions of industrial life are not the samo here as there, and
modificn,tions to suit our own peculiar circumstances and needs are therefore necessary. We are convinced, how eyer, that the advantages of industrial education there
enjoyed ought to be placed within the reach of our own countrymen to an equal
ex.tent.
·
At Crefel<l, for example, your deputation met three young Englishmen who had
been students in the spinning and weaving branch of our technical school in Peter
street, and who had come to Crefeld in order to obtain a thorough training in the
spinning, weaving, and dyeing of silk. These youths had been detached from home
influences, and, at great expense, been sent to a foreign country to learn what ought
to have been accessible to them at their own doors-surely a potent argument for
the extension of our work in a new and enlarged building.
vVe submit that Manchester requires the establishment of a technical school of the
highest character; that is to say, a building adequate in space and accommodation
to the needs of its important engineering, building, textile, and chemical trades,
together with a complete staff of competent teachers and an.ample equipment for
effective practical instruction by means of laboratories, workshop appliances, apparatus, models, and examples.
The experience of foreign countries shows conclusively tha.t such a school can not
be matlo self-supporting; that, on the contrary, the lower its fees, if safeguarded
by suitable entrance examinations, the more service it can render to the community.
With a view of bringing tho school within the reach of tho working classes,
numerous competitive scholarships, extending over two or three years, are necessary,
by which may be provided tho outlay for fees an(l books 1 and, in some measure, the
loss in wages.
An institution of such magnitude can not, with any security for its effective working and development, be left to depend on private resources or on uncertain means
of income; and it would therefore, perhaps, be most suitably supported from public
funds, such as those now available under the technical instruction act, 1889, and
the customs and excise act, 1890. As a matter of course, adequate representation
under such conditions would be provided.
J. H. REYNOLDS,
Secretary of Committee.
MANCHESTER,

Jnly 18, 1891.

CHAPTER VI.
TRAINING OF TEACHERS IN GERMANY, AUSTRIA, AND ·
SWITZERLAND. 1

CON1'ENTS.

Jntroduction.-I: Historical Review.-II: Statistics of No'rmal Schools; (A) Germany
(Pruss'ia, Bavaria, Saxony, Wurtternberg, Baden, Hessia, and other German stq,tes);
(B) Austria; ( 0) Hungary; (D) Switzerland; summary of statistics and comparison; some interesting items.-III: Rules and Regulations of Prussian Norrnal
Schools; (1) Require1ne11ts for admission; (2) Present managmnent; (3) Course of
stucly with principles of guidance; (4) Detailed course in history and literature.-IV:
Professional Study of German Teachers; (.A) History of education; ( B) Psychology;
( 0) Theory of education.- J7: Teachers Ti·aining in Switzerland.- VI: Sym1Josium
of Opinions of Distinguished Educators on the Normal School Question in Germany.VII: Personal Observations; (1) Buildings; (2) A visit to a preparatory school;
(3) A visit to a normal school; (4) A language lesson; · (5) Another vis-it to a Prussian
normal school.
SOURCES OF 11'.'FORMATION.-'' .d.llgerneine Bestimmungen,'' vom 15ten Octobe-r, 1872, fiir
Preussen-C. A. Wentzel: "Die Priifungsordnungen"-Julitis Gartner: '' Ueber
Organisation der Bildungs-Anstalten fur Lehrer in Oesterreich"-J. Kaufniann-Hartenstein: "Zur Lehrerbildungsfrage"-Edwin Wilke: "Diesterweg und die Lehrerbildung"-Wilhelm Kreiz: same title-Dr. W. Rein: "Paedagogisthe St·u dien"-Dr.
Schneider: "Volksschnlwescn und Lehrerbildung"-Ostermann <ff' Wegne1·: "Lehrbuch der Paedagogilc "-Grob: ,; Jahrbuch des Unten·ichtswesens in der Schweiz."
TRAINING

OF

'rE.A.CHERS IN GEiiM.A.NY, AUSTRIA, AND SWITZERLAND.

INTRODUCTION.

How to prepare the teachers for their profession, or (if the reader is
disinclined to admit that there is a teaching profession) their occupation, is undoubtedly one of the most important educational questions.
The elevation of the coinmon school depends upon it; indeed, the degree
of general and professional culture of teachers determines the degree
of culture of the vast majority of the young, and even of the entire people.
This causal connection between the general culture of nation and the
instructors of its children, stamps the question under discussion a state
question, a question of policy as momentous as the establishment and
maintenance of schools themselves.
True it is that the facilities for acquiring knowledge, after school age
is passed, are abundant; all the agencies . of modern life, the press,
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1mblic bu. iu . , and rapid commuuication make knowledge easily
ace ,, ible; lmt the <li ' ciplinc which school alone gives, life can not
furni b.
If, then, we bear in miud that tbe elementary school is not merely a
"knowledge shop," an iustitu6on for the acquisition of the elements of
knowledge, but a place where the young are to be trained to become
"iutellectually active, civilly useful, and morally good men and women," 1
we sball see how importa,nt is the question of proper preparation of
teachers. The value of a school is always in exact proportion to that
of the teacllcr, hence the elevation of his intellectual and moral culture
i necessarily the first step to be taken in reforming or improving the
schools. To the recognition of this self-evident truth we owe t,h e establishment of special institutions for the preparation of elementary school
teachers.
Naturally, in looking about among the nations of the civilized world
to ascertain what had been done"""in this direction, the attention of
the French authorities was directed to Germany, or, properly speaking,
to the German-speaking nations. During the administration of M.
Guizot the French minister of public education, M. Cousin, visited several states of Germany, and reported to his superiors upon the condition
and organization of schools in that country, particularly in Prussia.
A large part of his report was devoted to the Prussian training schools
for elementary teachers. He translated the name Schullehrer-seminarien by the term Ecolqs normales primaires. The fact that similar
institutions in t,he States of New York and Massachusetts were called
normal school::; (literaUy model, or proper schools) proves that Cousin'~
report was read by tlle educational authorities in this country when
they established such schools. Of Horace Mann, the secretary of the
Ma achusetts State Board of Education, the notable reformer of
American schools, we know that he inspected the German schools, and
held them up as models to be followed. Likewise, in Bngland the German teachers' training schools were taken as models for similar institutions through the influence of Matthew Arnold and Joseph Payne;
only here they were called '' teachers' training colleges." Thus we see
that the civilized nations assiduously studied and imitated the German
system of professional training of teachers.
Says Dr. Ed. S. Joynes, professor of modern languages in the Univer ity of South Carolina:
Germany bas now b ecome the schoolmistress of the world. The distinctive
qualities of the German mind-industry, patience, microscopic precision, combined
with high ideality, depth ofinsjgbt, with hejght and breadth of view and thorough
intellectual consciousness-have made the Germans first in every department of
research and scholarship. As investigators and teachers they are unrivaled. Their
schools, seminaries, and universities are the foremost in the world. In almost every
department of pure or applied science tlioy lead-in some without competitors. In
the reg ions of abst ract thought or of pure scholarship, their preeminence is still
more decided. .AJl the civilized world goes to school tv Germany.
1
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The German teachers' seminaries are the l)ioneer institutio~s for professional training of teachers; hence a historical review of the normalschool movement in central Europe, accompanied by an exact statement of the ptesent status, will give us a firm basis of comparison with
our own institutions. '' If thou wouldst know thyself, look at others;
if others, look into thine own heart."
!.-HISTORICAL H,EVIEW.

Wherever a school degenerates, it does so because of its teachers; wherever a
school adv:::nces, it is by means of better teachers. There is no other way. (Diesterwcg.)

In Germany, where the "people's school" (elementary school) came
into existence through the impetus which Martin Luther gave to general education, tt was Duke Ernest (the Pious) of Saxe-Gotha, who,
first among the numerous rulers of Germany, conceived the idea of
establishing institutions for the practical preparation of teachers. This
was during the second half of the seventeenth century. Death, however, prevented him from executing his plan, which was realized by his
grandson, Duke Frederick II (1693-1732). He established in his small
dominions ten normal schools (Lehrerbildungs-Anstalten), calJed "seminaria scholastica." It was done by inducing ten of the best schoolmasters to aid applicants for positions in preparing themselves for the
vocation. Buildings were not erected for the purpose.
In connection with this historical fact, it may be well to show the
origin of the word Seminar, or seminary, which is the technical term in
Germany for normal schools, or professional schools for teachers. The
word seminarium, from semen (seed), means seed-bed or nursery, and is
very old. Livy used the word in a :figurative sense when he called the
Roman equites the nursery (seminarium) of the senate. Cicero called
the forum the nursery of oratory. During the Middle Ages, convent
schools in which the clergy were prepared were ca.Ued seminaria, and
later, after the revival of letters, the classical schools were termed seminaria-humanitatis. The technical term seminar (in German), applied
to teachers' professional schools, came into use much later, since,
previous to the seventeenth century, no one thought of professional
preparation of teachers, but the close comwction of school and church
made the application of the technical name for priests' schools to
teachers' schools a matter of self.evidence .
.A. H. Francke (1663-1727), the founder of the great educational institutions in Halle, saw the absolute necessity of well-educated teachers,
and founded his sem,inarium prmceptorum, which w_as, however, more
intended for secondary•teachers.
The first real normal school or semin~ry for elementary school teachers in Germany was established in Berlin by J. J. Jecker, in 1747,
who connected with his realschule (modern high school), a school for
teachers where young men received professional training, so that they
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could take po ition. in the pari h of Trinity Church. To the capital of
moJ rn erruany, then, we may credit the l>egiuuing of that movement
which h( ;ince been followed in all civilized nations. In rapid ncccssiou other normal chools or seminaries ha,ve since been established
all over Germauy, Au, tria, and Switzerland.
These normal schools were not independent institutions, but \Yere
connected with other school , such as city schools, gymnasia, realschulen, and orphan a ylums. The students participated in the common in 'truction, and besides received special lessons in pedagogy,
catechetics, music, etc. At the same time, and from the very beginniug of normal schools in Germany, it was made the rule that the students should get practical preparation by actual teaching in experimental or practice classes. Until the beginning of the nineteenth century the in truction offered in the normal schools was confined to the
common-school branches and accomplishments.
Since then, and especially since tbe memorable rejuvenation of Prussia after 1806, normal schools have been greatly .improved in their
organization, aims, and results; but along with the great diffusion of
knowledge, with the development of the science of pedagogy and the
increased demands made upon the elementary schools an opposition to
the normal schools plauned meri-~ly as a continuation of the elementary
schools, aro..,e, which pread in ever-widening circles through Germa11y,
Au tria, and Switzerland. In the last-named country tlle agitation
ha not yet quite cea. ed.
"A glance into the hi tory of our seminaries," says Dr. Rein, 1
"would how us that the development of the teacher's education has
follow d more in the wake of accidental needs-and hence often
ent r
upon wrong roads-than a uniform plan, which, ba,sed upon
principle , would have led on to a gradual completion of the proposed
stru ·ture."
Tbe :first attack upon the uormal schools in Germany was made at
the beginning of this century. In 1809 an essay appeared in the
Sile ·ian Provincial Gazette, entitled, "Some obstacles in the way of
progre s of our country schools." The author complained about the
un atisfactory result of the elementary schools, and about the couceit
of t:IJe teacuers who ha l graduated from normal schools. Mr. Daniel
Kriig r, the pliucipal of a normal school, re::-,Jied to this attack, praising the practical skill of normal graduates and lessening the force of
tlie reproach that they were trained to pride and refractoriness.
In 1824, Pu tkuchen, iu his book Criticism of the ScLoolR, critici..ed the uormal school severely. He blamed them for trying to make
of their student tiniver ally educated men, without the requisite of a
thorough econdary (or preparatory) training, and, as he st;ited it, "for
allowin · them to taste all po, sible fruit of science, and failing to give
opportunity for thorough digestion and assimilation." * * * "Even
1
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the moRt renowuecl seminaries," he said, "resemble those brilliant 'finishing schools,' in which .pupils know everything so long as they are
in school and the froth bubbles over the edge of the glass, but who
really know nothing well when examined five years later."
In 1828 the Bavarian school inspector, Dr. H. Stephaui (the reinventor of the phonetic method of teaching reading, now universally
applied in Germany) was dissatisfied with the results of the normal
schools as then conclucted, and said in his book (On Gymnasia, their
True Object, etc.) that the preparatory education of all who intend to
devote their lives to teaching should be acquired in classical high
schools (gymnasia); but in these schools three languages should be
taught as obligatory studies: German, the mother tongue; Gre-ek, the
language of the most cultivated people in history, and a modern language (French, English, or Italian). He wrote:
Our normal schools have hitherto not been able to do what they might have
accomplished. They admit stndents who are insufficiently prepared, and friieter
away valtrnl>le time in filling gaps in the student's education, which time might lie
more profitably employed in the real art and scieuce of education. That, nevertheless, we find among elementary teachers so many well-educated men, is not to be
credited to the efforts of normal schools, but to individual talents arnl love of culture.
If the education of the whole nation is to be improved, it will be necessary first to
educate the te:1chers better, n,nd to give them a technical preparatfon commensurate
with the duties they aTe to p erform .

With still greater emplrnRis Dr. Weber, of Bremen, insisted upon a
preparatory training of normal school students in secondary colleges,
at least up to the senior class; but instead of a modern language, he
favored Latin. During the decade from 1830 to 1840, the criticism of the
normal schools became general all over Germany, and men of all grades
of society demanded a better prepa,ration, saying that the normal
school should be a professional school, pure and simple. The teachers
themselves raised their voices, claiming tliat tbe superficial training
they had received in the normal school altnost disqualified the·m from
acquiring a better intellectual education after graduation. They
claimed this to be based upon experience.
Wuntschli demanded, in Lis Pedagogical Letters from the Rhine
(1845), that the teachers, like all other professional people, should
receive their general education in secondary schools that lead up to the
university, which should be the cornnH)n vestibule of all the learned
professions. The state should apply the appropriation, now used for
maintaining normal schools, for the support of candidates in secondary
and hi'g her seats of learning; and it should appoint professors of pedagogy, didactics, and methodology in the latter. He, too, thought that
the training of normal-school students was anything but advantageous
for subsequent acquisition of intellectual culture, saying, "that there
is so much beautiful order in normal schools, so much diligence and
punctuality, that at first glance one is delighted, but it will not do
to make a minute inspection, for soon the fact is revealed that most
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of the work con i ·t of 'oulle s mechanical drill, and that the will of
the students and their characteri tic traits are stifled. Youths," he
aid,' who are ordered when to eat, pray, work, and sleep are i::;carcely
able to move about in life with freedom and case."
Ilarcort, in his Conditions of the People's School (1846), d~nounced
the convent life of the normal-school students.
Young meu " ·ho are expected to cuucato chil<lren for life should learn to know life,
so that they may utilize its educating momenta, counteract its degenerating influences, and thus meet the jnst demau<ls of life. The feeling of independence and
self-reliance underlying every manly character ean only be acquired and fostered if
tho youug men are frequently allowed to determine their own actions.

The powerfnl political movement of 1848 (commonly styled the revolution of 1848) made itself felt in the schools. Scarcely had the events
of March, 1848, given to the Germans the right of free speech and
unmolested meeting, when the teachers began to raise their voices and
gi \~ expression to their wishes and opinions. Numerous teachers'
me ting were held, and petitions sent to the Government. As early
as March 31 of that year Dr. Friedrich Kopp, the principal of a gymna 'ium in Ilamm, Prussia (province Westphalia), published an
"Appeal for reform of German national education," tho thirty paragraphs of which gave rise to frequent discussions in meetings and in
print. The principles Dr. Kopp expressed were generally accepted by
the teachers' fraternity.
·
The greate t success of all the many petitions prepared was the one
c mpo ed by a de.lib rative assembly of 600 teachers in Berlin, and
a<ldre ed to the deputies and representatives of the people of Prussia,. The main points of this petition referring to the training of
teach r. were :
(1) The professional school for teachers should be a branch of the university and
should offer both a theoretical and a practical eclncation. (2) He who intends to
devote himself to the profession of teaching must bave graduated from a secondary school that leads up to the university.

_Thi example of public discussion of their own interests, given by
the teachers in Berlin, was followed by others in the chief cities of the
Kingdom of Prus ia, and other parts of Germany. We quote some of
the expressions of that period to show the divergence of opinion :
(1) According to the bill of rights it must be left free to him who intends to
devote himself to teaching to prepare himself for that purpose in the way he sees
fit. (The teachers of Frankfort and Gottingen.)
(2) The normal schools (Seminarien) are the only and hence necessary institutions
of learning for elementary teachers. Every candidate for a position as teacher must
have pa sed through a normal school. (Teachers in Pomerania.)
(3) Normal schools should be established in university towns where candidates
may have opportunities for hearing the lectures. (Teachers in the provinces of
, ilcsia, Brandenburg, and Prussia.)
(4) In all university towns, and, if advisable, in other large cities, institutions for
theoretical and practical training of teachers shall be established. (Teachers in
Prus ia and Saxony.)
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(5) The conditions for admission to a normal school should be tlrn preparation
offered in a secondary school, rn d should not be less than is r equ ired for gr:::.duation
from a "higher citize s' sehool;" in addition to this, tlle necessary musical preparation should be required. (Teachers in Silesia, Saxony, Posen, Pomerania; and Westphalia.)
(6) Candidates for atlmissiou to tho seminary must prove to be in possession of the
necessary technical accomplishments, as well as the same degree of scientific training
required of graduates of modern high schools· (Realschnlen), with the exception of
the study 0f Latin and English. (Rhenish Prussia.)
(7) Tho state bas the duty to organize the secondary schools in such a way that in
them candidates for tho profession of teaclling ma,y obtain a preparatory education
which will entitle them to admission to higher seats of learning. (Frankfort.)
(8) The convent or barrack life of the students of norrual schools must cease.
(Silesia and Brandenburg.)
(9) The stu<lent must be freed from convent discipline. (Pomerania.)
(10) In future no dormitories shall be connected with normal schools, but the
students may board in private families; they must have the liberty of university
students. (Posen and Mecklenburg.)
-

Even in the national assembly at Frankfort the school reform prob~
lem w(1s ventilated repeatedly. The following are some of the resolutions of that famous congress:
..
(1) Knowledge and the teaching of knowledge are free. (2) Supervision of eclucational institutions is reserved exclusively for the state, and is, except with respect to
religious instruction, withdrawn from the clergy. (3) The establishment of educ~tional institutions is free aml the profession of tea.ching open to everyone who can
prove to the satisfaction of the authorities that he is capable and sufficiently · prepared. (4) Instruction in the people's and lower industria.J schools is gratuitous.
(5) Indigent pupils shall be admitted free in any public school of whatever description or degree. (6) It is left free to everyone to choose his own profession and to
prepare himself for it as he thinks fit.

In Bavaria the reorganization of the training of teachers was commenc~d energetically. In October, 1848, a meeting of the circuit school
inspectors of the Kingdom was held, Pres. v. Welden, a high government officer, in the chair. The subject of discussion was a new sche_me
of regulations prepared by Dr. Jacobi, expressing fundamental principles which found enthusiastic approval among the teachers of the
Kingdom and other parts of Germany. Dr. Jacobi recommended the
abolishment of the normal schools with their antiquated preparatory
institutions and the establishment of new preparatory schools for
teachers, the graduates of which would have to enter higher professional schools (p edagogiums) or the university. He thought that admission to these higher professional schools should be granted to all graduates of preparatory schools aud to those who had passed the graduation examination without having attended the schools. He claimed
that the young would-be teacher should be.educated, like the candidates Qf any other profession, in the family and public life, "for the
future teacher must grow up in liberty, and liberty is to make him
worthy of its blessings." The professional course in the pedagogium
was to be followed by a three years' course of practice in school. Those,
however, who aimed at leading positions and reached a certain degree of
ED
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. ·ellenc· int eir tu li w r to b' allowe l to enter univer iti~ , there
to atteu I ccl . 1« gi ·al le tures and other which would promote general
ultm . .After the com pl tion of tbi, course sue candidates would
have a .fi.r.,t claim upon po.' i ion · in secondary and normal schools.
Cougr s of 900 tea ·her· of the Kingdom of Saxony (August 3-6,
1 48) adopted the f, Uowing resolutions:
Tho teacher of the variou public cuucational iastitutions should acquire the
nee ary k now1c<lge antl preparato1·y training in secondary schools (either clas8ical
or mod rn , Gymnasia, or Realsclrnleu ), and after that obtain a professional training
in normal schools (seminaries) which are equal to the advanced demands of the
tim , and m wllich graduates of universities act as teachers who have proved to be
ex ·cllent th oretical aud rractical educators. To confine tho students of normal
school to barracks should not bo allowed.

All the b autiful hopes and expectations arising from the revoluti nary rnovem nt in 1848 were battered when the political reaction
et in, and the con ervative governments in Germany succeeded, at the
p int of tll bayonet, in reestablishing the old order of things. .After
the \ av of the eventful year 1848 and 1849 bad calmed down .everythinO' wa r moved which recalled the attempts at liberating and elevating the profe ion of teaclliug.
rrn ·ia, which after the caJamitous year 1806-'7 had devoted itself
to the promotiou mHl elevation of elementary schools by establishing
normal , bool and directing the entire educational system of the
Kirwc.lom in the e talozzian spirit, thus giving a shining example to
all the tber tate in Germany, this same Prussia now contemplated
th < bolition of all normal chools. According to the ideas of the
ou .· rvative p, rty then in power, the elementary school had not stood
the test; Lad not proved au institution destined to preserve tbe state.
Hull not [ a.id urtnianu, in his Reform of the People's School] the years 1848 and
1 -J!) wbi h b n.d opened o many "whited sepulchers II also torn away the veil of
imag inar xccll ucics of the German school system and exposed to view its with•red, di s tort tl conntenaucei After the schools, through Diuter's successful work
of snpervi ion, had become a nursery of tame, flat, self-satisfi ed r ationalism, they
had, through Dist rwcg's agitation, since 1830 assumed a naturalistic-democratic
air, aud, n •xt to the army of literary paupers, no profession worked so assiduously
and so sn ·ce sfully in poi oning mind and heart of the German people as did the
teachers of the p ople's schools.
·

Thu, spoke the con · rvatives who honestly endeavored to recontrnct the schools upon the old basis, regardless of the progressive ideas
of the age. They a ked that the schools be supervised and the teachers
be prep ared by the cler 0 ·y, and that the normal scl.10018 be abolished .
Thu , they claimed, the caudidates for teaching would be prepared "in
. chool for the chool." In the elementary school they could daily hear
good le sons and profit 1Jartly by observation, partly by helping the
t acher in his work. It wa the old Lancasterian system of pupilteacher · which was recommended. If more knowledge was required
thau an el mentary school offered, it might be acquired after school
hour uu er guid.ance of the head teacher, or tlie clergyman, or by
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means 9f private study. These were the guiding thoughts and the
course advocated by the leading men of the conservative government.
But every extreme movement causes a countercurrent. Pamphlets
advocating a retorm appeared which advocated too hjgh a degree of
theoretical training ot teachers. The work of Dr. J. Leutbecher (1850)
belongs to this class of reform literature. His plan embraced two
different grades of professional schoois for teachers; the lower normal
school should admit only graduates of classical or modern colleges, for
"the state," he argued, "has toe uny_uesti,:med duty to give to young
men, who intend to devote themselves b teachmg, a thorough and
extensive preparation. Heretofore the state has been remiss in its
duty, and the result has been a fragmentary professional culture
which produced questionable results in school. So-called preparatory
schools for future students of normal schools are not to my taste." ·
Preparatory general training should consist in (1) religion, (2) language
(mother-tongue above all, but also French, or English, and Latin), (3)
mathematics and natural science,-upon these branches should be
based an encyclopedical study of professions which rely upon the
mathematical~ physical, and chemical sciences,-(4) anthropology and
history, (5) calligraphy, drawing, and modeling, (6) singing, (7) gymnastics.
The proper professional training, the author claimed, should be
required in higher pedagogical seminaries and in the pedagogical faculty of a university, the course to be one of four years, with the following scheme of studies:
I year. Doglllatics and history of dogmas ( 9f the various religions in the state);
German grammar, composition, and rhetoric; histo1·y of the German lan guage and
literature ; encyclopedia, mythology, literature, anJ history of mathematical-ph)'Sical sciences; some of the anthropologi cal-h istor:cal branches; general history of
civilization.
lI year. The course of this year would approach the object of a pedagogical school
by opening before the eyes of the student the entire :realm of knowledge necessary for his vocation in form of an encyclopedia ancl methodology of educational
sciences and a presentation of a comprehensive picture of human knowledge in its
various relations to one's fellow beings, to nature, and to God.
III year. During the third year of the conrde the student would have to famili::.rizo himself with the fundamental science of education, that is, metaphysics or psychology, with the principles of the sciences of theology, ethics, a.ncl civil government, with the science of art, the philosophy of his3ory,-in short, with the ideals of
mankind.
·
IV year. After the candidate has thus stocked himself with the best obtainable
information, he could during the last year of the course deYote himself with entlmsiasm to his own professional science .

This plan of study, which proposed to elevate the teachers' professional training to a hitherto unheard-of degree, found, strange to say,
numerous enthusiastic adherents, and gave an impetus to similar l)lans
with aims equally inaccessible. Opposition to normal schools, inaugurated by the reactionary party, soon lost strength, and with the beginning of the fifth decade a more liberal spirit began to exert itself.
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Supp
., pu li, pinion, jt wa a 0 ·ain the teach rs tbemselves who
emphati :. 11 1 mand cl a be ter scientific preparation and professional
training. n Jna . -m etino- and the pres the normal school problem
wa
ntilatecl, and governmental authorities were petitioned to reform
the entire ystem of normal chools. The Bavarian Teachers' .Association demanded, in 1864, a radical reform of the preparatory institutions,
from which the tudeut went into the normal schools, saying that the
students were too poorly prepared to take up the normal school studies.
They claimed that the preparatory general culture should be obtained
in modern secondary schools (Rea1gymnasia); the course pursued there
was fully equivalent to that which normal schools required as a basis
for profes ional work. A preparation less comprehensive in scope and
ext nt than afforded in the Realgymnasia could not suffice. Normal
school proper , hould have a three years' course, and be situated in
1arge citi . Dormitorie or closed institutio-;:is should not be tolerated.
In 1871, the German National Teachers' .Association meeting in
Vienna adopt l, by an overwhelming majority, the following resolution :
tucl ntA ( eniinarists) sboulcl re eiYo their general preparation for a<l.missi.:>n to
tho normal schools in public secondary schools (Gymnasia or Realschulen). The
'German nonnaJ school (Lehrerserninar) should be a professional school for popular
('volslhiirnliche) pe<l.agogy, which builds upon the foundation of a thorough general
lluma,n cultnro (Allgcrneiuc Me1uclic11bildu11g).

In 1 72, the ame a sociation met in Hamburg, and again the professional training of teachers formed the chief topic of discussion. Prof.
K llr (principal of the normal school in Halberstadt) was the principal
sp ak r.
e pointed to tbe fact that a division into schools for general
preparatory cu] tu.re and for specific professional training had already
become as ttl d poli y everywhere for other professions, but not for
tea bcr . The teacher 'normal schools were in this, as well as in other
regard , an exc ption to a policy accepted u11iversally; they were hybrid
form , trying to accomplish too much, worrying their students through
all brauclie of knowl dge, and despite all this) or rather on account of
it, they ould n t accompli h what under more favorable circumstances
they might easily accomplish. So long as the demand is made that
normal chool are to be Rchools for general culture and specific professional school. at the same time, so long as the professors have to maintain thi. clouble haracter, the results will remain fragmentary. • The
speaker ·aid:
At present they can not be wholly profe sional schools, l>ecause they aro obliged
to occupy the largest part of thoir timo in tea,ching religion, language, arithmetic,
mathemati c., geography, history1 natural science and natural history, calligraphy,
drawing, music, and gymnastics. .And they can not promote a general preparatory
education satisfactorily beeau e the pedagogical training requires not only time but
it ne es ·itate limitations which pro;-e obstacles to general culture. Onr seminaries
mu t sov r the e uunatural ties. It must come to this, that properly organized preparatory 8 ·hools will furnish a,, onnd, extensive secondary e<l.uc ..1tion, and tlle seminaries a, profes ional pe<lagogi training exclusiYely.
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Kehr also denounced the prepara,tory schools then in existence in
Prussia, becaL1se they based their work solely on the results of the elementary Rchool, and with equal emphasis he criticised the official order
in force in Gotha, which makes a few years' attendance upon a classical
college (gymnasium) a requirement of admission to the normal school.
For this he advanced the following arguments: (1) A gymnasium education is too expensive for teachers; (2) pupils who study ancient or
modern languages in a secondary school are apt to complete t.he course
and aim higher, that is, enter the university, and hence are lost to the
profession of teaching in elementary schools; (3) the education offered
in a gymnasium is too fragmentary, and, owing to its one-sidedness, is
not suitable for a thorough basis of a professional pedagogical training ; (4) the education offered by German secondary schools is generally different from a normal school education. Hence, the speaker advocated the establishment of secondary preparatory schools, which·would
stand in the same relation to normal schools in which the gymnasium
stands to the university. He declared the gymna~ium with- its' course
in ancient languages . to be a preparatory school for the learned professions; the Real-schule, with its course in modern languages and natural sciences, to prepare for industrial pursuits, technical arts, and
administrative offices; and there should be n, third kind of preparatory
schopls which would properly prepare for the teaching profession. . The
best plan seemed to him to use t]rn existing city continuation schools for
that purpose, since they were organically, in matter and rnethods, _connected with the people's or elementary schools, and could in their° four
year's course advance the students in knowledge and accomplishments;
add a modern language an.cl instrumental music, and they would then
develop to a degree commensurate with tbejust demands of the German
middle classes. It must be borne in mind that in Germany a common
school for all classes of society does not exist, and that nearly all plans
for reforming educational institutions are affected by considerations
of class distinctions.
After several other noted speakers had ilidorsed Dr. Kehr's views,
the meeting adopted the following resolutions:
(1) The Germau normal schools should l>e pedagogical professional schools. (2)
The acquisition of a general culture should take place in the preparatory schools.
(3) The preparatory school should have a course of four J' ears, the professional
school one of two years. (4) "Whether the two institutions should be organically
connected or whether a citizens' school should be made the preparatory &chool must
clepeml upon local circumstances. (5) Admission to the normal school should be ·
depemlent upon an examination.

The sharp, and at times acrimonious, criticism of the German normal
schools, sketched in the foregoing pages, has not resulted in their
abolisbment, but has led to their better and more rational organization. Above all, general and professional education have been more
distinctly separated than formerly throughout the country, and much
greater care has been bestowed upon preparatory training. The
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pe ·ial pr p:: r, t rv; ·h ol , formerly priYate chools, have beeu made
:tate ju, ituti n: . The our e of tudy in the professional cla. ·es has
b en .·t ~nd d, th in cope and time, in ac orclauce with the iucreascd
demand.· of modern life; th in titution have been generally improved,
and sei ntific ai.d ', rnn: nrn,:, and other means of instruction, have been
add d, all of which lrn · tended to sil nee opposition and disarm tlle
criti · of then rmal ·chools. Complaints concerning deficiency of the
normal cbool for elementary teachers in Germany and criticism of
their organization, ol>je t, scope and results haYe almost ceased. Compet nt judge , educational men of authority in Germany and other countries, men who have had opportunities to judge from observation, almost
unanimously state that the lev 1 of professional training has been raised
quite con ·itlerably irr G rmm1y during the last twenty years. They say
that ·carce1y another ountry can be found in which the teachers are
·o cnthu ia tic in their work, so earnestly striving for the elevation of
th school, and the promotion of popular education, and where they
on ·i.-tently pr pared for such work, as in Germany. Nowhere
ln ·ational literatme o •xtensi ve and rich in progressive thought
as iu
rmany. And with the gradual elevation of the German
t a.ch r:-; th elev lopment of the schools has gone hand in hand. Tlle
people 'or elem ntary school, which contains more than 90 per· cent of
all tb childr n of school-going age, has become an institution upon
gr at consideration is be towed by the state and its various
; , nd tlle t a ·her lrnve formed a national union that has nearly
G,
mb r , and mak its wishes and just claims known to the
1 gi:lative b die , and it· influence felt at the hearth-stone of nearly
e 1y family h1 the Empire.
Th pr · nt tatn. of the normal school question is sketched by Dr.
in ( · previou r t)rence) in the following words: "There are,
re 0 ·ardle.· of minor and in ignificant differences, essentially two systems
prevailing in Germany. Both build upon the results of the elementary
school; both claim ix years for the completion of their courses. The
only . ential differ nee existing is as to whether these six years should
be spent in oue institution or fo two separate ones. In other words,
whether the general aud the professional twining be organically conn ·ted in one school, or be kept apart internally and externally. The
fir, t of tlt> sy terns prevftils in the Kingdom of Saxony, tbe other in
Pru ia, Bavaria, and WUrtemberg, and other German states. Austria
ha so long been art and parcel of Germany that the discussion of
thi question there has taken almost the same course it took in
Germany.'
In Switzerland profe sional training of teachers has also been a
. nbject of much di 'cus, ion, and at times a bone of contention,
e ·pccially in the anton (state ) of Graubiiuden, Luzerne, Aargau,
Thurgau, Zurich, B rne, Soleure, and Vaud. Indeed, it can be said
that the que tion i not yet qui~ settled. The first normal school for
•
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teachers in Switzerland "as established in the canton of Luzerne._
Abbot Benedict, of St. Urban (1768-1781), established in his abbey
two educational in stitutions, one for the youths of the upper class of
society of Luzerne, in order to prepare them for positions in the Government service; the other, which he called normal school, for the purpose of training young teachers for rural districts. The work begun
by Abbot Benedict was continued by his successors, Martin Balthasar,
of Luzerne, and Karl Ambrosius Gentz, of Soleure.
The honor of having founded the first state normal school belongs to
the canton Aargau; it was opened in 1822. The development of the
entire Swiss educational system has been essentially aided by the Swiss
Society for the Common Weal, and particularly did the professional
training· of teachers receive the society's attention and care. As early
as 1825, Rev. Mr. Wirz reported upon the results of the different cantons in public instruction and preparntion of teachers. In 1826, the
society received two reports, one of Rector Hanhart and one of Father
Girard. The former advocated separate teachers' seminaries after the
German plan, the latter normal (or model) schools. Hanhart being a
German, al)d searching fo,r suggestions among German sources, natura11y leaned toward German models. Girard, of French origin, looked
for French models and French institutious, ancl adopted French technical terms, the term for institutions of professional training in France
being normal, which means model, schools. The people were disinclined
to adopt the term seminary, because it was couplell with the idea of
its being a professional school for the clergy. The term generally used
in German cantons is Lehrerbilditngs-Anstalt (Institution for the Tra,ining of Teachers). In French cantons the term Ecole-Nornia.le (normal
school) is used.
In a subsequent chapter we shall describe the present status of the
_ systems of preparing teachers in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland.
In looking back upon the liistodcal development of the normal schools
in these countries, it must be admitted that most of the criticism
uttered was aimed at faults and deficiencies which lrnve for the most
part disappeared in the course of the last twenty years, but, with a view
at our own diversified systems of normal schools, it is of interest to see
how they have become what they are, so as to fortify the position taken
by all friends of popn]ar education. Essential changes have been
made in the norm-al schools of German-speaking nations, the course of
study has been enriched, the length of the course extended; more rigid
requirements for admh,sion as regarc18 the quantity of knowledge and a
later age for admission have been fixed; newbrancl1esof study 11avebeen
iutrodueed, suitable buildillgs erected, and the means ofrational instruction, such as museums, laboratories, libraries, etc., have been increased
or improved.; above all, the practice or experimental school bas been
generally accepted as an essential requisite of the normal school.
All this has rai8ed the normal school in central Europe to a <legree of ...
perfection never known before.
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'l'iti ·i;m utt r
in year ' pa -t, and ,·en now, i: owiug
t tlt fa ·t tll t h) n rmal •hools have ahnty becu, and will fore,·cr
1J , ,·ubj t 1 t th minute in. J ction and arcful obserYation of the
anthoriti .· and tbe r opl . ' Ile who buil 1 on the roadside has many
ri ic , and no chool i , o or 11 and comes in such close contact with
the peo1 le as the normal hool. The task of normal schools to train
ou1w m n and, omen fi r the purpo e of teaching is most difficult, as
they are oft n poorly prepared, and it is especially difficult, as it bas to
be done in a comparatively hort time. As regards the extent of knowldo·e and kill to be acquired, it may safely be said that they are greater
than any other secondary antl superfor school would attempt to offer
clming the am period. And then we must consider that the gradu. ates of normal school enter at once into positions iu which every
mi: t pin th ir official capacity, every faiix pas in their moral conduct,
i nbje ted to pu lie critici rn, because the consequences may be most
harmful. Such thing happ 11 while the candidates are still young,
,· arc Jy twenty y ars old, an age at which candidates of medicine,
law and tlieology, or other profe ions are still students, or are serving a
probationary t rm of practical work without responsibility save such
a. m,ay bo impo ed by uperior officers. The normal schools influence
the life of the people more directly than other schools do. They are
the leav n of the lower school , and reforms iu the lower schools uecesarily man ate from them; hence they are apt to wound deep-seated
pr jndi e , and di. turb tun -honored modes of procedure. Dr. Kehr,
f otha and alb r ta lt ( ec page 148), says that the normal school,
fall foe many kind. of chool in existence, is the least known and
oft n tbc mo t mLdudged. Complaints concerning faulty or insufficient
pr fi . ·ional training ome very frequently from former normal-school
tndent , and from the mo t a piring ones at that, from men who had
hio·h ideal and who have failed to realize them. In these plaints of disati faction other chime in, men of more pretense than talent, simply
b au e in our age of absolute pubUcity it has become one of the charact ri tics of the public man to cr-iticise existing institutions.
Ilowever, the fight against the normal schools in central Europe is
p, rt and parcel of a greater question. It is the dissatisfaction which the
people feel in being obliged to select a profession for their boyB before
they can in any way have showed predilections or special talents. Tbe
gymnasium, the ve tibule of the university for the learned professions;
the Realscliule or Realgymnasiuin, intended to prepare for other liberal
profe ion ; the indu trial chools, aiming at preparing skilled labor;
the normal .'cbool for teachers, all presuppo e an early decision with
r gard to the choice of a futlll'C occupation or profession. Hence the
ffort at inducing the governments in central Europe to establish a
common elementary and econdary school system, which would not
require a differentiation until a later age than is now fixed, say the fifteenth or sixteenth year. The prevailing caste di tinctions will, however, prernnt Iii. for ome time, until the leveling inf! uence of universal
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franchise and other influences h:we sufficieiitly prepared the soil for a
common school. There will always be a need for different professional
schools, but it is thought that a common basis of elementary and secondary education could be found for all or nearly all of them.
II,-Sl'ATIS'l'I CS OF NOR:i\'J:AL SCHOOLS IN GERMANY, AUSTRIA,

HUN-

GARY, AND SWI'l'ZERLAND.

A. Germany, being a confederation of states, has 110 imperial schools
except military and naval schools. Each state manages its own schools,
hence we are obliged to treat each state separately in this chapter.
Prussia had, in 1891, 120 state normal schools, 112 of which were for
men, 8 for women. These state schools have an ave.rage of 90 to 100
students, about 30 graduates per.year, and 7 or 8 professors o'r instructors each. Their course of study is one of three years, except in· ·7~
in which it is four years. The state pa,itl in 1892-'93 for their mainte:
nance the sum of 5,841,823 marks, or $1,390,354, of which $664,324 is
paid for salaries, $526,626 for boarding the students 1 and $200,404"for
incidentals. The foregoing sums do not include cost of irectitig "new·
buildings. The cost per capita is $150, which is paid by 'the 'state:
Beside these state institutions there are 65 private normal schoolsJ
chiefly for female and for Jewish teachers, but no statistics coucerniJJ°g
them a.re available. The state maintains 35 preparatory schools in
which the students are prepared for admission to the normal schools.
There are 20 private schools of tha,t kind. This is not the sum total of
the efforts in behalf of teachers' training, for the state subsidizes a,
number of secondary schools in which university graduates may acquire
technical skill in teaching, and also a few university seminaries; but
since these institutions are designed to prepare secondary teachers, we
may le.a ve them out of consideration, and confine ourselves to normal
schools for elementary teachers.
Bavaria had 14 state normal schools in 1891, of which 11 were for
men, 3 for women. Ten of the schools had a two-years' course, 4 a fiveyears' course. The first 10 get their students from preparatory schools,
31 in number, specially establish eel to prepare their graduates for admission to the normal schools. These preparatory schools have a threeyears' course. The Bavarian normal schools have an average of 11
professors, !:>Oto 100 students, 35 graduates per year each. The cost of
maintenance varies slightly between 40,000 and 70,000 marks ($10,000
to $17,500). There are beside the aforementioned state schools several
private institutions for the training of teachers connected with secondary schools, but no detailed statistics are available.
Saxony had 15 state and 5 private normal schools, 18 for men, 2 for
women. All have a six-years' course, which includes prepamtory work
of three years. These normal schools have an average of 130 students
and 12 to 14 professors and iustrnctors. The average cost of main- .
tenance is 5G,OOO mark~ ($14,000) each.
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l:a -L rraiu had D normal schools, 6 for men and 3 for women ;
al. · 2 private normal cbool and 4 preparatory schools.
u tria in 8 1 had 70 state normal schools, 42 of which were
:fi r men, 2 for women. They had 093 professors and 9,854 students,
with 2,128 graduates in 1801. Forty of the Austrian normal schools
w re German, 12 Bohemian, 6 Poli h, 2 Italian, 2 Servian, and 8 mi xed.
The cour e of study in the Austrian normal schools is one of four
year. . For admi . ion a preparation is required, such as a four years'
att mlance in a secondary school secures. Few of the Austrian
normal chools have preparatory classes. The state subsidies for
normal chools amounted to only 82,700 florins, or $29,524 ; the provincial governments (those of the separate crownlands) pay the bulk
of tb expen e .
0. Ilungary in 1801 had 25 state (18 for women and 7 for men) and
47 parochial normal chools (37 for men and 10 for women). These 72
iustitutious had 4,346 students and 709 professors. Fifty-eight of these
normal schools were Hungarian, 5 German, 4 Roumanian, 1 Servian, 4
mixed. The law prescribes a three-years' course for . them, but the
mini:t r of e ucatiou ha decreed the establishment of a post-graduate
cour ·e which is made obligatory in most of these normal schools. In
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34 parochial schools the course is also one of four year:::;; in 13 it is
shorter. The number of graduates in 1891 was 1,093 and the expenditures 894,478 florins, or $319,328.
D. Switzerland had 37 normal schools, 23 for men, 13 for women, 1
for both sexes; ~2 are German, 13 French, and 2 Italian; 25 of these
37 schools are state institutio-u s maintained by the cantons, 4 are city,
and 8 private schools.. In 1890 the number of stud.e nts was 2,002,
taught by 358 professors. The entire cost of maintenance was 1,119,000
francs, or $215,967. The course of study is one of four years. Some
of these schools get their students from secondary schools, but. most of
them from special preparatory schools.
SUMMARY OF STA'fISTICS AND COMPARISONS.

Germany bas 283 normal schools~ 200 for men, 83 for women. Of
these 283 institutions, 202 are state schools, 81 are private but under
state supervision. The aggregate number of students can not be
stated with a.ccuracy, but a. judicious estimate places it at 18,860 in
public and 4,600 in private inst!tutions, a total of 23,460 students.
Austria has 70 normal schools, 42 for men,. 28 for wom.e n, all state
institutions, with 9,854 students.
Hungary has 25 public · (18 for men, 7 for women) and 47 parochial
normal schools (37 for men, 10 for women), a total of 72 normal schools,
with 4,346 students.
Switzerland has 37 normal schools (state, city, and private), 23 of
which are for men, 13 for ·women, and 1 mixed, with a total of 2,002
students.
Germany has one normal school student to. every 2,110 inhabitants.
Austria one to every 2,425, Hungary one to every 4,018, and Switzerland one to every 1,457 inhabitants.
In the United States we :find the sum total of students in normal
schools (public and private), that is, in all institutions which offer, or
lay claims to offering, professional training of teachers, to be 34,484
(in 1890), or one student to every 1,816 inhabitants. While this would
seem a good showing, another comparison makes the United States
appear in a less favorable light.
Germany has about 112,000 teachers in elementary schools and 23,460
normal-school students, which is about equal to 1 student to every 5
teachers. The United States has 363,935 teachers in common schools
and 34,484 normal-school students, which is 1 student to every 10
teachers. Now, if we would eliminate from the total number of students
in this country all who attend normal schools only for the purpose of
getting a secondary education, and never acquire or desire a teacher's
professional training, the ratio might safely be put at 1 to 20. But that
is mere guesswork. If, however, we consider the other fact, that almost
all norm al schools in Germany have a full three years' course and. compare with that tlrn normal schools of the U ui ted States (some ·of which
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have a one year's course), we find a greater <lifferen1.:e than appear.~ on
t1i e surface.
The foregoing induces us to still further comparisons. Assuming
that Germany is, as regards professional training of teachers, a normal state well adapted to be used as a basis for comparison, let us
see what proportion of the number of teachers have normal-school or
professional training. It would be unfair, though, to compare our
whole country with central Europe, because the conditions in the West
and South are still in a transitory state of development. New England, however, claims to be at the head of educational affairs of this
country. Mr. G. A. Walton, agent of the board of education ju Massachusetts, says :
New England employs 30,000 teachers. Of these, 6,623 lin,Yc atten<l.ed normal
schools and about 2,352 have had some training and practice in city training schools
or classes; the latter item we estimate from somewhat imperfect data. Thus 30
per cent have had some training and lHactice before assuming the entire care of a
scho0i. Some of the others have had the advantage of special instruction while
attending academies and high schools. The first-namc<l. cl ass of instruction may
be termed professional; the second, usefnl; tlie third, somewhat better than nothing.

Thirty per cent, then, is the proportion in New England . In Germany it is 100 per cent, in Switzerland 100 per cent, in Austria 95
per cent, in Hungary 88 per cent. (See diagram:)
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Another side of the question is this: Germany has about 112,000
teachers and about 23,500 students in normal schools, or about 20 per
cent. Of these, about a little less than 30 per cent, or 7,000, graduate
annually; and since these graduates are assigned or appointed to positions as soon as they graduate, that number may be taken as the number of new teachers needed every year. In other words, it expresses
the number of changes occurring in teachers' positions, owing to death,
resignation, or removal for cause, and also the annual increase caused
by opening new school .
, ~ome interesting ,i :tems.-Later official publicat.ions from Germany (of
1 O:t) concern ing the , tatc normal schools of Prussia only, contain a
few additional Hems of information that will be found worthy of attention. Prussia had 121 tate normal schools in 1892, of which 20 were
located in towns of les than 2,000inhabitant , 17 in towns of more than
2,00 and les tban 5,0(10; 36 in towns of more than 5,000 and less than
10, 00; 13 in cities between 10,000 and 20,000; 2 in cities betw~en 20,000 and 30,000, and 13 in cities over 30,000.
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In regar<l. to the religious confessions these schools are classifir.d as
follows: 77 are Protestant, 40 Catholic, and 4 mixed schools.
Ten of the state normal schools of Prussia are for women, 111 for men.
Coeducation is not recognized in any secondary or higher institution of ,
learning in Prussia.
The corps of teachers employed in these normal schools consisted of
121 principals (directors), 120 head teachers (Hauptlehrer), 470 teachers,
128 assistants, and 31 women teachers.
The Prussian Diet has recently :fixed their salaries as follows: Principals of normal schools receive from $960 to $1,296 per annum, the
maximum to be reached after 16 years of service; increase of $90 every
4 years. Head teachers receive from $720 to $960, the maximum to be
reached in 12 years; increase of $60 every 3 years. Teachers receive
from $432 to $768; the maximum to be reached in 24 years; increasff of
$48 every 3 years. Assistant teachers receive from $288 to $432, t]J.'e
maximum to be reached in 9 years, increase of $48 every t~ree year~.
'l'bese salaries are for provincial schools only; for the normal _schools
in cities, and particularly for those in the capital, the salaries are much
higher.
To all the amounts stated should be added an average of 20 per ceqt
for rent, since these teachers either Jive in the school buildings qr
receive commutation for rent in form of cash. If we further consider
that the purchasing power of money is greater in Germany than in
America we conclude that the salaries are not materally diffePent from
those paid in this country.
III._;RULES AND REGULATIONS OF PRUSSIAN NORMAL SCHOOLS.
I. llEQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.

DECREE ISSUED OCTOBER 15, 1872.

The following rules were issued by Dr. Falk, minister of education,
worship, and medical affairs, in 1872:
SECTIO~ 1. In every State normal school an examination for admission shall be
held annually, some time previous to the beginning of the new term. The date is
to be fixed by the provincial school council and published in the provincial official
Government organ.
SEC. 2. Admitted to this ex:a.mination are all candidates who can prove by documentary evidence, that they are of the r equired age, of moral character, in good
health and in tho possession of sufficient means for support during the course of
attemlance in the normal school. It is immaterial where tho candidate has acquired
his preparatory training, whether in higher elementary, intermediate, or secondary
schools, or in special normal preparatory schools.
SEC. 3. Application for admission to this examination must be made to the principal of the normal school at least three weeks before the elate fixed for the examination, and the application must be accomp:1nied by the required documents (see
Sec. 4). The principal examines the documents to see whether the legal requirements are met, and decides whether a candidate is to be admitted to the examination. Any candidate who has failed three times in examination for a_dmission is to
be rejected.
SEC. 4. The application must be accompanied by n, certificate of baptism, one of
vaccination and re,accinatiou, also by a certificate of good health, signed by a phy-
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sician iutrusted with the official seal. Candidates coming from. other schools must
furnish a written report concerning their conduct; others a certificate of good conduct signetl by the mayor of the place in which they live. Lastly, a declaration of
the father or guardian to the effect that the means for snpport during the course
of attend::mce in the normal school, arc at the disposal of the candidate. This declaration must be verified officially by the administrative office of the place in which
the candidates reside. Candidates must have completed their se-rnntcenth year of
life, and not have passed their twenty-fourth; but admission may be granted to ol~er
candidates, by the provincial school council, if objections can not be rvised to their
personality or previous condition of life.
SEC. 5 . . Candidates who have been found intellectually qualified for admission to a
normal school are subjected to a medical examination conducted by the institute
-physician, whose decision is final.
SEC. 6. The scholastic examination for admission is cond.ncted by the faculty of
the normal school as a board over which a provincial school councillor presides.
School inspectors and instructors in preparatory schools are permitted to be present.
SEC. 7. The examination is partly oral and partly written. The written part consists of an essay on a subject taken from the candidate's own horizon of observation,
and answers to questions in the various subjects of study. Tho questions sha11
be so framed as to require no more than two or three minutes to answer them in
writing. The examiners are empowered to exclude from further examination all
whose imrnatnrity is clearly proven by their written work. The oral examination
extends over all obligatory subjects of study in the normal school with the exception
of pedagogy. Each member of the faculty examines the candidntes in tbe subjects
which he teaches, but it is advisable to conduct the examination in the presence of
the entire board of examiners. If this be impra.cticable, it is suggested to divide
the candidates mto as many groups as there are examiners; but in cases whero,a difference of opinion prevails concerning the iutellectual maturity of any candidate he
is to be examined before the whole board in subjects that gave rise to the difference
of opinion.
SEC. 8. In estimating the results in religion, langnage, arithmetic and mathemat ics,
llllSic, natural history and science, geography and history, the different grades or
marks are to be united into one statement or word, such as good, very good, etc.
Canditlates who have been marked inefficient are to be rej ected, unless it is reasonable to suppose that they aro weak in only one or two branches and may with
proper care and diligence make up the deficiency. If insufficient results in music
are caused by want of musical ear, it shall not debar the candidate from admission,
nor shall want of musical training in :playing the organ prove a hindrance to
admi sion.
SEC . 9. Tbe examination for admission shall disclose whether the cau<licfato has
the know l edge prescribed in tho following paragraphs:
(A) E,eligion.-For Protestants, an acquaintance with the eacred history of the
Old aml New Testaments, including the geography necessary for its comprehension.
The cnnclidate must be able to narrate the best known biblical stories in the language
of Luther's Bible, and be able to give information concerning their religious and
moral contents. The catechism used in the normal school, together with explanations of terms and content , must be known, especially the importance of certain
cxprcs ion . Re must also be able to give biblical references to the commandments,
the article of faith and the Lord's Prayer; mnst have memorized suitable stanzas of
h •mn , and give analogou examples from biblical history. He mnst be familiar
with the various books of Holy Writ, and very well acquainted with Genesis, the
I'. alm , th four Go pel , and the Ads. He must be ac,]_lrninted with the main facts
of tho history of tho Re~ nnation, and have memorized about twenty h ymns, which
he is ·xp ·ctec1 tor· ·ite with good •xpre sion, aud must gi vc some account of their
author .
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For Catholics, the candi<.lato must ho able to narrate the sacred facts of the Old
an<l. the New Testaments in tho form presented by a good biblical school history, must
have knowledge of biblical geography necessary for the comprehension of the
sacred history, have some practice in fin<ling the truths of faith and moral principles containe<l. in tho narrations, an<l. must know tho number, divisions, and chief
contents of the Holy Books. The diocesan catechism must have been memorized,
and a comprcl.lension of both t erms and contents must he proved by repetition of
the various thoughts in the candidates' own words. He must have memorized
twenty hymns, tho contents of which he must understand thoroughly and recite
with good emphasis. He is expected to be familiar with the lives and works of the
most important saints of the clrnrch and the diocese, as well as with tho prayers
prescribe<l. for Catholic Christians.
(B) German Langiwge.-Knowledge of etymology aml ssnta:x, n1so of derivatives
arnl compounds. Grammatical rules must be proved and exemplified by means of
provorlis or model sentences from the writings of German poets and popular authors.
Candidates must he able to re:1d correctly as to enunciation and emphasis without
previous preparation, and be able to give an account of that which is read. They
must be able to determine to what parts of speech words belong, to determine the
class and kind of sentences, and be able to analyze sentences. They must lrnve
become familiar with the most important kinds of poetry by studying the German
classics, and must have memorized a few epic poems of Schil1er, Uhland, Rtickert,
and understand them, recite them with expression, and give an account of their
contents. They must bo able to write correctly, that is, without errors in spelling
and grammar, and make a, composition on a snbject lying within their circle of
observation and experience.
(C) Arithmetic.-S~ill in mental arithmetic, familiarity with approved methods
of written arithmetic. Matter: The four fundamental rules with abstract and
denominate numbers, with whole numbers, common and decimal fl;aetions, simple
proportion and the common lrnsincss rules, including equation of payments and
alligation. Elementary solution of aJgebraic problems: The candidate must show
ability for independent, correct, and quick solution of problems, and proYc that he
has an insight into tho reasons for bis method of procedure.
(D) Geometry.-Elements of planimetry a.ml mensuration.
(E) Geography.-General acquaintance with the coutinents and ocenns, more
minutely with the geography of Europe, and i.hor ough acquaintance with that of
Germany; tho fundamental priuciples of mathematical geography, commonly caJled
elementary astronomy.
(F) History.-Chief events of ancient history (such as the Trojan war, the Persian wars, the gold.en er:1 of Greece, Alexander the Great, fouud~ttion of Rome, the
kings, the expulsion of Tarquin, Camillus, the Gauls, the Pnnic w ars~ and other
events),- tho origin and spread of Christianity, the grea.t migrations, familiarity
with tho chief personages and events of the German and the Brandenlrnrg-Prnssian
history to tho Ptesent time. A comprehension of the causal nexus in history should
not be expected, neither a complete knowl edge of historical dates; it is su{ficicnt
when the c:1ndi<late has learned history from good biographi es, but it is absolutely
required of him to be sure of bis knowledge and of his dates.
(G) Natural history and science.-The natura.l hi story of the three kingdoms mnst
have been studied in their types and families; acqnainbucc with importn..ut agricultural plants, poisonous plants, and with fauna and flora of his native place is
required. In physics he must have studie<l. th e most important principles, and of
chemistry, the hare elements will suffice. It is most desirable that the candidate
have acquiretl scientific truths by cxpcrimentiug in the laboratory.
(H) Calligraphy.-Skill in rapid p enmanship and in writing with crayon ou the
blackboard. In all his writing he must show legible, clean, an<l. elegant penmanship.
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(I) Drawing: Freehancl and mechanical dr::n dng; sorno exercise in rapid :ketching, and drawing on the blackboard.
(K) Music.-The c&ndidate must be able to sing twenty of the most familiar
hymns and popular airs. The singing must be free of gross errors in inton:1tion,
measure, accent, and expression. Likewise ho must possess some skill in reading
music, such as easy hymns or melodies. On the piano he mnst have well studied
tbe s~alcs in major ::111d minor, be able to execute some studies and sonatas, likewise
read music, that is, easy pieces on the piano. On the violin the candidate must be
al)le to J>lay the most import:mt major and minor scales in slow tempo, but in good
tone ::md in the first position of the hand; be must be able to pla.y on the violin any
hymn or popular air which he can sing from memory; likewise read music, that is,
execute melodies fairly well which ho has not played before. Correct kn~wledge of
the principles of the technique of instrumental music should be duly required. Of
the theory of music it is snfficient for him to know the different signs, measures,
aml scales; the common technical terms, the theory of intervals, an <l the relation of
scnles. In harmony the candidate must be able to name and play the major and
minor triad as well as the seventh chorcl in any key and render its relations to other
chords. On the organ the candidate must haYe played elementary manual and
pedal exercises; be able to play at sight a four-part hymn and easy compositions
~rom memory:
(L) Gyninast'ics.-The candidate is required to perform all the exercises contained
in the new guide for gymnastics in the Prussian })Coples' schools.

These regulations were issued in 1872 by the then minister of public
'insfrnction, Dr. Falk, and they have not been changed since. Following we give an account of the course of study in the normal school
itself; after that we shall see what the requirements for admission are
in other States of the Empire.
In the Kingdom of Saxony the normal schools have a course of six
years-three for preparatory and three for professional study. The
students are admitted at the completion of the fourteenth year of age
with an education such as a good elementary school offers to pupils
between the ages of G and 14, but in addition to that the rudiments
of the French (or the English) language are required. The result
of an examination-not a diploma or a certificate-determine the
admissjou.
2. PRESE~T MAKAGEMENT OF PRUSSIAN NORMAL SCHOOLS AND COURSE OF ST DY.

Ma11agemcnt.
SECTIO.N 1. EYery State uormal school must hnve one graded and one ungraded
practice school in organic connection ·with it, to be used as experimental school .
, E . 2. The work of these practice schools is to be carried ou, under supervision
of the normal school principal, by a, special class teacher who is to be one of the
faculty of the normal school.
, EC. 3. 'l'he cour e of study of the normal school is of three years.
, EC. 4. It must be the aim of the first year's work to promote uniformity in the
s udent 'accompli hments, coming as tbey do from various prepara.tory and secondary school.. The students should be taught to arrange their knowledge logically;
to supplement it and learn to l'Cproduce and apply it independently. During the
fir t year of the course the normal students are not brought into contact with the
work in the practic . chool. During the seconcl year, the students receive those
a<l.ditious to their acatl mic knowleuge which aro necessary for their future voca-
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tion; lmt all new knowledge offered is to be rendered in a manner that will aid its
;_·einoduction and application in teaching. In the practice school, the students of
this grade merely listen and make notes during lessons given by the members of the
faculty, but may be called upon to aid in keeping or_der during recess, and give lessons occasionally. During the senior year the academic studies nre completed in
such a manner that constant reference to sources of information will enable the
graduates to continue their studies alone. In the practice school the seniors share
the practical work with the members of the faculty, and try to cover the whole
ground of the elementary course by giving lessons in every branch of study.
No senior student shall teach less than 6 or more than 10 hours per week in the
practice school, and no one may graduate who has not had t~o requisite practice in
teaching religion, grammar, arithmetic, singing, anll in one of the other branches
prescribed. Hence a change of daily programme 'is to be made at least three times
during the year. At the close of such terms ( determined by a change in the programme) a practical examination in teaching is to be held for those seniors who have
comploteu their part of the work. 'l'his examination is attended by the students,
in the capacity of visitors, who have been designated as tho successors of those
examined.
SEC. 5. The academic work done is carefully recorded in the journal of progress,
which record serves as a guide in examinations at tho close of the term and year.
All annual examinations are conducted by the facult.y and extend over all the
branches of the course.
SEC. 6. At the close of a year's work all the members are promoted to the next
higher course. If any student fails in annual examination, the faculty moves his
dismissal, and the provincial school council nets upon the recommendation. Permission to r ep:at the year's course is given only when the {1eficiency was caused by
severe am1 protracted illness.
SEC. 7. The two lower grades have each twenty-four hours' and the third fourteen hours' academic instruction each week, exclusive of the several technical and
optional studies, such as music, drawing, calligraphy, gymnastics, laboratory work,
foreign languages, and the like.
SEC. 8. The study of all branches of the elementary school course and of pedagogy is obligatory. The extent to which students may be excnsed from instruction
in organ-playing depends partly upon the degree of 1)roficiency acquired prior to
admission, partly upon local circumstances, but each case must be decided by the
faculty in a body.
SEC. 9. French, English, and Latin are optional studies. Students who have never
stu<lied any of these languages prior to their admission to the normal school shall
not be allowed to take up studi6s in foreign languages unless they show that they
possess exceptional linguistic talent. French is to be given the preference.
SEC. 10. The instruction given to normal students shall be in its form a model of
that which the teacher himself afterward is expected to give. Ho is to consider,
equally, correctness on the part of the t eacher in offering new material and oral as
well as written reproduction on the part of the pupil.
Dictating and writing from dictation during lectures arc strictly prohibited. Each
branch of study, however, should be represented by a brief sketch in form of a guide
as a text-book.
All instruction given should offer the method together with the subject matter, and
should lead toward independent treatment. The students should be exercised in
continuous speech and free deli very not only in language lessons, but in every lesson.
SEC. 11. In order to promote instruction and study, each normal school must have
a good library, a laboratory for study iu physics, where possible one for chemistry,
and a practical collection of approved obj ects for objective teaching.
SEC. 12. Where the separate institution of a stu<le.::.ts' library, though it be but
a s<!ction of the general school library, is impracticable, it should be tho aiin of the
ED
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faculty to pay attention to the literary needs of the students in the purchase of new
books. The new_acquisitions should be selected with a view to offering the students
suitable matter for entertainment as well as proper supplement and aids to instructi-on; but, above all, model or classic r epresentation is to be aimed at. To this cla s of
. books may be -counted the complete works of our cl assi cal poets; also the most noted
poets and popular authors of m odern time, so far as they are comprehensible to tho
students; always prov ided they promote the educational object of the institution.
There shoulcl also be books on the history of education; that is to say, beside the
most noted works of great p edagogues of the last three centuries, as found in col1ections such as The Pedagogical Library of Karl Richter, models of good juvenile
books, beginning with the tirst efforts during the time of the philanthropists. The
students' library should also contain models of popular repres entation of the world's
and home geography, universal history, and the history of civilization; also the
writings of Schlciden, Tschudi, Ma,s i us, Brehm, Werner Hahn, Ferd. Schmidt,
Wild'enhahn, W. Baur, Gns-tavFreitag, Riehl, and collections like Grubes, etc.
SEC. 13. The us e of books for private reading on the part of tho students must be
regulated ant1 controllec1 during lessons. It must be so arranged that the students
have the choice between books of like-character, and only the reading of such works
- should b e ma,de obligatory the use of which appears necessary, such as Lessiug's
Minna von Barnhelm, Schiller's Wallenstein, Goethe's E:ermann and Dorothea, Pestalozzi's Lienh<trd an<l. Gertrud.
SEC. 14. The students must be given opportunities for private association, such as
mutual reading ho1irs, musical entertainments, "\)otanical excursions for the purpose
of cultivating a desire for higher studies.
·
SEC. 15. At least once a month all fostruction must be Sli:spencled for au entire day.
The time thus gainerl is to be emploJ•ed in independent occupations, and no school
exercises shall encumber the freedom of the clay.
SEC. 16. In making out the daily programme care must be taken that the student's
own instruction. is not in :my way abridged by his occupation in the practice school;
hence the academic instruction in the senior class must be arranged so that it will
not interfere with tho time devoted to practical teaching in the practice school; in
the junior class some of the lessons should be given after school hours in the practice
school. (N OTE.-Many practice schools in these training colleges have only one session, from 8 a. m. till 1 p. m .)
SEc.17. The instruction in normal schools must follow n. course of study the details
of which are to l.,o determined upon by the faculty, but the.course is subject to the
approval of the minister of education. Ho also sanctions or rejects the selection of
text-books. As far as the lo cal circumstances of the institution will permit, the
course of study must embrace the following subjects and be based upon the principles hereafter set forth:
:i. COURSE OF STUDY.

Pcda,gogy.
SEC. 18. G-rade fir st .-Two liours per week. The essentials of tho history of education and instruction in vivid pictures of the most noted reformers, the great
etlucational epochs, tho most interesting and successful improv ements in public
edncation. To supplem nt these summaries the chief works of pedagogical literature since the ~reat church reformation arc to b e used as books of r eference. Tbe
idection of these books is to be guided by the topics di scussed in class, and the
work shoulcl lJe so treated that tho i;tudent must comprch nd tho character and
cont n of the entire work .
Grade seco11<1.-Tw hour p r week. A general theory of education and instruction, with th
cntial pa.rts of logic n.ncl psychology. (a) The matter of instruction.
(b) Th form of in tru ·tion. (c) Training (or education through instruction).
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Grade th'ird.-Five hours per week . Special theories of education and instruction.
Methods of instruction. The office of the teacher. Management and organization of
school. SupJ_Jlementary work of the teacher. Outside duties. The students to. be
made acquainted with governmental regulations. One hour is to be used by the
principal of the 11ractice school for discussion of the practical work of the students
and an exchange of observation and criticism.
Religion.
SEC. 19. Grade .first.-Four h'.)urs. Biblical history of the Old Testament. The
different biblical stories are to be developed and made useful from a religious and a
moral standpoint, and the students be trained in narrating these sto:vies in proper
language and style. Psalms and other poetical portions of the Old Testament. The
church hymn an(l its de,elopment. The hymns prescribed by the course of study
should be treated in form and contents and in chronological order, thus illustrating
the history of church poetry. Memorizing hymns is prescribed only for grades
first and second.
Gmde second.-Four hours. Biblical history of the New Testament with special
reference to the gospels and selections from the epistles of· the apostles. Explanation of the church calendar and the arrangement of divine service. The catechisms
of the respective confessions, with constant refor"e nce to biblical history and suggestions for the practical treatment of the matter in school. During the second·
part of the year at least one hour a week must be applied fo model or trial lessons
in the practice school.
Grade third.-Two hours. Knowledge of the Bible (in Prote_s tant normal schools
reading of tho Bible, to wit, the Acts, the epistles of_St. Paul, tho book of Job, and
portions of Isaiah). The essentials of church history. The method of religious
inst-ruction is to be shown by test lessons tha.t iUu~tirate all the various forms; that
is, bibliool history, application of biblical references, study of the gospels, catechism, hynms, and chu:rch-history. Suggestions for th·e further study of the subject.
The religious text-books, such as catechism and school Bible, should be re:adin such
a manner that the student may afterward use and explain them independently, but
the instruction should by no means be confined to the limit; drawn by these books;
hence the application and frequent use of other similar books is strongly recommended. The course of study for Catholic normal schools should contain also
memorizing and explanation of prayers, the uso of whi.ch the church declares ~
religious duty.

German, language.
SEC. 20. Gradeflrst.-Five hours. (a) Grammar: simple, compound, and complex
sentences in easy combinations. 'fhe parts of speech, declension, comparison, conjugation. Rules of orthography and punctuation. (b) Reading: in connection with
exercises in oral expression and written composition, source of information concerning the essence and form of poetry; the elements· of metric, the most important
facts concerning rhyme. Kinds of poetry: lyric poetry, t he song, epic poetry, poetic
narration, legends, sagas, ~iry stories, ballads; didactic poetry, fable, and parable.
Grade second.-Five hours. (a) Grammar: more minute knowledge of complex
and abbreviated sentences; etymology, the rection of verbs, adjectives, and prepositions; formation of words and punctuation. (b) Reading as in first grade. Poetry
and prose selected for reading should be more difficult in extent, form, and contents than those treated iu grade first. Lyric, epic, and dramatic poetry in general,
popular airs, ode, ballad, romance, epos, and drama. (c) Rl;i.ctoric and practical
instruction in language lessons and model lessons in the schoolroom.
Grnde third.-Two hours. Review of the course in grades first and second;
extension of the course of reading. Methods of langnage instruction in. connection
with trial lessons.
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The following priuciples are to be consitlered ia ten,ching language: ( a) rluent
and correct speech is to be a matter of supreme importance; it is, .however, not to be
attained l)y memorizing and reciting certain prose pieces, but by inducing the students
in every lesson, especially in language lessons, to express their thoughts in complete
and connected sentences. (b) With regaru to compositions, correctness of form,
clearness of expression, distinct a,rrangement of matter, shoulu be demanded. The
aim of this branch is always to enable the student to express, comprehensively,
any matter that he thoroughly understands. The tasks set for the different classes
should be well graded, and the subjects treated taken from all the various branches
of study . (c) The reading of the students should be partly private, partly public,
in class. .F or private reading, books from the school library arc to be chosen. It
should comprehend chiefly the m'.lster-works of German poets and prose writers,
past and present. Especially gifte'! stutlents may be furnished more plentifully
than others. Matter read in class is to be explained with regard to form and contents . Poetry and prose are to be chosen from the different eras of German
literature since Luther, especially the classics. The selection must be made so that
the peculiarities of the various writers, and the different aspects of the language are
illustratetl. A number of the poems thus explained are to be memorized. The
readers prescribed for the practice school of the institution should be diligently
usetl; also, the matter contained i1.1 the readers usetl in the school s of tho province
should be worked over, and suggestions for the further acquisition of literary
knowledge offered. Side by side with the readers of the practice school, in the
prop er use of which the students are to be instructed, the academic instruction in
reading in the normal school grades is to be based upon a special reader.
Hisiory.

SEC. 21. Grade jirst.-Two hours. Pictures from the lifo of the most important
civilizecl nations of antiquity; more extensively the history of the Greeks, (1) the
heroic age, (2) the age of the legislators, (3) from the Persian wars to Alexander
the Great; the history of the Romans, (1) f>tories from the time of the Kings, (2) the
history of the Republic in biographies, (3) the clownfall of the Republic and the first
century of imperial Rome.
G-J'ade second.-Two hours. Germany and the ancient Germans; their contests
with the Romans; the great migration; the age of the Carlovingians (more extensively the sprea,l of christianity and Charlemagne); history of tho great imperial
Jynasties ; the age of the crusades; the perio<.1 from the Crusades to the Reformaiion.
Grade thircl.-Two hours. Brandenburg-Prussian history np to the present time.
In connection with specially fitting events, the history of other ·European states
is to 1,c considered.
Tho instruction in methods of teaching begin1, in grade first with exercises in connected narration, is continued in the second grade in connection with trial lessons,
am1 conclmled in grade third with the criticism of such l essons.
Arithmetic.

.

SEC. 22. 01'ade First.-'l'hree hours. Numeration antl notation. The four fundamental rules in abstra t and denominate numbers. Decimal fractions. Common
fractions.
imple ancl compound proportion. Business rules, snch as percentage
and iutere t, profit and loss, tc., square and cube root.
Grade second.-Th1·ee hours. In connection with aJgebra, proportion. Positive
an<1 negative (lUantities. Simple equations.
Tho method to be illustrated by model l e sons on the snlJjects taken from the
our. o pr<·s ribccl for tho lemontary school .
pportunity should be given to handle
the al>a ·11., :11111 o h<'r cl ,·icPs ns <l in the lower schools.
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Grade thircl.-One honr. · The greatest attention to be given to the teaching of
arithmetic. In a]gebrn, equations are continued and logarithms taught. Suggestions for independent study. Aim: Comprehension of the method, accuracy in solution, and independence of thought and action at all times.
Geometry.
SEC. 23. Grade first.-Two hours. Lines, angles, triangles, parallelograms, and
circles. Constructive geometry.
Grade second.-Two hours. Equality and similarity of figureH. Measuring. Stereometry.
Grade third.-Review of tlio entire subject and instruction in methodical treatment in the lower schools.
In all three grades the students are exercised in the drawing of geometrical figures
on the blackboard. The instruction starts with object teaching, and is to follow a
text book. Aim: Clear comprehension of the subject and the method of teaching it.
Suggestions for independent study and ability to teach the subjects successfully.

Natural history, phystcs, ancl chemistry.
SEC. 2-!. Grade first.-Four hours. (a) Natural history. Knowledge of selected
home plants representing the most common families. Knowledge of systems (Linne)
and the most important parts of botanical morphology. In winter, zoology. (b)
Physics. M:ecllanica], magnetic, and electric phenomena. (c) Chemistry. Tho simplest elements and their combinations. The mineralogical side of the subject
(inorganic chemistry) to be treated with special attention.
Gracie second.-Four hours. (a) Natural history: Knowledge of the chief forms
of seed anu spore-plants; tho natural system; construction, life, and spread of
' plants. In winter, continuation of the work in zoology, especially anatomy and
physiology of the ,human body. (b) Physics: The ·p henomena of light, heat, and
sound. (c) Chemistry: Continuation of the cou_rse in grade first, with the addition
of organic chemistry.
Gracle third.-Two hours. A general extension of the work of the first two grades
with particular attention to the method of instrnction 1 in addition the elements of
geology; suggest.ions for indepernlent study.
In all three branches of study the method of teaching is considered of supreme
importance; hence, model lessons are to be prepared on paper and given in the class
room. It must l>e the special object of this instruction to find methods for the presentation of natural science, which would, even in the]ower schools, have an educative
influence. Hence, in every case, the instruction should start with object lessons. In
physics :md chemistry no lessons should be given without experiments, and in natural history none without the object, or its pictorial presentation. Pure memory
work is to be rigorously excluded. Aim: To cnaule the students to find their way
independently through the three kingdoms ofna,ture, to continue the study of uature,
with the aid of good books, and to give objective instruction in natural history and
science in th.~ elementary school.

Geography.
SEO. 25. G1·adefirst.-Two hours. The essentials of home and foreign geography.
Systemntic knowledge of the earth's surface. The continents. Reading m3,ps.
Gracie seconcl.-Two hours. Europe, Germany; mathematical geography. Instruction with regard to the mctho<l of geogra.phical teaching by means of model lessons '
on paper and trial lessons in school.
Grade tltir<l.-One hour. Continned study of methous of teaching, especially
those having reference to the application in school of vJtlascs, ,vall maps, globes,
tellurions, and other means and deYiccs.
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D1•wwing.

SEC. 26. Grade jirst.-Two hours. Free-hand drawing: Division of lines and
angles. Drawing of geometrical plane :fig_u res. Complex symmetrical :figures within
the square (conventionalized natural forms). Drawing of rectangular and curved
bodies from the front. Symmetrical figures and ornaments after models. Instrumental drawing; exercises in ornamental aml blackboard drawing.
Grade seconct-Two hotus. Elerp.ents of perspective. Free-hand drawing from
wooden models and casts, also from natural objects with crayon, India ink, sepia,
and other colors, according to the talent of the students. Exercises in blackboard
drawing.
Grade thi1·d:-One hour. Continued practice ( especially on the blackboard) in
dra.wing from nature, also objects us~d for illustration in other lessons. The methods of dra,wing t.o be discussed and illustrated. Suggestion for further study.
Aim: To enable the students to readily and accurately draw on the blackboard
the figures necessary in the -various branches of study (geometry, geography, object
and language l essons), and to give good ~nstruction in drawing in the lower schools.

Pe1nnanship.

SEC. 27. Graclejirst.-Two hours.
Gtadc seconcl.-One hour. Aim: (1) Students shall acquire a fluent, good penmanship, and use it in all written exercises. No negligent writing to be allowed. (2) To
enable the students to set a good copy, not only on paper but also on the blackboard,
aml (3) to give gQod°, methodical instruction in renmanship in the lower schools.
Gy1n11astics.

· SEC. 28. The instruc-tion in gymnastics is to follow the new guide prescribed for
Prussian elementa,ry schools, but this does not prohibit_considerable extension of the
course when local circumstances will permit it. Under any circumstances the aim
must remain-the ability of the student to giV'e good instruction and training in
gymnastics in the public schools accorcling to the published guide.
The first ancl second grades have e:1ch two hours per week; the third grade, one
hour of-practical gymn:1stics. The latter grade has, in addition, one hour for the
necessary instruction concerning anatomy arnl functions of the human body. The
first necessary aids in case of accident, historical develo11ment, n,im, organiznrtion
and management of gymnastic training, as well as the a,rrangement of gymnastic
grounds and apparatus in elementary schools.
The students of the third grade must be given opportunity under supervision of
the teachers of gymnastics to give lessons in gymnastics in the lower schools .
.Music.

SEC. 29. (a) Piano.-In the first grade purely technical exercises in touch aml
fluency; some etud.es according to a well-reputed text-book; independent musical
pieces in successirn order (beginning with easy sonatas, by Clementi) o{ modern as
,,·ell as cl assic composer .
In the scco~d grade ctn des are continued; by specially gifted students Cramer's
work may be used; sonatas of classical composers like Mozart, Beethoven, Haydn,
and others. In g,:acle first piano pla.yi:c.g is reservc(l for private practice.
(b) Church organ.-1'he students follow the prescribed book according to the
m ·asure of their musical talent and. training. Class in traction can not well be
given exc pt in regard. to a cedain number of hymns in the first grade. Analysis and
transpo!'lition of preln<l s ancl int rludes, as well as practice in reading at sight and
pr J>t ra.tion for the fnnctions of a,n orgaui tin church. For the third grade trn.n position of hymns pra.c·ticc in modulation and composition of simplo preludes and
int rJ nclc&.
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(c) Harnwny.-Students who clo not intend to prepare themselves for the position
of organist must nevertheless take part in the instruction in harmony prescribed for
·
gra<le first and in the liistorical part of the study. ·
Grade first.-Position and practice of tho triad in major and minor, seventh and
ninth chords, according to their principal forms and combinations.
Grade second.-Confirming knowledge gained in harmony, and constant application of the same in transcribing church hymns, and in analy_zfog, transposin~, and
practicing brief organ pieces. Also first course in modulation..
Oracle thfrcZ.-Harmonizing hymns and popular airs. Composition of simple preludes, composition o( interludes worthy of being applied in divine service. Second
course in modulation. The scales of the ancients. Knowledge of the most essential
forms of instrumental music. Explanation of the construction of organ and its care.
A little of the history of music.
(d) Viol-in.-The students are not divided into annual classes, but arranged according to their talent and training in music. Each division is to follow the prescribed
text-book for violin playing. Besi<les the formal exercises found in t ext-books the
following points are to be gained : (1) Simple and memorized exercises for l>eginners;
popular airs and school songs prescribed for the lower schools; (2) acceptable performance of duefis in systematic arrangement; (3) introduction into the higher
positions on the violin.
(e) Singing.-Grade first in class lessons,_ elementary exercises in cultivating the
voice, aml for the purposes of independent presentation of melodic, rhythmic, and
dynamic conditions of music. Hymns and popular airs; the former of one part, the
latter of one, two, and three parts. Besides mixed choir of combined classes; exercises in vocalization and solfeggios, a more extensive treatment of intervals, especially of the chords in their different forms. Meruodzing of po_pulaI: hymns in two
and three part music. Liturgical music: liturgical hymns in which the students
must be able to lead; other religious choruses, such as motets and psalms of classical
composers; secular choruses, with particnfar attention to patriotic songs.
Grade third, in a class by itself, is to receive instruction concerning the teaching
of singing in the lower schools combined with practical exercises. Mixed choirs are
to be combined of the students of the normlll school aucl the pupils of the practice
school.
The instrnction in music aims to make good singing teachers, organists, and choir
leaders. This aim should not be lost sight of by undue training of a few students
as virtnosos. The students should be trained in the comprehension of classical
compositions, and thus be prevented from amatenrish performances in composing.
In grades first and second, each, five hours per week is to be devoted to music; the
seniors have three hours. These hours are to be so divided that each of the subjects
previously mentioned shall find .a place on the daily programme.
SEC. 30. Instruction in foreign languages may be offered in three classes with
three or two hours p er week to students who desire such iru;truction; the lowest
grade to begin with elementary grammar of the language studied.
SEC. 31. Horticulture, arboriculture, culture of the silkworm shall, as hitherto, find
attention in tho normal schools of the Kingdom, and be, in a measure, supplemented
by instruction in natural history. The institutions hitherto maint;inecl for instruction in horticulture and arboriculture shall be continued (school gardens and
nurseries).
·

The foregoing is the course of study in the normal schools in Prussia
as prescribed by the Government. Of course each school has its
own course of study framed and carried out by ·the faculty of that
school, but these separate courses must be in accord with the principles expressed in the foregoing course. In order to show what the
<letailecl course of a normal school is, we iuscrt here a small portion of
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the course of study prescribed for the normal school in IIalbcrsta<lt,
the institution of which the famous Dr. Kehr was principal for mauy
years. We choose the chapter ''History and literature" to show how
the two,subjects are faugbt so as to supplement one another. Title:;; in
parentheses are those of literary masterpieces.
DETAILED COURSE IN HISTORY AND Lll'ERATURE.

Gra<le ji?-st.

(Selections from literary masterpieces arc inclosetl iu parentheses.)
Definition and division of history; First beginnings of states; Oriental life; The
Egyptians; (An Egyptian funeral; Tho Nile). Geography of Asia Minor and
adjoining countries in ::.mtiquity; The Assyrians; Babylonians; Medcs; Cyrus; (Belshazzar; Nineveh; Grave of Cyrus). The Persian Empire ; The Phocnicians; Tho people of Israel; (Tyrus). Geography of Ancient Greece; Greek islands ::m<l colonies;
Primitive people ; The h eroic age; Greek mythology; ·Homer; The Dorian invasion;
Co<lrus; (Capture and destruction of Troy; Mythologicai stories of Ancient Greece;
Tho ring of P olycrates; Cassandra; The festival of victor y; Combat u ctw cen Hector anll Ajax).
Tho laws of Lycurgus and Solon; Pisistratus ; (Athenian education accor<ling to
the laws of Solon); The Persian wars; Miltiades; L eonidas; Themistocles; Aristides; Pausanias ; Cimon; (The Persian wars and their consequences; Xerxes and
the battle at Thermopyl:e; T·h emistocles). The Age of Pericles; The Peloponnesian
war; Alcibiades; Socrates; Lysander; (Socrates); Tho city of Athens during the
age of Pericles; Sparta's predominance; The Corinthian war; Agesilaus; Thebes'
predominance; Pelopidas; Epaminondas; Philip of Macedonia; Demosthenes;
(Demosthenes). The Empire of Alexander the Great; Culture and civilization of the
Greeks; Youth and eclucation of Alexander; (Alexander the Great with the Amaliers).
Geography of ancient Italy; Tribes; Founcling of Rom e ; Rome under the kings;
(Rorr..nlus and the f<?unding of .Rome). Wars for the preservation of the Republic;
Brutus; Horatius Cocles; Mucius Scaw ola; Internal wars; Menenius Agrippa; Coriolanus; The Dccemvirs; The Gauls in Romo; Camillus; The Licinian laws. Wars
for tho pos~ession of middle a.ml lower Italy; Causes of th e Punic ,vars; (Pyrrhus).
The Punic wars; :E,egulus; Hannibal. The Scipios; (Scipio). Tho wars of the
Rom.ans in the East; Tho disturb ances of the Gracchi; The Cimbrians an<l Teutons;
(Agriculture among the.Romans).
Marius and Sulla; Pompey and Cmsar; Brutus; Octavius; ( Julius Cresar; Roman
scenes; Degeneration of morals in Rome); Imperial Rome up to Diocletian; Culture
and civilization of tho Romans ; (Condition of morals of tho Roman Empire ; Character of Augustus; The destruction of Herculanum. and Pompeii; The death of Tiberius). Christ ; Christianity durin g the first three centuries . The Roman Empire
from Diocletian to Romulus Augustnlus; Constantine tho Groat; Tlieodosins the
Great; General ReYiew.
Grade second.

Ancient Germauy; Land aml people; Gennan tribes; Contests bebYeen i.ho Romans
nJHl the German. ; Armin in ; Germanicns; UH ion of tribes ; Beginning of the great
migTatiou; (Tho 1·cligion of the ancient G<'rmans; Hermann, Germany's deliverer;
death of Drnsu ; The hattlo in tbc Tentobnrger forest) . Tho great migration; The
Goths· Alaric; Gen. eric; Attila; Odoacer, (Theodoric the Great; Belisarius and Narse ; The LongolJarus; The grave in the Busento River; Eu<loxia; Attila; Tho bat1.l on the 'atalaunian fields). Founding of the empire of the Franks; Clovis; The
.Icrcn ingian: · The major <lomo · P pin the Little; Extension of Christianity among
' nna11ic pi·opl · · E .· tahlishrnent of moi:ast ;·i<'s; Th• Fentlal sy tern· .Tn!<tinian ·
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~Iohammellaml the Arabian conquests; (Mohammed. and the Islam; Oma,r). ' Charlemagne; Louis foe Pious; Division of the empire; The Carlovingians in Germany;
( Charles the Great; How Emperor Charles visited schools; Wi ttekind's end and grave
in Eger; King Karl's voyage; The Paladine's battles and fall at Ronncesvalles).
Conrad I and the Saxon Emperors; (The coronation of Otto I; Emperor Otto I;
Henry the Fowler; Battle with the Huns; Battle on the Lecbfield).
The Salic-Fr:rnkish Kings; (Election of an emperor). Loth air of Saxony and the
Hohenstaufen emperors ; (Barbarossa; Frederick the Red-beard.; Stories of Emperor
Frederick I in the Kyfth}i.user mountain; Barbarossa and. Henry the Lion-hearted;
death of Frederick I); The encl of the Hohenstaufens; The interregnum; The first
crusade; (The last of the Hohenstanfens; The holy lance of .A.ntiochia; The execution
of Conra<l III). Tbe other crusades; Time of the greatest power of the popes;
The religions orders; (The time of chivalry). Germau civilization from the ninth to
the thirteenth century; (A 11icture of cities in the thirteenth century; Pictures from
the Miclclle,Ages).
Methods of tea-ching history; Rudolf of Hapsburg; Adolf of Nassau; .Albrecht
I; (Rudolf of Hapsburg; Emperor Rudolf's ride to the gmve; The count of Hapsburg.) Model and test lessons; Henry VII; Louis the Bavarian and. Frederick tho
Beautiful. Charles IV; Wenzel; · Ruprecht of the Palatinate; Sigismund; John
Hnss; The war of the Hussites. Albrecht II; Frederick III; Matthias Corvi nus;
Clrnrles the Bold; The war of independence of the Swiss; Maximilian; Civilization
of the Germans in the fonrteenth and :fifteenth centuries; (Maximilian; The Martin's
Wall; William Tell; The battle at Sempach.) Italy anu Spain during the fourteenth
antl :fifteenth centuries; Introdnctiqn to tho study of the new era; Discoveries and
inventions; Columbus; Gu ten berg; Conquests; Cortez and Pizarro; Conquest of
Constantinople by the Moslems; (Columbus; The last snpper by Leonardo cla
Vinci.)
The church reformation in Germany; Martin Luther; Philip Melanchthon;
Zwingli; Calvin; (Luther's circular letter to the Burgomasters.) Charles V and
his wars; The Schmalkaldian war; Wara of independence of the Dutch; (Duke of
Alba at breakfast in the castle of Rudolstadt; The pilgrim of St. Just; Charles V.)
Brief history of France up to Henry IV; Brief history of England up to Elizabeth;
Introduction of the reformation in Scandinavia. Ferdinand I; Maximilian II;
Rudolf IT; Ma.tthias; The thirty years' war; Wallenstein; Gustavus Adolphus;
(Wallenstein.) Conditions of civilization and culture during the reformation and
the century following it; (German city life at the beginning of tbe seventeenth
centnry.)
Gmde 'lhird.
Louis XIV; The Stuarts in Englanu aml .the two revolutions; Oliver Cromwell;
The ascension of the honse of Hanornr: The Turkish wars; Leopold I; (PrincA
Eugene before Belgrade). The Spanish war of succesRion; Poland, Sweden, and
Russia before the Northern war; Peter the Great; The Nor them war; Charles XII of
Sweden; August the Strong of Saxony; The Polish war of succession; The American
war of in"uependeuce; Tho French revolution; Liberation of, Greece ; (Alexander
Yp ·ilanti upon Munkacs; Tho little Hydriot); Review.
Tho people of the l\fargraviate of Brand.en burg; Tbe oldest times; Founding
of the North Mark; The eras of Charles the Great, Henry I, and Otto I; Margrave
Gero; The rulers of the Ascanian dynasty; (The Conrt of the Ballenskedter); The
1fargraves of the Bavarian d ynasty; The electors of the Lnxemburg dynasty; The history of the Hohenzollerns from their ascension; Frederick I; (The·fall of the Quitzows). The electors; Frederick II; Albrecht Achilles; John Cicero; Joachim r:
The introduct ion of the reformation into Bran<lenburg; Joachim II; Tho history
of the Prussians np to the year 1525; John George. Joachim Frederick; John
Sigismund; George William; Review of the history of Braudeulmrg up to 1610.
(The old Berlin.)
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Frederi ·k "\Yilliam th great elector; Frederick III; (},rederick William the
great l ctor; Fehrbellin.) King Frederick I; Frederick William I; Youth of
Fn·d<·rick II; (Fr d rick William I to hi son). Frederick the Great; (Frederick
II nml hi vn.lct; From tho life of Frederick; Frederick II surnamed the Great;
Zi ·then; The hymn at Louthen; From letters of Frederick; Speech of Frederick
II IJcfore the battle of Leu then; Hymn npon Frederick the Great; How Frederick
Germanized the Netze district.) Frederick William II; The coalition wars ofFrederi •k William III; The battle of J cna. Prussia's regeneration; The wars of independence from the rule of N apolcon; Queen Louise; Later period of Frederick William III; (The bngler at the Katzbach; Liitzow'ti wild chase; Before Bliicher's
8ta.tne; Queen Louise in Tilsit; The Prussian people in 1813; The battle of Nations
a.t Leipzig; From the life of Frederick William III; Andreas Hofer; The Song of the
Field Marshal).
Review of Prussian history from 1640 to 1840; Frederick William IV; (A word
from old Bliicher; Prussian generals; Prussian heroes of 1813 and 1815; Frederick
William's last will; Queen Louise's letter to her father; Ki'ng Frederick William's
appeal to his people; The song of Schill; Baron von Stein; Waterloo). King William; The chleswig-Holstein war.; The war -with Austria; Causes of the war with
Fran e; (The song of Dtippel. The French pretensions of 1870). The Franco-Gerwau war; R establishment of the German empire; Emperor William as regent,
kin", :rncl emperor; Hi ·torical literature, especially juvenile books. (From a letter
of July 9, 1 66; The capitulation of edan; The new German empire; The nineteenth
of July, 1870; ThetrumpetofGra.velotte; Strasburg; ThewatchontheRhine; On
the thiru of, 'epteruber; Th hymn of Kaiserslautern; The flag of the Sixty-first regiment; Two a.necdotes from the French war; King William to the Queen about the
battle of 'cdan); Review of the entire course of the year in form of lectures by tho
stnd nt .

Thi i th detailed course in history, coupled with a course in hist rical and literary reading, followed by the students in the normal
, ·llo 1 of Halber tadt.
IV.-PROli'E 'SIONAL STUDY OF GERMAN TEACHERS.

The com e of study pn.r~ued in Prussian normal schools (see pp.
162-6 7) how that among tLe branches taught pedagogy is mentioned.
To an ..American reader this term may possibly convey an erroneous
meaning.
ence it i de~irable to define it by giving a synopsis of
th cour e in pedagogy pre cribed. We see from it that pedagogy is
a ollective term, embracing the history, science, and practice of teaching, or, to use a more comprehensive term, education. The synopsis is
taken from a text-book on pedagogy now in use in the majority of
.Prus fan normal schools. Its title is Lehrbuch der Pi:idagogilc, by Dr.
W. 0 termann and L. Wegner (Osnabri.ick, 1891), 2 volumes.
YN P I

OF TUE COURSE IN PEDAGOGY.

Intl-odu tion; cl finition and classific::i.tion of pedagogy.
FIR T PART.-JIISTORY OF CHRISTIAN EDUCATION.

(1) Importance of Christianity for the development of education.

(2) Christ a model of the Christian educator.
(3) Eclncation dnring the first centuries of the Christian era.
U) Chri tian pedago1~ on German soil.
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(5) The first Christian educational institutions in Germany: (a) Convent schools;
(b) endowed schools (Stiftssclwlen).

(6) School reform of Charlemagne.
(7) Education during the age of chivalry.
(8) German city schools at the close of the Micldle Ages.
(9) Revival of letters.
(10) Pedagogical science during the Middle Ages.
lll) EducP..tion during the era of Reformation: (a) Pedagogical importance of the
Reformation; (b) pedagogical activity of the great reformers, (aa) Luther, (bb)
Philip Melanchthon, (cc) Johann Bugenhagen.
·
(12) Educational reformers of the Seventeenth century: (a) Wolfgang Ratichius,
(b) Amos Comenius.
(13) The Era of Pietism: (a) Philip Jacob Spener: (b) Aug. Herm. Francke.
(14) Jean Jacques Rousseau.
•
(15) The Philanthropists: Basedow.
(16) Friedr. Eberhard v. Rochow.
(17) Johann Heinr. Pestalozzi, his biography, personality, and activity.
(18) Other noted educators of the Nineteenth century.
(19) Brief systematic survey of the historical development of German popular
education: (a) Before the Reformation: _ Cb) during the Reformation, (c) during the
Seventeenth, (d) Eighteenth, and (e) Nineteenth centuries.
•
Appendix: Special schools and institutions.
SECOXD PART.-PSYCHOLOGY AND LOGIC.

Introduction; definition and classification .
.A. Intellect (Die vorstel1ende Seele).

(1) Perceptions (Emflnden und Wah1·nehmen) • (a) The nervous system as physical
organ of perception; (b) origin and essence of perception; (aa) the different kinds
of perception; (bb) general theory; (c) repre_s entation and objectivity; (cl) perception and apperception.
(2) Conceptions ( Vo1·stellungen): (a) Origin, essence, and differences of concepts;
(b) reproduction, consciousness, and unconsciousness of concepts; (c) change and
combination of concepts; (aa) mechanical procedure; (bb) logical procedure (logical thought, understanding, intelligence); (cc) logical forms of thought, idea,
judgment, conclusion; (dd) the understanding as original faculty of the soul, and
training of the intellect ; (d) attention; (e) memory; (f) imagination.
B. Emotion (Die fiihlende Seele).

(1) Kinds of emotions: (a) Emotions of pleasure and displeasure, mixed emotions;
(b) sensual and spiritual emotions, (aa) intellectual and (bb) resthetic emotions;
(c) Sympathy; (d) Ethical emotions; (e) Religious emotions-. (f) Emotional dis-

turbances ("Die Affecte ").
(2) General remarks concerning origin and importance of emotions.
C. Volition (Die begehrende und wollende Seele).

(1) Desires (impulses, affections, passions).
(2) The will: (a)· Difference between desire and will, (b) freedom of the will;
(c) kinds of volition.; (d) character.
(3) The relation of desires and will to intellect and ~motions.
Individual differences in psychical life. Existence and essence of the' Roul: (a)
Human individuality; (b) existence and essence of the soul.
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TJIIRD P.\RT.-TIIEORY OF EDUCATIOX.

A. Physical education.

Chief rules of dietetics. (a) Nourishment of the body; (b) air aud breathing; (c)
circulation and cleanliness; ( d) heat; ( e) motion and rest. Dieteti c treatment of the
nervous system and sense organs.
B. Mental and moral education; thcOl"!J of 1·eligious mill moral education.

I. Direct training of the will.
II. Indirect training of the will by means of (a) habit; (b) <l.iscipline and government (school regulations; rules and punishments); (c) by means of instruction and
appeals to th c emotions; (precept an cl exa:m,:>le).
III. The i.deal Christian educ_ator.
C.-Practice of leaching; general practice.

(1) General object of popular education.
(2) Selection and arrangement of matter: (a) Courses of stu<l.y, (b) time tables.
(3) Forms of instruction: (a) ·Method of presentation, (b) of imitation, (c) of
communication,..i,nd (cl) dialogic method, (aa) question, (bb) answer.
(4.) Concerning the conditions of procedure which will develop the mind.
(5) Exercises: (a) repetition, (b) application, (c) memorizing, (d) home lessons.
T. Appendix.

School 11wnagcme11t.

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

The schoolhouse; its environment; the schoolroom.
Time, school terms, Yacations, etc.
School furniture a.nu apparatus. Appliances for instruction.
Order and regulation of school life. Discipline.
Classification and grading. Location.
(G) Lists of attendants and other registers.
(7) School administration, authorities, supervision, and revision.

II. Appendix.
1 uhs qu 'Dt education of teacher,·.
social statmi of teacher .

Extended circle of duties.

The life and

V.-TEACUER, '' '.!'RAINING IN SWITZERLA~D.

witzerland shows some special features in its system of normal
schools which may be worthy of mention. The Year Book of C. Grob
furnishes very well sifted material for that purpose.
Tho buildings of the Swiss normal schools are partly sequestered
convents or ancient manor houses, partly convents and schoolhouses
still in u e and erving other purposes besides those of normal schools.
One was foi-<merly a hotel. Eight of these schools have large areas of
land for the purpose of agriculture; some, a spacious park or garden
for the pra ·tical study of botany and for recreation.
~ w1tzerland has 37 normal schools; of these 22 are in German, 13 in
French, an l 2 in Italian Switzerland. Twenty-three are attended
ex lusively by men, 13 by women, and 1 (since 1873 in Kiissnach) by
both , ex.·. Oft1w~3 ,ch ol. for men, Gare independent institutions-
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that jg to say, not exclusively normal schools, because the students are
prepared in them for other pursuits also. It may be mentioned that in
Basel the principle has been followed according to which general education is separated from strictly professional training. The teachers in
Basel "must acquire a scientific education on a level with the other
learned professions." "We demand of elementary teachers," says the
report of the commjssion of public education," as well as of teachers of
secondary schools, that they graduate from a secondary school which
leads up to the university. The pedagogical education is restricted to
a seminary affiliated with the university. Its course lasts one year and
a half. Owing to tbe necessary practical exercises in teaching, the
purely professional training of teachers could not be entirely given over
to the university proper." Since May, 1892, the council of education of
Basel bas authorized an extension of tliis course to two years.
The cantons maintain 25, certain communities 4 of the Swiss normal
schools, 8 are private. The number of students in 1890 was 2,002
(1,294 men and 708 women). They were instructed by 288 men and 70
women, whose salaries were comparatively low; for instance, in Ziirich
and St. Gallen between $600 and $1,000; in Vaud between $600 and
$800; in Thurg-au between $480 and $760 (with some benefices), and
· in Berne between $4.00 and $600. The entfre expenditure for teachers'
training in Switzerland in 1890 amounted to $223,800, which is $112
per capita.
Twenty-four Swiss normal schools offer their students the economical advantages of dormitories. In some of these the students have to
clean rooms and keep house, attend to the garden, serve at table, and
to some extent also in the kitchen, split wood, and do similar domestic
work. 'fhese duties are performed to lessen the expenses of the students. This convent discipline is very severely commented upon in
the educational press, but it may be explaiued by the prevailing poverty in certain strata of society in Switzerland. The students are
allowed to form societies for mutual improvement. The report referred
to notes 9 gymnastic, 7 shorthand, 4 singing societies, and 3 for general
purposes. This is to afford students some experience in parliamentary
rules, a -very essential element of education in a republic. With the
exception of Basel, mentioned before, the requirement for admission is
that the student shall bave attended a grammar school, the graduates
of which must be 15 years of age; then follows in 11 normal schools a
course of four years, while in the remainder the course is one of three or
two years. In the latter the min imum age for atlmission is sixteen years.
The authority quoted remarks that with few exceptions, such as Ziirich
and Basel, the normal schools offer too little in the way of intellectual
culture an d professional training.
The lessons prescribed require 38 hours' work, to which must be added
a considerable number of hours of work for optional studies. .A
revision of the course of study is frequently called for by the teachers.
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The course of study varie in the different canton . Instruction in language receives 5 to 10 hours per week. The mother tongue receives
a larger share of time in French and Italian schools than in the
the German, where natural sciences and the mathematical branches
are treated more extensively. On the other hand, in German Switzerland the foreign tongues are generally consiclered of greater importance
than in the French and Italian schools. In all Swiss normal chools,
with the exception of four, one other language is taught beside the
mother tongue, as an obligatory study. In German schools it is either
the French or Italian, in the French it is the German language. To
geography only 2 hours are given uniformly, but as regards mathematics and natural sciences, the courses vary consi<lerably. ·w hile in
Ziirich these branches are considered of great importance, they a.re
almost neglected in Wallis. Arithmetic and book-keeping are separate
branches in 9 institutions, hygiene in 4, and civics in all the normal
schools of western Switzerland. Civics is understood in Switzerland
to embrace knou-ledge of the co11stitution, laws/ and political economy.
Agricultme is taught in 11, and manual training given in 7 institutions.
The professional preparation of the common school teachers is not treated with
the importance it deserves. The time is too short to apply, in the practice school,
principles and methods learned in the class rooms. The students are much too
young to compreheud and assimilate much of psychology and other branches of
pedagogy. Nor are the teachers well enongh prepared to give scientific fastruction
in pedagogy. Besides all this the opportunities for practical work in school are, in
many institutions, insufficient. A. peculiar feature of the professional part of tho
eour e is, that pedagogy an{1 method :ire represeutecl by two different teachers. (C .
Grob.)

There is a gBneral unwritten law in Switzerland derived from experience, that no candidate for a teac1rnr's position may be elected before
he i of age (20 year ). The diploma of graduation of a normal school
i ba ed upon the accompJL~hments of the students in every branch of
. tndy pursued during the colll'. e. Though a branch may have been
fiuished during the first year, the result of the final examination in that
braneh held during the fir t year has it bearing upon the diploma.
A minute tu<l.y of the entire sy tern of teachers' training in Switzerland will evince the fact, tbat th~ connection between the great national
common s hool sy tern of the Republic and the normal schools is not
a. organic a it might be, tbe general supervision being wanting. The
t acher of the Swi · normal chools bave not formed a society as have
tho. of the econ<lary ·chool . There is even wanting a connection of
the normal · hool of each anton with the other advanced seats of
l arning; but if we con: i<ler the fact, that public education is not a
f •cl ral roncern, but of th different ~ant011s or tates that constitute
the Fed •ration a it i with us, we can easily see why it is that in school
n att •r ' 'witz ·rlan<l ,·bow · such a, remarkable variety of objects and
meau.-.
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VI.-SYMPOSIU.M.

~

In order to shed light on the present status of the training of teachers
in central Europe, this chapter is inserted. · It contains opinions coucerning t]le training of teachers, expressed by normal-school men in
reply to a circular letter submitted by the executive committee of the
German Teachers' Union. The gentlemen to whom the letter was
addressed were all men of great reputation and long experience in
normal-school work in Germany, Austria, and Switzerland. Of 42
to whom the circular letter was sent, 17 replied to every one of the
8 questions submitted. They were Dr. Andrae, inspector of normal
schools in Kaiserslantern, Bavaria; Dr. Bliedner, pTincipal of a
secondary school (formerly of a normal school), in Eisenach, S-axe- ,
Weimar; lVIr. Bohm, normal-school teacher in .Altdorf, B·avaria; Mr.
Brossmann, l)rincipal of a normal-school in Schleiz, Thuringia; Dr. Hannak, principal of a Padagogium in Vienna, Austria; Mr. Helm, inspector of normal schools in Schwabach, Bavaria; Mr. Israel, school councilor and principal of a normal school in Zschoppau, Saxony; Dr. Just,
principal ofasecondary school (formerly normal-school teacfrer),inAltenburg, Thuringia; Dr. Lange, principal of a secondary school (formerly · _
normal-school teacher), in Plauen, Saxony; Mr. Lentz, principal of a
normal school in Karlsruhe, Baden; Mr. Mahraun, superintendent of
city schools (formerly principal of normal school), in Hamburg; Mr.
Martig, principal of a normal school in HofwyI, Switzerland; Dr. Rein,
professor in the university (formerly principal of a normal school), in
Jena, Thuringfa; Dr. v. Sallwiirk, chief school councilor in· Carlsruhe,
Baden; Mr. Schultze, s.chool councilor and principal of normal college,
Potsdam, near Berlin 1 Prussia; Rev. Mr. Seyffarth, superintendent of
schools in Liegnitz, Silesia, Prussia; Dr. Staude, principal normal
school in Coburg, Thuringia; Dr. Keferstein, principal of a normal school
in Hamburg; Dr. Wohlrabe, rector in Halle, Prussia; Prof. Rauitzsch, principal normal school in Weimar, Thuringia; lVIr. Scboppa,
principal normal school in Delizscb, Prussia.
Other gentlemen explained their failure to respond to the queries
submitted, on account of the position · they are _holding, since it might
appear as though they criticized the government.
. - The first question asked was:
Is it advisable to organize the normal schools in such a way that they can offer
professional-that is, pedagogical-training exclusively, or should they also offer
academic instTuction and general edu cation which must be the basis of professional
workf

Thirteen replies were in favor of the first, three in favor of the
latter organization. . For the-principle of separation of general educacation and purely professional training, the following reasons were
advanced:
Without <loubt the true object of a teacher's trainh1g school is to
prepare its students for their profession. '.rhe science it has to teach
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is therefore pedagogy and its supplementary science'; the art it has to
develop is the art of teaching. The school can accompli. h this task
satisfactorily only if the general education of its students has to a
certain extent been completed before they are admitted. This seems
necessary also because without previous thorough training of the mind
a scientific treatment of pedagogical questions, as well as pedagogical
thinking, is impossible. If a separation between geueral preparation
and professional training is made, the work in the normal school would
be more unified, hence its effect upon mind and heart more intense.
The mixture now prevailing is the chicfobstacle to progress in thefield
of teachers' training. It necessitates a low degree of requirements for
tile general education as well as for special professional training, lower
~t least, than is desirable in the interest of popular education. The
lowering of requirements of both objects will prevent doing justice to
either, and is the chief cause of the specific type which is popularly
styled" schoolmaster's wisdom."
In the field of teachers' training for secondary schools the State has
recognized the imperative necessity of separating general culture and
professional training, by requiring the former to bo gained in the universities, the latter in special seminaries counected with secondary
schools. A similar separation in the preparation of teachei's for the
common schools would not only be beneficial for the entire system of
training, but equally benefit the profession, since the lat.t.er would rise
in public opinion very perceptibly.
Of the three opponents, ono bases his objection to the proposed separation upon the fact that it presupposes two educational institutions,
hence would greatly enhance the cost of teachers' training. The other
two gentlemen seem to presuppose that by the term Fa,chbilditng or professional training is meant the study of the science of pedagogy and
uppl mentary sciences only. If this were t,h e case, their objection
would be justified, for instruction confined to those limits would scarcely
:fill out the time or engage the interest of the student sufficiently. But
that pr supposition is erroneous.
During the national teachers' convention at Halle in 18!)2 it was
plainly stated:
The Fachbildung or profe sional training should. consist in tho stndy of tho science of
ped:igo.gy and it supplementary sciences, together with practice in teaching and the
complete elaboration with reference t:> its didactic treatment and formation of the
matter of in truction prescribed for common schools. It is true, ju this practical work,
th matter of instruction is below the level of the student, but it is treated from a
different point of view so that tho dominat ing interest js enlisted and strongly
exprrssed. Hcsido the o studies a few brauche of stntly for general culture must
ftn<l a pla e in th curriculum of the :profcs iona1 normal scboo], such as history of
·i vil ization, literature, foreign languages, etc. However, they must bo so taught that
th y becomes rvicoabJo to the professional training. Ju tho history of culture and
civiliza ion, for in tance, tho developmen t of education ancl school systems must
ome in for a. goocl shar of attention; the treatment of literary masterpieces must
empha. ize th ir p:ychological antl pedagorYical hnportaw:e; the reacling t>f works in
for ign hmrYuage mu. t chiefly ton h upon euucationaJ questions, etc. From thi it
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is plain that though the professional instruction in the normal school (by subjectin_g
it to the pedagogical interest) maintains its unity of character and purpose, yet 1t
acts suggestively and fructifying upon all parts of the student's horizon of thought.

The author of the seventeenth reply holds a singular point of view.
He desires a university education for all teachers, elementary as well
as secondary, with the exception of special teachers of music and
organists, as well as teachers of ungraded schools who are obliged
to teach music also. This class of teachers, he thinks, should be
trained in seminaries, where a general education is offered, be~ides
professional training. For the other teachers he proposes to require
them to obtain their preparatory education in some of the numerous
secondary schools; and in the university a new faculty, the "pedagogical," should offer the required professional training.
The second question submitted was:
Iu what manner, in case the first question be answ~red in the affirmative, shall the
general preparatory education be obtained? Is it desirable to (a) establish special
preparatory schools for teachers, or (b) should the existing normal schools be
extended downward by establishing preparatory courses, or (c) is attendance of secondary schools to be recommended? If so, which one, the classical (Gymnasium),
or the modern (Realgymnasium), or the citL::ens' high school (without Latin)?

The replies to this question exhibit the greatest diversity.
them plead for perfect liberty of preparation.
Says one gentleman:

Three of

I lay little stress upon the form of the institutions for that purpose, since they
al ways more or less adapt themselves to given local circumstances; but the contents
of such schools, i. e., their course of study, is the thing to be considered. My view
is that a preparatory institution of a normal school should most resemble the Realgymnasium, yet show individual features ,

Another writes:
Uniformity in preparation I consider neither 1m1cticable nor to the purpose. It is
no clisaclvantago to haye students of a normal school who come from different preparatory or secondary schools, provided always, that these institutions have given
them true intellectual culture and not merely dead, undigested knowledge. A.t any
rate, a student applying for admission to a normal school should have passed the
final examination in a secondary school. The torso education of a junior or sophomore can not suffice as a preparation for a normal-school student.

In three replies special preparatory schools for normal schools are
recommended, because none of the existing secondary schools sufficiently prepares its students in those branches which are essential for
the practice of teaching, like the German language and literature,
religion, home natural history, arithmetic, penmanship, and music. Special preparatory schools are recommended, also, because they will make
possible a more uniform training of the students in the normal schools
through their having received a like preparation. But in these th1~ee
replies it is expressly stated that graduates of classical or modern high
schools may be admitted to the normal school. One .gentleman of the
three pleads for separation of preparatory and normal school; another
for close organic connection under the same management and roof.
ED 92--12
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· One thinks the preparatory school should also admit students wbo do
not intend to devote themselves to teaching.
In five replies the organic connection between preparatory and normal school is urged as the mos.t practical and successful arrangement,
and an imitation of the plan followed in Saxony is recornmcncled,
where the normal-.school course is one of six years, three of which are
<le voted to preparatory, three to professional study. Only in this way
the preparation could be had in a proper manner, and carried through
with the necessary comprehension on the part of the teachers.
In six replies now-existing secondary schools are considered the
most suitable preparatory institutions; and all choose that type of aschool }mown as "the citizen's high school, without Latin.
For [so it is said] the special -preparatory schools precipitate professional training, which in consequence n:.irrows the horizon of thought of the student instead
of extemliug it. A school for _general culture tb:.it does not deal with speci:.il professions is not apt to contract the horizon of the student, and is therefore to be
preferred. All kinds of classical schools estrange the teacher from those cla ses of
society in which be is expected to act as educator. The "six-grade high school''
proposed unites, l10wever, in its present organization all tho requirements of the
general culture of common-school teachers, and offors the teacher a position in the
higher-that is, cultured-class of citizens in which ho is to act as educator.

It may be remarked here that in one of the replies this high school
is considered suitable as a preparatory institution only because the
present circumstances make it appear so; otherwise the gymnasium or
classical high school would be preferable owing to the more thorough
culture it offers. In still another reply the citizens' high school is
r~jected, because the scientific and mathematical branches are pressed
into the foreground, while in the preparation of teachers who will have
to educate, as well as instruct, the linguistic and historical branches
should predominate.
The authors of all these replies stand with regard to the present
question exclusively upon the standpoint of the normal-school teacher.
But for elementary-school teachers other considerations are of weight.
Thus, a speaker in Halle points to the fact that a close connection
between the preparatory and normal schools, however suitable it may
be otherwise, would yet carry with it the nu avoidable disadvantage
that the various external considerations (political, clerical, an<l. economical) which influence t achers' training in the State would neces arily
al. o influence the mana.g ment, organization, and course of study of the
preparatory schools; while the secondary schools of general culture,
con ervative a they are and have been, will not be touched by that
influence to any great extent. To this is added the other weighty
c 11 id ration that it must be in the iutere t of the profes ion to see its
memb r conjointly share in the general culture with the members of
oth r profession . Thi would prevent the unplea antness arising from
und rvalnation and di pangement so freqnently met in connection
with the profe ion of teaching.
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The third query submitted was:
8hail the normal schools be denominational schools or shall they receive students
of all religious confessions?

Six of the replies declare in favor of denominational institutions; ten
favor of schools in which all confessions are represented. One gentleman writes:
ju

This is, in my jud.gmont, not an educational but a political question. Th~ aims of
popular education and culture may be attained in either case. I have taught for
many years in a denominational seminary, and even longer in a mixed institution,
but have not fonncl that ::i, mixture or combination of confessions in any apprecfable
degree infiuencctl the work or i:;ccnrecl greater success.

One reply contains a decided preference for separation of the religious confessions, claiming "that if the normal school is to act in the
service of character-buildi~g, and is to imitate the family, especially
where it is a boarding school, tbe students of different confessions
must be separated lest the most annoying occurrences might endanger
the pence of the institution." .Another gentleman~ also an objector to
mixed. schools, says~
Iu a mixed normal school neither the mother tongue and its liternture, nor history
can be taught in a manner which wonlcl allow the future teachers to recognize the
various momenta and factors of culture in Germany since the Reformation; nor
could the historical importance and mission of the Protestant Prussian State, through
which tho German individual has become a political citizen, lJo discussed before
students of both Christian confessions.

On the other hand, weighty arguments are advanced in favor of a
combination. It is said the normal schools are State institutions, and
since the State is neither Protestant nor Catholic, no educational institntion belonging to the State should h:we a denominational character.
He who trains the teacher denominationally makes him impracticable
for the German common school, a school that is to promote unity of
natioual education. Finally, denominational normal schools endanger
one of the most essential qualities of good instruction, i. e., objective
truth.
In one reply it is said:
HoweYer deeply convinced the undersigned is of the fact that eclnca,tionul institutions must be built upon a common basis only when they a,re to propagate a
specific spirit, I must yet plead for the common character of the profossional normal
schools. The teachers' training school is not to be an educational institution, pure
antl simple, clesignec1 for character-bnilding. It is to be supposed that tho character
of a young man when he enters a professional school, though that character may
not be quite developed, is fixed to such extent that he will not tolerate external
influence upon it. Inner development and self-assertion in religious conviction
must be l eft to the individual. On the other hand, the professional training is a
matter of common concern. There is no specific Catholic multiplication table, or
Protestant grammar, or Jewish geography.

The fourth question was: .
Is it desirable to organize teacher, ' traiuing schools in the form of boarding
schools1
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In two replie to thi qu ry a deci ion i · declined, since a judgment
concerning the value or worthlessness of d.ol'mitories connected with
normal schools is entirely depend ent upon the condition of the institution. It de1)ends upon the principal and professors entirely. Dinter
and Diesterweg, it is said, had boarding· schools against which no
objection were rai ed.
·
011ly one gentleman expres. es liim elf in favor of boarding arrangements. He says:
If the hoarding school i neither [t military banack nor a cou.-ent it has great
adYantages over the other arrangements according to which tho students live in
private families or other lodgings. Tho adv:mtages nre found in the necessary intensity of the work which is t1emanc1ecl by the modern training of teachers.

In seven replies tho authors declare themselves iu opposition to- the
compulsory boarding schools, but aro not quite willing to give up the
in. titutions entirely, since they enable many a poor but capable boy
to li-rn cheaply and prepare himself for the profession. It is said that
the boarding-school arrangement would lose all i!s dangers if, as is
done iu Saxony, admission to it jg left to the chojce of tbe students.
One gentleman writes:
The uormitories houhl ho consiuercd a benefit, bnt charity fore.eel upon a person
is no charity, and therefore ethically not justified. '

"The right to ])unish an evil-minded boy by expelling him temporarily or for good from the benefits of the dormitories," writes a Saxon
author, "gives us a mo t effective means of discipline." We have l.Jad
no a a yet where that punishment was necessary, hence conclude
a fore tatetl.
Another antl1or repli : :
Dormitori s belong to tho provisions of pathological pedagogy, provided they are
cond 11 ·ted well an<l arranged according to hygienic principles . Delicate cases are
known to me that needed careful treatment, and the dormitory has proYed a moral
ho. pital. Of course only in this sense it should b e made use of in normal schools.

With much more decision the last seven replies reject the boarding
arrangement and plead for liberty, so to speak. Only in cases of great
ne tl, and then only temporarily, should the students be allowed to live
in the in titution, "since experience teaches that the faculty have little
influence over the pirit and conduct of boys assembled in dormitories.
The rul houkl be to make the normal school a day school."
Tbero haY b en a e where tho dormitories proved to be beneficial, but the
general experi nee is that they arc not. It is much more difficult for a faculty to
goYcrn a, boarding than a day school, and everything (lepends upon tho character and
xccutive ability of tho principal. Moreover, tho principal of a boarding school is
hampered by and burdened with many household cares which infringe upon his
pedagogical activity. The life in [t family oxerci es a mnch better influence upon a
stucl •nt than onvent life. Of conr. e, as in the other, so in this case, much will
dcpcncl 111 on tho vroper cboic .

Tbe fiftlt p1e.-tion l1as reference to the . election of the locality of the
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Three authors declined a decision on princivle regardOne says:

The normal schools should be equitably divided according to tbe population. This
will locate some in large and some in small cities, according to the character and
needs of the province. As there are renownetl universities in large as well as in
small cities, so it may be the case with. normal schools. It is a matter of self-evidence that the schools should be located in county centers for obYious reasons.

In four replies small towns are preferred. The following reasons are

advanced:
In our modern time larger cities give too much opportunity for dissipation. The
period of training n eeds quietude; the teacher after graduation may look about
himself in the world.
Generally small towns are preferable l>eca.use the students can then be supervised
better, and tho circumstances prevailing in those towns are similar to those in which
the teachers have to liv~ afterwa,rd. Moreover, the rural environments offer opportunities and ample material for home geography and natural history as they ·will
have to be taught later.
The use of collections, museums, etc., of a metropolis, or a capital, is not comm·e nsnrate with the gr~ater familiarity with country and people that can be gained
in smaller towns. The students of normal schools in large cities can not study in
museums any more i.han the students from other places who may visit them.
As far as the members of tho faculty are concerned it must be granted that they
have more social and scientific intercourse in a, largo city, but literary and scientific
work o~ their })art is much better pcrformcu in quiet, rural surroundings.
Naturally it will l>e unavoidable that cities of the size of Berlin and Vienna, having
thousands of t eachers, must have normal schools of their own. A metropolis has a
highly developed lifo niml so m:my peculiar elements of culture that the children
neefl city-bred teachers. A conntry teacher can not well enter at once into the
circle of thought of city children.

Ten repr es are in favor of large cities.
It is said that very small towns areapt to countrify the students. On tho other hand, a
metropolis is nipt to dissipate and endanger the mornls of students not kept in dormitories but choosing their own lodgings. Tho best choice would seem to be cities
of medium size, as these ha Yo been found to be tho best locnitions for universities. The,
normal-school stucleut should not be reared so as to est.range him from the world.
He must feel tho incessant throbbing and pulsating of the world, but be equally
guar<l.ed against tho danger of moral depravation and intellectual dissipation.
I considee H very 11ecess:1ry in the selection of the location that intercourse with
nature be ~acilitated. This point I eonsitlcr most important. The morbid longing
of country teachers for positions in the city I attribute to the lack of a well-tlevelopecl
love and sense of nniture.
The best plan would seem to be to place the normal schools in suburbs of largeT
cities, since both requisites mentioned may be satisfactorily met there-the vicinity
of ample sources of culturo and the solitude necessary for intellectual labor.
In very small towns the teacher loses connection with tho scientific movements of
the time; hence the interest of the faculty as well as the students point' toward
cities in which a high degree of intellectual life is found.

The sixth question was:
Is the professional training at present offered in normal schools consi<l.ered to be
sufficient, or do the present status of the science of pedagogy and the increased
dem ands which modern times make with r espect to popular education, justify an
extension of the course in J)rofessional training f
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Not one of the replie received au wers the first part of the qneS1tion
in the affirmative. On the contrary, all express the opinion more or less
di ·tinctly and emphatically that the present status of German normalchool training is insufficient. Only in one i,eply is an extension of the
course considered inadvisable, owing to the fact that the students are
already overburdened with matter and method. The fact mentioned
may be true, yet it must be considered whether a different prepa,mtion for the normal school and a more practical organization of the
teachers' entire training may not remove the difficulty.
Altliough the question had reference to the professional training
alone, several replies include the general culture. In one of them it is
emphasized that the greatest weakness of the students is found in
the lack of the thorough general culture. It is said, '' Here the lever
should be applied. Only with better prepared students can higher
demands be made in professional training." Thus again we see that
the question of preliminary work is the keynote of the whole subject.
How insufficient is the present preparation for normal schools is exemplified in some of the replies. One author says:
It is riclicnlous to expect of young peo1)le to solve clifficult psychological ancl petlagogical problems when they still wrestle with grammatica1 ancl rhetorical rules.

With regard to the strictly pedagogical professional training the
necessity of reading educational sources, as well as an extension of the
instruction in sciences supplementary to pedagogy, such as psychology
and ethics, are recommended. This latter instruction should, it is said,
be so conducted that pedagogical theories are derived from it. In the
practice chool in truetion should.be given in such a manner that the
tuclcnts become convinced of the fact that teaching is an art. Several
rer lie obje t to the dogmatic manner in which professional instruction
i offer d.
Wher the sy tom of p clagogy does not grow out of the practice iu school, where
the practice teacher is not the most cxperiencccl, but the youngest of the faculty, one
may, during the 1 sons in peclagogical theory, speak with tho tongue of an angeltho stnd nt will after all not profit much by them, but acquire fotile examination
kuowl clge.

Th :ev nt qu 8tion propo eel wa. :
Are th rec1uir m nts for tho prepar:ttion of normr,,1-school professors generally
consi11er l auffici nt

In one roply the author decline to give a definite answer, owiug to
the ili:ffl"r nee of the condition in the various countries. Four authors
r ply in th affirmative, twelve in the negative. Says one of the latter:
The. e requirements may be r garded sufficient as far as the general education
offerecl by profos ors is consiclered; but quite insufficient with respect to pedagogical
qnalific tion . This i particularly true of tho principals of the normal school , who
are quite freqneutly insnfficiently prepared for their positions. Until better men are
pnt at th h a.cl of tho· in. titut.ion , progr s. in the training oft acber can not be
exp ·t d.
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In the second reply we read :
Tliis is the weakest point and reform is most nee<l.ed here. The :p.i-esent practice,
according to which shipwrecked candidates for higher schools are considered good
enough for the normal schools, and ambitious theologians are placed at the head of
normal schools, assisted uy young men just graduated, must be considered a grave
error which may be explainecl by the want of financial means, but can never be
excused. \Vllctlter the 1wiucipal or teachers in the normal schools have received
their preparn,tion in the theological or philosophical faculty of a university, or only
in the normal school, is immaterial; but it is not immaterial by any means whether
they are highly cnltivatecl and experienced edacators, or whether they first intend
to gain their experience in the normal school, according to the popular saying: To
him whom God gives an office, He also gives th~ requisite understanding.

In another reply the author demands thn,t all normal-school teachers
should possess a university education.
'fhe normal-school teacher should, with regard to scientific knowledge, stand on
thfl same level with the teachers of secon<l.ary schools who must have received an
academic eclucation. Not only the work they are to perform requires that, but also
the position, reputation, and importance of the institutions in which they work; in
various ways this will reflect upon those who are to gain their profes1idonal education
thoro . This is the cardinal point of all reforillS in the training of teachers. Care
should be taken to enable those who have made their way through normal schools
to enter such positions by special prepa,ration and study.

In another reply university education is required only for the principal and a portion of the faculty.
Most of tbe authors who advocate reform in this point think it advisable that all normal-school teachers should attend, for several years, a
peda,gogical university seminary. In order to make this possible "the
conviction that pedagogy is a science, and that it is necessary to represent it properly in the faculty of the university, must first be awakened in Prussian universities." "This demand,'' writes another, "will
be unattainable so long as the present indifference for real national
education continues. This indifference is found where the commonschool teacher is considered the servant of the pastor, and where a
professor in the gymnasium is considered a shipwrecked university
professor."
The last question proposed was:
Are you of the opinion that the educat.ion gained in a German normal school, if
snpplcmentecl by continued private study and acknowledged practical results in
school, is sufficient and will enable a teacher to fulfill the duties of supervisor, either
as principal of a building or superintendent of a system of schools f Do you consider it necessary to establish special institutions for the preparation of such officers f

In most of the replies received the necessity of special institutions
of this kind is denied ; of course, provided that the training of teachers
should be reformed in the light of the advice stated in the foregoing
replies. One author says:
Our present system of training teachers for the Mmrnon school is entirely insufficient for the purpose of preparing supervising officers.

In most of the replies a special examination for principals and superintendents is urged, "so that all arbitrary promotions be made impos-
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sible.' With reference to the examining board for this purpose, it is
recommended to appoint only educators of acknowledged high culture,
who are not suffering from the prevailing disease of the age, i. e., are
not specialists of some kind, so that the entire education of the candidate may be judged fairly.
A few writers oppose this measure and . recommend the custom in
vogue in Saxony, which is, that candidates for supervisory offices are
required to attend the university after they have graduated from the
normal school. In one rep1y a, similar custom in vogue in the canton
of Berne is pointed out. Here graduates of normal schools have the
right to attend the lectures of cert in professors of the philosophical
faculty of the university called the Lehramts-schule (university seminary). This gives the canuidates a claim upon positions m secondary
schools, and it is from among these teachers that most of the school
inspectors and normal-school teachers are selected.
These opinions, rendered as they are by 1he foremost normal-school
educators of Germany, Austria, and Switzerland, have made a profound
sen ation among teachers and government authorities. The educational press has reproduced them a,ud commented upon them; even the
political press in Germany has considered them the most authoritative
a,nd important contribution to the question of teachers' training of late
years, and exp res eel the hope that the provincial as w·ell as the central
Government will base future reforms on the ad vice of these gentlemen.
The further fact that this symposium was called for and published by
the National Union of Teachers, a union that lrn3 nearly 60,000 member.' i most signifi ant, and proves that the teachers themselves are
not ati fled with the professional education the state offers them.
From the hi. tori al review on previous pages, it has been seen that it
wa. alway the t a hers themselves in central Europe who recognized
tl1e prevailing inadequacy, and urged reforms. The Government has
not alway. been willing to acknowledge the force of the teachers' criti·i m, but in the course of time it has always acknowledged its justice.
VII.-PERSO AL OBSERVATIONS.

Dnriug the month. of Jan nary and February, 1803, the writer of this
report wa detail d to in pect German normal schools, and to gafher
material that would be useful in giving an accurate picture of the
pre, nt tatu of profe ional training of teachers in central Europe.
To the foregoing hi torical review and sfaternent of the strLtistics and
pre ent condition of the normal schools in central Europe, therefore,
are added here some personal observations made during several visits
fin. pection in teacher 'pre1)aratory and normal schools. The nature
of thi. report requires that the e observations be general, leaving
p r. 01ialitie and localitie out of consideration.
Builclings.-In comparison with State normal school buildings in
.... Tew York, enn ylvania, I11inoi., and other States, the German normal
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school buildings are very inferior. It has a depressiug effect to see t,h e
most vital rules of hygiene set at naught in these schools, from which
are to come the teachers of the present and future generations.. It is
the common experience that a teacher will teach'' as he is taught," that
he will conduct a school as he has seen it done. Hence it is to be
snpposed that the graduates of normal schools in poorly ventilated and
wretchedly arranged buildings will have no very exalted idea of how a.
scl1ool building should be built, or how it should be kept to comply
with hygienic rules. Circumstances, such as poverty of the state,
existing local conditions, old buildings which must be utilized, may
explain, but can never excuse the present insufficient provision for n
system of schools of equal importance with the proud system 01
universities in central Europe.
Even new normal school buildings in Prnss~a do not come up fo the
standard of American school architecture, having flat, expressionless
fronts, uubroken rows of windows, and a box-like shape. 'They betoken
a want of provision for restbetic culture, serions if one considers the
consequences of such a want. The students of such schools can not
obtain ideals of ::esthetic culture, if trained in surroundings that seem
to poorly fit the purpose they are designed for.
This observation regarding style and poor arrangement of bnildings
is not mea11t to include a few buildings erected later in larg-e cities, but
refers to most of those inspected by the writer. It is, perhaps, not too
much to say ·that the lack of cleanliness frequently found, the excessively foul air, the crowded condition and general want of comfort
and beauty noticed in German elementary schools, are chiefly owing to
tlJe Jack of high ideals in F:chool architecture and rnsthctic educatio11
on the part of the teachers and inspectors, who would exert their
influence toward an improvement in this matter if they had been
differently trained.
A visit to ci prepciratory school.-The State of Prussia maiutains· a
number of preparatory institutions in which the candidates for admission to the normal schools are specially prepared. Many other schools
for the same purpose are private, especially in the western provinces . .
Since the candidates for normal schools ra1~ely come from secondary
schools (see Hist. Re-view, p. 149) special preparatory institutions seem
a necessity. Tlle writer inspected two of them, one ver.,y closely.
Here be noticed a fact well known, but rarely heeded by school
authorities, namely, that the most logical arrangement of matter of
instruction, the most carefully devised courses of study, the most skillfolly prepared appliances for teacliing, the most devoted attention to
study and love of knowledge on the part of students, are as nothing
compared with the skill of the teacher who knows how to prepare the
matter and also to prepare the mind · for recciviug it. A simHe may
illustrate this. The prevalence of iudigestion in the United States is
not owing to the waut of good meat and vegetables, for they are as
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good, if not better here than in other countries, but to bad preparation
of onr food. in many kitchens over which ignorant cooks preside, and
also to the unduly hurried mode of eating prevalent all over tlle
counti·y. Just so with the teacher in school. If he work like the
proverbial cheap restaurant cook, the best course of study (bill . of
fare), the finest appliances (condiments and spices), the greatest attention (hunger), will not make the knowledge offered (sole-leather beefsteak) palatable or digestive.
The school visited offered striking examples of good and bad teaching. The iustructors were selected fr.om among the best teachers of the
city, men who are specially well qualified in certain branches of study.
Several lessons were offered, most of which were excellent examples of
pedagogic art and skill; but two were marred by errors such as will
seriously endanger the future usefulness of the students in the profession of teaching, unless they see themselves the glaring contrast
between good and bad teaching and profit by it.
The boys (80 in number) sang three and four part music remarkably well and proved that they possessed commendable theoretical
knowledge of music.
Then followed a lesson in mental aritllmetic, which would have been
a revelation to many teachers who can not conceive the idea that arithmetical problems with numbers of more than two places can be solved
mentally. The students in this school had such a familiarity with the
structure and value of the numbers they worked with that they could
apply them in innp.merable ways, analyzing them for the purpose of
dividing and multiplying. Each problem was pronounced by the
teacher and repeated verbally by the pupil slowly and deliberately.
Wllen he had finished this repetition he was usually ready to announce
the result. At times an analysis was called for, and then it was
seen what a splendid command of the language the students had,
for each of the explanations was an almost faultless oral composition.
The teacher explained that he still followed the ·P estalozzian rules:
(1) "Offer objects at first for the purpose of conceiving the numbers in
tlrn concrete, and illustrnting all numerical operations." (2) "Create
a profound and clear idea of the structure and value of each number,
and train the student in .· wift and correct mathematical application."
(3) "Rely not on mechanical work, such as memorizing of rules and
workin(T problems by means of them, l>ut insist upon a procedure, the
fir 't and main object of which is to train the mind to find and make
rule itself.' (4) ".A.i-rauge your course so as to afford a procedure
from the easy to the mor <lifficult, or a step by step arrangement
whi h will -not leave gap ." This continuity of instruction was Pe taIozzi chief excellence in tea ·bing arithmetic.
An h r le .·on given wa in hi tory. The teacher demonstrated
the irrationality of teaching hi tory backward, by b ginning with the
pre eut ruler of Prus ia and g- ing into the pa t. Since thi afforded
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no chance of seeing the cause first and the effect afterward, but presupposed a great amount of historical knowledge in order to judge by
means of analogous cases from effect to cause, the teacher showed an
example of how not to proceed. Having clearly established this
fallacy he took up another period of history and proceeded to illustrate
the contrary mode of teaching history by proving . an evolutionary
tendency, teaching history biologically, so to speak. This lesson would
have been an excellent one had it not been marred by an overbearing
conduct on the part of the teacher, who, regardless of the sensibilities
of his students and of the presence of guests, scolded and used epithets
that were out of place in the school room.
The fourth lesson was in grammar. A finely inflected language,
such as the German, affords better and much more logical treatment
than the English; hence good instruction could be expected, but that
which was offered far surpassed the observer's expectations. The subject of copulative verbs was treated in a masterly way.
Then followed a lesson in geography, the treatment of which was so
antiquated that it called to mind the period of common-school teaching in which such tidbits of inform'ation were committed to memory,
verbatim et literatim, as "Zenith and Nadir are two ~1..rabic terms
imparting their own signification." The teacher conducted a v~·itable
recitation (A verbal repetition of something committed to memory.Webster.) The items asked for were so irrelevant, so disconnected, so
illogical, that it seemed as thoug·h the minds of his students could not
possibly profit by learning them. Now, if there is any branch· of study
in the curriculum of the common school calculated to develop the idea_
of cause and effect, it is geography. But what causal connection is
there between the exact length of the river Elbe and the· equally exact
statement of the elevation of the " Hohe Tatra" in Hungary 1 The
school inspector of the city, who had invited the visitor to this school,
was so fully aware of the unsatisfactory teaching exhibited that he
suggested to the teacher to take up one country, say Hungary, with
respect to (a) topography, (b) climate, (c) soil, (d) inhabitants, (e) occupations, and to show that there exists a causal connection between
them.
However, the attempt made was futile, because it was evident that
either the t eacher himself did not know it or that he refrained from
making the connection seen.
Then followed two lessons so ideally excellent that they overshadowed all the foregoing. The one was in zoology, the other in physics.
Reptiles were considered in the former, magnetism was the subject of
the latter. Zoology was taught with a true scientific spirit. The
teacher did not presume to give information; but he led the boys by
skillful questioning to find the knowledge themselves, and then express
it in good language. For instance: "What makes our chest expa,nd t
Could it be done if all the ribs were grown to the breast bone, or all
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the so-called fal~e ribs were bone and not partly cartilage¥ What
enables the snake to swallow animals thicker than its own body!''
The structure of the snake's skeleton was then hinted at, and the boys
discovered the peculiarity of its ribs. The teacher of physics proceeded with great tact and admirable skill in making facts the basis of
theories, and leading the boys to use the theories in turn for the purpose of discovering facts. No text-book was used.
Most of the teachers exhibited the de1icate tact of the true gentleman. They did not disregard the dignity of the young men, yet
maintained their own authority in a masterly manner. From the conduct of the students it was plainly seen whom of their teachers they
respected and loved.
A brief conference of teachers followed the day's work and the work
was discussed. One of the speakers laid much stress upon the point
that it would seem a waste of energy to indulge the students who have
a definite aim in view in doing anything that could in the least dissipate their attention from their future profession. It would lift them
out of their grooves, etc.,-the song is quite old and well known.
Other speakers d welled on the indisputable requirement of modern
education, that all instruction should be directed, first, at the development of the natural talents, and, secondly, at special aims in life. Man
is a human being before he is an officer, engineer, teacher, etc., and the
more the human being is considered the better it will be for the state,
society, and the individual.
A visit to Ad. Diesterweg's fonner seat of acti·v ity (Moers, in Rhenish
Prussia) cau ed disappointment. The school was not in session. The
director of the institution informed the reporter of the course of study
and method generally pursued in Prussian normal schools. One fact
gleaned from him is, that the managers of the Prussian normal schools
ar prohibited from reporting publicly upon the status and progress of
their school . Their written reports are examined by the provincial
governments and filed away. Publications are issued only when a
s hool celebra,tes an anniversary, and in that case a historical reviewis
offered. From these publications little can be gleaned of the trends
of normal-school education in Prussia. The best information concerning the currents of educational thought in normal schools is found in
the educational pres , which discusses time1y questions with candor
and much freedom .
Another fact gleaned from the interview was, that Herbart's Philosophy and Theory of Education is looked upon with little favor by the
managers and teachers of normal . chools; that the great majority of
profe. ·sors of "pedagogy' app ar to lean toward Lotze, and hence, that
the text-book on pedagogy used in more th an DO per een t of the Prusian normal , <"11001 clearly and <li tinct1y di approves of Herbart. The
text-book i. tJiat of 0 . t rma1m and Wegner. (See 1v, Professional
tudy.
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In another normal school the reporter chanced to witness a senior
student give a composition lesson in the practice department to boys of
12 years of age. The lesson was very similar to one of wJ?.ich Dr. M.
Heidingsfeld (Liegnitz, province Silesia) gives an account in Lehrproben itnd Lehrgaenge. It is here reproduced in English in order to
illustrate a method of teaching language and composition worthy of
note and imitation.
The clying old lion.

( A composition lesson.)

Lessing recommends the invention of JEsopian fables as very fruitful composition work for pupils of 11 to 13 years of age "not that I should try to make poets of our
boys, but because it is :incontrovertible th a t the medium by which fables are
invented :is the same which is applied b y all inventors. This medium is the principle
of retlnction. But the application of this principle offers great difficulties. It
demandi; extended knowledge of the particulars and of all the individual things upon
which the reduction is to t ak e place. Even though this knowledge be not wanting
it will be the wiser plan in the beginning to lead the pupils to find, or reiirrnnt,
rather than to ill"rnnt the fable."
Such a trial-namely, to l et my pupils find a fable-I made in a class of boys of 12
years, for the purpose of framing a narrative in composition work. It was a very
successful effort. Lessin g's fable, "The Dying Lion," a1)peared to me the most suitable subject. If I had reacl this fable to- the uoys their interest would soon have
lagged during the suusequent conversation. This I prevented by the procedure
hereafter set forth. When-after this preliminary discussion, during which the
pupils found the fable, almost identically in words and expression-I read it as the
poet had written it, it gave them great pleasure. ·with batNl breath they compared
their own production with that of a master mind ·. And now the lesson:
Teacher. ·we will prepare a, composition to -day. I have selected a fable for that
purpose. What is a fable f
Pupil. A fable is n, narrative in which the active persons are animals.
Q. What animal often plays a role in fables f-A. The lion.
Q. What is the lion usually called f-A. King of the animals.
Q. Why is he thus called ?-A. Because he is the str"ongest and most beautiful animal.
Q. How do other animals look upon the lion ?-A. They fear him.
Q. Wby f-A. Because be makes his sup eriority over them felt in a cruel manner.
Q. Our fable tells us that an old lion, who had always b een v ery cruel, lay powerless in front of his den, and expected death. The n ews of this spread rapidly among
the other animals. Now, if they had loved him, what would have been the consequence?-A. They would h ave been sorry and have mourned his loss.
Q. Do you think they had reason to do this ?-A. No; indeed not.
Q. Tell in a general way the reason of their ·w ant of sorrow.-A. No one regrets
the death of an enemy.
Q. Give this thonght in form of a question, introducing it with the word for.
They di<.1 not pity him, for - - - - -.-A. They did not p ity him, for who feels
sorrow for the death of an enemy?
Q. Another pupil may try it.-A. - - - - - , for who would feel sorrow for the
death of a peace breaker in whose presence no one can feel secure f
The thoughts bronght out are repeated.
Q . Now, if the animals did not pity the old, dying lion, what do you think they
felt,-A . Joy, to be sure; they felt uncommonly glad.
Q. Whyf:-A, Because they hoped soon to be free of their cruel enemy.
Q. State it differently.-A. They felt glad that they would soon get rid of him:
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h ir joy from tho lion ?-A. ~'o.
ho 0111<1 not pnni h th m any more.
they xpre s d their joyf- . B ' v _·ing, net-

snppo
. Auoth r . - . Tho ray u .
. W 11 yes; but we will leave the bir<l out of the play this time. Why1-A.
Bc<'an "th y w re not lil· ly to feel a grudge again t the lion, never having been
t1 by him .
.,.< m otb r anim< ls.-A. The donkey.
th r .-A. Thew lf, the horse .
. G od; I -will m ntion two more who happened to be there, tbe ox an<l the uon,r.
How do y n think tho fox vox cl the dying lion f-A . He said: "See, there lies our
king, who so cruelly pur, n tl u . A 11ice king he i&, to be sure; he can't even raise
hiA head any more.'
. Aud th donk yf-A. II kick d him with his foot .
. With hi ho f, you m ,an, do you notf And the wolH-A . He bit tho poor,

. What weapon does the boar use in fighting~-

alway. contains a precept or moral. "\Vhat moral
no houl<l not revenge one's self on an enemy who can
xpr s it differentlyf-A. It is wrong to revenge yourself on
an •oemy who i no long r alilo to injure you.
Q. o s tho po t always himself express in words tho moral of the fable,-A . No;
m tim sit Las to bo guessecl from what tho actors do in the fable.
Q. What do you say -A. I think sometimes one of the animals expresses the moral.
Q. Whi ·h on of the animals surrounding the dying lion do you think expressed
itf-A. I b li ve it was the horse.
Q. Whyf-A. B cn.oso it is always called a noLle animal.
Q. How did the borse como to express that IDoral f-A. It di<l not like to see the
otli r animals treat tho dying king so uadly.
Q. Yes1 my son, the noble hors alone stood by ancl did not wound the lion with
his hoofs any more than ho pained him with biting words . What impression did
this make upon the other animn,ls -A. It astonished them 1 and they asked the
horse to show the king his on tempt and punish him for his cruel treatment of former
days.
Q. What animal may barn thus asked the horse f-A. Tho fox.
Q. Possibly. What other animal f-A. The donkey.
Q. Wbylf-A. Be ause he is a relative of the horse.
Q. Who can giv a, better r ea on Y-A. Because hor e and donkey have the same·
mode of defense; they use their hoofs.
Q. ·we11, yes1 it was the donk y who asked the horse whether he would not also
punhih tl1 Jion for haTing once cru lly torn to pieces the horse's mother. At what
place in a fable i the moral u sually founcl i-A . At the end.
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Q. Then who was it that spoke lasU-A. The horse.
Q. Then there remains to bo stated the order in which the animals are to be mentiouetl iu the fable. How shall we arrange them f-A. According to their mode of

revenge.
(~ . \Vhat difference ,lo yon perceive in their modes of revengef-A. Some revenged
themselves with worcls; others by using violence.
Q. Which ones used words ~-A . The fox ::m u the wolf.
Q. \Vhich ones violence~-A. Donkey, ox, and boar.
Q. But, as we have seen, the donkey is the one to address the horse, so it will be
bett~r to mention ox and boar before the donkey. Which animal's revenge seems to
vou the meanest of all f-A . That of the donkey.
• Q. Whyf-A. Because he hits the lion from behind.
Q. Yes; tho stupid ass does not even think tho king worthy of a look. Now, state
what order we shall aclopt.-A. We ought to begin with the most refined kind of
revenge and end with the coarsest.
Q. Why will this be the best arrangement ?-A. Jt. will bring ont the generosity of
the horse tho more forcibly.
The order observed by the poet was observed also by the pupils, to wit: "The
wil~' fox reveng ed himself by sarcastic remarks and biting speeches; the wolf
achanced with coarser ammuriition; ox and boar applied violence; but the donkey
revenged himself in the meanest way-he expressed his contempt without looking
at the lion, and only giving him a kick from behind."
Q .. Now let us select a, fitting heacling for our fable. "\V'hat clo you propose1--A.
The Lion and th~ Animals.
Q. What! all the animals f-A. No; the lion, the fox, the wolf, the ox, the boar,
the donkey, ancl the horse.
Q. But that would be too long a heading. Let ns snggest ::mother. -A. The Generosity of the Horse.
Q. Very gootl; but is not the lion the principal figuref-A. Well, we might say
the Sick Lion.
• Q. I am afrai<l that is too narrow; it does not cover enough. The lion was not
only sick.-A. He was also old.
Q. If tho lion had only been sick, I suspect the animals would not have dared to
treat him as they did.-A. No; he might have gotten well again, and then have
punished tl1em.
Q. Precisely; for that reason jt seems best to select the heading, "The Dying Old
Lion." Now, I will read you the fable as Lessing wrote it. Listen:
"An old lion, who had always been very cruel, fay powerless in front of his den,
and awaited de:ith. The animals who had feared him greatly did not pity him,
for who would feel sorry for the death of a peace disturber, before whom no one
can feel secnref Tho anim:1ls were glad to get rid of him. Some of them, who
were still smarting nuder the wrongs he had done them in former clays, now gavo
vent to their hatred. Tho wily fox vexed him with sarcastic remarks; the wolf
used coarser oxpressions; the ox poked his horns iuto the Hon's sides, ::md the boar
wounded him with his tusks; even the lazy donkey gave him a kick with his hoof.
The no1Jle horse alone stood by calmly, a.nd did nothing, although this li on had
killed the horse's mother. 'Are you not going to give him a kick, toof' asked tho
doukey. Solemnly the horse r eplied : 'No, for I consider it villainous to revenge
m~-self upon ::m enemy who cau uot injnre me any longer."'
Q. Into how many parts may wo divide the story1-A. In two-the revenge of
the animals and the generosity of the horse.
Q. Is not the revenge to be introduced bJ· some statement which can explain itfA. The condition of tlie lion.
Q: .'o, then, we may connt three pnrts. \Vhich arc they f-A. Condition of the
lion; :revenge of fox, wolf~ ox, boar, and donkey; conduct of the hor..ie.
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Q . .1.Tow repeat the fabl in your owu ,..,.ords. Fred tell the first, Paul the second,
:Max the -third part. (It is done.) Now I "'IYill read H once more. Some one will
narrato it a,o-ain.

After thi the boy were told to write out the fable, and I need not
as ure my readers that it was done very wen.
A YISl'l' TO .\X TllER PR-CS IAX NOIUIAL SCIIOOL .

The build·i ng.-In a quiet, sleepy little town, connected by railways
with large indu trial centers, the Government has erected a large building with two spaciou wings for the special purpose of giving the normal school of the district a suitable home. The structure is very fine,
and reminds one of true American school architecture. It is large,
handsom , commouion . . , well ventilated, and surrounded by extensive
yards and garden . The stairs and ha1ls are covered wit,h linoleum,
the window are large, the walls delicately tinted, and the general
,_e ion room (n cd a a chapel) decorated with beautiful fresco borders
and otber ornaments. Altogether the building is one of the few worthy
habitations of a teacher'. training school, particularly because it
impre · e the tudents with n. correct idea of what a good school building i or ougut to be.
Bibliccil liistory.-The writer passed a day in tllis school, and was
well repaid for getti:,g up at 6 o'clock a. rn. on a raw winter day,
traveling an l1our on the railway, and calling on the rector before 8
o' lock-that i , in time for opening school. The first lesson he heard
wa on in biblical bi. tory. The rector had announced on the previous
day that h would given. model lesson to young- pupils, in presence of
tll . . enior Ia s of , tudent . Indeed, it was a model lesson in more
. u e than lie understood that teclmical term. The subject of the
le on wa. : "The wise men from the East following the star, and
comiug to Jerusalem to inquire of King Herod where the new-born
King of the Jew might be found; then being told to go to Bethlehem,
and tLere :finding Jesu , giving Him their presents and worshiping
Him."

The rector told the whole story in plain, unassuming words, such as
th little pupil could undersfand. By such simple means as describhlg the mode of traveling in the East; the poor, modest <l welling of the
HJly Family, etc., he ·u ·cecded in creating vivid mental pictures.
Then he questioned tue little ones on a, part of the story, namely, on
the journey to Jenu,alem and the inquiries of Herod. The rector's
kill in the art of que. tioning could not be adequately conveyed except
by a stenographic report. After this part of the story was well worked
over, and eYery incicleut explained, or called forth by leading questions,
two pupil· had to repeat the part, and they <lid it with singular faithfulne: a regard. fact. and expr ssion. Errors of speech were corrected
on the spot, but neyer in a humiliating way, nor so that the thread of
the conYer. atiou wa broken or tangled.
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Then the second part-Herod's inquiries, t.he mention of the prop]:i.et
l\licah, the journey to Bethlehem, aud the findiug of Jesus-followed.
In this part of the story the insincerity of Herod, and his evil intentions
were dwelt upon, and a distress could be noticed on the faces of the
youngsters when they heard that a king should so debase himself as
to say one thing and mean another. Again, a.U the rniuute details of
this part of the narrative were brought out by skillful questioning, and
the answers were very faithful, both in regard to facts and expression.
Again, as before, a review was had in connected repetition.
The third part . was treated likewise, and here the presents, gold,
incense, and myrrh, gave rise to a pretty explanation, cllildlike but allsuffieient. After this part was repeated, a general review fo1lowed.
One little boy told one part, another the second, a third the last; and
the singnlar faithfulness with which they repeated whole sentences
in almost identically the same words could only be attributed to the
consistency with which the rector had clung to these expressio11s a1l
through the lesson. Then he concluded by showing a handsome illustration in which the Holy Family, the wise men, the servants, the camels,
the star, the presents, etc., were shown. This fixed every item of the '
whole story in the memory of the little ones.
All through the masterly lesson the seniors sat apparently with bated
breath, making notes now and then. When the little ones were dismi~sed, the students were questioned as to what they had heard.
Object of the lesson, means employed, psychological references, methods,
principles of method, I know not what words to use to give my rca_d ers
an adequate idea of how that model lesson was analyzed. The rector
gave the students free scope to express their jt1dgment. It seemerl that
if any of these young men did not take away treasures of knowledge,
of skill in handling a class, and methodical treatment of matter, it certai11ly was not the fault of the rector and his pupils.
Literature.-Tbe second lesson heard was a lesson in German literature. It brgan with the reading of a composition upon Le1::,sing's
'' Minna von Barnhelm," the first disqnctly German drama. Tilough
the c1iction of the student was fault.y at times the composition was
unquestionably an original effort of rare merit. The professor (no.t the
rector) proceeded in his criticism with that delicacy which is the distinctive sign of a thoroughbred gentleman. It was obvious that the
most friendly relations existed between him and the students. Nevertheless he spoke very much to the point, and the students assisted him
in correctiug with praiseworthy zeal.
The vistas which were opened to the students in the realm of German
literature were wide and pleas:mt. There was nothing of that gnawing at the shell, or of that splitting of hairs, which is sometimes
observed in the teaching of literature, where the students never get to
see the forest on account of the multitude of trees. In sho.i·t, the
les on was characteristic, inasmuch as it was free from that petty,
ED 92--13
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annoying criticism indulged in where conformity with the exact text
of the book is the criterion of successful study. This professor was a
master in the art of questioning such as is rarely met. .Altogether
the lesson left a pleasant impression, and the conclusion was that the
students would, later in life, do very well to copy their teacher.
Nat1wal history.-The next lesson heard was one in zoology. .And
here again, as so often in Germany, the principle illustrated was that
observation is the foundation of cognition. Birds were studied like
that proverbial fish of .Agassiz. Stuffed birds were available in farge
numbers. Colored pictures assisted where objects were wanting; and
the lesson proceeded as one would wish every lesson in zoology to
proceed: (1) Actual observation established percepts; (2) several of
these fo:-rmed concepts; (3) these then were grouped by collecting the
essentials and droppiug minor items to establish clear-cut ideas. The
latter were well expressed; · When ·a number of them were available
conclusions were drawn from them. Thus the process of gathering
knowledge and strengthening . the thinking power was successfully
exemplified. Some of the steps taken were superfluous, it seemed, in a
class of adults, but it was the evident desire of the professor to make
these young men learn in precisely the way in which they are to cause
youug children to learn afterward.
It was with much curiosity that I heard the students state their
observations of domestic birds. We are very apt to think that we
know all about them, and that in ·zoology the attention should be
directed to the birds which the children are never likely to see. This
lesson convel'ted one to the opinion that we know much less of domestic
birds than we think we do. It was with much curio. ity that the writer
lrnard the students state the d.ifference in the mode of drinking between
pig ons and chickeus, to wit, that tho pigeon sucks water by keeping
its beak almost closed and causing a vacuum in the throat, while the
hen dips or ladles water with the lower part of the beak and then mises
its head to let the water run down into the cl'a w. The causes were
looked. for and found in the pec:uliar build. of the beaks of the different
birds. Monogamy among the pigeons, polygamy among the fowls, tLe
p culiar flight of pigeons, swallows, and otlier birds which was traced
to the form of the wings and feathers, and various othef things of great
iut re. t w r brought out, all of which gave oppol'tuuity for tracing
effe ·t back to cau e, and to judge from cause to effect.
_ Thi kind of fo 'iruction i very interesting, and as different 1rom the
old-time zoology le · on, a.· day i. from 11ight. No text-book in zoology,
botany or mineralogy was u ed, but each pupil bad an atlas which
ontained at lea t veral thou an els of exquisite illustrations of natural
obj ct , a companied by a few page· of print containing a table of content~ an l a k y to pr 11unciatio11.
Dr((lcinr1.-Th drawing J .- on en wa poor and the results meager.
Thi· <l partrneut wa evi<leutly the weake ·t point in the institution.
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]fi,sio.-A lesson on the church organ gave a fair sample of the
thoroughness with which the students are prepared fo1~ organist's service in church. Each student, as his turn came to play a hymn, was
told to play~ prelude of his ·own composition. Thus, for instance, if
the hymn was written in D major, he would start in E major and, by
way of seventh chords, try to reach D through .A. Or, beginning at C
major, he would go upward through D into G, and then through .A
into D. These were some of the easiest prelu~es. This practice made
the young men free and easy at the instrument. But the pedal proved
full of pitfalls, as it naturally will to beginners. .After three years of
daily practice, good results are obtained.
Geogrciphy.-Then followed a lesson in geography, in which a professor illustrated the priiiciple of .concentric instruction, by drawing
into this lesson history, physics, meteorology, etc., and thus making
the lesson have connection with many other branchesof study. _Th.t'Ough
all his visits in German schools the writer had not had the chance of
hearing a lesson in the geography of the United States. Here fortune
favored him, and the readers may imagine his pleasure when he heard
Washington pronou!lced Uashington, and not Vashington; New York,
not Noy York; Maine, not Mine, ~tc. It was a very pleasant surprise
to him. He inquired whether the teacher spoke English, and, upon
receiving a negative answer, inquired how it came that he pronounced
the English and .American geographical names correctly. The answer
was:
We a;e careful in looking up the pronounciation, for we insist upon pronouncing
each name correctly. As there can be but one correct pronunciation of the name of
the river Spree; namely, Spray (else Berlin would be constantly "on a spree"), so
there can be but one correct pronunciation of Ohio, namely, Ohio, not Oheeo, as we
Germans might be tempted to pronounce it. We are aware of the fact that Englishst,ea.king nations Anglicize all geographical names. This we consider wrong. "\Ve
follow the golden rule, "Do as you wonld be done by." Of course, ignorance may
excnse a man's mispronunciation, but a teacher who excused himself by claiming
not to know how Frenchmen pronounce their geographical names, or Americans
theirs, deserves to be dismissed .

.A review of the politic.11 geography of the Union led to an historical
outlook upon its rapid growth, and there teacher and pupils revealed a
familiarity with .American history which brought the lamentable ignorance of the average .American teacher regarding German history into
bold relief. Our remoteness makes us rather exclusive, and it is well
to call attention to it, and make us me.asure ourselves by the standards
of others. .As a rule, we find less ignorance concerning .America among
- teachers in Germany than among French teachers-a statement which,
it is hoped, is readily believed. The teacher in this grade was a gentleman of the highest type, who treated his students like- gentlemen, aud
never intentionally or otherwise wounded their sensibilities.
Arithmetio.-Then followed a lesson in arithmetic. Percentage was
the subject of discussion. Problems were solved orally with a rapidity
which fairly left the visitor behind. He asked permission to put a few
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questions to the students, and among other things asked them to tell
how they would begin the study of percentage, and at what age in the
course 1 The answer was very gratifying, to wit, expressions couched
in the term "per cent" might be taught in connection with reduction
of fractions. Thus, for instance, the children miglrt be taught that
one-fourth is equal to twenty-five hundredths, or twenty-five parts of
one hundred. The subsequent practice of percentage would thus
receive an early foundation.
Daily programme. -Passing through the hall the writer. copied the
characteristic items of the daily programme to give bis readers a fair
sample of how .to get sixteen hours' work out of twenty-four:
6 to 6:30.-Rising, dressing, washing.
6:30 to 7:30.-PTeparing lessons under supervision .
7:30 to 7:50.-Breakfast.
7:50 to 8.-Opening exercises in chapel.
8 to 1.-Lessons and experimental teaching.
1 to 1:30.-Dinner.
1:30 to 2.-Pla.ying and walking in the grounds.
2 to 5.-Lessons in academic department.
5 t_o 6.-Practice in instrumental music.
6 ,to 7.-Outcloor exercises.
7 to 7:30.-Supper.
7:30 to 9:30.-Working in class-rooms under supervision.
9:50 to 10. -Evening prn,yer.
10. - Retiring .

CHAPTER VII.
THE SWISS SCHOOL SYSTEM-AN HISTORICAL AND STATISTICAL REVIEW. 1

(After Dr. 0. Hunziker's Expose for the Ct>lumbian World's Fair.)

CONTENTS.
INTR0D UCTION .-Genm·al view .-I. Historical clevelopnient. (A) D11,ring the M ·idclle
.Ages. (B) Pm·iod of the origin a? thfrteen .cantons. ( C) Period of centralized govermnent. (D) Napoleonic era. (E) 1'i1ne of restoration. (F) Period of regeneration. (G) From 1848 to the present tirne.-II. Present condition of the Swiss
schools. (.A) Organization. (1) Elementary. (II) Secondary, professional, and higher
institntions. (B) Expencl'iture. (C) Superv'ision. (D) Hygiene. (E) Teachers. (F)
Stcttistics.
lN'l'RODUC'.l'lON.

Switzerland is a democratic federal repqblic, consisting of twenty-two
states or cantons, each of which manages its own local affairs, while
the Federal Government attends, as with us, to those affairs that pertain
to the whole country.
Area, 15,976 squa,re miles; population, accordil1g to censns of 1888, 2,933,334(183 to the squaire mile), of which, however, only 2,917,740 were residents. The cantons are named in German and French, as follows:
1. Ziirich .................... Zurich.
2. Bern ...................... Berne.
3. Lnzern ................... Lucerne.
4. Uri ..................... .. Uri.
5. Schwyz ................... Schwyz.
6 5 O~walden .......... ...... le Haut.
( N1dwalden ............... l~ Bas.
7. St. Gallen .... . ............ St. Gall.
8. Aargau .................... Argovie.
9. Tessin .................... Tessin.
10. Wallis ........... ......... Vala.is.
11. Genf ..................... , Geueve.
12. Glarus .................... Glaris.

13. Zug .................. Zoug.
14. Frei burg .............. Fribourg.
15. Solo th urn ............. Soleure.
... _...... B~le-V.
16 { Basel-Stadt
Basel-Land .......... Bale.c.
17. Schaffhausen ......... Schaft'house.
18 ~ Appenzell ~·· Rh ...... Appenzell ~xt.
l AppenzelJ 1. Rh ...... .Appenzell mt.
19. Graubiinden .......... Grisons.
20. Thurgau ..•........... Thurgovie.
21. Waadt ................ Vaud.
22. N euen burg ........... N eufchatel.

From this list we see that the political division of Switzerland into
22 cantons is not congruent with the number of school cantons, for
three of the cantons (see Nos. 6, 16, and 18) are divided into two semi-

cantons each, which makes the number of school cantons 25.
The German language is spoken by the majority ofinhabitantR in 15
cantons, the French in 5 cantons, the Italian in one, arid the Romansch
1
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in one; or 2,092,530 inhabitants 9f Switzerland speak German, 637,972
speak French, 156,606 Italian, and 38,375 Homan sch. Tlle uumber of
those who speak two, or even three languages is very great, but can not
be ascertained from the census.
GENERAL VIEW.

Switzerland has no naitional school system; that is, a system of elementary and secondary schools established and maintained by the
Federal Government; neither has it a federal school law. The coustitution of the Federation, however, prescribes that(l) The Federal Government has the right to establish a polytechnicnm, a federal university, and other institutions of higher instruct.ion,
or to subsidize institutions of such character.
(2) The separate states or canton~ must provide for sufficient elementary instruction under exclusive state supervision. This instruction is obligatory, and in public schools gratuitous. The public schools
mL1st be open for all religious denominations without restriction to
their liberty of faith and conscience.
(3) The Federal Government is empowered to take the proper measures to enforce this provision in cantons th at fail to fulfill their duty.
(4) Liberty of faith aud cons~ience is inviolable. No one may be
coerced to become a member of a religious body, attend any religious
instruction, or participate in religious exercises. According to the
foregoing principle, pai-ental authority or that of the guardian provides
for or directs the · religious education of children up to the sixteenth
year of-age.
Within tbese limits fixed by the Federal ConGtitution, each of the
cantons and sernicantons established and arranged a public school
system according to its own laws and special needs or intentions.
Hence it is plain that the little country, b~1ving a smaller area than
the two States, Vermontandl\fassacbusetts, taken together, and a population almo t equal to tl1at of Vermont, Massachusetts, and Rhode
L land taken together, has a great vatiety of school systems no two of
which are identical, yet all of which are similar, for nearly all the variou
sy terns follow P,SSe.ntially the same principles, especially in the reformed
cantons Schaffhausen·, t. Gallen, Thurgau, Zurich, Aargau, Solothurn,
- Berne, Waadt, Basel, and other . Perhaps the greatest differences to
be ob erved are found to exist hetween the French a11d the German
canton., but the ·e difference chiefly refer to secondary and· higher
in -titutions of leaming, , carcely to elementary schools.
A tate of aiffair , u h as thi · i not new to u , since the same conditi n. · prevail in our ountry, where every State is left to establish, maintaiu, and regulate it own ' hool ystem. Yet the absolute publicity
in ma t r,' of public int re t cau, a imilarity in efforts and result
wbi ·h pr v llt. c 11fu, i n. It i. tbu in all governmental relation and
publi · affair . We e a r f rm in ballotiug, for iustauce, begun in one
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State and continued in others whose legislative bodies imitate the
measure taken elsewhere. It is reasonable to suppose that the various
laws that make the application of the Australian ballot system mandatory show slight variations, yet the essentia~ fea.tures of that system
are secured by all these laws. Movements that are likely to prove of
general benefit to the public are supported by the people of the whole
Union without regard to State boundaries. A similar procedure is
witnessed in the schools. Though no two State school laws ·of the
Union are identica11y alike, and ·though with regard to their organization even vita.l differences may be perpetuated by these laws, yet it is
not difficult to state in general lines the objects, methods, and results
of the American public school which is thus spoken of as though it were a homogeneous institution or a uniform system.
Mr. Morf; a well-known Swiss writer on educational questions, s_a ys
in Der Lehrer Leurnund:
One of the· most splendid results of popular education is the awakening and fostering of the beautiful and grand idea of humanity, the imp?rtance of t1e human being .
as such. It is not so very long ago that the people were left ignorant of their
powers in the State. History knew nothing of the existence of the mass, except
when it was assembled on the battlefield to fight for the interest and the glory'of its
lonls. The aim and object of the State have changed; th(,y are not now the pomp/
glory, or pleasure of a few, bnt the welfare and rights of all. Formerly the Government was in Switzerland, as it is still in other countries, an inherited monopoly, protected by the theory of the divine right. At present in Switzerland offices and
honors are open to comp!)tition; they fall to him in whose hnnds the people consider
their rights most securely protected.
Formerly the activity of our Government hau 11 o big.her object than to secure and
preserve the privileges and property of a, fow. Now it aims at granting everyone
the means to make his life woti,h living, and to secure to him the undisturbed enjoyment of human rights. Our modern codes do not contain the word privileges (private rights). This is the stream of modern life, and the common school has aided
essentially iri clearing away its obstructions. Some people who view this broad
stream look upon it as a wild flood that caus'es vast destruction; we see in it a blessing, a river that waters the desert and changes it to fertile land.
But in whatever way we may consider it, as a clestructive flood or a beneficent
current, the powerful current is there; it can not be stemmed or dammed; no human
power can turn it back. The wealth of aptitudes and creative power latent in the
mass of humanity is without limit. Popular education is bound to free them. . It
not only seeks to do ·so but does it . . It purposes to make the intellect ancl the deep,
glowing love for all tbat is good, noble, ancl beautiful the rulers and the foremost
grea,t, powers of thB world.
The great importance -of the present rational elementary school instruction lies in
the fact that it exercises and strengthens the powers of the mind. 'l'he so-called old
school offered a quantity of knowledge and a certain degree of skill, but it left the
minu undeveloped. Formerly the acquisition of knowledge was the aim; now it is
regarded as a means. Knowledge is now acquired incidentally, as it were, in the
effort at awakening aincl strengthening the mind and fostering the inborn faculties.
This school is young with us, as it is in all other countries; it is scarcely sixty years
old. Let it grow to be a hundred or two hundred years, and it will give to the
people what the highest P,edagogical authorities have promised-a new heaven and a
new earth. That our people (I am speaking here of the canton of Zi.irich) have
reeognized the importance of the common s,·ho0l, may be seen from the fact that the
maiutenancc of the schools costs 18 franm,. or $3.70, per inhabitant.
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l.-HISTORIC.A.L DEVELOPMENT OF THE SWISS SCHOOL SY TE)!,
.A.-DURING THE MIDDLE .A.GE'.

The Swiss school system has had the same beginnings that the systems
in other central European countries have had-that is, first, convent,
cathedral, and parochial schools, founded by the clergy, followed in
later centuries by secular schools in cities, established by municipal
authority. In preserving and nurturing science after the ravages of
the great migration the order of St. Benedict was specially meritorious. Later orders followed ascetic methods, hence do not deserve
attention in this connection. During the time of the Oarlovingia,ns
it was the school of the monastery in Reichenau which added materially to the preservation of culture. Walafried Strabo (died 849 A. D.)
left us a vivid and interesting description of this school. During the
tenth and eleventh centuries the abbey of St. Gallen was a center of
culture for the whole of southeru Germany.
1n Burgundian, now French Switzerland, the abbey of St. Maurice
(founded in the fifth century) was an ancient seat of monastic culture.
In the seventh century Romainrnotier~ in Vaud, St. Ursanne and Montier-Grandval in Berne were famous: In AllemanniaH, now German
Switzerland, besides St. Gallen and Reichenau, which were foundations
of the eighth century, the abbeys of Beromi.inster, Einsiedeln (tenth
century), and Engelberg (twelfth century) must be mentioned. In
Ratia, or Italian Switzerland, the abbeys Disentis (seventh century),
St. Luci, near Ohur (seventh century), and Munster (eighth century)
are worthy of note. The cathedral schools of Geneva, Lausanne, Constance, and Chur at times promoted the education of t he clergy with
great ze~l and success.
This era of flourishing ecclesiastical culture, lasting as it did far -into
the time of the crusades, was followed by the ·fierce contests between
emperors and pope and similar struggles between the ecc1esiastical
and secular principa:Iitie , and in consequence the education of the
prie, ts degenerated. Even in St. Gallen, in 1298, the abbot and the
maj ority of the monk, were unable to write, likewise, in 1335, all the
ca11ons of St. Felix and Regula in Zii.ricll, except one. The Latjn
,·cl1001 in thi · in ' titution wa no longer taught by Brother Scllolasticns
of th order, but l>y a nonre1-,ident teacher, who received a salary.
:Jfany cities bad sn ·h Latin schools, mostly supported by the cathedr, l and monastic order . Be ides these there arose during the latter
patt of the Middle Age a number of schools in which the vernacular
of th place was the rnediuin of instruction; they were called writing
hool aud were taught by traveling schoolmasters. The cai011clar
of ZiL ich of 15 8 can· it a laudable and desirable custom to teach
writing and reading to children from 6 to 12 years of age before they
begin to 1 arn tra<l . Out id of the wa!l' of the cities and abbeys
cho 1 edu ·ation wa not to ue iouu<l.
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During the second half of the fifteenth century the liberal wave of
humanistic study had entered Switzerland, and at the· same time the
art of printing opened uew channels for the diffusion of knowledge.
Basel began to be a shining light of learniug owing to the university
founded in 1460 and the efforts of the famous learned printers, Froben
and Amerbach. Such industrial and intellectually striving cities as
Zurich did not have a printing office for thirty years after Basel ha<l. set
the example. Geneva, however, followed Basel at once by establishing
a printing office, aud the remote abbey of Beromiinster claimed to
liave published the first printed book in Switzerland in 1470. The
claim has subsequently proved erroneous.
B.-TI-IE PERIOD OF THE

13

CANTONS,

1513-1798.

A few years after Appenzell had been admitted into the confederation of sovereign cantons, and thus the confederation had reached the
extent it preserved up to the time in -which it was demolished, Switz- ·
erland began to make efforts in behalf of church reformation, which
efforts were strongly supported by Zurich and in fact emanated from
there. The cantons divided sharply on religious questions, and contests and competition arising from these questi01;s essentially influenced the further development of Swiss civiliz~tion. In the schools
the religious or· ecclesiastical interest became much more prominent
than it had been in previous centuries. The great church reformers
e.stimated the schools according to their value, for the church took
theri1 into its service and reorga,n ized them, as well as the :whole State,
according to religious ideas. '
·
Hence the higher school1, established or rentodeled by the reformers
(the '' Lectorium" of Zwingli in Ziirich, the "Academy" of Calvin in
Geneva, 1559) were at first theological seminaries exclusively. But as
early as 1541 the Zi.i.rich institution opened itf:: doors for a professor of
natural sciences, and that in Geneva reserved three hours a week for
mathematics and physics, anrl temporarily a chair for medical science
was occupied. One of the results of the Reformation consisted in
attracting renowned teachers to the universities, also in building up
a complete system of higher education from the Latin or preparatory
school to the university (or academy as it was called), a11d lastly,
in making hig·her studies accessible to the poor strata of society.
Zwingli's liberal conception of a broad basis of education that
prompted him to extend the system of preparatory or Latin schools to
the country (he founded schools at Kappel, Ri.i.ti, and Stein) did not
find much favor in a subsequent generation~ for dming the middle of
the century these schools fell victims to the current of the time which
leaned toward founding and maintaining German schools.
Higher education became a11d remained for a long time "an ornament of tbe cities." 'l'he narrowmi11dednesR of the Protestaut population, expressed in the cantonal governments, allowed higher educa-
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tion to hecome a city monopoly. This exclusiveness wa.s not foun<l in
Catholic cantonR, wlJere the free entrance to the ecclesiastical profe ·.
sion wais promoted by the monasteries. The colleges of the Jesuits,
which sprang into existence with an almost elementary force about
the same time, led to a beneficial competition between Catholic and
Protestant -seats of higher education.
While the great ref9rmers besto~ed much care upon the Latin
schools and higher education, the document s in the city archives give
no evidence wp.atever that they also favored and promoted popular
education on the basis of the mother tongue. Yet it is plainly noticeable that popular education received the strongest impetus through the
Reformation in Switzerland as well as in other countries. "The contrasts arising in matters of faith created intellectual life, and the
de.sire to confirm the teachings of the new faith in the growing generation." The sermons from the pulpit were soon supplemeuted by regular
instruction in catechism, especial1y to children~ The services·in church
were fashioned to meet their understanding, hence divine services were
conducted for children separate from those for adults. These juvenile
servipes were _obligatory, and extended to young people of 18 to 20
years of age, in some cases even to all unm arried. The Bible became
a domestic reading book; a large part of the Psalms, Proverbs, and
.]3iblical' stories bMame comi:p.on property.
.
The principle of the Reformation which did away with priestly .mediation between wan and divinity required that each one be responsible
to himself coucerning the truth of his faith, i. e., its conformity with
Holy Writ. · This requirement became more powerful as the constant
controversies between :Protestant and Catholic theologians, as well as
the contests between church tenets and dissenting views that arose in
opposition to the clArgy, kept the people in suspense and turmoil. Thus
the desire to spread the arts of reading and writing grew rapidly. The
·importance of the church reformation for popular education lies in the
fact that it not only promoted the establishment of elementary schools
in cities, improved their condition, their course of study and methods
of instruction, but also that it carried school education beyond the city
walls into the opeu country and created a desire among the peasants
to learn reading and writing.
In th~ cities the beginnings 9f vernacular schools had everywhere
been made, but now tbe. e schools were made to serve eccle. iastical
purposes. It was done by snbjecting them to church supervision, or
at least by allowing the ministers of the church to p articipate in their
supervi ion. In the open country and villages elementary., chools
developed from the Sm1day in. truction in church. The synod of Zurich
in a circular letter to the clergy of Berne in 1562 closed with the advice
' not to , par time or ffort.' in behalf of the young." ThiR proYe. how
'arn :tly th }>, ·tor con .·iderecl th, cn,1 for elementary in truction to
be.au e eutial part of their dutie '.
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The gr~at start popular education made in tbe Protestant cantons
induced the Catholic Church to similar efforts. The resolutions of the
Council of Trent with reference to the establishment of schools for
the young were brought nearer their execution by Episcopal orders
in 1564. Thus in the democratic ca'O.tons of original Switzerland (Ursch weiz) a _system of rural elementary schools was established in a comparatively short time. Much less favorable were the prospects in the
rural districts of the so-called Catholic city cantons. Solothurn (or
Soleure) was the only canton whose governinent bestowed atteution
upon education in the open country and grauted financial aid to good
teachers. In the distrwts belouging to Freiburg, Luzerne, and .other
towns, over which Ziirich and Berne had no influence, the rural school
system was. either left undeveloped or was totally neglected. This
state of affairs continued till the ancient confederation broke to pieces
in 1798.
The reaction caused by the devastation of the terrible thirty-years' war
in central European culture w.as spared to Switzerland. But the sodal
turmoil caused by the- cruel peasants' war had a partial reaction ·upon
- the rural schools. Thus the government of the Catholic canton Solothurn, that had done much for the maintenance of schools, resolved as
follows: "It is left free to the peasants to keep schoolmasters, but the
lords of the manors will no longer contribute to their support." Iu the
Protestant city cantons the school regulations of the first half of the
eighteenth century are, with exception of unessential variations, copies
of those in vogue during the seventeenth century.
Under such circumstances it can scarcely be called an advantage
that the clergy in the rural districts and villages withdrew from the
actual busirress of teaching and left it to secular teachers. The school
did not gain in reputation thereby, and it was m0reover removed from
tbe good will of the ruling powers, since the latter were essentially
religious. But as a foundation of subsequent <levelopment of the
schools this change was of the most vit3l importance. The profession
of teaching, and the people's school, became thus a subject of independent interest, and the intellectual movement (tbe era of enlightenmeut) that characterized the second half of the eighteenth -century
did not heaitate to take hold of the problem of popular education with
enthusiasm and· persistence, a thing that would have been jmpossib]e
if the schools had still been appendages of the church and teaching a
function ':If the pastors .
.Indeed, th_e last few decades of the ejghteenth century manifested ·
great efforts in behalf of popular education. We notice in all the
cantons beginnings of school reform borne by popular will and proving
to be spontaneous. The reform of the whole school system of ·Zi.irich,
during the years from 1765 to 1774, is remarkable, not so much for its
results and immediate improvements, as by the zeal and. enthusiasm
with which the clergy and statesmen studied the existing condition_s
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and the means of improv.ement, in order to create a system that should
be a model for other cantons. The Helvetian Society (founded in
1761) offered 'its hall arid moral aid to the school reformers. The
seminary Holdenstein-1\farschlins (founded 1761 by Martin Planta),
gave a shining example of natural education for higher classes, several years previous to the opening of the Philantliropin in Dessau,
Germany.
It is well known how much sympathetic interest Pestalozzi found
among the Bernese mayors (Landvogte) of the vicinity, when be made
his educational attempts at Neuhof. In the convents of Kreuzlingen
and _St. Urban, Felbiger's methods were introduced, and the publication of text-books and appliances in accordance with them was pushed
zealously. Sui~able candidates and teachers were prepared by special
courses of instruction. Yet, despite all these laudable attempts, the
result consisted more in lamentations over the inadequacy of existing
institutions than in tangible results. The people had become painfully CQI1Scious of the low condition of .education, and groped vainly
for remedies that would improve the entire system.
, For, generally speaking, the Swiss school system at the close of tlle
eighteenth centu:r:y, even in the most progressive cantons, stood on a
low~r plane of development than that of many a principality in Germany at that time. The rural schools were open in winter only; here
and there school was kept a few half days per week in summer. The
teachers were frequently_ not .in possession of the most scanty elementary knowledge; they were dependent upon the pastor of the place, .
poorly paid, supported chiefly by tuition fees which they bad to collect
themselves. They were often obliged to ply a trade, or serve as
sacristan in church to increase their scanty income. Their election
was nearly always determined by exterior causes (such as being a
resident, in needy circumstances, and having a suitable room that
could be used for school purposes) than by their professional prepara. tio,n and moral character. Few localities bad their own school houses;
the rooms used for school purposes often served as workshops and as
a part of the family dwelling. Here and there the school was an
ambulatory one, hence the necessity arose to board the schoolmaster,
who spent one week at each house or settlement. To institute general
attendance at school of all the children of a district was impo. sible,
owing to inadequate :provision for seating all. There were scarcely
beginning made in methodical treatment of the matter of instruction,
or the grading of pupils, in providing for proper seats and suitable
appliances for teaching. This i the picture of the Swiss rural school
Y tern, a it appeared in 1799, in the replies to queries sent out by
h minister of tate, Mr. Stapfer. In small towns the circumstances
w r not much better.
Tbe an. e of u •h a di proportion between conception and execution
lay in the I revailing id a concerning the relation of the tate to the
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schools in Switzerland as well as in other countries. The eight~enth.
century generally considered the state's duty to cousist essentially in
organizing public order and securing safety; civiliz~ng _agencies such
as public education, were thought to Ue outside the pale of the state,
and given over into the hands of the church, securing only the state's
natural right of supervision. The state's budget was in no wise
adapted to maintain and promote education. The conviction that. it
was the moral duty of the state to provide means for schools, was lacking entirely; and we have eloquent proofs of the fact, that the impeTial
decree, dated Vienna, October 13, 1770, which characterized the school
system to be a "politicum," was considered novel and revolutionary.
The idea of using public lands for school purposes and for ra.ising
means for their support, was considered wrong, '' one which no wellwishing citizen would ev~r entertahi" (words of Antistes Ulrich of
ZU.rich in his memorial on improving the rural schools, 1776). Hence
voluntary contributions for t,h e purchase of urgent necessities were
called for and liberally spent, but of course were inadequate for a
thorough reform of the whole systern. This patchwork with insufficient means, attempted with the best 9f intentions and good will, was
going on when the great revolution took place that shattered the .ancient confederation and erected in its place a unified State, "The
Helvetian Republic, one and indivisible."
..

C.-THE PERIOD OF CENTRALIZED GOVERNMENT,

1798-1803.

The French revolution abruptly changed the conception of the rela.
tion l; etween state and school. It was a natural consequence of its
current, directed as it was, against the church, and wherever the revolutionary ideas entered, the school became a subject of governmental
concern. To this was added another consideration: The revolntion felt
in the very beginning the need of giving expression to the humane principles of the era of enlightenmeut in which it ·had its origin, and of
replacing the traditional and historically developed, but always inadequate social and political institutions, with finished, systematic constitutions. It would have been a disavowal of its most ideal aspirations,
if it had not recognized the duty of enlightening the citizens, and hence
caring for public education of the young.
Switzerland also, which was remodeled in 1798 int9 a uuified state
according to th~ French model, adopted a constitution which expressed
the principle·s mentioned, that is, that the state assumed the duty of
enlightenment and public education. The first draft of the constitution
(au imitation of the French directorial constitution) written by Peter
Ochs in 1798, sounded rather theoretical and abstract:
ARTICLE ,L The two bases of the public weal are security and eniightenment.
Enlightenment is preferable to wealth.
·

But the constitution opened a ch~mce for the appointment of a minister of arts and sciences, and how abidingly this man has impressed
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publi c consciousness with the state's duty toward education, may be
seeu from the fact, that all subsequent constitutions and drafts of constitutions (for they were changed frequently) during the time of centralized government, touch upon education strongly.
Under the most difficult circumstances, at a time when Switzerland
was the seat of wars carried on by foreign powers, and face to face
with destitution aod misery, and at a time, moreover, when fierce
internal political contests made abiding order impossible, the foundation of a national Swiss school system was to be established. And it
was done. The "dfrectorium" (executive) appointed~ May, 1798, a
mmister of arts and sciences, Mr. Phillip Albrecht Stapfer, of Brugg.
When he in 1800 was sent to Paris as ambassador of Switzerland his
successor, Mr. Melchior Mohr, of Lucerne, continued Stapfer's work in
the direction in which it was begun. Stapfer's leading idea was : '' We
must prove to the world that from our revolution arises a gain for true
huma.n culture."
As early as November 18, 1798, the ~Government (directorium) submitted to the legislative council a bill concerning the lower city schools,
which bill had been prepared by Stapfer, who aimed at a uniform system
· of elementary people's schools for the whole country. These elementary
schools he intended to lead ll-P to a system ·of intermediate or citizens'
sclrnols, o.ver which should be placed the reorganized classical secondary schools, and as apex to the pyramid he design'e d a nation_al central
school for higher education. The bill was read and discussed for the
first tillle in the spring of 1799, was theu referred to a committee, and
there was neglected.
Nevertheless, Stapfer began the work of reorganization with a will.
He was empowered by the executive to take the most nece sary
mea~ures toward reform, hence elections were ordered for cantonal
educational councilors (state commissioners) and school inspectors,
aud Stapfer, with the permi~sion of the execnti ve, issued instructions
for these official . The e instructions are a beautiful monument not
on]y of his euthu iasm and pedagogical insigl;i.t, but also of his honest
endeavor to win over public opinion in favor of school reform, without
r garcl to politic', by perfect candor in reference to his own ideas and
by a , ympathetic consid ration of every suggestion arising from interest
in public · ducation. Hi in tructions are conspicuous by an utter
ab ence of lrnreaucratic flavor. They have reference to things the
importance of wLich only the present time has learned to value, as, for
iu tance control of hygienic measure .
In order to obtain a clear statement of the conditions of the Swi. s
chooL he bad printed a circular letter, in 1790, containing a, number
of plain que tion . The letter was sent to every school-teacher in
witz rland. During the year l 00 thereplie arrived with few exceptio ,'. They form an invaluable ·ource of information concerning the
condition of th 'Chool at that time.
tapf'er maclerE-peated endeavor
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to P.~tablish professional courses for teachers, and supported and aided
his secretary, Fischer, iu Castle Burgdorf in his efforts at elevating tue
.teachers. He it was, also, who by constant reminders induced the
central Government to aid Pestalozzi in his enterprises.
Jt is one of the best featnres of the Helvetian Government tha,t, though it at
times failed to know where to get the money for the most pressing needs, it .backecl
Pestalozzi with firm confidence. 'l'he appropriations for the orphan asylum in
Stans we~e ample. For bis attempts in the elementary school at Burgdorf the Governrnent pahl Pestalozzi a small salary; be owed to this same Government the
security with which lie could pursue his educational experiments, by: having the free
use of the castle at Burgdorf. The Government aided him further financially in preparing candidates for the teacher's profession, that is, with a sum quite considerable
in comparison with other appropriations. This same Helvetian central Government,
during the last few montbs of its existence in 1803 enabled Pestalozzi to publish his ·
schoolbooks by paying him a ham1some subsidy. It acted as a, 15odfather to Pestalozzi's work, and whatever was free from the dross of political confus10n during this
Helvetian period, its genuine ideal aspiration has been saved for future generations
by Pestalozzi; it has subsequently become a positive gain for Switzerland and the
whole of humanity.

The Helvetian Government laid at least certain foundations upon
which the future could build. Its resolutions of December 4-6, 1800,
prescril>ed that every community should be oblige9- to fu-rnish a school- ~
room and the proper amount of fuel to keep school open during .the
winter, and to ·pay a teacher a salary of at least 80 francs per annum.
Compuls·o ry education wafi decreed, making it the duty of every f~ther to send bis children and wards to school during the winter.
D.-THE NAPOLEONIC ER.A.,

1803-1813.

THE TIME OF MEDIA'.l'ION.,

· The seed planted by the Helvetian centralized Governm@t began to
germinate during the quiet decade following the overthrow of that GoYerum.ent and the adoption of a constitution March 10, 1803, which
decentralized the union and made of it what it formerly was, a confe<l.eration of states. Now that the form of mnity was broken, the men who
had served Stapfer as lieutenants began .to agitate the school question
in the separate states or cant_ons. Most of the school laws passed by
the legislative bodies of the cantons, and the regulations decreed by
the various executive authorities, all are characterized by the idea that
the care for the education of the young is "indispensable and one of the
.highest objects of the state," '' a holy duty of the government." It had
become obviou-s that the idea of the state's neutrality in matters of
public education, prevalent before 1798, was untenable.
However, the amounts that the states thought themselves able to
spend for the school system were measured out very economically. All
the greater was the enthusiasm of private citizens. A -great number of
institutions arose in cities and in the country for the pm~pose of affording
the sons of well to.do families a better education than hitherto. Pestalozzi's educational enterprise· at Yverdun became popular and very sue·
cessful. It soon became the place of pilgrimage for nativ~ and foreign
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educators. InHofwylFellenbergestablished that system ofin titution
in which he hoped to conjure the threate11i11g social cri is by mean of
better education of all classes of society. In Freiburg Pater Girard ucceeded, through the charm of his personality and the clearness of hi
method, in elevating the city schools to a, degree of perfection which
euabled them to compete with Yverdun.
Rural pastors, prompted by the supreme need of well-prepared
teachers, established professional courses for them; these courses
proved. to be remarkably beneficial if the circumstances of the time are
considered. Higher education also took part in thi s patriotic reviYal,
partly by the foundation of vigorous state (cantonal) schools ( ucb as
in Aarau and Obur). Finally, Pestalozzi succeeded in founding the
Swiss Educational Association. It met first in 1808 in Lenzbul'g, and
brought together many men ~ho had hitherto worked single-handed
in their respective localities, and this society became the central Rource
of educational enthusiasm for Switzerland. Wli.en in 1812 its fifth
annual meeting adjourned the members were :filled with the joyous
~.0pe of a blessed time of peace and progress, and had no foreboding of
the terrific events that were to take place in Europe in 1813, events
which not only overthrew Napoleon and readjusted the map of Europe,
but ended abruptly the activity of the Swiss Educational Association
as well as the blessed time of mediation in Switzerland.
E.-THE

TIME OF RESTORATION,

1813-1830.

'rhe downfall of Napoleon led to a ·rt',l>rganization of the political
in titution of Switzerlanu, -which reorgmiization found approval very
lowly. The sovereio-nty of the cantons 'irns reestablished iµ almo t
ab. olutc form. The ..Federation was now a powerless union of states,
though w~1llis,Neuenburg, and Geneva were added permanently. After
all thee:fforts and re t]e s activity exhibit~d during the Napoleonic era,
the de ire for re t made itself felt very strongly, and characterized the
followin()' years as a period of conservative staudstill and occasional
retrogre ion that met 110 oppo ition iu public opinion. However, the
p1a1t. for reforming the chool system had too well matured au<l. taken
r ot in public ".on ciou ne during the previous 1wriocl to check a
gradual developm nt along the whole line or undo tbe work already
a compli hed. Only in one point an unquestionable step backward
wa taken in ome canton by withdrawing the State' centralized
maintenance of the hool and by giving into the hand of the clergy
th work of upervi ion. Moreover, the famine year of 181G and 1 17
pr ~ d material inter t. into the foreground.
Tll y r 1 10 witne ·ed a hifting of cenery, and the revolution of
th
r k , for whom much ympathy wa manife ·t din Switz rlm1d,
tr ng h n 1 h liberal . pirit of a great part of th Swiss peopl .
A .
f h
teran of th time of th Helvetia,n union aud the
. Th
wi · oci ty for tli
the inh ritance of the d ,fuu t
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Educational Association, and became the debating club of all who aimed
at a liberal development in public educatidn. "'With great interest and
the far-reaching approval of public opinion, the question of better professional preparation of teachers was discussed. By adopting, upon
the advice of P. Girard, the Bell-Lancasterian method of mutual instruction, it was hoped that a temporary solution had been found of the
problem of how to extend general elementary education, with very limited means, into the poorer cantons and country places. In a few cantons the efforts toward school reform crystallized into laws. Nidwalden
passed a new school law in 1829 and Luzern in 1830. Zurich had been
Qccupied for several years with a carefnl revision of its school system
and had completed thA draft of a new law iu its essential features when
the July revolution in France (1830) created an entirely new situation.
F.-THE PERIOD OF REGENERATION,

1830-1848.

It was a peculiar turn the revolutionary movement of 1830 took in
the land of its origin, by being checked by the educated and cultured
classes of the citizens and prevented from degenerating into anarchism.
This spectacle of victory of culture over wild excesses was repeated in
Switzerland. Revolution became reform. The more or less patriarchal
organization of thA State was replaced by a conscious formation of the
State based upon law (Rechtstaat). This influenced the school in two
directions. First, the State claimed the exclusive right to organize
the school, and hence assumed the unlimited duty to maintain it. By
taxing the people directly for school purposes the possibility for radical
reforms was opened, and the makeshift resorted to during the twenties,
i. e., to accomplish a general popular education by means of mutual
instruction and the use of pupil teachers, was now discontinued. It
soon disappeared completely from the Swiss schools. Secondly, the
efforts in behalf of carryiug into effect the principle of equality before
the law resulted in doing away with the differences between city and
rural schools, citizens' schools, and schools for the poor. The division
line between classical (or secondary) and elementary schools, also, was
felt very acutely, and the desire to connect organically all institutions
of learning became the loo.ding motive of the reformers. Upon this
basis the third decade created the modern unified common school, an
organism which begins with the primary school and leads the child up ·
through intermediate and secondary schools to the university or polyteclmicuw. The entire system is one organism, managed and supervised by the different cantons, but essentially the same all over
Switzerland, a system fashioned very much like our American common
school, the graduate of which may enter college and subsequently the
university.
This development took place within cantonal jurisdiction. The school
was, and is now, considered strictly a state or cantonal concern. The
ED 92--14
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federal government ha<l. 110 jurisdiction ju school matters, fo1· the obstacles in the way of replacing the federal agreement of 1815 by a con:titutiou that provided fo1~ closer centralizatiou, were still too formidable.
The draft of a new constitution drawn up between 1832 and 1 34, for
instance, was rejected. It did not mention the schools at all. 'Ihe
movement during this time in behalf of granting the federal government power to establish a federal university, failed signally, and ended.
in the estalJlishment of several universities by cantonal governments
(Zurich in 1833, Berne iu 1834). Partial reactions, long continued confusion and conflict, even civil war, had to be overcome before the possibility was opened of cllanging the loose aggregation of sovereign states
into a federation of states with a strong federal or central government,
which was enabled to act as the determinative power in matters concerning institutions for the development of cultnre and public educatioo.
.
.As a matter of self-evidence, each canton luts its own history of public education during tltis period of regeneration. In some cantons the
poU Ucal waves were soon smoothed, and the united efforts of the better
educated classes srrcceeded in creating a well-planned school system
tlJat was able to withstand attacks. In other cantons party differences
prevented a similar establishment for many .years, and the rivalry of
the leading persons constantly hindered or checked the development
of t"he school sy 'tern upon a modern basis. In other cantons, again,
the ideals at first accepted -l'ernainecl on paper and failed to be incorporated in act.ual in titutions; only gradually measures were taken
whi h proved th growth of the seeds planted. In still other cantoJLs
th r actionary opposition against the spirit of modern times succeeded
iu oppo iu/J' all liberal movements. One school organizatiou only, tbat
of Zi.irich, bec_mne important as an example for other cantons and was
imitated by several.
Switzerland possessed in the works of Pestalozzi, Fellenberg, aud P.
Girard a mo t significant pedagogical past of its own. All the more
astoni hing it is to notice that the Ziirich school system, iuaugurated
during the thirties, which system was partly copied by other cantons,
is not constructed upon the lines laid down l;>y these men. When an
educational leader was to be chosen a candidate from among the disciples of Pestalozzi was rejected, and a man from WUrtembcrg,
Thomas Scherr, wa, selected to direct the professional training of teachers. He had been principal of a blind asylum, and now became the
principal of the cantonal normal school in Zurich; as such he exerted
his influence mo t beneficially over the whole school system of the canton, which to this day bears the characteristic features this ::ulmirablo
man imprinted upon it.
The Catholic cantons did not call upon P. Girard, but upon Scherr,
to a ·k for advice in the reconstruction of their school systems, while in
Berne, Fellenberg, w~o e institution in Hofwyl was then flourishing,
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but who was engaged in bitter controversies with members of the cantonal government, lost all influence upon the reorganization of the
school system of this canton. Thus we see Pestalozzi, Fellenberg, and
P. Gimrd disregarded. It is true the ideas of Fellenberg found pr act(
cal realization through his coworker Wehrli, who was called to the head
of the normal school in Kreuzlingen, in Thurgau, and whose work
was very beneficial to the schools of the whole canton; but twenty
years later Thomas Scherr, as president of the board of education in
Thurgau, succeeded in removing this last opponent also (1853). The
French part of Switzerland does not exhibit a single example of personal influence upon the schools such as Scherr's. His influence
exerted itsel£° over entire German Switzerland, and the Swiss schools of
to-day are still exhibiting Scherr's ground plan.
And, indeed, Scherr's common school was a masterpiece of its time.
The main features that characterized it were, the simplicity of its organization; consistent restriction of it§ programme to intellectual -education; excellent, methodical skill displayed, especially in the primary
grades; a lavish equipment with a complete and carefully graded set
of appliances; the fact that it vigorously maintained its independence
from the clergy; care for the rights, social position, and material jpter-ests of the teaching profession, as well as consideration for its corporative self-respect; above all, in everything it undertook it wisely limited
itself to that whicp. was possible and attainable.
Of course the system was not without its defects. Subsequent
years have changed, supplemented, and improved it. The length of
school age has been extended, the methods of instruction have been
jmproved, new branches of instruction introduced; yet, essentially,
~h_e fundamental lines laid down by Scherr have remaiued the same,
although to-day other conceptions of the object and method of school
education are advocated, Frobel's kindergarten, manual training, and
school games are claiming admission, and demands for concentration
of the matter of instruction are heard; thus the foundation of Scherr's
plan is put in question, and we stand in the midst of a contest that may
take many years before it will be definitely decided.
G.-FROM

1848

TILL THE PRESENT TIME.

The federal constitution of 1848 was framed in accordance with the
principle that centralization should be restricted to absolutely necessary measures, hence the organization ofthe school system was left, as
herl3tofore, to the separate cantons. The constitution does not even
claim a general supervision over the schools, and in article 22 it restricts the Government's functions solely to the establishment 9f a university
and a polytechnic school. During the debates from 185'.3 to 1854, with
reference to certain amendments, the word and was changed to or, and
the question then decided in favor of a polytechnicum. In 1854 the
Federal Polytechnic University in Zurich was opened.
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Tbe anton or eparate tates, on the other hand, progre, sed in
develo1 ing their cl10ol y terns in proportion to their political n
intellectual progress. The mo t conservative of the cantons, induced
by the great strides the liberal cantons made in popular education, ha .
tened to replace the regulations and school laws that dated from the
period of mediation (1803-1813) and · shunned no sacrifice1:1 or efforts
to regain their rank. New laws were enacted that expressed the views
of modern times. When at the beginning of the seventies a revision
of the constitution for the purpose of strengthening the central government was called for, the soil for such a procedure wa,s much better
prepared than in 1848; indeed, federal provision for school education
was now a thing which seemed quite plausible. The revised constitution of 1872 did not find the sanction of tbe majority of the people, but
the one of 1874 did. It cont~tins a number of articles referring to
public education which were adopted by a large majority of the population April 19, 1874. These articles are worth quoting:
(1) The Federal Government is empowered to establi sh or subsidize, beside the
federal polytechnic school, a university, an.cl other higher institutions of learning.
(2) The separate cantons are obliged to offer children of school age suffici ent elem ntnry instruction, which shall remain exclusively und er cantonal supervision. It
is to lJe obligatory and gratuitons in public schools.
(3) The puulic schools shall bo open to the momuers of any religious denomination without cletrimeut to their liberty of faith ancl conscienue.
(,1) The Federal Government sl.tall institute the necessary proceedings against any
canton that fails to conform to the foregoing requirements.

Tho wording of the articles allowed several interpretations. One
poilit wiv 1:,ft undecided, namely, whether the F ederal Government
lrn t11e duty, or only the right, to regulate by law the relations instituted by th constitution between it and the school system. In 1882
tho F deral Council (the legislative body) determined upon the creation
of the po ition of permanent secretary of education (state or federal
commi ioner). However, when the law was submitted to a popular
vote, a all law have to be in Switzerland, it was rejected by a majority
of more than two-thirds. Hence the Fetleral Government was obliged
to re trict it· influence aucl aid in behalf of popul ar education to institntiou that are not in any way infringing upon the established cantonal in titutions. At present it subsidizes the school mm;eums existing , ince 1876; and in late years it also aid:-; materially, by subsidies
aud ontrol, the industrial and agricultural (since 1884) and the comm ;,rcial ·cJ10ol ( ince 1889).
The present Swis military organization has afforded the Federal
overnment an opportunity ( ince 1875) for arranging examinations
for army recruits; it al o bas i sued regulations with regard to gymn :tic in,titution for the male youth, and tbe preparation of gymna tic teacher . In a ·cordan e with article 33 of the constitution the
medi al examinations are uniformly regulated by the Federal Governmen , and in ·pection of e ·on<lary schools lea<ling up to the ·tudy of
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medicine bas been assnrned by the Government as a consequence of the
former duty. In accordance with article 34 a law has been passed forbidding the employment jn factories of children below 14 years of age
(1877). This law also provides that for young people between 14 and 16
years the necessary attendance in continuation schools or courses is to
l>e included in the normal work-day, which is restricted to eleven hours.
The organization of the entire system of secondary scLools aud higher
education (exclusiveof the Federal polytechnic university, medical examinations, which influence the preparatory schools, and subsidies, which
affect industrial, agricultural, and commercial schools) is left to the
cantons, as is also th at of the elementary-school system (exclusive of
gymnastics for boys) in accordance with article 27. Since 1880, all the
can tons have inserted into their constitutions provisions refel·ring to
public education and have passed laws to execute these provisions,
which, though in every case specific, are by no means uniform.
II.-PRESEN'l' CONDITION OF THE SWISS SCHOOLS.
A..-SCHOOL ORGA.NIZA.TION.
I. -THE ELEMF.NTARY SCHOOL.

Pnrpose and extent.-In expressing the object of the elementary or
people's sclwol, the various cantonal school laws exhibit two distinct
curre11ts: Some say it is the object of the school to educate the whole
child, while others claim that the school has the sole purpose of giving
iustrnction.
The first definition was adopted by Scherr. The Zurich school law
of 1832 says:
The people's school shall train' the children of all classes of society, according to
uniform principles, to become intellectually active, civilly useful, and morn,lJy good
men auu women.

Partly in verbal repetition of the foregoing, partly in different words,
but essentially the same in meaniug, the laws of Baselland (1835), Zug
(1850), Graubii.uden (1853), Bern (1856), Aargau (1865), Wallis (1873),
Innerrhoden (1875), Schwyz (1877), Nidwalden (1879), and Scha.ffhausen
(187D) express the object of school education.
Very much differently souu<l s the la,v in Oberwalden (18 76), to wit:
EYery comn1unity shall see to it thftt all its children of school age attend an el~meu tary sch ool that offers tho knowledge necessary for commo~ life. ·

Tile law in Luzern (18.79) says :
The primary and continnation :schools are designed to- give, in connection with
the parental home, a traiuing such as is generally considered essential for life.

The law in Baselstadt (1880) defines the object of the elementary
school to be, "To make its pupils familiar with elementary knowledge."
The other cantons do not define the purpose of the school at all, Lenee
are indireetlv allied with the second group. _Oberwalden and Freiburg
state in their constitutions that " school education shail be conclueted
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inn, religious and patriotic spirit;" they al 'O secure to the clergy al O'nl
influence upon 'Chool educat10n.
The length of chool age is not uniform in Switzerland. The uniform p£ rt i the medit1m age between 6 and 1i3 years, embracing
six to nine cour es. In the cantons Freiburg-, . A. argau, Tessin, Vaud,
Neuenburg, and Geneva a prescholastic cour-:e, kindergarten or mater-.
nal school, is part of the legal organization of the elementary school,
but attendance in these prescholastic institutions is not obligatory,
except in N eueuburg and Geneva, where the upper grade of the infant
school is also the lowe t grade of the obligatory elementary school. At
the close of the elementary school everywhere in Switzerland efforts
are made to keep the boys and girls at their studies, by means of voluntary or ob-ligatory continuation schools, review courses for army
recruits, etc. Thus an extension of school work to the eighteen th or
twentieth year of age is aimed at and successfully secured.
The schools for children of customary school age (6 to 15) are organized a. fo1low :
(a) The elementary or primary school (6 to 11), attendance in which
is obligatory; and it is everywhere open all the year round.
(b) The intermediate or grammar school, for pupils who do not intend
to enter econdary schools. As a rule this intermediate department has
two branches. (1) An advanced elementary school, attendance being
voluntary and the course extending over four yearn. It is varfously
called di ·trict, real, and secondary school (not to be mistaken for
American secondary chools). (2) A simple continuation of the
el mentary school, commonly open only half-day and in most places
organized in form of obligatory continuation schools.
Th e duty of attending school begins at the close of the sixth year of
age or a near that age as is convenient, in Zurich, Berne, Glarus,
Zug, Basel tadt, Baselland, Schaffhausen, both Appcnzells, St. Gall,
Thurgan, Te. sin, Neuenburg, and Gene·v a. In all other cantons the
limit L the completed seventh year of age. Admission takes place in
spring in most cantons; in Appenzell and Geneva in August; in Uri,
Graubtindeu, Tessin, and Wallis in the fall, because in these cantons
chools are almost exclu ive1y winter schools. For schools of six
gra<les in Luzerne, pupil are admitted at 7 years also.
The duty of attending school extends over six to nine years, namely:
ix years in Zurich, Uri, Obwalden, Nidwalden, Zug, Baselland,
Appenzell i. Rh.; ix to even years in Luzern; seven years in Schwyz,
Glaru , Appenzell a. Rh., St. Gall, Neuenburg and Geneva; eight
year in Basel tadt, Schaffhausen, Aargau, Tcssin, and Wallis; eight
to nine years in Freiburg, Solothurn, Graubiinden, and Thurgau ; nine
years in Berne and Vaud.
ounting the half years of required attendance, we range the canton a follow : 61 • Uri; 8, Tessin and Wallis; 8 to 9, Graubiinden; 10
to 12 Luzern; 12, Zurich, Obwaluen, Nidwalden, Zug, Solothurn,
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Baselland; 14, Schwyz, Glarus, Appenzell a. Rh., Neuenbnrg, Geneva;
15, Thurgau; 14 to rn, Schaffhausen and Aargau; rn, Baselstaclt; 16
to 18, Freiburg; 18, Berne and Vaud. Tho cantons .Appenzell i. Rh.
and St. Gall can not well be placed in this scale. Appenzell i. Rh.
has in different cominunities, in schools of six grades, forty-two, tbirtysix, and twenty-six school-weeks, and should be credited with six to
twelve half years. St. Gall requires seven scho9l years, but some of
its schools are half, others three-fourths, and still others whole-year
schools. Hence it should be credited with seven to fourteen half years.
Attempts have been made to classify the cantons with reference to
the number of school weeks and hours, adding the amount of time
required by obligatory attendance in continuation schools or courses.
. (a) Calculathms of the secretary of education, Mr. Grob, in his year
_book for 1887, group tho cantons with reference to the number of
hours speut in school:
Group

I. Uri, 3,760; Appenzell i. Rh., 4,07;),,
II. Walli , 5,440; Graubi.inden, 5,600; Nidwalden, 5,784; Tessin, 5,808;
Obwalden, 5,824; Zug, 5,919; Luzcrn, 5,952; Appenzell a. Rh., 5,952.
III. Aargau, 6,372; Schwyz, 6,548.
IV. Solothurn, 7,458; St. Gall, 7,644; Baselland, 7,704; Zliricli, 7,788.
V. Schaffhausen, 8,274; Glarus, 8,418; Berne, 8,424; Freiburg, 8,466 ; Neuenburg, 8,640.
VI. Thurgau, 9,148; Vaud, 9,291; Baselstadt, 9,416; Geneva, 10,136.

(b) Calculation found iu the statistical atlas prepared for the World's
Exposition in Paris 1889, wit1r reference to the number of school weeks
in the different cantons:
Group

I. Appcnzell i. Rh., 178; vVallis, 202; Uri, 206; Graubiinden, 208; Luzcrn,
211.
II. Nidwaltlen, 247; Ap11enzell a. Rli., 251; Obwalden, 258; Tessin, 260; Zug,
266.
III. Solothurn, 281; Schwyz, 293; Ziiricb, 302; St. Gall, 309; Berne, 310; Basselland, 312.
IV. Schaffham,en, 322; Thurgau, 325; Ncuenburg, 332; Glarus, 335; Frei burg,
33!.l.
V. Baselstadt and GeneYa, 352; Aargau, 360; Vaud, 377.

It is well to state explicitly that these -groupings have but a very
relative value, and are subject to local and personal exceptions which
for certain schools and groups of pupils cause considerable modification, but which ca.n not be considered in calculating averages.
If we take iuto the scope of the elementary school the so-called
secondary schools, which in Switzerland mean grammar schools, and
attendance in which is not obligatory, we have to make this brief explanation: these schools have as a rule the double object of giving a more
general education, and likewise serve as foundation for the advanced
schools which in America are called secondary or classical schools.
The one branch of this bifurcated school, that which intends to complete a common school education, scarcely advances bByond the scope
of an elementary school. If, however, we consider the great number of
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pupil it ha , i b om plain why the greater attention and are is
b t ·we 1 upon it, a ·cording to the sayiug, "tlle greatest good to the
gr :: t :t number." Since the fall of 1888 it has become obvious that
thi , branch (tlte ad vaucecl common school branch) has had much to do
with the recent intellectual bigh standing of the army recruits.
This advanced grade of cornmon schools (called upper schools in
Berne, ecoles regionales in Freiburg, continuation schools in .Aargau,
middle schools in .A.ppenzell a. Rh., and secondary schools in Vaucl)
j a mixture of secondary and primary schools, just as the advanced
schools of tlle other cantons are mixtures of secondary schools, in the
American sense of the word, and advanced elementary schools. ~here
i no <..1ivi ion line l)ossible, since the differences are too numerous.
A a rule the u1)per grades of the comm.on school of near1y all cities
and towus bave a mixed cllaracter, and it simply depends upon the
per onal leaning of the pupil or the inclination of his parents to decide
in what direction he is to progress.
(b) Classification of schools.-'fbe limits of the different grades, as
well as th ir defi.uition, i different in the various cantons; just so the
a()'e at which the advanced common schools and real secondary schools
branch off from the simple elementary schools. Still they may be
grouped for purpo e · of classification in three distinct types :
(1) Tbe general common school with a course of six to seven years
followed by an advanced school, one branch of which leads into the
econdary and preparatory school for universities: Ziirich, Luzern,
Uri, Schwyz, Ouwalden, Nidwalden, Glarus, Zug, Freiburg, Solothurn,
Bfl , elhrnd, both the AI penzells, St. Gall_, Graubii.nden, Thurgau, Walli .·, Teu ubmg, Gen va.
(~) 11itiecl orgaui.zation of the entire elementary school with the
Jo1 ige t po sible course, but with an early bifurcation of the upper
grades into advanced elementary and real secondary schools: Berne,
Scl.Jaffbau ·en, .Aargau, Tessin, Vaud.
(3) Bifurcation of tbe simple and advanced common school in the
middle of the course, that is, after four or. five years' study : Baselstadt.
The primary grades are everywhere taught by class teachers.
ometime · all the children of school age in a small place are taught
by oue teacher (ungraded school). In more populous places they are
graded and taught by several teachers (graded schools), or the children
of a comwunity are eparated according to location and sex (parallel
·chools).
l\Iost canton' have legal enactments concerning the maximum number of pupils. Wlien that is exceeded a parallelizing takes place in
the primary grades. The following maxima are observed: Baselland,
120; Zurich, 100; re p., 80; Solothurn, St. Gall, .Aargau, and Thurgau,
80; Berne, Luzern, and Schwyz, 80 in graded, 70 in ungraded schools;
Frei ur ·, 70; Glaru , 70 in all day, 50 in half-day schools; Uri, 70
under one teacher; 'cbaffhau en, 70 under several teachers, 60 under
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one teacher; Zug, Tessin, Nidwalden, 60 under one teacher; Wallis,
60 (when 50 pupils the girls must be separated.); Baselstadt, 52 in primary grades, 45 iu advanced grades; N euenburg, Vaud, and Geneva,
50. Some cantons also state the maximum for advanced common
schools. When that is reached or exceeded a division is considered
necessary. Thus, Zurich, 50 (provisionally 35); Luzern, 45; Baselstadt,
45; Berne, 30.
In grading the schools some cantons, especially in Catholic Switzerland, exhibit a decided tendency toward separation of the sexes, notably in larger cities. The proportion of schools containing both sexes in
1881 was as follows: In Appenzell i. Rh., 66·6 ·p er cent; Nidwalden, 61
per cent; Uri, 57·1 per cent; Neuenbnrg, 56·4 per cent; Freiburg, 54·1
per cent; Schwyz, 50·9 per cent; Tessin, 43 per cent; Zug, 38·6 per
cent; Geneva, 36·6 per cent; Wallis, 35·3 per cent; Obwalden, 28·9 per
cent; Baselstadt, 9·4 per cent; while all or nearly all primary schools
were mixed in Glarus, 100 per cent; Thurgau, 100 per cent; Appenzell
a. Rh.; 99 per cent; Ba-selland, 98·4 per cent.
In the advanced common schools both the system of class teachers
and special teachers are found. The tendency toward dividing the
instruction among special teachers is the result of the peculiar special
examinations for teachers (Zurich and Berne); . partly also of legal
requirements that such schools should have, at least two or three teachers (Freiburg, Solothurn, Baselland, and Aargau.)
(c) Course of study.-The branches of study in the primary and
continuation schools (primary and gra,mmar grades, as we are accustomed to term them) are as follows:
(1) Reading and writing of the mother tong·ue with the aid of object
aud colloquial lessons.
(2) Arithmetic and geometry.-The latter is not taught in Uri,
Schwyz, Obwalden, Nidwalden, Zug, ' Appenzell a. Rh., Neuenburg,
Wallis (as to girls), and it is optional with the teachers in Freiburg
and Tessin.
(3) History and geography, of Switzerland only, in Luzern, Uri, ·
Schwyz, Nidwalden, Solothurn, Appenzell i. Rh., Graubiinden, Tessin,
Geneva; restricted thus only in the minimum requirements in Berne
and Frei burg; history alone restricted to Swiss "4i:::;tory in Obwalclen,
Glarus, Zug, Appenzell a. Rh., Aargau (exclusive of continuation
sclrnols), Wallis a,nd N euenburg; general geography optional for schools
of Tessin.
(4) Natural history is not taught in Luzern, Uri, Obwalden, Nid. walden, Appeiizell a. Rh., Wallis, Neuenburg, and is left to the discretion of the teacher in the schools of Freibnrg and Tessin.
(5) Penmanship.
(6) Singing, optiona,l in the schools of Uri.
(7) Drawing, optional in the Rchools of Uri, while it is restricted to
free-hand drawing in Freiburg, aud restricted to instrumental drawing
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in T :iu.
r, wi1w i: 11
a )11., aucl \Yalli: · wliil i11 tll
iug i• faun·lit t th l)llJ il: Of ' •}10 rag , in H 'pal't te Voluntary drawino•
,· ·h ol:.
( ) eim 1 hancli ,,,.ork i pti ual in ri.
(!l) :r ·urna tic , nly for boy· h1 Uri, Schwyz, iclwalde11, Fr ilrnrg,
.A.pp uz 11 a. Rll., T ., in; or tioual for girls in Berne and Luzern .
0
J gal nnc-tm nt concernin 0 · gymna ti·· are in exi. tence in Appenzell i.
Rh., and. 'raubii.nd n · out £ <.leral laws prescril>e gymna._ tic. for all
the male outh over 10 years of age in every canton.
(10) U ligiou is ::,., study optional with tho parents according to the
f, d rnl con titnti u. It i placed entirely outside of tho pale of tlle
public. hool oro-anizati n in _rTeuenbnrg aud Geuen1, while in Luzern,
Uri, Obw ld n, .J..Ti lwalden, atholic Freiburg, aucl Vaucl, the re ponfoility i hared with tlie ·hnrch and the clergy. In the cm1tous of
olothnrn , nd pp nzell L RlJ., rehgiou is taught without reference to
d n mina i nal di ·ti11ctions.
.
T th foregoing regular branches must l>e added . ome , p eial
br. n ·h : :
(1) 13 okk epi11g jn Berne, Schwyz, 01.>walden, Nidwalden, Glarus,
'oJotlJnm, Granbii.n<len, Aargau, Thurgau, Walli ·, but only optional
in the ·11001 of Freiburg and Tessin.
(2) Hygiene ju Solothurn, iu the g·irls' industrial schools of Neuenbnrg, and optional in T s. ill.
(:) i
·i u e f goverum nt h1 Frciburg, Va.U<l, ·warns, euenlmrg-,
and G ueva; optional in Tes ·iu .
(4) Arboricultnre in Obwalden, elements of political economy in Neuulmrg, ::igri ultnre in Geneva; al o in some communities in Vaud.
,>) on1estic conomyfor girls in Freiburg, Solotlrnrn, St. Gall, Vaucl,
N uc.mbur(J', and Geneva .
(6) ~fanual training for boys in Vaud, Neuenburg, and Geneva.
(7) A foreign languao-e in Gi·aul>i.i.nden (German for Romanicchildreu),
Basel. tadt (French), Geneva (German); optional in Berne, Luzern,
Aaro-au, and Neuenburg.
In the canton of Berne, Freilnug, aucl Tessin, a doulJle com8c h; in
operatiou, carried through by every school, and resulting later on in
tlle bifurcation spoken of heretofore.
The advanced elementary school differs prjncipalJy from the simple
elementary school in it obligatory teaching of a foreign tongue. Tho
branches of ·tudy in thi kind of schools a.re :
l\Iother tongue, on or two foreign languages and arithmetic, mostly
in onnection with bookkeeping; geometry, optional only in Tessin and
~ nlli ; iu Luzern al o for girls; geogra.p-by and history; some cantons
re tri ·t the e branche. to geography and history of Switzerland exclu·ivcly with science of government, natural history, and science~ singing, <lrawin · (in Wa,lJis ouly for boys), penmanship (iu Tessin only for
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boys), gymnastics (obligatory for all boys between 10 and 15; in Aargau
the use of arms is obligatory); religion, as abo-ve stated.
To these regular branches the following are added as obiigatory
branches : Mauual training for boys in Geneva; female handiwork for
girls in Luzern, Schwyz, Tessiu, Zug, Solothurn, Baselstadt, Gchaffhause11, St. Gall, Gr::mbiinden, Aargau, Tessin, Vaud, Wallis, Neuenbnrg, Geneva; dome.stic economy in Luzern, Schwyz, Tessin, Vaud,
N cue11 burg, an<l Geneva; horticulture in Tessin; pedagogics in N enenbmg and Gene-va.
Optional studies are: Ancient and modern languages in Zurich;
exercises under arms in Berne, Vaud, ~Jnd Neuenburg; elements of
physics and chemistry and free-hand clrawing in Freiburg; commercial
branches in Baselstadt and Gene-va; instrumental music in Aargau ;
agriculture and hygiene in Wallis.
As a rnle these ad-vanced elementary schools have the double purpose of offering a u10re complete general education, and also of actin g as
a foundation for tlle higher institutions, such as classical schools; they
are considered decentralizing parallel institutions for the lower classes
of tlle real secondary, or centralized cantonal schools. It is plain, therefore, that these advanced elementary schools fashion their courses of
study in some cantons after tllose of the lower grades of secondary
schools.
In some cantons the study of vocal music is carried beyond school
age and taught in separate singing schools ~Zti.rich, Baselland, and
Thurgan).
Schools for Ferna'le Handiwork. -Female handiwork is taught either
as a branch of the course in elementary schools, or treated in separate
institutions, intimately related to the elementary schools. The _more
populous cantons arrange from time to time courses for the training of
teachers for that branch.
JJfa,niial Trciining for Boys.-This is an integral part of the programme
of normal school education in the cantons of Berne, Tessin, Vaud,
::Neuenburg, and Geneva; in the last three cantons it is introduced
in the elementary school and is obligatory in Geneva. In Vaud and
Neuenburg the introduction of manual training ii? left to the local
schooL authorities, who recei-ve a cantonal subsidy jf they introduce -it.
In all the other cantons, it is left to the initiative of private persons and
societies; in Thurgau it is subsidized by the government, but not
directed. In 1891 manual training was given to boys in the cantons of
Ziirich (9 schools), Berne (15), Nidwaldeu (1), Glarus (2), Freiburg (4),
Solothurn (3), Baselstadt (2, of which one bas 20 classes and ·538
pupils), . Scbaffllausen (7), St. Gall (6), Graubiinden (3), Aargau (3),
Thurgau (4), Vaud (2), and Neuenburg (4). The Swiss Society for the
Promotion of Manual Training arranges annual courses for the training
· of teachers and issues regulations for their examination.
Oontinuat.ion Schools.-The .pupil's age at which these schools begin
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their work i not uniformly :fixed, since the term, continuatiou ,chool,
i us d for obligatory . upplemeutary school for hil<lren p t cho 1
age, a. w 11 as for advanced el~mentary schools for childr n within
school age (7 to 15). Be. ides these obligatory and voluntary school
there are many other institutions under different names, as indu trial,
drawing, trade, Sunday, evening, repetition, supplementary, and technical schools, all of which deserve to be classed among tbe continuation schools. Prof. Hunziker takes the term to mean, all school
which young people of both sexes attend for a certain number of hours
per week or day, after completing an elementary course, either for the
purpose of retaining or improving their general education, or of gaining knowledge and skill necessary for the occupation or trade they
have chosen.
For the boys the Swiss continuation schools may be grouped iu three
clas es, which are rarely found in their original state:
(a) School ' for the purpo~e of technical, industrial, or agricultural
training. These schools he.we, in the nature of the case, voluntary
atteu lance. They are organized to :fit special technical needs; hence
we. ee them provided with special institutions, such as workshops, etc.,
in onl r to facilitate practical skill in trades or occupations.
(b) Schools for the purpose of supplementing general education
between tl1e ages of 15 and 20. Their character and management favor
obligatory attendance which, in some ca~es, is decreed by local a,uthoritie.
(c) chool · for tho, e who have not become pro:ficie11t in tlie branches
taugh ·n the r gular el meutary schools. These schools aim at securing
th mi ·mum of ecluca,tion necessary for civil life. In order to gain
their e.·d it is ne e · ary that instruction in them b e obligatory.
A review of the entire. system of continuation schools of Switzerland O'ive'"' the followi1 1g results:
(1) o ca11ton is without contiHuation schools.
("") One auton Ollly (Appenzell i. Rh.) is without a legal enactment
cone rnin o- continuation schools upon which the school authorities
could ba:e the institution.
(;~) Voluntary coutinuation :-;chools only a.re found in Ziirich, Berne,
G1arn , Ba ,eh;ta<lt, Graubitnden, Geneva, Appenzcll a. Rh., St. Gall,
·and Aargau. In the last three cautons some communities bave insisted
upon bligatory attendance.
(4) In ome cantons obligatory attendance has been carrie<l. through
conditionally-that is to ay, ill Schafflrnusen for all who have not completed a full eight years' cour e in an elementary school; in Luzeru
for all who have not pent at least one year in the advanced elementary
ho 1. In Schwyz, Freiburg, Tes in, and N euenburg the obligatory
attendance depend · upon the failure in examination for admi ion.
(5) Theo ligatory continuation schools of the cantons Uri, Schwyz,
Obwalden, Nidwaldeu, Zug, Freiburg, Appenzell i. Rh., Tess~n, and
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Wallis are only review courses for army recruits; in Tessin and Wallis
these courses are combined with the general repetition school, while
Luzern, side by side with its obligatory continuation schools, has, in
a number of communities, special obligatory review courses for army
recruits insufficiently prepared. Berne possesses the latter institution
also, but attendance here is optional.
(6) The cantons of Solothurn, Baselland, and Thurgau have obligatory continuation schools for more or less organic continuation of the
instruction in the lower schools.
(7) The system of continuation schools for the girls (which includes
cooking, domestic practice, and schools for servants, etc.) has begun to
develop during the last few decades (a) by connecting special continuation courses witll girls' secondary schools in Zug, Freiburg, Baselstadt,
and St. Gall, or to the cantonal review schools in Ziirich; (b) in connection with women's industrial schools in Zurich, Baselstadt, and St.
Gall; (o) in connection wit~ contiuuation schools for boys in Zurich,
Glarus, Baselstadt, N euenburg; (d) by means of special schools established by communities or societies and subsidized by the cantons in
Zurich, Berne, Luzern, Glarns, Solothurn, Appenzell a. Rh., St. Gall,
Graubi.i.nden, Aargau, N euenburg, and Geneva.
(8) Iudustrial continuation schools are under the supervision of the
Federal Government and receive regular subsidies. During the scho·
lastic year 1891 the Federal Government of Switzerland subsidized 61
industrial schools, in which drawing aud theoretical instruction was
given; 13 in Ziirich, 10 in Berne, 2 in Schwyz, 5 in Glarus, 1 in Zug. 1
in Freiburg·, 3 in Solothurn, 1 in Baselstadt, 1 in Schaffhausen, 2 'in
Appenzell a. Rh., 2 in St. Gall, 2 in Graubiiden-, 10 in Aargau, 5 in
Thurgau, 2 in Neuenburg, 1 in Geneva.
During the same year the Government subsidized 35 drawing
scb.ools-4 in Berne, 1 in Uri, 3 in Obwalden, 2 in Nidwalden, 2 in
Freiburg, 3 in Baselland, 3 in St. Gall, 15 in Tessi.n, 1 in Vaud, 1 in
Neuenburg.
(9) Parallel with indm-,trial continuation schools are the agricultural
institutions; they are mostly connected with schools for the purpose of
supplementing general education. In Wallis agriculture is taught in
connection with eleme11tary schools (some communities make them
obligatory)~ and the promotion of arboriculture is left to the iuitiative
of teachers.
Private sohools.-Side by side with public schools there are scattered
all over Switzerland a number of private elementary and secondary
schools, the right to tea,c h and to open schools being granted by the Federal constitution and the school laws"of the cantons; but the cantonal
authorities have everywhere reserved the right of supervision.
II .-SECONDARY, TECHNICAL, AND HIGHER INSTITUTIONS OF LEARNING.

(A) Secondary sohools.-As was said before, the so-called secondary
or middle schools in Switzerland are advanced elementary schools,
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"grammar" schools in the American acceptation of the t rm; the
real MCCondary school -that is, those which lead up to higher eats
of learning' and correspond to our high schools and aca<lemie are ya,riously called cantonal schools, complete secondary school ,
pro gymnasia, and gymnasia; again, at otlier places they are called
higher schools for girls and lyceums. In this group of schools there
is much less uniformity than in the previous group-that of elementary
schools. They have but one p_oint in comm.on, namely, that their character of secondary schools begins at the pupil's age of 15-that is, the
time when obligatory attendance ceases.
However, their courses vary in extent and duration almost as much
as do the private secondary schools of America. Some of them lead
up to the university, others to the polytechnicum, still others to other
professional schools; hence the latter complete their courses sooner.
In some cantons thooe institutions are communal or private. Many of
them are State or cantonal schools, anq. the latter are frequently
brought into competition with the former, hence are stimulated to
more vigorous activity than they might otherwise exhibit. A review
of the stati tics of the secondary system will be found in section F.
(B) Technical schools.-These institutions may be divided into those
that, according to age of the pupils and conditions of admlssion, are
parallel with secondary schools mentioned before, and those that bear
the c1rnracter of higher institutions of learning. To the first ca,tegory
belong, above all, the teachers' normal and training schools, which
wi11 l>c more minutely described in section E. To the same category
belong the industrial, agricultural, and commercial schools. The list
in 1891 contained- .
(a) Trade and industrial schools: Three technical schools, in Winterthur, Biel, Burgdorf. These institutions give technical education for
the pur uit of trades and industries. The school at Winterthur is
famous all over Europe.
Two weaving cllools, at Ziirich and Wattwil; 8 watchmakers' schools,
at Biel, t. Immer, Pruntrut, Solothurn, Neuenburg, Ohaux-de-]'ond~,
Locle, Geneva; 3 mechanics' schools, at Ohaux-de-Fonds, Locle, Geneva;
1 carving school at Brienz; 7 schools for woman's work, at Berne, Basel,
St. Gall, Chaux-de-Fonds, Chur, Geneva, and Ziirich.
Se en workshop , for woodwork in Zurich; metal-workers in. Winterthur; j iuer and shoemakers in Berne; bookbinding, basket-braiding,
aml tone-cutting in Freiburg.
Nine art school and institutions, for industrial art in Zurich, conne ted with indu trial museums; in Winterthur, connected with the
technical school; in Berne and Biel, connected with technical schools;
Luzern, Ba el, connected with industrial schools; St. Gall, connected
with the industrial museum; Ohaux-de-Fonds, connected with the scl10ol
of l i"n and ngraving; Geneva, connected with the cantonal school
of illdu rial art.
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One school for the construction of railroads in Biel, connected with
the technical school.
The foregoing list does not quite cover the actual condition, sinee
several other institutions are maintained which are not subsidized and
controlled by the Federal Government, as, for instance, the munici:nal
art school in Geneva, the watchmakers' school at Fleurier, and the
woman's industrial school in Ziirich. The principle that where the
Government does not subsidize it has no right to control is strictly
adhered fo.
(b) Agricultural schools : Five theoretical and practical agricultura.l
schools, in Z iiri ch, Berne, N euenburg; the horticultural school in Geneva;
the school for wine and fruit growers and gardeners at vVaedenswcil;
3 agricultural winter schools at Sursee, Brugg, and L::msanne; 4 dairy
and cheese-making schools at Riitti, Freiburg, Sornthal, and MondonLausanne.
(c) Commercial schools: The Government subsidized, in 1892-'93, 5
commercial schools, at Geneva, Ncueuburg, Chaux-de-Fonds, Berne,
and Winterthur, aud gave to 34 commercial societies small subsidies
to cover the costs of commercial courses of instruction .
(0) Uni-versities.-The apex of the Swiss system of education is
formed by the universities, scientific faculties, and higher professional
schoofs. Of such Switzerlan d bas 1 federal polytechnic school in Zii.rich,
founded in 1854; 6 cantonal or higher universities, Basel, 1460; Zi.iriclJ,
1833; Berne, 1834; Geneva, 1873; Frei burg, 1889, and Lausanne, 1891;
1 academy in N euen burg; 2 law schools in Freiburg and Sitten; 2
Catholic theological schools in .Luzern and Solothurn, and 5 Catholic
priests' seminaries; 2 veterinary schools at Zurich and Berne; 1 school
for dentistry in Geneva.
·
More minute information concerning the status of secondary, professio11al, and higher institutions are found in Grob's Jcihrbuch des Unterrichtswesens of 1801.
B.-EXPENDITURE FOR SCHOOL PURPOSES.

The income of public education in Switzerland is derived from irreducible funds, state school taxes, and funds from the federal excllequer
distributed pro rata of the population.
I. Some cantons, notably Obwalden, Nidwalden, Zug, Appenzell i.
Rh., and Thurgau, have cantonal or general school funds; but in the
m8jority of the canto11s the constitution, or the school law, d~crees the
formation of communal school fonds. The advanced elementary
schools are maintained in the same way, by either communal or
state funds. The statistics published by Secretary 0. Grob concerning public education in Switzerland show for the year 1881 the following totals of school property: Real estate, S2,614,327 francs; furniture,
4,017,226 francs; f~nds, 50,903,044 francs, or a total of 137,534,.597
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franc for primary chools only; 9,077,720 franc for advanced lementar s h ol.", which i: a total of 146,612,317 franc ,· (or $29,322,463).
The following itemized Ii t of cantonal school fund· and property,
which li t we owe to ecretary Grob, exhibits the same variety noticeabie in th chool funds of American States:
Cantons.

Primary
school funds
and
property.

Francs.

~~~~t?~~ ;l~~·;:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Appru zell a. }tlt ......... .. ....................... · ·. · ·. · · ·
Ilasclstadt .......... - .......................... .... ....... .
Glarus ................................. ... ....... ....... .. .
1
~~

ii~b~ ~~.:::::::::::: ·.:: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~: :

'cu nbnrg ....... ... .... ....... .......................... .
8t. 'all. ....................... . ... ....................... .

.L\arµ: a11 ................................................... .
Frciliur~ ................................. . ............... .
Graulniudcn ... . ................... . ...................... .

Baselland ................................................. .
7.n~· ··· ··· ····· .......................... ... ....... .. .. ... .

,<•nc,·a .. ......... ..... ... . .......... ................. ·· .. ·

Berno .. .. . ... .. . . .................. -................... ... .
Y:111rl .... . ....... .. ........................ ............... .
Ri-I1wyz ............................. ...................... .
N i<l1111ldcn .. ........... .. ................. ............... .
Ol>wald ·n ......................................... ... .... .
Lu z ru . .... .. ................................... . . ....... .
1
1
. i.. ~~~ .:: :: : ::: ::: :::::: ::::::::: :: : :::::::: ::::·.:
lTri .... ............................. . ..................... .
Tcs:;in ... . ........ ..... ... . ... . . .......................... .

~:St1~~~~

/

Total and a,· rage................................ ... .

8,491, OJ3
2, 925, l 59
8,440, 961
4,231,835
2, 196, 173
5, 165, 010
20,103 ,508
6, 575, 556
13, OJ3. 726
11,138, ll84
6,030,715
4,9 01, 221
2,000. 235
1 ,097,493
4, 856, 920
21, 817,253
9, 654, GOO
1, 795, ]75
38'.l, 524
444, 7)4
3,061 , 084
250, 884
1,887, 765
407, 903
1, 22:i, 35G

- - -137, 53·!, 597

Advanced
Per capita of eles~h~;fry
}lOpulation .
funds and
property.

Francs.
85
76
66
65
6-!
64
63
63
62
56
52
52
49
48
48
41
40
35
32
:19

Francs.
242,160
20,805
676,527
444,105
420,734
176,411
1,286,869
1,266,900
2,418,130
320,834
5,256
29,579
699,751
1,000
122,540
663,479
10,720
131,524
17,680

20
19
17
9

$17. 00
]5. 20
13. 20
13. 00
12. 80
12. 80
12. 60
12. 60
12. 40
11. 20
10. 40
10. 40
0. 80
9. GO
9. 20
8. 20
8. 00
7. 00
6. 40
5. 80
4. fiO
4. 00
3. 80
3. 40
1. 80

48

$9. 60

0, 077, 720

23

--

47,823
38,030
150
36, 713

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -

II. In ompari on with the expenditures for public school purposes
(in 1 90 tlt y amounted to about 20,000,000 francs for primary and
1,000,000 franc for all tlte public educational institution s) the amount
of a,mmal intere,·t from fund8 is not very co11siclerable and by no means
tlle chief our ·e of income. By far the greatest part of the expenditures ha to be met by taxation. The mam1er in which this school
tax is levied aud raised varies considerably in the different cantons.
Beside , the cllildren attending schools pa,y a small tuition fee. This
cu tom, however, is gradually disappearing.
In truction in the primary grades of the public schools is gratuitous
accordiJ1g to the requirement of the federal constitution. Some canton have extended the principle of gratuity to the advanced elementary
·c}10ol (grammar , chool ·); Zurich to secondary schools, Sol9tlmrn to
the county central chools, Baselstadt to every kind of secondary and
preparatory chool .
In late years some tates have bl·gun to publish text-books and prepare.
other upplies, and to 11 th mat cost of production (Ziirich, Luzern,
Appenzell a. Rh.). Other cantons have adopted the custom of furnishing
pupil: with free text-books and supplies in the primary schools (Glarus,
olothurn, Basellaud, Vaud, N euen burg, and Geneva.). In one canton
thi prin iple is arried out in all the grades of the elementary schools,
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primary and advanced (Baselstadt). The cantons St. "Gall and Zug
furnish only the printed text-books. In other cantons individua.l communities have adopted the 11rinciple of free text-books, though the
canton in which they are situated may not have adopted it.
III. We have seen that the sources of the income for public education in Switzerland vary considerably. A like variation is noticeable
in the distribution of the expenditures in the several cantons. The
Year Book of 1891 offers a summary which we here append . It shows
that for e]ementary and grammar school purposes the canton Baselstadt pays all e.xpenses, the canton Geneva pays more than threefourths, and the following cantons pay between one-half and one-fourth:
Zii.rich, Berirn, Luzern, Uri, Freiburg, Sol0thum, Schaffhausen,
Appenzell i Rh., Graubiinden, Aargau, Tessin, Vaud, and Neuenburg.
Less than one·fourth is paid by the cantonal governments of Schwyz,
Obwalden, Nidwalde11, Glarus, Zug, Basellancl, Appenzell a. Rh., St.
Gall, Thurgau, and Wallis.
Disi1'ibution of expenditu,res in 1890.
Elementary and continua.
tion schools.
Cantons.

Baselstat1t ........... . ......... .
Geneva ....... .................. .
Ziiri,ch ......................... .
Bernfl .......................... .
L11zern .. .. .......... . .......... .
Uri ... . ........ . ................ .
Freibnrg ................ .. ..... .
8olothurn .......... . ........... .
Schaft'hausen ........ . ...... . ... .

.Appe11zell a. Rh ................ .
St. Gall. ........................ .
Tbnrgau . .. . .. .. .. ..... ........ .
Wallis ................... . ..... .

979,306
441, 782
1,381, 770
1, 292, 774
296, 570
14, 309
143, 147
208, Ml
166, 945
22, 016
145, 527
440, 121
141, 550
515, 598
306, 200
8, 594
5, 300
11, 467
70, 232
24, 954
48, 729
31, 440
256, 089
198, 296
14, 049

Total Switzerland.........

7,165,366

tFtiii~~~;~ ~~.:::::::::::::::::

-t::t!ll. ::: :::::: :: :::::: :: ::: :::

~t ~~ide~·::::::: ~: ::::::::::::::

Nidwalden ..................... .
Glarus ...... ......... . ......... .

i~feii~~Q:::::::::::::::: ·::::::

Expressed in dollars . . . . . .

Total.

Cantonal I Communal
Cantonal
Communal
government. governments . government. goYernments.

- -- - - - - - -- - - '- - - - Prancs.

Vaud ........................... .
Neuenburg ..................... .
1

Secondary and higher edu.
cation.

Franc~.

Francs.

175, 085
3, 718, 205
2, 885, 860
391, 295
40, 000
350, 000
400, 000
275, 000
3]. 000
202; 300
1, 307, 000
327, 950
1, 011, 500
650, 000
186, 294
29, 550
41, 674
303, 790
98, 220
251, 468
303, 428
2, 353, 367
1, 28-1, 270
2UO, 000

641,689
6GO, 576
1,154, 211
1,435, 8:l4
162, 136
9,054
93,984
118,126
57,123
450
131,643
150, 075
105,200
542,171
164, 130
5,928
5,700
40
3,000
15,902
7,217
11,503
247, 268
96,377
79,319

I

16,941,255

j

$3,388, 251

5,898, 656

Francs.
·--- ----- -----------· · ----921,971
7,200

-------------...............
·--- -- --------------------------- -- ----·
····-·-------·
22,250
······-------·
290, 000
50,000

----- --------7,500
-------------·--- --- ------14,605
---- -- -------15,679

::::~~:~~~:I
1

l=====:======I=== = =
$1,433,073

Francs.

8,000

$1, 179, 731 I-

1,352,205
$270,

I

1,620,995
1,286,343
6,254,276
6,536,448
857,201
63,423
587, 131
726,667
499,068
53,466
539,470
1,919,446
574, 700
2,359,269
1,170,330
200,816
48,050
53,181
377,022
153,681
310,414
362,050
2,871,724
1,578,943
353,368
3l, 357,482

44l-r $6. 271, 496

I

IV. Adding to these totals the sums spent for technical and higher
education by the Federal Goverument, to wit, 341,542 fra11cs for industrial schools in 1890; 145,500 francs for agricultural schools in 1890;
38,886 francs for commercial schools in 1891; 627,376 francs for the
federal polytechnic school in 1890 (total from Federal Government
1,853,304 francs, or $370,661 ), we find a grand total of 32,510,786
francs, or $6,502,157.
V. The per capita of the population of the sum total of cantonal and
ED 92--15
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comnnmal xpen. e. for ·chool purpo es in 1 D1 was as follow (aver· ge
for witzerland 10· francs, or 2.16):
Fro.ncs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13 .

Baselstadt .............
Ziirich ...... ..... . ....
Thnrgan ..............
Berne .................
t . Gall ....... .........
Glnrns ....... _.. . . . . . .
Schaffba.nsen ..........
cucva,..... . . . . . . . . . . .
Nenenburg .... . .......
Aargan....... .........
Vancl .. ..... _...........
, olothurn . . . . . . . . . . . . .
.A.rpcnzcll a. Rb . . . . . . .

21. 9 or $4. 38
18. 5 or 3. 70
15.1 or 3. 02
12. 2 or 2. 44
12. 1 or 2. 42
11. 2 or 2. 24
10. 3 or 2. 06
10. 2 or 2. 04
10. 1 or 2. 02
9. 9 or 1. 98
9. 6 or 1. 92
8. 5 or 1. 70
G. 7 or 1. 34

Francs.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
?5.

Zug.......... . . . . . . . . .
Luzerne...............
Gra.ubiinden...........
Ba ·ella,nd.............
Freilrnrg..............
Tessin.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Appenzell i. Rh........
Nill waldeu . . . . . . . . . . . .
Schwyz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Uri . ~.... . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Wallis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Obwalden . . . . . . . . . . . . .

6. 6 or $1. 32
6. 3 or 1. 26
5. 7 or 1. 14
5. 0 or 1. 00
4. 9 or . 9
4. 5 or . 90
4. 2 or . 8.t
4. 2 or .
4. 0 or . 0
3. 7 or . 74
3. 5 or . 70
3. 2 or . 64

*

C.-SCHOOL SUPERVISION.

Each cantQn has a number of supervisory officers, elected for a
<lefiuitc number of years and bearing various titles. Yet, great ns the
differences iu titles, length of service, and sphere of authority may be,
tl1crc is a uniform scheme followed, L o., a cantonal supreme school
authority, local supervisory, and intermediate supervisory authorities.
In Appeuzell i. Rh . mul Zug tho functions of both cantonal :111(1 middle
authorities are in tbe same hands.
Local supervi ion of primary and grammar schools · i~ exerci ~ed
throughout Switzerland by commissions, or boards, whose number of
m mber i not uniform . The boards arc not identical with the political
·i y, or town councils, but are more or less independent of the political
authoritie. , being either elected directly by popular vote, or in n, few
care appointed by the city council, .and managing the Eichools indepen<le11t of direct interference. Usually the school board are e RCU·
tia]ly coordinate with, not subordinq,tc to, the city council~.
Th intermediate s ·11001 authorities arc elected iu Zi.irich by popular
vot , but in other cantons they are appointed by the supremo cantonal
anthority. Cl1hey arc con ,·idered executive officers as well as inspectors.
Iu two cantons, .A.arg-au and Solothurn, these fnnctions are separated
and given into tlie hands of different men. Iu nearly all the cantons
profe . ional and authoritative supervision is exercised by these intermediat ·hool officer and th cantonal or state in s1)ector. Inmor compli ·at l 'Chool Ry ·terns a upcrinten<lent or inspector for <'ach kind of
chool · is appoint <l, namely, for tlie primary, advanced elementary,
secondary, etc.
The cantonal or , tate authoriti s ar co11stitutcd witli even les uniformity than tlie lower ones. In GraubLi.nden and in the ·muller <lemoratic original canton ( uch a Uri, Obwalden, and Zug-) tlic higlie ,t
educational authority is eparatecl from the executive branch of tbe
gov rnm nt, and p rfi ct1y iu<lependent, except that it i: legally obliged
to report annually. In the other cantons the school authoritie are
conn ct with th political authoritie in as much as the pre ·iding ofli er
a. m mlJ r f the go ernment. Two methods are noticeable in
mu ·t
tbi ' : Eith r h w ight of deci ion i · placed i~ the hand· of the goY-
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ermnent representatives aud ihe professional members only · act as
superinteude11ts and inspectors (as is done in Berne, Glarus, Baselland,
Thurgau, and Vaud), or the educationat department has the duty of
management and the gover11ment officers merely reserve a non:iinal
control (as is done iu Zurich, Luzern, Schwyz, Nidwalden, Freiburg,
Solothurn, Baselstadt, Schaffhausen, both the Appenzells, St. Gall,
Aargau, Tessin, Wallis, Nenenburg, Geneva).
In some cantons the teachers' association, or its representatives (as
in Ziiricl:, Berne, Neuenburg, and Geneva), or the school inspectors
(as in Schwy½ aucl other cantons), or the faculty of the uorma,l school
(as in Solothurn) has a legal influence upon the central maua,gement of
the schools. In the cantons of Berne, Frei.lmrg, and Vaud the political a,uthorities enter upon tile _management of the lower schools by
supervising the discipline and attenclauce.
D . -SCHOOL IIYGI;ENE .AND SPECIAL PROVISION.

For the purpose of regulating the hygienic conditio_JJS of the schools,
with reference to architecture, furniture, and sanitary control, a number of cantons have made thorou'gh legal provision. The Swiss Zeitschrift fiir Statistik for 1884 gives a complete Jis_t of all the regulations
a11d laws in force. Genera.Hy Rpeaking, honest efforts are made to
come up to legal requirements ancl to the results of recent inve~t,igations as far as possible under existing circumstances. _In some cHies_
the school authorities are more vigorous in this respect than in the
country, and in consequence the latest progress iu hygiene is considered; thus bath-rooms are put into the schools of BaseL The citi~s of
Berne and vVinterthur have introduced instruction in s~vimming as
part of the gymnastic exercises; open air games are orgauized in
Ziirich, Winterthur, ·waedensweil, Berne, Freiburg, Basel, Schaffhansen, St. Gall, Aarau, Weinfelden, in the college of Mariahi]f in Schwyz,
and other places. Skating, too, is frequently encouraged by the school
authorities, who arrange for skating vacations, and by preparing icefields for this sport; excursions on foot and on the railroads are
arranged duringthesummer. Theintrocluctiou of hygienic schoolfurniture is an object of great solicitude everywhere_in Switzedand. The
so-ca11ecl perpe.n~licular writing in prefereuce to slanting writing is at
prese11t the subject of most animated controversies. Several cities have
arranged for regular examinations of the pupils' eyes at stated intervals, others have made the ears and the organs of speech subjects of
special investigation.
In several cantons, especially in hirge cities, tlrn school authorities furnish wa,rm dinners and clotbes to indigent pupils, and afford opportunity
for -changing and drying wet clothing of children who come from a distance. During R11mmer vacation colonies and "milk cures" are arranged
. for poor and sickly children ; also asylums where children may be _kept
after school hours and employed with manual work. Zurich, Basel,
St. Gall, Geneva and a few other cities have special classes for we~k-
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mind <1 hilclr n (lcolc gai'(lienn s). In ome citie ' and village:· aviug.
bank al'e corniect d with h cbool . A number of bliud a ylum ,
d af-mut ·hool , and in titutionsfor imbeciles attend to the physically
abnormal; otlier in titutions of refuge and reformatories atteud to the
morally neglected and depraved youth. Mu ic scLools are found in
Zurich, Winterthur, Berne, Luzerne, Schaffhausen, A.arau, and Lauanne. Well-managed school gardens are maintain ed in the cities of
Bern , in Lang·nau, and Feldbach (Zurich), in Prattefu (Ba ellaud), in
Licht 11 teig and Buchs (St. Gall) and in Lustorf (Thurgau 1 •
E.-TE.ACHERS.

Teacher are licensed by the cantonal governments. Licenses are
granted only if tbe required proof of moral character is famished and
a c rt.ain age ha been reached. A cantonal examination of the candidate'· Rcholar hip is generally required, except in a few ca11tons where
the rtificate of graduation from a normal school is accepted in lieu of
au examination.
The t acbers of advanc d elementary schools are required to pass
an a<lclitioual examination . Iu recent years the license to teach female
handiwork is made depeudent upon attendance on a special course
of preparation and au examination.
Tlirougbout the greater part of Switzerland women :find employment
in the primary s ·hool, but their remuner:atiou is, as a rule, smaller than
hat of men . In advanced (or grammar) schools women am employed
a, cla , t acher" only in the cantons of Berne, Luzern, Schwyz, Uri,
Obwalden, Nidwald 11, Freiburg, Baselstadt, Basellam1, St. Gall,
Te ·sin, Walli , N u nburg, and Geneva.
It i intm·estiug to note the . percentages of womeu teachers in the
different cantons:
Per ccJJt.

larus ______ ·-·--· --·- · · ----· ·----·

O·

Ba elland .- . . ··---- ··--·· - .. ··----

0·8

App uzcll a Rh. _____ ·-·-·----·---·
Thur a,u ____ --·· -----· ·----· ______

1·
2·7

t. Gall .. __ . ___ .. ____ . ____ . __ .. __ ..

3·4

olotbnrn ____ ··---·- ··---·----···IJafth :w · n ·-----·----· ···-·-·--·

4·5
8·4
Ziiri ch . .. ___ . ____ .. ___ .... _. _. ___. 8·4
raubiinclon . _____ . - _. _... ____ . __ .. 12·2
Aarrau. _____ ·----- ·-·- ·----· ____·.. 13·5
Luz rn ... ___ . - -- - . - - - -- - - . - - . - -.. _ 13·8
Ba · l tadt.- - ----·---· ------------- 28·6
Appeuz 11 i. h ___________________ 29·2
aud. _____ . - - - - ... - - - . - - - - - .. - - ___ 37·6

Per c nt.

Berue ________ ·--- · ··---···- -···--· 38·6
Freiburg. _________ ··-· ____________ 39·7
Wallis . _____ -·---··----· ___ --·--··.
Zug ______ ·----··------·-·------·-Uri. _____ .. __ ... ___ ... ____ . _______ .
clnvyz. __ . __ . ___ . _. __ . __ . ____ . ____
Geneva _____ _ ·-·- · ·-·----· ____ --·Tessin. _. __ . ___ . _- ___ .. - . _- -- _- - ...
Ncucuburg. ____ .. __ - - .. - ___ .. ___ ..
Nidwahleu ______ ··---··-·---·----·
Obwaldeu. ____ . __ .. - - .. - _..... - __ .

45·4
49·2
50·0
55·0
56·3
59·5
65·3
72·2
73·7

Average. _____ ·--·------·---· 30·2

Thi table wa prepared by i\fr. 0. Grob in 1881. A comparison with
fati i · of 1 91 from other sources reveals the fact that the average
ha ·in ·e risen to 33·3 per cent, though the cantons of Schaffhaus n
and 1 p zell a. Rh. have entirely abandoned the practice of employ•
ing ;women a · teacher in elementary school .
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Tlte regular traini11g of teachers is given in secondary schools in the
canto ns of Neuenbnrg, Geneva, and Basel, while in all other cantons
special normal schools are established for tbat purpose, but in Graubiinden a,nd Solothurn these normal schools are departments of the
cantonal central school. Only one normal school is open to both sexes.
Switzerland has 37 normal schools altogether. Of these 23 are open
exdusirnly to men, 13 only to women, and 1 to both_sexes. Of the 37
Swiss normal schools, 22 are German, 13 French, and 2 Italian. The
cantons or states maintain 25 of these schools; 4 are maintained by
communities; 8 are private institutions. For further statistics see p.
172.
In some cantons the definite appointment of a teacher is preceded
by a period of probation of two years. The appointment of teachers is
decided by general election or by a school board, or, as in Geneva, by
the city councH. URually tbe teacher is elected for life. In some cantons the right to call for a teacliers' resignation is reserved. In a few
cantons the teachers arc elected or appointed for a definite number of
years (three to eight). Reelection is permissible.
In Catholic c~ntons certain ecclesiastical positions are connected
with educational work in advanced elementary schools.
· As a mle, the teacher is by law and contract obliged to give instruction a certain number of hours per week, to attend certain courRes of
instruction for liis own benefit, to become a member of an aid society
in order to secure a pension for himself, widow, and orphans. He is
also obliged to arrange continuation and evening schools for boys and
girls past school age, and not infrequently the care of the school building
devolves upon him. Occupations that would interfere with his vocation are prohibited. He is free from certain duties that other citizens
h ave to perform, as for instance, watch duty, statute service. In Wallis
the teacher is exempted from income taxes. These privileges give him
a high position in the community.
Sa,laries.-The teachers' sala,ries are higher in advanced elementary
(or grammar) than in primary schools. They vary considerably in the
different cantons. Some cantons have no legally fixed minimum salary.
The following table was com piled in 1881; later informa,tion is wan ting:
The minimum salary of primary teachers is below 1,000 francs ($200)
in the cantons, Wallis, 187 francs; Nidwalden, 448; Uri, 451; Tessin,
572; Obwalden, 597; Graubii.nden, 669; Schwy'z, 758; Zug, 778; Appenzell i. Rh. 882; Freiburg, 898.
The minimum varies between 1,000 and 1,500 francs in the cantons,
Aargau, 1,207 francs; Berne, 1,249; Luzern, 1,289; Solothurn, 1,283;
N euenburg, 1,356; Baselland, 1,446.
The mini um varies between 1,500 and 2,000 francs iu the cantons:
Vaud, 1,514 fra,ncs; Tlmrgau,, 1,552; St. Gall, 1 1554; Glarus, 1,610;
Scha:ffhausen, l,620; Geneva, 1,647; Appenzell a. Rh., 1,821.
In Zurich and Baselstadt it exceeds 2,000 francs, to wit: Zii.rich,
2,192; Baselstadt, 2,778.
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It i, plain, though, that these figures arc only of relative value, ince
they do not represent the actual sala,ries paid, but .only the low t.
Switzerland bas 23 pension funds n,ml aid societies for teacher ,
widows, and orphans. Most cantons provide for pensio11s; other only
aid the voluntary pension funds of the teachers, but al1 recognize the
duty of the state to pension teachers after a certain 1mmbn of year ,
which varies between 30 and 45 years.
F . -STA'.l.'ISTICS.

1

A.-PRIMARY SCHOOLS.

The number of school districts in 1891 was 3,Si 7 with 8,239 sclwols.
The number of pupils in 1891 was 467,Ti96 (234,618 boys aud 232,97'
girls). The number of teachers was 9,332 (6,224 men and 3,108 women) .
In 1891 the number of pupils to one teacher was 50. Tlte averag-e
attendance in 1890-'91 was 84·97 per cent (an improvement of 4·05 per
cent over 1881). These and tbe following numbers do 11ot inchule private schools.
B . -ADVAKCE D ELKMENTARY SCHOOLS .

The number of pupils in 1891 in 477 schools was 28,537 (lG,346 boys
and 12,191 girls) . Teachers, 1,370 (1,178 men and 1D2 women) .
C. -CO~TINUATIOX SCHOOLS.

Tbe number of pupils in 1891 was 40,575 (37,292 boys, 3,283 girls).
Iu the:e chools recruits prepare foi' entering the army by reviewing
their elementary stndie .
·
D.- ECO'.'iDARY SCHOOLS .

Th e number of econda,ry aml teclrnical (sucl.J as normal) :::;cl10ols is

n t stated, l>ut the number of students i111891 was rn,29D , nearly all
boy.
J, .-UI G IIER EDUCATION .

In the uuiversitie and tbe federal polytechl'1icmn t.lte num ber. of student in 18Dl was 3,073, (2,847 young- men and 226 youn g la dies) .
Dr. Huber, an educational authority in Switzerland, ltavi11g acce , to
reports of 11rivate scl1ools, makes this statement, which certainly comes
n ar r tlle true figure than the total of the foregoin g.
Th total munber of pnpils in elementary schools in 1801 -n·n
540 67 to wit:
Schools.

Pupils.

~i~~!(~t~~~'.~~~~'.·~: :::: :::::: :::::: ::: ::::::::: ::: :::::::::: :: ::::::::::: :: :::

Private ......... . .. ... ... ...... . ........... . ....... ........ ......... .. .......... .
Total .............. . ...... ....... . ........................ . .... . ... . .... .. .

~,.:,;::

:: : ·

:
1

•

:·••••••::•:: :·: · ••••:•

:

A cording to Groh's yc~irhook .

I' rl'ent.

467,596
2 , r,37
40,575
]2, 359

85

,0(7

1(.10

C

(j

7
2

===~

·····•• 1 :::::: '

,:: :

CHAPTER VIII ·
THE RESULTS O.F H OME TRAINING .AND INFL°l:TENCE.
(From the Ger m an of Franz Seboberle, V iennn. )

[The following presentation may seem ':ery fragmentar y and the
figures too inadequate for use as a basis for generalizations such as the
author ·indulges in. The inquiries may have, in some cases, rest1ltell
in erroneous stat ements. The facts themselves may be considered dubious; at least the place in which they are gathered (the city of Vienna).
may not be the proper s t an d ard of coinparison for other localities. The
grouping of facts may be d efective, inasmuch as it is done by what the
author himself considers social standards- not by any standard generally agreed upon. I n many cases · potent educational influences may
have escaped the author's observation; hence h is conclusions may be
faulty. Yet, after maki ng aU du,e allowances, after admitting all this
and more, there r emains a r esidue of suggestive thought in the little
table, the author or compiler of which was a :n:um who, for several years,
_patiently plodded in the ser vice of science without hope of reward,
except such as warm-hearted appreciation can offer.
The autllor present s only t he first table, which shows each item as
· compared with tli e sum t ot.al of all cases observed. T,vo more tables
are inserted, sl1owi ng the same items, first, compared with the suni of
each column; secomUy, compared with the sum of each li ne. In other
words, inquiry has been made into the relation one number bears to
the total number of t he social class of which it forms a part, and then
into the relation the same n umber bears to the total number of children
under similar educational infiuences.-The Translator .]
TABLE

1.-Classiji cation of 9,000 Vien nese school child1·en 1 in different classes of society 1
according to th ei1' horne tra-ining .

H om e trainin g.

I.
Children of
t he u pper
class.

II.
III.
of tbe
Children of tb e Children
poor ancl
middle class.
ignoraut.

'.l.'otals:
..

a. A ccording to moral principles . ..
~: ~ ; E's_;\ Ylfc1_s_s_i:'.~ ::: : :::: ::: : ::: :::
d.Bad .. . . . . . . . ...... . .. ...... . . . . .
Totals . . . . ............ .... ...

~;o .
135
225

Per ct.
1 ·5

135

2 ·5
2 ·1
1 ·5

075 -

~

180

- -

N o.
360
855
1,125
135
,2 ,475

P er ct .

No.

5 ·5
12 -5
l ·5

588
3,420
945
900

27 ·5

· 5,850

4

- -- -

P er ct .
0 ·5
.:l8
10 ·i:i

10

- -

05

No .

P er ct.

1,080
4, 500
2, 250
1,170

12
50
25
13

9, 000

100
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1 AHLI<: 2.-Ratio of tlte several items to th e .quin of the oolnmn .

Educatio11al influence.

a. According to moral principles . .
/J. Mostly passive ......... ... .... . .
c. One-sideu ................ ..... ..
cl. Bacl . .. ........ .......... .. ..... .
Totals ...................... .

I.
Child1·en of
culture and
wealth.
No .
135
225
180
135
675 1

I .

I

II.
~II. .
Children of th e Clultl, on of tho
middle class. I :rioor aJHl
.
ignorant.
,

Pel' ct.
20
33
27
20

No.
360
855
1, 125
135

Per ct.
)5
35
45
5

Ko.
588
3,420
945
900

100

2, 475

100

5,860

I

I'er ct.

.

Totals.

50
16
15

No.
l,080
4,500
2,250
1,170

Per ct.
12

100

9,000

100

10

50
25
13

T ABU~ 3.-Ratio of the several items to the totals in the 11ut1·yin.

r.
Educational inti uence.

a. Ac-cording tu moral principles ..
~: t;~~~\ttl.·_i_,~~ :::: :: :::: :: ::::::
cl.Had ..... . ......... ..... ... ......
Totals ...... . ................

Children of
culture ancl
wealth.

II.
III.
of the
Children of t!Je Children
poor a ncl
miclclle cla ss .
ignorant.

No.
135
225
180
135

Per ct.
12 ·5
5
8
11·5

No.
360
855
1, 125
135

Per ct.
33
19
50
11·5

No.
588
3,420
945
900

675

7 ·5

2,475

27 ·5

5,850

- -- -- - - -- -

! I'er ct.

Totals.

54 ·4
76
42
77

No.
1, 080
4,500
2,250
1, ~70

Per ct.
100
)00
· 100
100

65

9,000

100

·-----i--

TIJ.is table (table 1, the author's) is the result of five years' study
and ob ervation in three ward schools of the city of Vienna, .Austria.
The ob ervations were made by a teacher in fifteen class rooms and
mbrace 9,000 children of various ages between 10 and 14 years. Both
exe wer observed, but from the explanatory remarks of the author
we ee that it was chiefly boys whom he studied. .A comparatively
larg portion of the children belong to the lower strata of society.
Though the table might speak for themselves the explanations of the
author may be helpful.
Line a (horizontal) contains the number of children, grouped in three
cla .·e , whose parent try to educate them, consciously and with a
pmpo e in view, according to ethical priuciples or maxim , as, for
in 'bmce, simplicity in appearance, word, and action, respect for others,
en e of order and law, honesty, truthfulness, and uprightness. These
hildren po,· e. H ideal of right, are ambitious, but not at tl.ie expense
of otl1er , and they are generally trained well in obedience and imbued
with he en e of :firmnes. and ju tice.
Liue b contain. th number of children whose parents are chiefly
pa, ive in th ir dutir " toward education. .All they do is confined to
a prevention of degeneracy on the one hand and a development of
tho e impul
and action· which are pre upposed and implied by
oci ty. The group repre ent the "mechanical virtue ." It is the
di cipline of forma1i 'm that we :find here.
Lin c ·ontaiu the number of children who are educated in a one·i 1, manner· that i · ome impor ant factor of education is neglected.
i or in tan e, re p ct of one' own per 011 or re pect for other ; or en ·e
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of honor and ambition are repressed; hypocrisy, vaunting, or mendacity
are systematically, though not in all cases consciously, taught.
Line d contains the number of children found to be badly educated.
Their training violates, either with or without intention, ethical principles. In these groups we find souls brutalized by bad examples; contempt for others b ecause of their poverty or some . natural defect;
iutentional negat,i on of the ideas of rights such as "mine and ·thine;"
also absence of repression of sensuality.
Column I contains the numbers representing the offspring of wealthy
or cultured parei1ts, ·such as people living on the proceeds of invested
funds, owners of manufactories, noblemen, lligh army officers, physicians, lawyers, teachers, an<l high civil officers.
Column II contains the number of children coming from the middle
class of society, people who have a secure income, either a fixed salary
or an established business, tradespeople and mechanics who own their
shops; also persons in positions of responsibility in factories and
offices, such as foremen, supervisors, and subaltern officers.
Column III contains the number of children of the laboring and serving class, people who earn wages as "hands" in factories and shops,
and those who have no fixed or steady income, such as servants, coachmen, men aud charwomen; also all who live directly or indire~tly upon
charity.
Minute inquiries and investigations with regard to the parents, have
resulted as follows:
I a. Father and mother are earnest, well educated, and observant at
home. In II a, we find almost the Rame qualities in the parents, only ·
that the pecuniary mea1is are so much less abuudant that the influence
and autl1ority of the parent is somewhat lessened. III a. .The father
works in the factory or at home, but is represented by a well inclined,
strong mother, whose authority he reinforces.
I b aud II b. The father is away from home during the day, the rnoth,er
is weak both physically and educationa1ly. III b. Father and mother
have no comprehension of education.
l c and II a. The father bas no comprehension of education, no higher
ideas, lives chiefly in the pursuit of pleasure; the mother is fond of
dress, vain and without ethical strength. III c. The father and mother
can only be driven to work by dire necessity or compulsion.
Id and II d. The parents arc either purse-proud or proud of descent
and position. III d. The father is as a rule, unknown. The mother
represents a very low grade of intellectual development.
Observations among these various children in the schoolroom have
shown the following characteristics anrl indication s pointing towards
their future career:
I a. The children arc earnest, aspiring from habit, sometimes precocious and conceited, have sympathy with others, study diligently, but
avoid publicity. They are apt to become silent benefactors, travelers,
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inve'tigators, scientists, etc. II a. These children are al. o earne, t
aud aspiring, Jrnt the latter from foresight; remain without intercour e
with their scl10olrnates, have no pronounced inclinations, aud a character difficult to define. If they pursue higher stndies they do so for
breall, but are not prompted by tbe love of study. In public life they
are mostly patient listeners; they are apt to be "yea, yea," and "nny,
1iay" persons. III a. Children enumerated in this column are al o
earnest and ambitious, but from necessity._ They possess little experience, ·their intellectual horizon is limited, owing to poverty; they are
bashful, but baye very vivid imaginations; th ey are apt to drift into
channels of study wbich can be pursued without a great outlay of
money. Future i(lealists, explorers, collectors, aucl poets are likely to
spring from this group.
I b. The children of this group are superficial, ltave much experien ce,
but need incentives for study consta11tly. They generally follow the vrofessious of tlteir fathers; participate in public life; but never have any
original ideas that open new ways. Sportsmeu and the officers of social
clubs and societies are recruited from tltis group.
II b. Incentives for learniug and working in tbis group n,re spontaneous; lieuce self-consciousness is developed to a, lJigh degree. These
children will be fonnd to become pronounced characters, and for11ish
the leadei~s in public life.
·
III b. The e children bave some sense of honor which incites them to
action; but they arc easily a,pproacbed, ltencc easily tempted and led
a tray. If they reach manhood without coming into conflict with tlle
law, life's experiences improve them, aud they become foremen, ectionleaders ancl tbc like.
I c. 'Ille girl are poor in intellect, love appearances and finery, are
frivolou and void of good manners. The boys are distingnished by
de potic and domineering conduct toward their schoolmates; they
ar apt to become ensnal, void of sympathy for misfortune and poverty.
They squander their inheritance or easily gained fortunes, and will
be egoti t · or p ndthrift .
II c. In this group we meet with imitators, the so-called universal
geniu ·, the jack of all trade, ancT master of uone, people who arc nevrr
ati fi d with whatever profes ion they may choose. The profes ion or
gambl r · re ruits it elf from this class.
III c. The~e are childr n who simulate mi ery and claim sympathy,
who l1av no , elf-conficlence or self-re. pect. A good teacher will often
train t11 m to become tnlStworthy workmen, and he will awaken selfr . p ct in them.
I d. H re w find th ·lJi ldren who have contempt for all who rank
b low tll m. Th yd uot tllink it neces ary to study hard, knowing
tha tbeir par ut ar w althy. Sympathy for other is rarely found
among them· henc { goti. t · u. nrers, and many who take advantage
')f o 11 r.·, ar r cruited fr m thi group.
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II ii. These children feel no desire to learn or to work, attmi<l school
very irregularly, ~md when they <lo so, it is to aimuse them$elves. The
boys are apt to become da,ndies, forgers, and defrauders.
III d. The children of this class are frequently withheld from school,
or attend only by compulsion. The girls are morally bad and apt to
sink low while the boys grow up to be cau<l.idates for tll.e· reform
school and penitentiary.
For the work iu school, some remarkable conclusions may _b e- drawn
from the foregoing tables.
The children of liue ci, columns I, II, aud III, have home training.
Those of I a have much recreation in the open air, but al ways un<l.er
sul'veillancc of parents, or other reliable persons. The summer is spent
in the country. Pl1ysical development is cared for assiduously.· Their
health is normal, but sometimes they arc a, little de1icate, and heiico are
kept from school in bad weather. Those of II -a are a,lso under supervision at all hours of the day, and spend much time in the ope11 air.
Their mode of life is natural, effeminacy is not fournl in this group;
hence, the health of these children is always -good aud attendance :1t
school regular. Those of III c find . their only recreation and ·bodily
exercise by walking to and from school. Everything is wanting to aid
physical training. The parents fear bad influence and example among
the schoolmates and watch over their children too anxiously. Often
foo<l is insufficient, and the children of this gronp furnish the greatest
number of sickly pupils; hence, the greatest percentage of mortality.
'rlie whole group I ci, II ci, III a seems destined to act as examples of
good conduct for others, but owing to their exclusiveness, this beneficent influence is lost as far as school is concerned. During lessons thecbih.lren of the first three groups (I ci, II a, III ci), are quiet workers,
slow in thinking, exact and prompt in doing their tasks, but without
pronounced vivacity. They never give cause for complaint, are satisfying all reaso11able demands, yet are not a source of real joy to a
teacher, because everything such children do betokens outer compulsion. Spontaneity is rarely found among them.
The whole group, I b, II b, III b, prefers the streets and parks after
school hours, and can not be kept at home. The children distinguish
themselves by great practical experience. They observe and compreheml quickly, are quick and skillful in motion, have a fresh complexion,
cheerful looks, are attentive when interested, an<l. quick in repartee.
In their work they are frequ011tly negligent in form, but generally cor- rect in the solution of problems, mathematical and otherwise. · Their
vivacity and aclroituess are a constant source of pleasure to the teacher; .
they enliven the whole school, and not unfrequently engage in mischief
and playfulness, but rarely, if ever, in wicked acts. Innate interest
in wl1at is taught makes them noisy and pert, but they are easily called
to order. Teachers remember such children with much pleasure.
The whole group I c, II c, and III c tends toward hypocrisy. These '
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hi1dren are quiet-ill fact, the lea t noi 'Y of all-but where th 'Y ·an
play a tri ·k ull een and with the presumption of not beiug fouucl out
they do o, and often do very wicked things. Uharacteri. tic qualitie
of these children are deceit, treachery, malignity, and conceit. During
recitations they rely upon being prompted, boast of work obtained by
deceit, always have a good excuse for whatever infraction of rules they
can e, alld are quick in shifting their guilt upon the shoulders of other .
Outside of school the children grouped under I c keep aloof from
tho e of other groups and associate only with children of their own
"set." Those of group Ile seek intercourse with others, but their
friendship is not lasting; they are apt to quarrel, to pry into the affairs
of others, and to spoil play. Those of III c may be imposed upon, aud
can be rnled by presenting them with some little thing, as an apple, a
toy, or a piece of bread. For a consideration like that, they accept even
po itions in a game which uo other child would take.
The children of the three groups d (Id, II d, III d), are not often
foun<l in chool; those of Id because they do not need to learn much
(, o t hey and their parents think) and because "the teachers keep
school merely for the sake of the salary attached to their positions."
Tho e of II d are often absent from school, because regular atteudauce
and hard tudy are inconvenient, hence they are frequently "quite ill"
at the beginning of a school session, but quite lively after the session
progr · ·e , and they ee that the teacher takes no notice of their fancied
irnli. ·1 o, iti H. Tbo 'e of III d are rarely found in school because they
cli:lil· , tudy. Those of Id walk alone on the street and look with cont •mp upon the others a a "beggarly pack;" the boys learn to smoke
al'ly and like to play the role of grandees. Those of II cl roam about
th · r t and pernl for candy and toys the pennies given them for
· ·ltool requi ite . They are not very scrupulous as to where they get
th ir p uui .-. Tho. e of III d are the poison of juvenile society.
The health of the children in groups II d and III d is indestructible.
Tbe children with tand all influences of the weather, are insufficiently
clad iu winter, and seem not to be susceptible to infectious diseases.
H Jrns been said before, the entire three groups ci shrink from exercising
an influence upon public educatiou, the children of the three groups b
are the tormenting pirits on the streets, whose play and noise is harmle but annoying to adults. 'fhe children of tlte three groups c are,
for purpo,'es of publie education, of no appreciable consequence ; those
of group rl are even dangerous, noticeably those of III d. They frequent remote street , dafr alleys, field aud wood paths, caves, canal ,
and appear in crowded streets only like hostile eoemies to make sallies
a11d inroad upon civilization . Here they meet children of groups II b
m1 l III b, and imr r
them elves forcibly upon them by expressions
of brutality a11d immorality, and by de'cription of the enjoyment they
h
e ·m· lfor th m. elv . by <lefying law and order. Thus they enli t
other wh ; without conta t with vice, might become good citizens.
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These 900 (III-d) tempt the 885 of II b and the 3,420 of III b, and draw
astray into the slums many who, under other circumstances, might
rem~in good through habit, if i10t from principle. The children of this
group, III a, are dangerous c01npa,nions at all times.
Reviewing the whole matter, we see that the parents of group a of
all three classes withhold their children from contact with scl.100Imates
_ chiefly on account of the 900 of group III d, and that parental imluence in group b is often too weak to prevent evil influences from outside. The Government must do something to allay the apprehension
of parents of the three groups a, and to protect the children of the
three groups b. Home training needs a reinforcement in fonn of supervision on the streets and play grounds. Public play grounds, well cond·ucted by skilled and experienced. teachers, should be established and maintained by the c-ity a1ithorities, and patronized and attended as regularly as
the schools.
lThe statistical matter offered in tLis article may, as has been said,
seem defer.tive by reason of its fragmentary nature, but it may induce
others to follow up the idea, and make similar studies and submit the
results to the light of criticism, as this is submitted, with all due deference to the opinion of others.-The Translator.]
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CHAPTER IX .

•

SCHOOL MUSEUMS, EDUCATIONAL LIBRARIES, AND
PERMANENT EXHIBITIONS OF APPLIANCES FOR TEACHING.
A

HISTORICAL .A.ND 81'.A.'l'ISTIC.A.L REVIEW.

The following is a summary of a book, entitled The Pedagogical
Libraries, Scl10ol Museums, and Permanent Exhibition of School Appliances, with specia.l regard to the Pedagogical Central Library (ComeniusFoundation) at Leipzig, by Julius Beeger, director of the Pedagogical
Central Library at Leipzig (pp. 84, 1892). This work may be considered
tlie most reliable and most comprehensive report on educational collections.
1.-HISTORY OF EDUC.A.'l'ION.A.L COLLEC1'IONS.

School lil>raries are quite an old institution; they originated at the
time when schools wrre estalJlished within, or in connection with convents. But these libraries served exclusively the purposes of the school
to ,,7 hich they belonged. Educational or teachers' libraries for entire
school or governmental districts, which came into existence during the
:fir t half of tlle Nineteenth Century, were made serviceable to wider
circles. Some schoolmen, like Dr. Ed. Diirre in Weinheim, conceived
quite early the necessity of large libraries for far-reaching purposes in
educational centers, but such plans found no realization.
The beginnings of school museums may be traced back to the exhibitions of school a,pplianc cs connected with natioual teachers' associatiorn:., and industrial state or world~s expositioDs. ·with them they
appeared, and with them they vanished. The result of minute inquiries
estal.>ljsbes the fact that the oldest school museum in the world is the
Educabonal Museum at Toro1?to (Canada); it was founded in 1853.
Theu followed in 1857 the Educational Division of the South Kensington Museum. In 1864 the Pedagogical Museum at Petersburg, and in
1865 the Permanent Exhibition of School Appliances at Leipzig were
founded. The last-named institution came to au untimely end in consequence of lack of interest on the part of the managers; the objects
remaining intact were given over to the Uomenins Foundation at
Leipzig·, which organization had meanwhile assumed large proportions.
In 1867-8 tlle Bureau of Education in ·washington began to collect
239
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educational works and objects for s0hool use, with the intention of
establishing a museum and a library. In 1870 the Pedagogische
Bibliotheek van het N ederlandsch Onderwijzers Genootschap (the I edagogical Library of the Dutch 'l1eachers' .Association), and the following
year the Pedagogical Central Library (Uomenius Foundation), at Leipzig, were founded.
The Perm~nent Exhibition of School .Appliances in Vienna was created by a resolution of the city couucil July 30, 1872, but since 1891 it
has been abandoned, appropriations for its maintenance having been
refused. In 1873 the Hungarian School .Appliance Museum ( Orszagos
tanszer muzeum) at Budapest was founded, bnt not opeued u11til J 878. In
Rome, after the model of the institution in Vienna, a nmseuru for instruct.ion and education (Museo d' istrv,zione e d' ediwazione ) was opened in
1874, which, however, was soon abandoned. The Oassianeum, at Douauwortb (founded 1875, in Neuberg· on the. Danube), may be considered
the mo t flourishing institution of this kind at that period. In 1875
the Swiss Permanent School Exposition in Zii.rich was founded. Since
1890 it bears the name Pestalozzianum. In 1876 the pedagogical
library of the Nederlandsch Onderwijzers' Genootschap was reorganized into the Netberlandish School Museum at Amsterdam. In the
same year the German School Museum at Berlin was opened; also a
city cbool Museum, on February 10, 1877, created by resolution of
the school board. The year 1877 also witnessed the establishment of
tl1 great P dagogical Museum at Tokio, in Japan. In 1878 the establi hment of one of the most noted institutions of this kind, the State
chool mu ·eum at Brussel was suggested, aud in 1880 it was opened
under the name National School Museum. Equal iu importance with
tllat jn Belgium j the Pedagogical Museum and ·Central Library for
Elementary Iu truction, established in Pa,ris in 1879. In the same year
a chool exhibition at Berne and the school museum at Konigsberg
were opened, the latter established and maintained by the city teachers.
The ear 1 1 saw the opening of the Provincial School Exhibition at
Magdeburg and thePermanentExhibition of School .Appliances at Graz,
in Au tria. Oue year later, 1882, a pedagogical museum was opened
in lVIadrid: and likewi e a municipal pedagogical museum at Li bon.
On
cem ber , 1 3, the National School Museum at Rio de Janeiro was
opelled, and at about the ame date th~ Freiburg Educational Society
iud.uced tlie cantonal government to e tablish a permanent school exhibi ion in Frei burg. Tile edagogical Library at Stockholm, founded by
t .a her , date from the ame year. In the year 1886 the Permanent
chool E xhibition at euenburg, in Switzerland, in 1887 the Mu eum
for Elem ntary bool at Rostock, and in 1888 the Thuringian School
Iu. um at Jena came into exi ·tence. The year 1889 saw the birth of
three u ·b in titution , the chool Mu, eum at Hildesheim, the Permanent Sch ol Exhibiti n of the German Teac1rnrs' Union at Inn bruck,
and the ho l .. u um at a.· 1. Ju 1890 a, chool museum was opened
at Kiel, and. la tly, in 1 Ul, a chool museum in Brauuschweig.
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Severnl iw;titutions of this ki11d are planned and will probably be
opeued iu the near future in Ge11oa, Basel, and Bozen. In Hannover
a imilar plan crystallized into establishi11g a special department of
pedagogy in the city library, which contains a reading_ room for
teacl1ers. In Australia, also, the idea seems to take root. The Colony
Victoria will open a school museum at Melbourne, the Legislature haviug pas~ed a resolution to that effect in 1891.
n. J<~Dl TCA'l'IO AL COLLEC'l'IONS OF 'rHE PRESEN'l' 'l'IME.

A.

GERMANY.

1. Gernw,n school musev.,ni a,t Berlin. -This institution is· a private
euterpriRe on the part of the teachers' association in Berlin. It contains an exhibition of school appliances and an educational library of
over 14,000 volumes. A speciaJty of the German school museum is
the collection of literary aud other works of some distiugu.ished educators in separate alcoves. Thus, the Diesterweg, Pestalozzi, and Harcort collections are very complete. In 1891 the income was about $300.
The institution is situated in Blumen Str., No. 63 a. Custodian, A.
Rebbulrn.
2. City school museum at Berlin.-Belongs to tlle city, which maintains it. Annual appropriation in 1888, about $1,000. The institution
has a building of its own in Stallschreiber Str., No. 54. Custodian,
Rector A. Baeblicll.
3. Gassianewn at Donauwiirth (B(.tvaria.).-Tbis institution is private.
It was e~tablished by a teacher, Ludwig Auer, who is still its custodian.
The librnry hc1s tl1 e pmpose .of collecting material for scientific work
in pedagogy, and offers it for use to men engag·ed in such work. In
1891 the library had 40,000 volumes and pamphlets and 150 appliances for teaching. In connection with the museum Mr. Auer maintains a boy's academy and a "predagogium," in which educational
literary production is carried on. Eight periodicals, several calendars
and juvenile journals are published in the institution. It is situated
in tbe former Benedictine monastery of the Holy Cross. The library
has an annual income of $500 from the publications of the predagogium.
A special librarian is eng.1ged.
4. Thiiringicm School Musewni at Jena.--This in stitution was founded,
December 8, 1888, by Teacher Ernst Piltz, who liad been the prime
mover of the formation of the Thuringian school museum society. Tllis
s0ciety manages the instituti on, which was opened March 31, 1889. Its
purpose is to furni sh pl'incipah, and teachers in schools of a.U kinds
with appliauces and other means of instructiou, facilitate the stndy of
candidates for higheRt positions, and instruct parents and friends of
popular eclucatiou iu becomiug acq nainted with the science and practice of teaching, and lastly, to enable manufacturers of appliances, as
well as publishers, to exhibit their objects and books without cost.
The income of the institution is limited to the dues of the society (25
ED 92--16
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cents per annum for each member). Thi~ mnsenm is located in a hotel
(Weimarischer Hof) in Jena aud occupies the entire upper Rtory aucl
several other room . Custodian, Erust Piltz.
5. Sahoo l "lVfosemn at Hildesheim.-This institution was founded in
1891 by the teachers of the city, aided by the city couucfl. It is located
in the new school building on Liitzel Str. Cnsto<lian, A. Kreipe.
6. Schleswig-Holstein Rchool Mitsemn at J[iel.-This was founded, upon
motion of Teaclier Wolgast, by the teachers' society of Kiel. Five
members are entrusted with the management. Custodian, l\Ir. Doormann, Stern Str.
7. School Miisewn of Konigsberg.-Tbis consists of a city library for
eleme11tary teachers and a, collection of appliances. The library contains 5,000 volumes, the museum a number of appliances for teaching
and drawing models. A special feature of tllis institution is the collection of literature concerning Dinter, a noted Prussian educator. Tlle
income of the institution is derived from dnes of society members and
annual appropriations from the city council. It is located in the annex
of the gymuasinm. Bahnhofs Str., No . 2. Custodian, E. Danziger .
. Peclcigogical Centrnl Library at Leipzig (formerly Comeniits Stiftung).-The prime mover in fouuding- this in stitution was its present
director, Julius Beeger, who suggested it in an oration delivered on
the two hunclre<lth anniversary of Comenius' death, November 15, 1871.
The purpm,e of this institution is to make available to all educators
and educational authors in Germany and Austria the entire literary
material that has reference to educatiou in kindergarten, elementary,
condary, higher, and special schools, German as wen as foreign.
'Ihi library is i11 tended to promote pedagogical .science-hence to
,'erve all per ous who are engaged in that pursuit. At preseut the
librnry contain 60,000 volumes and pamphl ets. The fonds of the
in titutiou are scanty-hence it is impossible to keep tlle library abreast
of the times. It is located in the teachers' house, Kramer-Stras ·e
No. 4 and occupies a large hall and a readillg and waiting room.
Teacher and authors, a well as students of pedagogy and normal
, chool , are entitled to the free use of the library. Teacl.lers in Leipzig
may keep book for four ·weeks, nomesidents for eight week . Custodian, J nliu, Bee 0 ·er.
9. Permanent chool Exhibit of the Teachers' Assoc'icttfon of the Province
of Saxony at 1liagdeburg.-Wa founded iu 1881. It is in tended strictly
to b confin d to an exuibition of appliances, models, and illustrations.
Book arc excluded. It is located in a schoolroom, Schul-Strasse No.
1. The manag ment i. in the hands of a committee. Pre ·ent cu todian T acher Weber.
10. P rman n.t Exhibition of School Furniture and School Appliances
at Jfonich.-Thi in titution belo11g, to the government of Upper Bavaria, m1 l i.· in n 1 cl to be a collection of tlic be ·t appliances for teaching ,' ·h 1 fnrni ur , an<l uppli for elementary and con tinuation
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schools. It is also to aid teachel's in procul'ing ~mpplies nt low priccR.
The institution is located on Ileumarket No. 2; it has a board of manager,·.
11. People's School llfuseum, at Rostock (J.lfecklenburg).-lt was fouuded
in 1887, and is the property of the museum society. Its catalogue Las
2,200 numbers. Librarian, 'l'eacher 0. Obenhaus.
B.

RwrTZERLAN D.

12. School Exhibit-ion in Berne.-A private enterprise subsidized by
the state and the city. The institution is located in the cavalry barracks. The members of a, society for the maintenance of this institution tax themselves in order to secure the state subsidy. Teacher
Luthi is custodian.
13. Exposition scolaire permanente in Fribourg.-A private enterprise enjoying state subsidy. It was founded in 1883. This institution ~eing situated near the border line of German ~witzerland has
assumed great importance, since it objecti,v ely displays German and
French methods of teaching, besides promoting school education in
general. The expenses are nearly covered by the income from admission tickets and State subsidies. Founder and custodian is Teacher
Geuoud, of Fribourg.
14. Exposition scolaire pennanente in Neuchatel.-This institution is
the property of the canton and was founderl in 1887. Its purpose is .
to exhibit a collection of school furniture an<l supplies and offer ad vice
to teachers and school officers for procuring them. It is located in the
academy building. President, .Ami Guebhart.
15. Pestalozzia,num in Zitrich.-It was founded in 1875, receives subsidies from the federal ::md the cantonal government, and enjoys special
care from the Society of the Pestalozzianum at Ziiricb. Purpose of
the institution is the development of the Swiss school system. This is
aimed at by showing the present condition of the schools and suggestinir comparison. The museum is located in a hotel, "The Ruden," in
Ziirich; it will soon have its ·own home. Surplus, 4,000 francs ($800).
The property of the mu eum is estimated at 55,922 fraucs ($11,000);
the objects on exhibition alone have au estimated value of 42,415 francs.
Director, Dr. Hunziker.
C.

AUSTRIA-HUNGARY.

16. Permanent School Exhibition in Graz.-This is a private enterprise of· Messrs. Nickl, Lochbihler, and Kmetiscb, thl'ee teachers. The
exhibition contains 6,842 objects and collections; the library contains
2,000 volumes; 75 periodicals are taken. This institution is not confined to appliances for elementary teaching, but a great number of
objects are intended to illustrate and aid t.eaching in secondary
chool , universities, and professional schools. .An insufficient income
is derived from subsidies on the part of tl1e Empire, the state, the city
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council, and tbe Styrian avings bauk. The institution has even large
ro m. on tbe econd floor of a city school (Schul-Stra, e No. 5). A
committee manage it. Custodian, Teacher Nickl; its organ, Fir t
Austrian-Hungarian Teaching Appliance Magazine.
17. Pernianent Exhibition of the German Tea,chers' Association at Innsbnwk, Tirol.-This is not opened yet, being still iu process of construction. The German teachers of the crownland Tirol are the owner .
Cu todian, Teacher Fleisr.11, iu Innsbruck.
18. State Exhibition of Soltool Appliances at Buda-Pesth.-This is a
state institution and confines itself almost entirely to elementary
schoolR. The catalogue contains 5,000 numbers, valued at 9,000-10,000
floi·ins ($3,213-$3,570) . This museum has an annual income of $393.
It is located in the P::eclagogium. Custodian, Franz. Girokuthy.
D.

NETHERLANDS.

19. Netherland School Mitseum at Amsterdam.-It originated iu 1876
from a pedagogical library and is now located at Keisersgracht No.
121. Custodian, Editor Lalleman.
20. School Jlfuseimi at Rotterdam.-This iustitutiou is similar t.o the
aforemeutioned, but younger.
E.

BRLGIUM.

21. National School Jllusewm at Bruss.els.-Tbis iustitutiou is a state
oncern. It ha,s three large halls used for purposes of exhibition, an
ducational library, and several work and readi11g rooms. The museum
balls contain model· of a kindergarten,.schoolrooms, Froebel collections.
tc. Tb ·tate grante<l. an appropriation of 16,200 francs (or $3,~40),
The ori 0 fo tor of the iustitutiou is A . J. Germain, who is at present
it' general director.
]~. FRANCK

22. Pedago.r;ical "il,fuseum, and Central Libra'l'y of Elementary Instruction cit Paris.-It wa fouuded in 1878 a,nd is a state iustitution. Its
purpo e is to coll ct, arrange, and make available everything which
will ·bed liffht on the history and the present status of school and education in Fran e and foreign couutries. Its income during 1886-1888
wa.' $8 000 a y ar. 'rhe institution is· located in the manual training
chool, Rue Gay-Lu ,· ac No . 41, and occupies 30 rooms. Under tlle
name central library niu epnra.te libraries are managed: The Rapet
library, the g n ral library, tbe reserve, the circulating library, the
library of fiction, the collecti n of Freuch and foreign educational docum nt ; th library of duplicates, and that of pupils' work. The
mu ·e m contains atla ·e an<l. illustrated works 011 school architecture
art collecti n r ult of manual skill, tbe mo. t varied appliance for
teaching a c Ile ·tion of chool builuings '' en miniature," etc. The
p1·e~ent dir c r i.· Jul : Ste g.
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G. GREAT BRlTAIN AXD IRELAND.

23. Educational Division of South Kensington ]lfuseum, cit London. This is a state institution. Object of the library is to offer to teachers
a,ud other educators opportunities to examine and compare the differeut
1mblications on schools and theory and practice of education. It has
H scientific collection designed to meet the dema11ds of students and
those who prepare th(:'mselves for examinations. The library at present contains 45,099 volumes without counting duplicates. The management lies iu the bands of a committee of the council of education.
H. PORTflGAL.

24. MuniC'ipal .PP,dagogical Museum at Lisbon. -It was founded in
1882, a11d i8 managed by Ad. Coelho, but seems to languish from want
of interest.
I. RUSSIA.

25 . .Pedagogical Museum of the Military Schools at St . .Petersburg. -This
is a state institution and beloHgs to tbe depa1 tment of war, hence has
a different purpose from other school musemns. The collections occupy 3,200 square meters floor space, 6,400 sqnare meters wall space, and
5,300 square meters space on shelvel:-1.
J.

SWEDEN AND NORWAY.

26 . .Pedagogical Library at Stockhol1n. -Thi s is an institution of the
city teachers. It was opened in 1885. The library is designed to aid
principals, teachers, candidates, and authors in their work. The state
pays a subsidy of 1,500 crowns (or $393). Number of volumes, 10,600.
Director, Dr. Lagerstedt; librarian, Dr. Planck.
K.

DENMARK.

27. Danish School Museum at Copenhagen.-·This has been opened
quite recently. It is lo cated on GI. Kongevej, No. 15. Librarian, Emil
S{rnter.
L.

SPAIN.

28 . .Pedagogical Museum, cit Jlfadrid..-It was established by the state
in 1882 and is under snpel'vil:;ion of the general director of' public
instruction. It confines it:::;elf to illustratin g education at home, in
kindergarten. and tbe elem entary school. Annual appropriation, about
$1,000. Director, Manuel B . Cossio.
M.

UNITED STATJ<:S.

29. Division of Library and Musemn of the Bureau of Educa,tion at
Washington.-Tbis i11 stitution was founded in 1869. Purpose of the
museum is to enable teachers and all who are interested in education
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t.o examine aud ,' tu<ly ap1~liauces and iUustratious for teaclJing in u, e
in America and for ign countries, and to utilize the knowledge tlm
gained for the improvement of American education. The library iu
J 801 contained 43,500 volumes and 120,000 pamphlets. The museum
contained in that year about 20,000 articles and collections. The
appropriations vary, being determinerl by the U.S. Congress annually.
During the last ten years the cost of maintenance a11d new purclrn es
were about $10,Q00 annually.
N.

CAXADA.

30. Editcational Jllitseum, at Toronto.-Tbis i::; a govemmental institution founded in 1853. It is located in one of the schools.
0.

BRAZIL.

31 . National School JIIuseum at Rio de Jcineiro.-Thh; is a private
enterprise consistiug of teaching appliances and an educational library.
P.

JAPA)[,

32. Pedagogical Jlfuseum at Tolcio .-Tbis i::; a, state iustitution. In
1 5 the library contained 26,282 volumes. TLe museum consists of
chool furniture, school appliances, zoological, bota11ica], and mineralogical collections. Director, M. S. Tegima.
Q. AUSTRALIA.

33. School Mu eum, at 1lfelbourne.-This was temporarily estabfo;hed
jn ouu ction with the Worl<l's Exposition. At preseutaplan is being
rnatnred toe tabli ·hit on a firm basis after the example of the museum

in
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CHARACTF:R AND HlSTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE GERMAN

UNIVERSITIES.
['Vritttc>n for lir e Columbian Worlrl's Exposition by Prof. I<'. Paulsen, Berlin.]

INTRODUCTION.
GI~NERAL CHARACTER OF THE GEHMA:N' UNl\'J•:HSITIES.

The many varied forms of universities of the present day may be
traced back to or grouped around three types: the English, French,
a:n-d Germ an types.
1

Translated. by Dr. L. R. Klemm, specialist in German education .
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The English type, represented by the two old and venerable m1iversities Oxford a:acl Cambridge, is the oldest. We find represented in it
the original form of the Middle Age university, because England is the
most conservative country iu Europe, a country in which ancient cu,_
toms are most faitbfully preserved. The university in England is a free
corporation resting upon a church basis; it has its own govermnent and
maintains itself from funds and estates derived from bequests; the state
- government bas nothing to do with tbe routine of the rna11agement.
The regulations of life and conduct are in fundamental principles similar to those of the uuiversity of the Middle Ages: teacliers and scholars
live together in colleges and halls in a kind of monastic community.
The instruction also resembles both in matter and form the instruction
of an ancient university, and its chief faculty is the facultas · artiurn.
Its aim is essentially an extensive and profound general education suitable for a gentleman; scientific investigation as well as scientific preparation for the learned professions lie outside the pale of English university instruction. The chief branches of study aretLose tbat promote
geueral education, such as la,nguages, history~ mathematic::::, natura.l
sciences, and 11hilosophy. The mode of teaching is that of a school; in
many cases it is purely private instructioll.
The French type ofa university has departed. farthest from the ancien,t
form. The great revolution swept away with one stroke tbe ancient
mriversities like many other institutions, intendingtomakeroomfor anew
tructnre to be erected according to geometrical lin es. Not ui1til the
imperial throne was set up did the new university plan assume shape
and form. The place of the ancient universities was taken by independeut faculties for the several learned professions that necessitate scientific preparaJ..iou: facultes de droit, de medecine, des sciences, des lettres.
The anci nt combination of tbe faculties to the unity of a university was
abandoned, even the term university would ham vanished had it not
been preserved in a changed significanre in the Universite de France.
Here it means-the great centralized body of administration of public
in 'truction tbat embraces every public educational institution of the
]and, from the elementary to the scientific professional school. The
fcwitltes are now state in. ·titutions for certain profm;~io11 s ;. the instructor are state officer and as such they conduct state examinations.
Scientific inyestigation and general cieutifi.c education are not, properly
p aking, their obj ct iu view; the former is a matter of the Academy
of cience, tbe latt r that, of preparatory chools.
Tb German type, a ' it i~ found in Germany and iu neighboring countri 8 1 t1 e in titution of which haYe had a similar development (Austria,
witzerland, the etlierlands, Norway, Swederi and partly, a,lso, Russia)
repre ent , as far as the outer form is concerned, a type between the
Engli hand the French. 'l'lii · type has preserYed more of the original
thau the FTench; on the otb r hand it has yielded more to the demand'
of modern time tLan the English. The German university is, like the
0
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French ja,culte, a state irn.;;titution; it is established and ma,i ntainerl by
tlte state aud subject to Rtate administration and supervisiou. Yet, it
lrns preserved some important features of the ancient constitution of a
corporation: It pos esses a certain measure of self-government; it
elects its own officers, reetor: se11ate, and deans; it exercises an important influe11ce upon the selection of the professors, first, by detiniug the
circle from which the professors may be chosen through grantiug the
degree of doctor, and decidi11g the question of admission of private
lecturers (Privat-Docenten); secondly, by submitting to the government
the names of candidates for vacant ch airs. In jts character as an educational institution the German uuiversity has preserved the original
form in its purest type; tlle four faculties have remained actual institutions 0f learning, while in England instruction and student life have
withdrawn to a great extent into the c01leges; on the other band, the
combination of the faculties to a_ living unity in the university, the ·
centralized iustitution for all the learned professions, in contradistinction to the French plan, has also been preserved.
Viewing the inner character of the German 1111iversity its special
feature becomes apparent at 011ee, namely, that it is both a laboratory
of scientific iiwestigatiou and an ir1stitution for the l1ighrst scientific
instructiou, genera,l as well as professional. Like the English universities it offers an extensive and profound general scientific education;
this is the special aim of the pbi]osopbic faculty. Like the French
faci1;ltes the German university offers professional instruction for the
learned professions, for the clergymen, tbe judges, the higher administrative officers, the physicians, and teachers of s_e condary schools.
Besides tbis, the German universities are something which the English
and French 1-miversities are not, 11amely, the principal seats of scientific
labor-and likewise the nurseries of scientific investigation. According to the German acceptation of the term a university professor is both
a teacbPr and a scientific iuve~tigator, and the latter is considered the
more important, so that the true statement should read: In Germany
the scientific investigators are at the same time the teachers of the
academic youtb . From this it follows that academic instruction is
thoroughly scientific; above the technical preparation for a profession
stands tbe introduction into scieutific truth and investigation.
This unity of investigation a11d jnstrnction characterizes the German
m1iverRity. There certainly are excellent scholars in Oxford and Cambridge, but 110 one will say that the English universities are the represeutatives of scie11tific labor in Engla,nd . Many of the most noted
scholars of England, men like Darwin, Herbert SpencP.r, Grote, the
two J\'~ills, Macaulay, Gibbon, Bentham, Ricardo, stand 01· stood outside
of the mliversity, and of many of them it may be said that they are
impossible in an Ellglish university. Even the grea,t learned men of
sncb a university are not really tlie teachers of the acadP.mic youth;
they may deliver a few dozen lecture:-; a year, but the real instruction
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lies in the hands of the fellows and tutors. A similar state of affair i:
found iu France-tlie scientific investigator, tlte great learned man,
belongs to the Acad6mie, to the Institut de France; he is, perhap~, aLo
a member of the College c1e Frcmce, or the Sorbonne, and, as such, he may
read a few public lectures, to which everybody is admitted, but Le is not,
like the German professors, the aetual daily teacher of the academic
youth . Of course it can not well be expected of all the teachers of tl.Je
facult es, nota,bly in the provinces, that th ey shall be independent scientific investigators.
In contradistiuction to this, the presumption is rai8ed in Germany
that all university teachers are scientific investigators, really learned
men, or that all rea11y learn~d men are university professors. Naturally, the1~e are some exceptions. Germany has bad, and has now, very
distingmshed scholars who are not university professors ; it suffice:-;
to mention Wi111elm and Alexande_r von Humboldt; likewise among
the professors of secondary schools there are ma,ny who have gained
frune and distinction as learned men. Similarly there arc among the
university professors some wl10 do not accomplish much as scholars,
who lay all tlteir stress upon being successful teachers; but that is not
tbe rule. The rule i8 the congruency of t.lie two terms, learned man
and profes or. Wben in Germany a great scholar is 111e11tioned the
question is aske_d at once: In what university is he active'? And if he
is not in a university, it may be confidently expected tlrnt be feels this
official disregard. Again, when a professor is meutio11ed the question
iH a keel: What ha he written? what are ltis scientific achievements~
The consequences of this relation ]rnvc been most significant for tbe
formation of the entire German iutellectua,l and scientific life.
The German scholar is also an accidemic teacher; upon that rests his
po ition in t11e life of our people. Our thinkers and iuvestigators have
been known to tlle people not only as authors, but as personal teachers
with whom they have sat face to face. Men like Fichte, Schelling, Hegel,
Schleiermacher, have jnfluenced tbeir time as academic teachers; a
large part of tbGir works was not published until after their death,
either from their mvn notes or from memoranda made by the students.
Ju t so Kant nnd Ohr. Wolff were university professors. Tl.le same L
true of th gr at philologist , of Heyne, F. A. Wolf, and G. Hermann·
they hay accompli lied much by their persoual activity as teacher. ;
their , tudent , afterward as teacher:-; in secondary schools, car:iecl the
pirit and method of these men into tl1e vonth of the uation. Or think
of the activity tlrnt hh;torians like R;uke and Waitz diRl)foyed in
their serninari s ; and it de erves special mention that amo11g- the mo t
di. ·tino-ui.·hecl poets of the German 1iation more than one wa a uniY rsit profe ·or; thu ·,
hlaud, Rtickert, Biirger, ar.d Schiller. The
on fa t tbat Lu her and 1\1 l:rncht11on were university profe._t:or;-4
peak. v lume,· .
Thi. i · u11donl>t <.Uy a, mo t for m1ate circm11 Rtance. 'rhe yon1Jg
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generation in Germany being brought iuto immediate contact in tlle
university with the intellectual leaders of tbe nation, receives the
strongest and most abiding impulses. In German biographies the
period spent in the university plays an important role; not t-infrequently the instruction received by one academic teacher determines
the direction of the student's subsequent efforts. On the other hand,
the relation stated is a delightful and frnitful one for our men of erudi'tion and investigation; they remain young iu their intercourse with
youth. Persona~ transmission of ideas has a stirring and revivifying
influence through the quiet, yet appreciable counter-effect among the
students, an influeuce -which the lonely author misses. The presence
of an audience directs the attention of the instructor constantly upon
essential and general ideas. Inclination towards philosophy, a direction toward leading ideas and generalization, which are said to be characteristics of the German intellect, ma.y be explained by the fact that
knowledge is here, more than elsewhere, acquired and generated for
t.he purpose of ingenuous communication in oral instruction.
Of course this has its disadvantages. Certain disagreeable feature-s
of our scientific life are directly traceable to the "university cut" which
science in Germany receives; thus we 110tice a literary overproduction;
an inclination toward forming schools and scieuce sects; a disregard
for all efforts not emanating from the university, a slight which is felt
keenly and resented violently, as is shown by Schopenhauer's disquisition upon the learned guild. It is true that a learned man not connected with a university can not secure appreciation in Germany as
readily as he can in France or England; and it is also true that it
would prove a useful corrective of our university education if inde- ..
pendent scientific labor could flourish better, for it might in some questions furnish less pr~judiced minds and more reliable standards of
judgment.
N evertbeless the German nation has no cause to be dissatisfied with
existing conditions that have historically developed. If in Germany
science stands closer to the heart of the people than in other countries
it is owiug to the fortunate circumstance that its great men of science
have also been the teachers of the academic youth. At any rate the
uuiversities must wish the continuance of this relation. The secret of
their power consists in attracting the leading minds and being able to
hold them; as Jong as that power is presnved tbe universities will
succeed in bolding the positio11 they haYe gained in the 1ife of the
nation.
Certain modifications may snlJsequently take place. The position
the universities held duri11g the :first half of our century was ba:sed
upon the fact that the 11atioual life bad 110 other center than science
and literature. The fact that partici11ation in political life was denied,
activity in industrial life greatly l1ampered, and competition in the
worl<l.'s market checked by alwost insul'mountable obstacles, prorupted
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all higher activity to direct its attention to the inner life, a,nd seek in
the intellectual world compensation for the neglect it experienced in
the outer world. Thus it happened that in the European commUJ1ity
of nations the German people played the role of'' a people of thinkers
and dreamers;'' there was no other role left it in the cast. Germany and
France seemed to have exchanged parts, for during the Middle Ages
it was said that Italy had the P apacy (l'apstthum) , Germany the Empire
(Kaisert.hu_m), and France Science (Studium).
Much of this has cb:P1ged within the present generation. The German people, which had lon g been au object ill European politics, has
again become a subject. The unity of Germany now rests upon other
foundations than its uuiversities. This change bas made itself felt in
.nore than one direction. The universities can not in the new Empire
remain what they were, in a certain sense, during the time of the Fed. ral Congress, namely, thP, real center of national life (the atteution
this exalted body bestowed upon them gave testimony to the fact). At
present other ways are opened for talent to reach prominent positions;
in the national parliament, in the army, in administrative offices, in
the i11dustrial world, in the colonies-everywhere a tale11t tliat puts
itseff forward will find room for application, and a prospect of influence and gain; the prerog::i,ti ves of birth have also vanished.
Yet under these changed social conditions the universities have
maintained themselves in their prominent position among our Hational
in ·titutions. Thef still are important pillars of German unity. The
customary exclrn.11ge of teachers a11d studeuts between the various
universities aud the most diverse tribes and provinces, taking place
almo t daily, contributes not a little toward keeping alive the conciou Hes of national unity among the comp011ent parts ofthe Empire
that are clearly defined by- state boundaries. It is to be expected that
the German uuiversjties will preserve the well-earned fame of being
the main ~ upport ot' German science. 'J1his fame will remain theirs as
long a they preserve, like a precious inheritance of the past, a spirit
of objectivity, a quiet joy in the subject of study, faithfulness to work,
and love of truth that deprecates evil iHtent.ions and personal consid rati011 .
At pr eut th German uni ven;ities may enjoy the appreciation
offered triem in for ign countries where attempts are made to imitate
tl.Jeir institutionK and form . France has. just begun to again collect
it eparat d 'facult~s" to real uuiversitie , and in England it i ~
attempt d to rai e th di ipated work of the colleges to real u11iversity
iu. tm -tion . In the e attempts at carrying iuto effect the German idea
of uuity of <·i ntific investigation and instruction, some of the most
promin ut ruerican uuiven,ities have been very 1:mccessful.
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I.-SKETCH OF HISTORICAL DEVELOPMEN'l'.
A. IN THE MIDDLE AGES.

Origin.-'flie universities had their origin in France and Italy. This
origin is cotemporaneous with the beginning of the second half of
the Middle Ages. During the first half the eyes of the world were
tumed toward the past, toward Christianity and antiquity; at the close
of the eleventh century people began to look forward into the future.
Powerful impulses stirred the intellectual life; the crusades brought
the occidental nations into close contact with one another and with the
oriental world; the religion and culture of Islam entered the field of
vision. · In cl1ivalry arose a promoter of secular literature and education and the new orders of the Franciscans and Don1inicans forined a
kind' of religio-clerical chivalry. The great names that represented,the
uew an<l. flourishing theology and philosophy of that age belonged to a
great extent to these two orders. Everywhere was noticeable a longing for knowledge. Attempts were made to master and penetrate by
means of reason the faith which had at first been accepted by the new
nations as something given. At the same time the chief works of the
Aristotelian philosophy became known. Thus arose the problem of harmonizing and combining faith and science, theology and philosophy.
This problem fouud its solution in the~great formation of systems of
the thirteenth century .
This new intellectual woeld developecl the universities as its
organs and bearers. Paris, the first great university of the occident,
was the seat of the Hew theologic-philosophic speculation. From this
university (ex diluvfo scientiarU1n studii Pa.risiensis) the German univerRities may be said to have derived their origin. -However, the uuiversities of Italy that had an independent origin, especially Bologna,
which developed from a law school, were not without influence upon
the German institutions.
·
While the oldest universities of Italy, France, Spain, and England
reaoh with their roots into the twelfth a]J(l t h irteenth centuries, the
German universities date theie beginning from the second half of the
fourteenth century. Prague and Vienna were the first foundations; the
former established by the hou-se of Luxemburg in 1348, the latter by
the house of Hapsburg in 1365; both were situated near the eastern
border of German culture, evidently because Paris was near enough to
western Germany, and the ancient clerical scbools on the Rhine, especially that of Cologne, were in intimate contact with Paris. Toward
the end of the century western Germany began with the establishment of universities at Heidelberg (1385) and Cologne (1388); central
Germany followed with Erfurt (1392); the two last 1rnmed were municipal in stitutions. The temporary dispersion of tlie professors of the
University of Paris consequent upon the notable church schism contributed a large share toward the 1rncessity of establishing these three
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German uuiver itie. . Cologne had long l>c n one of the mo. t prominent eat· of cienti:fic clerical education . Here in the school of th
Domiufoans Albertus Magnus and Thomas of Aquinas, aud in th
school of the l\fenorites Dnns Scotns, bad taught. As a, recompen. e
for tbe loss of the University of Prarrue, Germany received Leipzig
(1409) and the Baltic countries Rostock (1419). The confusion cau ·e<l
by the changed constitution of the University of Pragne, suggested by
John Huss, gave rise to the establishment of the universities of Leipzig
and Rostock.
Of all these seven institutions only two have ceased to be. Oologue
and Erfurt, which during the :fifteenth and sixteenth centuries stood in
the front rankJ went down with the clerical governments to which they
belonged, giving way before the storms that swept Europe in the wake
of the French Revolution, n, movement that was fat~Ll to many ancient
universities. Cologne sue-cum becl in 1794, Erfurt in 181G.
A second epoch of university f~mndations dates from the beginning
of tlie bumanistic movement. This epoch has called into existence nine
German universities : Greifswalcl (1456); Freiburg (1457); Basel (14G0);
Ingolstadt (1472); Trier (Treves, 1473); Mayence (1477); Tiibingen(1477);
Wittenberg (1502), and Frankfurt-on-the-Oder (1506). Four of these are
still flourislling in their ancient localities, namely, Greifswald, Freiburg,
Ba el, and· Tiibiugen. Trier and Mayence, the uniyersities of the two
ar •hbi ·hopric , never having gained great importance, ceased to be when
to,ranl the close of the last century the ecclesiastical states went down.
The remaining three at the beginning of the century either changed
their locality or lo t their independence. Ingolstadt was first moved
to Landshut (1 02), then to Munich (1826); Wittenberg was combined
with Halle (1 17), Frankfurt with Breslau (1811 ).
Before I show the organization and work of teaching of the uniYersities fa the MiddJeAges, I insert a, word concerning the term university. The real title of the educational institution was Htuclium., generale,
in contradi tinction to Studimn particulare, which was a local school.
The uuiver ity was called general school, because it was intended
for entire Christendom without regard for nati01ialorter.ritorial boundarie . Degrees acquired llere were recognize<l all over the Christian
world . The term " universita." did not at first signify the institution, but the political corporation of teachers and scholars that had
acquired, through various exemptions and privileges, the character and
po ition of a legal public body. Hence we see them mentioned as universitas 1nagistrorit1n et scolarium Parisiis existentiwn, as universitas
sti1,dii Pragensis, Viennensis. Gradually tlie term '' universitas" di· placed the other, and waR modified in universitas literarmn, a.ud, a
such, meant both the corpora.tion of persons and the institution.
Foundation.-Tbe German universities have not, like the fir t FHnch
and talian, grown gradually, bnt were founded according to matured
pla1 s. Sta e and clerical powers worked together in founding them.
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The Pope estalJlished tl1c educati011al institution by means of a bull,
granting it the privilege of conferring degrees whe1·eby it received tho
character of studi1.£1n genera le or prii·ilegiatum. According to the views
held during tho Middle Ages, 0.10 ability arnl right to teach. emanated
from the church. But gradually the .Emperor assumed the right of
establishment in competition with the Pope. It was derived from the
Imperial or Roman law, tho representative of which was the German
Emperor, upon whom, as was supposed, lrnd descended tlie prerogatives of the Roman Emperors. The head of the separate state, the local
princ<', on tho other hand, furnished to tho studimn generale the substantial means for existence; he appeared in every case as the real
founder; he secured from the clergy or the Emperor a bull of establishment (a charter); he famished an income by land grants or real
estate; this i1lcome he secured by investing it in church prebends
already existing and founded for this purpose; be equipped teachers
and students with corporative rights, granted exemptions from secular
-judiciary, self-government, exemption from taxes, and other privileges.
Organizat-ion .-The first German universities exhibited a twofold
organization; the educational institution was divided into four faculties, the political corporation into four nations, following in this tbe
Parisian example; the former organization having reference to the curriculum of studies and order of examinations, the other to jurisdiction
and management. At tbc head of the faculties stood tbe deans; at the
head of the entire imiversitas stood the concilium or tbe senate; at tbe
head of the nations the procurators. The universities of later date
have dropped the division into nations; the faculties displaced the
nations, and in a measure compensated for their loss. But the remembrance of the old constitution has remained alive in the fact that the
rector could be elected by tl10 scholars; princes and patrons were sometimes distinguished by this honor which thereby reflected upon the
corporation.
Attendance.- Tradition iu tbis case, as in every other, is generous
with large nnrn bers. It tells of thousands and tens of thousands that
studied at one time in Prague aud Vienna as well as Paris and Oxford.
These reports seem to be upheld in a great degree by the rolls of matricu1ation that have been preserved and recently published. If the
annual number of matriculates amounted to five hundred or a thousand,
the sum total of students, taking a four or six years' course into consideration, would seem to come near the traditional statement. Careful
consi<lemtion of possibilities and a critical use of documentary resources, has led to the assumption of much more modest figures. This
is not the ylace to enter into details; it is reasonable to assume, that
the greatest German unhvrsities nernr counted more than two thousand
sitpposita (the technical term for matriculated members), and the smaller
ones a few hundred or less. The great majority of tho students belonged to the faculty of arts and letters, which has been called the
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philosophical faculty ever since the sixteenth centmy. Of th tbr
higher faculties which had comparatively a small atteudan ·e, the faculty of law, a a rule, was best frequented; after that followe the th ological; the medical faculty was generally the most i11 ·iguificant.
Regulations of life and conduct.-The university of the Iidcll A ·
had little similarity to the German university of to-clay. It can be
best characteri;ed by sayiug it wa,s a big boarding school. 'rea 1.J r
and students, at least those of the faculty of art , liYed tog th r in
the buildings of the university. Every university lia<l collegia, (the
colleges of the Englishman, in Germany the term colleg now mean
lecture) aud often a predagog-iU?n (a preparatory school ) for younger
students in Latin . .
When, in consequence of increased attendance, the halls and donnitories of the university proved insufficient for all tl1e Rtudent,, private houset:, of professors were iucluded in the university. Tliese private boarding houses were termed burses (this term also stood for colleges; the German Bursch, meaning the inmates of a burse, has led to
tb.e application Bwrsch for student.) The life in these halls was regulated accordi11g to the plan of a convent. A great number of ancient
university statutes make this very plain. We find in such a hou e
rooms for common u se, such as sleeping apartments, dining halls, study
and lecture rooms, and a conference room for the faculty, 1Je:::iides rooms
for individual , for the profe 'Sors, cells and chambers for the student ,
which could not be heated. Presuppositions for these i1.1stitutious are,
on tlle one hand, celibacy on tbe part of the professor; on tLe other,
juvenile age of the ·cholars, about 15 to 20 years on an avenige. The
whole life wa regulated in the minutest details by rules established
and maintained by the university : time for risi.ng and retiring, the two
m al, (pra,ndiitm and ca-ma, ht about 10 a . m . and 5 p. m.), dress (naturally it wa of a clerical cut), instruction, hours for repetition (resu1nptiones), everything was regulated. There wern also a number of prohibitory rule , against making noise, strolling, carrying arms, bringing
women into the building, etc. It is natural to suppose, aud if necessary,
could be proven from numerous documents, that in those times, as is
done to-day, various ways were invented for the purpose of circumventing th law.
The teachers.-ln the higher faculties the nurn ber of lecturers was
not large; thre to six theologians, about as many jurists 1 and one or
two profes or of medich1e made quite a stately university. The pro£ or· of theology and law eujoyed, as a rule, the benefices of a clerical
preben ary incorporated in the university; the rne<1ical lecturer
<levot l them elves to the professiou of medici11e, and were considered
of th least importance iu the university. The activity of the reguln.r
r fe ·.· r was ·upplementetl by readiug tutors or baccalaureat .
The numb r of lecturer in tbe faculty of art and letters like that of
the::; u<lent was very mu ·h greater than iu the other thl'ee faculties; it
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may have risen to twenty or thirty in large universities. The older
professors held positions in the colleges, sometimes also small prebendaries, but the majority were without fixed income, hence dependent
upon examination and tuition fees, the proceeds of boarding, private
pupils and other sources. To act as professor in this faculty of arts
was not considered a lasting profession, but a transitional period, a
stepping stone, as it were. Very often the lecturers in the faculty of
arts were at the same time students in one of the higher faculties
studying for a degree. They either succeeded in gaining a profe8sorship
for life, or entered. the church which provided_ for their maintenance.
The curricula of studies.-,Vhen the boy of 15 or 16 years left the
particular or preparatory school, where he had acquired,_ the learned
language, Latin, to enter the stiidiitm generale, his first business was to
be enrolled by the rector in the-matricula of the university, for which he
bad to pay a fee, which fee was frequently remittedpropter paitpertatem,
or ob reverentiam (this was done with well-known scholars, or with students recommended by thetn). Then he applied to a lecturer in the
faculty of arts for admission to the number of his stud en ts. With the aid
of older students, the professors and the dean, he went through the formalities of the "beanium '' ·(act of initiation consisting of symbolic
actions that signified to him the entrance into the world of academic
culture); thus he became a student. Now he began to participate in
the prescribed lectures and exercises of the faculty of arts, unless he
was too far behind in age or in knowledge of Latin; in this case he was
assigne<l to the predagogimn, or given .over to a tutor in order to acquire
kuowledge of the learned language.
The course in arts was .one of three ·or four years; it consisted of
two parts, which were separated by the first examinatiou. After about
two years' study, which consisted chiefly of logic and physics, the student applied·for admission to the firs t examination. Having proved
that he had attended tl:ie prescribed lectures, participated in the required
discussions, and acquired the amount of knowledge necessary, he received iu public the first academic degree, that of ba.ccalari·us (afterwards called baccalaureus). Examinations and promotions took place at
stated times; an entire group of students was promoted together, so
that to each one could be assigned a place according to the result of
the examination. After another two years' successful study, consisting of the whole range of philosophical sciences, physics, and mathematics, with astronomy, metaphysics and psychology, ethics, and political economy, be was examined again, and received his secoud promo~
tion, the degree magister artiurn being conferred upon him. Similar to
this was the course in the higher faculties.
It is worthy of note that the new master of arts was, as a rule, required to spend a few years in reading in the faculty of arts (biennium,
cornplere). It appears that the authorities had a double object in view;
first, the preservation of the institution; without such obligatory duties
ED 92--17
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as teacher, the number of teachers in the faculty of arts would have
been inadequate, salaries being scanty and well-endowed chairs very
few. But there must have been tllis other weighty consideration, that
the young masters of arts were thus obliged to keep fresh the knowledge gained; with Aristotlr, the leaders of the universities of the Middle
Ages believed tlmt no one can know anything unless he be able to communicate it to others. According to this the baccalarius was called
upon to participa.te actively, and not only passively, in the instruction,
both in lectures and disputations. The gradation, scolaris, _bcwcalrtrius,
and m.agister, is eviu.ently the same that we find in the handicrafts of
the Middle Ages, apprentice, journeyman, and master. The apprentice
learned; the journeyman learned, produced, and if occasion offered,
taught; the master produced and taught. In the particular or lower
schools of those times we find the same steps; scholar, assistant (socius,
also called baccalarius), and schoolmaster.
We must, ho-wever, guard against the impression that completing
the entire course of the faculty of arts and a course in one of the higher
faculties was the rule. Most of the students left the university before cvmi obtaining the lowest degree, that of b achelor of arts. Such
cases are very r~.re at present; the rule now is to complete the course.
The cause is obvious; it is that no office in the gift of the Government
or municipalties can be obtained without the completion of a university
course, anu. each office presupposes a certain well-defined course of
preparation. That wais uot the case in the Middle Ages ; uot even
attendance upon a university seems to have been the condition for filling an office. The absolutely necessary condition of au office in th e
gift of the church was priestly ordination,. and, in fact, there were
scarcely auy secular office~. Previous to the ordination the bishop
examined the candidates; he required barely more th}1.n some knowledge
in Latin. As late as at the end of the fifteenth century a great nurnlier of clergymen had n~ver attended a univer ity, but it may be suppo ed that such att ndauce had become a duty of decorum for the
higl1 r clergy. In the cathedral ch apt ers a certain number of po ition
w re frequently reserved for graduates in theology. Also, knowledge
of law -proved more aud more necessary for the higher clergy ; for the
low r J)O ition ·, however, the degree of master or bachelor of arts was
au important recommendation, and the mere certificate of matricula tion fr ma 1 niver ·ity ecured to the owner a preference over other
·auc.lidat ' .
proof of this fact may be regarded the rotu.li which
th old ·t uniY r. ity
nt from time to time to the clergy; they w l'e
list,· of all the
mber. of the university, arranged according to their
a •a 1,mi rank down to the t::1imple ·t stud ent, and they all ap11car as
am Ii ·ant· for ben 6. · . .
Contents <rnd form of instruction.-Thc contents of instruction app , r l t h ... li lcll
ge a given and final; the object vrn,, to trausmit th fix inv nt ry of , ·ienti:fic know <lg-e; for tl1eology deriving it
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knowledge"in the last instance from the revelation, the Holy_ Scriptures
(sacm pagina) were the supreme so~rce of dec_isive authority., To be
sure for their comprehension, the rnterpretat10n of the church was
dcte~rninative, and, from the fact that the contents of faith had to be
arranged and systematized by means of human reason, the great ~l!eological systems of the Middle Ages arose, which became the real ?bJects
of theological instruction. In the law faculty the great-collec~10ns of
Roman and canonic faws formed both sources and substance of rnstruction. comment:;i,ries and glossaries were called in for aid. The medical
faci~lty, likewise, derived the substance of its instruction es~e_ntially.
from some authors of canonic reput3Jtio11; above all, the wntmg of
Hippocrates and Galenus, with a few of their Arabic commentators.
Finally, the faculty of arts taught the philosqphic, tha,t is, all purely
theoretic sciences, as far as they could be deri vecl from human reasou.
Here, too, the substance of instruction was fouucl in canonie text book ,
especially the writings of Aristotle, mathematics in Euclid, astronomy
in Ptolemreus; besides these, a few more modern text-books were u ed,
such as the Sii1nrniila Petri Hispani and the Sphcera of Jollanne" de
Sacro Basco.
As far as the form of instruction is concerned, we find everywhere
during the Middle Ages two organically combined parts, lecture and
disputation.
The object of the lecture was the transmission of scientific knowledge.
A. canonic text, for instance, some passage of Aristotle (naturally in
Latin translation) was read aud explained, not dictated. A text-book
was supposed to be in the hands of the students. At times the professor read from tho text, in order to insert the proper pnnctnation and correction, but the main point always was the explauatiou.
The i 1ersus nieniorfrlles, in which the explanation of law text wa
arranged, may be considered to have been in vogue for other texts
also, perhaps -with slight aclaptations. Here is an example:
Praemitto, sci nclo, surnmo, casu1nque figuro,
Perlego, clo causas, connoto, objicio.

The o~iect of the disputations was exercise in the application of scientific knowledge, above all the solution of mooted questions. The disputations appear to have been as important as the lectures. When at
stated times public disputations took place, the whole faculty, masters
and students, appeared in gowns. One of the masters, acting as chairm3,n, proposed. a series of theses; the other masters in turn attacked
his deductions with syllogistically arranged arguments. The bachelors
as respondents defended the theses, by analyzing the aro-nrnents aiclec::i
.
b
'
_l
b y.t'ne ch amnan
when necessary. Beside these formal disputatious at·
w_h1ch th_e students remained sileut listeners, there were preparatory
d1sputat10ns conducted by masters and bachelors for tlrn practice of the
stude~ts. The ~".Iidd.le Ages laid much weight upon these learned disputations. Their number was determined beforehand, ?Jnd attendance
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at tbem was obligatory; masters who were lax in arranging them wer~
threatened with fines. In fact the real power of university instruction
emanated from these publifl discussions. There is no doubt that this
was well understood; these discussions were a splendid means for
securing acquisition of knowledge, as 'Yell as for practice in its application. They were well adapted to prove the presence of original
knowledge, as well as skill in comprehending the thoughts of others
and their relation to one's own thoughts. It may be presumed that in
these two things the learned men of the Middle Ages had a mastery
not easily found now-a days. The scholar of to-clay depends for many
things upon reference books, while a man in the Middle Ages had to
charge his memory with them. Again, the ability to logically present
aud defend one's views face to face with an opponent who supports his
own, and in his defense tries to dissipate the discussion and lead one
astray, this ability is not developed much now, hence is rarely found.
Of cour ·e, such public disputations are not possible any longer in
our universities. They presuppose two things that <l.o not exist any
more: (1) living together of teachers and students in colleges and balls,
and (2) a certain inventory of generally acknowledged philosophic principles, or in other words, an authoritative school philosophy, such as the
Middle Ages had in Aristotle for their faculty of arts. It was seen
clearly enough that" contra principia. negantem non est disputandum ."
Since the sixteenth century these two conditions gradually dwindled
iu importance, and, finally, during the nineteenth century disappeared
entirely. The once famous university disputations were first discredited, then abandoned; only a rudimentary fragment has been preserved
a. a reminder of the past, in tlle formal disputations on the occasion of
grantiug the degree of doctor.
B.-IN

MODERN TIMF.S.

T'lte modern time began in that grand revolut~onary era which is filled
wHh the Renai ance and the Reformation. These two powerful movement cut de pinto the life of the universities.
lhe conque t of the German universities by the humanities took
place during the fir t two decades of the sixtPenth ce11tury. An exasperc ting conflict between the old and the new rageu during that time.
The entire cu tomary management of the universities, especially the
iu truction in l1 fa ultie of arts and theology, was rejected with the
utm t cont mp by the new culture and its representatives, the poet
an 1 orator , who, a may be aid in passing, had here and there raised
h ir v ice similarly dnriug the econd h:1lf of the fifteenth century.
Fol' and cont nt of that in truction appeared to them as the mo t
Ii. ra · ful barbari m that could not be euough abhorred. Hatred and
f th humanitie against the ancient character of
tli uui r iti ,' lut er ated for them elve. a lasting monument in the
Bp ·,r,;tolre obscurorwni irorum wbi h were i sued at about 1516, by a
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~! ;·oup uf young poet::; in Erfurt whose bead was Mutian.
Among the
wen who represented the scientific power of the humanities, Desiderius
Erasmus and Reuchlin deserve to be mentioned first. The latter introduced the study of Hebrew into Germany, and gave fruitful ~uggestions for the study of Greek. Erasmus, a man of astonishing talent
and power of work, taught the Germans a simple, natural, and elegant
Latin, awakened among them a susceptibility for higher culture, planned
the way for phHologic-historic investigation everywhere, and finally,
by means of his studies of the New Testament, brought the humanities into contact with theology. That the systems of scholastic theology were led back to the original sources and the ancient fathers, is
preeminently his work. It is noteworthy that Erasmus declined
repeatedly a chair in a university that was frequently and urgently
offered him.
The new education was victorious upon the whole line. It had permeated all the great universities ns early as 1520. New courses of
study afforded room for the new branches, both in instruction and
examination. Two points are particularly prominent. (1) The ancient
Church Latin was replaced by classic Latin; Roman authors, especially the poets, were made the subject of the lectures with the intention
of inducing imitation; the ancient translations of Aristotelian texts
were replaced by humanistic translations. (2) The Greek language
was introduced into the course of the faculty of arts; in all universities chairs for Greek language and lit~rature ~ere established. Among
the first professors of Greek in German universities the most prominent were Reuchlin, who taught in Tiibingen and Ingolstadt, Melanchthon in Wittenberg, P. Mosellauus in Leipzig; among the professors
of Latin, Conrad Celtes in Vienna, Eobanus Hessus in Erfurt, and H.
Bebel in Tiibingen, deserve to be mentioned first.
But after 1520 the humanistic, that is, the aristocratic secular movement, was overtaken and replaced by an infinitely more powerful and
deeper movement, namely, the popular religious movement of the
Reformation. For a moment the Reformation appeared as a reinforcement of the humanities; both movem~nts agreed in .their hatred of
scholastic philosophy and. of Rome. Hutten's and Luther's pictures
were printed side by side in pamphlets of the year 1520 and termed the
great champions of liberty. But really they were very different men,
and very different were the aims to which they intended to guide the
German people-Luther, the man of intense anti-rationalistic and autiChurch religiosity; Hutten, the man of rationalistic Iibertinistic humanism. Hutten uid not live to see this great contrast revealed; during
tbe years 1522-3 the eyes of the humanists were opened concerning the
aims of the Reformation and nearly all of them turned away from it,
because it was more hostile to the higher studies than even the ancient
Church, and, indeed, it appeared at first as though the Reformation, in
its effect, would become essentially hostile to the higher education. The
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universities and schools declined and almost entirely vani hed during
the frightful storrns of the third decade. Wherever the Church fell
the institutions of learning it had developed fell with it, so that Era .
mus could say : '' Ubi regncit Liithera,nism/us, ibi intel'itus Uterarum."
But the fast word had not been spoken in this cause. In some manner the federation between the Reformation and hmnauism remained
intact, namely, in the person of Melanchthon. Through long, noiseles
activity ::wd · joyful labor this man planted and nursed th'e humani tic
stu<lies in German universities and schools, despite the unpropitious
times. For more than forty years (1518-1560) he lectured at Wittenberg upon all philosophic and philologic-historic branches as they
were then understood. Almost alone he represented an entire philosophic faculty. During the fourth decade Witten berg became tbe most
popular university. From all parts of Germany and all the countries of
Europe young men came together there. When Melanchthon died
there was scarcely a town in Protestant Germany in which there was
not a, grateful pupil of his who lamented the death ()f the Prccceptor
Germcinice. His grammatical and philosophic text-books remained
in use in schools and universities long after his death.
The development of the German universities, as it took place subsequently under the influence of humanism and the Reformation, may
be divided into three sections:
(1) The era of confessional universities, maintained by the clmrchesof
the petty state . It extended from tµe time of Luther to the end of the
seventeenth century, and was characterized by the preponderance of
theologi -confessional interests. The faculty of theology stood ju the
fore -round.
,
(2) The era of development of modern philosophy and culture in the
univ r~itie, . It may be said to have covered the eighteenth century
and wa. characterized by the ri ing importance of philosophy and the
philosophic and la, faculties. Halle and Gottingen were the leading
in titution ·.
(3) The ra of the greatest influence of German universities upon
the thoughts and life of the natiqn. It embraces the nineteenth century,
and wa' characterized at first by the predominance of philosophy; later
hy the progr ssive <l.evelopment of minute scientific investigation in
nature and hi tory. The philosophic faculty stands in the foreground;
1J , idc the me' ical faculty as umes greater importance than ever
be£ re.
The fir.·t epoch-the confessional 'ltniversities.-With the close of the
p a. ant.' war (15-5) the first act of the great religious conflict had termi11at <1. Th . e oncl act be<Yau with the establi hment of new clmrche
111 n a Pr te:tant ba. is. Each petty tate having its own church
rganizati n it follo ed that the universitie were closely connected
with th ·hur h during th n xt two c nturies. The ancient institution
of lcarnin · w re r, tor din accordance ith the new church con ·ti-
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tution both on the Protestant and Catholic side; also a great number
of new ones were founded.
The first of the new Protestant institutions was the Hessian University of :r,1arburg (1527). This was fo11owed by Konigsberg (15'14) in the
Grand Duchy of Prussia, which had just been changed from a clerical
to a secular possession. Then came Jena (1556) in the remaining
portion of the possessions of the Saxon house of Ernest, after Wittenberg had , fallen to the Saxon house of Albert.· Despite the smalJ ness of the state it served and the scarcity of its means, this institution_has maintained au honorable place among the German universities
to the present day. In 1576 a university was founded at Helmstadt in
Brunswick. This institution was equipped -well, and was, during the
seventeentli. century, one of the most noted Protestant seats of learning.
Especially noteworthy were the theologian 0alixtus and the polyhistorian H. 0onring, who may justly be called the founder of tl.te science
of history of German law. The two institutions founded by the imperial municipalities, Altdorf and Strassburg, belonged to the most noted
universities of the s~venteenth century. The former arose from a gymnasium, which was transferred from Nuremberg in 1573 and made a uniiversity in 1622; the latter grew out of a similar school belonging to the
city of Strassburg (in 1G21). Of less importance was Giessen (1607),
founded to represent tl.te Lutheran faith in Hesse-Darmstadt, having
branched off from Marburg; likewise Rinteln in ~chaumburg- (1621) .
Tho same may be said of the university of Duisburg (1655), whfoh
represented the Reformed Church. More important was the university of Kiel, founded in 1665 for the duchies Schleswig-Holstein. Besides the aforementioned real universities, quite a number of so-called
acauernic gynrn~sia existed during that time. They were institutions
of secondary education which maintained post-graduate COJ.HSes of
philosophic and theologic lectures. These institutions partly continued
their existence into our present century, as in Hamburg. The school
of the Reformed Church at Herborn had a great reputation during the
seventeenth century.
This era shows uumerous new establishments also in the Catholic
countries. The first was at Dillingen, founded by the bishop of Augsburg in 1549. For a time this university was the center of scientifi·c
study of Catholic Germany. Then followed Wiirzburg (1582), splen-.
didly equipped by Prince Bishop Julius; then Paderborn (1615), Salzburg ( 1623), Osnabritck (1630), Bamberg (1648), all of which were
founded by bishops. Lastly we must mention the universities established in the countries belonging to the house of Ilapsburg: Olmti.tz
(1581), Graz (1586), Linz (1636), and Innsbruck (1672). However,
many of these Catholic institutions never became complete universities,
·b ut were privileged philosophic-theological schools, mostly conducted
by Jesuits. Few had law faculties.
Generally speaking, it may be said that the institutions established
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dnring tlli fir~t epoch of the modern era did not how the vitality
exhibited by the ol l uuiversities of the Middle .Ages. Of the ten 11cwly
fouuded Prote taut universities only five are still active: Marburg,
Jeua, Konig berg, Gies en, and Kiel, to which must be added the reopened univer ity of Strassburg (l87l). Helmsti:idt, Rinteln, Duisburg,
aud Altdorf were su pended during the great Napoleonic revolution that
overthr w the German states at the begiuuing of our century. Likewise the universities e tablished by the bishops were suspended after
the fall of clerical government, except Wii.rzbnrg, which has been preserved as a royal Bavarian university. Of the others only certain
parts are pre erved in form of theological seminaries. Of the Austrian
univer 'ities only Graz and Innsbruck remain alive.
The chief impulse for the numerous new foundations mentioned was
the importance which the idea of state assumed, both in religious and
political affairs. Each state endeavored to have its own university;
fir t, in order to secure the preservation of the faith represented by the
lmrch of tbe state; secondly, to save the citizens tlle troub]e of
attending the university in what was then considered a foreign country,
and to keep the money at home. When the mean s of' maintaining the
in titution were insufficient (we must not think them to have been very
extra agant; a few thousand florins or tbalers sufficed to pay the salarie often or twelve profe, sors, a sequestered cloister offered the required
room8, and otli rm tver ity institntious were not knowu ), post-graduate
·ourn of lecture, were added to existing: secondary schools, thereby
cbanofog them to gymnasia a,cadcrnica or illustre. For rnch institutions
th pri ilege of a univer ity could ue secured afterward from the
Em1 eror and were not very difficult to obtain.
Thi· then explains why the universities of this first epoch lacked the
univ r ality of tho e of the lVIiclclle Ag-es. Interterritorial and international right of changing oue's domicil, which had characterized the
sti,diuni generale, was lost. If not the boundaries of the state, then certainly tbo of the confession became synonymous with the boundaries
of the univ rsity dominion. However, even at that time the inborn
migratory desire of the German student; would uot ·oe fettered.. The
·outrol of what wa ta.ught h1 that epoch was more rigid than iu auy
previous or subsequent age. The dread of heresy, tb e painful rigidity
witll whi h the orthodoxy of the faith was preserved, ,Yas found in the
Prote, tant a well a in tbe Catholic world, perhaps greater among the
Prote, tant , , ince a departure was possible in two directions, to the
right toward Catholici m, to the left toward Calviuism.
Impri onment of the intelle tual life within confessio11alism stamped
thi poch a the one that farthe t departed from the real inner 1ife of
tb nation it the entire course of it bi tory.
If w a ' a. glance at the inner arra11gement and management of the
miver iti
f the epoch m ntioned, we shall ·ee that, generally peaking h an ·ient form, had be n pre erved. The four faculties had
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rPmaiued, and with them the fundamental plan of t.he curriculum· and
order of examination. The degree of bacuelor of arts gradually disap peared during the sixteenth century, and the magister was replaced
in the higher faculties by the more aristocratic doctor. Only the degree
of master of arts was retained until the begini1ing of the nineteenth
century .
. The theological faculty was the most prominent of all, and had gained
in real importance, for at that time the study of theology had become
a requisite for the entire clergy, which was not the case in the Middle
Ages. A consequence of this was that doctrine's aud dogmas became·
more important than divine worship, at first in the Protestant, later
also in the Catholic world. While thus Protestantism influenced Catholicism, it was subject to a counter effect, that is, it was drawn back
to scholastic dogmatism from its original tendency of Bible study.
Tl.le Bib].e is not a •stmcture of doctrines, the formulas and definitions
of which are suitable for controversy and the exclusion of heretics.
'rhe law faculty also gained in importance and extension in exact
proportion to the development of the modern state aud the increase of
its army of officers. The learned judge gradually displaced the ignorant lay judge, and the state officer who had a university education
replaced the feudal knight. The form of instruction also changed in
this way, the systematic presentation of science repelled the interpretation of ranonic texts; the "rnos Gallicus" replaced the "rnos Itali-

cus."
The medical faculty remained the weakest of all up to the nineteenth
century; however its mode of teaching a11d its curriculum began quite
early to exhibit remarkable changes. Astronomy and physiology began
to be freed from traditions and ancient texts and be based upon individual observation .
The philosophic faculty, formerly called "facultcis a,rtiurn," generally
kept its old position. It rema.ined the link between the preparatory
sclrnols that taught the languages and the higher faculties that offered
scientific professional education. Its maiu object was to supplement the
previous school instruction by a course in the general or philosophical
sciences. The substance of this instruction consisted, as heretofore, in
the writings of Aristotle upon logic, physics, psychology, metaphysics,
ethics, and political economy; sometimes in Latin (during the sixteenth
century it was the aim, attained only in a limited measure, to apply the
Greek original text), or in translations and texts for which Melanchtllon
bad given the example. Side by side with the philosophic course rau a
conrse in the humanities consisting in lectures on the classics and
exercises in elocution and poetry; but this course lost power aml importance the more the age of humanism receded. From the middl e of tbe
. eYenteenth century the making of Latin verses was gradually al>andoned . French language and literature began to p red ominate iu tbe
courts, where for more than a hundred years it ruled supreme. The
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cla ic ]mmani ·tic education uow suffered the Ra.me re Yer e w liich it
had caused to scholastic education in the Middle Ages at tho b ginning of the sixt enth ceutmy, and became old-fasbione<l and ridiculou .
The professors of rhetoric, elocution, and poetry were profuse in tbeir
complaints concerning the contempt for fine arts aud the returning barbarism of the l\liddle Ages.
The former order of life an<l conduct was abandoned also, when the
power of the Church was broken . The living together in colleges as in
mona. terieN presupposed celibacy on the part of the masters. Beside ,
the average age of the students had increased perceptibly; for the
unprecedented development of the lower 8chools, especia11y the court
aml state schools in tbe Protestant countries and in Jesuit colleges in
the Catholic countries, led to an extension of the school courses. The
abandonment of monastic life "as also urged by the higher faculties
which had neYer quite sul;mitte<l to its rigid rules, and which now facrea.-ed in importance perceptibly.
During the eighteenth century it was customary for professors to
gh'c tndents board mid lodging in their houses. But it must not be
left mrnoticed that in most universities a sort of dormitory was e::stabli bed in which a number of in digent students were kept at public
xpen e, a.nd where tllcir studies were ·s upervised. As a recompense
u ·h student. had to agree to serve their country either in secular
offic s r in tbe , ervice of ·hurch and school. This dormitory ".,. as
call d "convict." Similar to this arrangemeut certain state school
were c:tabli ·lied in which talented boys were prepared for the uni verity at public xpen e. Tlte means for both the convict;:; and these
pr I aratory schools were derive(l from sequet:;tered church property.
~rh ·c in. tituti ns existed essentially unchanged until the beginning
of the ,·eventePnth century.
At the close of this poch, the universities in Germany had fallen to
tlie lowest degree of infineuce and fame. They appeared as superann iated and almost degenerated institntions in comparison with the
pro<rre iv ulture that had it center at the princely courts. A man
lik Leibniz refu ed to accept a position iu a university; he preferred
the princely court , where he was sure to find comprehension and promotion of his id as and exten, ive plains. The universities were almost
without any perceptible influence upon the life and thoughts of the peopl . The numb r of university teachers during the seventeenth century who e mun have been perpetuated in the memory of the learned
world i · in igni cant iu omparison with that of tlie sixteenth and
ight Hth c ntul'i , . It i well known, al o, that the greate,. t deg n ra y in , tu lent lif~ occurred durin · thi · epoch. Drinking and
qu, rrcUing ( anfen and Raufen) were not only related to each other
in ryhrn but fl urished to uch an extent in the miudle of the sevent eth en ury that s riou. · t ps had to be taken 011 tbe part of the
stat<• antb riti ,' to Ta ually r
tabli h , ome semblance of ord r.
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The second epochj the eighteenth century.-This epoch began with
two new foundations: Halle (1694) and Gottingen (1737), to which
was added Erlangen (1743) for the Frankish principalities .AnsbachBairenth. These three universities· are still :flourishing. The Catholics proviued Breslau and Mitnster. In Breslau (1702) a philosophictbeoiogic seminary of the Jesuits was furnished with university privileges, but it did not develop iuto a complete university until its reorganization in 1811, when the university of Frankfort on the Oder was
transferred to Breslau and connected with the institution at that place.
Munster, founded in 1780 as a university for the archbishopric of
Cologne, exists since 1818 as an academy of two faculties, philosophy
and theolog·y.
Halle, the university of the rising Brandenburg-Prussjan state, owes
its fame, above al1, to three men, to wit, the jurist, Ohr. Thomasius, the
first who urged the modern study of law; the theologian, .A.H. Francke,
and the philosopher, Ohr. Wolff. Thomasius, a pupil of Samuel Pnfendorff, the first teacher of natural law in a German university (in Rei 'elberg, 1626, the first chair for the new treatment of law was established), was a man of the modern · French court culture; he was the
editor of the first monthly magazine in the German language (1G88),
and also the first who introduced the German language into the lecture
room. He despised scholastic philosophy and humanistic eloquence, as
well as theological orthodoxy and ancient learned jurisprudence; with
his own university in Leip:dg, where he taught as assistant professor,
he engaged in serious controversies; hence he was obliged to resign. He
then establishe~l bimElelf in Halle, where he found a hearty welcome.
The group of students that gathered around him at Halle became the
nucleus of the university which was opened in 1694. The theological
faculty received its peculiar direction from Francke, the chief representative of Pietism; be, t oo, had beeu expelled from orthodox Leipzig. His theology culmiuated in practical Christianity and BilJ]e study
conducted with pure faith. The grand institution of the orphan asylum
in Halle, which was founded by him, became a model school for his
students for the practice of Christian ity and the instruction of the
young. During the second half of the century Joh. Sal. Semler taught
in the theological faculty of Ha1le; he was the founder of historical or
the higher criticism of the Holy Scriptures.
But of the greatest importance ,vas the philosophy of Ohr. Wolff,
who taught in the philos~phic faculty at Halle, from 1707 to 1723, and
then again from 17 40 to 1754. From 1723 to 1740 he taught at Mar burg.
His.expulsion during the reign of Frederick Willia.m I, and his triumphant reestablishment tllrough l?rederick the Great, signifies the great
turning point of the epoch. The acceptation of his philosophy may be
said to signify the end of scholastic philosophy in German universities.
From that _time, m?dern philosophy in the form of Wolff's system took
possession of the universities of Germany. Until then, it had been the
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object ofin tructiou in philosophy, generally, to transmit and master the
former chool philosophy (.Aristotle in Melanchthon 7s garb) by means
of recitations. Philosophy had been studied essentially for the purpose of formal preparation for theology. The new philosophy planted
itself firmly upon rea.son. Rational Thoughts is the chief title of Wolff's
works in the German language. It did not intend to be ancilla theologiw, but to seek the truth without prejudice; its basis was found in
mathematics and natural sciences in their modern form. With equal
empha, is it denied transcendental sanctions for ethics and law; it based
itself solely upon the nature of man and society.
Wolff's philosophy was triumphant in all Protestant universities in
the course of the eighteenth century. The higher faculties also, especially theology and law, subm.itte<l. to the influence of Rational Thoughts.
Rationalism with its motto : "Nothing without satisfactory cause,"
became tlrn maxim of the day.
With t.l1is we mark a decisiye turn in science. The German unversities. owe it, above all, to the acceptation of Wolff's philosophy that
they were able to extricate themselves from the mire into which they
llad, unk during tlle seventeenth century, and that they could begin
to assume the role of leaders in the intellectual life of our people.
'f hat the univer ities of our neighbors to the West have not been able
to a· imilate the modern philosophy, that they still occupy the standpoint of confessionalism, is really the ultimate cause why they exer·i, e o much less influence upon the public life of their nations. The
l adin°· mind in France and England stand outside, in Germany
in id , the univer ities.
Halle ha· the renown of being the :first real modern university; the
principle of libertas philosopha,ndi, upon which the modern university
re, t , the principle of free investigation and untrammeled teaching
(/reie .Forschung and freie Lehre) was first applied at Halle. They
were clearly con ' Cious of this in Halle. When the unive:r:sity, in 1711,
e lebrated the birthday of its founder, Prof. Gundling delivered an oration de libertate Fridericianre. This oration called the youngest university a stronghold of free thought. It concluded with the following
word : "Veritas adhiw in medio posito est; qui potest, adscendat, qui
ciudet, rapiat: et applaudemits." A bold word whieh characterized the
great cllange in th intellectual world that had taken place. In the
a,nci nt univer ity in truction a.lway tarted from the presupposition
that the truth wa fixed and given, all that was to be done wa"' to
tran mit it, and that the upervi ory authority had the duty to ee to
it that uo fal e t a· hing was tran mitted. The modern uuiver ity
. tart from the presuppo ition that the truth must be ought, and that
it i the <luty f in truction to enable the tudent to :find it. The unirnr ity ·imply realized the con equ n e of the ituatiou created by
th
eformation.
nriug th e on 1 half of the ighteenth century 'the Unive1 sity of
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Halle found a l'ival iu that of Gottingen, by which it was overtaken
later on. At the close of the century Gottiugen was considered an aristocratic university; counts aud barons of the holy Roman Empire studied law and political scie11ce there under Profs. Schlozer and Pi.i.tter.
Mosheim taught church history, theology, and pulpit eloquence; Michaelis taughtorientallanguages; Albrechtvon Haller and his successor, Blurnenbach, who were the best representatives of the science of man at that
time, taught physical anthropology; the astronomer of worldwide fame,
Tob. l\fayer, the ingenuous physicist, Lichtenberg, and the elegant mathematician, Kastner, all these graced the institution. The newly awakened
science of archreology found in Gottingen its first nursery; its philologists, J.M. Gesner and J. G. Heyne, to whom we owe the return of
Greek to tbe university, found a new point of view for the study of classic authors. It is not dead erudition, nor Latin and Greek imitation
that is needed, but formative, intimate intercourse with the authors of
antiquity, the highest models of art and taste. This is th~ point of view
of modern humanism, which has given a comprehensible human aim to
the study of the .ancient authors; its object has become the formation
of taste for everything beautiful and genuine in literary representation.
This modern humanism had a reciprocal action upon German poetry,
that was just then beginning to flourish. This poetry, also, had its
central seat in Gottingen; it suffices to mention Haller's poems, Gesner's German Society and the Hainbund.
If we compare the condition of the German universities at the close
of the eighteenth century, as it had developed under the leadersnip of
Halle a.n d Gottingen, with the condition at the close of the seventeenth
centul'y, we may group the differences from the following points of view: .
(1) Tlie place of scholastic philosophy had been taken by rationalistic
philosophy, that accepted no decision by authorities.
(2) In place of the mechanical treatment of the dead languages and
imitation had come the animated study of ancient sciences for purposes
of general human culture.
(3) In organic connection with t.his was the fact that the German
Iaugnage had displaced Latin as the vehicle of instruction in universities.
(4) In instruction the principle of free research and unhindered teaching bad beeu generally accepted.
(5) Natural consequences of this were: abandonment of disputations,
dismissal of text-boob,, and on the other hand the establishment of
seminaries. Gesner in Gottingen opened. the first philologic seminary·
P.A. Wolff in Halle followed his example.
'
The third epoch; the nineteenth century.-This epoch, like the preceding one, is opened with a few important new foundations. First of
all came the University of Berlin (1809), established under memorable
circumstances at the capital of the Prussian state for the purpose of
proving "that Prussia will not give up the function it has so long
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xcrci ·ed., namely, to work in the direction of higher intellectual culture,
aud iu t.hat to seek its real power; it will begin anew. Pru fa ·will
not be isolated, but desires to remain, not merely in political matters
but also in regard to cultme and civilization, in close contact with eut.ire
Germany." Th us Schleiermacher interpreted (in his Occasional Thonght.
Concerning Universities, p. 145, which we may can the intel1ectual
charter of the in stitution) the fundamental i<leni of the Berlin University, its historical and national duty. When the venerable university
o_f Frankfurt was transferred to Breslau it formed with that institution
a great motleru university (1811) . After the Napoleonic wars :1 new
university for the western provinces was established at Bonn (1818).
The Hew state of Bavaria soon founded a large central university at
M:iinich (1826) , in which the ancient University of Ingolstadt was perpetnatc(l. Lastly, the re2peniug or reestablishment of the University
of Strn.. burg hy the new German Empire (1872) completed the number
of new foundatious. Thus we see politica1 changes reflected in the
changes which the universities underwent.
Still another change of vital impo1°tauce must. be mentioned. The
uniYer. ities abandoned their former denominational character. ""\Vhen
the most prominent German states, during the great revolution at the
beginning· of this century, abandoned the confessiona,l uuity which
until then had been preserved, the uni versitics responded in kind.
Tiley thereby returned to the universality of the ancient '' studiitrn
generrtle,'' departing from their church basis and placing themselves
upon the ba i.' of general lrnman culture. The ancient internationality
al· return d, although 110w it acts in a contrary direction. During
the 1id lle Ag the German students went into foreign countries-to
ari an l Italy; at present the foreigners come to Germany from the
far "\V .·t an<l the fal' Ea8t.
Dnri1l 0 • this epoch the philosophic faculty bas become the most
}Jromjucnt in influencing the ideas and the entire intellectual life of
the peo1 le. Of well-known and distinguished names in science the
philosophic faculty can justly claim more than the other three faculties
tog ther, an l the number .of profe~sors in. the philosophical faculty is,
as a, rule, greater in all universities.
At the b ginning of this epoch philosophy stood in the foreground;
Kant, the ·age of Konigsberg, whose philosophy had fo1lowecl that of
Wolff, gained . uprema,cy in all German universities, the Catholic not
exc pted. He wa followeu by representatives of the speculative philo, o_phy wliich for a, time Imel its seat in Jena, where Fichte, Schelling,
ancl Hegel taught in the beginning of the nineteenth century; then
pltilo .. ophy bad it chief centel' at erliu, where first Fichte, after 1Jirn
H gel tanght. The latter ha .. cxerci eel great influence npon the entire
ru . iau, y t m of e<lucation. Thi. philosophy could be de ·igna.ted,
dur-ino· th twe1 ti s and thirtic., as the PrnR ia11 tatc philosophy in a
c1 ubl
n. e f th wonl: It wa, the fficially recognized pl1ilo ·opliy
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of the state, or at leaist that of the department of education; and, on
the other hand, Hegel was the admired preacher of the idea of state.
This condition lasted until Frederick William IV ascended the throne.
He hated Hegel's rationalism and called the aged Schelling from
Miinich to Berlin in order to combat it. Beside Fichte and Hegel,
Scbleiermacher exercised a far-reaching influence through his theological as well as through his philosophical lectures. As a representative
of another tendency in philosophy, the so-called positive philosoplJy,
Herbart (in Gottingeu and Konigsberg) must be mentioned. His
philosophy has gained great ascendancy since the decline of HegeJ J
especially in .Austrian universities.
·
Among the intellectual powers of this time must be mentioned the
modern humanistic philology, which deserves a second place. F. A .
Wolf, who soon surpassed the aged Heyne, taught first in Halle, then in
the Berlin University, which had been founded through the a,ctive participa,tion ofW. von Humboldt(afriendofWolf); ithad been destined
from the very beginning for a central seat of archi:eologicaI sciences,
aud has remained true to its destiny to the present day. Hero Boeckh,
Lachmann, and Haupt have taught. Trendelenburg, the restorer .of
Aristotelean philosophy, for many years an influential professor in
Berlin, combined philosophical with philological study. In this branch
the other new universities became conspicuous. In Bonn we find
Niebulu, Welcker, Brandis, Ritschl; in Munich, Friedrich Thiersch,
. Spenge], Halm; Leipzig maintained its former rank through Gottfried
Hermann; Gottingen, through Otfried l\!Ii.i.1ler.
It is worth reco:rding that a number of new branches of philosophic
investigation sprang up. Above all, must be mentioned the cultivation of Germanistic studies through the brothers Grimm, who lived and
taught, first at Gottingen, then in Berlin. To that was added the study
of Romanic philology, the founder of which was Diez, in Bonn. Also
the study of Oriental languages anJ literatures took a fresh impetus.
It suffices to mention the name of Bopp, tbe founder of comparative
philology, and of Lepsius, the Egyptologist, both in Berlin, and of Fr.
Ri.i.ckert, the great philologist and poet, of whom Erlangen may boast.
Of very prououw~ed importance is also the phenomenal development
of historical investigation. Above all, L. Ranke, iu Berlin, is to be
mentioned as the most influential teacher, who was followed by a long
line of notable pupils iu the direction of researc·h among original historical sources. It must not be left unnoticed that historical instruction in universities in this epoch has had an enormous influence upon
the political thoughts of the nation. This influence bas made itself
felt ·particularly in favor of the unification of grand old Germany. It is
not a mere accident th~,t the most distinguished professors of history,
Dahlmann, Waitz, Droysen, Hi:i,usser, played their Toles as members of
the parliamentary bodies of 1848.
Lastly, we mention the impetus which investigation in the mathe-
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, matical and uatural sciences has received since 1820. In Gottingen
the mathematician Gauss and the physicist Weber taught. In Giessen,
Liebig founded, with comparatively scanty means, a laboratory that
proved to be of far- reaching consequences, both for chemical instruction and the practical application of science. In Berlin Joh. Muller
formed a nucleus for the m odern school of physiologists, that made it
its o~ject to explain biological phenomena purely by means of the natural sciences without the aid of metaphysical principles. This school
has had an enormous importance in the development of medical science.
While thus the first half of our century is distinguished by a long
line of pioneers in science a~d by works that lai<l the basis for future
la,bors, the second half is characterized not so much by a growth in
depth as by a growth in width. This is particularly true in regard to
the two great branches of scientific investigation-for the philologic
historic sciences as well as for mathematics and the natural sciences.
An ever-increasing specialization in the fields of investigation is a consequence of this. This becomes obvious in the institutions of the university, where the number of chairs and seminaries for new branches
of the natural sciences has increased enormously. The number of
regular professors in the philosophic faculty has increased to double
and triple of what it was at the beginning of the century. Berlin
began with twelve such professors; it has now fifty-three, and that
doe~ uot include extraordinary professors and Privat-Doceuten .
If an attempt be made to sketch in a few lines the history of the
other three faculties of this epoch, that of the theologic faculty might
be stated in this way: At the beginning of our epoch theology was in
the most intimate r elation to philosophy; rationalistic as well as speculative philosophy make that plainly obvious. A peculiar position is
occupied by Schleiermacher. He was himself a philosophic thinker, yet
endeavored to sever religion from a combination with philo8opby such
as was found both in orthodox and in rationalistic theology. He did
this by taking religion to be more a, function of the emotions than of
the intellect. Since the second third of the century passed two new
currents, though opposing one another, seem to press philosophic theology into the background; first, the so-called positive current that
depend~ u11on church authority. In the Protestant Church this current
is repre ented by Hengstenberg~ in Berlin; in the Catholic, it is identical
with the gr at mov ment of church rnstoration that led to the Vaticanmn and now aims everywhere at strict adherence to authoritative
harmony in th ological and pltilo ophical science8. The econd curr nt i · th t of hi toric criti ·i m, r pre ented by Baur a.ncl the chool of
TUbingen wi hin, and by D. Fr. Strau s outside of, the univer itie .
·irnilar plan mi ht perhap. be ob, erv d in tracing the developm nt f th f culty oflaw. At th b ginning of the epoch under con idi l rati n w had h r al.· c prepon leratin influen ce of, fir t, Wolff ,
th n
l .· phil :ophy, whi •h iufl.u nc wa obviou in the
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interpretation of the ancient natural law, and in the new philosophic
construction of rights and state. Then the philosophical treatment of
law was displaced, on the one hand, by the historical school (by Savigny,
in Berlin); on the other, by the school of positivists (by Stahl, in Berlin).
Lately a renewed tendency toward philosophic contemplation in both
theology and law seems to manifest itself. In the school of A. Rietschl a
leaning toward Kant's philosophy, and, strange to say, also toward
Schleiermacher and his double position, are undeniable. Political
science shows recently that it.is influenced by economic-social ideas of
history, and a historic-philosophic, or sociological view, becomes prominent (Ihering and L. Stein).
The medical faculty also was at the beginning of thi~ epoch under
the dominating influence of natural-philosophic theories. Since the
thirties this course is abandoned, and the tendeney is now toward
strictly scientific investigation of nature. During the present generation the medical faculty has experienced an astonishing development.
Up to the close of the eighteenth century this faculty was, as far as
numbers are concerned, an insignificant appendix of the theological and
law faculties. At present the number .of students and professors of
medicine occupies the front rank in not a few universities. Also medical institutes of all kinds have been increased and extended; they claim
·a large share of the expenditures of a university. This increase is
doubtless owing to the rapidly-increasing wealth of the. population, but_
the wonderful progress medical science has made is not without
influence upon the growth alluded to. Improved methods of investigation, especially the application of the microscope, have caused a
remarkable progress in recognizing causes and character of diseases,
followed by important improvements in medical science, especially in
surgery and the treatment of wounds .
.As far as the outer form of the universities is concerned the ground
plan has not been materially altered. The articulation into faculties
has been retained, though at the beginning of this century all sorts of
objectious were uttered against this "institution of the Middle Ages."
However, in a,few universities the number of faculties has been increased
by opening a new one for the other confession, or by dividing off from
the philosophical a faculty for natural sciences and one for political
science. The last traces of the ancient regulations of life and collduct
have been lost. There are no" convicts" or dormitories, no professors
who maintain boarding establishments, no obligatory courses of study,
no tutors, and even the academic jurisdiction bas vanished with the
exception of a small remnant. The student now is a citizen of the
state like all others. After he is enrolled, and has promised to t,he rector
with word. and hand-shake that he will obey the academic laws, no official
person asks after him for a number of years. He is left entirely to his
own counsel. It is evident that this dissolution of all school order is
essentfally a result of the gradual increase of the student's average age.
ED
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T11 tw· nti tll y ar i no" g n rally a ceptecl a: the aYerage a,,.e of th
fr hmc 1 ; and for y nn°· men of 20 to 25 years the trict regulation
of a ch ol are ob\·iou ly ont of place.
ith regard to the onstitution of the teaching bodies, a change
in the po ition of the philosophic faculty ha taken place. While formerly it object wa the general cienti:fic preparation for professional
study in th three higher faculties, now it has become a professional
faculty it. elf, namely, for the preparation of teachers for secondary
school . Up to the present century the profession of teaching was an
adjunct to the theological profe sion, so that theological candidates
fir t spent ome time in the service of education, either by accepting a
po ition in a city high school or as tutor, before a position in the gift
of the chur ·h wa ol>tainable. At present the teachers' profession is
an independent callinO'; a transition from that into the profession of the
clergy ha oc urred rarely since the middle of the century. The introdu ·tion of a profes ional examination for teachers in 1810 ( examen pro
facultate clocendi) designates for Prussia the outspoken separation of
th two profes ion wlJich had hitherto been united; its intention was
th levation, if not the creation, of a profession of high-school teachers
with uuifo1;rn cientific preparation and professional spirit. The inner
cau of thi fact i the separation of the spirit of the time from theology , nd theologic view·, and a tendency to following the humanism of
Goetlte an l Wolf.
In tlle matter a11d form of instruction the changes for which the
way had b e11 paved in the preceding epoch have been completed, to wit:
Th
rman univer ity profe sor does not consider it his duty to tram,mi t a fixed inv ntory of g nerally accepted truths, but the results of
individual iuv tigation and re earch. It is· true the term tradere has
be n perp tuated in our programme of lectures, but even the youngest
1frat-D en , and lie perhap most of all, would consider it an insult
to llis dignity if he were expected to take the word literally. This is
quite in accord with the intention underlying instruction; iteis intended
to lead the tudent to independent thought a,nd investigation. The
act oflearning expected of the student does not consist in accepting
finished and poli bed facts, but in making him think and work scientifically.
Thi , above all, i true with regard to the philosophic faculty. Here
inv stigation and uggestions for research are the predominating purpos . In the other faculties transmission and memorizing of knowledge neces ary for a technieal outfit in the profession play a more
important role. Phy icians, judge , and clergymen are not, and do not
intend to be, learned scholars; at least, this is not their most important
object. The practical profession and its promotion are already e.mphasiz d in the univer itie . On the other hand, the philosophic faculty
i real1y the learned. fa ulty. This is true with regard to the profe sors
a well a the tudent". Externally, the case become obvious in its
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relation to the academies of sciences. Between the German academies
and the philosophic faculties there exists a personal union in the
widest acceptation of the term, while the other faculties are represented only occasionally. Another point makes obvious the importance alluded to: The nurseries of investigation, the" seminaries," have
their origin in the philosophic faculty; dissertations emanate from
them. The importance of the different degrees, also, is characteristic.
Degrees are given in other faculties as w_ell, but in the theological and
law faculty seldom, and the medical degree is, although aQquired uniformly, of a different character. The acquisition of a degree in the
medical faculty is the result of social compulsion, but no one believes
any more than the young M. D. does that he has proven himself
a learned investigator by having written a dissertation. But, to acertain extent, that is the meaning of the degree of Doctor Philosophice.
The character of instruction in the philosophic faculty is in accord
with this: it aims throughout at the cultivation of learned scholars.
A professor- of philology, history, mathematics, and physics proceeds
as though he had before him in his lectures and exercises nothing but
future learned scholars, future professors. He overlooks, on principle,
the fact that in reality the great majority of his hearers are intended
for a practical profession-the profession of teaching;· or, rather, be
does not overlook it, but is co11vinced that the teacher can not bring
anything better into bis profession than true erudition. Everything
points toward it. The ancient view of the object of the gymnasium,
even the traditional name of the institution, "preparatory school for
the learned/' points toward it. What did a teacher in the preparatory
school for the learned (the term gymnasium arose at the beginning of
tbis century) need in· the way of professional preparation more than
erudition~ And, on the other band, the recently begun and gradually
extending specialization in the branches taught in the gymnasium
seems to necessitate such a state of affairs. At present every gymnasium bas its professor of ancient and modern philology, its mathematician and professor of natural science, its historian and theologian.
This secondary school assumes the aspect of a university in embryo.
Finally, the character of the examination for the degree, which requires
only erudition, may be regarded as proof of the assertion. Th~ problems submitted to the candidates are themes for scientific investigation
and essays. Not unfrequently published essays originate in these
examinations. Thus, the German teache;rs in a gymnasium are imbued
with the spirit of learned men, at least for a time; that is, so long as
the university sentiments are still strong in them, and the best of them
even retain some of this spirit all tbrongh life.
Doubtle s this condition has its disadva11tages; they appear first in
the fact that many teachers who have devoted themselves in universities to learned studies are somew1rnt disappointed when they enter
school, as though they had lost their proper place in the world. The
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,mua inm doe. n t 11 w many op1 ortuniti for di ph yin" pr f, un 11 , rnmg; n r, for that matter, doe the high t grade
11 l. Th ui ·a.cl van tag s al o ar:, een in thh, fact, that
t a h rs wi hou having had a pedagogica,l pr ,pa,ration, and being
'tHl<l nly plac d in charge of a cla . , r qnire considerable time before
they can find thefr l vel and a uita,ble mode of intercourse with their
pupil . (This ha re· utly bee11 obviated by the in titution of seminarie for c ndary teacher ). Ou the other hand, it must not be forgotten that the old vi w, which saw a learued scholar in the teacher of
a gymna,'ium, ha had gre;:.,t advantages. Upon it re ts the high
timate enjoy d by th profess;ion of secondary teacher in Germany
compar cl with that in other countries. This will not change in future.
In the bi rar ·hy of the tato officers the tea.cl1ers will never stand at
th h ,ad; tho only way in which tney can maintain their position is
by :ci ntifi x rtion . Thi determines the character of our gymnaium-it. till ha omethin o· of the school for the learned, that directs
t1w, tt ntion f th tudent toward scientific labor aud research. If the
facul y f ,· n •h a chool bas only one really learned man, he will give
th
•h 1 it ·haracter. Thus we see cause and effect. The character
of tlt
•011dary chool r quires learned men from the philosophic
faculty an l the entire univer ity. They cultivate leamed men because
th t ach 1-. of gymnasia la,y just claims to being learned men.
onbtle , the great abundance of scientifica,1ly prepared workers in
all d mini n, of human exertion, of whom Germany is so justly proud,
i part] winO' to thi, . The urplus may at time. be felt uncomfortaly u 1"t u 11 t fi rget that the remarkable working power of the
rrnan nation in all fi 1d of scieuti fie investigation, especially in philol 0 ·i · and bi tori· r arcli, i owing to this apparent surplus.
Fr n ·hman ha· recently expre sed an opinion upon this point, the
of whi h a erman would scarcely dare to expres , or even entertain. F rd. Lot ays in hi iuter sting little study (L'enseignement superieur n France, 1 92):
The ieutific predominance (he9em o11ie) of Germany in all domains of thought,
withont x ·eption, 1s at pre ent acknowledged by all nations. Jt,is a confirmed. fact
that Germany alone proilnc mor than all other parts of the world together; its
superiority in s ience is imilar to that of England in the commerce on the oceau.
Perhap it is even greater i11 comparison.

It i probable that thi · i to be taken with some allowance. But M.
Lot i not mi takeu when he ay that the organization of the German
univ r, ities, th ir uniform con titution as corporations, their liberty in
t a bing and I arning and above all, the t ndency of their instruction
toward inve tio-ation, are the chief cause of their uperiority. This i.
parti<-ularly rue with r gard to the philosophic faculties. In them the
uliar character of the German univer ities, aR Hur ·eries of scientific
inve. tigati n and re. ar h, i prominently appare11t; they draw tlte
other facultie. into the ame channel . Hence whatever would threateu
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to rob the philosophic faculties of this character would endanger the
German universiti~s, and the position of Germanyin the scientific world.
Finally, let us not forget, that all this exists and acts iu intimate
comiection with historic life. The vital air of the German universities
is the historic spirit which surrounds them all, and each one in its individual form. There is scarcely one of them which has not in the life
of our nation, or in some science, at one time, played an important
role; not one that may not be proud of a few distinguished names of
abiding importance in the history of science. Be who sets foot on this
ground feels the breath of historic life. And he who enters the lists
becomes conscious tl~at be accepts certain obligations. Not all feel it
in the same degree, yet it may be said that in some way everyone feels
it who enters a university as a teacher, and in some way almost everyone feels it who enters as a student. And every graduate takes some
of that spirit with him into his practical profession. For the German
clergyman, physician or judge does not wish to be merely a practitioner,
but also a little of a learned man, at least in so far as is. necessary to
keep his interest awake for what is produced and accomplished ill his
profession by others. This is particularly true (I repeat it emphatically) of the German high-school teacher; he feels himself not ouly as
an officer and teacher, but also as a scholar, and not a small portion of
them succeed, though often under very restrictive and oppressive
circumstances, in taking active part in scientific investigation in their
professional dominion.
That is what heretofore has given the German gymnasium its character; its pride.has ever been to be a school for the learned, and to
become, in its own manner and in a small compass, something similar
to what a university is, not only a school for lessons and recitations;
but an institution where• scientific work is performed, and where the
students learn to work scientifically.
It is to be hoped that the tend~ncies which aim at an ever increas- ing extension of the system of examination and supervision, and which
would convert the teachers into mere officers and the schools into knowledge shops, will not succee.d in findiug general favor. If our gymnasi
should lose their character of schools for the learned, the universities
would not be able to maintain their position in futUTe.
IL-THE

GERMAN

UNIVERSI1'IES

IN

THEIR

RELATION

TO

STATE,

CHURCH, .A.ND SOCIE'l'Y.

Their relation to the State.-'rhat the universities should be state
institutions, seems to us quite self.evident; but jt, was not always so,
and it is not necessarily so. Scientific investigation and scientific
instruction are not, in the nature of the case, a state enterprise. The
first universities were private corporations, which, under the general
protection of the state, conduct scientific iHvestigatiou and in struction. Like other guilds, they governed tllem:-elves; they made their
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own law , el cted th ir own officer , bad juri liction over th ir own
memb r , and perpetuated them. elve by admitting new ma:ter, of art ,
in which act, it is true, a formal cooperation ,Yith the church took place.
The Engli h universities live in this way to the present day.
In Germany the state univer itybas developedfromhistoricnece"sity.
In the beginning, as bas been said before, the Germai:i universities were
rounded by heads or prince of the separate states. Since the fifteenth
century the princely power bas become predominant, and has made it elf
felt in the univer ities, by regulations for reform and ordination; though
the corporations claimed the right to make their own laws, the princes
enforced their own rules without much ceremony.
The Reforma,tion ga,v e to the Protestant princes church power in
addition to their political power. The universities became institutions
belonging to the princely rulers, and had the clearly defined purpose
of educating officers for state and church service. Since the middle
of the seventeenth century tlie state bas gradually turned into a
commonwealth that embraces all and attends to everything. The
diminutive iz of the German states favored the idea of a state that
r pre ented a, single large household under absolute princely administration. Dnring the eighteenth century this view ruled exclusively.
Tho acknowledged principle was, the satisfaction of all essential needs
of life in the community is a matter of state concern, to be attended
to by state enterprise, or at least under state supervision. The Government attended to the growth of intercourse and commerce, to the
01 11ing of road and canals, to cleaning · and lighting of streets, to
arin for the poor, to the promotion of industries, to the regulation
for la or and food, to the supply of proper intellectual food
of rri
by m an. of book , theatet·s, etc. Naturally it belonged to the duties
of th tate to furni h the young with the necessary instruction. The
erman elementary chool ( Volksschule), which makes both the offer
and the acceptation of a general elementary education a duty of citizen, ·hip, i the fruit of the eighteenth century. Naturally the univer itie were al o drawn into the folds of this general parental Government.
Th Prussian civil code only formulated an existing and self-evident
law when it. aid at the head of the chapter "Public Education":
0

, chools anrl universities are sta.te institutions, intended to offer instruction of
th young in u efol knowledge ancl science.

Th ninete nth century, it i true, has not preserved the principle of
state omnipotence in it. original form; the various constitutions, since
184 , expre · in general terms a number of Jimi'tations to the state's
a tivit'. Tlln thePrn .ianconstitutionsaysinsection20, "Knowledge
an<l the t aching of knowledge are freet and adds in i,:;ection22, that it is
left fr to every one to give instruction and establish educational
in titution, · but a a 11ece ary requirement is mentioned, that he :first
proYe to the Government hi. moral, inte11ectual, and technical ability
and ubmit to governrne11tal upervi ion. In fact only the nineteenth
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century has thoroughly carried out the plan of turning the educational
- system into a st.ate institution. Foremost of all, the "schools for the
preparation of the learned" (the gymnasia), which during thelast·century
were almost exclusively city institutions, came under direct state.
management. Later on, by creating a department of public instruction
and the requisite machinery of management, the entire system of p~blic
education found a proper representation in the hierarchy of state
officials.
In sketching the present legal status of the German universities, we
may say:
The universities are institutions founded and maintained by the
state. Cooperation with papal or imperial power, in vogue formerly,
has ceased to be. Also the power of granting degrees emanates from
the state. The state grants charter::, and prescribes statutes. It establishes chairs and im;titutes and endows them. The professors and
directors of institutes (libraries, laboratories, hospitals, clinics, etc.)
are state officers. The universities are under direct supervision of the
minister of education, not subject to provincial governments. In a
number of universities a local representative of the minister, in the
person of the curator, sometimes called chancellor, is found; his chief
duties consist in a general supervision of the institution and care for
the promotion of its ability in every department, especialJy with reference to pecuniary matters. All communications between the Department of Public Instruction and the university go through .his hands.
If thu s the university has been made legally a link of the entire
state system of education, it occupies nevertheless, a peculiar position,
and, as it were, one of exemption. It enjoys a measure of independence
and self-dependence like no other state institution; state supervision
of the professors is almost imperceptible. Also essential parts of the
ancient cooperative self-government have remained, chief of wlJ.ich is
the free election of academic officers. The head of the university is the
rector. He is elected annually by the co11ege of regular professors.
He formally represents the university, the other officers are subject
to his orders; he matriculates students, and exercises supervision
over tne associations and meetings of the students. The senate,
also, is elected by the profossors. Beside the members elected, it
consists of the rector as chairman, the acad~mic judge, and the several deans. The senate forms a board of general management. The
_ application of disciplinary jurisdiction over the students is the joint
duty of the rector, the judge of the university, and the senate. In
Prussia the following punishments for misdemeanors of the students
are at the disposal of the rector : Reprimand, fine not to exceed $5,
imprisonment, not to exceed fourteen days, suspension from the university threatened, actual relegation, and lastly, expulsion. 1
1
If a student is relegated from a German university he may attend another, but
if he is expelled from one, he is thereby debarred from attending all other German
universities. (THE TRANSLATOR.)
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Like the umversity, so the faculties posess au important function of
self-govemmeut.. They each annually elect a dean from their midst, who
conducts the business of the faculty. As a board the faculty supervises that which is taught, and it is their Rpecial duty to see to it that
every branch of study is represented in the course or calendar of the
term. Furthermore, they exercise supervision over the students in
regard to their morals and scientific attainments, which supervision,
however, in the usual course of events, is noticed no more than the ·
supervision of the professors on the part of the state. They also
manage the benefices and stipends, and conduct the examinations
prescribed to secure them; they determine the prize questions and
award the prizes. Last but not least, they conduct tbe e.xaminations
for academic degrees, and through. their deans gra.ut the degrees.
They give to Privat Docenten the "venia legendi," and submit to the
minister of education tlle names of . suitable candiuates for vacant
chairs; this defines their old right of nomination.
In regard to the management of the course of study in the university,
it may be said, t~at almost absolute liberty rules supreme. All
the supervision there is confines itself in reality to the two points,
that every appointed professor give lectures, and that the required
branches are represented each by a course of lectures and exercises.
On the other hand, no official courses of study are prescribed, as is
done in schools, where contents, extent, and form of the matter are outlined. The professor is simply commissioned to teach a certain branch;
it is left to him to interpret that commission: to determine the separate
parts of his branch, the number of hours he may devote to them, the
matter he may treat, the method he may employ-all this is left to his
own discretion. No one speaks of reports~ revision, or control by means
of supervisory officers.
It is reasonable to say that at no time heretofore ha,s university
instruction enjoyed a greater measure of liberty tl.ian now. Up to the
seventeenth century instruction was limited by the requirement that it
should, in regard to the matter taught, be in accord with the doctrines
of the church with which it was affiliated; also official prescriptions
regarding the matter and form of instruction were rather peremptory.
During the eighteenth century the Government not infrequently
meddled with the internal affairs of the instruction; it often happe11ed
that the profes ors (particular ones, especially) were ordered to use
certain sources of information, aud to follow certain methods. Even
during the fir t half of the nineteenth century similar orders were
given; for in tance, during the twenties and forties against Hegel's
philo opby. At present all attempts to influence the internal maim.gem nt of tlie univer ity have ceased; matter and method of instruction
ar, left entirely to the di:cretion f the profe, ·or. While in the
' .- ·hool for the l arned" (th gy1nnasia) liberty of teachi11g ha, been
mor and more off 11, iv lyre. tricte<.l in the uniYer ity this liberty ha
be um r aud nor extend d, and i · now admitted without re erve.
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Postponing a discussion of this liberty for the present, a word may
be inserted concerning tlle mode of appointment of professors. As
was said before, the extraordinary professors are appointed by the
minister of education, while the regular professors are appointed by
the King himself. However, in filling the chair of a regular professor,
there is a cooperation on the part of the faculty. The latter is called
upon to send in nominations, accompanied by an opinion upon the work
and reputation of the persons nominated. As a rule three names are
proposed, but the Government is neither legally nor actually bound to
accept these. This mode of procedure has been severely criticised; it
has been said that it opened the way to intrigues, to school and family
nepotism. The German universities are accustomed to meet this reproach
with the calmness of a good conscience, and they may safely do so.
Now and then a thing is done which had better have been left uD.done,
but where in all this world are there coveted positions connected with
which no irregularity ever takes place 1 Take it all in all, our universities have fared well under the present mode, and it would be difficult
to find a system of filling university chairs which would better and more
securely serve the purpose-i. e., to put the right man into the right
place. The privilege of the faculty to propose candidates curbs the
absolute will of the minister, which in reality means the rule of one
man, the head of a school; for the minister, or a bureau chief in the
department, could not possibly have an independent judgment of all
branches of study, hence would ask privately the advice of a competent person. As it is now, he hears also the voices of others-i. e., of
competent and responsible advisers.
On the other hand, it is necessary that the appointments should be
made by the Government. The central state authoriLy alone is able to
view the entire field with its needs and available forces, and to weigh
in the balance personal circumstances and local conditions. An election by the faculty alone would doubtless be disastrous, since it would
open the door to the rule of schools and coteries, to personal interests
and intrigues. In this light the procedure customary in. Germany
appears to be the securest and least dangerous; for to apply the mode
in vogue in Romanic countries-i. e., to open such vacancies to competition with its applications, accompanied by copies of writings or the
requests for trial lectures-this, at least with us,. will not prove a
means to secure proficient men, but deter the most talented from competition.
It would not seem inexpedient, though, to adopt the often made
proposition to endow the various chairs with fixed and gradually increasing salaries according to length of service, partly fa order to do away
with the negotiations concerning the salary that now take place when
a chair is to be filled, partly also to make the increase in salary less
dependent upon the accident of appointments. The frequent changes
taking place in the personnel of a university, caused by the existing cir-
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, re ult iu more evil than good; above all, th
mall
uuiY r. 1 ie uffer ther by. If a rngular iucrea e in alary were iu
vogu , a, it i:5 in Bavaria at present, one inducement for aiming at
po. itions in the large universities would lose its force.
Relation of the wni ersities to the chizirch.-Originally this relation
wa so intimate that the universities of the Middle Ages, an<l. iu acertain seuse also those of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, could
be called ecclesiastical institutions. Since the eighteenth century this
connection has been loosened, and during the nineteenth century, as
stated before, the German universities, like the German states, have
thrown off their ecclesiastical and denominational character.
The Protestant church has accommodated itself to this chauge; it
has not even objected to its clergymen being professionally prP.p ared
in a state in titution in which it has no influence. However, the
church, being intimately connected with the state, could simply and
confidently expect that the state, which it completely permeated, "ould
assume a duty that by rights should belong to the churcl1. In fact,
th church has always exercised a far-reaching influence upon the
entire ystem of education, from the primary school to the university.
But since tbe state has become undenominatiorn1l, and the state's
policy is now determined to a great extent by the varying majorities in
the legi. lature , the Protestant church is beginning to see the insecurity of it po ition and efforts are being made to allow the church
official ad ci ive cooperation in :filling theologi~al chairs in the univ r ·ity; ::i, pro po ition to that effect has been submitted to the supreme
con i tory. Th pro pect of success in these efforts are at present not
promi ing. If the church should succeed in this, it is very doubtful
th, t it will gain by it. If the appointment of chairs of theology becomes
dependent to a great extent upon the ecclesiastical authoritie8, the
fa ulty ould not maintain their pres.ent positio~ in the universities.
Both profe ors and students would then stand only with one foot on
uuiver ity ground-that is, on the ground of free science. That, however, is a coudition which would be prejudicial to Protestant theology.
It an :flomi. h only in intimate reciprocal relation with free vbilosoplly
and science. It i · not bacl ed, like the Catholic theology, by the
authority of an infallible hurch; it rests wholly upon the live personal
power of jt representatives. Neither could the Protestant church
endure it; a narrow-minded party rule within the church, which would
be the in vitab1e nsequence, would speedily wreck it.
uite a different r lation exists between the university and the
Catholic hul' h, not only in Protestaut, but also in Catholic states.
The Roman atholic Church is a great independently organized power,
older than all the modern state . It claima the right to regulate the
pre aration of it own servant,, and actually has succeeded everywhere
in making good tbi claim. The majority of the Catholic clergy receive
it preparati n in in,·titution managed directly by the bishops, in boys',
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clerical, and priests' seminaries. Attempts made in Prussia, in the seventies, to bring the preparation of Catholic , clergymen under the
influence of the state have been abandoned. A limited measure of
supervision on the part of the state over the Episcopal institutions is,
however, still in force. The course of study of clerical seminaries must
be submitted to the. minister of ~ducation, who is empowered to declare
the instruction offered in Episcopal semina1·ies equivalent to that of a
university course. This is necessary, because the state would not pay
a Catholic clergyman his salary, unless he could prove his adequate
preparation for the office. The Catholic faculties in the universities
are, in fact, also dependent upon church government. Before a professor is appointed, the state seeks an agreement with the church
authorities, and, after he is appointed, a simple order from the bishops
not to. attend his lectures has always proved a sufficiently effective
means to nullify his usefulness.
During recent years efforts are being made by Uatholics to call into
existence denominational universities aside from the state universities.
In Belgium, France, and Italy there are already a Sirtall number of these
''facultes libres." It is the intention to establish a similar institution
for German Catholics, and-the city of Salzburg is thought of as a suitable locality. But, as yet, the execution of this plan seems to lie in the
dim distance.
.Relation of the University to Society.-This may be viewed from three
sides: (1) The aim of the university in society; (2) the position
. which the representatives of academic culture hold in society; (3) the
·strata of society from which they come.
(1) The university, like all educational institutions, owes its origin to
social needs. Upon a higher plane of culture the necessity for professional work is developed; that is, work which presupposes a high degree
of scientific knowledge.
There are three services which, according to ancient custom, require
a really scientific prepar~tion: The eccleRiastical government (cura et
regimen animarum )"; the secular government (legislative, executive,
and judiciary); and the medical profession. For these three professions the three so-called higher faculties act as special schools-the
theological for the clerical, the law faculty for the secular offices, and
the medical for the physicians. The philosophic faculty was originally
not a professional school, but an institution for general culture (arts and'
sciences). Only in t·be nineteenth century has it become a professional
faculty also, namely, for teachers of secondary schools.
During recent years several new learned professions have arisen
tbat re<]_uire a really scientific preparation. The professional work of
teehnologists, engineers, architects, chemists ( as scientific heads of
cliernical manufactories), miners, and foresters, and similarly the work
of agriculturists and army officers have so many scientific aspects that
a scientific, professional preparation has become indispensable for them.
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(2) With regard to the position iu· society of the representatives of
academic culture, it may be said that in their totality they form an
essentially homogeneous social stratum to which all leading and ruling
men belong. To this stratum belong t'he clergymen, the officers in the
higher positions of the Governm<3nt, the teachers of secondary schools,
the physicians, the higher technologists and architects, artists, and as
a special group, the military officers. All take part in tlie government
and administration. We fiud them in administrative offices and courts,
iu consistories and in the government of schools, in bureaus of constructiou, and in the administration of hygiene.
All who belong to this stratum associate with each other npou a
level of social e()uality which, however, does not excluue differences in
rank and birth. But he wllo bas a university educatiou belo11gs to
society; he is entitled to connubium and commcrcium. On the other
hand, he wLo has no university education, or an academic culture
equal to it, is considered below par in the eyes of many people iu Germany. He must at least have gone through a gymnasium, and with
his graduation certificate have acquired the potential right to academic
citizenship, in order to claim social consideration.
The cousequeuce
of this is, of course, that aristocracy and plutocracy seek the university, or, at least, graduate from the "school for tho preparation of the
learned," the gymnasium. The entire gentility of Germany feels compelled at present to do either one or both.
This is not the case everywhere, and it has uot always been the case
in Germany. During the Middle Ages higher education was not at all
a condition of admission to the ruliug class of society. Io the ancient
university, gentility was sparsely represented. Higher studies were
necessary only for officers in the church, and eveu tbat requirement
could be replaced by aristocratic birth. Princes and rulers who werl3
wanting in the simplest elements of a school education were in the
majority during the first half of the Middle Ages, aud during tile second half not found unfrequently. A change began toward the end of
the-Middle Ages. Reading and writing became more necessary, at first
in tbe cities, and therefore these arts were acquired more frequently.
In the sixteenth century they became indispensable to every one ,vho
occupied an i :nportant position in society, and more extended scientific
educa,t ion gradually became necessary for geutility. As early as the
fifteenth century we find everywhere, at the courts or' princes, learned
men a~ councilors in important positions, men who were acquainted
with the laws. The aristocracy was thereby obliged to resort to higher
studies in order to preserve its position as the ruling class. In the
sixteenth century, the state schools, and likewise the colleges of the
JesuitB, swarmed with aristocratic students, many of whom entered the
university. During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries it was
more and more considered conformable to aristocratic rank and station
to spend at least a few years in a university "for the purpose of t:itudy."
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The mo t distinguished universities of that epoch, Halle and Gottingen, ui~played with pride the names of hundreds of barons, connt., and
even princes, who h~d been matriculated in these institutions. It is
true there was another way to distinction-the military career that led
through the military academy and the page service. The great princes
were at t.hat time standing too high to commiugle with the people by
attending a university; imperial and royal princes were sought in vain
in gymnasia or universities during the sixteenth century.
On the other hand, that century did not make uuiversity education a
co11dition of admission to society. Only the study of law gave entrance
to society. Candidates for positions in school and church as such occupied a very inferior position. A candidate of theology who accepted a
position as tutor in an aristocratic house was considered as belonging
to the servants, and when he became rector of a small city Latin school,
he counted as parts of his official income the fees he could collect for
inging at funerals, and his new-year presents. Not until he had
become pastor did he gain a more elevated position; but even as pastor
it uid not occur to him to consider himself socially equal to the lord of
the manor.
It wa _in the nineteenth century that university education rose in
prominence to such an extent that its possessors could lay claims to
social equality with classes that had enjoyed inherited- privileges.
This was the result of the great political and social change that
deprived aristocracy of the rank of the ruling class, which it had
gained during the seventeenth century. Aristocracy is not any longer
the privileged gentility that has an inherited claim to all state offices
so fae a they are desirable. Like all other classes, aristocracy is now
obliged to pas through schools and examinations, and to stand in line
with other applicants. Hence we find in gymnasia at present the sons
of the most aristocratic families, even tlle princes of ruling dynasties
are found there; they sit on the same benches with sons of simple citizen and meet them on the benches of the university. .And again they
sit t:iide by side in Governmental bureaus, as high. up as the King's
cabinet. Frequently they meet as comrades in the corps of officers in
th army; even the school teacher is officer of the reserve army, and
may become privy-councilor of the realm. Thus education has won
th victory over the aristocracy of birth, and the ancient idea of
"mi allian<"e" has died out.
With this change is intimately connected a disadvantage that
oppre , e all the learned professions of the day. Their official income
i not sufficient to defray the ue~essary expenses of life and to maintain a high ocial position; at least this is true with regard to married
men. Thi di advantage is felt everywhere, but mostly in the teaching
pr f ion the member. of which chiefly come from strata of society
wllich are not favored with wealth. The lawyers and meuical men
u.·ually c m from wealthier strata; beRi<les, their professional work
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enables them to secure a better income, in some cases to accumulate a
fortune. The theologians are better protected in their profession,
partly by good salaries, partly also by the fact that they Ii ve in rural
communities, where luxury is seldom displayed or even known. It
can not be denied that this disproportion is a source of discomfort and
discontent which it is difficult to remedy.
(:3) A.s to the third question, whence come the men of academic culture, it may be said they come from all classes of society. ' In preparatory schools and universities we find side by side with the sons of
aristocracy and plutocracy the sons of farmers and tradesmen, village
. schoolmasters and subaltern officers. Here all academic citizens consider themselves equal on principle; occasional pretensions of aristocratic and plutocratic coteries usually end in their exclusion from the
festive gatherings of the students. The principle is accepted that
everyone who has been admitted to the right of academic citizenship
has thereby acquir( d the claim to equality, which, if it.should become
necessary, he ma,y defend w:ith armed hand; no one can deny him satisfaction upon the ground of his descent.
Hence we may speak of a democratic character as marking the German university. It excludes no one on the ground of his descent, and
makes all its members equals. E. M. Arndt expressed this beautifully
in his periodical, The Watchman (1815), when he said:
1

As a citizen of a university, the son of the poorest and _fuost obscure parents,
'' armed and mounted " by culture, enters the arena together with the noblest and
most distinguished; an<l. he who proved to be th e best in mind, aspiration, and courage can, if he is so inclin ed, rnle by his talents.
This proud equality, which life
with its numerous limitations afterward rarely ever shows, I consider the greatest
glory of the German students, the most precious relic that has remained of what the
great German n ation once was.

It is different with our We8tern neighbors, where admission to aca<lemic culture is limited to smaller social circles.
the old English
universities the expenses are so high that they can be met only by
wealthy people. Boar d and lodging in the college akme, for the six
months of three t erms, costs about 3,000 marks a year or more. To that
mus t be added th at the state does not maintain preparatory schools. In
place of our gymnasia, which make higher study possible for sons of the
poorer people by exempting them from tuition feeR, in England the
ancient public schools and some private institutions are all boarding
schools; they prepare for the universities and are very costly institution s . . By similar conditions in the lycees in France~ which are always
boarding schools, the poorer people are prevented from pursuing higher
studies, though the church in France opens its educational jnstitutions
to them.
However, it can not be denied that rece11tly, also in Germany, the
circle from which the students of the learned professions are recruited
has been narrowed down. The class of artisans and rural day laborer is not represented any long~r in the university. This is the inevi-

In
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tabl
n equen ·e of the fa ·t tlJat academic cultnr lifted it po e or
into the ruling cla · e .
The case present it elf bi torically in this way. In the university
of the 1.iddle .AgeR all classes of the population were repre ·ented;
aristocracy sparsely-only the younger sons destined to enter the church
came to study. The middle classe of citizens were in the majority,
but also sons of pea ants and '' poverty" were not wanting; they
maintained themselves by alms; solventes and pa·uperes are the two
clas e, which we meet on the rolls of the university. During the
sixteenth century the order of begging monks disappeared and with
them the beggar students; but in the court schools and other boardiug
schools public provision·was ma,de for indigent students by means of
scholarships and private benefices-private, in so far as the names of
tho e who enjoyed them were not published. Naturally the officers of
church and hool had the lion's share of these benefices. This is the
rea on why the theological faculty was considered less aristocratic,
than th le w faculty, where gentility was represented. During that
century the expen e for university study rose perceptibly; also the
duration of the course was gradually extended.
During tile la t century it was still customary for studeu ts to close
attendance at a, Latin school quite early, in order to go to a university,
tll re to pend a few semesters with the aid of benefices, or as private instmctor; then, pend a few years as tutor in au aristocratic family in the
country, and after that, pa a very difficult examination before a consist rial council r and receive a position as rector of a school or pastor of
church.
t pre ent the rule is: .Attendance of nine years in a gyrnna ium aud f at I a t three years in the university, which frequently
t ud. to f ur and five year . To this must be added the expensive
v luntary on year' · , ervice in the army. This is followed by a long
period of waiti g, owing to enormous competition; the position of tutor
ha · b corn v ry rare because the aristocratic families send their sons to
milit ry acad mie and public schools. Thus ·it has gradually come to
pa that a afe income in the learned professions can not be expected
fire the tweuty-fifth or thirtieth year of age.
Naturally the pai1,peres of the ancient university have begun to disapp ar and th re i (. , tr no- current going through society which approves
of thi' li app aran ·e. It is said occasionally by lawyers and pbysiian , '< we do not want the sons of small people," and the teachers are
b ginning t ay th sam . One can read in periodicals for secondary
teacher :
1

Th profe i n uIB rs when youn,r men of the lower classes, sons of tradespeople,
small farm r , a,nd village schoolma':lters, come to the university. They ~!most
, lw:\ys bring with them a scanty scientific, and iuvariauly au insufficient social
·ultur , whi h makes it lifficnlt to maintain them elves amo11g the students.

i boat doubt thei:,e objection are not unfounded.
l'ty

Certainly povi: a gr , t ob, tacle to succes ful tudy. He who is obliged to earn
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his daily bread by dint of giving private lessons will uot have )eft much
time, power, or vigor of mind to occupy himseif with learning.
If this obstacle is not overcome by exceptional talent and great moral
strength, study becomes a misfortune. N owaday~ cases of this kind
are not rare. The earnest desire of parents to lift their children to a
higher position in life, which desire is quite comnion with numerous
subaltern officers, bas, during the last few decades, contributed considerably toward overcrowding the universities, partly with elements entirely unfit. On the other hand, it can not b.e deuied that the exclusion
of indigent elements, which to all appearances is on the increase, is not
without danger . . Above all, the disintegration of the nation as a body
would be bastened thereby. If it should come to pass that the broad
mass of the population, including artisans and small farmers, that now
rise through intermediate steps, such as the positions in lower schools
and subaltern offices, should not b~ represented in the university, then
these classes would consider the state and its entire administrative
organization as a foreign domination. In the ranks of social democracy, which has permeated with its views the industrial population of
large cities, this feeling is already prevalent; the state appears to them
an institution of the privileged classes for the purpose of defending
their interests aga1nst the masses. I know of nothing that could more
effectnally spread this idea than the actual exclusion from higher
studies and the learned professions of all who do not belong to the
wealthier classes of society . . The comprehension on the part of the
cultured, for the people and their life, would vanish; offensive haughtiness and foolish sentimentality together would bring about a complete
estrangement.
,
Another thing should be c·o nsidered: the exclusion r~ferred to would
deprive the intellectual life of the nation of talents and powers which
it can not relinquish without exposing itself to the danger of intellectual ilhpoverisbment. It must not be forgotten that many of our most
prominent men have come from very low strata-Wiuckelma11n and
Heyne, Kant and Fichte, were born in the humble homes of small
tradesmen.
Jacob Grimm in his autobiography, looking back upon his own youth
and the restrictions placed upon him, gives expression to a beautiful
thought, worthy of being repeated. He set forth the honor and advantage of poverty admirably, saying:
Poverty urges to sliligeuce and bbor, preserves- us from many a dissipation and
infuses us with a noble pride, that is, a con sciousness of self-earned merit, in comparison with him who is supported by class-pri<l.e or wealth . I should even like to
generalize, and say, many of the grand things the Germans have done shonld be
attributed to the fact that they are not n, wealthy nation. They work upward from
below, and open new aml pecnliar ways, while other nations march the broad, wellpaved highway.
ED
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III.-TEA lIER

IN

IVERSITIES .AND

NIVER ITY IN,'TR CTION.

Profe ·or.· anrl Pri at Docenten (or Private Lecturers).-ln erman
univ r,~iti . three cla · es of teachers are active in all the fa cul tie ,
to wit: .R gular, extraordinary, and Privat-Docenten.
Privat-Docenten · imply have the permission to give lectures and
conduct· exerci e (venia legendi), but no obligations. They are not
appointed, and have no salary. The extraordinary profe or i an
appointed officer of the state, and as a rule receives a salary; but he
has neitb r , eat nor vote in the faculty, he does not take part in election , meeting , and academic examinations. The regular professor
i one of the members of the faculty occupying an endowed chair, he
is appointed by the state, and is the official representative of a scientific branch. The entire number of the regular professors forms the
body of the fa ulty. There is to b~ ment10ned a fourth clas of prof .·sor found occa ionally, the so-called honorary professors. Thisgrad i. re, r ed for meritorious aged scholars, who are too old for
1;h r o-ular profes, or hip, or do not desire to be a regular member of
tb faculty yet wi h to continue their work as professors. Their legal
conn tion with the university is similar to that of the reading memb r of tl1e a ademy, and doe not essentially differ from that of the
priv, t prof , or. The lectors, or teachers of modern languages for
pra ·ti al u , who a. a rule are foreigners, may be regarded as an
app()ncla · to tlie pbilo ophic faculty. Finally 1 we mention tho_masters
of x r iR , teacher of fencing, riding, and dancing.
b thr
hief la es of university teachers mentioned show the
normal rad( tion f an academic care.er. One enters tbe faculty as a
Prirat-Do nt, th n aft r a time which may be long or short, as circum tan• . <l ide, the Privat-Docent is appointed to an extraordinary
profo 'S r:hip, a 11 again, as occasion offers and vacancies occur, he
b com .· a r ·ular member of the faculty. However, exceptions to
o frequent, that of late years jt has almost cea ed to be a
rule.
ery academic teacher is first a privat<-' lecturer; in the
pbflo. ophic fa<'ulty , pecially, appointments take place from outside
the univ r, ity, frequently from amoug teachers of gymnasia. Nor
do . ev ry Privat-Dooent become in turn, a regular professor. Not a
£ w of them 1 ave the univer. ity in order to enter a practical profession,
in e d ia, ·ti and se ular office-·, at the head of schoolFl, in a library or
om other in titution; some remain private lecturers all their lives.
Them di a1 fa nl y ]ms an unusually large number of Privat-Docenten,
becau,·e t11eir dutie do not greatly interfere with the practice of a
pby, ician. La tly, the extraordinary professorship is by no means a
tep i11g tone to the highest grade. .A. promotion from the
h r gular professorship is not at all rare. Nor is it unusxtraordinary profes ors remain in their positions without
eing pr m ted, . pecialiy in large univer itie . There are branche
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of study for which there is only one extraordinary professor appointed.
Despite all these limitations, the gradations mentioned may yet be
considered the typical career of a German university professor.
Si.l1ee the private lectureship is a peculiarity of the German university that has attracted the attention of foreigners, a word concerning ·
this office a11d its importance may be of interest. Historically it may be
looked upou as a survival from the constitution of a corporation, such
as was the university of the Middle A.ges. He who had by the faculty
been declared Magister, that is, a master of sciences and arts, had
thereby acquired the· privilege of teaching in this faculty, and the right
frequently became a duty in the faculty of arts. Since among lecturing
masters of arts the older ones were provided with professorships in the
'Jolleges, with prebends or salaries, a disti:n-ction gradually arose between
appointed and paid teachers who were obliged to give public lectures
without receiving fees for them, and masters who taught for fees without receiving salary, or being under official obligations. Thi 3 distinction was more sharply drawn when, after the Reformation, the system
of permanent paid professors was extended to the philosophic faculty.
With that distinction the obligation to serve as teacher, after obtaining
the degtee of master, was dropped, the perpetuation of the institution
bei11g secured by permanent professorships. Instead of this obligatory
gratuitous service, the demand for further scientific accomplishments
became customary in order to be accepted in any faculty as 1nagister
legens, we mean the work to be done for the purpose of habilit~ting as
Pri1xit-Docent, as it is at present required everywhere. The applicant
for the venia legendi must nowadays, after having acqui'recf the degree
of doctor from one of the faculties, submit printed or written theses,
pass an oral examination before the faculty, and deliver a public trial
lecture; moreovei·, bis habilitation, as a rule, is not allowed after the
expiration of three years following his graduation as a student. Tl.le
faculties are under no obligation whatever to admit anyone as a private
lecturer; merit alone decides that. Generally, it may be said that the
venia legendi is not granted very readily.
The importance of this habilitation is -found in the fact that it gives
admission to the circle of those from whom the college of professors
is chiefly recruited. The Privat-.Docent acquires no right with this
admission, no legal claim upon a professorship, yet with tolerably
profound scientific labor he is; exceptions Hot considered, sure to reach ·
the next higher step, the extraordina,riiim, after a few years.
These years of private lecturing are considere<l. essentia11y tria.l years.
Tbe young man has opportunities to try his hand at teaching and to
deYelop his scientific attainments. His work as a teacher, which, in
regard to the extent of his subject and number of his students, remains
limited, is of great importance for the future professor. He bas opportunities to practice the art of academic instruction, a thing that has to
be learned. The first mistakes, which are sure to be made, are made
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before a mall numb r of students, and are easily corrected. If his
hoi of tlle academic profes ion. houl<l prove an error, it may be rectified by turning into other directions without great injury or much
lo of tim .
The con 'equence of this gradation is that the thl'ee classes of profe ·ors stand on a level iu a certain sense; aud this fact is of the
greatest importanee for the form which instruction takes; it produces
a competition of several profe sors in the same branch of study, which is
a characteri 'tic feature of German univ~rsities. This competition allows
the student free selection of teachers. The regular profes_sor is the
appeinted teacher of Lis branch, but he is not the only oue. Besides liim,
there is, for exten ivc parts of his branch, it may be philology, history,
pbysics, mathematics, or .philo opby, and similarly in the other faculties,
at lea tone Privat-Docent aud one extraordinary professor, often there
are e ernl, who lecture on the same subjects. As a rule, the lectures are
so arrang d that no duplication takes place; but in large universities it
i not unfrequently observed, that the same subjects occur several times
in the publi bed comse of lectures, and tbere is no objection to the
tnd nt preferring the lectures of the Privat-Docent or extraordinary
pro£ , ors; be tbis because he has personal preference or because it is
more ·onvenient for him to do so. ~aturally, the regular professor has
th pr ference, being an older aud more widely known scholar; besides,
11 manag the institute or seminary, antl is examiner in academic or
, tate x, mination . Nevertheless the activity of younger teachers· is
not in ·i O'uificant, e pecially in large uuiversities. We must also conitl r that in them the faculty has clements with which youth likes to
a-. o iat . The young private lecturer enters more readily into intimate
p r onal interconr ·c, e2ipecially with older students.
It ba often been Said that this competition betwPen older and
younger teacher contributes toward infusing fresh life into the
in tru ·tion, and prev nts humdrum routine work. This is unquestionably true. The younger mau must do his best, in order to succeed
be ide the elder well-reputed professor; on the other hand, the elder
one i 1mrred to ev r renewed efforts, and prevented from sinking into
rut , a clang r alway:; connected with life appointments. If he should
£ llow tl.Je natural tendency of advancing age, shut himself up in bis
thought. and views, and pass bv everything new that may turn up, or
if he should devote himself entirely to his profound investigations,
and perform bis duties as teacher perfunctorily, he would soon, by the
dimini hed attendance upon his lectures, be rnminded of the necessity,
that in order to attract youth, he mu t remain fresh himself, and be in
·yrnpatby with the movements of the time. The university students are
not ap to tolerate such a thing as hearing read to them the same old
paper that are potted with age. Youth oon feels whether or not diligence, lov , and auimat d sympathy 11rompt the professor to continuous
inner r vival. It i al o important to consider that the per ·onal rela-
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tion between the student and teacher is based upon the fact that -the
former is not obliged to be pl'esent, but that ~e has chosen the teacher
himself. Of course, deliberation and careful selection do not always
decide; accident, habit, and calculation play their role frequently, but
generally it may be said that the German student i~ really not under
obligation to hear a professor whom he does not like. As a rule he
fiuds in the same uuiversity another representative of the same branch
of science, and when that is not the case, he goes to another university,
and there looks for instruction that pleases him better. The perSOJ?-al
friendly intercourse between teachers and students found everywhere
in German universities is doubtless the result of this arrangement.
Hostile treatment, oi a professor on the part of the students is something unheard of in Germany. Obligatory attendance at lectures
would undoubtedly lead to discord and hostilities.
A remark concerning the payment of fees for private lectures may
be inserted here. This arrangement may at first sight appear illiberal;
would it not be better to abolish this last vestige of the system of
paying fees in the Middle Ages, which system has been done away
with in so many other state institutions f With regard to the rela.tion
of the scientific teacher to his pupil the custom has an embarrassing
aspect. It reminds one of the sophists and their treatment of Socrates.
The payment of a fixed sum into the university treasury, in return for
which the student would be admitted to all the lectures he may choose
to attend, or gratuitous attendance upon the entire course, after the student has paid "intellectual import duties" by passing his final examination in the preparatory scliool, would seem a more worthy and better
mode. N evertlleless, we find that the university professors are much
attached to the ancient a,rrangement., and not without cause. It wonld
hardly do to look for the cause in selfish interest, for the present occupants of the positions would scarcely be l_o sers if new regulations
were adopted; on the contrary, on an average it is reasonable to
suppose that they would receive larger incomes; at any rate, a security against fluctuations would be offered. However reasonable this
avpears, there are very strong objections to such an arrangement.
(1) Man values and uses to better advantage that for which he payR
hard cash more than that which is given to hirg_ as a present; to this
general rule the student is no exception. Nor would a general payment of tuition fees p er half year make any difference. As things are
now the student acquires a claim upon certain performances by a payment dependent upon his own will. The introduction of a general
advance payment would lead to irregular attendance upon all kinds of
lectures, and this would have to be met _o n the part of the managers by
introducing regulations that would degrade the university to the rank
of a school. At present the student selects with serious deliberation
the lectures which he intends to hear. (2) The teacher feels himself
obliged to offer something in return that is worth being paid for; fur-
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hermore, upon the re ul
hi future incom i,, in a
m a ure, I endent; h .nee h i purr d on by two con ideration to
doi11g his be t. To m th r e m to be no doubt ,Yhatever a out thi .
If the payment for lectures were aboli h d, and replaced by an
incre::i.se in the alary, the profes ors would be expo ed to the strongest
temptation to dimini h their work in quantity and quality-that is, professor hip woul<l ecome sinecure , the real hard work being done by
a sistant . The ancient clergy offers an ex.ample of this, and other
examples could be found nearer at hand. Foreign countries that have
abolished lecture fees show the re ults. The mnnber of hours per
week a German profeR or devote to lectures appears a tonishing to
foreigners.
The tendency of human nature toward giving the least possible measure of work for a ce.rtain fixed remuneration is proverbial; to this t-enden ·y the nature of the German profes"or offers no _e xception. The
neceg ary con equence would then be increased supervision and control.
Hence ju this regard also the lecture fees are a protection of academic
lib rty. Thi payment is to be perpetuated, thirdly, because it makes
the univ r ity professor, in a measure, independent of tho government;
if he had no income but his salary, he would be an officer and nothing
but an officer. Hence tbe payment for lectures is a very essential institution for the preservation of the ancient free character of the German university. Its abolishment would have the tendency to change
the univer ity into a trictly managed professional school with fixed
cour~ . and reO'ulations for students. But that would be the end of the
univer ity in the German ·ense of the term. The liberty it grants is its
m< in p wer of attra tion, and that the professorship is not really a~
o 1 , ut a fr e c, lling, give it a peculiar charm in the eyes of the best
an mo ·t Jib ral mind .
Teachin.Q.-A · has bee~ said in the introduction, the character and
obj rt of a univer, ity teacher is determined by the fact that he is both
inve ti gator and teacher. The former is considered the more important;
not hi, succes in teaching, but his scientific performances chiefly decide hi appointment or election. His success as a teacher is dependent
to a great degree onhi ability to induce the students to scientific work
and train them scieniifically. However, this question is not of equal
importanc in the di:ff rent sciences. What has been said has reference chiefly to the pliilo opbic faculty, while in the law and medical
faculties doubtle, more empha. is is laid upon talent for teaching; the
mini ter of ducation may .insi t upon pedagogical skill more than the
coll agu : :; do when they propose 11ames of candidates.
With r ga,rd to the form of iustruction we distinguish two kindsI ctur and exerci. e .
Lecture are the chief part of academic instruction; in most branches
th y take the first place. They are specially mentioned in the profe or, co tract; in this it i cu tomary to mention his obligation for a
public a well a a private lecture cour e.
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The difference between public and private lectures consists in thisthe former are gratuitous, while for the latter a fee is charged. There
is also this difference, that the systematic chief branches of the facnltysciences, are, as a rule, treated in private lectures, while the public
lectures usually treat of less important subjects, either supplementary
sciences or the explanation of an author, or a group of problems which
awaken general interest. The difference is seen also in the fact that
public lecture courses require shorter time, mostly one or two hours
per week, while the private lecture courses require from four to six
hours per week, some even twice as much time.
The lecture as a form of academic instruction has often beeu made
the object of bitter and sarcastic criticism. Since the days of Fichte
and Schleiermacher, it has often been reiterated "that the professor~
are the only men who still dare to _ignore the invention of the art of
printing." It is said that "year after year they dictate now, ~s they
did five hundred years ago, unprinted text-books to patient listeners.
This method may have been necessary during the Middle Ages;" to-day,
it is said, "most sciences can be acquired faster and more reliably from
books. Attendance at a university is nothing but an expensive luxury,
and _a rather dangerous one to boot."
Indeed, if it were a fact that the lecturer merely dictated unprinted
text-books, then, to speak with Schleiermacher, we can not conceive '' why such a man asks the people to come to him, and why he
does not sell his wisdom in the usual way, a wisdom that resembles a
stagnant pool, for to speak of the wonderful impressiveness of the
human voice in such antiquated work would be ridiculous." At present such cases are rare exceptions, at least outside of the law faculty,
where 'the ancient practice is still in vogue to some extent for good
reasons. In the science of law there is a good deal of unchangeable
impersonal knowledge, cast in permanent form; besides, there is a
multiplicity of lecture courses in the faculty, which makes it difficult, if
not impossible, to refrain from routine repetition. The professors of
no other faculty are required to conduct three or fo1:1-r priva.te lecture
courses at the same time. The real lecture, the animated oral trans-_
mission of thought, is just.ified to-day as well as in the times of· Aristotle and St. Thomas, who, by the way, did not· d_ictate, and to whose
students books and the art of reading were not unknown. The lecture
cannot be made superfluous by the most perfect text-book; it has an
entirely different object in view, which may be expressed in this way:
It is to give, in a series of connected talks, from the whole range of a
particular science, from its fundamental problems and Jeading ideas,
from its essential inventory and the manner of acquiring new accumulations, from its connection with the whole realm of scrence and the
· essential aims of life, a peculiar view which is matured by individual
absorption of the matter and borne by personal life. On the other
hand, it cannot be its object to transmit the whole accumulated matter
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t rr th r with the complete bibliography. If in this the
l ctur
ur. w r to replace the text-book, it would alway fall short
and de rv the r proacbe quot din the foregoing paragraph. Even
a mall- ized text-book woul<l be uperior to the most carefully prepared
lecture in completenes of matter, exactness of dates, and bib liogTaphical
information.
To him who fir t approaches the study of a science, be it theology or
juri. prndeu e, philology or history, natural science or medicine, it
appear. a something infinite and be.yond his grasp; a vast abundance
of fact , books, problems, opinions, investigations, overwhelming and
perplexing him. Here, now, begins the task of the lecturer, to take
him by the hand and erve him as a guide. He leads the student in
gradual development to see the entirety of the science; lle shows him
the mo t important facts and problems, and gives leading points of
view for their comprehen ion and solution; he makes him familiar with
the po ible aims and thee sential forms in which they have appeared
hi tori ally, and at the same time points out the direction in which a
de •i ion is likely to be reached.
All thi may be contained in a book also; as is well known, many
book originate in lectures. But for al}. intro9-uctip:g. the animated
talk of the profes or has very important advantages; above all this, that
,cience appears to the listener in the form of a person who possesses
it and live in it; this gives him at once an immediate relation to the
subject; it gives him faith in its value and reality. A book is an
ab tra t and dead thing, which cannot generate faith. Faith can only
b propagated from per on to person. That a, man who stands before
m and p ak to me, a man whom I respect and in whom I gain confid 'nee, b lieve in this particular science, devotes his strength and his
lifi to it, that is what awakens in me a feeling of its reality, as it were.
We ha,ve a, imilar experience with regard to foreign countries of which
we bave read in book and heard in schools. When some one comes who
lias b nth re him elf, has worked and lived there for years and tells us
of these countries and their peoples, describes the journey thither, and
offers vi w of work and gain to be found there, then it is that a feeling of r n,lity of the e thing comes over us. Africa and America are
not th n on paper any longer; where so many things are described that
never exi t d, but in tangible, accessible reality; and with the belief
in their reality grow tbe courage to go and see them ourselves. Just
so it i · with the student and the sciences. To the future historian or
philolon-i ·t the pa t as ume realty in the words of the teacher who
stands before him in person. Thus trifles which no science can pass
by, commentaries, fragment , mforological observations, and tiresome
d finition as ume significance and reality in the eyes of the student,
wi bout which he would lo e the courage for bard work. It was in
thi way, if a per nal reminiscence may be indulged in, that Trendelenlmrg awakened the courage of his students to study Aristotle.
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They had heard something of the philosophy of the ancient Greeks,
had even tried to read it, but the uncertainty as to whether it w<1uld
be worth while, whether Aristotle was not too antiquated, deterred
them. But when in Trendelenburg a man approached them who lived
in the Aristotelean philosophy, and, as it were, stood in a personal
relation to the Greeks, then faith in the subject was awakened, faith
also in its significance for the present, and from faith courage resulted
to penetrate into the strauge world of thought.
The a,nc~ent saying of Aristotle still holds good: "He who desires to
learn must believe." To keep him to this belief is the first and, perhaps, the most important advantage oral instruction has over the book.
The presence of fellow students and co-workers is also an advantage
not to be forgotten.
One more point. The book is something :finished, inflexible; the lecture is something alive and growing. This difference is observable at
once: The book is there as a whole; the lecture course offers, from hour
to hour, a small measurable portion. Nor is this portion brought along
as something :finished, that may be shown around, uut a thing brought
forth before the hearer. It is well known how much more animated
sympathy we bestow upon the origin and development of a thing than
upon the :finished object; hence, a map which the teacher sketches, with
a few lines, on the board, representing the mere outliues of a couutry
or a plan, will impress itself upon the memory better and deeper than
the much more complete map of an atlas. The tension with which the
listener follows the spirited thought of the lecturer can not possibly
·be provoked by a book. This tension has its influence upon the lecturer also. While thus he enters into reciprocal relation with his
hearers, the moment gives proper form, the :fitting word, aud the convineing simile. In contact with his hearers he feels what pad of all the
mass of information he has at his command is useful and serviceable,
and what is sterile subtlety and useless ballast.
Finally, the essential difference between the inner form of the l~cture
and that of the text-book ma,y be pointed out. The text-book aims at a
unity in the systematic course and prefers to progress, with synthetic
method, from principles to the particular thing. The lecturer can move
with much more freedom; he does not need to adhere to a fixe,d scheme,
but can change his method with every new chapter, if it will serve his
purpose pedagogically to proceed in a different way. Usually he will
be inclined to prefe1· the analytic way. He will not begin with exhaustive explanatioi1s, with definitions and principles, but start from wellknown facts and phenomena to lead to the definition; or, to use an
expression of Aristotle, he will proceed from the 1rp6npo11 ;rpoc; ~µ.o.c; to the
;rporepm cpuffti, from that which is near to the listener to certain hypotheses, while the text-book constantly impels toward synthetic development.
Furthermore, the text-book aims at completeness, symmetry, and
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exactne s of detail . The lecturer is freer in this; he may yield to bis
own, vr to the interest of the listener, by dwelling a little on one chapter, and ha tily passing over another, though it may not be less important as i:11 part of the system. The lecture is not to be a book of reference of which completeness, symruetrical treatment, and exactness is
required, but it is merely to lead to a correct conception of the subject.
For that purpose different matter may serve as means if applied in
various ways. The lecture would not suffer if occasionally new facts
and questions of the day that are apt to arouse general attention are
interwoven. It would be unwise to disdain a lively interest that offers
itself almost unsolicited; on the other hand, it would be foolish to give
way to it always. Of course the lecturer will beware of burdening
bis talk with many dates and details, such as are found in a book of
reference. The details he offers will serve as methodical examples and
illu 'trations, for to impress upon the memory of the hearer the wbole
mass of detail would be a hopeless undertaking. That which the student is to take away from a lecture can not be a mind full of facts
nor a notebook useful for purposes of repetition, but a general view of
tbe science under discussion, a view of its important and essential features, enlivened by the aspect it assumes under the presentation of the
professor, in whom tbe science is personified, so to speak. If the student gains this view he will tbe better find his way through the science
and also profit by the use of reference books. The best thing a lecture
ca,n give is effective categories and leading ideas; a book can not do
that as well as a lecture, and therefore there will be lectures as well as
text-book as long as scientific instruction is given.
The lecture may also be co11sidered from another standpoint: It does
110t 01lly rve him wbo he}l,rs it, but likewise him who gives it. Every
rep tition of a, lecture offers tlle professor an opportunity to re-review
tbe entire matter, to compare new literature on the subject, to seek a
new and better form for bis thoughts; in short, it does exactly what a
new edition of a work requires of an author. It does even more, since
it awaken a livelier interest than the mi:>.re editing of one's own book.
The fact that German text books of jurisprudence, for instance, are
u ·ed all over the worJd, may be considered a proof positive of the assertion that the profe ·sors profit by their own lectures.
A saying of Goethe, which v. Savigny quotes in his expos~ on this
subject, may conclude this reflection:
Writing is a misuse of the langua,ge, private reading a dreary substitute for
speech. Man produces an effect upon man only through the influence of his personality.

The fact that the lecture can not be compensated for by the book becomes unquestionable where a comprehensive view plays an essential
role; thn , for in tance, where an experiment is the center of observation,
a it i in experimental phy ics and chemistry, or in physiology; al o
wh r oral explanation concerning an object is necessary, as in the clinic,
or in ar hreology\ or i11 the history of art. Since this form of instruc-
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tion bas been extended more and more during our century, it may be
said that the lecture is in no danger of becoming superfluous: on' the
contrary it is likely to be more and more necessary.
'
The significance of the lecture predetermines its form; it does what
it should do only when it is a free lecture, that is to say, when it is not
read. Naturally this can not mean an extemporary talk, which, both
in matter and form, is the result of the moment. That would be an
impossible thing. No 01ie is in such complete possession of a science
that the whole and its parts would peat all times at his disposal, and
even then it would be necessary to arrange the matter beforehand, for
a systema.t ic arrangement is' not always the s·a me which is required. by
pedagogical considerations. Bence the lecture must be prepared; that,
as a rule, leads to the making of notes in a note-book. This book may
be filled more or less, according to the nature of the subject and the
professor's familiarity with 1t; at times it may contain the whole lecture word for word, again it may confine itself to an exact articula.tion
and disposition of the course of thought, at other times it may contain
nothing but chief dates, formulas, and catchwords. To do without the
note-book would be expecting unreasonable things, it would certainly
not be profitable to the student. Nor will there be any objection to it
if the professor brings his notes into the class-room to consult bis p1an
or quote some formulas, facts and authorities. The lec~ure is not to be
an oratorical masterpiece, nor a sermon the impression of which would
suffer through being read. All that is wanted is a simple unassuming
representation of thoughts which _appeals to the intellect. In one thing
the lecture must be free, that is, the eyes of the p.r9fessor must not be
fasteued on the page, and the thoughts must readily find the proper
expression desirable at t rn moment. Reading of a completely finislled
manuscript must not take place, if the e~sential object of the lecture is _
not to be lost. A. lecture read from manuscript is without life, it can
not give that feeling of reality which is caused by a free talk that flows
directly from the mind. Nor does it create that intense attention in
the lecturer and his bearers that charms free speech, for that needs the
excitement of free formation of thought and the risk of failure.
A. procedure freq nently found is changi11g about from dictation to explanation in off-hand speech. The leading thoughts are dictated, then '
explained in order to secure an exact comprehension of essentials.
But in this procedure, if a little too muoh is dictated, something of the
effect of the lecture may be lost. The contents in that case appear a8
s9mething fixed, while the kind deception, as though the result had to
be discovered by fresh investigation and self-thought, is dispelled.
Indolent students would be apt to rely upon -copying the pages of
others, and consider the moments filled with explanations as pauses
for recreation and rest from writing. If nothing is dictated, the
student is obliged to think for himself, to find tlJe essential points, and
to fix them in a form of his own. But there seems to be no possible
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obj ction to a printed yllabus which i to ea etbe work of the tudent,
and free the lecture from the very inconvenient statements of bibliography and the like.
The Seminaries.-An important aid to the lectures is at present
offered in what is known as seminary exercises. They have, so to
speak, taken the place of the disputations held in the Middle Ages.
But their character is different, they are not intended to effect a transmittal of knowledge, but aid in producing knowledge. The seminaries
are the real n urserie of scientific investigation. Originally they bad
another purpose; the first seminaries established during the last century at Ilalle and Gottingen were philological institutions; that is to
say, tlley were intended for the preparat10n of future teachers of secondary schools; hence Hormal sclwols (to uRe an American term. The
tran slator). In fact, however, these first seminctiries, uotably that of F.
A. Wolf, were in stitutions in which the technique of philologic investigation was tangllt. This is true also of the phiiologic seminaries and
societies conducted during the Hineteenth century by G. Hermann, Fr.
Thiersch, Fr. Ritschl and others. They were schools for philologists,
not for teachers. The same may be said of the numerous seminaries
that have in recent years been established for the other sciences within
tte philosophic faculty, also in the theological and law faculties. With
few exceptions they have the outspoken purpose to give instruction in
scientific work and iuvestigation, and not how to apply science in any
pra tical pur uit.
It i not the pla e here to review the various institutions of this kind
and th ir mode of procedure. Generally, instruction given in seminari take thi form: Scientific problems of' investigation are given
and work d out under the guidance of the professor. The philologist,
the hi to,fan, the political economist, gives out a problem, the solution
of wllicll i possible to the student with the means at his disposal. The
profi sor de. ignate the material that may be used, and then allows
him to :find his own way to a solution. The essay be hands in is laid
before one or two fellow -students, who are to examine it and report to
the profi or and students in session, where the weak and strong points
of the work are pointed out. In a similar .way the exercises of the
seminaries in the theologic and law faculties are conducted. As a matter of cour· e, in the naturals ciences the seminary exercises are different. Here the execution of the work in hand is effected under the
dfr ·t guidance of the teacher or his assistant. Where the utilization
of literary . :ource i thee :ential object, reading of the original matter
is done in cla s. In pre ence of the teacher Latin or Gre~k texts are
interpr ted, or historical monuments, or different sources of information
are ompared, or some philosophic or theologic authors are read and
di cu s d with reference to their leading ideas. Side by side with these
real s minarie bould be mentioned the official in titntes maintained
by the 'tate, that have their own class rooms and library, and also the
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private societies and mutual exercises, all of which are announced every
half year in the official list of lessons.
A third kind of exercises is to be mentioned which is closely connected with the lectures, the so-called- repetitories and conservatories.
Their object is to secure the comprehension of the lecture, to solve difficulties, to answer queries, and to practice the student in rising the
categories and definitions of his science. However desirable these
exercises may appear (the Prussian minister of education, Eichhorn,
recommended them to the universities very warmly some fifty years
ago), they have not yet assumed great importance or considerable
extent. The cause of this may be that the necessity for such exercises
is wanting: They presuppose an infonate personal relation between
teacher and student, such as is the casein a school, but in a university,
at least in the large lectures, and owing to the frequent change of pro. fessors, that intimate relation between teacher and student can not
exist. With a great number of persons unknown to each other and to
him, the professor can not use a dialogic method. Also the apprehension of meeting mocking glances in consequence of poor answers ma
be an obstacle to this kiud of exereise. A conservatory would end,
under these circumstances, in the teacher giving occasional supplementary lectures induced by questions or erroneous answers, without being
able to see ho.w far they would meet the general necessity. For the
law faculty exercises of this kind and praictical application in connection with the lectures have recently gained greater importance.
The liberty of teaching.-The · task of the university professor presuppo::-es liberty of teaching. If he is to be an independent scientific
investigator, and if he is to educate his students to be the same, that
which he is to teach must not be prescribed to him.
The thing is different in schools. ·Here it is not a question of searching
for new, but of acquiring old truth. The pupil is not to judge, but to
accept what is offered him, and, therefore, the teacher offers generally
accepted knowledge. Of course, we understand that universities began
as schools in this sense; during the l\liddle Ages the transmission and
acceptation of knowledge contained in canonic texts was the main
o~ject, and during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries this view
remained in force. But during the eight~enth century, as has been
stated before, a great change took place. Thereafter the consequences
of the Reformation, and at the same time the consequences of the
complete revolution in the .view of the cosmos, that has since taken
place through cosmologic scientific investigations, were accepted; it
was recognized that the truth is not anything fixed, but produced by
progressive work in scientific investigation. - Dogmatic theology and
Aristotelean philosophy lost their canonic value. Placing themselves
on this ground, the German universities assumed an e·n tirely different
form. The student ceased to be a scholar in the old sense of the word.,
and the profesisor now became really what his title signified; he now
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professes personal views and convictions. That bas been his rigbt and
his duty ever since.
This is generally accepted everywhere. No one reproaches a physicist, or physiologist, a philologist, or a historian for lecturing on new,
instead of confining himself to generally accepted theories; all that is
required is, that he should furnish good reasons for his new view .
Only with reference to theology and philosophy occasional ·a ttempts
are made to limit the liberty of teaching.
With reference to tbeolog·y ecclesiastic authorities and church parties object to the liberty of teaching. They assume that the church
is in possession of absolute truth that has been formulated in dogmas. The dogma can allow only believing acceptance; doubt and
criticism are not permitted. The object of the professor of the theologic faculty can only be to instruct the servants of the church in that
which the church teaches, also to secure them immunity against doubt
by showing them the invalidity of all objections to the dogmas. For
thit1 reason the treatment of heresies is an important part of the instrucJ;ion; all poRsible forms of error, likewise the causes of their rejection
are shown. 'l'he servant of the church is thereby equipped to recognize and eradicate newly arising errors as heresies that have long been
rejected.
The Roman Catholic church has insisted upon its claim to controlling the teaching of theology. In Catholic faculties only approved
in truction is given; the professors are servants of the church.
The thing is greatly different in Protestantism. The university
profe ors of theology intend to be, first of all, servants of science, and
to be . ervants of the church only as servants of science, in so far as no
clergyman can do without scientific education. From this arises a
constant conflict between the claims of the church and the demands of
science, wllich conflict is sometimes held in abeyance, and sometimes
break out in public, and becomes vociferous. The professor appeals
to hi right and bi duty to teach what he has recognized as the result
of seientific research. The representatives of the church, official or
voluntary, reproach him for teaching differently from what the church
and the creed demand its disciples to believe, he11ce, it is claimed, he
can not be a teacller of the servants of the church. 'J he representativ of the tate in the person of the minister of education, who bas the
general superVIsion of the univer ities, and therefore also of the theological facultie , is like the index of thP. scales; at times the objections
of the eccle iastic weigh heavier, and then repression of theories and
t achers that are held to be anticlerical ·takes place; at times the
Ii rty of scientific re ·earch weighs more, awl then the state hold it
protecting hand over the one who is attacked. Generally the cale
hav been in favor of untrammeled teaching in recent times, and thi
explain the di ati faction of tbe orthodox party with the present regulations, and benc their demand to allow the ecclet1iastical authorities
a direct contr 1 over the theological faculties.
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It has been stated in the foregoing pages why these efforts must
appear without a prospect of success: They are hostile to the spirit of
the universities as well as to tbat of the Protestant church. In the
Protestant church belief is not based upou external authority, hence no
doctrine can be placed upon it. Between · the creed of the church and
that which the faculties teach, there is possible only a relation of free
accordance, never that of absolute subordination. In the Catholic
church the principle of absolute subjection rules supreme; the Protestant church is everywhere built upon the principle of free acknowledgment. Of course, the former is the simpler, but the simpler is not also
always the better or the more secure. There is nothing simple about
life, while mechanism has the advantage of simplicity. Absolutism in
the life of the ·state is also simpler than the con_stitubional monarchy, .
yet it has become impossible, and the state now rests upon the free
accordance of the two factors, an accordance that can not be forced .
• A. similar condition exists in the relation between scientific theology
and the Protestant church. Together they have grown up and become what they are, often while fi!rhting one another; but on earth, as
Heraclitos said, '' without war no life."
He who does not want liberty in teaching must finally come to ecclesiastical seminaries and exercises; things which are in harmony with
the Catholic, but would be the end of the Protestant church; as the
former is based upon discipline, the latter is based upon freedom, from
the very beginning; and for the churches holds good what has been
said of states, namely, that they are preserved by the same powers that
have originated tbem.
The other science which has at times to defend its liberty is philosophy. It is attacked by the same opponents who are hostile to freedom
in theologic teaching. From philosophy is expected a limitation arising from a demand for accordance with church doctrines. In the
Catholic press and Catholic conventions it is constantly complained
tbat our universities allow an atheistic philosophy which has tended
to undermine faith and corrupt youth. The lecture rooms are said to
be the real nurseries of revolution, of social democracy, and anarchism. It would be futile to combat these if the real sources of the
epidemic were left untouched. In a part of the Protestant press this
- view finds a vivid echo.
·
This is not the place to investigate whether these complaints are
well founded, whether really atheistic philosophy is taught in the
German universities, and whether it has the consequences alluded to.
But the reply may be couched in a word; it is, that a philosophy under
control is nothing and can do nothing.
Philosophy, in fact, is nothing but the attempt wb.ieh every epoch
repeats to give expression to the essence and the meaning of reality
as it appears to the human mind which contemplates it unprejudiced.
All sciences, natural as well as mental sciences, bring together building
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stones for the recognition of reality, and siuce they con tautly furnish
new mate.t'ial, there can be no absolute and definite philosophy, at lea t
not until reality has been completely exhausted by science. Every epoch
has to renew the attempt of formulating the latest couelu ion based
upon all accumulated knowledge, and that is its pbilosop11y. Notlting
will hinder it in learning from similar attempts in former epochs, both
in regard to form and contents. Historical development will appear as
amatterofself-evidence, and 1tmay be expected that a philosophy will be
the more vital and fertile, the more faithfully it utilizes the acqu1sitions
of former processes of thought. But one point it can not yield without
imperiling its own existence, i. e., the right to examine the thoughts of
older thinkers, and, as necessity requires, to remodel or reject them.
A philoso11hy which would remove this right, which would accept cer. tain thoughts as unassailable and absolutely sacred from examination,
would be .no philosophy. Philosophy means an uuprejudiced search
for truth, that is to say, unhindered by presuppo3itions that mu t not
be doubted or tested.
The same argume11t bolds good iu philosophic instruction in universitie". It wonld cease to be philosophic if subjected to a11y other control
than free investigation. It would. cease to be fertile, as soou as extel'llal
colltrol should be exercised. Philosophic instruction cau be effective
only 1f the student is certain of finding free aml unhindered expression of bi. teacher's conviction formed accordiug to his b<:st knowledge
and belief. We find this a matter of course for all other sciences.
We hould not expect much of instruction in mathematics and physics,
philology and bi tory, if it based its theories on certain prmmppositions that mu t not be examined and tested, or aimed at reac11i11g
certain conclusions predetermined by external authority. Preci::;ely
that is claimed for philosophy. A prerequisite of its effective11ess is
the confideuce of the student that he is not dealing with hurnl.mg.
Kant said:
It i ab nrd to demand enlightenment from human reason, arnl prescribe at the
same time what form it is to take, and on what sicle of the question tlte decision
is to fall.

tud nt i fully aware of this. If he knows or thiuks that the
pro£ . or of philosophy mu t have cert;1in views, or at least that he
j , n t allow d to entertain certain others, he wm not be incliued to
think mu ·h of hi in trucLion. What he wishe, to bear in philosophic
l tnr
ar not view which are officially presel'ibed or sanctiol!ec1,
but thou ·ht repre ente<l by a man who bas devoted thorongh tu<ly to
the gr at qne tion o( the world and life, and. stands up for them a for
hi per onal convictioJJ .
Ideali tic philo opby e pecially bas a deep intcre tin not re. training
h r urre11t. of thought from making themselve, felt. Everylimitati n f hi liberty w uld awaken a nspicion of insincerity, and de troy
it
ff' c i nes .
nee, o far a the matter of in truction is cooper£ ct fre dom, "libertas philosophandi" is a prerequisite of
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successful university instruction. Every invasion of this freedom
engenders irritation on the part of him who is thus disciplined, and
on the part of the learner distrust of the views prescribed and officially
protected.
The limits of the 11.ntrammeled right to teach refer only to the form
of instruction; here they may be drawn tighter than the law provides.
The lecturer is limited :first by a consideration for the place he occupies
and its dignity. To treat with scorn and derision things which are
venerable to others, may not be forbidden to the public press or speakers in public a,ssemblies, but respect for his profession will forbid the
profesRor to do so. His duty is t.o lead his students to search for truth. ·
Truth never admits of contumely. The professor will not even indulge
in a disdah1ful and deprecating treatment of the views Qf others, which
he does not share. If they deserve such a treatment, being entirely
perverse, he will avoid rather than combat them. For, what would it
profit to make his hearers familiar with what fools say, or have said 1
since so much time a,nd attention is claimed by that which wise men
have said~ If he will warn his bearers of erro1·, he must show it in its
relative strength; that which is absurd deceives and misleads no one.
A.nd then he is limited by this other consideration, that no reply is possible in the lecture room. The press, public assemblies, and parliament
are public places, where the party attacked may defend himself, but in
the lecture room only one person speaks. Hence it is the professor's
duty, when he attacks, to allow the other side to be heard by quoting
it. In a certain sense he must be prosecutor and defender in one
person, otherwise he could not act as a judge. A. consideration for
his hearers will guide him in this. A.n orator wants to capture the
judgment of his hearers, so that they follow him blindfold, but the
professor wants to free his hearers; he intends to guide them in ncquiring individual, self-active observation and judgment. He ca11 do that
only if he has accustomed himself to look at both sides of a question,
and can impartially represent them.
IV.-THE STUDENTS .A.ND 1'HEIR WORIL

The years of university study are the blossoming springtime of life.
That which gives them that sunny luster ill the remembrance of the
rnau, as well as in the expectation of the pupil, is the golden freedom
tlley bring with them. Indeed, it is the time of the greatest and fullest
freedom a man can ever enjoy. Coming from the parental home and
from school, which hedged him in by :fi.xed rules and regulations, the
young man is left to rely upon himseif entirely. His exterior life is
regulated to suit his owu will. He selects his own associates and environment. Likewise does he determiu.e bis interior life. He chooses
his own science and his teachers; he sets himself the tasks he intends
to do every day; or he may neglect to do so. His life is wholly free;
for what he does he is responsible to himself ouly.
ED 92--20
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Later life limit. this liberty in many ways. The family , et up a
thou and claims aud cause nmch care; the student has to attend to
no one but himself. When he enters his profession or an office, unavoidable <l.emands are to be met; he has to curb himself in thought
a.nd speech; his thoughts soon learn to subordinate themselves to pra,ctical demands, they soon lose the ability to rise into the in.finite realm
of possibility; reality becomes the measure of thought. That is the
realism of manhood. He who wishes to accomplish anything must
seize upon things and opportunities, 9,nd can not indulge in roaming in
the realm of possibility. Tbis realism is in contra.st with the idealism
-of the student; youth measures reality with ideas, and becomes enthusiastic in the belief that it can remodel the world by meaJ?,S of ideas.
Idealism is the prerogative of youth, perhaps also a danger; just as
realism may be both a prerogative and a danger to 2dvanced age.
Preparation for study.-The legal requirement for admission to univer. ity study is the same in all German states, namely, a graduation
diploma from a gymnasium; it is acquired by passing the p.nal examination with which a gymnasia! cou:rse is concluded. It is true, other
educated young men are matriculated in the university without such a
diploma, but ouly in the philosophic faculties, and without acquiring the
right of being admitted to sfate examinations, which open the gates to
th learned profe ions. The course of study in a gymnasium i:::1 one
of nine y<:'ar , which must not begin before the completed ninth year of
ag . Be. ide the e classical gymnasia, the so-called Real-gymnasia, that
have a course of nine years also, are entitled to prepare students for
the univer ity, but only for certain studies of the philosophic faculty,
i. ., mathematic., natural sciences, and modern languages, while the
higher faculties require the student to have graduated from a classical
gyrnnasia. Whether this exclusion will continue seems doubtful to
many, and it is often urged that the study of medicine might be
opened without danger to the graduates of Real-gymnasia. Perhaps
we ball return to the former usage of giving to the individual much
more liberty in the selection ·of his preparatory course. A hundred
year ago the university was open to every one who was equipped
with an ordinary school education. '11he requirement of a graduation
diploma from any high school of a nine years' cour e would apparently suffice to exclude unsuitable elements.
Students' age and length of the course of study.-The university study
fall into the time of transition from youth to manhood. On an average
the year from the twentieth to the twenty-fifth are devoted to this
study. Only a hundred years ago the average age of the student
wa con iclerab1y lower; admission to the university was frequently
grn11t cl to v ry young students, likewL e also t o much older s;tudents
than 1 ow. The two extremes were much farther apart. The cau es of
thi,· change i to b found in the extension of the preparatory course.
Tue tud n n w come, with tlte exception of a very small percent-
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age, from gyrnnasia that have a fixed prescribed course. The exterior
extension of this course is closely related to its inner growth: The
course in classic languages, which, during the last century, embraced
almost the entire language instruction, b.as received additions in the
modern languages and sciences. German, French, mathematics, natural science, history and geography are now essential, where formerly
they were either subordinate branches or taught iirnidentally. Naturally, the opinion is now prevalent that the freshman has completed his
preparatory stndies, and can turn at once to his professional study,
while during the eighteenth century the completion of his general
studies was to take place in the university, and it was done by attending some courses of the . philosophic faculty, which was considered a
kind of intermediate stage leading up to the higher faculties.
The legal duration of univer.sity study in Germany varies between
three and four and a half years. In Prussia the law prescribes three
years, but for the study of medicine four and a half years. In other
countries, for instance, in Bavaria, four years is the limit for a professional study. As a matter of fact, though, the length of the course
exceeds the legal requirement on the average quite considerably; the
triennium of the philosophic faculty is always found insufficient, and
four or m0re years are devoted to it. To the years of actual stu<ly is
usually added a y<'ar of preparation for the examinations. Tile military
service, lasting one year, is included in t,h ese statements.
The demand is not infrequently made, especially by jurists, tha,t the
legal time of university study be extended, and that the fallacy that
the one year of military service is a year of study be rejected. However desirable the extension of scientific study may be, its legal
sanction meets with well-founded objections. Every extension of the
time brings with it an increase in expenses, and hence a narrowing of
the social circle from which the universities are recruited. Nor does
this extension necessarily mean an extension and a deepening of the
scientific work performed. Many who have made it possible, after
wasting two or three years, to prepare themselves for the examinations
during the last few semesters by means of private coaching, would simply use this extension in order to enjoy a little longer the liberty of student life; and it is reasonable to suppose that many a one who, under
the present circumstances just barely succeeds, would then entirely lose
the capacity of saving himself from utter ruin. The purposes of study
would be better served by adopting a, suggestion made by H. von
Sybel:
To enable talented students who have passed examinations creditably to continue
their scientific study in post-graduate courses, by means of scholarships and stipends.

Others have suggested shortening the vacatjon, and thus lengthening
the course. Practical people outside the university think the vacations
too long. It is true they consume a very considerable portion of the
scholastic year, not much less than two-fifths of the year, or about
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twenty weeks. However much it may be appredated that the state
authorities oppose tlle natural tendency of further shortening the semesters, it can not be said that a considerable decrease of the vacations
would serve the purposes of the university. If the vacations were
merely thought to be a time for recreation, they might be considered
too long, but in fact they are not used in that way, certainly not by the
university professors. The German professor may be reproached for
many a thing, but idleness certainly can not be charged to him. The
bulk of scientific labor done iu Germany is doubtless, to a great
extent, performed during vacation.
Nor is the vacation only a time for recreat_ion for the students. It
may be that some take it to be so, but they are certainly not those
who are the most diligent during the semesters; the industrious
al ways find good use for this time. But even if the vacatious do interruvt study for a time no great loss will result therefrom, because a temporary reaccustoming to the general human way of thinking and speaking can es a reaction which may prove beneficial iu many cases. To
the diligent student a long vacation will give opportunity for pleasant
recreation, extensive excursions, and desirable periods of quiet, connected work. 'l'his consideration is not of equal force for all students;
tbose who chiefly work with books, like the theologian, the law student,
and philologi t, can make the best use of their vacation.
It h; more diffi.cul t for the students of medicine or natural science,
b au, e they will miss the laboratories and other iu stitutions. But for
tb m al o a few weeks of steady reading cannot be an unmitigated evil.
For the older students of medicine the opportunity for hard study is
offered in the vacation courses. Perhaps a similar arrangement may be
made po ible for the other branches of scientific investigation. Thus,
for in tance, the chemical laboratories that are often overcrowded during
tlie semester could be opened for vacation courses under the direction
of a siHtant . Many an older student, and some practitioners, who
lack anangemeuts and means for difficult investigations, would gladly
make use of such opportunities.
Oitter conditions of life.-As bas been said before, the nineteenth
century has done away with the last remnants of ancient school regulation . Nowhere in Germany can ·anything be found like the" burses"
of h Middle Age , or the college halls of England and America. The
tudent take~ lodgings where lie can find them; in a large city he mu t
be atis:fied with 0110 room; in smaller university towns be can afford
to r nt in addition a econd room for a bed-room. In the latter places
be take bis lodging, for the semester; in the large cities for the month.
i · oard he takes in re taurants, now here, now there. His interour. e in families i a. a rule very limited; many a student who has no
in the 1,Iace or brings no letters of introduction may live for
rela i
year,· in a university town without coming in contact with a family.
That thi occasions a great want of comfort in living, in health, and
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in sodal culture cannot be doubted. The conditions in lodgings are
not infrequently very disadvantageous; lack of cleanliness and comfort, and noise, make quiet study impossible and threaten health, life,
and morality. An Oxford college is certainly a better place for study
than a wretched room in a tenement barrack. Granted that we caunot
have such institutions as the English colleges, for they are the result
of centuries and clothed with the reminiscences of generations, but
we might have students' houses of modest dimensions that could offer a
comfortable, secure, and reposeful borne to our students, with or without
the element of living in common, without increasing the costs of attending a university. These houses would have the further a.dvanta,ge of
social iutercourse and combined work,. while uu<l.er the present circumstances many a student suffers severely from isolation.
We must not, however, deceive ourselves by neglecting to state that
our students do not show great inclination for this kind of institution.
Where they exist (the Melanchthon House in Berlin is such an institutiou) the demand for rooms is not great. Evidently the cause is
fquud in the fact that absolute freedom of action is valued higher than
all the advantages such a house may offer. To be subjected to regulations necessary in such an institution, however limited they may be,
and though their execution may be left to the lodgers themselves, is
hard, for they still express a restraint to personal freedom, and are
felt as "capi tis deniinittio," of which studeu ts are ashamed. This may
be the result of the disinclinatioµ and awe with which everything is
regarded in Germany that remillds one, even remotely, of church and
school discipline. Another obstacle to the institution of students'
homes is the frequeney with which the students change tlrnir universities, for such homes presuppose a stationary habitation and continuous attendance of the students, as found in English and American
universities.
A word concerning the expenses may not be amiss. The expenses
of the great majority of German students, not counting iu the four or
five months of vacation, range between 1,000 and 2,000 marks ($250 to
$500); the average may be between 1,200 ~nd 1,500 marks ($300 to
$375). A small number will exceed these sums considerably, and
a greater number may get along with less than the average. In the
latter case, scholarships and stipends, and free admission to lectures,
private income from giving lessons, correcting proofs, doing shorthand
work, etc. 7 make this possible. The benefices or stipends are derived
from public means and private bequests; the fatter are mostly of
ancient date, and the older universities are quite lavishly provided
with them. But since the purchasing power of money is so greatly
reduced from what it formerly was, the benefices are mostly quite
insignificant. Public benefices are relics of a time in which the insufficient supply of students led to artificial means of encouragement.
To do thh, was thought a political necessity, in order to recruit the
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g ,. rning •la: with th n<>c .·ary well prepar <l element . With this
int 1iti u the government of ach tate tabli ·hed dormitorie: duri11g
th . L·t enth century. Bnt ince tben the rising wealth, and tlrn
in r a eel re 'P ct for the len,rned profe . ions, have caused an overpro<luction of prof, . ionally educated people, and the di position referred
to have Jo t their former importance to a great extent.
The fact that tudent change their univer ities frequently iu Germany i an ancient cu tom based upon the migratory tendeucy of tlle
ancient Germans. The number of those who pass tlle entire time of
their study in the university of their home province is uot large. Mo t
student attend at least a second, many a third and a fourth, university.
Tbouo-h thi. may be overdone to such an extent that the student never
be ome domesticated and wastes time aud strength in changing about,
yet, a a general rule, an occasional change is not without great profit.
A ove all, an e change of students between north and south is of great
importanc . About 2,000 students from north Germany, as Conrad
prove:, tudy in south Germany; on the other hand, the south is a
litt1 m r re erved towards the north. Even though the scientific
re nlt: of the migration may 11ot be very great, yet the gain in general
cultnr mu t not be underrated. There is no period in life in which a
man with op a)n sen e, is more influenced by the outer world than this
p riod, and he who has observed life abroad will view and judge with
gr at r clearne s that which he finds at home; he corrects his standards f measurement.
Al:o for sri ntific education the change alluded to is very profitable.
Th wander r': ob ervation i harpened and he is freed from prejudices.
m, 11 < nd large u11iver itie each have their peculiar advantages. In
the, m Iler one the tudent will find his place more easily; pel'sonal
fat rconr. e with hi' teacher affords him many adva11tages. Ou the
oth r hand, the large univer ities offer opportunities to see aud hear
the mo t di. tingui 'bed and noted men in all branches, and to use tlle
rich e(fuipment of in titutions and e. tablishments connected with tl1em.
Associations an~ olubs.-In German universities students' club~ are
a. charact ri tic a college associations are ·in English and Amel'icau
univer itie ·. In the life of the individual they play a similar role; they
form his intimate a ·ociations, determine his E:ocial intercourse, aud
mo1 l, to a great extent, his views and habits.
~ aturally it can not be tho intention in this connection to give a
complf'te d cription of the varied forms of students' club life; the principal feature mu t suffice. From the great number of students' clubs
a f w tand forth quite prominently. They are tbe color-bearing fellowhip . Of the e there are three principal clas es, ''Corps," "Burschensohaften' (fellowship ), and "Christian societies," besides which there
ar
veral other types. The "Corps" are intimately related to the
and nt provincial corporations or nations (seep. 255); they are called
accor ing to German provinces and tribes (Allemaus, Suevians, Borus1
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sians, etc.-The translator). In every German university there is a
smaller or greater number of" Corps;" all of them taken together form
a large union that embraces all the German universities. It is characteristic of this group that it is chiefly recruited from wealthy and
aristocratic circles ; also tbat it lays much stress upon outer appearance and display, and shows a strong inclination toward aristocratic
separation. This group claims to be the elite of the students and -the
right to represent them officially. The '' Burschenschaft" owes its
origin to the tiJ..ne of the Wars of Liberation from the yoke of Napoleon.
It was founded a s an organization of the mass of students in opposition to the "Corps," and did not originally intend to form exclusive
clubs, but to oppose and do away with the narrow-mindedness of the
old club life with its various dissipations and extravagances, and to
infuse the German student life with new ideas of its position and object
in the life of the people, with love of country and nation, and with enthusiasm for its power and _freedom. · Through the inimical regulations of the r eactionary state, the "Burschenschaft" was forced into
other channels. Pursued and repressed, it took the form of secret societies. But it has been most essential in contributing to keeping the
idea of German unity alive and developiug this thought to a live
power among the people. At present the" Burschenschaften,'' 'of which
there are several in each university, are exclusive societies like the
"Corps." Many of them do not greatly differ from those in· aspirations
and outer appearance. Others, especially the older and more extensive ones, that have their strong roots in history, have retained a little .
of the spirit and a spirations of the old ''Burschenschaft." Ever since the
third decade of this century the third group of students, the "Christian societies," have been found side by side with "Corps" and "Burschenschaften," mostly under the name '' Wingolf." Their constitution
and outer appearance is like the other -'color-bearing" societies, only
differing from theru in the fact that they reject dueling. Another essential differen ce is found in the fact that the members are almost exclusively theologians, while the other societies are not recruited exclu. sively from any one faculty; thus, for instance, the "Corps" recruit
themselves preferably from the law students, with occasional additions
from the medical faculty. The "Burschenschaften" recruit themselves
from nearly all facult~es; they also unite the different social strata
more than t h e other kinds of societies do. In recent years Uatholic student societies have been formed with exclusiveness and tendencies similar to the "Wingolfs."
Side by side with the old clubs, other societies have become prominent in r ecent year s in large universities-societies of a looser bond
than the three kinds of clubs mentioned before. They practice arts,
such as vocal music and gymnastics, or are devoted to mutual promotion of scientific education, some also to the fostering of certain ideas
and theories or practical purposes. They differ from the old clubs
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o· uerally iu this, that their purpose is a particular one and their
memb r hip 110t at ,Lll exclu ·ive. 'l1bese societies aim at complete commuuion iu li fe, not during the time of study only. Men quite old in
profe~ ion and office pre erve an intimate connection with tlle members
of u h ·ocicties.
One i · accu:::;tomed to consider the "color-beari11g" and dueling
club stud nt the real representative of the German studeuts, in foreign
countries more so than in Germany, although he is statistically in the
minority. Scarcely five per cent of the total number of students are
of that kiucl. In large universities they disappear in the mass, while
in :rnaller ones they form a considerable part.
The opinio11s concerning the importance and value of this kind of
stud nt clubs-that is, the ''color-bearing" ones-differ greatly. In
publi · th ey are judged har hly; it is said of them that they neglect
their tudi , ovcre timate display, and despise others haughtily; this
i s specially alleged of the Corps. And indeed the dangers are not to
be nnd rrated. A waste of time and streugth in all kinds of frivolitic. , a narrowing of the view upon human affairs, n eglect of and contempt for ]1arcl tudy, are consequences arising from certaiu ten<j.encie aud th character of these clubs; they are more strougly felt in
lub.· of , mall membership. And yet a generally d eprecatory judgme1it would be too ha ty. It should not be for gotten that there are
o ·a:ious aud temptations for loitering and degeneracy outside of
tli .· ·lub:. If we had statistics ou this point figures would prove,
p 'rliap.-, that this group of students, as a rule, furnishes no more lost
th no her. oci ties, perhaps even fewer. There are not wanting
mong the.- club:3 such as make a special demand of its members to
d e ntly · m1 lete their studies, if it be best for the reputation of the
olor they b ar. And again, from such a society, if no bad spirit is
pr val nt, and if it membership is not too limited, many a precious
gain for life i. made, of wbich an exchange of high ideas and aspiratio1rn i · not the Amalle t . Oue gain is, that the society is a free,
elf-gov mi11g corporation, its mern bers learn daily the great art of
go erning them elves and others. It may be said that there are no
law in th wol'ld which are more minutely obeyed and more strictly
enforc d than the law' which the student-clubs give themselves. But
more, tlt y l arn how to treat friend and foe outside of their rank" ;
every mi d em auor finds sharp observers aud strict judges. Tbe re ult
i · a certain attitud and a urance by means of which old men betray
their former member hip in the "corps." It would be altogether
incompr heu jble where the joy ancl affection should come from with
whi ·h many old m n remember their student-club life, if they owed
no hing to it; and till I 'S would it be comprehensible why they should
indu e heir on to join the ame clubs; fathers are apt to think of
th r thing fi r th ir son than pleasures, and vanity, duels, and faces
full of ·ar .
£
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A special obstacle for many students is firm adherence to duelling,
or the "Mensur." There is no occasion to discuss duelling here; only
a few words concerning students' duelling. I do not intend to justify
the custom, nor defend the extravagances to which it easily leads: ·
to appear in provocative and bullying attitude will certainly not make
any one appear pleasing before God and man, _and a frivolous play with
one's own life and the lives of others is contemptible. The thing, however, may be looked at from another stand-point. Without the motive of
the duel, exercise in fencing would be lacking in the iutense interest it
now has, and rob the clubs of a good deal of their discipline. In a
certain way it is a test of courage, or rather of strength of nerve; it
contributes towards securing the individual an estimation which is
independent of the amount of his father's check. Says the American
J. M. Hart, in his book concerning the German universities, which is
full of sound sense and sharp observation: "To fight · is an evil, but
there are other evils which are just as bad and much meaner," and
then he points out all sorts of occurrences that happen in American
colleges. He says:
·
The German system has at least the aclvantage of being manly. It holds the student down to the strictest responsibility for what he doet'l and says.

The work of the student.-The object of university study is, the ability
to think scientifically-that is, the ability to comprehend scientific
investigations, to test them and conduct them; secondly, to solve practical problems in the light of scientific knowledge.
This is what the German university conceives to be its· task. It is
not the object to have the students learn-that i~, accept upon fa,ithknowledge that is offered them, but to lead them to independent
thonght, investigation and research. Naturally the ~student has t.o
learn; to accumulate knowledge is necessary. But he who would be
satisfied with doing that would not come up to the ideal of a German student. He may have been ever so diligent, have heard lectures
regularly, and reviewed conscientiously, studied his manuals, and at
last with the aid of his accumulated treasures have passed his examinations splendidly, yet, we would have to say, he is lacking something,
indeed the most essential thing, that is, he bas not tested his own powers in individual investigation. H. von Sybel emphasizes this point
by saying that the object is not to learn the entire extent of a science
down to its last sources; that would be impossible.
But it is essential that the student gain a, clear consciousness of the purposes of
bis science, and of th e operations with which its tasks are to be performed. It is
necessary that in a few points, at least in one point, he sh~nld carry out these
operations himself, that be should pursue a few of the problems down to the last
consequences, to a point where he can say of himself that there is no one in this
world who could teach him anything concerning them; here he stands firm and
secure on his own feet and decides according to his own judgment. This consciousness of having gained self-dependence by means of his own efforts is of inestimable
value. It is almost indifferent what subject of research he bas chosen first, or has '
led him on; suffice it, that he has, iu one direction, in however small a compass,
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ov rcome the dependence npon srhool, he ll.as t eatecl his powers and means, with
wbi ·h h<'nC'Pforth ho can s ize upon new problem , and approach their solntions;
he has in the mid t of hi joyous time of youth ripened to manhood.

That i the ideal. Not all reach jt, nor is it everywhere easily
reached. For a long time it was gjven chiefly to the philosophic
brancbe to lead their students to such au independence. At present
the experimental science are almo, t abreast of them, if they have not
succeeded in snrpa sing them. In the sturly of law, perbaps 1 it is the
most difficult to acquire this independence, and this ma,y be the reason
why the professors of law complain most frequently of lack of joy and
irnh penden ·e in. study; the bmden of actual learning is, perhaps,
nowher so enormou as it is in law.
The liberty of learning.-It is the correlate of the liberty of teaching.
As the oue i" given with the presupposition that the university profe :or i a scientific investigator, so is the other coupled with the demand
that the stn<lent be trained to independent scientific thought. Like
the liberty to teach, the liberty to ]earn is in German universities
almo t ab o]ute. The student chooses his own university and his
ti nc , hi,• teachers, and his course .of study. It depends upon himself
what lecture lie will hear, what work he wi11 perform; there is no
official influence, scarcely advice is offered: he may prefer to hear
nothing, and not to work at all.
'l'he fa t that not a few prefer, at least for a time, to do nothing, has
urg-~d anxiou fathers and apprehensiYe governments to propose the
qu<' 'tion wheth r academic liberty had not better be limited. Again
a11'1 rigain uch old worn-out device for the promotion of diligence, as
ol>Jio·atory c ur e of study, with semiannual examinations, or annual
i11t •rm <liat exaruinatious, or Ii ts of attendance, co.ntrolled regularly,
aud t timonial of diligence are suggested.
He who j familiar with the conditions of German universities, and
know · youth, will not donbt that all such attempts to aid diligence in
t1Hly by mean of gentle force will be futile and disastrous; futile,
b ·ause one can only force the semblance of, not actual diligence; disa trou,, b cau e such mean would ouly weaken the spirit of selfreliance and re ponsibility.
forced study pre uppo '0 • the di cipline of a school, and relations
su ·h a xi t d between teachers an<l pupils in the colleges of the Middle Age . "uch chool-like order and relations are impo ible in
G rman univer iti , owing to the traditional custom in vogue, and to
th advanc d age of the, tudents. It would be folly to seek teachers
who could gov rn young men, between 20 aud 25 years of age, with
the form and means of cbool di cipline. Without such order all other
m au would be futile, uot to speak of li 'ts of attendance, and such
thin ., . Examination at tat d intervals would not be reliable aid
in inilu ing the student to work, and for scientific work they would
prove , hindrance. At he t the examinations would force the students
to learn by heart some lectur -note , or text-book , or the tu<lents
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would coach themselves by means of question books that would quickly
be published to meet the demand. Every such examination brings
forth suitable means for evading tlle difficulties it offers.
This scanty positive result would be overbalanced by the negative
effects. First, the relation between student and academic teacher
would be disturbed. At present it is wholly based upon freedom and
confidence, and is therefore a most delightful one. Every attempt to
increase the attendance upon the lectures by other means than are found
in their own attraction, would seriously endanger the present relation.
Who could endure to staud before an audience to whom lie could uot
say at any time: He who does not find it profitable to attend to my
words, will please remember that he is not obliged to come 1 And then,
too, the relation to science would be disturbed: She
be sought and
wooed as a free~born by the free; if she were forced upon the students
she wonld become an object of loathing and hatred, ~ot only to those
who now avoid her, but also by those who love her fondly.
He to whom his own knowledge of human nature does not tell all
this, may learn it through the experience that has been always and
everywhere the result of such measures. His instructive to read wliat
a gentleman wellacqnainted with Russian circumstauces says. (Reform
of Rus8,ian Universities, Law of 1884, Leipzig, 1886.) There are official courses of study for each year, attendance is obligatory, examinatious are held and testimonials given. And the resultt
·

will

Everywhere is heard the complaint, thfl,t as early as the middle of November the
lecture halls are nearly deserted. It is well, if after New Year till the close of
February a little increase is noticeable in the attendance; but after that the preparation for the coming examination prevents all further attendance upon lectnres.
* * * Much importance is given to '' lithographed lectures;" they are. bought at
high prices, aud enjoy official acknowledgment. 1'he professor revises the copies
or stenograms of his lectures first, before he questions the students in examination
on the contents of these copies. (P. 99.)

About the manner in which these examinations are conducted tlle
same source offers some curious informatiou. Observations_ made by
Fr. Nicolai more than a huudred years ago, in the Vienna University,
can be read in the description of his travels ( see Vol. rv, p. 57).
He found in the philosophic lecture room about two huudred hearers;
the lecture Vi as good, interesting, and comprehensible, but the students
conducted themselves like boys:
Some lay ou their backs on benches, others converseu; some looked about like
children, and still others nodded in gentle sleep. All that is allowable, but in order
to prevent these "lovers of wisdom" from becoming boisterous ancl disturbing the
professor, an older student, the "jisous philosophire," is placed near the cathedra.
He rises when occasion demands and reminds the students that they owe respect
to their teacher.

We may also refer to a parallel which J. M. Hart, in his book on
"German Universities," draws between the relation oftlie Germanp:r:ofessor to his hearers and that of t.he American professor to his pupils.
The contrasting feature in the life of a professor in America, namely, the obliga-
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tion to maintain diseipline ancl perform police duty, is wholly wanting in Germany.
The German professor reads only for such as are willing and capable of hearing him.
His relation to his hearers is that of one gentleman speaking to others. He is not in
constant dread of being called nicknames, or seeing caricatures of his face; his nig-htly
repose is not disturbed by serenades.

Uertaiuly these things would be found with us also, if we introduced
the causes that engender them, viz, school discipline and police supervision.
But even if these effects failed to appear, if it should come to pass
that all the students were changed into willing- pupils who do their
lessons diligently, this result would be far from the ideal; on the contrary, it would be synonymous with the destruction of the idea of the
German university. To form young men to be independent men,
independent in thought and will, and conscious of their own responsibility, that is the idea of the Gel'man university as it bas developed
during the last two centuries. To make use of liberty, to advise and
govern one's self, can only be learned in liberty. It is true, this is a
dangerous school, but there is no other. Many lose their way, yes,
most of them, for a shorter or a longer period, wander about without
guidance, before they find the right thing and that which suits them
be t.
But lie who bas not erred on bis own account, and not found bis
way by his own vigor of mind, can not be said to have made important
experie11ces. He who travels through a country on a straight road, can
not e much of it; on round-about paths and occasional misleading
road , oue learns to know the country; they oblige one to observe
lrnrply, to look in every direction, and to notice land marks in order
to find the right way. It is ju. t so in the sciences. He who travels on
th , traight road of scliool exerci. es and acknowledged truths, he who
ha ' not the courage to deviate and to err, may be said not to have seen
much in tlle land of truth. And to err long means to remain young
long; ouly he who is fmi.,hed, does not err any more. He who bas
1 am cl from xperience to err, to seek, and to find, will be a much
better help r a11<l guide for other erring strugglers. A11d even such
rron; a lie on tbe ,·icle of volition are not without beneficial fruit for
him who fii1d hi: way back by his own might. Man mature:s in the
battl ., which the will figlits with the inclination s to secure it~ liberty
and ,·ov ,reign y. "One mu,·t ri. k the boys iu order to gain men."
Tl1i.· w01· l of Hon eau still holds good. Upon thi · priuciple the
7erma11 univ r ity i ba eel .. And that is the very thing for which the
mau of ripe age feel grateful. The university did not, take him by
the band, gui<l him like a , choolboy, and gna,rd him from error' of all
kind ; no, it made him find bi own way; but it awakened powers that
tuad it o · ible for him t trac hi· tep al'ight, and to take heed for
him· ,Jf. ti. n t th tea hers alone (it i lucky for the student if, here
ml tu r , lrn m et.· at ach r who throw. a li ttle light upon hi path),
bu the entire univer ity with it: in ·titution , regulation , it traditions
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and associa.t ions that make a man of him; every thing calls upon him
to exert his own will, to be a man, and stand np for himself.
Once more H. von Sybel may be quoted. He says:
We can not estimate too highly the gain derived from the fact that our uuiversities
in their innermost character, have the tendency to liberate the spirit of the man.
In the preparatory school authority necessarily governed the whole man; in subsequent life the practical profession does so, and with it exterior authority claims a
consi<lerable portion of existence. But upon German soil every educated man shall
have ono moment in his life in which the organs of authority, in which nation, state,
and teacher, proclaim to him as the highest of all commands: Bo thou intellectually
free .

Since we have arrived at the essential point in the character of the
German university, the opinion of another classic witness may herefind a place. Schleiermacher says in his Occasional Thoughts (p. 110):
It is not the real purpose of the university to make its students learn, but to offer
to the young men an entirely new life, to awaken in them a higher and truly scientific spirit. But tha t can never be clone by means of compulsion; only in the atmosphere of absolute fr eedom of the mind is this possible, especia,lly among Germans.
As man can be made subject to the laws of love and faith only through love and
faith (presuming that he is open to both) and not through force and compulsory
exterior exercises, so he can be brought to approach knowledge and science that free
him from ~he service of authority, only through knowledge, and through n othing
else. We Germans especially, we sworn lovers of freedom in general, as well as of
the individuality of every person, we who have never thought much of a general or
normal forrn of science and belief, nor of an exclusive, infallible method for all to
reach science and belief, how elso can-we but presuppose tbat this higher spirit of
cognition must break forth in each person in his own wayf How else can we but
presuppose, and prove by our institutions, that this process can not be conducted in
a mechanical way, lrnt must bear the character of freedom in all its parts f Therefore we can not treat all that belongs to it other than very tenderly.

The cipplia,nces for stiidy cind their ,nse.-Form and importance of
the instruction offered in the university has been treated on previous
pages. It is tlle business of the student to make go@d use of the instruction. During the first few semesters it will chiefly be his object
to be admitted by some well-chosen lectures to the field upon which he
is to work. Tradition suggests his writing out the lectures from notes
taken; if it is done with circumspection, it is an exercise not to be
despised. It uecessitates him to follow the speaker with constant
reflection, to shape anew the essential contents iu abbreviated form .
Gneist calls attention to the fact, in his Aphorisms Concerning Reform
of Legal Education (1887), that it is a good preparation for the lawyer
for his subsequent work to follow oral transactions, and by jotting
down the main points to enable himself to recall the entire cours~ of
the proceedings. Similar occasions present themselves to everyone,
not to the lawyers only; speech and oral proceedings begin to become
more prominent with the ever increasing publicity of our modem life,
side by side with reading and writing. Hence, written reports have
their value if they are not merely done with the hand, to which the art
of shorthand writing offers temptation. If the lecture is of interest,
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the note taken wm have their practical value for home repetition and
thorough review.
During the Dext following semesters, the so-called university exercise8 accompany the lectures. Jn them it is the object to learn the
method of' investigation or- treatment of related. problems. 1t m:1y be
suppos~J chat nowadays, at least in the philosophical faculty, all diligent and eager students participate in one way or another in the
exercises that are oftered either in public seminaries or iu private
societies and courses. Indeed, the active work offered here is a necessary complement of the · more receptive mental activity during the
lecture. The transmission of scientific working methods now takes
place almost exclusively in these institutions. These seminaries and
conferences, as they may be called, are the best means for making personal acquaintance between teachers and students possible. Wherever
a really intimate relation is formed between th em , it has, as a rule, its
root in eminary exercises, in the course of which the student enjoys
individual, personal attention and care; here it is that the teacher
sees the growth of talents that iu future will continue his labors.
A econd very important means of study in the university is reading. It is e, sential that the student should read the most imnortant
authors in the chief branches of his chosen science, and that he learn
to know them by thorough study. The lecture gives him, at :first, a
general view, then, by skillful use and thorough study of a text-book
on the 'ame su l>ject, he succeeds in a better control of technical terms,
aud in ·uppl menting facts. It is also advisable to use extensive
refereuc wol'ks occasionally. Even their bare acquaintance is a positive
gain; in lat r life, e pecially in remote localities, they are not readily
a c· ,_. ·ibl •. 'rh ~n it will be important for the student to make himself
familiar with the history of the science_, at least in outline. The lectures
bei11g dir cted n ore toward the systematic part are supplemente,l, as a
rul ,, by reference to literature; this is especially true with natural
scieuce . Occupying one's mind with tlle history of a science~ however,
wi11 b fruitfnl only if it leads the student to study a few of the hi ·toricaJly important works, to conduct in person a few of the clas ic investigation , and not merely learn them from the reports of other . If
literary monum nt,· are the. chief material of iu vestigation, that i , in
the philologic and lli toric science,·, the ta k of becoming- familiar with
them by ·arefol reading aud compari on is imperative. Thus, for instan · , he theol gian and philologi twill :find that the perusal of the
writing. which form the chief object of his science comprise tbe most
important part of thi work. He becomes freer and securer in proportion to the ma t ry he gains over the real substance of his ,·cience. He
who know the u dects themselves will ea ily find his way through their
bibliography, codice , and edition·, problems and commentairi , aud
he will 0 • through the e only a far as i · desirable and nece, ary.
Thi.· u y f bi · own s ·ieuc i then supplemented, as op1 ortunit.y
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and inclination allow, by reading works on related subjects and matter
suitable to promote general culture. In this connection philosophy will
claim its right of being noticed. .According to the ancient truism ''All ·
roads lead to Rome," and so in science alI roads lead to philosophy.
All investigation ends in those general problems the solution-of which
has always been assigned to philosophy.
With regard to the method of reading, the old advice to read with
pen or pencil in hand will forever hold good. By noticing the course
of ideas, by emphasizing essentials) tbe attention is kept alive, and
ideas and facts are impressed upm. . i.:1e mind. For the purpose of sub·
sequent remembrance a few notes made personally during the first lectures are of greater value than a minute or exact report by others.
Reading is most fruitful when it is guided by certain points of view,
historical or other. .A.round these points the actual profit accumulates.
It may be remarked that recently much has been done to make_the
literary resources of German universities more accessible than formerly.
The public libraries have come to meet the demands of the students by
placing in immediate reach a rich collection of reference books for free
use in the reading room, so that every attendant may without much formality at any time consult the most important text-books and works of
reference. .Also the well-stocked seminary libraries are open for use in
the university buildings, the books of which may be loaned and taken
home by the members of the seminary. It is devoutly to be hoped that
the very extensive provision for literary treasures in libraries by means
of public funds will not have the effect of increasing the customary
economy of students in procuring their own collection of books. -.A
sman home library is, after all, an indispensable possession for anyone
who works scientifically.
Lastly, I may touch upon the advantages of working in company with
others. It may be done in two ways-either by individuals working
together privately, or by organized work in scientific societies. Both
ways can be very successful. When two or three who are agreeable to
each other and complement one another come together, for the purpose
of reading or review, the work progresses well amid cbeerfulness. The
contemplation of a subject from two points of view and the opportunity
to express one's views and opinions offhand increase the interest,
facilitate and deepen the comprehensjon. Also scientific societies as
they have recently formed in great numbers have an importance that
can not be underrated; partly because they bring together men o:f similar aspirations and give them opportunities to get acquainted with
each other. In good. and well-conducted societies something of historical tradition is formed that infuses the newcomer with good spirit,
guides him into right ways, and encourages him to high aspirations.
The opportunity to lay before the circle of fellow students the results
of little investigations or essays, reviews, and communications proves
to be a desirable supplement to seminary exercises.
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Examinr.itions.-Everywhere in German unh·ersities there are two
kind. of examinations-aca,demic and state examinations. The former
are held by the faculties, and through them academic degrees are
obtained. The state examinations are held by boards of examination
which are appointed by the government, mostly for one year. ~l'hese
boards receive instructions as to the manner of conducting these examinations. Tv pass a ~tate examination is a conditio sine qua non for
entering the learned professions. Academic examinations and degrees
have practical significance only for the university career, since they
are necessary for gaining admission as private professors; otherwise
they have the significance of a recommendation, or an ornament, only.
The general adoption of the system of state examinations dates from
tbe beginning of the nineteenth century. Its beginnings date back
to .the eighteenth century. · For the medical profession the academic
examinations and degrees were sufficient. For governmental offices
entrance to the professions was conditioned, as a rule, by academic
testimonials (either by official proofs of having acquired a degree, or
at least having attended a university, or by private testimonials of
distingui bed professors), and by temporary employment in a governmental office, or a court as anscultator. If he proved bis effici_e ncy,
and after a few extra tests satisfactory to his superiors, a definite
appointment was sure to follow. The oldest examinations were those
for clerical offices; they were conducted by ecclesiastical authorities.
For the profession of teaching, special examinations for candidates
were separated from the theological exarninatious not before the beginning of the nineteenth century, in Prussia since 1810. The developm nt of the system of state examinations is in closest connection with
the ntire bi torical development of the state. The new order of the
rman , tates adopted at the beginning of the nineteenth century,
that is, since the clash with revolutionary France, necessitated a new
order for appointing officers. The old system of inherited claims to
the higher positions in military and civil service, was done away with;
in place of di. tributing the offices according to the judgment, favor,
and inclination of the crown and private patrons, a new principle was
adopted-that of selecting from the applicants those who passed pre' cribed examinations. From this the principle of promotion according
to 1 ngth of ervice followed logically.
With the general adoption of this system two results have been
a compli. hed. (1) It give to the sta.te a certain security that the
office, will not fall into the hands of applicants wholly or in ufficiently
pr par d. (2) It gives to him who prepares him elf for any career or
who nter it with the proof of his capacity, a certain ecurity that no
ne without m rit can be pr ferred to him merely through personal
favoriti m.
Thi i t
. ntial ignificance of the examination . He who prefir thi y tern to that of patronage and privileges must also want
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the exarq.inations, however little of an infallible means they may be for
recognizing capacity and merit, and however much of discomfort and
disturbance they may cause, both for examiners and examinees. Above
all, the freedom of scientific study suffers from them most. Every examination which is not a purely pedagogical act between teachers and
pupils, every state examination which has the object of ascertaining
the amount of knowledge by examiners not acquainted with the applicants, will necessarily lead to reviewing compendiums and memorizing
text books. In the nature of the case, such an examination is directed
toward externals-that is, things that can be sta.ted in a few wordsand not so much toward internals and the essence of a science. The
real intellectual product of scientific occupation can never be of much
account in such an examination, as the sharp-sighted Englishman,
Latham, in his excellent book proved, "On ~he action of examination
considered as a means of selection" ( 1877). This fact becomes very
prominent when the examination is conducted partly, or entirely, by
men who do not take active part in teaching. This has been the case
in Prussia in examinations for entering the legal profession, but recently
the university teachers have found a better representation in the boards
of examiners.
V.-THl~ UNITY OF - THE UNIVERSI'.l'Y.

It is a conviction generally shared that_the preservation of the unitied university is a happy dispensation in our national history. This
concluding chapter may show what gain for science and the life of the.
nation is derived from it.
The most obvious gain is, that a unified university is superior in
influence and reputation to the separated faculties. The French facultes have felt this; a detached faculty of law or medicine is barely
known., while small German universities, like Jena, Kiel, Erlangen,
have a world-wide reputation. In Erlangen it is the theological, in
Kiel the medical, in Jena the philosophical faculty which giveR luster
and reputation to the whole corporation. This is not without importance for each individual member of a university. As a professor of
the university of Jena or Erlangen, a scholar is everywhere known, and
all doors are open to him, while a member of an obscure detached faculty disappears from public view. For stude~ts, too, the term university has a better sound. That, for instance, Paris could gain such a
preponderance over the other facultes that jt alone enrolls one-ha.If of
all the students of France, is owing to the fact that there are no universities in the provinces. For this very reason efforts are beiug made
recently to consolidate the professional scho ls into unified universities.
A more important consideration is that which pertains to the internal importance of the question. The unified university represents the
unity of science in its organization, and thus makes it obvious to all
its members. Since it constantly suggests to every member to seek
ED
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aid arnono· th otller , it lead, the representatives of the mo t varied
cienc :. to intimate re iprocal action. The professors meet daily
within and out ide of the university buildings. The theologian meets
the pllysio1ogi t 2 philologist, historian, and physicist; and because these
science present themselves to him personified, as it were, he can not
pos. ibly pa s them by. He feels impelled to make terms with them in
hi mind, as he does socially. Doubtless, the character of Protestant
theology is in close relation to this, for to .reconcile science and religion
is its chief tendency; especially is it the task of dogmatics to construct
a bridge between scientific consciousness and the religious needs of the
times. Catholic theology originates chiefly in the exclusive seminaries,
and where it exi ts in universities it maintains a, certain exclusiveness;
hence there is more unity in its teaching, but also less power to influence science and the culture of tho times. Protestant theology being
reinforced by all the sciences, bas a reflex effect upon them; consider,
for instance, such men as Schleiermacher, Baur, Hase. For the German
uni r ities it is not an insignificant source of impulse that most of
tlJem have a Protestant theological faculty in their mi<lst. Estrangement of cieutific thought from religion, as it is often found in Catholic
ountrie , the universities of which have no theological faculties, is not .
pos. iblc in the Protestant world. Compare the French civilization with
the G rrnan; the former is irreligious, the latter on the whole is a
religi us movement. Wolff and Kant are both, in a certain sense,
r former of theolo 0 ·y; and Fichte, Schelling, Hegel are such even to a
~at r d 0 Tee.
i ilar fi'ect is noticed i11- tho otber sciences. The philosopher
· t o-ether daily ·w ith investigators of uatnre and history; inflnwork hitb I and thither. Ile constantly receives from them impul , to bring bis thoughts into contact with concrete reality; tho
whole mod rn development of philosophy in G'ermany shows this. On
th otl1 r lrnnd, be awakens and enlivens in the investigator· the desire
to find general truth aud ultimate u.ims. The inclination of German
scienc toward philo ophy may be the result uf constant personal
contact of philo ophers and theologians. Likewise the jurist meets
daily the hi ' toriau, the political economist, the physician and the
phy i i t the chemi t and the biologist. The mere existence of the
other i an appeal to him to seek relations beyond the limits of bis own
field of stu ly. The friend, hip that united v. Savigny and .Tacob
Grimm , th founder f the school of historic right and the founder of
the ·h ol f G rmani tic re ·carch, may be considered a symbol of the
unity of th l gal and the historic investigation in Germany.
A imili, r unity exi t b tween medicine and natural science. "\Ve
may al
c 11 att ntion in this connection to the ea e with which
tud nt tum fr m one science to another-frequently the limits of a
fac lty ar Pc :, erl o er. Lotze, the philosopher, was a, phrician and
profe r f medi •il1e in Leipzig, b fore he was called to Gottingeu a
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professor ofphilosop4y. Wundt also started with the study of medicine .
.Fechner was a professor of physics all his life. Helmholtz, the phys.icist and physiologist, had completed his medical studies and was army
~urgeon before he became professor of physiology, and afterward of
_physics. l\fommRen, the historian, was original1y professor of law before
he became professor of history. Zeller, the historian of philosophy,
.was a theologian, an<l for a long time professor of theology, before he
turned to the philosophic faculty. All these men and many others have
-laid the foundation to this double nature-while they were still students .
.And this lea<ls over to the other point. .As social communion is of
'the greatest importance for the faculties, so it is for the student. It is
true the university has not the unity of a school, for it is really a combination of in<lependent institutions, the courses of which are essentially laid side by side. Nevertheless, a frequent reaching over from
one faculty to another takes place. There is scarcely a student in a
German university who has not attended one course of lectures outside
of his own faculty, or at least attended occasional lectures there. Of
all the faculties, it is the philosophic which proves to be the most gen.eral. In the lectures of the philosopher, the historian, the scientist, the
political economist, the studeut of all the faculties meet; most frequently are the students of theol~·y seen there, for of them it may be
said that tlley liave the most universal desire for culture. Tl.le students
of law aud medicine are not so (?ften found in the philosophical faculty,
but frequently enough to make an absolute nonattendance a rare
exception. Tlle contrary case is found also. Members of the pbilo1sophic faculty attend, according to inclination and the nature of their
study, courses of literature iu other faculties. The student of history
bears lectures on law and church history; the student of natural
sciences hears lectures on medicine, etc. Undoubtedly this facilitates
the passing from one faculty into another- that is, the change from one
profession to another which takes place frequenLly. The unity of the
university makes it possible to recognize and correct betimes errors in
the selection of the studies and profession, since it invites all its stu_dents to survey the ground in the whole realm of science.
Tllis reciprocity in the lecture courses is supplemented by another
important fact, the social and scientific intercourse of the students
themselves. There is scarcely a student who is not in more or less
this regard
lively intercourse with the members of other faculties.
the students' clubs are very beneficial; here lawye1~s and philologists,
theologians and medical students, learn to know each other intimately.
Many a friendship that ~asts for a lifetime is cemented here. Tb.is is
not a trifling consideration. He who has lived in personal friendship
with a single member of another profession in the university enters
into relation to the entire profession; the basis of mutual comprehension
·and confidence is given. "Ars non habet osorern, nis-i ignorantem." The
unity of university culture contributes to a great degree toward .creat·

In
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ing in all who have academic culture a feeling of unity and solidarity,
a D lino· f ari tocra y of the mind, destined to counterbafa.nce the
ari, tocra ·y of birth and money. Since it excludes no one who has the
capacity tori e to the lev 1 of the academic world, it reestablishes,· as
the clergy did formerly, the unity and spiritual leadership of the nation.
To do honor to truth it must be stated, however, that the ancient
"univ r ita, " is recently exposed to the danger of disintegration more
than before. Not that the outer bond is iu danger of being loosened,
but it inner relations ~ eem to lose their strength. It is the progressing
divi ~ion of labor, and the tendency to specialization arising therefrom,
which threatens the unity of the institution. The students and "professors of medicine have loosened their connection with the university
· proper more than those of the other faculties. This is owing to unavoidable circum tances, namely, the independence and remote location of
th ir in titute , uch a. clinics and hospitals. The study of medicine
take bold of tho newcomer more decisively and exclusively than any
oth r faculty. The students of theology and law remain more closely
attach i to the univer ity. On the other hand, the tendency spoken of
i found activ . in th philo ophic faculty also. In the nature of the case
tbi faculty intend· to represent the unity of the sciences. Construing it
pur ly theoretically, one might lodge in it all that is really scientifi,c in
the higher facultie , for it either belongs, like religion and law, to the
r alm of hi ·torical re earch, or like na.t ural phenomena, to the :field of
ci ntific im·e. tigation. Upon this is ba.::sed the ancient connection of
the higher f ri.ltie with the philosophic-that is to say, we presuppose
he I bilo o hi faculty to be the general basis of the higher faculties,
t la t r havin · branched off and assumed the character of technical
or pr f i nal in titution .
nt in proportion as the sciences within the philosophic faculty
bran h off and specialize, in proportion as these branches develop into
t lmical or profe ional schools, in the same proportion the faculty
Jo e the capacity to serve general purposes. Since the lectures on
pbilo. opby and mathematics have assumed the character: of a professional in titution for pecialists, they are not as numerously attended
by , tudents of theology and medicine. And in the lectures on natural
ci n e a1 cl hi tory a similar change, with its consequences, is noticeabl . 'Ihe philo, ophic lectures, pure and simple, are about the only
one which are generally attended.
H wever, the clivi ion of labor can not be undone, for upon it de11ends
the enormou progre · of scientific inve tigation in modern times. It
mu t become the object of all who understand the danger, to combat
the ·pirit of speciali m, of self-limitation, and narrow-minded self- uffici ncy; to aid in thi endeavor every member of the univer ity is called
nr n. The view of that which i general, a philosophic sense which is
ever ready to place the particular at the service of the highest intellige ce, h uld forever :find a home in the philosophic faculty. 'lhj
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would be a noble object of the pul>lic lectures, in which, to a large
audience of members of related branches of science, the results and
problems of separate sciences might be treated, so far as they are found
-to be of general interest. The official ·managers also might, to a certain
degree, aid in checking the tendency to excessive specialization, 'both
among the professors and students. An excessive number of chairs
for one science will naturally promote a division of the matter to be
taught, and thus threaten the aims of higher education. On the other
\
band, the character of higher study might be influenced advantageously, both by the order of examination and the composition of the
examination board.
In conclusion we shall touch upon another point: The unity of all
universities of the German tongue. The totality of the German universities forms a world of its own, exclusive toward the outside world
and closely linked together. A constant exchange of students as well
as professors runs through it, as the life-giving current of blood does
through the body. This peculiarity is not found in foreign universities,
notably not in those of the English type. As the students remain in
their colleges, so the graduates remain with their university; at least,
the institution preferably recruits its faculty from its own graduates,
ceteris pciribus. In Germany this is not at all the case, so that one is
tempted to speak of a prevalent inclination to procure new professors
from outside. Every university tries to draw into its folds the best
men wherever it can find and induce them to come, and it does that in
order to increase its own power of attraction. The territorial division
of Germany into many states of varying size is, undoubtedly, one of
the causes of this system. There has ever 'been, and is now, a noble
rivalry between the various German governments to elevate their uni~
vers1ties, and to keep them on a high level of excellence without regard
to the place of birth of the applicants for professors' chairs. It can not
be doubted for a moment that this systerri is superior to the system of
favoring home talent. Though the change at times may be a little too
abrupt, yet on the whole, it has great advantages that every university
takes part in the life of the union, and is ever supplied with new blood
and new thoughts.
At the close of this essay it need scarcely be offered as an excuse that
I have attempted chiefly to show the great underlying ideas of the
German university system, and hence lightly passed over deficiencies
and the shady sides of the picture, such as are not wanting in any
human institution. People uowadays prefer to dwell upon these, thinking that they represent the reality; whereas such persons, perhaps
unknowingly, lose sight of the essential features, as they have be.e n represented in the foregoing pages. The underlying idea is also a piece
of reality, and so long as this reality is alive, the most important and
most significant portion of reality, its animating spirit, will be found
active.
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A word of Savigny may express what the German nation possesses
in its universities. In an essay, quoted before, he says :
That which con tit!ltes their value is not the perfect scientific scholarliness of
their teacher , nor the growing scholarlinessoftheir students. If we were to claim
that, we should be holcling before ourselves a mirror that would shame us. But it
is the fact thnt in our universities we have a form in which every distinguished talent
among the professors finds a chance for d ev-e lopment; in which every strong predisposition among the students finds satisfaction; a form by means of which ...e,;,ery
progress in science easily :finds introduction; a form by means of which it is easy to
recognize a man of talent who seems destined for a higher vocation, and by means
of which in the poorer life of more circumscribed tal ents a feeling of higher existence is awakened. Upon the possession of such a form we have reason to be proud,
and h e who knows our universities, will agree with me that this praise expresses
literal trutb, and is no exaggeration.

APPENDIX.
L,-UNIVER ITIES WITHIN THE LIMITS OF THE PRESENT GER:\IAN EMPIRE, TOGETH:EH
WITH THE DATE OF FOUNDATION.

[Thoso in parentheses have been dissolv·e d.]

Heidelberg, 1385.
( Cologne, 1388-1794.)
(Erfurt, 1392-1816.)
Leipzig, 1409.
Rostock, 1419.
Greifswah1, 1456.
Freibmg, 1457.
(Ingolstadt, 1472-1800.)
(TroYes, 1473-1798.)
( faycnce, 1477-1789. )
'l'iibingen, 1477.
(Wittenbern-, 1502-1817.)
(Frankfort on th e Oder, 1506-1810.)
.Marbnro-, 1527.
Konigsberg, 1544.
(Dillin gen, 1549-1803.)
Jena, 1558.
Brannsberg, 1-6 ; renewed, 1818.
(H lm tu.dt, 1576-1809.) .

WUrzburg, 1582.
Giesscn, 1607.
(Paderborn, 1614-1818. 1
Strassburg, 1621; renewed, 1872.
(Rinteln, 1621-1809.)
(Altdorf, 1622.:_1807.)
(Osnabrlick; 1630-1633.)
(Bamberg, 1648-1803.)
(Duisbmg, 1655-~818.)
Kiel, 1665.
Halle,1694.
Breslau, 1702; r enewed, 1811.
Gottingen, 1737 .
Erlaugen, 1743.
Miinster, 1780.
Berlin, 1809.
Bonn, 1818.
Munich, 1826.
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From the great number of books and pamphlets concerning German universities,
many of which are orations and publications occasioned by anniversaries, I select a
few of the most noteworthy.
A.-General Works.
chlei rmache-r. Gel gentlicbc Gcdanken tiber Universiti.iten in deutsclicm
, inn. 1 08.
K. Fr. v . avi!!Uy.
eber We en un<l Werth <ler cleutschen Uni,·er it:iten, :in L.
Rank ,, hi torisch-politischer Zeitschrift, Jaurgang 1832.
J. Grimm.
ber, chule, niversitat und Akademie (1849), in: Kleinero Schriften,
I, 211 ff.
Fr.
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J. S. Dollinger. Die Uni versitiiten sonst und jetzt. 1867.
H. v. Sybel. Die deutschcn urrd die auswiirtigen Universit~Lten, 1868. Published in
Vortriigen und Aufsiitzen, 1885.
H. ,-, Sybel. Von deutschen Hochschulen. Allerlei was da ist, und was <la sein
sollte. 1869.
J.B. Meyer. Deutsche Universitatsentwickluug. Vorzeit, Gegenwa,rt, ?uknnft,
187'!. (Deutsche Zeit uncl Streitfragen.) _
H. Helmholtz. Ueber akademische Freiheit, 1877. Rektoratsrecle.
E. Zeller. Ueber akaclemisches Lehren nnd Lernen. 1877. Rektoratsrede.
M. Ka,hler. Die Universitiiten uncl das offentliche Leben. 1891.
I caU attention aliso to -the chapters concerning universities in the following works:
c.·F. Dahlmann. Politik, 2. A., 1847. R. v. Mohl; _Folizeiwissenschaft, 1, 3. A.,
1866. H. Marquardsen in: Bluntschli und Brater, Deutsches Staatswi>rterbuch, Ed. x, 677, Art. Universitaten.
Among foreign books I mention:
,J.M. Hart. German Universities. A narrative of personal experience. New York.
1874.
Edmond Dreyfus-Brisac. L'universite de Bonn et l'enseignement superienr en Allemagne. Paris. 1879.
B.-History.
A complete historical presentation is not yet in existence, for the work of Meiners,
Geschichte der Entstehung und Entwicklung der hohen Sclmlen unseres Erdtheils
(4- vols. 1802) can not be considered complete. Some fragments of the history of
German universities are found in the fourth volume of Karl v. Rai1mer's History of
Pedagogy. A true history has only become possible since extensive publications
from the archives have made the material accessible and i:-ince tho publications of the
chronicles of indi vidual universities have prepared the way for a comprehensive historical presentation. Such a work is contemplated by G. Kaufmann. rrhus far only
the first volume has been issued, which treats of npn-German univer.sities: Geschichtc der deutschen Un ivcrsitaten, Bel. 1, 1888. Something of the history of instruction, especially that of the philosophic faculties, is found in Fr. Paulsen's Geschichte
des gelehrten Unterrichts auf den deuts chen Schulen und Universitiiten, 1885.
L. v. Stein, Das Bildungsweseu des Mittelalters (1883); Die Zeit bis zum 19.
Jahrhundert (1886), offers chiefly a review of the history of tho state's management
of education in tho different countries of Europe.
Among the presentations which, in regard to time and extent, treat certain limited
fields of the subject, we mention:
H. Denifle. Die Entstehung der Universitaten des Mittelalters bis HOO. 1885. Vol.
I of a work on the universities of the Middle Ages.
Otto Kammel. Die Universitiiten des Mittelalters, in: Schmid, Geschichte der Erziehnng vom Anfa.ng an bis auf unsere Zeit. II., 1. Abth. (1891.)
Fr. Paulsen. Grlindung, Organisation uncl Lebensordnungen der deutschen UniversiUi.ten im Mittelalter, in v. Sybel's Historischer Zeitschrift. 1881.
Th. Muther. Aus elem Universiti:its- und Gelehrtenleben im Zeitalter der Reformation. 1866.
A. Tboluck. Das akademische Leben des 17. Jahrhunderts mit besonderer Beziehung auf die protestantisch- theologischen FakJJ.~taten D eutschlands. 2 Bde.
1853-4.
R. v. Stitzing. Geschichte der deutschen Rechtswissenschaft. 1880-1884.
L. Goldschmidt. · Rechtsstudium und Prlifungsordnung. 1887.
Th. Puschmann. Gescbichte des mcdicinischen Unterrichts. 1889.
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From among the historical presentations of individual nni versities we select:
Berlin: R. J{i-ipke. Die Griinclung der Universitiit zu Berlin. 1860.
Erfurt: F . W. KampschuJte. Die Universit\i.t Erfurt in ihrem Verhaltniss zum
Humanismus und zur Reformation. 2 Bde. 1858-1859.
Gi:ittiugen: G. Rossler. Die Griindung der Universitiit Gi:ittingell, 1855. Versuch
einer akademischeu Gelehrtengescbichte von Gi:ittingen von Z . S . Piitter, fortgesetzt von Saalfeld and Osterly. 4 Tble. 1756-1838.
Greifswaltl: Kosegarteu. Geschicbte der Univ. GreifswaJd. 1857.
Halle: J. C. Hoffbauer. Gesch ichte der Univ. Halle. 1805.
Ileidelberg: J. F. Hautz . Geschichte der Univ. Heidelberg. 2 Bde. 1862. More. promising will be A. Thorbecke. Gescbichte der Univ. Heidelberg. Abth. I.
1886.
Konigsb erg : D . H. Arnoldt. Historie der Ki:inigsbergischen Universitiit. 2 Bde.
1746.
Miinchen: C. Prautl. Geschichte der Universitaten Ingolstadt, Landshut, Miinehen.
2 Bde. 1872.
Tii.bingen : K. Kliipfel. Geschichte der Universitat Tu bingen. 1849.
Wiirzburg: F. H. v. Wegele. Geachichte der Uuiversitat Wiirzburg. 2 Bde. 188:&.
Wien : J . Aschbach. Geschichte d'3r Wiener Universitiit im ersten Jahrhuudert
ihres Bestebens. 2 Bde. 1865-77. R. Kink. Geschichte der Universitat
Wien. 2 Bde. 1854.
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PART

II.

ST TI TI .A.L REVIEW OF THE G ERM.A.N U NIVERSITIES.
[Writt o for the Worlds Columbian Exposition by Prof. J . Conrad. Ilalle.]

1. GENERAL REVIEW.

Germany ha at pre, ent twenty complete universities, one royal
a a emy at 1iin, ter with o ly two facultie , and the Lyceum Ho ianum
a Braun b rg whi h has the character of a Catholic chool of theology.
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Of tbe universities only Bonn and Berlin have their origin in this century, while the foundation of the others date back to former centuries;
some, like Heidelberg, are 500 years old.
The total attendance at German universities is at present about 28,000,
or about 57 students to e,,ery 100,000 inhabitants. This number is not
easily compared with that of other countries, since other requirements
for ad.mission are in vogue there, hence the composition of the mass of
university frequenters not being alike, a numerical comparison is obviously unfair. EspecialJy the tbeologic faculty causes a disturbing element in statistical comparison, since in some countries it is separated
from the university, or supplied by independent seminaries quite different in organization and management.
Swedeµ had at the close of the eighth decade about 63 students,
Norway 85 to every 100,000 inhabitants, Bolland 51, Switzerland o3,
of which 5·2 were women. Hence several coun:ries show a greater
number of students than Germany, a fact that may be owing to the
greater length of the course. Leaving the theological studeuts out of
consideration, we find in the countries we are especially interested in, the
following average numbers for the years 1886-1889. To every 100,000
i11 habitantsGermany h ad 48 students .
Anstri<L had 55·9 students.
Italy had 51 ·3 students.
France liad 42·6 students.
Belgium h ad 82·3 students.
Holland had 45·4 students.

Switzerland had 50·4 men students.
Switzerland liad 5·2 women students.
Denmark had 47·1 students.
Norway hacl 76·6 students.
Sweden had 57·3 students.
Russia had 9·9 students.

From this list it is obvious that the number of students in Germany,
compared with that of other leading countries, is by no means very large.
Naturally the attendance has varied considerably in the course of
time. As early as the beginning of the thirties we find more than 52
students in every 100,000 inhabitauts, a number that considerably
exceeded the demand. This number decreased in the following decades
to 33, but rose again during the eighties, until it reached 63, the highest point ever reached; since then it has decreased again. At the end
of the third decade the universities enrolled 11,500 students, at the
close of the sixth decade the number was 13,000, and in the summer
semester of 1890 it was 29,382. Especially from the beginning of the
seventh decade a very rapid increase took place. These fluctuations
may be exp1aiued by the economical circumstances of the times. A
phenomenal progress in the general activity of the nation attracts talent
with magical power towards industrial pursuits; economical depression,
ou the other hand, invites youth more towar_d the secure career of civil
officers. During a depression all professions turn towards academic
culture. During the fifth and sixth decade, the extremely low salaries
paid to all categories of civil officers deterred ma.n y from professional
study, while in later years the general improvement in the payment of
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salaries bas had the contrary effect. The distribution of the students
in the various universities shows great differences. The great universities (Berlin, Munich, and Leipsic, representing the three states Prussia., Bavaria, and Saxony) during the last three semesters attracted
5,000, 3,400, and 3,260, or, together, 11,660, that is, 41 per cent of all the
students, while during the first few decades of our statistical expose
they en-rolled only 31 to 36 per cent.
It is plain that the concentration in chief centers of commerce in
large cities has made great progress. The small universities also have
shown a perceptible increase. -The smallest German university, Rostock, has 3!)0 students; this institution had barely 100 students
during the thirties and forties. Konigsberg, Kiel, Jena, Giessen, with
500 to 700 students, maybe still counted among the smaller, tµe others
among the middle-sized universities. In the smaller universities, as
experience show s, the younger students arc chiefly represented, while
the older ones prefer the larger u11iversities, and in middle-sized universities both freshmen and seniors are found. · However, each university
• exhibits varieties that have their cause in its peculiar features.
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2. THE DIFFERENT FACULTIES.

The Gerr::lan universities had, during the last few semesters, 3,850
students of Protestant theology, which is equal to 12·3 to every 100,000
Protm;tant inhabitants. This number far exceeds the demand, although
not many years ago the number had risen to 4,500, or almost 15 to
every 100,000 Protestants. This high tide did not begin until the
eighth decade, while during the seventh the number of such students
was between 1,700 and 1,990, which number was insufficient to fi11 all
the vacant pulpits.
The number of students of Catholic theology falls short considerably
of that of the Protestants, both in absolute and relative numbers.
Th.e re were only 1,300, or 7·4 to every 100,000 Catholics, during the last
few semesters. During the last years au increase is noticed, but it
is not quite sufficient at present to meet the demand. At the close of
, the seventies, at the time of the "Culturkampf" in Prussia, the number had decreased to 700, or 4·2 to every 100,000 Catholics, while as
early as the fifties, and still earlier, in the thirties, the number had
been more than 1,300, or between 9·3 and 10 to every 100,000 Catholics.
The chief centers of Protestant theology are Berlin and Halle with
over 600 students each, Leipzig with 500, Ti.i.bingen with 400, while
Kiel, Heidelberg, Giessen, and Rostock have scarcely 100 each.
For Catholic theology Breslau and Bonn, Mtinster, and Freiburg,
with over 200 students each, are of special importance, while Braunsberg has only 28.
The number of law students was 6,850 during the last two semesters,
or 13·8 to every 100,000 inhabitants, which is almost twice as large as
circumstances demand. At the beginning of the seventh decade, there
were only 4,000; between 1856-'66 the average nuru uer was 2,800, a
number which proved inadequate.
•
The law students crowd into large cities, and this tendency has
shown itself more 11rominent.ly than in former years. Thus we find in
Berlin, Munich, and Leipzig over 1,000 law students: and in the winter
semester of 1891-'92 as many as 1,557, or 52 per cent of all law
tudent , in cribed in three universities.
Greifswald, Kiel, and Rostock have considerably less than 100,
while the other universities have between 100 and 350. The Jaw
faculty of ome univer itie show remarkable difference betw en the
att ndan in ummer and winter. Berlin naturally ha greater attracti n in winter than in nrnrn r; thi explains why in winter the number
of law , tucl nt' i gre t r by 400 than in ummer. The outhern German univ r ~· iti wi h beautiful ·1uroundings, uch as Ti.ibiugen, Kiel,
and i r ·i ur ,·, d ubl tll ir numb r of law student in the surnm r.
Th rn di ·al fa ·nlty al o ·h w.· an xtraordinarily -trong att n<lance
iu lat \ ', 1-.· n , m 1
, ; 0 r 7 ·,J: to ev ry 100,000 inhabitant ·. Durill th · v 11 h d cad the number of tudent wa ·carcely half of
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what it is now, namely, 3,600 or 8·4, while in the forties the number did
not reach 2,000 or 5·5.
The greatest attraction for medical students Berlin seems to have
with over 1,500 students during the Ia.st year. Munich with 1,000,
then follow Leipzig with 860 and Wii.rzburg with 730; Rostock has the
lowest number, 138; the other universities have between 170 and 370.
The philosophic faculty which, for a long time, was the best attended
faculty in all German universities, has recently fallen somewhat behind
tbe medical. It has now 7,400 students, or about 15 to every 100,000
inhabitants. Since the beginning of the eighth decade, when it had an
attendance of 9,000, or about 20 to every 100,000 inhabitants, it has
gradually gone back, so that now it has reached a normal number.
During the sixties this faculty numbered 4,.500, from 1846-'56 not
quite 3,000 students, or about 8·8 to e·v ery 100,000 inhabitants.
The rather mixed composition of the philosophic faculty makes it
necessary to analyze it and to judge each group separately. It eontains,
first of al1, the large group of students of philology and history, who
numbered during the last year 2,800, or 37·8 per cent of all the students
of the philosophic faculty. How remarkably this number has decreased
· ·seen from the fact that in 1881 this group had 4,546 students, or about
53 per cent. Then comes the second group, that of students of mathematics and natural sciences, which had 2,150 students during the last
year, or 28·6 per cent. In this group the number has decreased less than
in the first, for in 1881 it had 2,682, or about 31·30 per cent.- Still the
decrease is quite perceptible. The third group comprises the students
of political science, agriculture, forestry, mining, etc., which group is
not easily analyzed. The uumber of students in this group fluctuates
frequently and therefore offers no measurement for comparison, many
of these students finishing their studies in other special schools which,
though on a par with universities, are not distinctively universities.
Thus, for · instance, the special schools of agriculture in Berlin and
Holienheim, the forestry schools at Eberswa1de, Munden~ Tharandt,
the ruining academies at Freiberg and others, and the nine technical
universities (polytechnica) for civil and mechanical engineering.
While many of the students of agriculture attend universities in northern Germany, especially Halle,' the students of forestry attend those
of southern Germany, Munich, Ttibingen, and Giessen. Students of
political science also are found there more frequently because they
find there a technical preparation for specific classes of civil offices,
for which a thorough study of law is required in northern Germany.
The third group, then, taken together, comprises 1,013, or 13·4 per cent
which number shows a considerable increase which is probably owing to
the organic connection of some academies of agriculture and forestry witb universities, institutions which formerly had an independent
existence.
In the lists of students we now genera.Uy find auother category: the
ED 92--22
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students of pharmacy and dentistry. That tllese two classes of students are thrown together, is owing to the fact that their ad.mission to
the university is not dependent upon graduation from a gymnasium.
Where this category was not specially mentioned, we wcut back of the
summaries in order to complete our statistical analysis. Only for
Tii.bingen we failed to do so, since the official report of that institution
omits to state to what profession each student devotes himself. This
source of error, however, is quite insignificant. The number which is
withdrawn from observation in Tiibingen, is replaced by 28 veterinary
students in Giessen, tho report of which enrolls them in the philosophic
faculty. During the last two semesters 1,480 persons, or 20 per cent
of the students of tho philosophic faculty, belong to the group of students_of pharmacy and dentistry. The greatest number is exhibited
by Berlin, which has 27G, Munich 258, Leipzig 18G. By far the greatest
number of them are students of pharmacy, only Berlin has the large
number of 154 students of dentistry; Leipzig has only 3'6, Munich in
the summer of 1892 only 3, Halle 7, W iirz burg 8, Gies sen 5. .Altogether
we count more than 330 students of dentistry in German universities.
There are consequently about 1,150 students of pharmacy, while during
the period of lSGl-'71 there were only 470, which shows that this
number oi s-tudents has increased nearly 300 per cent.
3. THE RELATIVE STRENGTH OF THE FACULTIES.

The relative strength of the faculties has changed very essentially
in the course of time. .At the beginning of this century, up to the fourth
decade, theology played the most important part in German universities, for it enrolled nearly one-half, later on, one-third, of all the students.
But <l.uring the forties the percentage fell to one-fourth, and during the
seventies it receded to 13 per cent; since then it has increased to 18
per cent. _In the Protestant theological faculty, the proportion of 16.8
per cent gradually decreased to 10 per cent, at the end of the seventies.
In later year· it fluctuated between 13 and 15 per cent. The :fluctuation: in the Catholic theology are much greater. .A.t tho beginning of
the thirties it ab orbed 11 per cent of all the students; after various
change, during the years 1 7G to 1886, it sank to its lowest point, 3.4
per c nt, Rince then it has increased to 4.8 per cent.
The la,w faculty tluctuated between 20 and 33 per cent, taking the
av rage by decade.. At pre. ent it ab orbs a little less tha.n one-fourth
of all the :tudent , which would se m a normal state of affair . Tbe
m di ·al faculty had up to the year 18 1, between 15 and 21 per cent,
but sin · th nit ha in -reasecl remarkably, and now stands iu the foregronn l with v r O p r c nt.
,'tu ent.· of he philo ophic faculty, pure and proper have been
as 1 h only durino- thi ·entury. Form rly they were ab orbed
o her fa nlti :, p cially by that f theoloo-y, in which the teachrepar cl whil th ·t 1d nt~ of natural scien c completed

1
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their studies iu tlrn medical faculty. At the beginning of the thirties
tlrn philosophical faculty had already been consolidated so well that 18
per cent of all the students were enro1led in it, and they were all students who were not enrolled in any other faculty. Up to the year 1861
this proportion rose to 30 per· cent, and up to 1881 to 41 per cent; in late
years it has returned to a more normal state, and enrolls only 26·5 per
cent, since both, the study of mathematics and natural science, as well
as that of philology, have considerably decreased.
TABLE

IL- Relative siFength of the different faculties in all the Gerrnan Universities.
Protest.ant
theology.

I theology
Catholic
. \-

Per cent.

Per cent.

1

Year.
______

I
1

1830-'31. _.......... .......... .
1831-'32-'36 .. . . . .. ..... - .. - - . 1836-'37-'i'.l ....... ....... . ... .
1841-' 42-' 46 ........ . . . -...... .
1846-'47-'51 .. ......... - - ..... .
1851-'52-'56 ···· ·· -- -- --------1856-'57-'61 ---·- -- ····-·---·-] 861-'62-'66 _... ...... . _...... .
]866-'67- '71 ..... .. ... - - .. - - - . l871 - '72-'76 .... ...... . - ...... 1875-'77-'81 ..... _............ .
1881-'82-'86 .................. .
• 1886-"87-'0l .. _. _. ... __ ....... .
]891- '92 ......... _. _. _.... _... .
1802. - - -.... - .... . - - . - - . - - . - . - ·1

26 ·8
23 ·O
20 ·l
18 ·3
15 ·9
14 ·2
19 ·6
18 ·3
15·9
11
10
15
15 ·8
13 ·8
13 ·6

1 •

11 ·4
9 ·9
8 ·l
8 ·6
10 ·5
10 ·2
10 ·o
8 ·5
7·1
5 ·l
3 ·4
3 ·7
4 ·3
4 ·6
4 ·8

Law .
Medicine. 1!i Philosophy .
- -I
I'

Per cent.
28 ·3
28 ·2
28 ·2
29 •7
33 ·6
33 ·8
23 ·l
21 ·5
22·1
25 ·5
26
19 ·4
21 ·6
24 ·2
24 ·6

. Per cent. ' Per cent.
15 ·8
19 ·8
19 ·8
16 ·8
15 ·2
IS ·6
17 ·8
18 ·2
20 ·9
21 ·7
19 ·l
26 ·6
30 ·4
30 ·6
30 ·6

17 ·7
18 ·2
23 ·7
26 ·6
25 ·7
23 ·2
29 ·5
33 ·5
;J4·0
so·7
41 ·5
35 ·3
28
26
26 ·4

Total.

_ __
Per cent.
100
100
100
100
lCO

100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100

,1-. THE PREPARATION OF GERMAN STUDENTS.

By for the greatest number of students have graduated from the gymnasium, for only the g.raduate of a gymnasium has the unlimited right to
be matriculated in all faculties, and after having attended the lectures,
be admitted to the state examinatfons that open the way to the learned
professions in so far as they are, directly or indirectly, connected with
official duties. Only in the philesophie faculty an exception from· the
requirement mentioned is made. Here the graduates of other high
schools, with a nine years' course, nre on eq11.al footing in certain
branches of science, and as ''bona fide" students they are admitted to
the examinations for academic degrees also. All others who aim at the
acquisition of general culture only, or are preparing themselves for
practical pursuits without claiming the right to state appointments,
such as agriculturists, clle:mists, pharmacists, dentists, etc., are matric ulated without having graduated from the gymnasium or real-gymnasium . Iu Prussia such young men are admitted if they have acquired
the right to the one-year voluntary service in the army.
The statistics of Prussian universities give us very minute information
concerniug the number of graduates. Of the 10,825 German students
who, on an average, studied during tlle six semesters from 1887- '88 to
1890 in Prussian universities, there were 85.2 per cent graduates of
gymnasia, 6.7 per cent graduates of real-gymnasia, 8.1 per cent bad not
graduated. Hence in the total number these last two items are not yet
of considerable importance. For the philosopllic faculty, though, these
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small percentages are of vital importance, for it is in this faculty that
they matriculate almost exclusively. Among the students of Protestant
theology there was but one graduate of a real-gymnasium, and two had
not graduated, probably because they were preparing for missionary
service. Among the Catholic theologians there was but one graduate
of a real-gymnasium: Among the studeuts of law there were two, and
one who had not graduated. Among the medical students 3 were
graduates of a real-gymnasia, and 16 had not graduated. The pllilosophic faculty had on an average 1,816 German students, of whom only
49.1 per cent were graduates of gymnasia; 23 per cent were graduates
of real-gymnasia, chiefly students of modern pllilology, mathematics,
and natural sciences; 27.9 per cent bad not graduated, these were
chiefly agriculturists, chemists, pharmacists, and dentists.
From the other German universities outside of Prussia we have not
such minute information. Only a few universities can be mentioned
here. In the summer semester of 1892 Leipzig bad 3,104 students, of
whom 2,431 were graduates of German gymnasia, 119 gradnates of
real-gymuasia, and 320 Germans and 234 foreigners Lael been admitted
without having graduated from such schools. Expressed on the scale
of 100, and leaving the foreigners out of considerntion, we find that 84.8
per cent were grad~ates of gymnasia, 4.2 per ceut of real-gymnasia, and
11 per cent Lad not graduated. Of 612 German students in the philos-ophic faculty 320, or more than one-half had not graduated. In
Giessen 425 of the 570 German students were graduates of gymnasia,
96 graduates of real -gymnasia, 50 had not graduated-that is, less than
one-fourth of the 216 members of the philosophic faculty.
5. NATIONALITY OF THE FOREIGN STUDENTS.

During the last two semesters there was an average of 1891 foreigners, or 6. 7 per cent of all the student8 in German universities. This
number has gradually increased, although it has somewhat fluctuated.
In 1835-'36 there were only 4-75, or 4.02 per cent; in 1870-'71 there were
753 or G.1 per cent; in 1880-'81 the proportion was 5.16 per cent; at
pre ent it is 6. 7 per cent. By far the greatest 1mmber of foreigners
naturally flock to large cities. Berlin had 626 in winter of 1891-'92,
and 568 in summer of 1892; Munich had 18 in winter, 190 i11 summer;
Leipzig 296 and 241-that i , together the three universities Lad on an
average 1,052-or much more than one-half of all tlie foreigners.
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III.-Nationality of thefore·ign students.

TABLE

No.

Austria .....................

r:n~::lai;a·: :::::: :: :::.:::

Russia ......................
Great Britain ............ ...
France ........ . .............
Swerlen and Norway ........
Belgium .......... . .........
N etlierlands ........... .....

~~il~~~k :::::::::::::::::::

Greece ···- ··-· · ···---------Italy .......................
Luxemburg ............ . .. .
~~:1;~f~ia·::::::::::::::::::
Sen1 ia . . . .......... . ........
Spain ........... .. ..........
Tnrke_y ..... . .............. .
United States of .America ...
America ....................
Asia ........................
Australia -- --- ------------Africa . . . .. .. .............. .
Total ............. ....

1860-"61.

1835- '36 .

Countries.

}

41
233
64
26
21
21

}

l

No.

P.ct.

P. ct.

114
236
156
42
9
14
23

9
50
14
6
4·5
4 ·5

16

Ii
I

No.

I P . ct. / No.

15

178

31
21
5
1
2

213 ~19
204 18
6
71
2
21
22 I 2
341 3

16 {
I
I

i

{

r
30

I
}

77

10 ·5

167

15

77

10 ·5

173

15 ·5

--- ----- -461

100

I

753

100

1
Il

42

8

3 ·5

J

I

No.

P.ct.

6 ·4
6 ·6
]3 ·4
20 ·5
6 ·9
1 ·7
1
19
20 I 1
47 I 2 ·4
1 ·7
34
·3
6
2 ·8
56
1 ·7
34
1 ·3
25
·1
2
1 ·4
27
1 ·1
22
·:J
5
1 ·7
33

82
176
230
367
130
29
31
16
41
35
6
46
29
19
2
25
19
5
37

127
131
267
407
137
34

446
84
8
11

l.
------ I
1133 I 100

1892.

1891- '92 .

1880-'81.

1982

P.ct.
4 ·6
9 ·8
12 ·8
20 ·4
7 ·2
l ·6
l ·7
·9
2 ·3
1 ·9
·3
2 ·5
1 ·6
1
·1
1 ·4
1
·3
2 ·1

22 ·5
4 ·2
·4
·6

21 ·3
383
4 ·3
77
·2
4
·7
12
- - --1801
100
100

I

If we compare the nationalities we find that the greatest number of
students, namely, 415, or 22 per cent, comes from America~ The number
of Americans, coming almost exclusively from the United States, has
increased extraordin arily during the last few years; within the last 10
years it has been doubled, and during the last 30 years it bas been
quadrupled. After America comes Russja with 20.4 per cent; then
Austria-Hungary with 13·7 per cent; then Switzerland with 13. per
cent. Great Britain sends 7 per cent; Asia, especially Japan, is represented with 4.3 per cent.
The greatest number of foreigners are matric:ulated in the philosophic
faculty; it, absorbs 52. 7 per cent of all the foreigners; the medical faculty
bas 25 per cent, the law faculty 13 per cent, the theological 9.3 per cent.
Of the 1,000 foreigners in the philosophic faculties, the greatest munber studied philology and history. Of the 308 foreigners in 1891- '92
matriculated in the philosophic faculty in ~erlin, 203 studied philosophy and history, 66 mathematics and natural sciences, 20 agriculture and political science, 9 pharmacy and dentistry. Only in Halle
a great number of the students of agriculture and political science
are foreigners; in summer of 1892 there were 75 foreigners among the
218 stua.ents of that class, and in the preceding winter there had been
89 foreigners among 272 students. ·
On an average 161 foreigners studied protestant theology during the
last year-41 from Switzerland, 39 from Austria-Hungary, 36 from
America. Only very recently have there been foreigners in the faculty
of the Catholic theology; their mun ber was 16, of w bom 9 came from
Switzerland. Fully one-third of the foreign theologians attend Berlin;
tbe other two-thirds are found in the other 21 universities. Halle had
18, Ttibingen 4, Leipzig 11, Jena, 15, etc.
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Of the 250 foreign law-students 85, or one.third, came from Switzerland, 32 from Austria-Hun gary, 2!) from Russia, 15 from Greece, 12
from .America, 11 from A ia. Most of them attend the large centers.
Berlin had 58, Leipzig 55, Munich 38, Heidelberg 37.
From 'fable IV we sec that the greatest number of foreign students
of medicine came from America, or 1~2 among 4G9, while 100 came from
Ru ·sia, GO from Switzerland, 38 from Asia. Berlin attrac ted 138 of
them, Munich 60, Leipzig 24, Wi.i.rzbnrg 44, Ileidelberg 26.
TABLis

IV .-...Vationality of fo1'cign sluclenls according to faculties.
Protestant
theology.

Countries.

1:: I

1

- - - -- - - - I

Luxemburg .. ..... ... . ...
Au, tr\a···-··~·······---·
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Belguuu ......... ..... ...
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...... 1. . . . . .

14 )

~":i 1 1892. ~~i. I1892.

1

1so, :

~I

I~e<l 1cm
.~
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1892

1...... .... ..

3 )1

o[

13 I
10 1
8 1

1

~

19

2
2
37 1 40 1...... . . . . . .
2 1. .. ... ,
l
1

29 j
3

3G
1

l

~~~~~~~:t::::::::::::::::1::::::1::::::'. :::::: ::·:::: ... ~~.!. .. ~~.
i:~~~::::::::::::::::::::
.... ~. 1I.. .. ~.7 1:::::: :::::1 : ]~5 I 6
Britain............
1

i
li

1~

Gr at

1:1

2

2 I

Ital y · ·-·· · ··· ···-······

I

9 /

2 .. .... ···-··

~.·-··--'······1······ ···-··......
1

~

4o

7 i
4
30
28
1 ··· · ;. ·
02
7,

0 • • • .. •

10

1

1
2 ...... ......
37
0
9

15

;1

~2
1

i

25
127
78
l~l
13 1 20

1~

1~

3t

3~

!~
130

I

8

1G
2~

65

5
86
10
54.

]5
255
10
56

14 1
6

10
7

13
4

3

4

~~:~a.::::: ::::::::::::::i:::: ::1:::: :: :::::: :::::: .... 6. .... ~ ..... 4·J·-·. 4. 11
Turkey ... . .... -·····-··· '
1 ...... ...... ..... .
1
.Africa ............. . -....
1
.An~/i.r.~:::::::::::::::::
u tralia.. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

5

5

······i···-·· ······i·-·-·· ......

4~ 2r .... ~. :::::: g i~

1 ......
1

Total ..............

1

186 .~36 ;

1
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1 G0-'61....
.. ..........
...... .•....
18
o-·s1 ·-····
..
1891-'02+1802 .......... ..

Catliolic
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·
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454

34

29

4~

4J
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27
407
JO
267

25
367
31
230

lf
13

2~
33
11

1~
37
12

8

4

I

243
19
53
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2~~

1

1023 1 971

14

0.4

Mccliriuc. Pliilosopby.

Law.

---- --

Icent.
i'l'r Nf!. ! Per No.
I cent.
~
I I. .... ·
170
······1
lGO
102 I 281······
o ...... I.....
. 102

J{o
1835- '30................. .

1

273 1 22-1 /

Ii~ 2~i

14 1
2~

~~ I 3~~
1083 / 1801

IV r1. -Foreigners in German unive1'sitie.s.

Tu ology,
including
Catholic.

Year.

16

17

1~~ i
3 I
483 I

19
~2
1 16
16

I

~i 102i~ I 137~t
08

1~

I

3

5G

1892

!

9
82
57
13

7

GI

:i;,i

1sc,.

1~

5
112

Totals.

:·:i. ,

1~
14

]!)

5

~0:~'l?~!~l.l~~~::::::::::::: .... ~.!.... ~ ..... ~ .....~. ...~.!. ... ~.
Ronmania
.......
Russia
...............
.. .. 1
'w _tlcnan <lNorway.. ...
Switz rlancl .. . -···-···· ··

I

. ·

Plnlosopliy .

,--- -1· . . . . .

]6 1 0.8

138

Per
ceiit.

No.

36 ' IG3

24
11
248 1 13. l

1 163
304
400

Per
cent .
:14

24
21
24.8

No.
75
251
535
097

Icent.
Per
IG
2-t
47
52. 7

...

6. LE 'GTil OF THE

NIVERSITY COl RSE .

Tot.1ls.

- I Per
~jcent.
401
753
113:1
]891

100
100
100
100
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dents iu Prussiau universities, by stating how many of the matriculated students of German descent are studying longer than is officially
required as preparation for a certain profession. It is also stated how
long t1lose have studied who left the universities after completing their
studies. Furthermore,. it is stated how many semesters these students
stnyecl longer tlrnu is officially prescribed for each profession. If this
sum be divided by the number of students who finish ed the course
we arrive at a tolerably correct average length of the course. Since,
as we shall see later on, the students frequently change their university, the quotient found is not expressing the exact length, for that
ought to be considered a little shorter. We must also consider that
a great number of students perform their year of voluntary army duty
during their university career. Of course during this time attendance
upon lectures ceases. Hence there is a further distinction to be made;
that is, bf~tween those who enter the army and those who do not. We
add, also, the absolute numbers in order to offer a chance for proper
comparison. The results in the margin can not lay claim to absolute
correctness, inasmuch as tho numbers compared are too small for comparison and calculation .
During tbc four semesters from the winter of 1886-'87 to the close of
the summer of 1888, the following number of students completed their
studiei,, in Prussian universities :
·
Faculties.

Protestant theology, after Osemesters .....••.. ..............
Catholic theology, after 6 semesters .. ..................... .
Law, after 6 semesters ............ . . . . ... . ... . ....... ... .... .
Medicine, after 9 semesters .... . . . .. ..... . . .. ................ .
Medicine, after 7 semesters .................. . ...... .. ...... .
Philology, after 8 semesters . ................. _........ _.... .
Mathematics and uatural science, after O semesters ........ .
Mathematics and 11atural science, after 7 semesters . . _..... .
· Mathematics ancl natural science, after 8 semest er s ........ .

I

Number. Average ~:l'l~ir All fl !)mNumber. seme;"Ltr. esters.
- - - - - --- - - - - - - 1 P er cent.
Per cent.
446
97
877
577
38
215
80
47
83

112
2J
219
144
9
54
21
12
21

29 ·5
38 ·7
59 ·8
52

7 ·85
10 ·70
7 ·47
12 ·l(j
11 ·7o

5 1
31
15 ·7 . ...... . . .
10 ·6
11 ·16
20 ·8 . ........ .

·6 1
·.. ... .... .

It is of some interest to state how much the military service lengthens
the course of study. It was found that the students of Protestant
theology, who were not obliged to serve hl the army, could complete
their studies in 7·22 semesters, while those who did serve in the army
required an average of 8·24 semesters. In the Catholic theologic faet1 1yt
the difference was very much greater; in the former case tho duration
was 9·77, in the latter 13·5 semesters. Military service leugtbenod the
course of th~ law students about 1·5 semesters, while the course of the
medical students was lengthened by not quite 1 semester. The pbilologists lost on an average 3 semesters; that is to say, they not only
lost the one year spent in serving under arms, but had to add. another
semester in order to regain what they had lost during that time.
From tbe foregoing numbers we conclude that on a, general avera,g.e
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the duration of all university courses is actually extended longer than
is officially required. The students of Protestant theology study 1·85
semesters longer, the law students 1·17, the medical students 3·16, and
the students of the philosophic faculty 3·5 semesters longer. These
averages do not give a very minute picture of the circumstances; for a
considerable number of students actually succeed in completing their
studies in the prescribed time, while others extend it extremely, be it
from idleness or want of means of subsistence, which requires them to
spend ·much time in giving lessons, etc., or be it that they lose time in
changing their profession. Thus we find in the winter semester of
1888-'$9 and in summer of 1889 that of 12,893 German students in
Prussian universities 161 are in their nineteenth semester, 185 in the
fifteenth to the eighteenth semester, 927 in the tenth to the fourteenth
semester. The greatest number of those who study so long belong
to the medical faculty; the next number is tba,t of the students of the
philosophic faculty, and especially of the division of philology and
history.
It must not l>e ignore<I. in this connection that a change of profession, and hence a transfer from one faculty to another, occurs comparatively often. The Prussian statistics give information on this point
for the period from 188G to 1888. We note the following ratios: Of the
students of Protestant theology, 6 per cent had belonged to another
faculty; of the Catholic theology, 11 per cent; of the law students, 9·4
per cent; of the medical students, 11·5 per cent; of the students of
philo ophy, G per cent; this gives us· a11 average of 8·5 per cent. Since
u h changes always cause a loss of time, this high percentage can .n ot
b 1 e 0 ·~1irded a a favorable sign. Iu the Protestant theologic faculty
th_, number of tho e who entered it from the other faculties a :: d those
who 1 ft it were al>out equal; the Catholic theologic faculty had a gain
of 1·5 per cent; the law faculty had also a gain, but an insignificant
one; the medical hcLd a considerable gain of 9 per cent, while the philosopbic had a lo, s of 7·3 per cent. The Protestant theologians who forsake their faculty more frequently join the law or medical faculty than
that of philo, ophy.
atholic theologians prefer medicine and natural
scienc . '.rhe law student prefer medicine, while the medical students
choo law. The ·tudents of philosophy mostly enter the medical
faculty, ome the law faculty, and a few the theologic facu lty.
Only a small number of students complete their studies iu one
univer ity. A large number change universities several times; many
attend two or three different universities in order then to return to
he fir t. We are not able to ta.te these changes with accuracy; we
can ompare fr m only :fifteen universit,ies the average number of new
ma ri ulation with th whole atten<lance, and thu tate the average
num er of em t r. p nt by tbe student ·in the e :fifteen univer itie .
uring th year 1 1- 02 the compari on resulted in the fa t tha,t the
av r f! 1 ngth f tten an ·e w
·12 eme ·ters, or 1·56 year . These
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numbers may not express the truth accurately, since the foreigners are
included in the comparison. The longest time was found to be spent
by students in Konigsberg, namely, 4~- semesters; in Breslau and
Tiibingen, 4; while Ileidelberg and Bonn, to which the students flock
in summer, owing to the beautiful surroundings of the cities, show
only 2 semesters. Naturally the facility with which students change
their universities has c011stantly increased daring the last five decades;
for during the thirties the average kne spent by students in universities was more than four semesters. The strongest migratory tendency
is displayed by the law students, who during recent years spent on an
average 2·58 semesters in one university; the Protestant theologians,
3·15; the Catholic theologians, 4.62; the medical students, despite their
very extensive course, 3·72; the students of the philosophic faculty,
3·35 semesters.
7. MILITARY SERVICE .

In connection with the foregoing, a brief remark concerning the
military service may be inserted here. Not all the universities report
u11der this Iiead. We are obliged to resort to statistics from Prussia,
only.
Of 12,775 German students who on an av~rage attended the Prussian
universities between 1886-'88, there were 661, or 5·2 per cent, under
arms; 1,221, or 9·9 per cent, had been declared free from military duty;
7,133, or 55·8 per cent, had still to serve; 2,959, or 23·2 per cent, had
completed _their service in the army; 802, or 6·3 per cent, had been
assigned to the reserve force.
Among every 100 whose military fate had already been decided-

Faculties.

2[;~?~~~.:~~~~t::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
M cclicine ... .... ......... ............ ..... ... ....... .
Philosophy ............ ... . ..... ..... . .............. .

Were serving or had
served.

Were as.
signed to
reserve .

Per cent.

Pe.,- ~ent.

60 ·75
50 ·13
74 ·34
71 ·39
54·93

15 ·54
23 ·63
8 ·22
12 ·86
16 ·87

Of the
W :;.re free
enrolled
from rnili·
students
tary duty. were under
arms . a

Per cent.
23 ·71 ,
25 ·94
17 ·44
15 ·75

28·'.lO

I'er cent.
5·9
6 ·1

() ·8
4 ·9
3 ·9

a Numbers in this column may be duplication of those in the first column

A comparatively large number of law students serve in the army during their university course. Very few of them are found physically
unable to serve under arms; also few of the medical students, because,
though they may not be able to serve in the rank and file, they can be
made use of as surgeons and physicians. Among those who are placed
in the reserve, that is to say, are taken into the army on condition, the
law students furnish the smallest number.
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8. AGE 01•' THE STUDENTS.

Oti.r :students come to us at a comparatively advanced age. In Prussia-the statistics -which we are here following-one-half of all the graduate8 of gymnasia are over 20 years old .
.Among 11,475 German students, excluding students of agriculture,
pharmacy, and all students who may be considered spceial, only 58
were found to be less tu.au 18 years, and only 1,424 under 20 years;
that is 12·4 per cent. There were 33·3 per cent between 20 and 22 years,
40·0 per cent between 22 and 25 years, and 23·5 per cent were 25
years and over. By far the greatest number of the students are in
age between 20 and 25. The law students are the youngest; 18·4 per
cent are under 20, nearly 43 p er cent between 20 and 22, 33·6 per cent
between 22 and 25, and only 5 11er cent over 25 years. The cause
of this is, that these students chiefly come from the better situated families, where they received a well regulated education and
attended good schools, while students of other faculties, notably the
theo1ogic, attended, to some extent at least, insufficient elementary
and citizens' schools, and then, later on, entered a gymnasium, whereby
a loss of time was unavoidable. This ex.plains that 011ly 11·7 per
cent of the Protestant theologian s were under 20 years old, 43·4 per
cent between 22 aucl 25, as agaiust 33 ·G per cent among the law students, although. the officially prescribed course of both is equal in
length. The Catholic theologfo students arc still older, because many
of them are pea ants' sons; only 7·5 p er c011t of them were under 20
years old, 30·8 per cent betweeu 20 and 22, and nearly 47 per cent
b twc n 22 and 25; 2·8 per ceu·t were over 30. However, we have
to elm ·ider that the average length of the course of such · students is
mn ·lt long r than that of their Peotestant co]lengues .
.Among the medical students few arc under 20, 9·7 per cent; however-,
10·5 p er <'ent were over 25 years, which is considerably more than in
auy of the other facultie ·. The -length of the course is much greater,
and it i.· often extended voluntarily. For the same reason we find tlie
stucle11t8 iu the philosophic faculty are comparatively old and comparativ ly young. The students of mathematics and natural sciences are
spar ·ely r pre ented among the students between 20 and 25 years of
age, namely, with G8 per cent, while the total average is 74 per cent.
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V.-Sta.tistics of P.russ'ian universities .

.A.GE OF ALL N.A.TIVE GERMAN STUDENTS, INCLUDING STUDENTS OF AGRICUL,
T ORE, PHARMACY, DENTISTRY, AND ALL SPECIAL STUDENT~.
[.Averages per semesters: 'Winter 1887-'8&--snmmer 1890.]
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8
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AGE OF ALL NATIVE GERMAN STUDENTS, EXCLUSIVE OF STUDENTS OF AGRICULT URE, PHARMACY, DEN TI STRY, .A.ND ALL SPECIAL STUDEUTS.
[ Averages per semesters : Winte!.' 1887- '88-summer 1890.
Th eology .

I

Philosophy.

I
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"

I
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lie .

Law.

Medicine.
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natural
- o<>y
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- --

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -U nd er 18 years ....................
Un der 20 years .................. _.
From 20 to 22 years . . _....... __ ....
From 22 to 25 years .... . ... __ ..... .
]from 25 to 30 years .......... ______
Over 30 years ......................

58
1,424
3,809
4, 693
1, 371
178

8
307
938
1,133
214
19

1
43
176
268
68
16

23
436
1,015
796
112
9

13
336
965
1. 493
597
78

13
302
715
1,003
380
56

Total _.. _.... _... _....... _. _. 11, 471>

2,611

571

2,368

3,46D

2,456

0 ·37
D ·68
27 ·82
43 ·04
17 ·21
2 ·85

0 ·53
12 ·30
29 ·11
40 ·84
15 ·47
2 ·28

487
6!3
222
33

5
98
228
3G0
158
23

1,589

867

8
204

- · - - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - ----

i

[Expressc<l in p er centages. ]

U nd er 18 yenrs .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . ..
0 ·51
Un d er 20 years ................... _ 12 ·41
From 20 to 22 years .. ... ....... _... 33 ·19
From 22 t u 25 years . . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. 40 ·90
From 25 to 30 years... .... ..... ... . 11 ·95
Over 30 years.. .. .. .. .. .... ..... ...
l ·55
Total........................

100

0 ·S l
11 ·76
35 ·92
4'.3 -39
8 ·20
O·73

100

0 ·18
7 ·53
30 ·82
46 ·94
11 ·91
2 ·SO

100

0 ·97
18 ·41
42 ·86
33 ·62
4 ·73
O·38

j 100

1100

100

0 ·50
12 ·84.
;!0 ·65
40 ·47 13 ·97
2 ·07

1 100

0 ·58

11 ·30

26 ·30
41 ·52
18 ·23
2 ·65

1 100
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9.

OCCUPATION OF THE FATHERS.

It is uot without interest to inquire into the professions and occupatio11s of tlrn fathers of the students, and to see what facu lties the varinus categories choose. Twenty-one per cent of the students in Prus::jan universities came from social · strata having academic culture;
we determine this from the professional occupations of the fathers.
But beside these, there are men of means, army officers of high rank,
ianded proprietors, many of whom also have academic culture. Hence
it may be presumed that not less than one-fourth of all the students
have fathers who have had higher education. This percentage maybe
taken to be very nearly correct, since agricultural students., pharmacists, and other special students are not excluded from the calculation.
Seven per cent are sons of civil officers of high rank, including clergymen. Fully one-third are sons of merchants, manufacturers, and·landed
proprietors. It is to be regretted that no distinction is made between
artisans who own a little shop and owners of factories; neither has
there been a distinction made between great merchants and small
trades people, so that we can not distinguish the degree of wealth represented by them. Local inquiries in Halle have resulted in _the following :figures: Of the 14·8 per cent of industrial people only 3·4 per cent
were owners of factories, and 11 ·4 per cent simply artisans who had a
sbop, which number shows that the small people were much better represented: Likewise among the landed proprietors not 2 per cent could
be classed among the wealthy; 12·7 per cent were peasants, gardeners,
and other agriculturi ts on a small scale. The number of students who
were sons of subaltern officers and teachers without academic culture
was 23 per cent, while 0·1 per cent were sons of day laborers and sern1,nts. Almost 20 per cent of the students of theology followed the profession of their fathers, and 58 per cent of the sons of clergymen attending univer ities studied theology. Comparatively speaking, very few
theologians are sons of high civil officers, about 6 per cent, more than
one-third who are ons of officers of low rank and elementary chool
teachers. Farmers sent 14 per cent to study theology; ind u trial peopl 13 per cent, of whom 12 per cent are to be claRsecl as coming· from
arti an and mechanics (if the results of local inquiries are taken a~ a
tandarcl).
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OCCUPATION OF THE FATHERS OF GERMAN STUDENTS, INCLUDING STUDENTS OF AGRICULTURE, PH.ARMA.CY, AND ALL SPECIAL STUDENTS.
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Among the Catholic theological students 29 per cent come from the
humble homes of peasants, about as many are sons of subaltern officers
and teachers of the lower grade, 22 per cent are sons of industrial
people, chiefly from artisans. A different state of affairs is noticed
among the law students; 18·5 per cent are sons of high civil officers,
and nearly one-half of tlie sons of such men attending the university
are enrolled in the law faculty.
Of all the students of law 20 per cent have fathers wbo bad acquired
a higher education, 11 per cent are sons of officers ·and teachers of a
low grade (the pecuniary means of teachers are rarely su;ffi.c_ient to
meet the costs of preparing for the law), 9·5 per cent are sons of
farmers, G per cent are sons of large landed proprietors (the latter
exhibit a great inclination for the study of law), 18·5 per cent are sons
of merchants, and 5·5 per cent are sons of industrial people.
The sons of physicians preferably follow the profession of their
fathers (55·2 per cent), but, owiug to the comparatively small number
of physicians, the medical profession fornished only 7·5 per cent of the
medical students; other -strata of academic culture furnished 20 per
cent, about as many came from subaltern officers and teachers, while
merchants and industrial people furnished 38 per cent. Almost identically the same percentage of the students of the philosophic faculty
was sent by merchants and industrial people, but only 13 per cent had
fathers possessing academic culture. Subaltern officerR and teachers
supplied 23·5 per cent of the students of philosophy, of whom the greater
number devoted themselves to philology.
From the foregoing we n.9tice an upward tendency in aU strata of
society; theu, on the other hand, we notice that those classes who have
the· advantage of birth or wealth are not able to meet the demand of
the country for· people of academic culture.
10. THE RELIGION OF GERMA.N STUDENTS .

With regard to this important question we regret to be obliged to
resort to the statistics of Prussian universities exclusively. The whole
population of the state contains G4.24 per cent Protestants, but the percentage of Protestant students in universities is somewhat larger,
namely 72·11 per cent. About the same percentage of students is found
in the middle schools, but 80·88 per cent in the secondary schools, and
63·13 per cent in the elementary schools. The Catholic population
amounts to 34.15 per cent. In the elementary schools the percentage
of Catholic•pupils is 33·71 per cent. In the middle schools the number
sinks to 10·4 per cent, w bile in the secondary schools it rises to 17 ·5 per
cent, and in the universities to 18·62 per cent. Hence Catholics do not
aspire to bjgher education so much as the Protestants. This is partly
explained by the fact that in the eastern provinces of Prussia the rural
laboring class consists of Poles, who belong to the Catholic faith, and
among whom a university student is a remarkable exception. The
diametrical opposite is noticed among the Jews, who constitute only
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1·28 per cent of the entire population. They are represented in elementary schools by 0·74 per cent, in the middle schools by 8·3 per cent,
iu the secondary schools by 9·7 per cent, in the universities by 8·9 per
cent. Among the law students the percentages vary little from the
general av.era.ge; ·the philosophic faculty also shows small variations
from t]rn average. In the medical faculty the Protestants recede a lit·
tie from their average, showing only 59·5 per cent; the Catholics rise to
21 ·7 per cent; the Jews exhibit the remarkably high percentage of 18·5
per cent, for over one-half of all the .Tews studying in the universities
are enrolled in the medical faculties.
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11. PROFE S RS IN GERMAN UNIVERSITIES.

di tingui hed Itngli hman, James Bryce,M.P., professor in Oxford
(in hi, ' pl' face to The German Universities for the Last 50 Years, by
Dr.
'ourad, Gla gow, 1885), has said that the great capacity for
work of tli German univer,jties is chiefly owing to the great number
of pr f or , which allow an extensive division of labor, and give the
t a ·h r a ·hanc to r trict them elves to comparatively fow lectmes
in ord r th reby to gain time for independent cientific work or private
in tru tio t the tudent . The e considerations make it appear necary t ob rve the pre ent number of profe ors, and to subject it
t a aly i and compari on .
.Alt g ther l r are in erman univer ities 2,275 profe. sors, to whom
b
d ed 2 t , h r of modern Ian uag s, and a number of
f agriculture, d n i try, tc., al o teachers f drawing,
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dancing, fencing, gymnastics, and riding, who are not of equal rank
with the professors. During the last fifty years the number of professors has nearly doubled, but it bas not increased in the same ratio in
which the students increased, for the average number of students to
a professor, which was 9·5 in 1840, and 8·9 in 1870, is now 12·2. Not
one-half of all the professors, or 1,029, are regular salaried professors,
591 are extraordinary, and 655 private lecturers. The number of regular professors has increased least of all, namely, from 633 fifty years
ago to 1,029. While in 1840 the regular professors had on an average
18 students each, they have now 27 each. The number of extraordinary
and private professors has more than doubled, but on the whole the
proportion between these two classes has not essentially changed.
Fifty year~ ago the number of regular professors amounted to 52 per
cent of the total number, and that number was maintained until very
recently, when in 1892 it sank to 45·2 per cent. The extraordinary
professors gradually rose from 20·8 per cent to 25·9 per cent; the private lecturers numbered in 1840, 26·9 per cent; in 1880, 24·9 per cent,
while in 1892 the number rose to 28·9 per cent. The great number of
655 young professors, who, without receiving salary, devote themselves
to teaching and scientific work, and from whom the regular professors
are recruited, form, as is well known, the essential fountain for the contiimous influ x of new life into our university system, and also for the
promotion of science, since they lay most stress upon writing on scientific
subjects, through which alone they can hope to rise to.higher positions.
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The smallest increase is found jn the faculty of Protestant theology,
where the number of professors has risen from 146 to 155 within fift,y
years; however, the number had fallen to 114 in 18t?0. In this faculty the
regular professors constitute the greater percentage, namely, 6G per
cent, against 19·3 per cent of extraordinary and 14 per cent of private
professors. This circumstance has often proved annoying, so that it . bas been found necessary to call to chairs in universities ordained ministers who had distinguished themselves by scientific publications. In
this faculty the number of students to l professor is 25; in 1880 it was
14; the number of students to 1 regular professor is now 37·G; twelve ,
years ago it was 20·4.
Tlle Catholic faculties have at present 63 professors 1 with an average
of 21·8 students each. Since in this faculty pr·vate profes_sors are
e:xceptious, the number of regular professor8, 78 per cent, is greater
than in any other faculty. In 1880 the proportion was 80 per cent,
with only 6 per cent extraordinary professors.
The law faculty has at present 222 professors, 1 for every _31
students. This is by far the greatest relative number of students
noticed anywhere, and is owing to the enormous throng attracted to the
study of law. In this faculty the percentage of extraordinar_y profes~
sors, 14 per cent, is below the average; also the number of private professors is smaller than the average, at present 20 per cent; while in
· 1880 u =was 13 per ceut.
The division of labor has· takeu place in the medical . faculty more
than in theology and law. The number of professors has increased to
more than twice the number it had fifty years ago. However, we must
consider the fact that the aspiration of practical physicians in large
cities is to obtain a, position in the university in order to gain the confidence of the public. Hence the number of private professors is larger
than in any of the other faculties. It is at present 37 per cent of the
whole number of the medical professors. Also the number of extraordinary professors _is comparatively large, namely, 30 per cent,
which may be owing partly to the cause mentioned before, par·tiy also
to the fact that more specialties have been developed · in the study
of medicine than there are regular chairs. Only few universities have
regular chairs for aural diseases, dentistry, psychiatry, hygiene, children's diseases, etc. Therefore the number of regular professors is at
present only 33 per cent, whereas it was 47 per cent fifty years ago.
However much the number of professors has increased the number of
students has increased much faster; while formerly the average 1mmber of studeuts to a professor was 6 to 8, now it is 12, and while the
regular professor had 12 to 19, now he has 41.
N attually the number of professors in the different universities varies
very much. Berlin bas the most, namely, 341 professo-;.'s, 3 language
teachers, and 3 teachers of dentistry. The number of regular professors
is 83, or less than one-fourth of the whole number, the number of extra-
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ordinary and honorary professors is 198, the number of private professors
is 160, or 11early one-ha_lf of all the professors. It is easily seen that
the metropolis, with its many scientific institutions and the great number of advanced students who form the chief audience for special lectures, attracts men of scientific aspirations more than the small towns.
Besides, what we said concerning the medical profession holds good
particularly here, where we find 15 regula,r, 30 extraordinary, and 66
private medical professors, a proportion that ca,n not be duplicated by
any other university. The philosophic faculty has the enormous number
of 76 private professors (the theologic faculty only 4, the law faculty
only 8), 51 extraordinary, and only 50 regular professors.
The other large universities fall considerably b ehind Berlin. Leipzig
has 168 professors, _M unich, 152. The difference is explained, in the
first place, by the smaller number of private professors, Leipzig has
59, Munich, 64. In .Munich the number of extraordinary professors falls
behind that of Leipzig (29 as against 78). The smallest university, Rostock, has 44 professors; that is 31 regular, 8 extraordinary, and5 private
professors. Giessen has 58 professors, among whom there are 39 regular. Jena with a few more students is better supplied with professors,
namely, with 82, many of whom are extraordinary and honorary professors (::16). A similar proportion is found in beautiful Heidelberg,
that has 45 regular, 44 ext~aordinary, and 20 private professors. Very
much different from this proportion is that of Erlangen, which bas 41
regular, 7 extraordiuary, and 8 private professors.
From a,ll this we see that in proportion to the students the smaller
universities are better provided with professors than the larger ones,
hence that they afford a more intimate personal intercourse . between
teachers and students, which is the chief advantage they offer. In
these smaller universities, seminaries, practical exercises and other private instruction are frequently found; in tliem the students receive
special inducements for scientific investigation, and the professor can
impre~s hi· personality better upon his hearers than when he stands
before a large assern bly.
12. DEGREES GRA TED IN GERMAN UNIVERSITIES.

The clo e of a university career is marked by state examinations
pr ·cribed by law for the variou · profes ions. We leave them out of
con ·i<.leration, ince they do not intere t us at this juucture, and turn
to th examiuation that are exclusively university affairs, that i ,
examiuati n for degre . Degr e are granted only as an acknowledgment f purely ci nti:fi.c ach_i vement ; they ecure no profes ional
ri ht .
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have attended the full course of the institutions ii}- which they wish to
receive a degree. A great number of degrees conferred in a university may be an indication of active scientific aspiration and of great
development of certain studies in that in stitution, but not necessarily
so; it may be that the fees are lower, the req nirements easier, or that
the execution of the rules and regulatious is laxer than in other univer,
sities.
TABLE

lX.-.Nurnber of degrees granted in Gennan universilies. 1
Protestant
theology.

!

I
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theology.
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.April, 1890- '91,

Berlin .... _. .... .... ____ .
Bonn _____ _· -· ---·--·--- ·
Breslnu __ .. __. __ .. __ ... _.. __

~~!n~f~lc1·::::::::::::::
1

Halle .. .... ... ___ . __ .. __ .

2
2

2 __ .. ___ . _...
1 ___ __ _______
2
3 . .. .

7
2
3

2 ___ ..•.•.• . __ . . .

5

146

111

r ~ ::::::::::::_____ ~~ _

1

Ki el·-------------- --- ___ ··-·-·-·

1 ______ .. ____

1

2

28

~~

34
74

:~t~~lt~:::::::::::::: ::::::~: ::~y::'.:i: :::: ____ J ·-·· -----~~- :~::

88
21
22
44
13
75
22
22
38
9

2
1
2
1
1

·1

243
13()
50
107
93
il6
97
43
60
10

4
5
2
5
5

·1
1
1
3

Other German univusities, April, 189:2- '93.

rJ;~1~---· -·---- -- -- --------- -i-: ::: :::::: :: :::: • 11~
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8

Total----------------

18

22

17

J

2

1

~

368

10

45
163
27
62
64
12
4-7
13

8

1,442

200
555
-- 130
163
200
88
120
214
29
88

41
143
44
53
24
51
53
1C4
15
35
36

15J.
29()

8

973

14

7
4

5
,3

71

1

2,818

54

1 It was impossillle to obt-aiu tlie numbers for the same year, but the differences are so insignificant
that this source of error scarcely needs to be considered. Tlie numbers for Prussian universities are
~leaned from the pn lllications of the Prussiau minister of education; those for other German uni verities are reported by the r espective uni"\"ersity secretaries.

In the Protestant theologic faculty the degree of doctor is extraordinarily rare; it is mostly granted · honoris causa. The place of the
degree of doctor is, as a rule, taken by that of licentiate. That also
is rarely Becured, because the requiremeuts for that degree are almost
as rigid as those for "babilitation," or entering the university as private professor. During the last scholastic year, only 18 theologia,ns
were promoted to the degree of doctor or licentiate after passing the
examinations, but 22 doctor degrees were conferred honoris causa,,
In the Catholic tbeologic faculty, also, the granting of a degree is
an exception; ·only 17 candidates secured it, during the last year,
while 2 were honorary degrees.
In the law faculty 368 degr~es were given and 8 honorary. The
greatest number w~s conferred in Leipzig, 112, while in Munich and
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Berlin, where the number of law students was much greater, only 7,
5 dcgr e , rc.. pectively, were conferred. After Leipzig came Heidelberg (G9), Jeirn, (G3), Erlangr.n (45), and Gottingen (31); in other universitie. the number varies between 1 and 7.
In tlie medicn l faculty tlle number of degrees conferred has in receL.t
years greatly decreased, since the degree no longer opens the gates
of the medical profession; the state examination a.lone does that.
Nevertheless tlle number of medical degrees is still very large and is
kept high, owing to the enormous throng to tile study of rnediciue.
La t year 1,442 degrees were conferred after successful examinations,
but only 8 honorary degrees. Again Leipzig stands at the head of
the Ii ·t with 299, tlJeri follow Wii.rzbnrg witli 163, Munich with 154,
Berlin with 146, while Giessen, Rostock, and Marburg, conferred ouly
12, 13, and 20 degrees.
In the philosopliic faculty the number of degrees granted last year
was 973 and 14 lwnoris caitsa. Though iu this faculty comparatively few
pursue their studies for the purpose of general culture (tile greater munl>er preparing themselves to enter a profession, as is done in the other
faculties almost e ·elusively), there still are such cases; but even then
the student. ndeavor to pass the examination for a degree, because they
thereby indicate to the world that they have completed their studies.
It is done by literary men, private teachers, chemists, agriculturists
and wealthy men who do not intend to enter a de:filiite profession.
ide,, future teachers, authors, c.hemists, etc., regard the degree as
a 1 tt 'l' of re ommendation, and as a means of aidiug them in their
ar r ·. Leipzig head the list in the number of degrees confen cl in
tbi fa ulty al o. It conferred 143 last year, Erlangen 10.J., Berlin 88,
TI all 75 while onn c011ferred only 2 t, Greifswald 18, and Gicssen 15.
Th . um total of all <legree conferred in Germany during the last
y ar wa.· 2, 1 , to which l10uld be added 54 honorary degree .
i:3. I

'OME AND EXPE DITURES OF GERMAN UNIVER !TIES.

Tho r 0 ·u lar xpeuditurcs for maiufaiuing German universities (we
quot' the budo-et of 1 91-'02) amount to 19,912,913 marks (or $4,'i97,1 0).
bi total doe· not express the entire co~t of maintenance, since
vari u sub iui s on th part of governmental departments from the
gen ral dispo, ition fund, expended. for the universities, can not be accurately stat d.
or doe the total tated i.ncludc the amount of fee·
paid by lie tud nt for 1 ture course -fees that constitute a consi<l raule part of the profe . ors' income. Tbey arc not entered a· regular
item: in the fl.nan ial tatem nt · of the univer:itie:, because formerly
the ,·tud.cnt. pc id them directly to the profc, sors; only recently the
' uc t r
f th in. titntion
llect. th m. Up to htte years we had
th amount of tudents' fees for lectur .
mention d in ·lu l the payment mad l?Y
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To the regular expenditure;:; should. be added considerable sums for
new buildings and purchases that do not occur at stated intervals.
These sums vary in different years ; h ence the statement of one year does
not suffice. In 18Dl--'D2 tli ese extraordinary expenditures amounted
to 3,280 1385 mark s (or $787,292) for Prussian and 4,768,173 marks (or
$1,144,362) for other Germau universities. These amounts came from
state treasuries except the small sum of 46,125 marks (or $11,170), which
was derived from invested fuuds. ln the course of the following remarks
we shall consider only the regular income and expenditure, except
where expressly stated.
The average sum expended for every student in German universities
is 708 marks ($170), 01~ 0.4 marks (or $0.096) per capita of the popula,
tion. Of the sum total 22·3 per cent is derived from invested funds,
real estate, r ent s, etc., inclusive ·of fees, 75·4 per cent from state or
provincial subsidies. A mere trifle-namely, about $2,000-came from
other sources. The state treasury in Prussia paid for the universities
0.26 mark (or $0.0624) per capita of the ·population; in Bavaria, 0.31
· mark (or $0.0744); in France the state pays 0.28 mark (or $0.0672).
The sums spent for the maintenance of the various universities cliffAr
greatly. Berlin requires 2,476,786 marks (or $ 594,420), of which only13.G per cent is derived from the universitys' own sources. Leipzig
follows with 1,087,468 marks (or $476,992), of which 22 per cent is derived from the universitys' own·funds. Bonn, Gottingen, Halle, also
require more than a million marks (more than $240,000) each; Breslau;
Konigsberg, Munich, Strassburg, between D00,000 and a million marks.
The smallest sum is required by Rostock, 332,300 marks (or $79,752) .
The other universities vary between 500,000 and 900,000 marks ($120,000·
and ~216,000).
•.
TABLE

X.-Total 1·egular income ancl cnn·ent expenditw·es of German u,n·ii:ers-ities, in
1891-'92 . ·
D ori ved from-

Prussian CT ni ver sitics .

B erlin ..................... .
B onn ..... .. .. . .. . . .... .. ...
] 3re,ilau ............. . .......
G'ottingcn .... . . ..... .. .....
G reifswalcl .. .... . ........ ..
Halle ............... . ..... . .
R iel .......... .. .... .... . . ..

1¥~~fll~?:::::::::::::::::

11'

M
B raunslJorg ...... .. . ... .... .
'I'o these s houlll be added
sum s expended not for
any ou e but for all universitics ............... ...

Total
r cgnlar ex·
Fees,
peudi turcs. funds,
and
r oal
estate.
---Ma rks .
Marks.
2,476,786
1, 129, 34!J
!lG4, 060
1, 147, 272
716, 158
1, 257, 597
755, 44 7
028, 101
777,435
246,245
40. 801)

335,636
213, ?.22
69, 080
729, 730
436,664
591,912
101, 680
129,498
174,853
84,043
20,922

402,766 - . . ....... .... ..

'l'Qtal Prussian uni·
versities ............ 10, 932, OJO
Or ... . . . . .......... .. . $2, 623,684

I

2,977,240
$714., 538

I

Used for~

Stato
sub sidi es .

I 2,Marks.
141, 150

Salaries.

-

JJ{arlcs.

()16, 127
894, !)80
417,542
279,494
665,685
563, 767
708,603
602,582
162, 202
l!l , 878

890. 090
488, 086
436, 910
492,037
292, 108
415, 820
269,436
343,860
301, 372
160,012
34 ,820

492,766
' 7,954, 776
$], 909,145

I

Ot her per.
sonal ex·
p en ses .

Builllings
and in·
ciclental
expenses.

JJ[arlcs.

JJforks.

4.75, 380
166, 681
158, 542
204, 977
.117, 405
180,307
113, 640
147,499
1.34, 655
34,750
1,650

1, 111, 316
474, 582
368,608
450,258
306,645
661, 470
372,371
436, '/33
341,4.08
51, 4.83
4,330

104,000

328, 766

60, 000

4,228,560
$1, 01-4, 854

2,064,252
$455,420

4, 639, 204
$1,113,409

* In 1870, 2,636,316 marks; in 1880-'81, 5,575,316 marks.
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TABLE

X.-Total 1·egnla.r income and c1trre11t expenditure.~ of German universities, in
1891-'92-Continned.
Derhed fromTotal
regular
Fees,
expond1· ,funds,and
.
Other
•
State
tures.
real
subsidies. s?u1 .
estate. _ _ _ _ · ce:;.

Bavaria:
Munich 1 ••••••••• •••••

.Marks.

Use<l for-

I

I
I

Other Gt>rrnan universities

Marks .

Marks.

IMarks.

- Marks.

913,589
72J, 932
634. 460
Le1pz1 g-, Saxony .. ...... . l , 987 ,468
Tiibi.ngen, Wiirtemberg 3 ••
881. 386

261, 394
314, 142
136,274
428, 786
106, 191

652, 195
.,uo, 790
498, 186
1, 558, 682
775, 195

519, 700
699,010
654, 99!
332,300
638, .058

79, 932
19, 746
190,611
2,261
278,235

437,862
677,906
463,560
325, 802
359,823

1,906
1,358
8 823
4,237

995,000

78,346

911,500

Non-Pru sian universities . . . . . . . . . . 8,342,839
Prussian universi·
t1 s ......•• . •..••. 10,932,016

1, 61.7, 683

6,711,678

2,977,240

7, 954-, 776 ....... . 4, 228, 560

.::t~i~~~r :,: ::::::::

Bad en:
Freibnrg 4 ••• • •••••• ••
lleidolberg 4 ••••••.•••
Giosseu , H ssia 5 ••••••••••
Rostock, Mecklenburg 6 • ••
Jena, Thnriugia 7 ••••• ••••
Strassburg, Alsace·LOr·
ra1ne 1~ •••••••• •••• ••••••

12

Total G rm:rn uni..
versitics ......... . 19,912, 913 4,873, 158 15,026,277
Or ............. ...... $4, 779, 099 $1, 169, 558 $3, 606, 306

. . . .. . . .
'1 ·

Buildings
Otb erper· I an d'III·
sona 1 ex· cidental
pcuses. expenses.

S 1 .
a anes .

Marks.

1--;;::;::

493, 391
281, 980
231, 820
5 rn, 258
273, 380

219, 638
22U, 324
202, 998
878, 349
11 252, 043

260,432
331, 396
239, 771
154,450
208,288

70, 770
70, 820
47, 175
]5, 901
179,874

188,498
296,794
368,048
161,949
249,896

5,154

526, 000

72, 235

396, 765

13,478

3, 335, 878

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

........
.. . .. . . .
. .. .. . . .
9

10

200, 560
216, 628
199, 642
565, 861
355, 963

! 2, 056, 25312, 950, 708

I 2, 064, 252
I

on

4, 639, 204

j

13,478 7, 'i72, 726 4,300,379 7. 830,808
$3, 2:.15 $1, 865, 454 $1, 032,
$1, 879, 394
1

1

Accordin; to Budget of 1890-'91.
2 lludget ot' 1889- '90 .
a Budget of 1891-'92-'93 .
4 Buel get of 1 00- ·91.
6 Bucl~et of 1891-' 92.
6 Reportofl !l0-'91.
7
Not tak<'n into consideration that professors
are fr e from taxation .
TABLE

Xa.--Bxtmordinary expenditu.res of the German ·1tniversities in 1891-'92.
Extraordi·
Extraordi·
narv ex.
Univer -iti es i11 other German states.
nary ex·
pentlitures.
pencl'itures .

11in•r>1 itiN1 in Prus11in.

Ji rlin ....... .....•...... . ...... .. .. ..
.Bonn ............................... .

B6t!}~~ :~::: :: :: :: ::::::: ::: :: : : : : : ::
Gr ifswald .......................... .
Hall<' ................................ .

~ii~t,~ ~":• • • • •:• • : • • • • •

Total. ............... . ......... .

Th

s Subsidy of city of GiesHen.
9 Except compen~ation for rent.
1 0 Same for the directors of the hospital and in·
saqe asylum.
11 Includes 9,514 marks, state stipend.
n Of this 400,000 marks comes from the imperial
treasury.
13 Budget of minister of education.

Marks.
1,235,294
193,800
778,070
19 650
ll5, 250
329, 19
113,800
247,000
5:l, 000
17, 114
I

-3,280,385
---

Marks.

J ena .. .............................. .
Strassburg ...... .................... .

i~J~:eJ~~~~:: : : ::::::::::: ::::::: : :

]ll8, 6!l4
156,500
295,468
219,800
368,576
248,800

Total ........................... .
With Prussian universities .......... .

1,119,212
3,280,385

Grand total. .................... .
Or .............................. .

4,768, 773
$1,144,382

Munich .... ....... ........... ........ .

·idi .· from th
tate trea ury to th various uuiver itie
The Pru .. ian univ r, itie receive an average of
other
an avcrag/3 of 0·5 per
92·8 :p r c nt, K<>nig berg and Berlin
tate, Greif wall re eive
· . p r ent, Gottingen 3 ·4 I er ce11t. To Io tock and lleidel erg
and 97 .P r
nt, Ti..ibingen
per nt; J na, howthe.

in

xp u itur

(wlli h in hi
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case means the same), with the number of students, we find in the different universities a very great inequality. Despite the extraordinarily
large expenditures of Berlin, they amount only to 489 marks (or $117)
per student, the lowest per capita in Germany, except that of lVlunich,
where it is only 264 mar ks (or $63). Wtirzburg has the same per capita that Berlin has; the largest per capita is found in Gottingen, Kiel,
and Konigsberg, namely ov-er 1,300 marks (or $312). · The per capita in
Giessen is nearly that much, while in Strasburg 1,068 marks (or $256).
The other universities vary between 500 ($120) and 900 marks ($216).
The per capita of the state -subsidies in Prussia is 592 marks (or
$142), while in other German universities, is 458 marks (or $110).
Our sources of information give only two item~ of expenditure,
namely, personal and incidental,_but both are regular or current. The
former means salaries and the other personal expenditures. · The salaries amount to 7,772,726 marks ($1,865,454), or 39 per cent. The other
personal expenditures amount to 4,300,379 marks ($1,032,091), or 21·5
per cent. The incideutal expenses* amount to 7,839,808 marks
($1,879,394), or 39·5 per cent. These incidental expenses include the
enormous sums used for new buildings, which in Table Xa are given
separately under the bead of extraordinary expenditures. The new
university buildings erected in late years require millions every year.
In 1891-'92 Berlin alone required 1,234,294 marks (or $296,231), or 45
per cent of the expenditures for that year. In lVlunicb this item
claimed only 300,560 marks (or $72,134), or not quite 20 per cent, but
it required nearly 200,000 marks (or $48,000) for extraordinary purposes
(not for buildings). In Halle the buildings claimed more than 50 per
cent of the extraordinary expenses; besides 329,000 marks (or $78,960),
were needed for extraordinary purposes.
The column containing the salaries does not state the whole income
of the professors, since the lecture feeR are not included. The public
lecture courses are free; for private lecture courses the professors
charge a fee of 3 to 5 marks (or 72 cents to $1.20) per semester (one
lesson a week). For medical practice, work in the iratural sciences,
demonstrations in the clinics, work in laboratories, in the dissecting
rooms, and in microscopic courses, etc., vari@us fees are paid, some very
high. For certain studies that require a considerable number of hours
on the part of the professor, 40 to 70 marks (or $10 to $17) per semester
is charged, without costing the professor anything for material or for
assistants' work.
· The income of the professor varies very much according to the number of lectures and their attendance. It is to be regretted that a complete sumrna,ry of thesA incomes is not available for comparison. But
in order to obtain material for an estimate we state that, on an average,
in the Prussian university the total income from fees amounts to about.
"New buildings, libraries, clinics, hospitals, laboratories, museums, repairs, fuel aud
light, etc.
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one-half tlie profe ors' fixed salary. The various profe. sors participate
in these inc mes from fees in :1 very uuequal manuer, for it must be
remembered that tbc extraordinary and private professors who rect>ive
no :fixed salary rely entirely upou the lecture fees.
A just c~timate of tbc income from all the sources giYes to salal'ies
(including rent where dwellings are not provided) and oUier personal
remunerations (such as traveling expenses) 63·7 per cent, to lecture
fees 32·G per cent, and to other fees (matriculation, examinations, and
diplomas) 3·4 per cent. Tlrn latter fees play an important role in
some universities and faculties, while they almost disappear in others.
Naturally only the regular professors draw tliese fees; they also receive
the largest part of the lecture fees, because tbey, as a rule, have the
largest audiences.
In Bavaria, during the years 1869-1872, the lecture feer:, amounted to
13 per cent of the entire university income. In Tilbingen, during the
year 1875-'76, the fees amounted to 15 per cent of the entire income of
the university, and 25·9 per cent of the salaries and remunerations.
The Prus iau official statistics offer very exact information concerning th . profes: ors' salaries. Accordiug to the budget of 1892-'93, the
salaries of professors amount to 3,429,015 marks (or $822,964), besides
561,912 marks (or $134,859) are paid for rent of dwellings. Since the
officer who receive subsid.fes for rent do not cut a great :figure, we can
round off the two sums in a total of 3,980,000 marks (or $915,200). But
we are not able to state accurately the amount paid for rent to the dif.
f rent cla e · f profe ors; hence can not separate this item from the
alari .
T [j 4- r o-ular profe ors the sum of 2,955,120 marks was paid, an
aY rage f ,534 marks ($1,328). The minimum salary was $360; the
maximum alary was $3,02-!. To 187 extraordinary professors the sum
of 457,7~0 marks was paid, an average of 2,448 marks (or $588) . The
m1mmum alary was $144, the maximum was $1,052. Ninety-two
extraordinary profe sors did not receive a salary.
A a matter of course, iu large universities higher salaries are paid
than in smaller institutions. The average salary of a regular professor
in Berlin was 7,096 marks (or $1,775). The salaries hero vary between
3 000 and 12,000 mark ($720 and $2,880). Iu Greifswald the average
alary wa 4,670 mark (or $1,l~0), the salaries varying between 2,800
and G,000 mark, (or $672 and $1,440).
The salary of a regular professor was: In the Protestant theological
faculty, av rage, 5,797 marks (or $1,391); minimum, 3,200 marks (or .
$768); maxim m, 10,200 marks (or $2,448). In the Oatl10lic theologial fa. ·nlt , average, 4,332 marks (or ·$ 1,040); miHimum, 1,500 mark'
( r 36 ) ; maximum, 6,000 marks (or $1,440) . In the law faculty,
averag , G,
maTks (or $1,450); minjnmrn, 2,700 marks (or $G4S);
m. ximum 12,60 mark (or $3,024). In the medical faculty, average,
5,1V4 mark (or 1,247); minimum, 3,000 marks (or $720); maximum,
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8,400 marks (or $2,016). lu . the pliilosopllic faculty, average, 5,576
marks (or $1,338); minimum, 1,500 marks (or $3G0); u.rnximnm, 12,000
marks (or $2,880).
These salaries arc higher than those paid to teachers in secondary
schools. They are about on a level with the salaries paid to judges of
higher courts, only it must be remembered that jutlges have no other
sources of income than their salaries.
In Tiibinge·n (according to an anniversary publication of 1877) the
· salaries in 1877-'78 were 4,400 marks ($1,056) paid to 1G regular professors of the highest rauk, 4,000 marks ($960) paid to 16 regular professors of the next lower rank, 3,000 marks ($720) paid to 17 regular
professors of the lowest rank; 2,200 marks ($528) paid to 6 extraordiuary professors of the higher, and 1,800 marks ($432) to 4 extraordinary professors of the lower rank . The income from lecture fees
amounted to 85,000 marks ($20,400) a few years previous to 1877- '78.
Since the_n the salaries have been raised considerably.
· Beside the regular and extraordinary expenses tabulated in Tables
X and Xa, other funds shoul<l be considered in which the professors
have an interest. They are partly derived from the universities' own
property, and partly from state subsidies for the benefit of widows
and orphans of professors. In order to place the widows and orphans
above want and treat them all alike the Prussian state makes a contribution of 160,000 ($38,400) per annum to this fund. .According to the
law concerning pensions for widows and orphans of university professors the pension of the widow of a regular professor is 1,400 marks
($336) per ammm; that of a widow of an extraordinary professor 1,000 ·
marks ($240). The pension paid to an orphan is GOO marks ($144), to
every additional orphan 400 marks ($96), to a half orphan 400 marks,
to every additional half orphan 250 marks ($60) . In some universities
local funds for the support of widows and. orphans of professors are
maintained by societies.
Tho Prussian minister of public instructiou disposes annually of the
sum of G0,000 marks ($14,400) in aiding private professors and other
young persons of scientific attainments who prove of value to the
universities. Likewise the universities themselves have funds for the
snpport of such men who draw no salaries, and at first have but a
·canty income from lecture fees, but these local funds are insignificant.
14. THE COSTS OF UNIVERSITY STUDY.

Tho expenditures of students are different in the various universities.
Naturally the differences arise from personal wants and from the duration and extent of the study chosen. Since minute statistics, or general
'tatemeuts concerning the cost of university study, do not exist, we are
ag~in obliged to resort to an example. We choose the Prussian university of Gottingen as an institution of medium size.
The matriculation fee is 15 marks (about $4), the auditory fee 2
marks (50 cents), and contribution to the sick fund 7 marks ($1.75) .
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Medical and chemical students pay special fees for the use of institutes
(such as laborat~ries, clinics, hospitals) about 5 marks ($1.25). When
a student severs his connection with the university he also pays a small
fee to have the fact entered opposite his name on the rolls. Other fees
for the practical use of institutes amount to only a few marks. The
accounts of a few students have been carefully sifted, and an annual
average calculated; these then are multiplied by the average number
of years to determine tbe total average cost of a university career.
Students of theology pay 7 marks matriculation and other fees, 53
marks lecture fees (which vary between 21 and 110 marks), together
60 marks per semester. This gives for 7·2 semesters a total of 432
marks ($104).
Law students pay almost the same sums: 7 marks matriculation and
other fees, 62 marks lecture fees (the maximum paid was found to be
122 marks), together 69 marks per semester. This gives for 6·75
semesters a total of 466 marks ($112).
Medical students pay 17·5 marks matriculation and other fees, 125·5
marks lecture fees (maximum 343 marks), and other trifling fees, tog-ether 145 marks per semester. This gives for 10·2 semesters a total
of 1,479 marks .($355).
Students of philology pay 7 marks matriculation and other fees, 51
marks lecture fees (maximum 110 marks), together 58 marks per semester, or for JO semesters 580 marks ($130).
Students of ')Ilathematics and natural science pay 9·75 marks matriculation and other fees, 56·22 marks lecture fees (maximum 144 marks),
together about 66 marks, or for 9·5 semesters a total of 627 marks
($150).
tucleuts of chemistry pay 27·23 marks matriculation and other fees,
87·-0 marks lecture fees (maximum 172 marks), together 114·50 marks,
or for 0·5 eme ter a total of 1,083 marks ($260).
Iu Halle the matriculation fee for a student just coming from a
s condary school is 17·25 marks ($4.14), and 13·75 marks ($3.29) for
a tud nt wb come from another university. The fee for ex-matriculation i lowest for the tudents of philosophy, 10·50 marks ($2.52),
th highe t fee for the law students, 16·50 marks ($3.96). Fees as
h ar r.· ar paid per mester 5 marks ($1.20), in stitute fees likewise 5
mark ( 1.20).

gar<liu · th ·o t. of medical study we have the result of an in vestio-ation m ra ·in g all the Pru ian univer ities which exhibits great
varieti . In Konig berg the tudy co ts 1,515 marks ($363.60), in
erlin
4 mark ($491.70).
In ord rt
t, i still anoth r item by which to judge the cost of
univ r ·ity tudy w me tion, that in Ilalle, with 1,525 student , the
fi
f r matricula ion and e am ination, auditory i e , tc., amounted
t mark ( ,404) in on year which i 17·5 per capita, or not
mark · r very new stud n t. The lcctm:c fee paid amount d
mark,~ (4 1.072), or 11 4 1nafr ,._ (-'"'~7 .:;1,) p •r rapitn, 01· ,-J,
.:J
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marks ($13.68) per semester. To this _item should be added '31,206
fees for degree examiuations, aud habilitation fees (the latter are quite
insignificant) amounting to 2 marks (48 cents) per capita of the
students. The fees for state examinations can not be mentioned here,
because they rarely get into the hands of the professors.
In the Bavarian universities the lecture fees during the years 1869-70
were on an average 165,012 marks ($39,603), that is, 13 per cent of the
total income of these universities. It was equal to 74·3 marks ($17.83)
pet capita of the students, and 175 marks ($42.00) for every student
who paid lecture fees.
It would be hazardous to make any de~nite statements concerning
the personal expeuditures of the students, that is, cost of life, since
much depends upon the mode of life of the students in their parental
borne, and upon personal taste and inclinations, etc. We know of
cases iu which the students did not spend more than 700 marks ($168)
per year; of course, the payment of lecture fees in this case was postponed, and living at home during vacation was a necessity. On an
average the great majority of students pay between 1,000· and 1,500
marks per annum, while for the the wealthier students an average of
1,800 to 2,000 marks may be assumed; the very wealthy of cours~ go
much beyond that.
15. BENEFICES.

Since time out of date pecuniary aid has been offered to students, in
order to facilitate their attendance in the university; this has been
done in three ways. First, by postponillg the payment of lecture fees;
second, by granting free dinners, and third, by benefices in cash. It
is to be regretted that complete statements concerning these benefices
are not available; it is only in recen~ years that the Prussian university
statistics offer any information under this heading.
How the lecture fees are to be paid, as well as their amounts, for
what period the paying of the fees may be postponed, are questions
settled by the professors themselves. In Prussian universities indigent
studeu ts are relieved temporarily from the payment of these fees, if
they petition for postponement and furnish the questor with documentary eviuence of poverty, signed by home authorities. Usually the payment is postponed for six years, after which the questor attempts to
collect the fees, unless the debtor has no fixed employment or regular
source of income. Frequently the final settlement is set aside, if the
debtor's financial condition remains unsatisfactory. In late years the
petitions for postponement of payrneut of fees have considera,bly decreased in number; they are found almost. exclusively in the theologic
and philosophic faculties. The postponement of payment is not granted
with the same liberality in all the universities. The principle bas been
adopted lately of not postponing the payment of any fees during the
first semester; in other universities the postponement bolds good only
for the time of study in that particular institution. Where postpone-
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o.ient i, cu tom:uy, release from paymcut is excluded, while in ,·ome
univer ities a commi ion examines each ca ·e and releases tbe student
from paymeut; bnt in such institutions postponement is not customary.
During the year 1887-'88 the payment of fees was postpoucd in 3,010
cases, or 22 per cent of all studentR; 2,801 of these students were native
Prussians, 94 had come from other parts of Germany, 25 were foreigners. During that year 2.3·63 per ceut of the Prussian students enjoyed
this kind of benefice (in 8 semesters an a.verage of 26·1 per cent). Tho
proportions varied in different universities: while in Berlin, Bonn~
Halle, Kiel, an<l Konigsberg the percentage was 20·4 and 20·9 per cent,
it wa only 7·G per ·cent in l\farburg, 9·3 per cent in Gottingen, 10 per
cent in Braunsberg, 17·6 per cent in Mi.i.nster, but 54·5 per cent in
Greifswald. Some of those who enjoyed these benefices were sons of
professors, who ~:i.ccording to the charter of the institution are exempt
from lecture fees, but their number is very small. There are also cases
of profe sors who do not charge for private instruction to foreigners,
but uch cases do not come under observation. Some students pay
part of their fees and postpone the payment of the other.
All in all, it may be said that fully one-fourth of all the students are
in needy circumstances, and furnish proof of this fact, whereupon the
benefice mentioned is accorded them. This percentage is considerably
increa ed if we add those wllo receive benefices in cash in addition to
tlle po 'tponement of lecture fees, or depend upon aid iu cash only.
In Pru ia 2,4:30, or 17·9 per cent, of all the students received cash
b u ti , ; 76 of these were foreigners, 236 were Germans, but not
nativ Pru, ians. Free dinners were given to 1,052 persons, or 7·7 per
ceut of th tudents. But since these dinners were frequently given to
th , am p r n , it will IJot do to add the total numbers of the three
·la·
in order to arrive at the number of those who enjoy benefices.
If ach one is counted but once, we get a total of 4,510, or more than
on -third of all the students. Among these were 88 foreigne s, 414
ru .. ian , and 30 otller Germans. The Pru sians represent a percentag of 36·-! per cent of the student ; 18·74 per cent received benefi
in •, h and 8·77 per cent free dinners. There can be no doubt that
th numb r of beneficiarie. i actually greater than stated in the foreo-oin , b cau ·e many are not counted who receive aid from private
our
in their native towns. This phase of the question is of greater
imp rtanc in r garcl to the amount of benefices than in regard to the
mun •r f b n ficiari , .
It <T ther 2, 6 German student received cash aid and free dinner
amouutiuO' to , value of 441,619 marks ($105,089), which is equal to
154: mark ( 37) per semc t r. Since the number of benefice given
it i. pl~in that a number of students receive several kind
'. Ilo,v ver thi , tatement falls much behind the actual
au,· s of tlli are fonud in tl.te foregoing. Seventy per cent
f ai c n, ·ist d of ca h gift., and 30 per cent free dinn r, .
· nt in number had a value of 87 per cent.
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A word concerning the sources of these benefices may be welcome.
valued at 134,74.5 marks ($32,339), =
30·5 per cent were derived from funds of the universities; 1,470=42·9
per cent , valued at 212,708 marks ($51,050)=48 per cent were derived
from funds appropriate(l l>y municipal governments, corporations, etc.,
and 535=17·1 per cent, ·Yalued at 94,166 marks ($22,uOO) = 21 ·5 per cent
were derived from family endowments. Concerning the last mentioned item we may my that, owing to wai1t of information; it may be
yery much too small. The Prussian ininistcr of education paid in
1891-'02 the sum of 68,766 marks ($16,704) to needy students and
beside that liad at his disposal a fund of 100,000 marks ($24,000) for
snch students of German parenta,ge who consented to accept government positions in the Polish provinces. ·fhe foregoing numbers are
distributed among the faculties as follows:
Beuefices in cash and free dinners were given in 1887- '88 per semester to students cf the-

· We state tliat 1,,341=40 per cent,

Protes ·
tant tbeological faculty.

i

Catholic
theological
faculty.

Law faculty.

Medical fac-

nlty,

Philosophi{)
faculty.

- - -Stu- Marks. Stu- Marks. Stu- Marks. Stu· Marks. Stu· Marks.
dents .
dents .
dents.
dents.
dents.

-

----- - -

-- - -

--

-

-

-- -

-

614 88,760
Absolute numben; ........ 1, (l93 151,950
265 62,136
653 103,876
244 34,807
0·3
14 ·l 21 ·4
23 ·5
20·1 22 ·7
8 ·5
7 ·9
Per cent of faculty ... . .. . 37 ·7
34 ·4
Per cent. of tho students
17·6 --- - ---- 17 ' ·------of tho facult.y .... _...... 41 ·1 · ··-·· · -- 44 ·6 ------·· ]1·8
Per capita ......... . ...... , . ..... .
234 -----·
159
143 -----144 -----·
140 .. . ...

- -

I

From tlie foregoing table we see tl1at the students of theology are the
!llOSt numerous of those reeeiving aid, partly because they are mostly in
needy circumstances; partly, also, because for such students the largest
benefit funds are in existence. The percentage of the philosophic faculty, which used to be much larger, has decreased in late years in consequence of the addition of students who did not formerly have the right
of citizenship in the university, such as agriculturists, pharmacists, etc.,
and for whom very few endowments for scholarships and benefices exist.
Tho amounts paid to individuals is generally very small. Almost
one.half the number of cash benefices amounted to 100 marks ($24) or
less per semester. Only 38 amounted to 500-800 marks ($120-$192 ). ·
Only 9 amounted to 800 marks and more.
The statistics of public instruction in the Kingdom of Bavaria,
embracing tli.e years 1809-1892, contain the statement that of every
100 students) 20 were completely exempt from the payment of lecture
fees; 25 partially so; together, 45 per cent. Of the students of theology 59 per ceut Delong to that class; of the law students, 40 per cent;
of the medical students, 39 per cent; of the students of philosophy, 50
per cent. Fifteen per cent of the students (330) received aid in cash
(54,298 marks or $ 13,132)=164·5 marks ($30.38) per capita.
It is reasonable to suppo e that in Bavaria as well at:1 in Prussia the
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number of needy students bas diminished duriug the last twenty years,
in consequence of which the cases of exemption from payment of
lecture fees are now less numerous than at the beginning of the
seventies.
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APPENDIX .

The following table is added by the translator as a valuable summary
of secondary school statistics, showing the number of boys in Germany
who a.re predestined by their parents at an ea,rly age (10 or 11) to pursue higher studie~. These students are all boys; for girls who aim at
entering the higher seats of learning, no provision in form of preparatory secondary schools is made as yet in Germany. Efforts are being
made of late to establish gymnasia (or· classical schools) for girls, and
the government has the question under advisement.
Niimber of boys in schools leading up to unive1:si tfos, polytechn ica, an d othe1· professional
schools, in Germany, in 1890.

States of Germany.

Numuer oi
students Population
to one
in the ago
between 11 studflnt.
and Hl or 20.

Population.
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:.i.
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i: 1:i!~~ ~~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
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U
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403, 773
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271, 063
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180, 443
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128, 495
119. 11
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7U, 485
75,510
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G7, 2 I
39,163
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135,337
29,412
13,834
17,018
10,587
7, 426
6,782
5,389
3,401
8,619
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PART I.-FRANOE.
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ll.-Th e polytechnic and affiliated schools: (1) Polytechnic School (Ecole Potytechnique);
(2) Superio1· School of Mines (Ecole Superieurecles Mines); (3) School of Bridges
a,nd Roads (Ecole des Fonts et Chaitssees); (4) Sitper"ior Professional School of
Posts and Telegraphs (Ecole Professionnelle Superieure des Postes et Telegraphes);
(5) School of Manufactu1·es of the State (Ecole des Mamtfactitres de l' Etat); (6)
School of Applicat'ion of Powder and Saltpeter (Ecole cl' .dpplication des Poudres et
Salpetres); (7) School of Hyclrogrnphy (Ecole d' Byclrographie).
lll.-The na,tional agricultural institute and affiliatecl schools: (1) National Agricultural
Institute (Institut National Agronomique); (2) National Forestry School (Ecole
Nationale Forestiere); (3) School for Horse Breeding (Ecole des Haras).
lV.-Othe1· :whools: (1) Schoo l of A1·chives (Ecole des Chartes); (2) Colonial School
(Ecole Coloniale); (3) Special School of Modern Oriental Languages (Ecole
Speciale des Langues Orientales TT,ivantes ); Schools in con'f!__ection with the national
manufactories, at (1) Sevres,porcelain; (2) Gobelin tapestry, Paris; (3) Mosaics,
Bea-u-1:ais.
V.-c--Efforts towards a school of administration.
Vl.-Conclusion.
INTRODUCTION.

The subject of special schools, preparing young men for the service
of the state in ·the various poRitions of the civil service, is of interest
from a double point of view-that of education and that of an efficient
personnel of Government employes. Of the two," the latter interest
is probably the more important.
Of the number of movements looking towards the improvement of
the general conditions of society under which all must live, the movement for better government is prominent. Good government can be
said to be the result of two conditions-that of a good system and that
of the capacity and honesty of those who administer it. The first of
these can to some extent be absent. The latter is a sine qua non. Hon.
ED 92--24
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James Bryce has shrewdly said that such is the capacity for government of the New Englanders that they can make a bad system of government give good results. But, however good the system of government may be, the results can not be good unless it is honestly and
efficiently administered. Whatever efforts are made in other directicms every effort should also be made to secure the best men for the
most important and responsible positions in government administration.
It is difficult to see why the government service should not be considered as a profession to be as deliberately chosen as any other. There
is no one institution in which the people are so vitally interested.
Certainly every movement which will tend to raise the position of servant of the state to a more honorable standing and to attract to it the
best men of the country is a step in the right direction .
The purpose of the present paper is to present a sketch of the efforts
which have been made by France to secure an efficient personnel for
the higher branches of government service throug·b the establishment
of special government schools preparing for particular services of the
state.
France more than any other country affords us material for the study
of the results of the policy of recruiting the civil service through the
establishment of special government schools preparing for particular
. branches of the service. Two conditions in the character of the French
life have contributed powerfully to this result-the great centralization
and increase of governmental activities and the specialization ht the
system of public iustruction. In America the average youth attends
school and on the completion of his studies determines in what direction
he will turn his energies. Fortuitous events determine, in a majority of
cases, tl1e occupation of each. In Fraooe quite the reverse is true. So
difficult is the establishment of a position in business that the French
boy must at the very earliest opportunity make a select.ion of the profes ion he wishes to follow and then direct all his energies toward
attaining tbis goal. A a result the system of technical education has
rec ived a <levelopment un equaled by that of any other country of
Europe, witzerlancl possibly excepted, and to an extent which it
would ta,ke years of growth for American and English technical schools
to equal. There i not a trade, and one might almost say not a branch
of a trade, which doe not have special schools devoted to preparing
stud nts iu the acqui ition of the technical knowledge nece sary for
it ' effici nt pro ecution . What is true of private busine is not le s
trn f g v rnmeutal activitie . The technical branches of governm nt .. dmini tratiou have 1., en con idered as professions· to be pre ared
£ r a £ r auy oth r profe ·ion.
Th , ·ond · ndition which ha been mentioned, that of the great in·re " in g v rnm nt 1 a ·tivitie , ba. contribut d no le to thi r ult.
11 mu· hav hi. r .,,,iden
for om time in France to realize the im-
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portant part which goyernment plays in the life of the French people.
Not only has there been during the present century a constant development of the duties usually performed by a central government, but
the domain of private business has been en,tered, and nume1~ous services have been added to the state. Political and social conditions have
led to the assumption of the telegraphic, telephonic, and, in part, the
railway system of the country. Economic conditions have long caused
the French Government to busy itself with such important interests as
forestry and the cultivation of impro-ved breeds of domestic animals.
Financial and other considerations lrn;ve led to the assumption by the
Government of the manufacture or exploitation of salt, tohacco,
matches, powder, saltpeter, special tapestry and porcelain products, etc.
Enormous sums have been spent within recent years on public improvements, r9ads, bridges, and canals, and these improvements are . made
much more directly by Government employes than is the case with us.
All of this has not only required a great development of the civil
service, but also the employment by the state of large nt1mbers of men
of whom a high degree of · technical skill and ability is 1·equired.
Such industries as forestry and the manufacture of products which
are state monopolies can necessarily have. no similar establishments
from which to draw their employes, and a training by the state thus
becomes almost a necessity.
Among a people where government plays such au important part as
in France and where the government service necessarily absorbs a not
inconsiderable part of the workers of the country, tbe whole school
system must have in view to a greater or less extent the preparation
for this service. The greater number of positions, especially the subordinate ones, require littJe of what we call technical instruction, at least
other than that which must be gained by actual experience in the positions in question. There are, however, a considerable and ever increasing number of positions for tile proper filling of which a previous special
training is absolutely essential. For the recruitment of these two ·
kinds of positions the Government of France has taken into consideration this difference. For the first the Government has instituted competitive examinations, which relate only to matters of secondary and. iu
some cases only to primary education. In a certain number of services
more severe examinations have been established for the employes occupying somewhat higher positions, as, for example, with the minister of
the interior, the minister of :finance, the prefecture of the Seine, etc.
These examinations, as well as other tests established for admission to
the service of inspection of the :finances, imply a careful and to some
extent special preparation. The preparation for these examinations is
left to the general school system.
For the positions requiring a technical preparation the Government
ha established a system of purely Government schools, specially preparing for these services. It is to these schools that this paper telates.
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A division must be made at the start between those technical schools
which prepare exclusively for the army and navy and those preparing
for other Government services. The first have been carried to a high
degree of perfection, and special schools exist for the recruiting of each
special branch of the army and navy. These schools are, however, of
interest, chiefly from the military and naval standpoint, and their consideration does not come within the scope of this report. Also, such
schools as the primary and superior normal schools, which prepare only
indirectly for the Government service, scarcely come within the strict
meaning of special schools preparing for Goverument employment.
After these introductory remarks, which ha-ve been necessary to
enable. us to appreciate more fully the description of the French system,
we will commence the consideration of tlie individual schools.
THE POLY'l'ECHNIC

SCHOOL-Ecole Polytechnique.

The idea of special preparation for Government employment through
the aid of special school~ is an old oue in Fran ce. Francis I. projected
the establishment of a school where 600 youths should be carefully
trained to fill positions chiefly in the foreign service. In 1672 the Marquis de Torey, secretary of state for foreign affairs, founded, under the
name of Acadbnie Politique, a diplomatic school to instruct young men
to become secretaries of legations. These two enterprises, however,
had but short lives.
The real modern system of technical Government schools owes its
origin chiefly to the military needs of the country, which were felt in
the few years preceding the French Revolution. This period saw the
establishment of a number of schools which are in active operation at
the present day. The School of Bridges and Roads (Ecole des Ponts et
Ohaussees) was founded in 174:7, tlie School of Mines (Ecole des Mines)
in .L783, and the military school (Ecole Militaire de Paris) in l851.
Thes beginnings are, however, of more historical than practical
intere~t. The "ystem of government schools as it exists to-day really
begins with the French Revolution and the establishment of the Polytecbuic school.
The hi tory of tlrn e tabli ·hment of thi school is interesting, as
being the outcome of a deliberate plan for securing employes for the
Government who should have had a careful preparatory schola tic
training. The polytechnic i one of the product. of the French Revolut,i n and is one fi ature of the new regime. Toward. the end of the
Y ar 1793 all public in truction in letter and ciences ha<l. practically
c a d. All oll g w r <le rted. A few national school , in which
ffi · r w r du at d fi l' tlie army and navy and for the con truction
f bridge , maintain <l. nun rtain exi tence. Of the ·e the chool of
ri
nd Road·, found in 1747, excited the mo t olicitude and
wa: th m
im1 ortant f the G vernm nt cbool . But o many of
i ' · ·11 l r
d
her Y r drawn t th war that it w.a practicaDy
1
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inactive. These schools, however, established in different places, accomplished but little as regar<ls real higher. scientific instruction; they
were. isolated, and conducted without regard to their relationship to the
services. Finally, scbofars were drawn wholly from the privileged
classes.
The state was in desperate need of skilled men to take charge of
various Government works, the manufacture of guns, powder, etc. It
was then, as the result of this need, that M. Lamblardie, the director
of the School of Bridges aud Roads, conceived the idea of a central
school which should generally prepare students for entering all the
more technical branches of the Government service. The proposition
of M. Lamblardie met with a favorable reception by the convention,
and, after a considerable discussion as to the relation the projected
school should bear to that of Roads and Bridges, there was created by
decree of March 11, 1794, the Uentral School of Public Works (Ecole
Oentrale des Travaux Piiblics) .
Lamblardie was made director of the school. The number of students
was fixed at 400, who should be, on entrance, between the ages of 16
anrl 20. By a law of September 1, 1795, the name of the school was
changed to its present one, Ecole Polytechnique. The school itself was
reorganized and placed under the direction of the minister of the
interior. The number of pupils was reduced at first to 350 and then to
250. From its foundation to the present time the school has passed
through a number of reorganizations. These changes, however, have
generally resulted in its constant strengthening, until now it is one of
the most important scholastic institutions of France. During the
exciting times consequent upon the various changes of Government,
the students on many occasions took an active part, and the school has
a rich military history.
By the side of this Ecole Oentrale des Travaux Publics or Ecole Polytech:
nique, the convention allowed to live, at least provisionally, until '' the
new school should attain an assured position," the former national
schools, which had until then furnished the state with engineers and
officers for its army and navy. These schools formed the natural
complement to the Polytechnic and the transition, almost indispensable, between it and the public service. They were definitely preserved
by the law of 30 Vendemiaire, An IV, which made them, under the title
of schools of application, the complement of the Polytechnic. This
system, adopted in the year IV (1795), has been religiously preserved,
and in all or nearly all the branches of the Government service to which
the Polytechnic conducts, the students going out from it receive special instruction in schools of application before actually entering upon
their professional duties.
This has not at all lessened the importance of the Polytechnic. On
the other hand, it has made it the center of the system of schools prepariug for the Government service. The Polytechnic_more than any
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other school stands in the same relationship to the civil service as do
the military and naval schools to the military and naval services. It
is not merely the most important, it is the keystone to thew hole system,
since it is through it that admittance is gained to the more important
of the other schools. The Polytechnic school is thus, in a way, the
trunk of a tree, the separate branches of which are the special schools
of application. In this way the following schools of application are
wholly or in part recruited through it:
The School of Bridges and Roads (Ecole des Ponts et Ohaussees).
The School of Mines (Ecole des Mines).
The Forestry School (Ecole Forest'iere).
The Telegraph S~hool ( Ecole de Telegraphie).
The School of Hydrography (Ecole d'Hydrographie).
The School for the Manufactures orthe State (Ecole des Manufactures
de l'.Etat) .

The School of .Application of Powder and Saltpeter (Ecole d' Applicc1,t'ion des Poudres et Salpetres) .

In addition to these are the numerous military and naval services,
the corps of army and navy artillery engineers, the a1~my and navy
engineers, and the national marine.
It will be seen from this statement that the Polytechnic to some
extent supplie.s instruction for those who subsequently enter the army
and navy. Thi , however, but relates to those positions requiring
a high grade of scientific acquirements, and it in no way does duty
as a military or naval school, properly so called, of which there are a
gr at many other special schools, each relating to a special branch of
the rvic . The important function of the Polytechnic is the supplying to the state of trained employes for the management of public
work , the con truction and inspection of roads and bridges, the management of the state fore.~ ts, tho supervision of the exploitation of state
min , the direction of the manufacture of tobacco, matches, gunpowder,
etc., by the Goverument, the recruitment for technical scientific position, in the telegraph service, the furnishing of expert hydrographers
for the on tru tion of charts for the army and other purposes, etc.
The administration of tbe school is thoroughly democratic. Scholars
are chosen solely through a competitive examinatiou. This examination i open to all, under the following condition, :
The candidate mu~t be native or naturalized Frenchm_en. They
mu t be at lea t 16 and not more than 21 years old on the 1st of January
pr eding the examination. .A.n exception is made for tho eat the time
in th army, tb maximum age being in their cases ra.ised to 25 years.
Th .y must 1 o po. e th diploma of bachtlier es lettres, 1 or of bachelier es sciences, or uachelier de l'enseignement secondaire special, or a certificate of th ' fir t pr of of baccalaureat de l'enseignement secondaire
1
n a lYantag of 15 points is giv n ou tl10 xa.mina.tion. to those in po se sion of
the diploma. of bacheli r ·s lettres.
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classique, or a certificate relative to the :first proof of thr: ancien bacca,laureat cs lettres.'
The candidates must also present various other papers, showing that
all military duties have been performed, the ability of the parents to
support their child while at school, etc. Finally, a physical examination, similar to that for entrance into the military schools, must be passed
before the examinations can be taken.
The entrance examinations consist of three separate examinations:
(1) written compositions; (2) oral examinations of the first degree, and
(3) oral examinations of the second degree.
The written compositions are in the nature of a preliminary examinati011. They consist of n, composition in French, drawing and coloring,
the elements of arithmetic, geometry, and trigonometry, and the elements of physics and chemistry. The examination is held in Paris and
iu the chief cities of the various provinces.
0andidates successful in this examiuatiou are permitted to attend the
oral examinations of the :first and second degrees, which are held in
the twelve chief cities of France. These examinations relate to algebra, tdgonometry, analytic geometry, descriptive geometry, physics,
chemistry, the French language, the German language/ geometrical
drawing, sketching, and imitation drawing. All these requirements
are obligatory. The failure in any oue incapacitates the candidate for
entrance.
The extensive knowledge of mathematics required by thes~ examinations necessitates a laborious and special preparation during several
years prior to the taking of the examination. For this purpose many
of the intermediate schools and lyceums have organized special courses
looking towards this end. There are also a number of special schools
whose objec·t is to prepare students for these examinations. These
schools are the colleges Rollin, Ohaptal, and Stanislas, and the schools
Sainte Genevieve, Sainte Barbe, and Monge, at Paris, and the Prytanee
Militaire de la Fleche and Saint Sigisbert Sch,ool at Nancy, in the
provinces.
There is thus here a distinct departure from the method pursued in
the United States for the recruitment of our military anctnaval schools.
With us the selection of students is placed in a few hands-the President and the members of Congress. In France, owing to the technical
knowledge req nired for entrance, actuaJ -training commences on an
average three years before the school is actually entered. With us the
~pecial training only commences after admittance to the school. 3
1
An achanfage of 15 points is given on the ex:uninations to those in possession of
the <liploma of bachelier 'e.s leltres.
2
A sufficient knowleclgc of a, modern language other than German gives the possessor an advantage of 5 points out of 100.
~It is 11ot intended to assert that one of these methods is preferable to the other.
A <lescriptive paper like the present can not go into a, cliscussion of methods. Each
method has its advantages ancl <lisadvantages. It can scarce ly be desirable fora large
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Another important difference consists in the length of studies. The
course at the Polytechnic lasts but two years. This, however, as we
shall see, is supplemented by the training received in ::icl10ols of application which the graduating students afterwards enter.
The programme of studies consists almost entirely of mathematics
and applied science. A brief statement of the subjects of instruction
is as follows:
Oalculus.--Differential and integral-two years.
Descriptii·e geometry.-Different methods for the representation of
bodies; a study of tbe principal geometrical surfaces; the construction
of models-one year.
Stereotorny.-Carpentry aud stonecutting-one year.
Mechcinics and machinery.-Theoretical study completed by the construction of models, the designing of new machines, etc.-two years.
Phy ics.-Thermodynamics, electricity and magnetism, acoustics and
optics, laboratory practice-two years.
. Chemistry.-Organic and inorganic, accompan ie<l by experimentstwo year .
Astronomy and geodesy.-Practical work-one year.
Architectitre.-Theory and the drawing of designs and plans-two
years.
Jlf.iljta.ry art.-Two years.
History, geography, and, literature.-The military, political, aud moral
hi tory of the principal nations of Europe during modern and contemporaneou time~ ; compo itions on historical topics-two years.
German language, drawing from objects, coloring.-Two years.
Laborat ry and workshop practice, the designing and construction
of model~, are required whenever possible. The instruction in drawing au<l de igning is an object of especial care. In addition to the
chool i11 truction, tudent are also taken on visits of obseryation to
th ob ervatory and to mauufacturing establishments iu and around
Pari . The regime of the chool is military. All the students are
exerci. ed in military tactic , in horseback. riding, fencing, and general
gymna, tic . The military training and conduct while at the school,
ho v r i · much les evere than that at the special military schools.
Th
udent board at the chool and wear a school uniform. The
o t to th tudent i · about $200 (1,000 francs) fo,r tuition and board
nnmber of outh to d vote their tim in preparing for a certain school when lmt
a small portion of them will ucc ed in entering. With us, ou the other haucl, many
youth nter the acad mie of West Point and Annapolis who arc unable to meet the
r quir m nt and are dropp d, tlrn not only to some extent losing a year, but
r c iving in a way a tigrua upon their ability. From the standpoillt of the ·chool
how Y r, it woul<l eem hat th Fren h system of pr paratory schools would produ
h b st r ults. As lon 17, howev r, as the position of cadet at our academies
it i , a ov t l po itiou, we need have no fear of obtaining good ma,terial.
rtr inl the pa t history f these in ti utiou affords no ground for solicitude in
th, r pect.
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per year. The outfit and incidentals cost each year from $ 140 to $ 150
more (700 to 750 francs). The school, however, is quite liberal in the
granting of scholarships. Four grades of scholarships are granted:
(1) Full scholarships; (2) half scholarships; (3) scholarsLips carrying
relief from outfit (and incidental) expenses; (4) scholarships carrying
half relief from outfit (and incidental) expenses. The number of such
scholarships is not limited. As the result of the examination of 1891,
there were grauted 142 scholarships with outfit, 1 scholarship with half
outfit, 2 scholarships without outfit, 5 half scholarships with outfit, and
1 half scho1arsh"ip with ha.If outfit.
The students rise at 6 o'clock, breakfast at 8 :30, dine a.t 2, and take
their supper at 9. Lights must be out at 9 :30. rrhe greater portion of
the studies courses are between t~e breakfast and dining hours. From
2 :30 to 5 o'clock in the afternoon the time is devoted to recreation,
military drill, fencing, g·ymnasium practice, etc.
The school is located in Paris, on the south bank of tbe Seine. In
general it is well provided with all the necessary equipment and facilities. Its libra.ry includes 30,000 volumes.
The position of student in the Polytechnic is one much sought after.
The number admitted each year varies somewhat; in 1892 it was 250;
contesting for these places, 1,715. The number now admitted forms a
great increase over that of former years, in consequence of the very
great extension of Government employment since the Franco-German
war. Before that event the annual admissions were from 130 to 140.
The Polytechnic, a,s we have seen, does not prepare directly for the
Government service, but only for certain schools of application, each
giving instruction preparatory to entering a special service. The choice
of the particular branch of Govirnmeut service to be entered is thus not
made by the students until their graduation from the Polytechnic.
This choice is made according to respective ranks at graduation. In
principle the number of places open in the Government service may be
less than the number of graduates, but in fact all the graduates have
during the past years had a place in the Government service assured to
them. The following tabulation w~ll show the various services entered
by graduates during the past six years (1886-1891):
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -1-1-88-6. 1887. 1888. , ~ , 1890. 1891.
School of Mines ..... ............ .......... __ .......... _... _. __ .
3
2
2
4
3
3
SchoolofBriclgesandHoads . ...... ......... -·····-··········-·
18
10
8
8
8
8
SchoolofManufacturesoftheState ..... - ......................
1
1
1
4
4
4
1 . . ....... _.. . . . . . .
1
School of Telegraphy . .... . .. .... ....... . _.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
1
School of Application of Powder and Saltpeter .. __ ............. _. _... _. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . .
School of Forestry .............................. _.. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .... .
Land Artillery ....... - ....... .......... .............. _.... ___ .. 119
149
154
134
145
188
MarineArtillery . .... ............ ........... -·-·-·-··········· ·
20
12
10
15
15
15
Commissary for the Marine Service............................
1 ....... _................ ... .. .

i~11:;~s1;;tc ~ : : :: :: : ):: : 11 :·~ ·: ·! 'l
Total ....... ·········--····-·····················-········

214\209\ 214J2101~~
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Each year two places are reserved in the School of Forestry for graduates of the Polytechnic, but these places have not been taken in recent
years.
The graduates who enter the service of the land or sea, artillery or
military engineering enter the school of application at Fontainebleau.
On entering they are called cadet sublieutena.nts (sous-Ueutenants
eleves) of artillery or engineering, and in this capacity pass two years a,t
Fontainebleau. When their course is finished there they are appointed
sublicutenants and placed in a regiment. Those entering a military
service other than tlirough this school at Fontainebleau form an insignifica,n t number each year. The Fontainebleau is not what we call
the military school of France. That is the school of Saint Cyr. The
former is rather an engineering or technica,l school, as its name, School
of Application, implies. That the military services take so large a
number of the graduates of the Polytechnic is owing to the technical
knowledge required in various branches of the military service other
than that offered by military training.
Tl10se entering tile service of the mines or of roads and bridges enter
the School of Mines or School of Roads and Bridges, where they continue
their studies for three years. While at these schools they are named
student engineers (eleves-ingenieurs) of mines or ofroads and bridges. On
completing their courses they are appointed engineers of mines or of
roads and bmlg(·S (third class) . Those entering the service of marine
engineering pass two years at the Sc1~"Ol of Marine Engineering as
~'trn1 11t cngin er , and. on graduation receive appointments as assistant
e11~ineer (sous-inge11:ie1trs) of naval constructions. Those entering the
manufacture of the state service also receive the title of eleve ingenieur (, tndent engineer) and arc attachetl to the manufacturing estabIi ~hment of rnatche. and tobacco. Those going into the service of
po,nl r and , altpeter arc attached to the central depot at Paris.
Tho e entering tlJe po tal ervicc cuter the the superior professional
chool of po t. au<l telegraphs.
•
Although the Polytechnic was specially created and i maintained
for the pnrpo e of training engineers and others for the service of the
stat , th chool is not without influence upon the private industrie of
Fr, nee. A number of the graduates u ually at once resign and enter
into I riv, te nud rt. king , while many who were originally government employ• re i crn after omc years of service and enter private
manufac urin°· all l otb r ·oncern .
The certificat of graduation from tlle ]Ecole Polytechnique gives tllc
right to h 1 1-. t cont· t for the positions of auditeur of the second
c:la,,., , t th 'onseil d Etat or to admi ion ill to the ervice of inspection
f th fi anc . .
P

INE

(Ecole

uper·ieitre des Jlfines).
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With rare exceptions, it is the first choice of those graduating at the
head of the list from the Polytechnic. Unlike the practice in the
United States, the central Government in France is directly interested
to a greater or less extent in the exploitation of the mines of the country, and exercises over aJl mines the duties of inspection to a considerable extent. The school of mines is organized in connection with
this service, and, to quote .Article I of the decree under which the school
·
is now administered:
It has for its object the forming of student engineers for tlrn purpose of recruiting the n ational corps of mining engineers, and tho giHng instruction to external ·
students who wish to obtain the superior diploma of civil engineer of mines which .
this school confers.

Until near the end of the eighteenth century France possessed no :
institution giving instruction in the science of mining engineering.
For the exploitation of her mineral resources, wherev-er technical skill
was required, she was dependent upon English and German science.
It was not until the beginning of the last quarter of that century that
any attempts were made to provide technical instruction in the art of
mmrng. Under Louis XV, iu 1769, the acts granting mining concessions stipulated that the concessioners should annually pay a sum for
the maintenance of a school of mines.
The true promoter of a scholastic instruction in mining was M. B. G.
Sage, a mineralogist, who received letters patent in 1778 to establish a.
pµblic and free school of mining at Paris. Soon after, in 1783, a School
of Mines was definitely created by royal decree. Two chairs were
established, one in chemistry, mineralogy, and mineralogical investigation (docirnasie), the· second in physics, underground surveying,
hydraulics, the ventilation of mines, the u se of machines necessary for
the working of mines, the erection of meta1lurgical forges, etc. Assistant iustructors were also provided for.
The length of course was three years; it included theoretical instraction during the winter, and practical operations dnring the summer,
when the students accompanied the Government inspectors in their
tour of inspection, or Yrnre placed at work in the mines. A t the outbreak of the Revolution, h owever, this school was swept away with
other schools. But the policy of educating for the public sendce was
not abandoned. The committee of public safety created, in the place
of the school which had been destroyed, an agency of mines (Agence
des llfines), which, in a measure, carried on th e instr uction. The celebrated law of October 22, 1795, by which the .National Convention
organized anew the great publ_ic services, transformed this makeshift .
into a true school of mines. From a school of primary in struction it
was made a school of application. The number of students was fixed
at 20, to be drawn from among the graduates of the Polytechnic. Teu
private or special students were also admitted, who were <lcstined to
become chiefs of private mining industries. Iu order to satisfy the
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conditions of this Jaw, 9, consular decree, of February 12, 1802, abolished
the School of Mine1-, at Paris and esta.l>lished in its place two schools,
one at Geislautern for the iron and coal mining industries, and the
other at Pesey for the exploitation of lead, copper, and silver mines.
This system di<l uot succeed, and during the years 1814 and 1815 the
schools were practically inoperative;
September 5, 1816, a royal ordinance reconsti tuted the Ecole Superieure des JY!.ines at Paris. From this ordinance of 181G dates the true
origin of the presen t School of Mines. Since then the school has continued without interruption to exercise a most beneficial influence on
the operation of all mines, public and private. It exists to-day with but
few modificatious of its organization in 1816. The decree of1856, though
reorganizing the regime of the school, wrought hut few fundamental
changes in its structure. The school, as at preseut carried on, is organized and conducted pursuant to the decree of July 18, 1890.
This institution is under the administration of the minister of public
works. Though the main object, the raison d'etre, of the school is that
of a school of application to recruit the corps of Government engineers
of mines, it yet has other important objects. 1\1. Maternes d'Ocagne,
in bis work, Les Grandes Ecoles de France, makes the following enumeratiou of its fu11ctio11s, which shows in as condensed a form as possible, both the administrative and general educational importance of
the school. The enumeration of these objects is :
(1) To form engineers cle;,tined to recruit th e corps of Government engineers of
mines.
(2) To diffuse among th public a knowledge of the sciences and arts relating to
the mining illdustry, and in particular to form men h aving the practical knowledge
necessary for tho exploitation of mines and metallurgical establishments belonging
to p1·ivate nterprises.
(3) To gather aud classify all tho material ne cessary for the completion of a stati tical surv y of the mineral resources of the departments of France and of the
Fr nch colonies.
(4) To maintain a museum and a library speciall;r clevot.ed to the mineral industry,
ancl to keep th se collections on a level with the progres8 of the mining and metallur Tical industries, as well ~s tho sciences relating to them.
(5) Finally, to exe011te either for the public administrations or for individuals
assa ' S and analyses which may aid tho progress of the mining industry.

In a ,,Tord, the chool i intended to serve as a general bureau of informa ion co n ·erning matters relating to the mineral industry of the
country. In a way it thu includes a part of the dutie which, with
u , lla b n intru. ted to the Geological Survey Bureau of the Interior
Depar ment.
To ·arry out the e object the school receives four classe of tudents.
{l) The tud nt ngine r (eleves ingenieurs), destined for the recruitment of the c rp f mining ngineers of the Government, and who a.re
tak 11 ntir ly from am ng tud nt going out from the Ecole Polytechniqiie.
(2) rivat r, 1 e ·ial pupils (eleves externes) . The e are admitted
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through competitive examinations. On the completion of the course
of studies they are declared capable of directing the exploitation of
mines or metallurgical establishments, and to this effect receive a
diploma and title of "eleve brevete."
(3) Foreign pupils (eleves etrangers), admitted on the applfoation of
their Governments, after having passed a satisfactory examination.
(4) Free auditors (ctuditeurs libres), those simply receiving permission, on their own request, to follow a part or all of the courses. They
cannot take part in the practical work or in the examinations.
The school possesses a rich library, including, in addition to books of
science, a valuable collection of designs and models relative to the
, mining engineer's art.
It possesses, in addition, magnificent· geological and mineralogical
collections in its museum. The school is connected with that of the
geological survey of France, where are centralized all the documents
and information collected by the engineers for the execution of this
survey.
Like the School of Roads and Bridges,_the School of Mines possesses,
annexed to its laboratory, a bureau of assay intended for chemical analyses. Manufacturing establishments, the chiefs of foundries, the
exploiters of mines, etc., who desire to have mineral substances analyzed can send them to the school for this purpose. They are only
made when it is believed that they will render a real public service,
but when undertaken are entirely gratuitous.
'l'he :first class of students, student engineers, are recruited solely,
as we have seen, from the graduates of the Polytechnic.
The second class, the special students, are admitted after examination. Extraordinary precautions are taken to insure ·the"""adfufttance
of only those fully prepared to follow the courses of the school. Candidates must, with some exceptions, :first pass an examination admitting,
to a preparatory course of one year, which must be taken before the
school proper can be entered.
The examination for admittance to the preparatory courses includes
tests of writing and spelling, drawing, geography, arithmetic, algebra,
geometry, plane trigonometry, analytic geometry of two dimensions,
the elements of analytic geometry of three dimensions, descriptive
geometry, physics without electricity or magnetism, and inorganic
chemistry.
Candidates must be Frenchmen and between the ages of 16 and 22.
The preparatory courses include (1) the elements of infinitesimal calculus and rational mechanics. (2) Descriptive geometry and its applications to shadows, to perspective, stone-cutting, and carpentry. (3)
Physics. (4) General chemistry.
These courses last from the beginning of November to the end of
May.
There is an additional examination for admittance to the school itself,
which others than those having taken the preparatory courses can take.
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Candidates for this examination must first deposit a page of French
written under dictation and five designs of a specified character.
The examination itself consists of four oral examinations on infinit esimal analysis, mechanics, descriptive geometry and its applications, physics and general chemistry, geometrical drawing and coloring (la vis ). Candidates must be between the ages of 18 and 22. .An
exception is made for those in the military service, the maximum age
limit being raised to 25 years in their cases.
The number of special pupils admitted varies from year to year.
The average number is probably twenty.
The instruction lasts three years. It is entirely gratuitous. The
character of the courses is designed with special reference to the knowletlge required for the exploitation of mines and the treatment of mineral substances. It has also for its object the study of steam engines,
the management and materials of railroads, the investigation, preservation, a,nd regulation of mineral watei~s, etc. The instruction is
divided among the three years as follows:
First year.-Exploitation of rriines; general metallurgy, iron; analytical- chemistry (metalloids); industrial chemisty of the mineraJs; mineralogy; zoological and vegetable paleontology; topography and leveling; drawings and projects of exploitation and of metallurgy; exercises
in the analysis of minerals; exercises in mineralogy and paleontology;
exercises in topography.
Second year.-Meta1lurgy, different metals; analytical chemistry,
metals; geology and petrography; machines and the resistance of
materials; railroads; industrial economics; projects of metallurgy and
macbiues; exercises in mineral analysis; exercises in petrography;
vi its to industrial establishments, and geological courses.
_
Third year.-Appliecl geology; construction; construction of machine ; legislation concerning mines; applications of elec_trici ty; artil1 ry; plans _for the exploitation of mines; use of machines, and metallurgi al work.
In addition, each scholal' is required. to pursue during the three years
a our e in Engli ·h or German, or he may pursue both.
Independ ntly of vi its to manufacturing establishments and numerou ex nr ion and of the courses which the students are required to
ma ter in ord r to compl~te their profes ional instruction, each student
i' r quirc<l to make a ,·ojourn of about ·a month during the summer
Yac< ti n in a mining or metallurgical district of France or Belgium.
t th end of the third year the tudent engineer, make a
oud
v yag fin truction of about one hundred days iu , ome foreign ·ouu- tr '· Thi trip is optional for the p cial pupil . On the return from
lH•.- trip. the 'tudent mu. t fnrni h a description of the e.-tabli 'hm nt · vi ited, and of the d~ reut . ubje •ts to wbi h their att ntion
h< . b 11 dire ted.
c·l.t ol year la t.- from the first f ovemb r to the rnidJl of
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· On the completion of their courses the student engineers are
appointed "ordinary engineers of the tl.iird c]ass of the corps of
mines," with a salary of $500 (2,500francs) per year. They receive while
at the school a salary of 1,800 francs per year.
The actual organization of the corps of mines dates back to the year
1810. In order to appreciate the role of the corps of mines, it is necessary to see it under its triple scientific, industrial, and· administrative
aspect. The engineers are charged with the inspection of mines, qtrnrries, sources of mineral waters, etc., with the control of the management of railroads, and the study of the geological and mineralogical
formation of France in detail. A certain number also devote themselves entirely to the sciences and to giving instruction. .A. few, under
certain circumstances, can obtain leave and enter private establish:
ments.
The personnel of the corps and the salaries paid are as follows:
Francs.

~--,rflUCS.

Inspector-generals:
First class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15, 000
Second class .... ....... ~. . . . . 12, 000
Engineers in chief:
. t c1ass ................... <
5 8,, 000
I., us
7 000
Seconil. cl::.ss. ..... . . . . . . . . . . . G, 000

Engineers; ordinar,r:
First class... . ... . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Third class.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Student engineers.... . . . . . . . . . . .

4, 500
3, 500

2, 500
1, 800

The special pupils who receive the title of civil engineer of mines
readily find advantageous p~sitions in private mining establishments,
metallurgical works, railroad company shops, etc.
SCHOOL OF BRIDGES AND ROADS

(Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees ).

Among the public services of France which enjoy a high reputation
that of the management of roads and bridges occupie~ the first rank.
French engineers have acquired just renown throughout Europe for
their skill. This reputation natural1y redounds to the credit of the
school in which many of them have received their training. The School
of Roads and Bridges is the most important, and at the same time the
oldest, of the schools of application, the stu<lents of which are recruited
through the mediu~ of the Polytechnic School. It is this school and
the School of Mines which are the more often selected by those having
the fir 't choice of service to which they are entitled by their rank at
grnduation.
The school is located at Paris, and is under the supervision of the
minister of public works. Its object is to educate civil engineers to
recruit the national corps of engineers, which has charge of the construction and maintenance of the great public works of France-the ·
railroads, bridges, canals, highways, harbors, etc.
The creation of a corps of eugineers· to have the management of public works dates from the reign of Louis XV. In 1716 Louis createtl
the first body of Government engineers. The first trace of the principle

~
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of speciaily training young men for these positions is found thirty years
later, in 1747, when a state engineer, named Perronet, was called to
Paris to undertake a corrniderable work in connection with the system
of public works geuernlly, and was authorized to have a number of
young men specially instructed to assist in the work . As a result,
Perronet organized. what he called a Bureau des Ponts et Ohaussees.
Force of circumstances soon transformed this into a true school. The
employes were divided into three classes : the first composed of subinspectors or assistant engineers, the second of students, and the third
of candidates or young men less instructed, who were permitted to
work in the bureau as assistants until they were appointed students.
This'., as can be seen, was the c1·eation of a system of regular instruction, and va,rious documeuts left by PerroHet speak of these employes
ai::; under the direction now of the Bureau and now of the Ecole, using
the two terms intercbaHgeably.
In 1775 Minister Turgot confirmed officially the institution which
existed de facto. He published an instruction concerning the Ecole des
Ponts et Oha11ssees. Perronet was continued as director of the school.
Tlle number of students was fixed at GO. During the summer the
scholars were employed on the various Government works. This organization was proclnctive of good results, This was the condition of the
chool at the outbreak of tbe Revolution.
January 19, 1791, the Assembly past-:led a law decreeing that-The.re shn,11 be a chool of Bridges ancl Roads. It shall incl11do 60 students, divided
i.nto thr e cla ses of 20 each. All shall be appointed.

ev rtbeless, durilJg tbe Revolution the school remained completely
di 1gauized, and the members went into the various armies.
In 179J., Lamblardie, who, on the designation of Perronet, had succeed d to the directorship of the school, as we have seen, conceived
th idea of creating a grand school pl'eparatory to all the technical
branche of the public service. This idea took shape in tbe creation of
the Ecole Oentrale des Travaux Publics, which very soon became the
Ecole Polytechniqite. For sometime it was uncertain whether the creation of this chool Rhould carry with it the suppression of the schools
alr ady exi ·ting. Finally, however, it was deterntined to retain the
hool of Bridges and Roads in connection with the Polytechnic as a
pe ial chool of application (Ecole Speciale d'Application). The number
of bolar wa fix d at 36, to be who1ly drawn from the Polytechnic.
Little further change wa made in the chool until 1804, when an imperial decree, reorganizing both the corps of engineers and the school,
fixed the number of tudents at 60, to be divided into three cla ses.
The h lar of the fir t year were to receive a salary of 700 franc , of
the , c nd y ar 8 0 franc , · and of the third year 900 francs per year.
al'i u. at and d crees were made in 1830, 1839, and 1851, regulating th r gime and th condition of entrance to the school, but without
ma erially aft'. cting it work and charact r. The school is at present
earried n under a decree b aring date July 18, 1890.
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The School of Bridg·es aud Roads is under the administration of the
minister of public works. lt is sitna.ted at Paris, on the left bank of
the Seine. In general, the organization and character of the school is
the same as that of the school of mines, except as to the subject-matter
of the instruction given. It stands-in the same relation to the Government service of roads anq.. bridges as the School of Mines stands to the
service of mines. The school has for its primary object the instruction
of students who are intended to recruit the national corps of enginee~s of
roads a11.d bridges. But, like the School of Mines, it employs the organization, which has to be made for this purpose, to give instruction to
others than th9se intended primarily for the Government service.
With these objects in view, it admits the same four classes of students as are admitted to the School of Mines, viz:
(1) The student engineers (eleves ingenieurs) recruited-from the Polytechnic and intended for the Government service of roads and bridges.
(2) The private or special students (eleves externes) admitted on
competitive examination-a certain number each year.
(3) Students of foreign nationality admitted on the application of
their governments after a satisfactory examination; and
(4) Students admitted on their own application to follow a part or
all of tbe ()ral courses.
The school is well equipped for its work. In its library of over·
50,000 volumes it possesses one of the most valuable collections of books
relating to the engineer's art which is in existence. It is well catalogued. Its museum of models includes a large number of models and
<l.esigns of the more remarkable engineering works which have been
executed during the past fifty years, such as bridges, viaducts_, harbor
improvements, etc. A great many of the models possess considerable
value on account of the fineness with which they have been executed.
Its experimental laboratory affords facilities for engineering experiments of all description, the testing of the strength of materials, stonecutting, carpentry constructions, forging, etc.
In its physical and chemical laboratory are made analyses of all
kinds, which are sent to the school by engineers throughout the country.
It is estimated that over 30,000 such analyses and tests have been
made at the request of private engineers and establishments.
The student engineers are recruited entirely from the Polytechnic.
The number of places varies each year, but is generally between the
numbers 10 and 20.
The new decree organizing the school distinguishes between the private students, who must be French citizens, and foreign students.
The latter are now only admitted when there remain places after the
others have been provided for. As at the School of Mines, a preparatory course has been organized by which most of the private students
gain admittance to the school. Admitt::wce to this course is gained by
means of competitive Bxaminations. Candidates must be between the
ED
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ages of 17 and 20 years, except for those having completed their military service, iu whose cases the maximum age is raised to 25 years.
Knowledge is required of arithmetic, algebra, elements of geometry,
plane trigonometry, analytic geometry of two and three dimensions,
descriptive geometry, the elements of physics and chemistry, linear
drawing and coloring.
·
Seventeen students were admitted to the preparatory course dul'ing
the year 1892.
The course lasts one year, and consists of instruction in differential
and integral calculus, rational mechanics, physics and chemistry, descriptive geometry, stereotomy, the elements of architecture, drawing
and coloring.
Those passing the examinations at the end of the year do not have
to take the examination for admittance to the School of Bridges and
Roads, but are placed at the head of the list of candidates for admittance. Another examination is held for external pupils who have not
taken the preparatory course. The age limits for this examination are
18 and 22, or 26 years in the case of those having completed their term
of active military service. The programme of studies covered by the
examination consists of arithmetic, elementary geometry, algebra, plane
trigonometry, analytic geometry of two and three dimensions, descriptive geometry with its applications to stonecutting and carpentry, element: of differential and integral calculus, mechanics, physics, chemi try, and architecture.
The place· of private students can be granted to conilucteurs des porits
et chaiu,sees who have passed the examination and have been in the
rvice at lea.-t ix years. During their stay at the school they are
con idered a: in the active service and receive the regular salary with
the indemnity u ua,lly allotted to conductors of roads and bridges
while re iding at Paris. On the completion of their courses they are
placed at the di position of an engineer-in-chief, to be employed in
active sei vice in the, ·arne way as the stu<l.ent engineers. At the beginning of the schola tic year of 1892 tµere were admitted to the preparatory course 7 ,'tud nt , to the school itself 2 conductors of roads and
brid 0 ·e., and 5 public functionaries of foreign nation '. The foreign
student: are admitted iu the same way as fr1 the case of the Scl10ol of
l\Iiu , .
At th nd of their studies the external students receive a diploma
of an ugineer. They u. ·1.rnlly find little difficulty in securing good
po itions iu prh ate indu. trial establi hments.
Th in truction is entirely gratuitous, as in all the school of application. It last three year , generally from the 16th of November to
the 31.t of May of each year. The method of instruction followed i in
part th oretical and in part practical. The course of studies accordiu t y ar.- ar :
Fir ·t year.-Applied me ·hanic, (r i tance of materials); cou true1
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tion (roads); mineralogy and geology; architecture (employment of wood
and iron in constructions, decoration of bridges); political economy;
general processes of construction; applied chemistry.
Second year.-Applied meclianics (hydraulics); construction (internal
navigation); construction (bridges); steam engines; architecture (employment of wood and iron in constructions, decoration of bridges);
administrative law .(first part).
.
'.l.'hird yea,r.-Construction (railroads); construction (maritime works);
administrative law (second part); fortification.
The instruction also includes for each student a study of the English
and German languages, experiments in laboratories, graphical works,
drawing of plans, coloring, the testing of the strength of materials for
the purposes of construction, the construction of machines and buildings, etc.
in addition to the above regular instruction, information is given
through conferences to the stud en ts on electrical telegraphy, pl10tography, the exploitation of railroads, pisciculture, or new disco-veries
and. important public works.
At the end of each year's course of study at the school the student
engineers are sent on missions into the departments and are attached to
works in process of construction,. in order to exercise themselves under
the direction of the chiefs of the service in the practical duties of the
engineer. At the end of the third year missions to foreign countries
can be given to students who have particularly distinguished themselves during their stay at the school.
While attendiug the school the student engineers receive a salary of
1,800 francs. On graduation they enter the national corps of engineers
of roads and bridges. A few words regarding the character of this
service of the Government will not be out of place. The decrees wl1ich
organized the corps of roads and bridges bear the dates October 13,
1851, March 28, 1852, and June 17, 1854.
The service is divided into (1) the ordinary service, (2) extraordiuary
service, (3) ·detached services. The ordinary service is further ctiviued
into (1) the general service, (2) special service, (3) divers services. The
general service includes the direction and execution of ordinary works
relating to roads and bridges in the departments. The special service
relates to such special services as the draining of marshes, the regulation of establishments located on water courses, the canal service, and
maritine works .
.A. law of the date of July 12 1 1865, created a division of "railroads of
local interest." This law requires that projects of work which ought to
be executed by the departmeuts in connection with the communes must
-.first be submitted to au examination by the engineer in chief of roads
and bridges; and in a certain number of departments tbe ordinary
engineers of roads and bridges have been intrusted with the preparation
of tlie plans for the works and their execution, such was the confidence
placed in their ability by the prefects and general councils.
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The divers services iuclude the secretaryship of the council general
of roads and bridges, the school, the depot of maps and plans, missions,
scientific works, etc.
The extraordinary service includes the direction and the execution
of large public works not requiring permanent oversight, such as railroads, canals, marine works, etc, The detached services include all
the services not specially specified, but which must, nevertheless, be
performed by the corps, such as the service of water and paving in the
city of Pans, the chairs of instruction in special governmental schools,
etc. The personnel and salaries of employes of the service are as
follows:
Inspector-general:
Francs.
First class ... _. _____ .... _.... · 15, 000
Second class ....... _..... __ . . 12, 000
EnginceTS in chief:
First class .... _......... ____ . { ~;

ggg

Ordinary engineers:
Francs.
First class ...... _.....•••••••. 4, 000
Second class __ ._ . . . . . . . . . . • • . . 3, 500
Third class ........ _.... . _... . 2, 500
Eleve ingeniew· .....•.•........... 1,800

Recontl class .... _____ _________ 6,000
SPECIAL SCHOOL OF Pos1~~ AND TELEGRAPHS (Ecole
Professionnelle Su,perieure des Posts et des 1'elegraphes).

SuPEH,IOH,

In France the telegraphs and telephones belong to the central government, and are administered in connection with foe postal i;;ystem as
a single service. A school of telegraphy was established iu 1878 to
recruit the higher positions in the service. It has since beeu enlarged
in scope and now is divided into two sections. It is situated in Paris,
and is under the miuii:;ter of commerce, industry, and the colonies.
The fir, t section is open only to employes of the service who are at
l ast 25 years of age and have had five years of service. They are
admitted after a competitive examination bearing upon the following
subject. : The po tal a,nd telegraphic services; the management and
tudy of telegraph instruments; mathematics-arithmetic, algebra, and
geometry; physics___:mechanics, heat, acoustics, optics, electricity, and
rnagueti. ·m; chcmi ·try; general history aud geography.
Thi course is iutended to train employes for the higher positions of
the service other than the engineering branch. The instruction la ts
wo y ar . It cousi ts during the first period (October to July) of the
bi. tory of social relations and of scientific progress ; adruini trative
law an<l civic duties; the legislation and management of telegraphic
.·y. tern. ; the applied sciences (e1emental'y mathematics, mechanics,
ph y 'ics, and chemistry); a study of telegraphic and telephonic apparatu ; the construction and materials of telegraph lines. During the
ond period (July to the following April) the scholars pa s tlrnir time
. u ce. iv ly in the four service. of construction, overseeing, and
maintenan e of air line ; the construction, overseeing, and maintenan ·e of ubt rrancan lin , , pneumatic conduit , and telegraph lines·
tu
xploitation of the grc, t telegraph and telephone , y. terns· the
e tabli. llment of · ecial tel O'faDhic and no.-tal service .
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At the end of their courses the successful students receive a diploma
of capacity, which furnishes the only means of admittance to the
following positions: Administrators, chiefs and assistant chiefs of
bureaus, head agents of the central administration, comptrollers,
directors of the departmental and nonstationary services, inspectors
and assistant inspectors, receivers of first and second class bureaus,
chiefs of the central depot, section chiefs.
The second section is exclusively for the training of engineers for the
service of posts and telegraphs. There are admitted to this course
the graduates of the Polytechnic who select this service, and others
through a competitive examination. Those permitted to take this
examination are the agents and subagents of posts and telegraphs
having bad two years of service-bachelors of science and graduates
of the followiug sc,hools: ecole polytechniqite, eccle normale superieure, ecolc des mines, ecole des ponts et chaussees, and ecole centrale des arts it
nrnn ufactures.

Candidates must be between the ages of 20 and 30 years. The
examinations em brace mathematics, physics, chemistry, history, and
geography, drawing, and English or German.
The duration of studies in this course is two years. The instruction
includes: (1) Theoretical electricity; the management of telegraphs;
the management of the postal system; the construction of lines; electrical measurements; practical telegraphy; chemistry applied to telegraphy. (2) Conferences on: administrative faw; architecture; military
telegraphy; optical tf'legraphy; pneumatic telegraphy, apparatus for
rapid transmission; telephones and microphones; the application of
electricity to railroads, and to the transmission of force. (3) The study
of the English and German languages; drawing.
Government scholars in this section take the title of "eleve ingenieur
des telegraphes" and receive a salary of 1,800 fraucs pci· ,year. After
graduat.ion they enter definitely into the ·service a-s assistant engineers
(s ous-ingenieurs) of the corps of telegraph e11gineers at a salary of 2~500
francs per year.
.
·
Free private students, both French and foreigners, are also admitted
to this course after satisfying the administration tliat they have received
a suitable preparation.- At graduation they receive a simple diploma.
SCHOOL OF MANUFACTURES OF THE STA'l'E

(Ecoles , des Manufactures

de l'Etat.)

The Government of France has from time to time taken charge of the
en tire manufacture of various commodities, and made of their manufacture state monopolies. Tobacco, matches, gunpowder, saltpeter, Gobelin
t.a1rnstry~ Sevres pottery, etc., are solely manufactured in state factories.
The monopoly of the tobacco manufacture was established by a decree
of December 29, 1810. These manufactures form one of the public
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services which recruit their engineers from among the students going
out of the Polytechnic.
From the beginning there has been a marked distinction in the
procedure between the methods for recruiting the technical directors of the manufactures and the employes charged with the accounts.
We are interested Ollly in the first class.
Until 1824 this special personnel was recruited from young men who,
with the title 9f student of manufactures (eleve des manufactiwes)
received an instruction in the art, under the direction of hjgher grade
employes. At the epoch of which we speak, the administration recog ·
nized that this mode oi recruitment did not take sufficient account of
the scientific knowledge required. It instituted, in consequence, an
"Ecole a la manufacture de Par-is." Different functionaries were
charged with the special iustruction, and two members of the Institute,
Mathieu and Gay-Lussac, received the mission to deliver courses in
applied mechanfos and organic chemistry at the school. It was decided
that no scholar should be promoted to the position of "so-us-inspecteur ,"
a grade equivalent to that of ''sous-ingenieur," unless he had passed a
satisfactory examination giving proof of his scientific knowledge.
They even recalled the under-inspectors alrea,dy employed, and required
them to attend the courses. Those who were not able to come up to
the requirements in scieuce were transferred to the administeative and
clerical force.
In 1831 a royal ordinance required all the scholars for the state manufactures to be recruited from among the students of the Polytechnic.
It wa determined that after the instructio_n received in the Polytechni , the eleves des rnanufactures should rnceive two more years of
traiHing in the special school of application at Paris before becomilig

"sous-inspecteurs."
It i · ea y to nnder,'taud tlrnt the instruction given in 1831, which was
then almost entirely in pure theory, bas changed in character since that
time. The in tructiou to-day is almost entirely devoted to the numerous
applications of science to the special and various processes of the service. Thi· instruction of employes has brought about in different ones of
thee tabli hments important mechanical changes, showing the desirability of engrafting on the practical and technical training of employes
in truction iu the higher theoretical studies. Tlie higher grade employes
are not only hiefs of industries as in former times, but their position as
e11 o-ineer.::; is frequently utilize,l for the designing or improvemeut of
material and method . Thi instruction is the more necessary since
th re are no analogue in private ind us try, the state having a monopoly
of the manufacture of the pecial tools and methods. These engineers
who alone know theneeds of the manufactqre, who alone have at their
di ·po i ion the mat rial to be worked up, are the only ones who can be
lo ked to to in nt or p rfect apparatu , to modify method , and contru t th
tabli hm nt , and, as a re. ult, a high degree pf preparatory
in trn ·ti u i ab:olutely e ·eutial to efficient service.
0
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The actual organization of the school dates from 1861.- The courses
of study include: (1) Analytical chemistry an<l. agricultural chemistry
as applied to the cultivation of tobacco; (2) the manufacture of tobacco ;
(3) the industrial administration and accounts; (4) the manufacture
of powder; (5) applied mechanics; (6) special machines and tools;
(7) the resistance of materials; (8) _construction.
The duration of study is eight months. During the remaining four
months the students are sent on missions into the tobacco and powder
manufactories in order to commence their practical instruction.
The elei,es ingenieurs receive 1,800 francs a year salary. -.After leaving
the school they enter the following graded service:
Francs.

St,udent engineer .... __ .. . . . . . . . .
Assistant engi11eers:
Second cla,ss. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Engineers:
'l'bir<l. class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Second class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First class....... . . . . . . . . . . . .
SCHOOL

OF APPLICATION

2, 000
3, 000
4, 000
5, 000
6, 000

Francs.

Engineer in chief or director:
Third class.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
SecQnd class ......... ........
First class ...................
Adminis'trator . ............. .....
Director-general. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

8, 000
10,000
12,000
15, 000
25, 000

7,000
OF POWDERS

AND

SALTPETERS

(E~ole

d' Application des Poitdres et Sa!petres.)

This is not a school in the ordinary sense of the word. The corps of
engineers of powder and saltpeter includes only 36 engineers (2 inspect~urs-generaux, 8 chief engineers, 14 engineers, and 12 subengineers),
and vacancies arerare. These vacancies, however, are exclusively filled
from among the graduates of the Polytechnic. When a scholar is
required, he follows a course at the School of lVIines, and participates in
the work at the central laboratory of powder and saltpeter. The salary
of the subengineers is 2,400 francs per year.
SCHOOL OF HYDROGRA.PHY

(Ecole d'Hydrographie).

There exists, under the miuh;ter of marine, a small corps of ingenieurshydrographes, whose duties consist in the construction of charts, the
compilation of instructions for navigators, the publication of results of
scientific investigations made by the marine departments, and in general those duties which with us are performed by the Hydrographic
Office. They may also be stationed at naval stations for the execution
of hydrographic works, either in France or in foreign countries. This
service is entirely recruited from graduates of the Polytechnic. They
are required to have had a two years' course of preparatory training
before entering the service. The number required being so limited, not
more than one in eyery two or three years, a true school of hydrography
does not exist, but I do not know how better to designate the two years
of instruction required tban as a school. While pursuing this course
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foe scholars receive the title eleve-ingenieur and receive a salary of 1,800
frnncs per year. On leaving they enter the following graded service:
Number.
.Assistant engineers:
Third class ___________ ....
Second class ___ ... _. _.. _. _
First class .. _... __ .. -. - . -

Salary.

Francs.
2
3
3

2,539
3,069
3, 4.86

Number.
Engineers:
Second class ___ . ______ . -First class _. __ - -.. -.... .
Engineer in chief. __ ._ - ..... .

Salary .
Francs.

4

G, 6G9

4
1

8,1 85
10,000

The salaries given are received while the engineers are employed on
land. When at sea the salaries are somewhat higher.
NATION.AL INSTITUTE OF AGRICULTURE

(Institiit National Agro-

nomiqiie.)
Among the various sphe:res of governmental activity there are a
number which have a more or less close connection with the practice of
agriculture, using this latter term in the broadest sense of the word.
Such, for instance, as the management of the national forests, the management of the stud farm at Pin, the inspection of agriculture, the
service in connection with the phylloxera pest, etc. Partly with the
purpose of recruiting the various Government services, but more pa,rticularly to create one center of higher education in all matters relating
to the exploitation of the agricultural resources of the country, the
French Government has established and now maintains at the expense
of the state the Institut National Agronomique, at Paris. To some
degree it stands in the same relation to the classes of service which
have been enumerated as does the Polytechnic to the more strictly
engineering sciences. In both, the school is used as a recruiting agency
to supply students for more special schools leading up to the Government service. In the case of the Institute of Agriculture the preparation of students for other careers than the service of the state is much
more developed, and the school is not so distinctly a school preparing
for the Government.service. For this reason we cannot give it as much
attention as in the case of the Polytechnic, but must limit ourselves to
givino-, as briefly a possible, a general idea of the work of the school as
pr paring for the overnment service.
'Ihe obj cts of the school are, to quote from the Journal Officil, of
April 20, 18nl, to form(1) Agricultnrists au<l. proprieto rs possessin g tlie scientific knowleuge necessary for
ilie b st e_-ploitation of ihe soil.
(2) , 'pecial profes ors for a,rrrieulturnl instruction in the national schools, the
pn tical schools of arrriculture, in the <l.epartments, in the normal schools, etc.
(3) Eu.neat <l. ancl competent administrators for tbo yarious public or prirnte
·cnic sin wh1 ·h ntcr the inter sts of agriculture, such as the in pection of agricnltur hor.·o lire •ding, the 11hylloxera, tr.
(·1) Agents for the :ulniinistration of the forests, in conformity with th decrc of
January 9, 1 ~ .
. (5) Director~ of :vrri ·nltnral station .
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(6) Chemists or directors for agricultural industries.
(7) Agricultural engineers.

The institute is composed of two sections: The Ecole Superieure de
l'Agriculture (Superior School of Agriculture) at Paris, and the Ferme
E.rcperimentale de l' lnstitut National Agtonomique (Experimental Farm of
the National Institute of Agriculture), an establishment for experiments
and researches established on a farm of about thirty hectares at Joinville-le-Pont.
The school receives students~ properly so called, aud free auditors, or
those not intending to complete t1rn whole course but wishing to follow
a pai·t of the courses.
·
Candidates for .p laces as students must be at least 17 years old, and
pass an examination bearing upon the following subjects: · Arithmetic,
algebra., geometry, trigonometry, descriptive geometry, mechanics,
cosmography, physics, chemistry, natural history, physical and economic geography.
Au advantage of a number of points is given to those having certificates of bachelor of sciences, or diplomas of certain schools.
The following table will show the number of candidates and the number of students admitted during recent years:
I

Year.

1876 ..... . ......... .
1877 ............... .
1878 ............... .
187!) ............... .
1880 .............. . .
1881 ..........•.....
1882 ........... .. .. .
1883 ............... .

Number admitted.
Nnmber
of candidates. French. Foreigners .
----- - - 32
33
32
35

~1

72

80

20
20
21
24
35

40
51
48

6
7
7
5
8
6
7
15

I

Number
of candidates.

Year .

1884 ...............
1885 . ........... ..•
1886. ·- ............
1887 ...............

.,~ ___

1889 ...............
1890 ...............
1891 ...............

I

70
46
65
91
120
98
158
292

Number admited.
French. Foreigners .
- - - - -49
35
3!)
46
86
61
79
79

5
6
5

lG
10
1
1
1

Foreigners can be admitted either as eleves or audUeitrs libres.
The regime of the school is that of a day school. The cost of tuition
and expenses is 560 francs per year. Scholarships, however, are liberal1y
·offered to those unable to bear this expense. Ten of these carry a
remission of the payment of this sum -of 560 francs, 6 give in addition to
tllis 1000 francs, and 4 give 500 francs. There are also two scholarships
worth 1,000 francs and free tuition maintained by the Department of
the Seine. The instruction lasts two years and consists of:
First year.-First semester: Mechanics, general physiology, general
chemistry, zoology, physics and meteorology, mineralogy and geology,
botany, mathematics.
Second semester: General chemistry, mineralogy, and geology, mechauics, zootechnie, physics and meteorology, general agriculture, rural
engineering, zoology, political economy, botany.
Second year.-First semester: Agricultural technology, rural economies, agricultur al chemistry, rural engineering, zooteehnie, special
agriculture, arboriculture, comparative agriculture.
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Second semester: Colonial and meridional lmslmndry, comparative
agriculture, administrative law and rural legislation, vegetable physiology, economic forestry, study of the horse, agricultural hydraulics,
hygiene, and accounts:
The scholars are exercised in chemical manipulations, the analysis
of earths, plants, and seeds, the management of the microscope, the
determinati-On of plants, the drawing of plans, carpentry, leveling, the
tlrn calculation of the :flow of water courses, etc. Excursions are· made
once a week to interesting agricultural and industrial establishments.
During vacation the students whose parents are not farmers arc sent
to important farms in France or abroad. The two students graduating
at the head of the list a.re sent at the expense of the state to study in
foreign countries duril1g a period of three years. The nine next on the
list are allo,ved to remain a third year to work in the laboratories of
the institute, during which they receive 1,200francsa year_. Fom pla.ces
are reserved in the School of Pin for training managers of the National
Stud Farm. Finally, the School of Forestry annually takes from 10 to
12 of the students graduating from the Institute of Agriculture. These
last two schools, the Forestry School and the School for Managers of
Stud Farms (Ecole des Ha.,ras), we shall now consider, being schools
directly preparing for the Government service.
NATION.AL SCHOOL OF FORESTRY-( Ecole

Nationale Forestiere.)

In no service of the State has the good influence of the establishment
of a special school for. the traiuing of employes for the State been more
apparent than in that of the administration of the national forests.
For years this service had been the most inefficiently managed of any
under the Government. Formerly it was the great resort for the exercise
of favoritism. It was here that the influential placed their protcges
without the least regartl to their :fitness or capabilities. This was prior
to the year 1820, at whieh date the forestry adrnini.·tration was reconstituted under a normal regime and made a special service. The scliool of
forestry itself is of comparatively recent origin as compared with
the other schools of application. For some unexplained rea on, while
pro vi ion had been made in other secti011s of the State for the training
of employes, the administration of the forests had been neglected. The
reorganization of the service in 1820 wa not sufficient. The entire
tr<.,ation of au hone:t and capable administrative corps wa neces. ary.
A depl1ty of the ad.mini ·trative corps, l\,L Van Recum, in speakiug of
the :ervice in 1 07, aic1. :
'1'110 small amount of in, truction of tho forestry aclministra1.iou is the principnl
onr<:e of th vil ·w hich ·xi t iu tho n.<lmi.ni tration of th fore:ts. I sp tLk not only
of th snhon1inalcs but of the superior as woll, who have rarely tho knowledge
r <111irecl for tl1 ·ir positions.
~ : th m ·an. of im roving the servi e, the School of Fore. try wa
' b l>U:h l in :!4 at ..1..: ancy, wh re it ha ,'in e 1·em,li11 d. I ' tab-
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lishment had the almost immecliate effect of raising what had been one
of the most inefficient services of the State to one of the most efficient.
The school i~ at present under the administration of the Minister of
.Agriculture. Its object is the education of young men destined for the
higher positions in the administration of the national forests.
Previous to January 1, 1889, scholars were admitted only by competitive examination, with the exception made for the yearly reception
of two students each from the Polytechnic and the Institute of Agriculture. Since that date all the students have been received from
among those receiving diplomas from the Institute of Agriculture, with
the exception of the two places annually reserved for graduates of mi.e
Polytechnic. This change was made because the knowledge required
for a good administration of the forests had become so varied and
extended that all the subjects of instruction could not :find a place in
the two years of study originally established, and it was thought better
that such instruction should be obtained in the Institute of Agriculture, an institution already in existence, than through the lengthening
of the course of study at the School of Forestry.
The number of Government students admitted each year is fixed at
12. The two places reserved for graduates of the Polytechnic are
not often taken; from 1883 to 1891, only 13 scholars having passed from
the Polytechnic to School of Forestry. The Institute of Agriculture
therefore furnishes either 12, 11, or 10 students each year. These
places are offered to graduates in the order of their rank at graduation.
Candidates must, however, be not more than 22 years of age, unless
they have had military service, in which case the age limit is raised to
the extent to which they have been iu such service.
In addition to the regular Government scholars-of which we have
been speaking, the school also receives day scholars, both natives of
France and of foreign countries. This is in accordance wit:µ the regular policy of the French school administration in regard to the schools
of application. These students are admitted. on the authorization of
the Minister of Agriculture without any preliminary examination.
The high reputation of the school is attested by the presence of a
large number o_f scholars from different foreign countries who come to
atte11d its courses. Certain governments have special conventions with
France for the admittance of their subjects. As regards England,
a special order, bearing date of 1867, provides for the instruction each
year of five or six English youths whom the English Government
desires to prepare for service in the administration of forests of India.
The duration of instruction is two years. The Government students
board at the school, but the other studeuts are day scholars.
Each school year is divided into two parts. Six months and a half
are employed in theoretical :111d practical studies, and t'""vo months and
a half in practical field operations. During the first period, the winter
scmc:ter, one day each week is devoted to the practical inst uction of

/
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the students; the remaining days are occupied by class-room exercises
and study. During the shorter period, the summer semester, the students are given practical instruction in the country and forests in the
neighborhood of Nancy or in other regions of France. During these
terms the scholars visit the Vosges, the Jura, or the basin of Paris.
They prepare reports on the utiliza,tion of forest products, concerning
the conditions in the .A.lps as relating to the regulation of torrents, etc.
The courses of regular instruction con sist of(1) Forestry Sciences, comprising the culture and mana,gement of
forests, forest t echnology, tree measurement, economic forestry, statistic.'3 of forestry, the estimation of forest properties, and .finally the history of the science of forestry (150 lectures of an hour and a half each).
(2) The Applied Natural Sciences, consisting of the applications to
forestry of botany, minei·alogy, geology, and finally the ethnology
and zoology of animals, birds, and insects useful or injurious to forests
(150 lectures.of an hour and a half each).
(3) Forestry Legislation, which extends much beyond that of the forestry code of 1827, and embraces important parts of civil law, administrative law, and penal law, the legislation concerning public works,
especially that relating to the restoration of forests on mountain sides,
tho hunting and destr{lCtion of un<l.esirabie animals ( 100 lessous of an
hour and a half each).
(4) Applied Mathematical Sciences, as relating to topography, the
means of transport in forests ( wagon roads, railroads, etc)., th~ elem en ti:; of applied mechanics, the construction of bridges, sawmills, and
forest constructions generally, the regulation of torrents, the prevention
of floods, etc.
(5) The German Language, so as to be able to read and understand
German works on forestry (60 lessons of one hour each).
Un Military Art, in order to have the necessary knowledge to
become efficient officers in the national army in case of war.
Previous to 1889, when scholars were not drawn from the Institute
of Agriculture, there were a number of other courses. Important modifications were made in certain of these which were retained. The
courses on agriculture, political economy, general chemistry, and meteorological physics, which had formerly found a place in the curriculnm,
were dropped entirely, sufficient instruction in these branches being
obtained at the In.-titute of Agriculture.
Tl1c scl10ol contains important collection s of natural history, of wood
an<l for st productionr-;, which are utilized in the cour, es of instruction.
library contains the majority of French and foreign work· relating
to the Rn 1ect f fore try.
Iu c nnectiou with the schoo 1, there is al ·o a station for inve -tigati u and xp l'iment. , the dir ctors of which are two inspect urscl/ljoint.·. r hi tati n, whi ·h is admini tered in connection with the
·h 1 I ., for it: o 1 -t t , uppl ment he tlteorrtical instru ·tion by
xr rim ut.- and opcrati iv iu which h .·eh la,r · can parti ipate.
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With this object in view, the technical management of about 2,600
hectares of forest domain belongs to it, the greater part of which is situated in the environs of Nancy. Here are put into ·practice the different methods for the treatment and exploitation of forests in conformity
with the methods approved by the administration. It should be
remembered that no more expense is caused the Government than if it
were administered in the ordinary method, and the receipts from the
sale of wood and privileges are equally large. In addition to the
management proper of the tract, observations_in forest meteorology
have,been taken during a period of twenty-five years, which have been
productive of quite valuable results. Various other experiments and
\nvestigations concerning agriculture and forest physiology' are also
carried on in connection with the management of this tract.
While at the school the Government students receive a payment of
1,200 francs each year, but they are required to make a payment at
the beginning of the first year of 1,200 francs to defray tbe expenses
of their equipment, and 600 francs each year for riding lessons, and the
expenses of their tours of observation.
On graduation from the school of forestry, the scholars who have
passed with success the examinations are placed with the grade of
garde-general stagiaire under an inspector charged to initiate them into
the practical details of the service. They then receive a salary of
1,500 francs. After about a year of this service they are named general foot guards (gardes generaux en pied) and have the direction of a
certain district designated a cantonment. They receive in this capacity
a salary of 2,000 francs and an indemnity for traveling expenses of
from 300 to 500 francs. The grades which succeed in the service of
tlrn forest administration are as follows:
General guards:
Fr::!n~s.
Third class. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 2,000
Second class ............... . 2,300
First class ................. . 2,600
Assbtant inspectors:
Third class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000
Second class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 400
First class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 800
Inspectors :
Fourth cfass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 000
Third class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4, 500
Second class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 000
First class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6, 000

Guardians :
Fonrth class ........ _•. :. . . . .
Third class ......... .' . . . . . . . .
Second class .............. _.
First class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Inspector-generals :
Third class .............. ~ ...
Second class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Directors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Francs.

8, 000
9, 000 10, 000
12, 000
12, 000
13, 500
15, 000
18, 000

Students entering the service in this way usually attain the grade of
inspector, at 4,000 francs a year, at about the age of 42. Almost all
become in time inspectors of the first class, at 6,000 francs per year,
and the more favored reach the grade of conservators of the first class,
with a salary of 12,000 francs.
In conclusion, it may be said that the school at Nancy has fully
answered all the requirements of a school recruiting for the Govern-
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ment service. It has l>een very successful, and is to-day one of the
best, if not the best, schools of forestry existing anywhere on the continent of Europe.
There are also a number of other schools which aid to some extent
in the recruitment of the service for the mana.gement of the public
forests. Thus the Institut National Agronomiqiw, as we have seen, prepares for the Ecole Forestiere, besides recruiting other public services
relating to forestry and agriculture; the Ecole Secondaire Forestiere des
Barres and the Ecole Pratique de Sylviculture, which prepare for the
lower grades of the forestry administration.
SCHOOL FOR l\LiN.A.GERS OF THE S'l'UD FARMS

(Ecole des Haras).

The Government of France has for a great many years interested
itself largely in the breeding of ho!'ses and the maintenance of stud
farms. It marntains for this purpose a fine tract of ground of 800
hectares at Le Pin (Orve), a central breeding farm (haras), where there
are from 2,500 to 3,000 stallions. This haras was established at the
commencement of the reign of Louis XV. It was suppressed by the government of the revolution, reorganized in 1806, instituted on a new
basis in 1840, suppressed again in 1842, and finally reestablished in 1874.
It was at this last date that the school at Pin was put upon its basis and
provision made that the service in regard to the haras should be
recruited entirely from this school, which itself is recruited from the
National Institute of Agriculture.
Candidates for the position of student must be between the ages of
19 and 25 years. The number admitted each year is 3. External
students to the number of 12 each year may also be admitted. The
latter pay a tuition fee of 600 francs.
The duration of studies is two years and consists of: (1) General study
of the llorse; (2) natural history of the horse, anatomy, physiolog-y,
hygiene, pathology, principles of shoeing; (3) maintenance and admiui tration of haras, accounts, principles of administrative law; (4)
theory and practice of riding, harnes ·, training of horses, etc.; (5) Euglish language, drawing.
The . tudents proper, on graduation, are appointed overseers (surveillcints), at a salary of 1,800 francs per year.
The grades of the service with salaries are:
Over. C<'rS:
Fraucs.
c oncl cla. s.. ............... 1,800
First class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2,000
Huh,lir ctors:
Tbircl ·la s...... . . . . . . . . . . . . 2, 500
, ccond class ............. .'.. 3, 000
First ·la'!s........... . . . . . . . . 3, 500
Dir rtor"I of't1H depot of stallion. :
'lhircl cl ... . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . 4,000

Direct:>rs of the depot of stallions-Continued.
Second class . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
First cla s . . . . . • • . . . . . . • . • • .
Inspectors-genera]:
Seconcl class . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
First clas<i ..................
Dircc·tor-geueral ....... 15,000 to

Fr:rncs.

5, 000
6, 000
8, 000
10,000
18,000
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(Ecole des Ghartes).

Since the beginning of the eighteenth century more or less successful
efforts have been made by all the governments which have succeeded
each other in France looking toward the preservation and publication
of the n:1tional archives.
In J 708 a royal decree created the offices of guardians of the archives
(gardes des archives). In 1733 secretaires-greffiers were created, to have
charge of municipal and communal archives. The government of the
revolution continued these traditions and required all administrators
to take the greatest possible care for the preservation of the records of
the governments which it displaced. A law of 1795 required all such
records to be collected together in the chief place of each of the 86
prefectures which had been created. Nevertheless ,the collections
suffered considerably from the indifference of the administrators during
the years 1795 to 1838.
The year 1838 marks the beginning of a new era for the national
archives of France. Several years before, in 1834, M. Guizot, then the
minister of public instruction, had obtained the grant of an annual
sum of 120,000 francs with which to make researches into and to publish
documentary material relativQ to the history of France. He desired
also to carry the work into the departments, and for this purpose
secured, in 1838, the passage of a law requiring all departments to
collect together, house, and classify their archives. In the same year
the minister of the interior created the Commission des Archives, composed of the most prominent men in the field of education in the
country. Previous to 1853 the departmental archives administration
was attached to the bureau of statistics. In that year the service was
made a special bureau, and two inspectors-general of archives were
appointed.
The work in connection with the care and publication of these archives
required considerable special knowledge, both concerning the past hiE:tory and government of France, but more especially of the forms of the
French language employed at different epochs of her history. To recruit
this Rervice with those having this knowledge a school of archives
(Ecole des Ohartes) was created in 1821 by royal ordinance, which fixed
the number of students at 12 and gave to each a small salary. A
decree of 1820 created the office of paleograph-archivist (archivistepaleographe), and assured to the students of the school, on_their graduation, employment in this position in the public libraries of the state
and the uatioual archiYes.
The actual organization of the school, however, dates from the decree
of 1846. The school as now organized is intended solely to educate
yom1g meu for the position of paleograph-archivists at the national aud
departmental archives aud the public libraries of the state. The completion of their courses gives the students entrance to tiie following
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positions: A.rchi vist at the national archives; archivist at the depart. mental archives; employment in the public libraries as assistants in
the publication of documents relative to the history of France; employment at the Academie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, and to professorships at the School of Archives.
A. yearly appropriation of 3,600 francs is made ·for the payment of
graduates who do not obtain positions immediately on graduation, but
are employed temporarily in works of classification, cataloguing, and
other departments of work in connection with the archives and manuscripts.
Students are selected by means of a competitive examination. Candidates must be less than 25 years of age and have received the bachelieres-lettres. The maximum number of scholars admitted each year is
20. Sixteen were admitted in 1890 and 18 in 1891. The scholars
board outside the school. The school is located at Paris, and is under
the administration of the minister of public instruction. Eight scholarships bearing 600 francs each are yearly granted to the students
most deserving.
The course of studies extends over three years. It is public and
gratuitous. The inst.ruction is in the following subjects :
First year.-Paleography, philology (Romanic), bibliography, and
classification of libraries.
Second year.-Diplomacy; history of the po1itieal, administrative, and
judicial in stitutions of France; sources of the History of France; classification of archives.
Third year.-History of civil and canonic law of the Middle A.ges;
sources of the history of France.
Each year the school sends one of its pupils to the Ecole Fran9ciise
de Rome.
Though the school is intended but for the recruitment of special
services of the state, it has become in reality a true school of the history of France, and the position of stndent at the school is one much
sought after. During recent years the followiug number of students
bave been grad1;1ated :
1 84 -- -- . - -- . - - - . - . - ..... -... - _. __ .. . 13
1885 ...... - - . . -... -... -......... _ ... _ 15
1886. - . -... - - - - - .. - -- .. - - - -... _. _.... 15
1887. - . - - . - ........ - . - - .. - - . _... __ .. . 14
COLONIAL ScnooL

1888. _. _ . _....... _. _. ___ ... _. _.. . . . . . 13
1889 . _.. _........ _..... __ ....... ___ . . 13
1890 . __ .... __ . _.... _.. _....... _.. -- .. 16

(Ecole coloniale).

5 the governor of Cochin-China sent to France, at the expense
olony, tw Ive young Cambodians and one Siamese to learn the
Fr nch lauguc ge and institutions, so that they could be employed in
rc:po ibl pla ·e on their return. In 1888 it was determined to add a
h, -tion t the chool which lrnd been created for the education
dian.-, iu order to pr p:-tre yom1g men for the colonial serv-
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ice, the cha,racter of the personnel of which at that time left much to
be desired. This section was opened to stuucnts in 1890.
Its object is the recruitment of the following administration and
colonial corps: Central administration of th-e ministry of the colonies;
colonial magistrates; corps of the colonial commissariat; service of the
bureaus of the general secretary of the government of Uochin-China;
administration of native affairs of Cochin-China; the personnel of the
resident officers in Cambodia, Ann.am, and at Tonkin; the corps of
colonial administrators; the penitentiary administration at Guiana and
N cw Caledonia. The duration of studies is three years, unless the
student is a bachelor of law, in which case but tn-o years are requiret1.
• Students pay a tuition fee of 120 francs per year, and 160 franc for
fencing and riding lessons, which are obligatory. Forty student are
admitted each year. Candidates must be between the age of 1 and
25 years, and are selected after a competitive examination. The our e
of instruction is as follows:
Ffrst year.-Foreign colonial systems (first part); French olonization (first part); history, customs, and religions of I ndo-Chinaj a cour e
specially preparing for the colonial commissariat service; English language; Annamite language; Chinese characters.
Second year.-Foreign colonial systems (second part); French colonization (second part); legislation and administration of Indo-China; a
course specially preparing for the colonial commissariat service· Englh,h language; Annamite language.
Thircl year.-Organization of the colonies; acclimatization and practical medicine; topography; accounts; ethnography; practical con truction; colonial productions; legislation and administration of IndoChina; English language; Cambodian language.
Only those intending to adopt careers in Indo-Ohina are required to
follow the courses in the Eastern languages.
A considerable development is expected in the sphere of activities
of this school; and in measure as it develops a separation will be made
of the studies into groups corresponding to the different colonies and
kinds of services.
Six scholarships, each bearing 1,200 francs, are offered in favor of
students of the second and third year classes.
At the end of the third year the number of places at the disposal
of graduates of the school are indicated to them. The students then
select their places in the order of their standing at graduation. Since
~he first of January, 1892, three-fourths of the vacancies which have
occurred in the services which have been enumerated have been
reseryed to students of this school.
Those admitted into the Government service are at first appointed
to the position stage retribue, with a salary of 2,400 francs, in Europe.
Then as vacancies occur they are drafted into foreign administrative
positions at increased salarfes.
ED
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SPECIAL SCHOOL OF MODERN ORIEN'l'.A.L L.A.NGU.A.GES.

Ecole Speciale des Langues Orientales Vivantes.-This school has been
m;eated in order to give in~truction in modern oriental languages so as
to prepare young men to fill the positions of consuls and interpreters
in thes~ countries. It is located at Paris and is under the administration of the minister of public instruction.
- The courses are public and open to all. But the regular students
intended for diplomatic and administrative positions must be between
the ages of 16 and 24 and possess the title of bachelor of letters or
bachelor of sciences.
The courses of studies last three years and consist of instruction 1.n
the following languages and subjects: Written Arabic, common Arabic,
Persian, T·u rkish, Malayan and J a van, Armenian, modern Greek, Chinese, Japanese, Annamite, Hindostanese and T1moul, Russian, Roumanian languages; geography, history, and legislation of countries of the
extreme East; geography, history, and legislation of Eastern countries
under Mussulman dominion.
After the first year, scholarships may be awarded ranging in value
from 250 to 1,200 francs. The graduates who are the most distinguished on account of their aptitude may be sent at the expense of the
state 'to the countries whose languages they have learned, to perfect
themselves in the use of these languages and to acquire a knowledge
of the political and commercial interests of the countries.
During recent years 66 students have ,been graduated from this
school, of which 12 were in 1887, 14 in 1888, 6 in 1889, 19 in 1890, and
15 in 1891.
SCHOOLS IN CONNEC'.rION WITH THE N.A.TION.A.L M.A.NUF.A.CTURES.

, As is well known, the French Government carries on as state enterp-rises the manufacture of various articles belonging to the decorative
or fine arts · department. Among these the most important are the
manufacture of po-rcelain at Sevres, the manufacture of Gobelin tapestry at Paris, the national manufacture of mosaics, and the manufacture of tapestry at Beauvais. In connection with these establishments, and for the purpose of recruiting more especially the artistworkmen required at these manufactories, the Government has established at e~i.ich apprenticeship schools in decorative art.
Of these the one at Sevres is the most important. The instruction
here lasts two years in a preparatory school, and two years in the first
division and three years in the second di vision of a special school. The
number of students is limited to 20. When admitted they must be at
least 12 years old. They are selected preferably from among the children of employes of the manufactory. After the second year they
receive a salary of 100 francs a year. In the special school, 300 francs
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per year are paid in the fh·st division and 60v fr@ncs per year in the
second division (during the last year 1,000 francs).
The instruction relates to drawing, modeling, coloring, decorating,
and the technique of the art of porcelain manufacture as practiced at
Sevres.
At the Gobelin manufactory students are received without examination in a preliminary course, where they compete for entrance into the
school of tapestry. At the end of a year the succes·s ful ones are
named apprentice students and receive a salary of 600 francs a year.
They are next appointed apprentices at !JOO francs and commence work
in the factory itself. Starting from this moment until they are 20 years
of age they follow during the winter the superior course at the academy.
The school at the national manufactory of mosaics was founded in
1876. Its object is mainly to educate skillful workers in mosaics for
private establishments, as ouly a few of the students are received in
the national factory, whose entire force of artists numbers but 10. The
instruction given is partly received at the School of Decorative Arts
(Ecole des arts d€coratijs), the school in connection with the Gobelin factory, and partly in the mosaic factory itself. The instruction lasts
two years. During the second year the studen~s receive 500 francs.
The instruction at Beauvais is organized on ~he same model as that
at the Gobelin and Sevres manufactories. Scholars are appointed, who
must be at least 12 years old, to attend a preparatory course, and afterwards a superior course in connection with work in "the factory.
With the foregoing we must terminate our consideration of the particular schools preparing for the civil service of France. Not that these
schools which have been considered- are the only ones preparing for the
civil branch of government service. In a country where governmental
duties are so varied and play so imp0rtant a part in the industrial
economy of the nation it is inevitable that the whole school system
of the country should be in a measure affected, and there are a number
of schools which have not been included in our survey which directly
or indirectly pi·epare their students for government employ. But all
those schools whose main object is such instruction have been consid-ered. A large class of schools which have been omitted is that of
schools which are to some extent connected with the military and naval
services, though not constituting what we would call military or naval
schools. In the United States we have but two schools where all military and naval instruction is given. In France, with its enormous
standing army, and the great detail and efficiency to which each service
has been brought, specialization has l,een carried to an extreme limit.
There thus exists, in addition to numerous schools preparing each for
a special branch of the service, schools for surgeons, for military and
naval pharmacists, for administration of the army and navy, for veterinary surgeons, for mechanics and engineers of tlie war vessels, etc.;
positions whose duties are mainly civil, though performed in connection
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with the military and naval services. No little difficulty has been
experienced by the writer in determining what schools should properly
be treated in this paper.
It is hoped, however, that the main purpose of the paper to give a
broad idea of the general system of scholastic preparation fo~ the service ot the tate in France has been accomplished.
We hall conclude our work with some account of the attempt, during several years successful, to maintain a civil academy in the more
restricted meaning of the word, i. e., an academy giving instruction in
national economy, public :finance, administration, and in general the
imparting of that information the possession of which is the sine qua non
of enlightened statesmanship.
In many respects the history of this effort, though as yet unsuccessful in France, is the most interesting and instructive of any feature of
the subject which we have been considering.
EFFOR'l'S ~rOWARD A SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION.

In the foregoiug schools the services to be recruited have, without
exception, been such as require a special knowledge on the part of their
employes. School after school has been created untfl al1 of the technica1 and scientific branches haye been more or less well provided with
specia1 schools for the recruitment of their personnel. The service of
administration, a service requiring not less of a higher and special training, has alone been left unprovided for at the present time. This has
not been because France has not given consiuerable attention to the
subject, but because the benefits, though they might be as great, do not
admit of as clear a statement, and because such preliminary .training
can in a measure be acquired either in existing schools and colleges · or
after admittance to the service is obtained.
.
France has nevertheless made important efforts to fill this gap in t]-ie
preparation for the service of the state, and on more than one occasi~n
it has been proposed to crown her system of government schools by the
creation of a special school of administration, in which students shculd
be prepared for positions in the administrative departments and in the
foreign diplomatic and consular services. Since the first creation of
the Polytechnic, a school having special reference to the engineering
services of the state, the creation of a similar school for the recruitment of administrative positions has been more or less discussed by
educators and has been before the French legislature in one form or
another. The idea finally assumed a definite form towards the end of the
Governinent of July. A special commission appointed to inquire into
the advisability of the establishment of such a school made a favorable
report in 1847. After the revolution of 1848, a new commission made
its report favoring such a school in the year of the revolution. As the
result of this report M. Hippolyte Carnot then the minister of public
.
' the Government decreed,
mstruction,
recommended, and March 8, 1848,
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"that there be established a school of administration d~stin6d for the
recruitment of the various branches of administration, on the same plan
as that of the Polytechnic." An entirely new school, however, was not
at first created. Dietated largely by motives of economy the new
institution was annexed to the College of France. A decree of April
7, 1848, created at the college for this school new chairs of instruction
in the following subjects: French politics, private, public, and crimina~
law, general economics, statistics of agriculture, mines, arts, and manufactures, public works, :finance, · commerce, administrative law, the
history of French and foreign administrative institutions. · In addition
the school made use of existing chairs of history, literature, etc.
The term of studies was fixed at three years and the number: of
students at 200. A complete organization was made and the school
opened in that year.
In November, 1848, the school was separated from the College of
France.
·
The school, however, bad but a short life. It was unable to maintain
its existence during the political changes of the period, and was suppressed in 1849. Though the project has been repeatedly revived, and
attem.pts have been made at different times, as in 1869, 1876, and 1881,
to reestablish the school, it has as yet never been pushed to a successful conclusion.
Tl.tis failure to reestablish a school of administration is not due to
a rejection of the principle that such a school would be valuable in
focreasing the efficiency of the service. It is due to the inherent difficulties of th:e 'case. It is much more delicate matter to prepare for
the services of pure administration. In the administrative services
tlie knowledge i·eql?,ired is so varions that it is much more difficult to
determine the exact character of the instruction to be given. It is not
sufficient- to establish a school preparing generally for administrative
positions. Particular services must be designated as ones which can
be profitably r-ecruited through it, such as positions in the diplomatic
and consular services, attaches of the chiefs of departments and bureaus,
statistical experts, examiners, etc.
These difficulties, though inherent, are by no means insurmountable.
The Ecole Libre des Sciences Politiqiies, of Paris, though a school organized and carried on as a private undertaking, furnishes a brilliant
demonstration of this.
Though, as I have said, this school is not a Government institution,
it yet has such close relations with the Government service, that to omit
its consideration would be to omit the description of one of the most
admirable scholastic institutions of France as regards the furnishing
of trained servants for the higher administrative positions of the French
Government.
It bas the additional claim to recognition in that it is the lineal
successor of the school of administration which came to its premature
end in 1849.

a
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In 1866, M. de Malarce, a former pupil of the school of administration ,
sought, through his personal efforts and through the press, to prepare
for the re-establishment of this school as a private establishment. This
idea was realized in 1872, when M. Boutmy, also a former student of
the school of administration, created at Paris the Ecole Libre des Sci.ences Politiques. A notice, published by the school at the time of its
organization, declares the objects of the school as be as follows:
As aw hole the instruction giYen by the school of political sciences forms the natural
crowning of all liberal education. Its progrnm embraces the principal branches
of knowledge to which no cultivated man should be a stranger. From the special
point of view it proposes tho same object as the old school of administration. Each
of the grand divisions of its instruction constitutes a complete preparation for one
of the following careers, and for the examinations through which entrance to them
is obtained: (1) The diplomatic service, the ministry of foreign affairs, legations,
consulships; (2) counsel of state ( conseil d'etat), auditor of the second class; (3)
administration, central and departmental administra,tions, under-prefects, seeretarygenerals of the departments, prefecture councils; (4) inspection of the :finances; (5)
court of accounts; (6) colonial employment.
The statement of the various co;,_rses included in the curriculum will best show the
important branches of education covered. The instruction is organized in five sections.
I . .Ad11ii11istrat-ive section.-Comparative administrative organization; administrative matters; :financial systems of the principal states; public revenues and taxes;
political economy; statistics; external commerce and customs legislation; constitutional law; the constitutions of Belgium, Switzerland, Germany, Austria-Hungary,
and Italy; parliamentary and legislative history of France since 1789; the English
or German language.
II. Diplomatic section.-Geogra.phy and ethnology; diplomatic histo:i:y; description of contemporaneous Europe and Eastern affairs; economic geography, foreign
commerce, and customs l egislation; rights of nations; international law; comparative commercial and maritime legislation; comparative military organization; the
English or German language.
III. Economic and financial section. -Political economy; the financial systems of the
principal states; public revenues and taxes; statistics, foreign commerce, and customs legislation; economic geography; comparative administrative organization;
administrative matters; comparative commercial and maritime legisfation; international law; the English or German language.
IV. Coloni~l section.-Organization of the central p~wcr; administrative matters;
markets of the state; revenues !lnd taxes; international la,w; economic geography;
foreign commerce ancl customs legislation; colonial systems; law and administration of Annam vs. Turkish law; French colonial legislation; history of the relation
of Western powers with the extreme East; colonial geography; political economy;
money, exchange, ancl credit; the English language.
V. General section. (public law and history).-Comparative civil legislation; con- ,
stitutional law; parliamentary and legislative history since 1789; diplomatic history
from 1789 to the present time; descriytion of contemporaneous history and Eastern
affairs; law of nations; history of political ideas and public thought; political
economy; finance; geography ancl ethnology; the English or German language.

The faculty and corps of instructors includes twenty-two professors,
taken from the Oonseil d' Etat, the Institute, the law faculty of the
university, the heads of administrative departments, etc. The school
receives regular students, who follow the whole course, and auditors
who attend only special-lecture courses.
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The duration of studies is generally two years. It can be extended
to three years where a specially careful preparation is required.
The tuition fee for a fully registered student is 300 francs per annum;
for attendance on a single course of one lecture a w~ek, GO francs.
A traveling scholarship of the value of 5,000 francs is offered- once
every five years to students having graduated during the preceding
five years.
The success of this scho0l as a school of administration has been
remarkable.
M . H. Vuibert, in his excellent description of French schools for
1892, says:
From the special point of view of preparation for the government service the school __,
of political science has replaced the old school of administration. Since 1880 all the
c&ndidates received at the department-of the inspection of the :finances have been
prepared by this school. The great majority of candidates admitted to the Conseil
d'Etat, the court of accounts, and to the ministry of foreign affairs, have attended
this school.

Commissioner Chamberlain, in his report on Education at the Paris
International Exhibition of 1878, said of it: ·
Although a private institution, it is likely to be, in its '3Cope and efficiency, the
great civil-service school of the state.

The greatest proof, however, of its success in preparing for the government administration lies in the fact that much of the discussion
concerning the establishment of a government school of administration
has taken the form of making of this school a national school, rath~r
than attempting to create a new institution on new foundation.
The good work which has been done, is due in part to the great pains
tak.e n to keep the school in intimate relation with the government services to which its instruction r elates. In large part its professors are
"drawn from those occupying the chief places in the departments.
CONCLUSION.

It is not difficult to discover the spirit which has inspired the creation
of the different schools considered by this report. As is the case in all
governmental institutions, systems of administration are rarely created.
They are a growth. As a need makes itself felt, an instn1mentality is
devised to satisfy such requirement. Individual features are thus
created, and the combination of these features, the system, is the aggregation of these units as they arc created from time to time. The student no doubt prefers to find as the result of his studies a completed
system which can be described as a harmonious whole, but in the :field
of administration this is a desire rarely gratrned.
In our present study we have found much of interest relating to our
search, but we end by saying that no system complete either in theory
or practice has been found. Though France has done more than any
-other country in the fitting of young men for the ~ervice of the state
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through a scholastic training, she has not done it as the deliberate
elaboration of a scheme previously conceived and worked out. Each
school has been created to meet the wants of a })articular service as the
needs of that service became prominent enough to demand that some
action be take.n.
Though the foregoing schools have not been created on a uniform
plan, they have many features in common, which permit of their being
studied as a whole. Though not correlated into a single system, it is
evi<lent that their urganization has in many respects been along the
same lines, which enables us to select certain features as indicating the
policy whfoh bas dominated.. in the creation of all the schools.
The most prominent, and at the same time the most important similarity, is found in the nature of the servicP-s which have been selected
to be recruited through special Government schools. Without exception they have been such as require a quite special previous preparation on the part of their employes. In the various engineering services
of roads mud bridges, mines, etc., a considerable know ledge of higher
mathematics bas been a sine qiia non of' good. services. In others, such
as forestry, the manufacture of tobacco and other products, the superintendence of the ltaras, etc., the duties were of such a nature that the
ordinary schools did not, nor was it advisable that they should, attempt
to give instruction in the particular branches of knowledge required.
In general we may say then that France has found it advisable. to
organize a special system of instruction in all those services, in which
a special, and in general a scientific, training is required of the employes.
So completely has .this idea been carried out to all services in any way
partaking of this nature, that there can be but little doubt that the
system has furnished better results than that of recruiting in the ordinary way from among those not having received such special training.
Another disti~ctive feature of the system is the policy of grouping
special schools of application around larger and central academies, as
with the Polytechnic and National Institute of Agriculture, and giving
in these academies all the general instruction required, leaving the
professional instruction to the more special schools. This system has
many undoubted advantages. For two or three years it gathers
together a large number of students at just that age when the students
themselves are lea~t fitted to determine wbat career they are best
adapted to undertake. The important point here is that the stude~ts
on entering do not know what particular service they are going to
enter. It is only on graduation that their rank entitles them to a
choice. Thus in the preliminary training they are constantly in connection with those preparing for all the services; in a measure they
examine the chara.cter of each position in order to make a satisfactory
choice, and at the end of their studies are much better qualified to
select a Government career most advantageous to the Government
service.
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The third feature ;hich we find common to the whole 1i "t
is the simultaneo us instruction of Government pupils, int ncl
employment by the State, and free students, or those de iring ~ i
in struction to that given in the Government schools. There 1 n
feature which to me seems so happy n, eonception as thi . In
cases it has been fo und necessary to create a system of in tru ti n fi r
the education of b ut a comparatively small number of tud nt .
h
system once organized, little or no extra ex.pen, e is entail c.l Y all wing additional pupils to attend the courses. In this way th
b l
liave become import ant parts in the system of schools fort hni • l ncatiou, which F rance has so perfectly organized. But e pe •i, lly mu
this practice exer t a good effect on the Government pupil
1
They a,re then not so isolated from outside infln nee ".
lt
· f
a few students t aken apart and subjected to n, fixed
ur
becoming impervious to outside suggestions and drop pin O' in 1 n -a
danger byno means absent from schools of this cla -i It ro- ly aY r
aud the pupils, a t least as long as they are pupil , arc k I in m h
with the outside world. The competition displayeu £ r pp rtnni t
attend these schools as free pupils furnishes us at the am . im
11
best evidence of t he high estimation placed on the liar, ·t r f
training there to b e obtained.
A final feature common to most of the schools i " one whi ·h h, · n
been brought out in our consideration of the individual ch 1 .
hi
is that the direction, and in large part the instruction, 1 in th h, n l
of chief officials of t he services to be recruited, , ho ar d tail 1 fi r
this service on account of special aptitude and attaium ut..
h
effect is to insure that the instruction given is alway xa l · f h t,
character which the services require. At the same time tbi ,
not without its d angers. If too closely adhered to, narrow-mind
con servatism, aud unwillingness to accept improvement c min r m
outside suggestions may be the result. It is not for a mom 11 1 ir I
to convey the irppression that such bas been the ca, e in th
instance. The writer did not have sucll opportunities of ob
as to warrant hi m expressing his opinion on tlli point. .A •au
supposed, botll advocates and opponents of tlle system of Goy rnm 11
service schools were encountered, and this point was me11tiou d m r
than once by those n ot favoring the schools.
In conclusion, the writer must say that he regrets that th
•h
administration established in 1848 did not have a contiuunu life t
present time. The hi.story of the School of Political Science ha h wn
that there are certainly a number of services coming und r the h • d
of administration, to which such a previous training is applicabl
u h
as tlie positions of consular clerks, diplomatic attaches, certain l g. l
officers, employes of the department of foreign affairs, stati ti al
employes, etc. In these cases their duties admit of clear definiti n an I
the ch?.racter of t h e instruction to be given can not be in doubt. In
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some respects a school of administration would be the keystone to the
whole system, and for us would possess more features of interest than
any other one school.
In the foregoing sketch of schools of France preparing for the Government service, though I have made no reference to similar services
an<l conditions in America, I have nevertheless kept constantly in mind
the consideration that if studies such as the present are to be of
value they must be prepared not as a mere historical inquiry, but as
a description of conditions which may be of service to the people in
consideriug -kindred questions. The establishment of a scheme of
scholastic preparation for the Government service can scarcely be ca.Jled a live one at the present time. - It nevertheless involves questions worthy of careful consideration, and is not altogether neglected
by those most interested in educational questions.
As showing the views of at least one of our most prominent educators,
I insert the remarks of Prof. Herbert B. Adams, of the Johns Hopkins University, on this subject, as expressed in his History of WiUiam
-and Mary College. 1 He says:
Tho Go v-emment is compelled to patronize institutions oflearning from self-interest,
for the reputation of its departments and its scientific bureaus, some of which ar~
constantly turning to colleges and universities for special work. The War and Navy
Departments have detailed no less than teu men for further scientific training or for
the conduct of necessary Government investigations at the Johns Hopkins University. Various members of the university staff have been employed upon special
commissions in.the interest of the Geological and Coast Surveys, Bureau of Educa, tion, etc. This comity between science and the Government ought not only to continue, but to be promoted, especially with reference to political science.
IDEA 01!' A CIVIL ACADEMY IN WASHINGTON.

While the National Government will continue to seek special service wherever it
can best be found, and while its public servants will continue to seek special training wherever they prefer, it is not inexpedient to suggest that the Government might
easily secure for the civil service what West Point and Annapolis have so long provided for the Army and Navy, viz, well-trained men for administrative positions
requiring expert service. There is in these times as great need of special knowledge
in civil scienoo as in military and navy science. A civil academy for the training
of representative American youth would be as great a boon to the American people
as the Military and Naval Academies have already })roved.
The West Point ::md Annapolis idea of educating representative young men from
political districts is already abroad in nearly every State in the American Union.
A combination of this idea with the merit system in appointment is frequently made
by Congressmen in the institution of a competitive examination to discover whom
they shall appoint as cadets. The joint system has long been established in the
State of New York, the center of political graYity in these U1:1-ited States. -The
system should be taken up by the present administration, which sprang from New
York aml which represents the New York idea in administrative reform. The West
Point plan of taking student appointees from Congressional districts, and the Cornell University plan of student appointment for merit, should be transplanted
together to the city of Washington. From each of the three hun<lred and twenty1

Circular of Information No. 1, 1887, of the United States Bureau of Education.
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five Congressional districts there should be appointed by the respective Congressmen, upon competitive examination held by the State or leading university, or by
some other impartial examining board, one student of the grade of bachelor of arts,
to enjoy Government tuition in Washington for two years at a civil academy, as
hereafter described, with an allowance of$600 a year fur necessary expenses, as is now
done for cadets at West Point and Annapolis. As at these two Government academies, so in the civil academy, if properly constituted, undoubtedly a large proportion of the appointees would be "found deficient;" many would resign for professional reasons or from dissatisfaction with the civil service, but a choice remnant
would surely be saved to the State; the :fittest would survive. Even if all returned
to their own homes after two years' public training, the cause of good citizenship
would be greatly promoted.
_
Men thus educated would prove of great service to the Burea11 of Labor or to the
Bureau of Statistics. They woulu be capable of doing much of the special work
now required in the taking or elaboration of the United States census. At present
special economic or statistical work is sometimes done by men selected upon political
recommendation and not always thoroughly fitted for the task required.
That this iclea is in the air of ·washington and is not deemed impracticable by
practical politiciirns, is seen in the recent remark of Mr. Trenholm, Comptroller of
the Currency, who is reported to have said: "It is my intention to take young men _
from various parts of the country ~nd give them a preliminary training in this
office; fit them for bank examiners, and then appoint them. By this- arrangement
I think I will be able to have in these positions men who have excellent qualifications for their duties, and thus make a most efficient force of bank examiners.
Besides, it will be the best kind of civil service reform." 1
The system might be applied also to the training of picked young men for the
consular, diplomatic, and other branches of the public service which require special
knowledge. European Governments foster their civil and diplomatic services by systematic training in connection with Government offices and schools of administration. The practice is already beginning to evoivo in connection with the State
Department and the training of consular clerks. 2 It might easily be extended in
connection with other departments and the various scientific bureaus.
The Government commission for the civil service academy or Government college
should not be appointed in the interest of party, but of scientific politics and good
administration. It should be as trustworthy as the three commissioners for the
government of the District of Columbia, and it should work in perfect harmony
with the administrative offices of the Government.
1 " The Civil Service Commission and the heads of bureaus.''
Baltimore Ameriican, January 16,_1887.
2 The consular clerk system was inaugurated by act of Congress approved June 20,
1864 (see 15 _S tatutes · at Large, p. 139; Revised Statutes, sections 1704 and 1705).
Consular clerks, -not exceeding thirteen in number at any one time, are appointed
by the President. They are assigned to such consulates as the President shall direct.
At present they are assigned to the consulates at Havana, Paris, Rome, Kanagawa,
Bordeaux, Turin, Liverpool, Berlin, London, eairo, Chemnitz, and Honolulu.
Before appointment it must be satisfactorily shown to the Secretary of State, after
examination and report by an examining board, that the applicant is qualified for the
duties to which he may be assigned. A consular clerk can not be removed, except
by cause stated in writing, which must be submitted to Congress at the session first following such removal. Consular clerks hold office during good behavior. They
usually receive instructions at the Department of State before going to their posts.
The idea underlying this system is that of training young men for consular positions
of the higher grade. One consular clerk, not now in the servke, was promoted to a.
consulship; many of_ them have been made vice-consuls, and some of the present
incumbents fill the vice-consular office in addition to the consular clerkship.
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These considerations are of great importance. ~ro one not living at
Washington a realization of the amount of purely business work
requiring the ltighest degree of special and technical instruction is
impossible .
.An inspection of the great range of duties now performed by the
central government reveals a great many services requiring the most
special description of training, the possession or nonpossession of
which determines whether it will be well or badly performed. The
mention of but a few of the scientific bureaus, the Coast awl Geodetic
Survey, the Geological Survey, the Bureau of Etlmology, the Nautical
.Almanac Department, the scientific bureaus of the Department of
.Agriculture, and such services as the diplomatic and consular services, the corps of examiners of patents, etc., will, to some extent, illustrate the varied and special information required. It is in such positions as these that improvement might be looked for through the
creation of special schools. Each year the necessity for specialization
in -knowledge becomes greater. In this the administration of government is no exception. The necessity for expert knowledge in the service of the Government becomes yearly greater. Personal aptitude is
without doubt the first condition for success in any profession, but
natural'aptitude has need of special instruction in order that it may
obtain its fullest development. In the Government service, as in every
occupation, there must always be a difference between employes chosen
at hazard and those specially trained for the performance of the duties
which they arc called upon to di.scharge.
The determination of the desirability of special training must be
made for each service on its own merits. It is safe to say that an
effective school of administration can only be obtained through the
designation of a few services, the recruiting o{ which should be solely
through the school of administration to be established. Then, from time
to time, as the system develops, additional services can be put under
the same regime. What services should and what should not be so
treated can only be decided by the practical admini~trative heads of ·
the departments, and not by outside educators, however much they
may bere give the subject attention.
The experience of a, foreign nation whose system is . as complete as
that of France can not but 1Je of service to us in considering these
questions as relating to our own Government.
CIVIL SERVICE REQUIREMENTS IN PRUSSIA.
INTRODUCTORY.

It has oeen thought that the yalue of this report will be enhanced by
subjoining to the account of schools for recruiting the civil service in
France, a condensed statement of the extent and character of the
scholastic requirements for admission to the civil branches of the public
services of the Prussian Kingdom. Though the conditions for admis-
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sion to governmental service here are no less severe than we have found
them to be in France, in neither Prussia nor Austria has tb.e French
method been followed of establisb.ing schools for the special and almost
exclusive purpose of providing instruction whereby the youth of the
land may be enabled to meet these scholastic conditions. The schools
of Prussia and Austria being already under tb.e control of the general
government, the plan bas been followed, rather, of consciously modifying the curricula of existing institutions, and of considering these needs
in tb.e establishment of new technical institutions. That is to say, we
do not find in Prussia or Austria schools of an exclusively civil service
character, such as, for example, the Ecole Polytechnique and its affiliated s9hools, but in their place find the courses at the universities
framed so as to meet civil service requirements, and discover throughout the la.nd a large number of technical schools where instruction is
given to all those desirous of obtaining such special knowledge, without reference to whether or not they intend upon graduation to enter
the public service. At the same time those who do desire to stand the
examinations set by the State for appointment to office, have thus the
means of preparing themselves in the necessary special branches.
Besides her ten universities, her gymnasia, and common schools, Prussia
possesses tho following technical schools: Polytechnica in Berlin, Hannover, and Aachen; academies of forestry at Eberswalde and Munden;
agricultural academies at Berlin and Poppelsdorf, besides departments
for study of agriculture connected with several of the universities; high
schools for veterinary surgeons at Berlin and Hannover; school for
architecture at Nienburg; mining academies at Berlin, Clausthal and
Saarbriickcn ;· and pomological institutes at Proska,u and Geisenheim.
· This being the condition that prevails, it has not seemed practicable
to describe all these schools, which would obviously necessitate a
description in uetail of the general school system of Prussia. Rather,
it has seemed best to content ourselves with a simple statement of the
character and amount of scholastic and practical preparation required
of candidates for office. N aturnlly only the higher administrative offices
will be considered, where the· requirements are significant, and these
as a rule qnly in large groups, the conditions being given that govern
the appointments to all positions of a giveu character or rank, and the
detailed requirements for individual offices being stated only where of
special interest as illustrating the preparation demanded of a class to
which such pos~tion belongs.
In the first section of the account whi~h follows is given in some
detail the fundamental law which regulates antrance to all the higher
offices .where special judicial knowledge is required, and in the second
section the law governing appointment to all positions which fall in the
higher branches of the public service generally, technically known as
" Der hohere V erwciltungsd·ienst." In the remaining sections are given
in less detail the special requirements demanded of officials intrusted
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with duties of a technical nature, and the lesser requirements set for
subordinate functionaries.
There will be noticed the important fact that all publtc officials in the
higher adminjstrative branches, whether they be judicial officers or not,
are required to possess a very considerable knowledge of public law,
including administrative and constitutional law, an acquaintance with
the practical operation of government in all its details, the legal and
administrative relations between different governmental departments,
and, :finally, a knowledge of political economy and political science in
general. Thus it will be seen that there is guaranteed on the part of
the prospective functionary such a breadth of political knowledge as
will enable him intelligently to understand his duties, to appreciate his
legal rights and responsibilities, and thus to make his efforts harmonize
with those of his coordinate or superior officials .
.A.s regards subordinate positions it will be ·noticed that though
appropriate examinations are set, many of them are open preferably, if
not exclusively, to those who have completed the full term of military
service.
In all but the lowest positions it will be found that a period of probationary practical service is required. Thus is joined scholastic training with practical know ledge.
The introductory remark should also be made that as in France, so
in l'russia, the General Government has in its hands the control of
material interests which l'equire for their man.agement officials with
technical and special knowledge. Among these fodustries under State
control are the public domains and forests, the state bank, the Nav~l
Commercial Institute (Seehandlung), royal porcelain works, salt mines,
state railways, the lottery, and various other Jess important interests.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.

The general requirements for admission to all offices is the possession
of the civil honor (Ehre). Those who have served terms in penai
institutions, or have been in houses of correction, are disqualified.
Whether a civil officer must be by birth a Prussian is not provided for
by public law, but one of foreign birth must obtain the special approbation of the King, and in certain cases of the bead of the department in
which employment is sought. Religious beliefs do not enter as a condition, except that those who have to do with ecclesiastical affairs must be
of the Christian religion. All candidates must have performed the
required military duties. In most cases the candidate is required to
show that he has means sufficient of his own to support himself during
the time he is preparing himself for permanent employment. The King
appoints all officers, either himself, or by delegation.
Since the development of the state's service into a regulated organism the method bas arisen of sel~cting functionari es by means of examinatious. As the complexity of the public service has increased, and
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the variety and importance of the interests placed under public management have become greater, pari passu, has the importance of these
scholastic tests augmented and the standard of their requirements
been raised. Embracing all bra~ches of the service is the theory followed in Prussian administration, that no man shall receive an office
who has not proved his mental qualifications and given a practical test
of hfs fitness and aptitude.
The examinations for different positions are naturally different,
There is a distinction between the higher and lower branches, and
between the legal offices (Jitstizbeamten) and the ordinary administrative
offices ( Verwaltiingsbearnten), and especially between the offices in the
various technical branches. In the higher offices is in general required
a high scientific education, and a complete knowledge of the special
branches ( Fiicher) in all their parts.- In the lower ranks is required a
common education aud a knowledge of the special work in their individual fields of activity.
JUDICIAL OFFICERS.

lfor the higher judicial service (Justizdienst) existed formerly three
examinations, viz, (1) for the position of .Auskulator (zurn Auskulator),
(2) for the Referendariate (zum Referendariate), and (3) for the .Assessoriate (zum Assessoriate).
Following the reorganization of the kingdom in 1849 and 1866 considerable changes were introduced. Through the law of l\fay 6, 1869,
were finally and legally settled and verified for the whole kingdom (the .
Rhine provinces excepted) the rules regarding the examinations for
the higher legal offices, and the minister of justice was given charge
of these matters.
This law 1 provides inter alia as follows:
(1) A three years' study of law at a university and the passage of two juristic
examinations are required. Of the three years to be spent at a university, at least
three semesters must be in attendance at one of the German universities.
(2) The first examination is given by an Oberlanclesgericht (superior state court).
The second examination-the "great examination of the stato"-is ·for the whole
monarchy, and is set by the examination committee ( Jiist-iz-priifungs-kornrnission).
Before presenting himself for the first examination the candidate must submit a
petition showing (1) the evidence of the required study at_the university, (2) the
proof of military service, and (S) a short autobiography in the candidate's own
handwriting, showing especially the courses of studies pursued at the university.
After the examination of the petition, tho president of tho court has the power to
dispose of it as he sees fit, by consenting that the examination shall be taken or
- sending the candidate back if all the requisites have not been ·prop~rly presented
and the conditions fulfilled.

The first examination is both written and oral, and embraces the
following subjects: Public and private law, legal history, and the
1
Gesetz ii ber die j uristischen Prtifungen uncl die Vorbereitung zum hoheren J ustizdienste, vom 6 Mai, 1869. Somewhat modified subsequently, especially by law of
August 22, 1879.
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fundamentals of political service (Sta,atswissenschaft). The candidate
must exhibit such an insight into the theory and historical development of legal relations (Rechtsverheiltnisse) as will evidence his thorough
comprehension of general .legal and political rights. The candidate
must further prepare a written theme for the commission, and has his
choice of subject from the field of civil law, church law, civil procedure,
and criminal law. Six weeks' time is allowed for the preparation of
this essay, which period can be extended to eight weeks at the discretion
of the commission. At the end of his work the candidate affixes his
oath that he himself has prepared it, and without assistance from
others. After this work comes an oral examination, which is not public.
The question as to whether the examination has been satisfactorily
passed is determined by a majority vote of those forming the commission; if the vote is equally balanced, the candidate is turned down.
If turned down, he is sent back for six months additional Jtreparation.
If by the unanimous vote of the commissi9n the candidate has passed
very well, the ora.l examination is much abridged. When, after the
additional time for preparation, the second examination is not satisfactorily passed, the candidate is henceforth and forever disbarred from
entrance 'into those classes of the public service that require such previous preparation.
Upon passage of this first juristic examip.ation, the candidate receives
a certificate from the commission. Upon this evidence he goes to the
president of the district (Bezirlc) in which he wishes to perform his
practical preparatory service ( Vorbereitu,ngsdienst). By this president
he is named a referendar, and ";.ith this begins his Vorbereitimgsdienst.
Referendars, before being allowed to take the second examination,
are required to spend four years in practical preparatory service. During this period they are engaged in the transaction of legal ·business,
and are associated with a state's attorney (R echtsanwalt) or notaries
under whose supervision they are. During this period the candidate's
work is so arranged that he is initiated into the practical workings of
these affairs. Among other duties the referendar is allowed to attend
to the duties of clerk of a court ( Gerichtsschreiber).
At the end of this four years; service there is submitted an account
of the manner in which the candidate has performed the work allotted
to him. This report is in detail and is very complete. In some cases
the four years' limit is somewhat shortened on account of excellence of
work.
'
The "Great Examination of the State " (die grosse Staatsprufung) is
given by a commission composed of university professors and certain
State legal officials, is both written and oral, and is of an eminently
practical character. The purpose is to discover whether the candidate
bas a fundamental knowledge of the public and private law of Prussia,
and is prepared for practical service as a Justizdiener. Here again
there is a legal essay to be written, and a six week's period allowed for
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its preparation. The report must contain the complete exposition of
some legal subject in all its relations and can be founded upon either
past or current laws. If this written work be not satisfactqry the candidate is sent back to the superior state court ( Oberlandesgerioht) for
further preparation.
The oral examination is before three members of the commission.
There is allowed only a single repetition of this states' examination, the
candidate who fails the second time being forever shut out from the
higher judicial service.
·
Those successful in the "states examination" are appointed legal assessors (Gerichtsassessoren) or attorneys (Rechtsanwalte) by the minister
of justice.
.
·
Under the law of }\fay 6, 1869, the minister of justice was empowered
to issue the necessary ordinances for properly carrying out in detail
the general provisions of the law itself, and some of the foregoing conditions which have been stated have bee~ taken from ordinances issued
under said authorization.
HIGHER ADMINISTRA'l'IVE OFFICES.

The fundamental law upori which rests the general system of civilservice examinations for entrance to the higher administrative branches
of the Prussian Government is that of March 11, 1879, entitled "A law .
governing the requirements for the higher administrative service."
The provisions of this law are very similar to that of the law regulating higher judicial appointments, the es~ential difference being iu the manner in which the period for political preparation is employed.
The law 1 applies to the appointment of functionaries in the following
branches of the service: Section chiefs (Abtheilungsdir-igenten), associates
i.n the" administration" (Regierung), and the higher positions under the
presidents of the provinces ( Oberpriisidenten) and the president of the
"administration " (Regiernngspriisidenten ), with the exception of justices
and technical positions, as, for example, in forestry, public works, medicine, and as teachers. Also · under this law are appointed certain
functionaries under the superior administrative courts ( Obe1·verwciltimgsgerichte) and the administrative courts of the district (Bezirksverwaltungsgerichte). Those candidates desiring to enter the department
of finance are required, in addition to the qualifications prescribed
under this law for the higher administrative service in general, to have
as well, a previous practical preparation in financial administration
( Stmwrverwaltitng).
The requirements imposed by this law for appointment to the ·abovementioned positions are': (1) A three years' study of law and political
science at a university; (2) a juristic examination, governed by the
law of May 6, 1869 (ante); (3) a two years' preparatory service with a
1

Gesetz betreffcnd die Befahigung fiir den hohcren Verwaltungsdienst vom 11.

M~l~.
ED

~
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jncticial authority ( Gerichtsbehorde) and two years with an executive
authority ( Verwaltungsbehorde). (4) The candidate is now named
a Referendar and · is ready for a second examination, denominated a
" great examination of the state," and set by an examination commission (" .Priifungs-Kommission fiir hohere Verwa,ltungsbeamte "). This
examination is both oral and written, and embraces Prussia11 public
and private law, especially constitutional and administrative law, and
political economy and finance. Upon the successful passage of this
examination the Referendar is appointed by the minister to the position
of assessor 1 (Regierungsassessor) and is thereby judged to be qualified
for entrance into the higher administrative service, including the positions that have been ennmer:1ted above.
The details of this law are largely regulated by the ordinance ()f May
29, 1879, issued by the rn~nistry of State (Stcw tsministeriwm). 2
THE AD:MINISTRA'l'IbN OF THE ROYAL FORESTS. 3

For appointment as "head forester" ( Oberforster) two examinations
are required; (1) a forestry examination (Forstreferenda,r-Examen);
(2) a state forestry examination (Forstassessor-Examen).
The preparation· for the forestry examination (No. 1) is by a course of.
systematic scientific study, and a practical service in forestry, in
which is gained a knowledge of all branches of the science of forestry
and phases of forestry administration. The candidate must show:
(1) That he has taken a course as scholar (Abititrient) at a gymnasium of the German Empire, or a Prussian school of exact science
(Rea.lsahule).
(2) That he is not over 22 years of age.
(3) That be has the necessary physical qualifications-sight, hearing,
speech, and muscular strength.
·
(4) That be has led an upright and blameles~ life.
(5) That he has spent the necessary time iu service under a royal
head forester, and tbat he has the certificate of that office to that
effect.
(6) A two years' course at a forest academy or at a university which
has joined to it a forestry institute (Forstlehrinstitut).
•
1

A lateral or assistant judge.
T he minister of the interior and of finance has tho power to decree r ea<ly for
tbe bigher administrative service such persons as have been qualified for the higher
Jnstizclienst and have performed three years' service as a Justitiar, or with one of the
A.useinandersetzungsbehorde, as Spezialkommif?sarius, or in Kollegium; or who hn,ve
fillec~ the place of Landrath, Kreis- or .Anitshauptmann in the Hohenzo1leru domains.
~Regulating appointment to this branch of the service are the following :
Bcstimmungen Uber Ausbilclnng u. Priifung fiir den koniglichen Forstverwaltungsdienst, vom 1. .August 1883; Regulativ iiber Ansbildnng, Priifung n. Anstellnng fiir die unteren Stellen des Forstdienstes in Vcrbindnno- mit dem Militiirdienst
im Jagerkorps, vom 1. Febrnar 1887; Sclniften fiir die Forste1;riifung, Yorn 3. Februar
1887 .
2

•
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(7) BesiLl:eS this, the candidate must have attended two semesters at a
university in the study of law and political science.
(8) U pon the completion of these studies and, at the latest, six years
after the beginning of his preparatory period, the candidate is ready for
the :first examination. This examination embraces, besides forestry,
cognate sciences (zoology, botany, mineralogy, chemistry, and physics ),
pertinent laws, and the necessary mathematics. The purpose of this
examination is that thereby the evidence shall be obtained "that the
candidate possesses the necessary general education and intellectual
comprehension to pursue ' his specialty with satisfactory results, and
that he lias laid a sufficient scientific foundation for further practical
development, and that upon the whole he exhibits just grounds for the
belief that be will become a useful administrative officer in · the royal
forestry service.m
(9) If successful in this examination the candidate become8 a Forstreferenda,r, aud is allowed to continue his preparation, which consists
largely of farther, actual forestry service, though the theoretical study
is continued. This period is spent under the supervision of a head
forester and lasts two years; during which time is kept a detailed record
of work done, observations actually taken, and progress made.
(10) This period having been satisfactorily passed, the candidate is
now ready for the state examination. This test is .largely of a practical
character, though the aspirant's knowledge of political economy, finance,
forestry administration, and forestry and bunting statistics is also
inquired into. Upon a satisfactory showing in this last test, the candidate becomes a "forest assessor" and is now placed upon the list
(Auwiirter) for the position of head forester. Until appointed, as opportunity affords, the assessor is employed upon miscellaneous duties in the
forestry service.
A position in the royal forest administration can also be obtajned
through service in the field hunting corps (Feldjagercorps or Jiigerbataillon). 2
The appointments which can be obtained in this way are forester
(Forster), forest inspector (Forst-Hiilfsaufseher), and such other fOTestry
officials whose salary is at least 750 marks yearly, but from whom there
is not required a scientific education higher than that of royal forester
(Konig-Forster).
For entrance into the Hunting Corps there is required a certain
amount of .training in forestry, .t ogether with the necessary scientific
knowledge. The practical service lasts ·two yea.rs. During service in
the Hunting Corps the education in forestry matters is continued, not
only by practical service in the woods, but by class-room instruction,
and intermediate and final examinations are held, which must be passed
Law of August 1, 1883, section 12.
Regulativ Uber Ausbiluung, Priifung und Anstel1nng for die unteren Stellen des
Forstdienstesiu Verbindungmit demMilita.rclienstimJil.gerkorps, vom 1. Pebruar1887.
1

2
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if the candidate, at the end of his military service, is to be given a
position in the administration of the forests of the kingdom.
Upon the passage of higher examinations, which are set from time
to time, candidates can attain the degree of Forsta.ssessor, and are
eligible for appointment as head foresters.
The acquirements for appointment as" patrolmen" and "under foresters"
(Schutzbearnte and Unterforster, etc.), are naturally not so great as
those for the higher positions. These are selected according to length
of military service, and service as "head hunters" ( Oberji:iger) or sergeants (Feldwebel). For these there are also appropriate examinations.
THE ADMINISTRATION OF 'l'HE PUBLIC RAILROADS. 1

The general conditions for admission to the railway service of the
kingdom are as follows: (1) That the candidate sllall not be over 40
years of age. For the positions of station policemen and :firemen and
locomotive engineers, they must be at least 21 years of age. (2) Sufficient bodily strength. (3) School education sufficient to enable the
candidate to read and write plainly and to perform the simple examples
in arithmetic. For such positions as locomotive :firemen and engineers,
telegraph agents, etc., special knowledge in :matters pertaining to the
duties of such places is required. (4) There is generally a year's probationary service ·before a permanent position is obtained. (5) Promotion is generally according to length of service and ability displayed.
Examinations for promotion are held from time to time. (6) Those who
have passed the lligher State examination for the other branches of the
public service can also qualify for the royal railroad service.
PUBLIC WORKS ( Baufcwh ).

Entrance into the higher branches of this division of the public
service is through a preliminary examination, and two chief examinations (Hauptprufungen). The Department of Public Works is in general divided into three divisions, architecture, engineering, and machinery (Hochbaufach, Ingenieurbaufach, and Maschinenbcwfach), and for
each of these the examinations are different and distinct; and the other
conditions also not the same.
Previous to tlle preliminary examination there is required two year's
study in the division Qf Maschinenbaiifa.ch, an extra year's service under
a machinist.
Following the preliminary examination is demanded two year's
further study before the :first chief examination is taken. Following
the first chief examination is needed a further period of preparation of
three years in the case of architects and engineers, and two years in
the case of machinists. This consists of genuine practical work.
1

Priifungsordnung flir die inittleren und unteren Beamten der StaatseisenbahnVerwaHung, sowie Bcstimmungen tiber die Annahme von Civilsupernumeraren fiir
den Staatseisenbahudienst. Vom 26. 1'Hirz: 1887. (Abgeandert durch Erlass vom 12.
Marz, 1890.
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The first and second periods of stndy are taken at a technical high
school. The first chief examination is held in Berlin, Han over, or Aachen,
where there are examination commissions composed of teachers from
technical schools, and selected practical workmen. The second chief
examination is set by the head examination commission ( Ober PriifitngsKommission) in Berlin. All of the examinations are of a highly technical character, and are very thorough and exhaustive. The last
examination includes : (1) The preparation of a special drawing of
some plan or machine according to given data. (2) The performance
of other written tasks. (3) A.n oral examination lasting two days in
, which is tested the kiiowledge of the candidate in all the branches of
architecture and engineering, and has the further purpose in view of
determining just what special character of work the prospective functionary is best fitted to perform; whether in the divisions of streets
and highways, of railways, of bridges, of waterworks, of machinery, or
in the office.
ST.A.TE MEDICAL OFFICES.

These must have received the degree of M. D. from the medical faculty
of a 'German university, after nine semesters' study and a permitted
dissertation. A.fter this there is at least two year's further prescribed
work. Finally, there is the state examination, which is divided into
the following seven divisions: Anatomy, physiology, pathology, surgery, materia medica, gynecology, and hygiene. The examination
also focludes practical bedside tests at a hospital.
For state veterinary surgeons there are also appropriate examinations.
l\IISCELLANEOUS.

In the remaining branches of the public service, the same system of
examinations for appointment is followed. The higher positions are
awarded according to the tests ·described under the law of March 11,
1879, governing the requirements for the "higher administrative
.service" (fiir den hoheren Verwaltungsdienst).
Where special know ledge of a technical character is demanded, suit- ·
able examinations are held, and for the subordinate positions appropriate educational tests are required. Thus tlle principle is everywhere
followed, that there shall be no appointment made to a public position
until the candidate has demonstrated his intellectual fitness, by a written or oral examination, and has proved his ability and aptitude by a
probationary service (Probedienst).
As a rule promotion is also lar~rely determined by written examinations, the other determining element being excellence of service in the
subordinate position. Thus, in the post-office, the "collector of letters" ,
is required to have had a course at a university, gymnasium, Realschitle.
After three years' experience as collector, he-ma.y: take, an examination
which embraces among other subjects a certain amount of knowledge

•
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of foreign languages, and if he passes, is appointed Postpraktikant or
practitioner. After three years' further service another examination
can be taken, which being passed, the higher positions of the service
are open to him.
The choice of functionaries in the diplomatic service lies with the
minister of foreign affairs, and appointments are regulated by the
general -requirements that prevail in other branches of the public
service. None are appointed save those who have had a three years'
course at a university, have successfully taken an examination, and
have had a year's service with a judicial administrative authority
(Jiistizverwaltungsbehorde) or state administrative authority (Landes1,erwaltungsbehorde). In addition there is also a special examination
determining the candidate's,. knowledge of the inner workings of the
administrative methods and an acquaintance with the·social and mater ial conditions of the Fatherland. A complete knowledge of French
is required, also a probationary service of one year or as au attache
to one of the greater foreig~ missions.
Most of the subordinate civil positions under the state are open to
those who have completed the full term of from nine to twelve
years' service in the army. Yet all are required to pass suitable examinations and tu perform a probationary service, except in the cases of
thos~ positions where the work is of a purely mechanirnd character.
Those upon the retired or invalid military list are also eligible to positions suitable to their physical capabilities. The right to appointment
upon the police force (genda,rmerie) is regulated by the following conditions: (1) Nine years' service in the army; (2) unstained reputation
for truth, morality, and honesty; (3) bodily strength; (4) passage of
an examination. This examination includes a ready reading and writing knowledge of German script in the German or Latin letters, mental
arithmetic, writing according to dictation, and two short essays upon
suggested topics. Following the examination i~ in most cases a period
of pr:obationary service before a permanent position is awarded.
The system of examinations for public-school teachers is carried out in
detail, strict educationaf tests being required for appointment. In
all the higher grades only those are allowed to present themselves for
examination who have certificates of attendance at a university and
gymnasium. It has not been thought advisable to detail the different
subjects embraced in the examinations, which naturally vary according to the position to be filled. 1
1

For details regarding appointment as teachers, see Ordnung der Priifung flir <las
Lehramt au hoheren Schnien, vom 5 Feb., 1887. Abge:indert bezw. ergl.inzt durch
Erlasse vom 31 Dec., 1887, 11 Mai u. 4 August, 1888, 2, 21, u. 26 Januar, 1889.

EDUCATION IN SWEDEN. 1

GENERAL VIEW OF 'l.'HE

SYSTEM.

The report of the Commissioner of Education· for the year 1888-89
contained a statement of the system of education in Sweden fn extenso.
The general features of the system are here reproduced, with additional information received since that date.
The early history of both elementary and secondary schools may be
traced in Sweden to the Reformation period, although the most earnest
effort to establish people's schools dates from 1640J when it was decreed
that a school be established in each city. In 1649 a division. into
people's and higher schools was made, and in 1686 the Government was
called upon to aid ·the peasantry through state subsidies for school
purposes. The impossibility of supporting a sufficient number of stationary schools for the people was soon demonstrated, and till 1786 the
ambulatory school was deemed the only means of bringing children
under the jurisdiction of a teacher, who hi~self was oftentimes hardly
fitted for such a position.
The influence of the church over the school is a speciai feature in
Swedish e.ducational history and many of the secondary or "learned"
schools, which date from the time of Gustavus Adolphus, were under
control of the clergy, and by law of 1724, no one outside of the diocese
could be employed as teacher. A distinct division into classical and
nonclassical schools was made in 1820, but, as the result of prolonged
discussions, a reuniting of" learned" schools and gymnasia was accomplished in 1845. The burgher school and the ancient triviu1n, or Real
school, have, in one form or another, been in existence two hundred years;
from 1807 the course of study in the trivium temled towards training _
for practical life; in 1849 the two classes of schools were united. In
the year 1824 the Bell-Lancaster, or monitorial system was introduced,
and the year 1842 was notable for an entire reorganization of the school
system. As it now stands the system embraces the ambulatory school,
ln sparsely settled districts; the prepa,ratory divisions (smaskolor) leading to the stationary schools of each district or parish; the normal schools
.of each chief town of the diocese; the higher elementary schools (shrne
1858) of villages and districts having more than 60 pupils; the secondary
1
Prepared by Miss .Frances Graham French, spccia1ist in the schocl systems q_f
Northern and Eastern Europe.
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schools, consisting of classical and modern schools (gymnasia and Real
schools) which admit pupils from D years of age on; the universities,
technical schools of higher and lower grade, agricultural, military, navigation, and medical schools. Illiteracy is almost unknown in Sweden,
the very latest data showing that among the conscripts mustered there
were only 0.27 per cent who were unable to read. Education in Sweden
is essentially a concern of the state; the church, too, exercises supervision, for the local school boards are expected to submit their reports
to the bishops and consistory; foe inspectors are often clergymen and so
are the chairmen of th-e. district or parish councils. There are central
boards of officials connected with the different ministries, and in connection with the ministry of ecclesiastical affairs there are two divisions--the
one having charge of elementary schools, the other of secondary schools,
and there are special inspectors who take charge of elementary schools
in each diocese. Every school district has its school board-to wliich
women are eligible for membership--for the superintendence of elementary schools, and there is also a council of teachers for secondary institutions, subject to the bishop or ephor of the diocese. Normal schools
are directly supervised by the diocesan authorities, but aU these grades
of schools, through the system of inspection, are brought into direct communication with the central authorities, who in turn report to the King.
Elementary schools are maintained by the pari~b, but since 1842 state
subsidies are given for the payment of part of the teacher's salary and
for the purchase of school material. The state maintains secondary
and normal schools, and there are special subsidies for technical and
Slojd training. The cities of Stockholm, Goteborg, Malmo, Jonkoping,
and N orrkoping have special laws governing their schools.
Swedish children are expected to be in school 1 from the seventh to
the fourteenth year of age, and instruction is obligatory after the age of
9 years is reached, and it is also nominally free of charge. The average
school year is thirty-six weeks.
ELE:iVIEN'l'.A.RY SCHOOLS.

The stationary and ambulatory schools, with their preparatory divisions (fasta folkskolor, flyttande folkskolor, and smf1:skolor), serve the
purpose of giving an elementary education to children of sehool age in
Sweden. As far as possible with the mountainous condition of the
country there is intended to be a four-class central school of this grade,
1
According to law of 1881, which is still in force regarding the employment of
minors at factory work, manual labor, and other trades, children of 12 years of age
arc p ermitted in craft and factory labor if they have acquired the lowest standanl
of instruction of the people's school. The period of labor for children to 1L1 years of
age is six hours; for children from 14 to 18 years ten hours a {lay; night work for
children is prohibited. The observance of the law is controlled by the comm unal
authorities.
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with a general grouping of smaller schools around. When this plan
can not be carried out the ambulatory school fills its purpose, and
lower grade schools or preparatory divisions give the first impetus to
tbe child's education. Where six-class schools are found the lowest
classes are usually under the instruction of a woman teacher, who may
be considered to be more in sympathy with the little children of from 7
to 9 years of age.
For the young people of agricultural district~ who have passed the
school age, but who wish to obtain practical information which will be
generally useful to them, there are the hogre folkskolor, which in 1891
numbered 25, with 927 pupils-men 622, women 305. Institutions for
giving elementary instruction to working men have sprung into existence within the last few years. Due at first to private initiative, they
were found to be of so much value that the state has appointed higher
grade teachers to take charge of the instruction.
In each school district the elementary grades a.re under the direct sur. veillance of the sclrool board or council, presided over by the pastor of
the parish. This board formulates regulations appertaining to instruction, discipline, days and · hours of study. It also endeavors to
organize a parish library suited to the needs of the schools and it
attends to the rental or construction of suitable buildings for school
purposes-each building to be well ventilated, surrounded by a gard·e n
in which horticulture and arboriculture may be taught. The board also
has to make annual report to the diocesan authorities as to the status
of education in the district.
In 1889 the number of children who were of school age was 764,909-:
boys, 388,539; girls, 376,370, that is, 16 per cent of the population; the
number of pupils who were under instruction was 715,878; those who
had already left school after examination, 23,847. Hence we obtain
the .number 739,725, or 9G per cent of school age who were receiving or
had received instruction. In 1891 out of 777,610 children of school
age there were but 26,§74 not availing themselves of tuition, either
on account of illness, physical defects, or other causes. Besides
these there were 29,803 who had completed the required covrse in the
schools, and were thus exempt from further tuition. Of the remaining
721,233 children 656,947 received instruction in the elementary grades,
16,532 in private schools (13,470 in either secondary or t~chnical schools,
hence are not really to be included under this head), and 34,284 in tb~ir
own homes, but under control of school boards. A child can not be
admitted. into school without a certificate of vaccination unless be has
had small pox; all children are to be vaccinated before they are 2 years
of age. In the :Primary schools coeducation is usual, although in some
of the higher classes in the large towns boys and girls are instructed
separately.
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Tirn TEACHER AND THE GE~EnAL PLAN OF TEACHING.

The following conditions are required of those who desire to obtain
a position as instructor in primary schools: The candidate must he 20
years of age, of good standing morally and religiously, have a normal
school diploma, and be selected for the position by the school board
from the candidates decided upon by the consistory of the diocese.
University study, graduation diplomas from the normal schools, and
· attendance at a practice course in the normals are required of those
desiring to teach in higher grade schools. ~gular teachers receive
at least $160 a year ($188 after five years), with a small plot of land,
lodging, fuel, fodder for a cow; this amount is increased in towns and
citi€s to between $300 and $500, but in such case free lodging is not
given, nor other material assistance. Pensions are accorded to all
teachers, their widows and children.
There are 12 normal schools-7 for men and 5 for women-with a
four years' course in each. The studies, which include among other
branches, pedagogy and methods, gymnastics, horticulture, music and
singing occupy thirty-four hours a week each in the first and second
classes, thirty-three and twenty-six in the third and fourth classes.
Six hours in the third and sixteen in the fourth class are devoted
to practice teaching. In 1891 there were 4 70 men under instruction,
133 of whom had a diploma, and 361 women, of whom 145 had a
diploma.
The Swedes have endeavored not to encumber the primary school
program with too many studies, the main effort seeming to be to give
instruction tending to prepare for a practical Iife. 1 The school board
arranges as to duration of studies in the district over which it has control. It is expected that there will be at least an eight months' school
and that the school -day be from five to six hours iri. length. · In the
_ two preparatory classes the maximum is five hours a day; in the primary
school proper it is six hours. After each lesson the pupils have ten to
:fifteen minutes recreation-that is, fifty- minutes of work, ten or more of
recreation; during one recess lunch is partaken of. This regularity is
due to l\fr. Meijerberg, 2 former inspector of primary schools in Stockholm, who dming bis twenty-five years in that position made many
improvements along pedagogical lines. In rural districts instruction is
given five dayR of the weel~ and Saturday is reserved for manual training or Slojd in some fori;n; in other localities from four to six hours a
week are devoted to Slojd.
1
In tlrn early part of 1891 a bill was passed by Parliament by which a new subject,
that of the effects of alcoholic drink on the lrnmau organism, was to be introduced
in the schools .
2
Carl Jonas Meijerberg was born on October 8, 1816, in Brumflo-Jiimtlanu. He
was educated at Upsala; became a school iuspeetor at Bohusliin iu 1861, thence to
Stockholm in 1863, where <luring his years an inspector he saw the schools increase
from 59 to 480, teachers from 60 to 500, pupils from 2,500 to 16,000. Mr. Meijerberg
was Swedish Commi sioner to tlle Philadelphia Exhibition in 1876.
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Instruction eaclt week.
Preparatory divisions or Smasko1or.

TRAINING IN SLOJD.

Elementary schools.

1

Sweden occupies an important position in a movement wlnch, during
the past twenty years, has made manual labor a factor in all national
education, a movement directed against the old-fashioned one-sided
system of mental overwork. The great interest in such movement
mauife&ted by many persons led to the introduction of Slojd in the
Swedish schools; definite steps were also taken in the early seventies to establish special schools for a similar purpose. At first individual~, provincial councils, and agricultural i:;ocieties supported the
work, but in 1877 Parliament voted $4,000 per annum for advancing
Slojd instruction, which amount was increased to $30,000 in 1891, in
addition to that which was given by provincial councils, agricultural
societies, and parish authorities. The schools receiving the benefit of
governmental stipends increased as follows:
_ _____
Y_ea_r_. - - - - - ~ _s_c_h_oo_1s_ .11 _ _ _ _ _ _Y
_ ea_r_. _ _ _ _ _ _ ,_s_ch_o_o_Is.
1

1878. ·--- ..... ..... ___ . ·--. ·- --·. - .. --- -1879 .... -- .. _...... · - _.... --- -- __ ...... -1880 .. _-- -- ---- .. ·--. _... __ .. ·- - ... --·. -1881 .. -- .... _.. __ ... _...... -- . _. _....... .
1882: .. _.... _... -- ..... ___ .. _..... _... __ .
1883 ..... - ..... -- ......... ............ - -1884 . ·--- ·-· __ .. _... _.. --·· ·- ·· - ··- ··----

103
163
234
300
377
463
584

1885 - - - - . - - . - - ____ ____ - - ___ - - _. _____ .. _.
1886 .... _......... __ .. _. _. ___ . _........ .
1887 ...... __ .. _.... __ . _____ .. _.... ___ .. .
1888. - . - - . - . - . - - . - - - - . _- .. - - .,_. - - ... - - .. .
1889 .... ___ ..... _....... _... _. __ ....... .
1890 ..... - ... - _... - - _... - ...•...........
1891 ..... ....... . ........ ... ........... .

727
872
991
1,167
1,278
l, 392
l, 492

As ma;ny schools are not aided by governmental subsidies it is considered that the number reaches about 1,800 in all. Slojd is only obligatory in a few schools, but is generally encouraged by inspectors of
the public schools and by special examiners.
The "Swedish Slojd system" is that form of Slojd worked out at
the Naas N onnal College, or Seminary, which is a private institution
1
Described by 0. Salomon, director of the Slojd Seminary at Naas, in "Swedish
Catalogue, rr, Statistics prepared by Dr. Lofstrom for the ·w orld's Columbian Exposition at Chicago in 1893."
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founded and maintained by August Abrahamson, near Goteborg.
Many of the teachers of this branch iu the public schools are graduates
therefrom, and hence have introduced this form of manual work,
although no particu1ar system is enforced in the schools. Instruction
at Naas is gratis. It consists of lectures and discussions concerning
the methods, system, and history of educational Slojd, and also the
making of a series of models in wood. There are now four courses a
year at this Seminary, of six weeks' duration each, attended by 270
students. From 1875 to 1892 there were 1,808 teachers on the rolls.
The aim of educational Slojd is not so much to impart technical skill
as to develop certain powers, physical, moral, and mental; to increase
the pupil's loYe for work, his love for independence, and to strengthen his .
physical powers; to teach precision, cleanliness, order, and attention,
and to give him a knowledge of the value of manual labor. The
Swedish system has limited itself in a measure to Slojd-carpentry,
although in some of the Swedish public schools instruction is given
in paper and metal-Slojd, wood-turning and wood-carving; it is
intended for children between ten and fourteen years of age. Under
the Slojd system small objects or models are made, and the so-called
"form-work" offers opportunity for the development of the eye, for it
becomes in reality a modeling in wood, which like that in clay or wax
i_s a complement to free-hand drawing. In Slojd-training the knife, the
ax, the spoke-shave, and the shave-iron are used, the knife being
especially characteristic of Slojd. The positions and movementR
required in Slojd exercises unite it in a measure with gymnastics, so that
specialists in both lines have aided each other materiaJly in producing
a series of exercises which insure a harmonious development of the body.
The pupil is made to use the tools in Slojd alternately with the righ and
left hand, so that the muscles of both sides of the body are equally
exercised. Thoroughness is one of the requisites of Slojd-training,
and the pupil is expected to work not only with exactness but with
independence of reflection and execution. He is taught to think about
what he is doing, and the teacher is not allowed to put his hands to
the work, so that habits of self-reliance are also inculcated.
The NiHis series of exercises are 88 in number, and the intention is
to have the models combine practical utility and i::esthetic form. The
pupil is taught to make objects which are useful at home, and as the
natural development of the individual is the chief aim, all artificial ·
competition is to be assiduously avoided. The methods employed in
teaching Slojd according to the Naas system have made this phase of
''teaching" in the primary schools a most attractive one, and the same
system has already been introduced in three or more normal schools.
Girls are not neglected in this kind of training, although the skilled
handiwork takes a different form. The aim of the instruction in feminine Slojd (as described by Miss Hulda Lundin, who is the inspectress of feminine slojd in the Stockholm schools, aud who bas made
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this almost a life work) is, as stated in the prospectus, to exercise band
and eye, to quicken the power of thought, to strengthen love of order,
to develop independence, to inspire respect for carefully and intelligently
executed work, and at the same time to prepare girls for the execution
of their domestic duties. Miss Lundin states that the desired results
may be reached by practical demonstration of the subject, by progressive order with regard to the exercises, and class instruction. The
practical demonstration is accomplished by means of a sewing-frame; in
knitting, by means of large wooden needles and colored balls of yarn;
by blackboard drawings. Progress from the simple to the complex may
be best observed by a study of the work in the class divisions in the
public schools of Stockholm with girls from 7 to 14 years of age. There
are ·seven standards: in the first, two hours a week instruction in
needle-work is given; in the second, third, and fourth standards, four
hours a week; in the fifth and sixth standards, five hours; in the seventh, six hours a week. Standard I covers plain knitting; II, plain
knitting, and practice in different kinds of Rtitches, such as runuingstitching, hemming, and overcasting; III, simple darning on canvas,
making aprons; IV, !)lain and purl k11itting, plain sewing; V, knitting stockings, drawing patternR, and cutting out undergarments; VI,
patching on colored material, stocking-darning, making button holes,
and making thread buttons, sewing on tapes, hooks, and eyes; drawing
patterns and cutting out undergarments; VII, fine darning and marking, drawing dress patterns, cutting out of articles mentioned under IIIV, cutting and making dresses. The models are frequently drawn
upon the blackboard by the teacher in charge of feminine Slojd; the girls
receive the materials necessary for the work, and they copy the designs
furnished, the teacher simply overseeing them to see that the ideas are .
properly carried out. In the lowest classes the ordinary teacher carries
out the so-called Lundin method, but in the higher-grade primaries
there are special teachers employed for the teaching of feminine skilled
handiwork. There are 14 courses or standards before completion of
th1s class of work, and a series of models is found in each school, in
addition to those in charge of the inspectress of feminine Slojd. The
pupils receive the work done in standards I to VI, II to XIII free of
charge, and in the other standards only have to pay for the thread,
material furnished, etc.
'l'HE SCHOOLS OF STOCKHOLM. 1

The school laws ar~ the same for all parts of Sweden and yet, as
heretofore stated, there are city schools which are governed somewhat
differently from those of the country at large. For this reason the
organization of the Stockholm schools is here presented. The number of districts or parishes in Stockholm is eight, each parish has its
school, and its sehool council appointed by the inhabitants. In the
1

Revue Pedagogique, October, 1893.
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rural districts the conformation of the country requires, in general, the
establishment of various schools; in the city a parish may have its
one educational center with all grades under one roof, or whenever
there are as many as 4,000 pupils in a single parish a subdivision
is made by which the preparatory divisions, or smaskolor, were
in separate buildings regarded as annexes to the central school.
A central school board or higher council, composed of a dozen members, including· one member from each of the eight subsidiary councils, a member appointed by the administrative authorities, ·a physician, and a member of the consistory, has the general control of
school affairs. The school board of each parish is presided over by a
clergyman; -its duties are to keep the school buildings up to the
proper standard, to watch over the school attendance, and to suggest
to the central board what reforms are needed. All expenditures are
decided by the central board; the parish board proposes the candidates for teachers; the central board appoints them; the central board
also appoints au inspector who submits to it the most important questions appertaining to elementary education. It is noticeable that the
central board has the controlling voice in Stockholm school affairs,
while the parish boards are subordinate to it.
The school year is of forty-one weeks, from August 15 to December
20 and from January 8 to June 15. The school day is from 8 to 1 o'clock,
or a five hours' period. The youngest children b ave four hours. . In
all there are sixty minutes' recreation, three times amounting to ten ·
minute~ each, with a thirty minutes' period for lunch. Each class has
its own instructor or instructress who teaches the different branches
ancl supervises the discipltne of that class. The highest classes,
however, have special teachers for singing, drawing, and feminine Sloj<l.
Mr. Me~jerberg brought women teachers into the corps of instructors,
an innovation which has had noticeable results, as far as the traiuing
of the youngest pupils is concerned, and to-day there are five women
teachers to one man in the teaching corps of Stockholm schools. In
the lower classes especially the woman teacher is preeminent, as well
as in the classes for girls. If she has shown herself to be a good disciplinarian there is no hesitancy in pla.cing her in charge of the classes
for boys of 10 to 12 -years of age. In leaving the schoolroom for
recreation the children march two by two, and a mouitor chosen from
the ranks, keeps order; in leavi Ilg for home after school hours the children are formed into squads, according to the district, a corporal has
the squad in charge and each boy drops out near his home. The
course of study differs only in extent from that given for the same
grade of scl10ol throughout Sweden. In. history, for instance, class
three has ancient history, class fonr, the history of Sweden -from. 1060
to lGll; class five, from 1611 to 1818; class six, from 1818 to the
present with a repetition of ancie11t history and that of the Middle
Ages; class lWen, repetition of hi.·tory sin~e the Reformation, also
uniyersal history.
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Slojd instruction has already been touched upon under that bead- ing. The schools of Stockholm have 92 men and 431 wom~n as regular
teachers, all of whom have normal school diplomas, and each one of
whom gives thirty hours' instruction a week. At the head of eaeh
school is a direct01,· who gives from eight to a dozen hours instruction
a week. Special teachers number 14 (7 men and 7 women) for singing
and drawing, and 16 teachers for feminine Slojd. The salaries are graduated as follows:
Men t eachers.
Crowns. * Crowns.
When first appointed ..... ..... ... . .............. .

±r.t:~ re:e ;:::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

1,400
1,600
1,800

1,800
2,000
2,200

Women teachers.

Crowns.

Crowns.

2,000
2,200
2,400

1,100
1,200
1,300

Crowns.
1,400
1,500
1,600

·• 20·8 cents to a crown.

The director (or principal) receives in addition to his salary a supplementaryamount wbich varies according to the number of pupils in school,
from 500 to 1,300 crowns ($134 to $348).
The number of pupils h1 Stockholm schools is about 20,000 (20,312
· in 1892); 1 in 1862 there were only 2,500. In 1890 the proportions of
ab sen tees from various causes were: Sickness, 4·9 per cent; no causes
assigned; 2 per cent; lack of shoes or garments, 0·7 per cent; authorized absence, 3 per cent. This last enumeration comprises the children who are required to be at home to care for younger children, or who,
during the warm season are sent into the country for their health. In
1890 there were 1,800 pupils in night schools, their services being required
during the day by their parents.
The authorities attend to the school attendance, requiring the owners or landlords of houses to furnish the police with information
(presented on January 1 of each year) regarding the a_ge, profession,
or trade of their tenants. '.rhe police registers have consequently detailed knowledge of the people. The principal of each elementary school
obtains from this source the number of persons of school a.ge in his district, and information being ::tlso furnisherl as to the attendance at
private schools, the necessary measures are tn,ken for school attendance.
'
!£xpenditures in 1890.
Crowns.

Men antl women teachers .. ___ ....... _... _.. _ . _. __ ....... __ ............ .
Sloj cl instruction ....... __ ..... , ____ . . ____ ... _. __ .. ____ .. _... _...... _.. .
School material (ot appamtus). ____ ... __ . _____ . _. __ ..... __ ... _. _... ___ ..
Baths ... _ ..... _. _.... _... ___ ... ___ . ___ .. ____ .. ___ .... __ ..... .. __ - -.... .
Heating ancl lighting .. _. _. ____ . ____ .. _. _ . ___ .. : ___ .. _.... ____ .. ___ .... .
Pension fund ..... _.... __ .... ..... ____ .. ___ ... _____ . __ . __ .. ___ .. _...... .
Pensions . _. _.... __ ..... __ .... ________ ... ___ .... __ .. ____ .. "... __ .. _.. __ _
Inspection, secretaries, cashiers._ ._ . .. ____ .. _____ . _...... > - __ • • • _ • • • • • • •
1

Stockholms Stads folkskolor: Ber~ittelse for ar 1892. _

664,588
61,886
56,351

9,000
98,243
12,418

7,450
13,000
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Rentals (for the directors n,nd central boards) ...................... ____ .
Extras ...... -.· ...... -. - - - . -. - . - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - -- - - - · -- - - - - - - - - .. - - - - -- .

2,400
10,154

----

Total ...... ................................. ...... ............ ... _
For school honses .... : ............................................ _... .

935.493
260,000

Grand total. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 195, 493
NoTE.-The totals do not ahniys agree with the amounts given, but it is impossible
to know wherein the variance lies.

That is, the sum of $320,392 was spent for the Stockholm schools,
the Government contributing $58,156 towards that amount.
The new school buildings are most luxuriously arranged; particularly
is this said to be the case with the Frederic Adolphus and the Catharine schools, which resemble museums in their inner decorations. Each
pupil has a separate desk, and neatness is observable everywhere, not
the slightest ink spot being visible to the casual observei'. The buildings are several stories high, all class rooms open upon the same broad
corridor, the windows being at the opposite sides. Bath rooms are so
arranged that more tha.n 4,500 1mpils can be bathed every two days,
each pupil receiving a douche and a warm-air bath. In all the parishes the poorest school children receive free dinner. In the Catharine
p·a rish 200 boys dine at school on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays,
and 200 girls the intermediate days. The extremely impoverished
foceive also a glass of warm milk and a bit of bread. Cooking schools
or classes are connected with some of the schools; in these regular
instruction is given in simple diet.
: Vacation colonies (due to Mr. Meijerberg's initiative), comprising each
from 20 to 30 pupils, and in charge of a society with the princess royal
as president, are sent into rural diutricts, near the sea if possible, during
thevacation period, between June 15 and August 15. Each group
has an instructress in charge, or the family of an instructor. There
are daily occupations for both boys and girls; the district physician
looks after the health of the children. Stockholm districts support 44
of these rural homes, and in 1890 there were 498 children sent out.
The expenditures were $4,288, not including gifts.
•
SECONDA.H,Y EDUCATION.

The secondary schools ~, do not form a direct continuation of the primary schools as in the United States," 1 although they are preparatory
to university education. .These schools are all complete in their organization, although they are usually considered to be of two kinds, the
higher or complete schools with nine classes, and the lower or incomplete
schqols with two, three, or five classes. Yet "the teaching in these
classes agrees precisely with that of the corresponding classes of the
complete secondary schools." The secondary schools consist of the
1
Information obtained from a thesis of Dr. N. G. W. Lagerstedt, Ph. D., of Stockholm, presented at the International Congress of Education iu Chicago in 1893.
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classical and '' modern" (Real) schools. The curriculum comprises
nine years and the boys (girls are not admitted to these schools) must
be 9 years of age before entering. The plan of instruction is the same
for the :first three years; during that period German is the only foreign
language taught. Then a bifurcation ·takes place, some pursuing the
Latin (classical) course, others the English (modern) course. "Still,
in all subjects other than Latin and English, instruction is as a rule
the same for the two following years. French is taken up in the fifth
year, both in the modern and the classical side." The last four years,
the sixth to the riintu, the pupils of the modern and classical lines are
separated, and at the same period-the sixth year-a new division takes
place on the classical side. Greek is taken up by some, English by
others-that is, there is "a full classical section and a half classical section." A.t the close of the secondary coul'se the maturity, or graduation, examination takes place; the diploma attained, the student may
then pass to the university, to military or forestry schools, or to lowgrade posit.ions in the Government service. This maturity examination
is quite a· severe one, and the boys of the modern (Real) side: _not having studied Latin, mu§lt give sp~cial evidence "of greater knowledge
in mathematics, natural sciences, and modern languages than the boys
on the classical side."
The question has been broached in Sn-eden of bringing the elementary and secondary schools into closer connection by eliminating one or
more of the lower classes of the secondary schools, and making the
elementary directly preparatory to the secondary school, thus, in a
measure, forming a common school for all classes. Further reforms
have been suggested which wm take Latin and Greek out of the
secondary schools to a great extent, and will place them in the university as a special department. Secondary education for girls was formerly almost entirely of a private character, or was the result of aid
from municipal authorities, but the present progressive movements
have brought about State subsidies for such schools.
A.s an outcome of the discussions concerning the great influx of
students at the universities, and the need of more practical instruction
of a secondary character for both boys and girls, the Palmgren Practical
Work School was founded in 1876. While Slojd is a main feature of
its curriculum, the aim of the school is to train both se-xes in those
studies which lead to practical life, and there is no special limit as to
the elementary or secondary character ofthe school, nor as to ~he age
of applicants for admission. The msthetic side is not neglected, for the
schoolrooms are ornamented with art works of various kin~s, and even
the desks and chairs have the style of the old Norse, the Gothic, or
the German Renaissance pe~iod. The success of the school has been
noticeable, and, in 1888, the maturity examination was · successfully
passed by two boys and two girls. The school has two divisions, the
one for a cultivation of manual dexterity and the other for studies tendED 93--28
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ing towards intellectual progress; in its preparatory classes children
from 6 to O years of age having no previous schooling are admitted.
After passing through three classes they are fitted for the lowest classes
of the Real schools or· the gymnasia. The next division is that of a
Real gymnasium with nine classes, then there is a seminary or normal
school for the training of teachers of Slojd.
The course is most comprehensive in character, giving, as it does, a
liberal education and a most thoroug~h training in Slojd. Slojd is obligatory upon all, and it includes feminine Slojd as well as that in which
boys particularly are trained. Pupils who do not attend the school are
admitted to Slojd instruction at a moderate fee. The three-months
cours.es for the training of Slojd teachers include also lessons in drawing and tho pedagogics of Slojd 1 •
The number of secondary schools is 70, of which only about 30 ful:fi.il
the requirements as preparatory schools to the universities. The instruction is nearly free,. amounting to only about $8 or $10 for each pupil.
In 1891 there were 14,474 stud@nts, an.din the same year 650 students
had passed the required examination for admittance to the universities, among them 15 women. The expenditures for secondary education amount to nearly $1,000,000 a year.
Students who wish to pursue a mercantile career attend the commercial schools (or colleges) of Stockhoim and Goteborg, which have
two-year coiuses and an average of more than 100 pupils, and which
receive governmental subsidies as well as private donations. The st11dents pay tuition fees also. . Theu there are private commercial schools
which give excellent instruction.UNIVERSITY EDUCATION.

The presentation of the public educational system of Sweden would·
be incomplete without mention of the university, which is thus aptly
described by Dr. L~gerstedt:
The public universities of Sweden are two, the University of Upsala and the
University of Lund. Besides these there is a faculty of medicine, or a" medical college," in Stockholm. There are two other universities of Sweden, those of Stockholm and Goteborg. They are only a few years old, and were founded and are
maintained wholly by private means without aid from the state. But they will
both, in all probability, soon be brought into the system of education. It is proper,
therefore, that they be mentioned in this pl::tce.
Each of the old state unfrersities, the universities of Upsala and Lund, comprises
four faculties or departments, the faculties of theology, law, medicine, and philosophy. The faculty or department of philosophy is divided into two sections, one
for literatur e, history, philosophy, philology, and allied branches of knowledge;
the other for mathematics and the natural and physical sciences.
The original and chief object of a university is the promotion of knowledge. The
teachers have to disclose and elucidate to the students the treasures of literature
and the results of sci en ti fie investigation, as well as to direct the students' own study.
It is also expected of the professors that they shall themselves contribute to the
advancement of human knowledge by observation and research. The proficiency of

See Palmgreuska Samskola,n i Stockholm.
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stud-ents in Swedish universities _is, as elsewhere, ascertained by examinations, which
aro of a twofold character.
The universities of Europe, generally, are expected to fill certain requirements
demanded by tho state. The ·state requires from its officials and from private citizens
_ proposing to enter certain important vocations-that of medicine, for instance-that
they give evidence of possessing the knowledge and skill necessary to their special calling. Now, in some cases, the university teaching and the ordinary examinations have
been considered as serving this additional public end. In other cases the universities
have had to undertake the organization of courses of instruction required by the stape
for the purpose just mentioned, and the testing of proficiency therein by special
examinations-civic or state examinations, as they may be called. This part of university work naturally has a less scientific character, it is more elementary, and the
objectof the examination is to ascertain that the stU<.l ents have attained certain
fixetl standards of know ledge rather than to ascertain the results of deep scientific
study. The practi cal importance of this part of the universities' work may sometimes Qffer temptations subordinate to their strictly scientific work, and make
the higher examinations, the university examinations proper, by technicalities or
regulation, too much like the civic or state examinations. The present regubtions
and arrangements of the Swedish universities seem to avoid this danger.
The faculties of theology and of law have both kinds of examinations, scientific
and civic. Most of the students of theology and of law pass the civic examinations
only, and thus become entitled to enter the service of the state as judges or other officials of that of tha state church as ecclesiastics. Some, however, of the law and theological students -::ake the university examinations proper, success iu which, in some
cases, gives them a preference in the matter of appointments over those of their_
colleagues "\\ho have been content to pass the civic examinations only.
The department of medicine offers examinations of the higher grade only. As may
be inferred from this, the studies of the Swedish medical students are very thorough.
Generally it takes students eight to ten years of hard work after matriculation to com- ·
plete their university studies. There are two examinations in the faculty of medicine. The first is merely preparatory to the second.
The fourth of the faculties or departments is that of philosophy. Like the faculty
of medicine, this faculty has no civic examinations. Neglecting some minor preparatory examinations that are passed by students wishing to-enter the other departments, there are two examinations in the faculty of philosophy, namely, the examinatioD; for the rank of candidate of philosophy and that for '' licentiate of philosophy."
To become a candidate of philosophy the aspirant must be exami:ged in five difforent
subjects, at least. These subjects may be chosen quite freely among the branches of
knowledge that belong to both sections of the department of philosophy. The candidate must give proof of complete mastery of one of these subjects, or, if he so prefer, of excellent attainments in two.
If a candidate of philosophy wishes to obtain tho rank of licentiate, h_e must be
examined in at least two branches of knowledge, quite freely chosen from the curriculum of the department, and he must giye evidence that he has acquired a deeper
and scientific knowledge of them. A student is, however, not obliged to be a candidate of philosophy before he attempts to obtain the licentiate's degree, but may
proceed immediately to the latter degree, though in this case he has to give evidence
of his scientific study of at least three sciences or branches of knowledge.
A licentiate of philosophy wishing to become a doctor of philosophy, in lieu of
further examination, has to publish a scientific treatise, based on his own in_dependent
researches, and to defend this treatise publicly. If the thesis·and the defense of it are
considered to be satisfactory, the licentiate is admitted to the degree of doctor of
philosophy.
Each of the two university examinations may lie considered to demand, as a rule,
three or four years of stu<ly in preparation.
There are two points to which attention is especially directed. Tb.e first is the
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absolutely unlimited choice of studief;i open to the students within the limits of the
dep artment. It is quite lately that the examinations now in question have been so
arranged as to permit such choice. Formerly some subjects -n·ere optional, others
remaining compulsory; and there were rather intricate regulations with regard to
the combination of subjects; some might be combined, others not. The allowing
of this unlimited choice of subjects is considered in Sweden to be a decidedly progressive step, and one that will prove of great use in advancing deep and true
scientific study.
The other point is the regulation permitting students who have passed the entrance
examination ·to the university without Latin to be neYertheless admitt~d to the
examinations for candidates and licentiates of philosophy, provided that the subjects chosen for examination are chiefly mathematics and natural sciences. This is
quite different from the plan at the German universities. But Latin is still required
in Sweden of all who wish to pass other university examinations.
Most of the students who pass the examinations for candidate or licentiate of
philosophy afterwards become teachers in the secondary schools. There are two
classes of such teachers-a higher and a lower one. The former class chiefly
instructs the senior students in the secondary schools; the latter teach the lower
classes. The t~achers of the higher order must be licentiates or doctors of philosophy; those Qf the lower class at least candidates.
It is required, moreover, of both that they so pass their examinations that acertain number of the school subjects, four or five, shall h ave been included, in accordance with special regulations, which need not now be specified.
The two younger universities of Sweden, those of Stockholm and Goteborg, will
probably in a short time be allowed to hold examinations of the same kind as t~e
olu state universities, and students passing such examinations will have tlie same
rights as if they had passed those of the old universities. No applicants but those who '
have passed the maturity examination will be admitted to these university examinations, just as is now the case in the other and older universities. There will, however, be an important difference between the old i:;tate universities and these new
independent ones. While the former admit no other students than such as have
passed the examination of maturity, the latter will also admit other students, such
as are called in America special students. These are only required to giv,e some
proof, generally by a special examination, that they are capable of receiving the
instruction in the subject or in those subjects which they propose to follow. After
having completed such a special study at the university, the student, if he wishes,
is examined therein, and, if successful, receives a certificate indicating the result of
his work. To this kind of examination, as a matter of course, every student of the
universities may be admitted.
It may be seen, then, that it is the aim of the young universities to compete
with tho old ones as centers of higher scientific teaching, and, at the same time, to
make their instruction and resources accessible to wider circles of students.
Women have been admitted to the Swedish universiti es for about twenty years.
'I'he number- of women students, however, has been, and still is, comparatively
small, and only a very few, hardly ten, have left the universities after having passed
a complete university course.
'I'he number of students at Upsala may be estimated at from 1,800 to 2,000; at
Lund from 900 to 1,000; at Stockholm, 200; in Goteborg, 100.
The unh"ersity at Goteborg has, at present, a department for the hli.manities. The
one at Stockholm also has the humanities, departments of mathematics and natural
sciences, and will soon start a department of l aw.
The Pharmaceutic Institute in Stockholm imparts the knowledge requisite for
practicing pharmacy._ Its students average about 70. In order to practice dentistry
~he so-called student's examination has to be passed, also two special examinations
rn the presence of examiners appointed by the Royal Medical Board. The course is
about three years. 'l'here are dental colleges in Stockholm aud Goteborg.
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TECHNICAL SCHOOLS.

In Sweden the interests of tec1rnical education are promoted by
means of many colleges of greater or less importance, as is stated by
Herr Rector V. Adler in the" Swedish Catalogue, n, Statistics, by Dr.
S. A. Lofstrom, World's Columbian Exposition, at Chicago, in 1893."
The Technical High School stands foremost in this work, and the noted Technical
School of Stockholm holds a place of its own. For the training of engineers, pos-·
sessing, however, fewer resources than the high school, are Chalmer's Technical
Institute in Goteborg and the four state elementary technical schools in Malmo,
Norrkoping; Orebro, and Boras. To these intermediate schools must be added the
Technical Professional School at Eskilstuna, and the 29 lower technical professional
schools, which are supported by the state. There are, besides, the Slojcl Society's
School in Goteborg and a newly-established school in Lulca, which, to date, have
worked without Government support.
The Technical High School at Stockholm, which is the principal polytechnic
- institute in Sweden, has for its object the scientific training of young students who
intend to devote themselves to some technical occu1wtion.
"The subjects of instruction at this high school are: Mathema.tics, geodesy,
topogrnphy, descriptive geometry, el6mentary mechanics, higher theoretical
meclutnics, descriptive mechanics, the theory and practice of machine construction,
mining mechanics, the study of steamship construction, mechanical technology, general and applied physics, general and analytical chemistry, chemical technology,
laboratory work, mining cliemistry, general and special metallurgy ( of iron, etc.), metallurgic laboratory work, mineralogy and geology, mining, building, building estimates, architecture, history of architecture, construction of roads and waterways,
linear drawing, free-hand drawing, ornament modeling, political economy, and fac~
tory work."
The high school includes the following five technical departments, viz.: (I)
Machine construction and mechanical technology, with from three to four year·s,
course; (II) Techni cal chemistry, with a three years' course; (III) Metallurgy, in
three subdivisions, the first for mining mechanics, with a four years' course, the
second for metallurgy and smelting, the third for mining; the two latter divisions
being courses of either three or four years; (IV) Architecture with a course of four
years; (V) Road and waterway construction, with equal courses of four years' duration. The course of instruction during the first ;rear is the same for all the ordinary
pupils at the school; then special studies are pursued.
·
The students at the high scho'.)l are: (1) Ordinary,' who attend urrtil they have
acquired the amount of skill requisite to -the obtaining of a full certificate after a
complete course; (2) Special, who, ~hen they show themselves possessed of the skill
required by the directors, enjoy instru-ction in a lesser number of subjects, and
may obtain certificates of their attainments in those branches; and (3) extra pupils
who need not give any previous proof of their ability by passing an entrance examination, and who may enjoy the instruction, but are not entitled to receive any ,
testimonial from the college as to their attainments . For ordinary students the
instruction is free; special and extra pupils pay a fee fixed by the directors and
varying between 10 kr. and 50 kr. ($2.68-$13.40) per term. The management of
the high school is under the direction of a governing body appointed by the King.
The high school has, moreover, a library of about 23,000 volumes, and above 500
manuscript reports of technical matters furnished by traveling students, and it owns
in addition a valuable collection of models, inst,ruments, ete., used at lectures on
the various branches of study.
The Technical Scho'.)l in Stockholm has for its aim to give a clear and practical
trai11ing_in the knowledge requisite for n,n intelligent and accurate execution of
0
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industrial work, and by this means to further Swedish handicrafts and the development and improvement of art industry. The departments are five in number, viz:
(1) The 1'eclmical Evening and Sunday School, intended for pupils (above 14) and
men, more particularly those who are already engaged in factories and handicrafts.
The pupils have free choice of subjects, and the scheme of study is so arranged that
they may make a selection froin eighteen branches of industrial education; (2) the
Technical School for Women ( stud en ts :1bove 14 years of age) seeks to develop that
intelligent and artistic insight and skill which are the bases of such technical
employment as may be most profitably pursued by women. The subjects of instruction are nine in number, and are according to the students' choice; - (3) the Higher
Art -Industrial School for both men and women studente (above 16 years of age),
and the three years' course of instrc.ction demands the whole or the greater part
of the school day during the term. In the first section of this school is taught pattern drawing (both for cabinetmaking and a,rtistic metal work, etc.); in the second,
the branches pursued are decorative painting, lacquer work, etc; in the third, modeling, ornament, etc.; in the fourth, wood carving, chasing, engraving and work
in the finer metals; and in the fifth section are trained the future teachers of drawing,
modeling, and lettering in the schools for secondary instruction, technical elementary schools, and normal colleges for teachers; (4) the school of building, with a three
years' course and an obligatory scheme of in~truction, gives the training requisite
for the strict accuracy demanded in the preparation of building plans; it receives
pupils ahove 16 years of age'; (5) the school for machine work (founded 1890) gives
such instruction as is :required for the extremely accurate knowledge demanded by
mechanical technical work, and it receives pupils who are above 16 years of age.
The first section . is for the training of chief engineers, machinists, and draftsmen
in mechanical workshops; _in the second, foremen of mills receive instruction; the
third deals with ai-sistant engineers and machinists, workers of metal plate for
steam boilers, smiths, makers of mechanical instruments, makers of clocks and
watches, etc.; in the.. fourth, ship builders rec~ive their training; the fifth gives
instruction to metal plate workers for house, bridge, and railway construction, and
to constructors of water ancl gas systems, etc.; the sixth, to founders, and the
seventh is for the training of electro-machinists. An additional day school gives daily
instruction in professional ancl decorative painting.
"The ordinary subjects of instruction at the technical school are: Geometrical _
construction, descriptive geometry, linear drawing, perspective and free-hand drawing, industrial art designs, figure and landscape drawing, painting ( after ornamental
1
and detached objects, bas-reliefs, drapery, plants, animals, etc.), modeling (from ;
ornaments and figures), arithmetic, algeora, geometry, analytical and applied .
mechanics, mechanical drawing a~d mechanical technology, experimental physics, 1
chemistry and chemical technology, knowledge of commercial objects, instruction !
in tools, building construction, architecture and design, elements of field survey- !
ing and leveling, composition, bookkeeping, ornamental lettering, together with '.
caligraphy, advanced industrial art designs, wood carving, embossing, chasing, '.
engraving, making of plaster casts, elementary history of art, estim11tes and (since .
1887) special designs and applications for embossed leather work ana painting on :
1
porcelain and glass. Of no small importance is the instruction in the extraordinary
subjects of training, for which division of work a special Government grant of
$1,070 is received. The subjects taught include knowledge of styles and ornamental i
design_. decorative and professional painting, art needlework, photogra.phy, hygiene :
of dwelling houses and workshops, and gymnastics."
'
The lecture rooms cont ain valuaule collections of such ri10de]s and engravings as
are of illustrative importance in the instruction. Tile library numbers . 10,000 vol~
umes, mostly technical literature, and a well-arrangecl collection of more than 18,000
design engravings . The school museum embraces many thousand models, consisting in great part of plaster casts and.metal castings from famous monumental construction; a collection of copies of Italian decorative paintings, models for woocl
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carving, fine metal work, art textiles, etc., a technical collection of dyestuffs, metals,
weaving mater_ial, all the kinds o_f wood usually employed in various branches of
carpentry, etc.
Chalmer's Technical Institute in Goteborg iti for the training of such young
students as are intended for those industrial professions which demand a knowledge @f natural science and especially an acq nain tance with technical chemistry;
the institute gives snch teaching in a higher and in a lower division. The .higher
or technical scientific division embraces three classes of a one year's course and
then divides after the first _year's training into four di:ffe_rent sections, viz: the
rnechanical-technica.I, that for technical chemistry, the section for construction of
roads, waterways, and buildings, and, finally, that for shipbuilding. The lower
(li dsion, in which the teaching is of a general comprehensive and practical character,
embraces two one-year classes.
There are, besides, in Sweden, four technical elementary schools-in Malmo
(founded 1853), in Norrki5ping, Orebro, and Boras. Their object is to impart elementary technical knowledge to young pupils wishing to fit themselves for industrial occupations. The subjects taHght are mathematics, mechanics, physics, chemistry, mineralogy, and. geognosy, the Swedish language, the principal modern languages, according to choice, commercial bookkeeping, architecture, free hand drawing, modeling, and factory work.
The tecbnical school in Eskilstuna consists of two departments. The older of
these, the Sunday ancl evening school, is intended for instruction in the most necessary elementary technical knowledge, of such persons who are already engaged in
ind.ustrial pursuits, especially in the iron and steel manufacture. The subjects of
instruc-t ion (all optional) are mathematics, descriptive geometry, linear drawing,
general mechanics, mechanical technology, practical mechanics, machine drawing,
physics, chemistry, freehand drawing, modeling, professional drawing, good. handwriting, the -Swedish language_ and bookkeeping. The instruction is given in: a,
higher and in a lower course, both of two years. The Sunday and evening school
is in yearly receipt of a grant of $2,144. The second department is for instruction
in finer smith's and metal work; it receives (since 1889) a yearly grant of $402 from
the town of Eskilstuna, and. an annual grant from the Government of -$1,072. The
subject~ are freehand drawing, modeling, wood carving, engraving in metal, metal
casting, chasing, embossing, etching, galvanizing, smithing, filing, turning, lettering and knowledge of styles.
In 1892 there were 29 lower technical work schools in various large towns, and
intended principally to give young people, engaged in handicrafts and manufactures, the necessary instruction in their native language, goo{l writing, arithmetic,
freehand drawing, linear drnwing, professional drawings1 modeling, and various
forms of instruction in professional painting, building design, mach.ine and bnilding drawing.
The number of teachers and pupils at the technical schools during the spring
term of 1892, and the amount of Government and communal subsidies in the same year,
is shown in the following table:
Subsidy for 1892.

Pupils.
Teachers .

Schools.

1- - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - - 1

Government.

Communal.

Men. IWomen.

$39,316
10,666
25, 212
25,406
3,216
9. 326

--------------------·---·
$2,010

272
212
981
240
155
2,915

- - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- 1-- -- -- - 1 - - - - - -1- - - 1- - - - - - Technical high school, Stockholm . ___ .. __ ._._.
Chalmer's Technical Institute, Goteborg .. :. __
Technical school, Stockholm ... ... ... _..... _..
Technical el ementary schools (4 in number) . . .
'!'echnic.al school at Eskilstuna. _... _......... .
Technical professional schools (29 in number).
Total. ...

113,142

a Desides free local.

a, 134

402
17,500

451

26
13
70
38

4
851

201

11

------

20. 046

I 4, 775 i

1, 306

359
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Besides the above-mentioned snl>sidies, the schools bad the use of donated funds as
follows: Technical high school, $33,500; Chalmer's Technical Institute, $93,800;
technical school at Stockholm, $16,884; technical school at Eskilstuna., $7,370.
AGRICULTURAL, DAIRY, FORESTRY, AND :i\-IINING SCHOOLS.

There are twenty-five agricultural schools in different parts of the
kingdom which are aided both by the Government and by agricultural
societies. They give practical education to young men, such as ·w m
enable them to carry on farms of their own. There are also higher
schools of agriculture at Ultnna, near Upsala, and at Alnarp in Skane,
connected with both of which are extensive farms. Instruction in gardening is also given at all these schools, at the normal schools, and
there are school gardens in connection with the common schools, tlle
parish granting the necessary ground.
The Go-vernment also supports a dairy college, which is intended to
train teachers and dairymen in the management of a dairy; this college
has a twelye months' course. There are also two dairy schools having
yearly courses, and 18 stations with two-year courses for training
dairymaids.
- A higher grade forcstFY school was established in Stockholm, in 1828,
with the object of diffusing more general knowledge of the economy of
forestry and the chase, and also for giving practical training to forC'Sters. Tuition is gratis, and the requisites for admission are a strong
pb1ysique and the passing of the university-entrance examination with
a ;>reparatory one-year course at the Omberg School of Forestry.
The course of study is two years. The teaching corps consists of a
director, two professors and fi-ve teachers; the students numbered 22 in
1892. The Omberg school is preparatory to the Stockholm school, and
there are :five other schools devoted to the training· of foresters or
r:rngers. Total number of students, 60 in 1892.
Miuing schools arc three in number . . The higher grade school forms
a <livision of the technical high school in Stockholm; the lower grade
mining schools are in the mining districts of Falun (dating from 1822)
and Filipstad (from 1830). The Government and the Association of
Ironrnasters defray the expenses; the association provides for the
practical instruction in the Stockholm school, and there ts an equal
division between the Government and Association as regards the cost
of teaching in the other schools.
'.L'R.A.INING FOR THE AR::.V.IY AND NA VY.

The Royal Military Academy, founded in 1796, bas as its object the
promotion of military science. Then there are the staff and military
colleges, the military riding school and the artillery and engineering
school. The staff college in Stockholm has a two-year comse and is
chiefly designed to train staff officers; it numbered 38 pupils in 1892.,
The high school for the royal artillery and engineers in Stockholm
uumbers 51 pupils; the military college at Karlberg, near Stockholm,
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trains young men who desire to become officers in the army. Fifty-six
pupils passed their final examination in 1892. The military riding
school at Stromsholm, and schools for corporals, cadets, noncommissioned officers, and gunnery schools complete the army training.
The Royal Naval School in Stockholm trains officers for the navy
and had 73 students under instruction in 1892. For the ordinary
forms of mtvigation and engineering there are schools of navigation in
Stockholm, Goteborg, Gefle, Malmo, Kalmar, Hernosand, Visby, Karlshamn, Vestervik, and Stromstad, the aggregate number of pupils beillg
338 in 1892. During the year 126 pupils passed the mate's examinati011,
and 74 that of master; 55 passed as ordinary engineers, and32 as chief
engineers.
THE DEFECTIVE CLASSE S.

By law of May 31, 1889, the education of deaf-mutes of s hool age is
made compulsory, and Sweden has been divided for thi pha e of education into seven districts, each one being responsible for tho education
of the cfoaf-mutes within ita jurisdiction. Prior to such law the deaf
were educated at the Manilla ·Institute in Stockholm, which was
founded in 1809. For adult deaf-mutes there aro asylums in Vadstena,
Bollnas, and Skara. A governmental subsidy of $53,600 is granted
- annually for the education of the deaf-mutes. The census of 1890
enumerated 5,307 deaf-mutes in Sweden-2,952 of them men, 2,355
women.
The blind are nuder instruction at the Royal Institute for the Blind
at Tomteboda, near Stockholm, and in two smaller institutes which
also receive governmental aid ($3,000 in }891). The Royal Institute
receives an annual subsidy of $13,500 and has to date 76 pupils. For
the printing of reading matter for the blind $700 was granted during
1891 and $300 for the support of pupil teachers. The blind people of
Sweden numbered 3,948 in 1890-males, 1,880; females, 2,068. In Skara
an asylum for blind and deaf-mute children had 11 pupils.
The more seriously afflicted-the idiot-is also well taken care ot; for
there are 1G educational institutions, with 432 places, for this class, 6
industrial homes capable of housing 84 pupils, and 8 asylums affording
· place for 106 children, l>esides a number of private asylums. The scbooi'
for idiots in Stockholm has a training department for female teachers
and nurses. The number of idiots of _school age, according to a late
estimate, is 2,000.
PUBLIC .A.ND PRIV.A.TE CHARITIES.

The Swedes take good care of their poor, for, in addition to what is
done for the adult population, there are special regulations for the care
of poor children of school age, as heretofore mentioned; and more, there
are children's homes and institutions for the relief of tbe poor. The
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public hospital for infants in Stockholm is especially noteworthy for its
furnishings and general arrangements, and there are other public hospita1s which may be counted among the charitable institutions, as they
admit poor people at public expense. Private charities are conducted
by private societies, among which may be named the Charity Organization Society of Stockholm. The Masonic fraternity also supports a
large orphan asylum in Stockholm. Charitable institutions, endowments, etc., bring the amounts contributed for the help of the poorer
classes to about $130,000 annually, and nearly twice that sum is given
for infant education and care.
Counted among the aids to the poor are the people's kitchen~, where,when there is scarcity of work, plain and substantial meals are given
for nothing, or for a merely nominal sum, to those who are in need of
assistance.
EDUOA1'IONAL A.IDS.

U uder this heading may be grouped the libraries, museums, art and
archmological societies, conservatories of music, academies and learned
societies, college of antiquities, and anthropological and geographical
societies.
For the higher development of civil engineers there are the Royal
Boards for Public Buildings and for Road and Water Works, which
nuder governmental contracts give opportunity for technical advancement. The Economic Survey of Sweden a~d the Royal Board of Land
Surveying furnish accurate knowledge as to the land area, boundary
lines, etc., of the country. The Topographical Geological, and Hydrographic Surveys are each in turn carrying on technical work of great
va.lue, but which can only be touched upon incidentally here.
There are lectures in schools and associations upon the development
of photographic art, and there are clubs and societies which have
exhibitions of photography. This art is also taught in the technical
schools, and for technical execution there are special schools of photography established, from which selected pupils go to the Academy of
Fine Arts.
The public libraries of Sweden, dating from 1886, have, under the
auspfoes of the Royal Library in Stockholm, annually issued a catalogue which includes the forejgn accessions to the libraries in Stockholm,
to those of the universities at Lund and Upsala, to the Academy of
Sciences, tbe Academy of Literature, History, and Antiquities, to the
Academy of Fine .Arts, to the .Academy of Agriculture, to the Caroline
Medico-Surgical Institute, the Swedish Society of Physicians, the Technica.l Iligh School, the Stockholm Technical School, the Central Bureau
of Statistics, Library of Parliament, and to the Ubraries belonging to
the students and to the Society of Sciences in Upsala. This catalogue
is furnished, in accordance with the Swedish copyright law, to the first
tl:Jrcc libraries, and by means of this cooperation the value of all these
libraries is greatly euhanced.
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The Royal Library in Stockholm numbers 230,000 volumes, 7,800
MSS., and thousands of portfolios containing maps, engravings, etc.
In 1892 there were 1,19-! foreign works received and 13,162 from the
Swedish press. The libraries of the universities number 220;000 volumes at Upsala, and 130,000 volumes at Lund; of late years they have
received increased subsidies for purchase of new works, and have
enlarged their reading rooms. The Academy of Sciences owns about
50,000 volumes. There are school libraries in Strengnas, Vesteras,
Skara, Linkoping, and Vexjo. Popular and parish-libraries are developing rapidly both in Stockholm and in rural parishes.
The museums and collections may be enumerated as follows: The
National lYiuseum in Stockholm, with 1,450 oil paintings, 100,000
engravings and sketches, 850 works of sculpture of marble and bronze,
besides antique vases, terra-cottas, Egyptian antiquities, a historical
division and a cabinet of medals; the Mw~eum of Natural History,
divided into six sections and under the supervision of the Royal
Academy of Sciences- in Stockholm; the Historical Museum of the
University of Lund, with 10,000 objects on exhibition, the Stone Age
being especially well represented; the Nordiska Museum, with its· .
Scandinavian ethnographical collections; the College of Antiquities,
_ which cares for manuscript antiquities, with special interpretation of
Icelandic manuscripts concerning Scandinavian history; co1lections of
art, historical portraits, etc., at the royal castles of Gripsholm and
Drott.ningholm; important collections of natur~l obJects at the ·Universities of Lund and Upsala, in Goteborg, and in many of the schools
for secondary education.
The academies and learned societies include the Swedish Academy,
established in 1786 for the purpose of giving the Swedish language
a definite form, and which commenced '' the dictionary of the Swedish
language" in 1893-this dictionary to be completed in forty years; the
Royal .Academy of Sciences, established in 1739 by Linne and other
scientists, and which has for its object the promotion of physical sciences
and mathematics; the Royal Academy of Literature, History 1 and Antiquities, founded in 1753, and dealing largely with arclireological
matters; the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, founded in 1735, for the
development of painting; the Royal Academy of lYiusic, founded in 1771,
which .receives a governmental subsidy of $12~000, and $1,600 for
encouraging composers, and which has a conservatory of music connectecl with it; the Royal Academy of .Agriculture, and the Royal Military .Academy, both described previously. The learned societies are:
The Royal Society for Publishing Manuscripts Relating to Scandinavian
History, founded in 1817 at Stockholm; the Royal Society of Sciences,
in Upsala, founded 1710; the Royal Physiographical Society, at Lund,
in 1778; the Royal Society of Sciences and Belles Lettres, at Goteborg, ,
founded in 1778; and the Royal Naval Society, at Karlskrona, in 1771;
the Society for Publishing Swedish lYiedireval Literature, the Swedish
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Society of Physicians, the Sooiety of Apothecaries, the Pedagogical
Society, the Society for Promoting Fine Arts, the AnthropologicalGeographical Society, which annually presents a medal to a geographical explorer; the Geologi0al Society, and the professional unions at the
universities.
SWEDISH GYMNA.STICS. 1

One of the most important adjuncts to education is conceded by the
Swedish people to be that of gymnastics, and so many have been the
adherents in Sweden and other countries to the system now in vogue
as to give it the title of Swedh;h gymnastics. Training of this kind is
obligatory in every school, and its influence is noticeable in the fine
bearing of the Swedish children.
The Swedish system was founded by P. H. Ling 2 (1777-1839), a patriot, gymnast, and poet, who was inspired with a desire to revive the ancestral spirit in
the Swedish people by the help of sport and song, to ·d raw out once more the
great qualities, the strength, the cournge, and the will,- which, in old times, had
distinguished the Scandinavian race. After n, liard struggle he succeeded, in 1814,
in founding the state institution, known as the Royal Central Gymnastic Institute, where all teachers of gymnastics throughout the country receive their training. To this establishment are clue the uniformity and homogeneity which mark
Swedish instruction in this subject. The institute has a threefold purpose: it
teaches ordinary gymastics for pedagogic purposes, as well as military and medical gymnastics. A complete training in all three branches entails a course of
three years. Ling's creative genius produced a, system based on onlinary physiological laws, which was afterwarus developed by his pupils and successors. The
great encl and aim of the system was general social education from a physical, moral,
anu disciplinary point of view. Its distinguishing qualities arc simplicity, naturalness, and truth. Its exercises may be adapted to eYery individual disposition and
measured so us to suit varying degrees of strength, even the sickly and deformed
being able to take part, as special exercises are arranged for them. Daily exercises,
according to the Swedish system, are intended to promote n, symmetrical growth of
the body, and only such movements permitted as, according to anatomical and physiological laws, would bring about this aim. Bodily health anu a harmonious development are the end ·and aim of instruction in this branch. For this reason the
movements arc divided into classes according to their effect upon the human body,
while the individual movements of each class are arranged in ortler of progression
to follow the growing strength. and proficiency of the pupil.
The same system is followed throughout the co untry in public aucl private schools
alike, as well as in the army and navy. In the state schools, in which the teaching
of gymnastics is required by law, the instruction is subject to the inspection of the
Central Institute. The larger towns have gymnastic clubs a~d associations, which
enable young men to continue their exercises after they have left school. These
clubs arc generally untler the guidance of instructors who are graduates of the Central Institute, and, while the same system is followed as elsewhere, they often extend
their practice to what may be called applied gymnastics, the object being to introduce a more sporting and recreative element and to obtain information as to the
1
Information obtained from the article by Capt. Y. Balck, Dr. A. ·wide, and Dr.
A. Le,ertin, as presented in' '' Swedish Catalogue u, Statistics, 1893," prepared by
Dr. Lopstrom for the World's Columbian Exposition in Chicago, 1893.
2
Gymnastikens Allmanna Grun<ler af Ling.
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indiviuual development and strength. Fencing, sword, and bayonet exercises are
practiced in the army and navy 1 and in the schools attached to both services, as well
as in the amateur clubs of the larger towns. Fencing and sword exercises are
taught in the higher grade public schools. Medical gymnastics ancl the art of massage have served to bring the Swedish system to the knowledge of the people of other
countries. Of late years gymuastic associations for women have been formed, and
among those especially to be noticed are the associations for women of the working
classes. 1
The mode of treating diseases according to Ling is derived from and founded on
his pedagogical system, and this special form of training is taught both in the Central Gymnastic Institute and the Gymnastic Orthopedic Institute (both in Stockholm), the latter a state institution since 1827. The course for the kinesipathistsembracing educational gymnastics also-occupies a three years' period for men
and two years for women; the requirements for admission being, for men, the prescribed course for matriculation at a university, and for women a corresponding
high school examination. For physicians there is a twelve months' course. At the
Gymnastic Orthopedic Institute physicians and medical students are instructed,
special educational courses being held for this purpose in the autumn and spring.
As about 30 persons can attend each course, every Swedish physician becomes versed
in medical gymnastics. In addition to the two state institutions there are institutes
for manual gymnastics in almost every town, and during the summer at every
watering place in Sweden. Every kinesipathist ,vho has passed his final examination and been acknowlcdgecl by the Royal Medical Board may open a kinesipathic
institute in conjunction with a physician. The Swedish kinesitherapy, or movement cure, em braces active, passive, and so-called resisting m0verricnts; it embraces
the usual massage treatment-massage being simply an integra,te part of the movement cure. According to Ling's system it is more especially used in treating nervous
disorders; it is als0 used by young people of weak tlevelopment, who possibly can
not endure etlncational gymnastics, and it is regarded as an excelient therapeutic
agent.

To further develop the study of gymnastics there is the Scandinavian Gymnastic Instructors' Association, meeting monthly in Stockholm from September to May, when lectures and discussions are held
in regard to all branches of gymna3tics. Every two or three years
there are also special meetings in Stockholm or some one of the towns
of Sweden. The endeavor is made to bring about the· developme,nt of
national gymnastics _as a science, and the organ of the association- .
Tidskrift i Gyrnnastik-published since 1874, is an important factor in
this matter.
GENERAL TREND OF EDUC.ATION. 2

The following gleanings from periodicals serve to indicate the latest
educational movements in Sweden. .At date of November, 1891, the
apppintment of Mr. Gilljam as minister of ecclesiastical affairs was
announced. He was for the usual ten years' period head teacher of the
complete gymnasia of Stockholm and afterwards sat in the upper house.
His natural bias j.;; said to be in favor of classical studies rather than
Reglemente for G;yrnnastik, Gympastik-Reglemente.
Svensk Viraretidning, 1892, 1893. Revue internationale de l'enseignement, 1891~
1896. Allgemeiue deutsche Lehreizeitung, 1892, 1893. Oesterreichische Schulbote,
1893.
·
1
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the more modern branches, so that, in the reform movements appertaining to secondary education, the weight of his influence may be
assumed tooc against the modern-language movement. He, in cooper- ,
ation with other members of the governing bodies, has the weal of the
teacher at heart, so that his appoiutment as head of the educational
department will be of benefit to that profession. Of the 375 members
of the Storthing in 1891-'92, six had formerly been teachers.
University exaniinations.-A reorganization of tho system of examinations in Swedish universities was reported in the winter of 1891-'92:
(1) Latin ceased to be an obligatory part of the examination for
admittance to the faculties. (2) The number of obligatory studies
was essentially reduced, and the candidates were allowed to choose
between certain special studies. (3) A curious custom bad been permitted in connection with university examinatious, namely, the so-called
tentamina privcda, or examination at the professor's house, the public
examination becoming, then, a mere formality. Now, all examinations
will be public and before a competent board of examiners.
Education of women.~For the seeondary education of young girls
the subsidies heretofore allotted were generally from the municipalities,
and there were also donations from private individuals. But within
a few years the Government has accorded assistance, and by request
of the minister of ecclesiastical affairs (education being a division of
this ministry) the subsidy now amounts to 70,000 to 100,000 crowns
($18,760 to $26,800). The committee which ha:s ben engaged in dis- _
cussing the subject of secondary education of girls, especiaUy pointed
out the need of hygienic regulations and the necessity of avoiding overpressure. It also stated that the course of study should be especially
adapted to the special vocation of woman, and hence should include
rules of hygiene and sanitation, and theoretical and practical lessons
in domestic economy.
School organization.-On the 18th of June, 1892, was celebrated the
anniversary of the establishment of the present system of education
in Sweden. It owes its gra.dual development to the compulsory obligation and to that of free instruction, to the combined financial interest of
State and local authorities, and to the fact that the State has taken measures to establish normal schools for the proper preparation of teachers.
The whole country celebrated this auspicious event, and at Goteborg
the rejoicing was especially manifest on account of the establishment
of a university there.
CoeducaUon.-An association was formed in the early part of 1893,
with the object of establishing a coeducational scboo1, on the American
plan, in Stockholm. The intention is to employ the very best methods,
to lay stress on developing individuality, to limit the number of recitations, to give practical instruction in skilled handiwork, and to
have regular gymnastic training. The school is to include children
between G and 1G years of age, and is to give training similar to that of
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a burgher school. A higher division is to train for the higher educational institutions of Sweden. This nya sarnskola (new coeducational
school) is to avoid what may be considered to be useless studies; it is to
develop the self-reliance of the pupils; practical work and physical
trainiu g are to take precedence of mere text-book instruction ; the
classes are to contain a iimited number of pupils, and there is to be a
gradual blending together of studies so as to form a complete whole.
Whether a commencement has in reality been made is unknown to date
of going to print.
Training of teachers.-At a meeting of normal-school directors in
Sfockholm in June, 1893, four questions were discussed: (1) Should:
there be any change in the statutes concerning the organization of normal schools, so far as the statutes relate to time required in military
service, (2) Should there be any change in regard_to examinations for
graduation from the normals, (3) Should examinations for admittance
be made more rigid 1 (4) Is a revision of the programme of study in
the normals desirable, and to what extent 1
The second question was answered in the negative. The third que tion called for lengthy discussion, and it was decided that in natural
sciences, writing, and singing there should be no change; in arithmetic
knowledge of common fractions should be the criterion; in geography
that of Sweden, with a general oversight of European and universal
geography; in history, more general_ questions as to kn°'vledge of
Swedish history. The fourtb. question was discussed even more fully,
as follows: As far as religious instruction was concerned, it was decided
that in the first class it should be from five to six hours a week, the reading of the history of the apostles should be placed in the third class,
- the letters to the apostles in the fourth class. Reading of select pieces
from Swedish literature should come in the third class. Compositions,
as a means of bringing about uniformity in the various seminaries,
should be written (between eight and twelve of these each year) in
the recitation rooms and not at home. The number of hours for the
study of the mother tongue was decided upon as seven in the first
elassJ five in the second class, four in the third and fourth classes. For
arithmetic and geometry the number of hours was to be four in the
first class, four in the second, three in the third, and two in the fourth
class. Penmanship should be :finished in the second class. History of _
pedagogy and methods should be taught in the third and fourth classes.
The principles of composition should be taught in the fourth class. In
connection with natural sciences, instruction in regard to anato1ny and
physiology should be :finished in the first class; in the third and fourth
classes the chemical properties of the body should be taught. In
regard to military exercises it was not deemed advisable to increase
the amount, but one-half hour's "turn en" would be required. The
question of adding German to the curriculum. was decided in the ne-gative, as the programme was full without additional matter.
Teachers' institutes were held during the vacations (commencing in
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June) in all districts, and pedagogical questions were discussed. The
public and the press manifested great interest in the meetings. One
of the questions discussed, in Solleftea, was whether the catechism, in
its present form, was a text-book for children. Most earnest was the
discussion, and a resolution was adopted that religious instruction
should not be limited to head and mind, but should be a matter of
heart and soul. -A revision of the catechism was deemed necessary.
At Linkoping the subjects discussed were vacations, amount of instruction, right of teachers to punish, teaching of temperance principles in
-the common schools. It was decided to carry out the decree of November 4, 1892, which required the teaching of the nature and effect of
intoxicants upon the system, by instructing the children in every grade
as to such matters-a time period to be set apart for this. In Stockholm it was decided to introduce the principles of domestic economy
into the Swedish schools for girls.
Vacation study.-Summer· courses for advanced study are held in
different parts of Sweden, The aim is to tra.in more thoroughly in
special Jines of study. These courses, in 1893, covered general subjects for the benefit of the people at large, more specific subjects for
teachers of the common schools and for those in attendance on the
higher schools for girls. The reports, as presented in the Svensk Larairetidning, indicate great interest among those under instruction.
E_xcursions were undertaken in the interests of geological study; museums, libraries, and general fine-art collections were visited.
Lecture course.-University lectures 1 at Upsala i.n 1893 covered ·
ancient history (Israels alsta historia); Scandinavian history; Sweden
during the Reformation period (Sveriges Statistilc under Reforrnationstider, 1520-1611); the earth 1s evolution from the geological standpoint;
-psychology; the mother tongue, from the grammatical and scientific
standpoint; the Reformation period; mamma1ia; evolution at different
periods of the earth's history. The time plan included the dates August
14 to 26, and, after the general presentation of the thesis, there was discussi.on. These lectur~s seem also to iuclude visits to museums and
other points which would add to the general understanding of the subject presented.
EDUCATIONAL Ll'l'ERATURE AND REPORTS.

The publications of each year add to the general educational progress
of a nation, and the regular reports furnish information for special study.
Classed among the pedagogical works for tbe years 1889-1893 are the
following:
Avhandlingar och program utgivna vid Svenska och Finska Akademier ochskolor
under liren1855-1890. Bibliografi. av Aksel G. S. Josephson. (Bibliog-raphyofpublications of Swedish and Finnish academies and schools, 1855--'90.) 4°. Upsala,
1891.
1

Gruncllinger till forelasningcr, 1893.
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ForeHi,sn\ngar. och ofninga r vid Ko ~gl. ·Univ~rsitet i Upsala, h iist-terminen 1892.
(Lecture course in Upsala University.) 8°. , Upsala, 1892 .
. Foreningen for skollofskolonier. Centralstyrelsens beriittelse for a r 1890. (Vacation-colony associations.) 12°. Stockholm, 1891.
Gymnastika dagofningar for folksskolan af C.H. Liedbeck. (Gymna stics for people's schools,2 4°. Stockholm, 1891.
Inbjndningsskrifter till ·de hogtidligheter hvarmed trehun_drat't rsminnet af U psala.
moto kommer att :firas i Upsala den 5-7 September 1893. (Tercentenary at Up sala. )
4°. Upsala, 1893.
Kants transscendentala deduktion af lrntegorierna. I. Akademisk afhan dling af
Hans Larsson. (Kant's Categories.) . 8°. Lund, 1893.
Naas mod_ellserier. Metodiska anvisningar for modelle rnas utfi..ira nde t ill tj iinst f'or
larare och vid sjalfstudium, af Alfr. Johansson. (Slojd a ccording t o Naas m ethods,
for home study.) 8°. Stockholm, 1890.
Normalritningar till folkskoletradgardar jamte beskrifning o ch kortfattade a n v isningar rorande tr~i,dgardsskotsel sas'lm undervisningsamme i folkskol an, utgi fn a pa
foranstaltande af Stiftelsen Lars Hiertas minne. (On t ea,ching of hort i cul ture in the
-public schools.) 4°. Stockholm, 1890.
Palmgrenska Samskolan i Stockholm. (Description of P a lmg r en 's School. ) 12°.
Stockholm, 1892.
Rationella gymnastikofningar och sund idrott inom l andets olika u p pfost ringsanstalter, af Kapten C. H. Norlander. (Rational gymnas tics and their effect. ) 8°.
_ Lund, 1893.
Utlatande af fakulteter oclrsektioner samt det storre konsistori et vid Universitef;
i Upsala augaende dens. k. Universitetskomit_e ns forslag och beti.i,nkande. (J<.,a culty
,~xamin.ations.) 8°. Upsala, 1889.

· - .T he reports issued regularly are quite numerous.
·be mentioned:

Among them may

Act_a Universitatis Lundensis, 1891- '92. s'"o. Lund, 1892.
Beskowska skolan i Stockholm, lasearet 1891- '92. (Report of Beskowska-School.)
8°. Stockholm, 1892.
Inbjudning till ofvervarande af arsexamen ;id hogre reallaroverket i Stockholm,
.v arterminen 1893. (Real1whool report . ) 4°. Stockholm, 1893.
' Inbjudning till ofvervarande af arsexamina vid hogre Latinlaroverket a Norr~alm samt Jakobs och bstermalms lagre · allrnanna Iaroverk, varterminen 1893.
(Latin and secondary school reports.) 4°. Stockholm, 1893.
Kongl. tekniska hogskolan i Stockholm. 1 Program for lasearet 1892-1893. (Technical school report.) 12°. Stockholm, 1892.
_ Nya elementarskolan i Sto ckholm. Arsredogorelse, 189.2 -'93. · (Secondary school
, report.) 4°. Stockholm, 1893.
~
~edogorelse for 'verksamheten vid hogre lararinne-seminarium och den diirmed
forenade normalsk olan for flickor under lasearet 1892- 1893. (Normal school report.)
4°. Stockholm, 1893.
Redogorelse for Kongl. Universitetet i UpsaJa under det akademiska ttret 1890-1891.
(Report of University at Upsala.) 8°. Upsala, 1891.
.Stockholms stads folkskolor. Beri.itbelse for }Lren 1890, 1891, 1892. (Report o_f
St_o ckholm's people's schools.) 8°. Stockholm, 1890-1892.
Sveriges officiela statistik. Berij,t~else o_m statens allmi:irnna li,i,roverk for gossar,
lase~ret 1889-1890. ( Burgher school reports.) 4°. Stockholm, 1893.
Sveriges offentliga bibliotek, Stockholm, Upsala, Lund. Goteborg: Acces~ionskatalog 7, 1892. (Accessions to public libraries.) 8°. Stockholm, 1893.
Upsala Uuiversitets katalog for varterminen 1891. (Catalogue of Upsala Univer_sity.) 8°. Upsala, 1891.
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CHAPTER XIII.
PHY&IOAL TRAINING. 1

1. Historical sketch.-([) Phys-ical training in Greece-(II) In Rome-(III) In
an.cie·n t Ger-many; the Middle Ages; the period of neglect, and the transition J1·om
ancient to modern gymnastics; the renascence of physical t1·aining in Germany and
other E,uropean countries; gymnasUcs in Saxony-(IV) In America in general; in
three typical cities, viz, St. Lonis, Oincinnati, and Boston.
&. Essential featnres of the principal systems of physical training represented in this
country, viz, the Swedish sys.tern, the Ge-rrnan system, Dr. Sargent's systern, and the
Delsarte system.
.
S_. Suggestions concerning school gyrnnasiurns. ,..
4. Statistics of phy-sical training in American city school systerns, including (a) cities
which have reg-1.ilar systems -and employ specialists (Tables 1 and 3), (b) those which
mnvloy no specialist, but ~equire i71:sfruction by class teachers (Tables 2 and 4), and
(o) those which formally permit gy:mnastic L?xerci8e ( Table 5). -

I.-IN GREECE..
THE OLDES'l' DESCRIPTION OF A'l'HLETIC GAMES.

During the siege of Troy, whe\1 Achilles had slain Hector after a
·mighty combat and had strip--ped from him the ,bronze armor which
he had taken . from the body -of Patroclus, Achilles' first thought
was for his dead comrade, who still lay- unburied and nnbewailed_.
D1-:_agging the corpse of Hector with them 1 the Greeks proceeded to
their ships, and there ~ade lamentatio~s around the dead Patroclus,
Achilles leading their IDO:t!rning.A ~funeral feast was prepared, and _oxen, sheep, goats, and boars
were killed until blood flowed on all sides of the corpse. A~er theY- had eaten thefr muurnflil meal, they retired to their tents to rest. The
dawu of the morning found the Grecian cbiefa once again weeping
around their dead. Agamemnon sent men and mules to gather wood,
and built a funeral pyre, to which the body was borne with extraV-agant
manifestations of woe, the flowing-haired Greeks cutting off their locks
and heaping them upon the corpse.
·
After the p'ile had been <'onsumed by fire and the bones of Patroclus ,
ha<J_ been gathered up and pla.c ed i~ the urn, AchiJles detained the
multitude there and from his ships brought forth, 3:s prizes for the
1

This paper was prepared by Mr. James C. Boykin.
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funeral games, caldr-0ns, and tripods, and horses, and mules, and
strong oxen, and fair-girdled women, and shining steel. For the fiist
in the _chariot race he offered a maid of peerless form and an eared
trip9d .; for the second, a 6-year:old horse, unbroken; for the third, a
goodly caldron yet untouched by fire; for the fourth, two talents of
gold; and for the fifth, a two-handled urn. As the prize in the boxing
:match he promised a 6-year-old mule, and to the vanquished a goblet.
Next in order came 'the wrestling match, in which the victor was to be
rewarded with a trinod for the hearth, which the Greeks valued at 12
oxen, and the vanquished was to receive a damsel, skilled in household arts, whom they esteemed to be worth 4 oxen. For the winner in
the foot race there was set forth a silver-wrought bowl, in beauty by
far, the best in all the earth; for the second, an ox, and for. the third,
ha,1f a talent of gold. Then Achilles brought into the ring a ponderous
spear and a caldron embossed with flowers; for these the throwers of
the javelin contended.
The contests which these prizes and this occasion evoked were of the
most exciting description, and anything less than a full transcription
of Homer's stirring lines would fail to do them justice. Such fullness
is impossible, but a few of the details may be given to further indicate
the antiquity and character of tl:re funeral games.
' In the chariot race Eumelus, Diomedes, Menelaus, Antilochus, and
Meriones'took part, but the fifth prize was not claimed. Achilles placed
it in Nestor's hands as a memento of the games, since age lay heavy on
~estor's limbs and forbade him to contend. He took the prize'and said:
Son, thou hast spoken rightly, for these limbs
Are strong no longer; neither feet nor hands
Move on each side with vigor as of yore.
Would I were but as young, with strength as great,
As when the Epeians in Buprasium lai<l.
King Amarynceus in the sepulcher,
And funeral games were offered by his sons.
Then of the-Epeians there was none like me;
Nor of the Pyian youths, nor yet among
The brave ~tolians. In the boxing match
I took the prize from Clytornedes, son
Of Enops, and in wrestling overcame
Ancteus, the PleuronianJ who rose up
Against me. In the foot race I ou~stripped,
J<,leet as he was, Iphiclns, a,nd beyond
Phyleus and Po]ydore I threw the spear.
Only the sous of the Actor won the race
Against me with their chariot, and they won
Through force of numbers. * "
* " " Such was I once. Now feats like these
Belong to other younger men, and I,
Though eminent among the heroes once,
Must clo as sad ol<l age admonishes. 1
-

1

.

The translation
is tha.t of William Cullen Brvaut.
'
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In the boxing match the unsuccessful contestant against the skilful
Epeius was
Euryalus, ;hose fath~r was the king
Mecisteus of T alaion's line, the same
Who went to Thebes and overcame of old,
In all the funeral games of CEdipus,
The sons of Cadmus.

Such is Homer:s deRcription in the twenty-third book of the Iliad of
the first athletic games of which we h,a ve a record; and such were tbeir
_ surroundings.
Nor is this th~ only instance in which sporfo of this character are
mentioned in the Iliad. In the second book it is related that .Ajax ' lay
idle among his seafaring ships, in sore wrath against .Agamemnon,
Atreus' son, shepherd of the host; and his folk along the shore sported
with quoits and with casting of javelins and archery; and the hor e
each beside his own chariot, stood idle, * * * while the m n
yearned for their warrior chief and wander~d hither a;nd thither through
the camp, and fought not."
The mention of quoits, which are certainly nonwarlike implement ,
shows that even at that early p_eriod the Greeks had games whose only
objects were amusement and diversion. Nevertheless, the loud lamentations and doleful surroundings ge_n erally of the games described in
the other passages, together with references to the games in honor of
King .A.marynceus and those of -Thebes, in which Mecisteus was the
victor, clearly show the solemn aspect of the more formal contests.
Indeed, among the Greeks -au the r~gularly organized games partook
of a religious character.
THE PERIODICAL GAMES.

Though t,he earliest instances of the celebration of the games were in
connection with the obsequies of gre~t men, there is no reason for the
belief that they were confined to such occasions, but, on the contrary,
~t appears that they were employed to 3,dd dignity and interest to 'all
1mportant ceremonials. The establish.ment of the regularly recurring
games, which were the most conspicuous featul'.e of Greek life, probably
occurred at a time not much later th_an that in which the Trojan war is
supposed to have taken place, and none of the traditions relating to their origin connect them with funeral rites. These traditions are useful
to us in indicating some of the connection·s in ~hich formal games were
customary, and it is important to know the stories _which found general
belief.
-The Olympian games, the olde~t and most famous of them -all, were
said by some to have been established by Zeus after his success over
Chronos in the contention over the soverejgnty of heaven. But the mor,e
general belief, according to Pausanius, was that the Idrean ;Hercules, the eldest of the five brothers t9 whom Rhea coufide(i Zeus after his
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birth, instituted the contests and gave them their name. Wild olfre
trees were abundant in their vicinity, and the victor was crowned with
a branch of it. - The games were, according to this account, held at tue
begiuning of every fifth year 1 because Hercules and his brothers were
five-in numbeF.
The Delphian, or Pythian, games were believed to have been instituted by Theseus in honor of Apollo in thanksgiving for his safe
return from bis encounter with the Minotaur of Crete.
The contests held near Corinth, called the Isthmian games, were in
honor of the boy Melicerta, or Pahemon, who was said to have been
carried by a dolphin to the Isthmus of Corinth after his :rpother Ino
liad·, thrown herself and him from the Molurian rock to escape the
wrath ·of Athamas.
The Nemean games were originally introduced by Adrastu~, but
fell into desuetude and were restored by the Epigoni. They wer~ held
in honor of Zeus aud Hera.
All these games arose from very simple beginnings. The first of the
Olympian contests consisted of a foot race, to which Hercules playfully
challenged his four -brothers. The most ancient · of the contests at
Delpbi was the siriging of a hymn in honor of Apollo. _"
The strai'ght-away foot race condnued to be the only Olympfo game
till the fourteenth Olympiad, when a second contest, the "double
course," was introduced, i. e., to the end of the course and back again.
In the eighteenth Olympiad they added wrestling, and the pentathlon,
afive-fold contest in leaping, throwing the discus, wrestlipg, and hurling the javelin.2 Twenty-five years later boxing was made part of the
exercises, and four-horse chariot races, the pancratium,3 and riding
races were introduced soon after.
To the hymn that was the beginning of the exercises at Delphi there
were added in the forty-eighth Olympiad the music of instruments and
singing with the pipes. Athletic contests were introduced at the same
time or soon after, making the games very nearly the same as those of
Olympia, excepting that the competitions in music and poetry always
retained their preeminence. Valuable prizes were at first a'Y_arded in the
Pythian games, but after the second or third celebration a crown oflaurel
only was awarded, in imitation of the practice at Olympia. Similarly,
the victors at Nemea were crowned with parsley, and those at the Isthmian games with pine. In fact, so little difference was there in the
1

They were, therefore, four years apart.
all the contestants were first admitted to the leaping contest,
and those who crossed a certain space proceeded to throw the javelin . The fourruost
s1-1cct>i:;sfnl iu t!Jis took part in the foot r ace. The last man in the race dropped out
and tlie be~t three thre\Y tbe discna. Again the least successful re'tired and the
bettt}r wrestle-r of the two rem aining won the prize.
3
1n the pancratium almost any method of tlirottling an opponent and of compeling him to acknowledge himself vanquished was permitted. \\'restling, boxing,
hugging, ~hokillg, and even the deliberato breaking of bones were allowed.

21!.1 the pentathlon
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essential features of these festivals, for -such they - became, that a
descriptiou of those at Olyll!Pia will suffice for all.
,
They were held every four years, and all the exercises originally took
place
~ne day, bt].t in the twenty-seventh Olympiad, after the decisiv~ victory over the Persians, the Greeks, desiring to do greater honor
to the gods, so extended the games as to fill five days.
The games had already acquired great eelebrity, and this extension
of their scope added immeasurably to their popularity and to the
. wou<lerful hold which they had gained upon the people. Contestant:
gathered from all parts of Greece and the colonies as well, and men of
the highest rank were found strivLg for the olive wreath that wa
the pinnacle of Greek ambition.
Tue month during which the celebration took place was a holiday
time throughout all Greece~ and even hostile armies di banded and
attended the games as brothers. The names of the victor b ~gan t be
r_ecorded about 776 B. c., and soon it became customary to reckon time
by Olympiads. No 1nore s~riking proof can be found of the tran c ndent importance of the contests to the Greek than this, for all peoples ]rnve
used as their basis of reckoning time that event which is to them the
most momentous. Christians refer all time to the beginning of the
~ · Clnistia,n era, Mohammedans to the flight of their prophet, Romans to
tp.e fuunding of their city, but the historians of Greece used expressio1ls like this: '' This battle was fought in the fourth year of that
Olympiad in which Eurybotus, the Athenian, won the prize in the
course;" or, "This war came to an end in the first year of the fourteenth Olympiad, in which Dasmon, tbe Corinthian, was victor in
tbe stadium." A war and its atten_dant circumstances might soon be
forgotten, but the OJympic foot race, never! And it was only uece ,_ s3:ry to mention the name -of the victor _at any particular celebration to
instantly recall to the Grecian mind the exact period to which reference was made.
Naturally the honors accorqed to th~ victors in games of such importance were of the most extravagant _description . . They were escorted to their homes by their enthusiastic countrymen amidst. unbounded
- .expressions of delight; they received the first seats at phe games and
theatrical performances; poets of the highest _merit sang their praises;
they were exempt from taxation; they were accol·ded the posts of honor
on tlrn battle field; the cities in -which they lived were proud to _erect
statues in their honor, both at home and iu the sacred groves of Olympia. So numerous did these become that, though the conqueror .lVlummius had sent to Rome, all he cared to carry away and had ruthlessly
destroyed many more, there still remained such a number -that Pausa:
nias, in his chapter on Elis, describes 200, and even then .he says that he
mentions "only those who had more tenown or . finer statues tl1an
/ others."
- When-victory meant so much, it is n~t surprisiug that dishonorable

in
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mmrns were sometimes used to secure it. But the games were religious
ceremonieR; unfairness was sacrilege, and the guilty ones were not only
contemned by all those whose praise they sought, but were subjected
besides to heavy penalties in money~ and for some offenses to scourging
in addition . . There are several instances of attempted_bribery on record,
but in every case the :fine was promptly imposed and collected. With
tlie money so obtained, st atues were erected to Zeus, upon which were
placed inscriptions of denunciation and warning.
Deliberate wounding and other species of brutality were not unusual
and do not seem to have been severely condemned, since Pausania,s mentions one man who, though an inferior wrestler, won several contests
by breaking the :fingers ot bis opponents. Nevertheless, he who killed
his antagonist forfeited the prize .. In the pancratium on one occasion
a contestant hugged his opponent to death with his legs and 'arms, but
the dead body was crowned victor, though the other had suffered no
other injury than a broken :finger.
Damoxenus, the boxer, was likewise deprived of his prize because he
- had struck Ureugas under the ribs with his open hand with such force
as t6 pierce his side and drag his bowels out, immediately killing him. Iccus, of Epidanous, was killed also in boxing, by Cleomedes, who, in a
frenzy of grief at being rleprived of the expected prize, pulled 'down the
l'Oof of a schoolhouse upon the GO pupils inside.
'.l.'HE , GREEK GYMNASIA.

The influence of the national games upon the Greek character was
incalculable. The periodieal congregation of tbe people of all the states
and their friendly competition in the games gave rise to a feeling of
brotherhood and of mutual interest that would otherwise h,we been
impossible between independent i:,tates.
The games from the :first naturally gave a great impetus to the interest in physical exercises generally, and this interest, together with a
realization of the neee$sity for thorough and intelligent preparation for
the contests, gave rise to the establishment of the gymnasia, which in
time became'' the center points of Greek life," and the sources from
which emanated, directly or indirectly, all that was best in Greek civilization.
Being the place at wliich the most i11telligent men spent a great
part of th eir time, tbey fostered conferences and an interchange of
ideas whose effect was the general spread of intelligence the highest
type of which is seen in the dialogues of Plato and Socrates and the
teachings of .Aristotle. Na,turally these discussions, held in the gymnasia by men who were themselves enthusiasts in physical exercises,
largely turned upon gymnastics and led to th e wonderful perfection of
the Greek system of bodily cu1tnre. The ideal toward which their
efforts were d,i.rectecl was the perfection of the intellect, the moral
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nature and the body, and they considered the last but little le.
import~nt than the other two. How high their ideal was of phy i al
perfection, and how well they attained it, is atte·sted by the marble
and bronze statues of their gods, heroes, and athletes that have urvived the ·ravages of time. They did not understand the true functions of the muscles and they knew nothing- of the circulation of the
blood. They were, in fact, totally ignorant of the science of phy iology
ib. its true sense. But they were close and intelligent observers, and
were aided by an artistic sense more strongly m~rked in them than iu
any other people under the sun. Undoubtedly the gymnasia did mu h
to foster art by supplying models that closely approached per£ ction,
and the artists in forn exercised a strong influence over the gymaa ia
by selecting the most perfect parts of different individual , and uniting
them, presented new ideals of truer perfection toward wbich th pre ctice of the gymnasia might tend.
_ The gymnasia at first were kept by private persons only and w re
simply open ~paces for exercising. Later, buildingR especially de j ·ued
for the purpose were used. They were originally very imple in th ir
character, but finally they became state affairs, carefully planned for
the purposes in view, and minutely regulated by law.
In Athens there were three only that acquired great celebrity, the
Academy, the Lyceum, and theCynosarges, but there were others, at lea t
four, of less note. Every city of importance in Gr~ec~ had at least one
gymnasium, and no doubt every hamlet was provided with a pal tra
or wrestling place, if ·nothing more.
Naturally the gymnasia differed in completeness and elegance, but
the foUowing description, taken from St. John'&History of the Manners
·a nd Customs of Ancient Greece, conveys an excellent idea of the general plan, which was common to all:
The gymnasia,were spacious edifices, surrounded by gardens and a sacreil. grove.
The first entrance was by a sc1uare court, two stadia in circumference, encom:passe'Cl with porticoes and buildings. On three of its sides were large halls, provided with seats, in which philoElophers, rhetoricians, and sophists assembled their
disciples. On the fonrth were rooms foi bathing and other practices of the gymnasium: The portico facing south was double, to prevent the winter rain, driven by the
wind, from penetrating the interior. From this court you could pass into au enclosure, likewise square, shaded in the middle by plane trees. A range of colonnades
extended round three of the sides. That which fronted the north had a double row
of columns, to shelt1·r those who walked there in summer from the sun. The oppo_s ite piazza wa,s called the Xystos, in the mida.le of which and through its whole
length they continued a sort of pathwa,y, about 12 feet wide an<l nearly 2 deep,
where, sheltered from the weather and separated from the spectators ranged along
the sides, the young scholars exercised themselves in wrestling. Beyond the Xystos
was a stadium for footraces. 1
The principal parts of the gymnasium were: (1) The porticoes, furnished with
seats and side buildings where the youths met to converse. (2) , The Ephebeion,
that part of the edifice where the youth alone exercise,1. (3) The Apodyterion, or
undressing room. (4) The Konisterion, or small court in which was kep.t the haphe,
1

This paragraph is taken from the Travels of, Anacharsis.
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or yellow kind of sand sprinkled by the wrestlers upon themselves after being
anuointed with the ceroma, or oil tempered with wax. An important part of the
baggage of Alexander in his Indian expedition consisted of this fine sand for the
gymnasium. (5) The Palestra, when considered as a part of the gymnasium was
simply a place set apart for wre~tling; the whole of its area was covered with a
deep stratum of mud. (6) The Sphaeristerion, that part of tho gymnasium in which
they played at- ba,11. (7) Aleipterion or Elaiothesion, that part of the PaJestra
wlJere the wrestlers annointed themselves with oil. (8) The area, the great court
arnl certa in spaces in the porticoes were used for running, l eap ing, or pitching the
quoit (9) The Xystoi have already been described. (10) The Xysta were open
walks in which, during fine weather, the youths exercised themselves in running or
any other suitable recrerution. Ell) The- Balaneia, or baths, where in numerous
basi ns was water of various degrees of temperature, in which the young men
bathed before a.nnointing themselves or after their exercises. (12) Behind the
~ystos and rnnning parallel to it lay the stadium, which as its name implies, wasusually the eighth part of a mile in length. From the area below, where the runners performed tlleir exercises, the sides, whether of green turf or marble, sloped
upwards to a considerable height and were covered with seats, rising behind each
other to tlle top for the accommodation of spectators.

The gymnasium and all the proceedings therein were under the co:n_,trol
or supervisiou of a number of offi-cials, of whom the gymnasiarch was
tbe chief. Each of these bad his .special duties to perform, one being
especially deputed to look after the conduct of the boys.
THE EXERCISES PRACTICED.

As would be naturally inferred, the exercises of the gymnasium
closely followed the contests of the national games, but there were
others useful in affording muscu-Iar development and agility, which
were accorded a full share of attention in the gymnaE·da but very little in the games. Of these, the most important were the games at ball,
for which, as we have seell, a special space was reserved in the gymnasia. These games were played according to fixed rules, but were very
'Simple and spiritless as compared with our modern ball games. They
were practiced by both sexes, but men accustomed to such vigorous
exercises as wrestUng and leaping prol>ably played ball for a reason
similar to that which would prompt _an athlete of our time to "skip
the rope."
Dancing as a physical exercise was frequ emly extolled by the Greek
philosophers, but it was never generally practiced for . that purpose.
The following couversatjon is reported by Xenophon in The Banquet,
and is introduced jn support of both these statements:
Th e boy :theu b1•gan to dance, and Socrates r emarked: "See how this boy, natu-

raJJy beantifnl as he is, nevertheleAs appears still more beantifnl when be puts himselJ into graceful attitudes than he appeare<l when he was at rest." "You seem to
me," rejoined Charmides, "to be inclined to praise the master who taught llim to
dance." "Suell is the case, indeed," replied Socrates, "for I was thinking of even
something more; I mean that no part of the body is inactive in dancing, but that
th e neck, and the legs, and the hands, are alike exercised, so that h e who woulq_
hav e 11is l>ody_ improved in snppleness should l earn to dance; and I," he continued,
addrl·ssing himself to the Syracusan , "would gladly learn the movements of the
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dance from you." "What profit, theu, will you gain from them f" asked the yracusan. "I shall dance, certainly," replied Socrates. At this reply· all the compnny
laughed. But Socrates, with a very serious conntenance, said, "Do yon langh at
mef Is it then for this reason that I wish, by exercise, to enjoy better health, or to
eat and sleep with greater pleasure, or because I desire such a kind of exercise, that
it may not be w.ith me as with the runners in the foot race, who become stout in the
· legs and narrow in the shoulders, or as with boxers, who become broad in the shonlders and thin, in the legs, but that, exerci.sing my whole body, I may render eYery
part equally strongf Or do you laugh at this, that I shall be under no necessity of
seeking for a companion in my exerdse, or to unrobe myself, being an old man,
before a number of people, but that an apartment which will hold seven couches
will ue large enough for me (as this apartment bas now been sufficient for thi boy
to heat himself eYen to perspiration), and that I shall exercise mysel.t:_ nuder a roof
in the winter,-or when heat in the summer is excessive, in the shade of the trees'¥
Or do you laugh at this that, having a belly somewhat larger · than i becoming·, I
wish to reduce it to a more moderate size'?"

In the gymnasia, as well as in those games, the athletes in perform- ing their feats were entirely naked. Some recent writer· appear to
doubt this, but numerous vase paintings and references by ancient
authors co_:nclusively prove it to be true. The following paragraph of
Thucydides would be sufficient even if no other evidence _were available:
The Lacedaemonians were the first to undress themselves in public in the gymnastic exercises and smear themselves with grease. And foFmerly, even at the Olympic
games, com]>atauts contended with girdles around their middle, and it is not many
years since it ceased to be so. Nay, even now amongst som·e of the barbarians, e pe- cially those of Asia, prizes for boxing and wrestling are given, and they wear girdles
when they contend for them. ·
MEDICAL G YMN .A.STICS.

The medical side of gymnastics was not overlooked. Gale.n declared
him to be the best physician who was the best teacher of gymnastics.
Herodicus, of Selymbria, 'Yas the first to discover the relation betweerr
exercise and health, and by a happy CQmbillation of exercises prolonged
his own life to a ripe old age though he suffered with a mortal disease.
Plato described the treatment as "educatiug the disease," and testifies
to its efficacy by the complaiut tha-t Herqdicus ~was- unstatesmanlike in
keeping al.ive persons who ought to die because they were no longe~
able _to pursue their vocations. Hippocrates claimed the honor of
beiug the first to bring the system of medical gymnastics to perfect~on.
GYMNASTICS FOR/ THE - YOUNG.

It is uncertain at what age gymnastic exercises were begun by tlie
Greek youth, but undoubtedly the beginni11g was made very early.'
Plato even e~presses the _b elieJ that the bodies of unborn infants should
be exercised by the sh-akingR and movements that may be imparted by
the mother in walking and riding.
Very young chil<lren, ioo, [he says] should be constantly moved about by day and
niglit, and th"e younger tliey ure the more they will need it. But at 3, 4, 5, and 6
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years th e childish n ature will r equire spods. * " * Children at that age have
certain natural modes of amusement which they will find out for themselves when
they meet. * " " But after the age of 6 years the time has arrived for the separation of the sexes, the boys live with boys, and girls in like manner with girls.
Now they must begin to learn, the boys going to teachers of horsemanship, and the
use of the bow, the javelin, and the sling. -

In the thirty-seventh Olympiad prizes were instituted in the Olympic games for boys in running and wrestling, and in the following
Olympiad the pentathlon was also introduced for them. The latter
was soon discontinued, however, because it was deemed inadvisable to
subject the youth to the severe training necessary. Boxing was added
to the contests for boys in the forty-first Olympiad, and the pancratium
in the one hundred and forty-fifth.
One of the first steps in the gymnastic training was to .accustom
/ the,¥outh to endure, naked, the cold of winter, which, by the way, is
by no means so severe in · Greece as with us, and the fiercest rays of
the summer sun. The Spartans carried this hardening process to
extremes, and were accustomed to send their boys, clad in a single /
garment, to the mountains to hibernate.
THE TRAINING OF WOMEN.

The Spartans, too, paid more attention to the physical education of _
women than did the people of any other Grecian state, their central
idea being to train men to be soldiers, and women to bring forth soldiers. Lycurgus, accordingly, ins,t.ituted gymnastic exercises and contests for the women no less than for the men.
Aristophanes gives us an example of an exercise in free gymnastics
practiced by the Spartan women in the following: Lysistrate, complimenting Lampito's beauty1 says: "My beloved Lampito, how handsome you are; your complexion is so fine, and your person so full and
healthy; why you could strangle a bull." "Yes," replies Lampi to,
"I fancy I could, for I exercise myself in jumping till my heels touch
my ba'ck." ·
Such strength and such exercises were probably not universal, but
tbe statement that no Spartan woman was permitted to marry until
she had given public evidence of her proficiency in gymnastics is all
that should be necessary to show that they pursued their exercises
with great energy and success.
Plato was a ~trong believer in gymn astics for wom en, and frequeut.ly
calls att ention to its importance. In his La ws he says:
fa,uy th ings h ave been said by us about dancing and ab out gymnastic movements
in geuer al; for w e include under gymnastics all mili t ary exercises, such as archery
and all hurlin g of weapons, and the u se of the lig ht shield, and all fighting with
heavy a rms, and military evolutions, and movements of armi es and encampments,
and all th at relat es to horsema nship. Of all these things there ought to be pnblic
teach ers, r eceiving p ay from th e stat e, aud their pnpils should be the m en and boys
of t h e state, and also girls aud womeu, who are to know all these things. · While
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they are yet ~irls they should be practiced dancing, in arms, an~ the art of n~hting.
Whe~ they are grown-up women, applying themselves to eyolut1ons aucl ~act1cs, and
the mode of grounding and taking' up arms, if for no other reason, yet m case the
whole people should have to leave the cit,y and carry on operations of war on the
outside, that the young who ar~ left tq_ guard and the rest of ·the city may be equal
to the task; and on the other hand (what is far from being an impossibility), when
enemies, whether barbarian of Helle?-ic, come from without with mighty for ce ~nd
make a violent assault upon them, ~nd-th-t1s compel t,hem to fight for the posse s10n
of the city, great would be the disgrace to the state if the woml'n had b een o miserably trained that they could not, like birds, fight for their young agaill t ·orne
fierce animal, and die or undergo danger, bt1,t must ,instantly rush to the temples and
crowd. at the altars and shrines, and pour upon human nature -the reproach tu.at of
all animals man is the most cowardly.
'.l'HE DECLINE OF GREEK GYMNASTICS.

But Greek gymnastics, though one of the most wollderful of lmman
institutions in its rise, progress, and effects, was neverthele a lmmau
institution, and :finally perislled.
To assign a cause for its decay is not a difficult task, for its birth and
its death had their origin in the same source, the Olympic games. The
gl~ry of the victor aud the. substantia~ rewards that followed victory
became too great.
The crown of green leaves, indeed, was_still the only reward directly
given, but that was an empty honor compared with the substantial
ones showered upon the victor by his fellow-citizens. It then transpired that men gave themselves up who1ly to preparation for the games,
and three distinct classes of exercises came to be recognized, namely,
_ tlte gymnastic, which had in view simply the development of the body
or of any of its parts; the agonistic, in which two or more persou contend against each other; and the athletic, whose sole object wa the
preparation for the national games.
We have Plato's authority fo11 it that those who practiced for the
Olympic games had no time for anything eise. In short, participation
in them was reduced simply to a profession, the votaries of which were
by no means of a type which commended itself to the more intelligent
of the Greeks.
- The games in which kings and nobles had been proud to contend
were at last contested only by meu "who never cul~ivated the muses,
and having no taste of any sort of learning or inquiry, or thought of
music, even that iutelligence which may haye been in them became
feeble and dull and blind, because never roused or sustained, and
because the senses were not purged of their mists. And they ended
by becoming haters of philosophy, uncultivated, never using the weapons of persuasion; tbey ,vere like wild -beasts, all violence and :fierceness, aud knew no other way of dealing, and they lived in all ignorance
and evil conditions, and had no· sense of' propriety and grace."
The better class of _the Greek youth, therefore, gradually withdrew
from the conte,s~s, and, being thus deprived of the strongest ineeutive
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to bodily exernise, neglected it. And that neglect paved the way for
the successive conquests that made Greece a subject nation from the
time of Philip of Macedon until the treaty of Adrianople in 1829.
·with the spread-of the Maced9nian influence over Greece the decline of gymnastics was a question of ,only a short time, for the Macedoniaus,_more like Thracians than Gree.ks, were fond of the chase and
warlike sports and despised cuTture for the sake of culture alone.
The Olympic games continued -, indeed, until they were prohibited by
an rdict of Emperor Theodosius in A. D. 394, but the spirit ill which
they were latterly conducted -was far different from the spirit that prevaiJed when 'warrmg states reconciled their differences under the
fraternizing influences of the festivals of olq. Greece in her prime. ~
The spectators witnessed the games merely as professional shows,
feeling no interest in the combatants further than the desire for ~n
exciting spectacle.
'Ihe .most commendable of their contests, the pentathlon, fell into
di§nse, and boxing, the most barbarous of all, became the favorite.
The old rule that none but men of pure Greek blood should contest
was disregarded, and a~iy who were able to amuse the populace were
freely admitted. If men in power chose to enter, the other contestants
would servilely allow themselves to be beaten with scarcely an effort
in their own behalf. The Roman Emperor Nero, in- one celebration,
was thus permitted to take every prize offered.
It is no wonder that Theodosius considered the games u~worthy to
continue.

IL-IN ROME.
ORIGIN OF THE ROMAN GAMES.

That the Romans and the Greeks ~rang from kindred stock is indicated in nothing more clearly than in the similarity of their religions
_and in the coincidence of many of their offerings and ceremonies.
It is not necessary to dwell upon an enumeration of these coincidences, but among the most important of them is that the agones of
the Hellenes and the ludi of the Romans were alike acts of worsliip.
'Ille occurrences that led to their establishment as periodical eveu"ts
were, however, of different character. In the early days of the city
the Roman generals, in starting out upon a campaigu, always performed
certain religiofrs rites, such as the offering of sacrifices, etc., to gain
the favor of their gods. At last an old general, more shrewd tha,n his
predecessors, conceiyed the idea that the gods might be more attentive
to bis welfare if, instead of tendering all his offerings at the beginning
of hi8 campaign, he would promise them other acceptable ceremonies
as a reward in case of his success.
His campaign was a victorious one, and, true to his promise, he hon-
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ored the gods wfth games and festal proces ions as soon as he returned
to the ·city. The artifice, for such it undoubtedly wa , commended
itself to other commanders, and the vow to celebrate game up n the
successful issue became a regular part of the ceremonies at the opening
of every campaign. 'firn Roman armies were usually victoriou in th e
days, and in time the games at the end of a summer's campaign ame
to he a matter of course, and were celebrated whether a. ignnl ~i ·tory
had been achieved or not. Finally they became a fixed arnl le 0 ·a1iz d
institution, calJed "ludi Romani,'' and to provide for uch a contingen ·y
as a, peaceful year, in which there would be no departing g n ral t
make the usual promise, the vow was made on the 1st of J anu, ry f
every year by the newly elected consuls.
EARLY CHARACTER OF THE GAMES.

The games themselves in many respects res mbl d th
agones-, as the- following description of them shows:

n

A festal procession proceeded toward the circus staked off between the Palatin
an<l the Aven1 ine-, and furnished with an arena and places for spectator ; in i·out
all the boys of Rome, arranged according to the divisions of the burg-es fore
n
horseback aud on foot; then the champio~s and the groups of dancer , ear h with
their own ~usic; thereafter the servants of the gods with vessels of frankincen e
and other sacred utensils; lastly the biers with the images of the gods them ·eh·e .
The spectaclA itself was a counterpart of war as it was waged in primitive times, a
contest with chariots, on horseback, and on: foot.
_
First, there ran the war chariots-, each of which carried in Homeric fashion a charrioteer and a combatant; then the corhbatants who hau leaped off; then the horsemen, each of whom appeared after the Roman style of fighting; with a horse which
he rode and another led by the band, and lastly, the champions on foot, naked to
the_girdle rouud their loins, measured their powers in raciug, wrestling, and boxino·.
In each species of contest there was but one corupetition, and that between n.ot
more than two competitors.
.
A chaplet r ewarded the victor, and the honor in which the simple branch which
formed the wreath was held is shown by-the law permitting it to be laid on the bier
of the victor when he died. The festival lasted only one day, and the competi tio11
probably still left sufficient time on that clay for the real carnival, at which groups
of dancers <lispLiyed their art and al>ove _all exhibited their fa.rces; and, _perhaps,
other.representations also, such as comp-etitiuns in juvenile horsemanship, found a
place.
The honors won in r eal war also played their part in this festival; the brave
warrior exhibited on this day the equipments of the· antagonist whom he had slain,
and was decorated with a chaplet by the grateful community just as was the victor
in the competition. 1

Notwithstanding the likeness of the exercises of the- Roman games
to those of the Grecian, they differed radically in the character of the
participants. In the first _d ays of the existence of the games tlrnse
were undoubtedly Romans of the better kind, _bnt as soon as the festivals began to be events of mor:e than ordinary fmportance the pro·
fessional element became prominent.1

Moinmsen's History of Rome, book 1, Chapter xv.
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Dancing became a common trade at a very early period, and dancers
were employed at all important religious ceremonials, marriages, and
funerals. The games being called into re:iuisition upon similar or
even the same occasions, it was perfectly natural that the performers
should soon acquire a professional status similar to that of the dancers.
This prevented the games from attaining the preeminently social
aspect that they presented in Greece, and led the Romans to despise
the training whose sole object, was, according to their idea, the preparation- for puerile games that were beneath the dignity of a warlike
people.
MARTIAL EXERCISES.

Their youth indeed did not lack vigorous muscular development, but
it was attained incidentally in the practice of military exercises, and
not by reason of any appreciation of a symmetrically developed-body for
its own sake. The Roman boys ran, wrestled, threw the spear, and
learned to swim, to fence, and to manage ·horses, simply bec&iuse these
things were useful in battle or in a campaign. After reaching manhood and entering the military life for which the earlier education had
been a preparation, their training began in earnest.
The Romans regarded it as requisite that the soldiers of the legion should be furnished with arms, both offensive and defensive, which were heavier and stronger
, than- those of any other people whatever.
\
In order that they might be able to wield arms which ,vere heavier than those of
other men, it was nec essary that they should render themselves more than men.
This they accomplished by incessant labor, which increased their strength, and by
exercises which were calculated to give them dexterity-which is nothing other
than a just application of the naturnl force with which men are endowed.
They were accustomed to the military step; that is to say, to make 20 miles in :five
hours, and sometimes 24. During these marches they had to carry weights of 60
pounds. They were inured _to the habit of running and leaping fully armed. In
their exercises they used swords, javelins, and arrows which were double the ordinary weight, an<l these exercises were continual.
The camp was not the sole military school. - There was a place in the city where
the citizens as~embled for martial exercises. This was the Camp us Martins. After
the exercises were over they threw themselves into the Tiber, in order to acquire th,e
habit of swimming n,nd to free themselves from dust and sweat. 1

It was not until toward th~ end of the Republic, when the Romans
began to understand Grecian customs, that their ideas of physical education underwent a change. Aemilius Paulus, the conquerer and
despoiler of the Macedonian Empire, was one of the first to provide
specifically for the physical development of his sons upon a plan not
strictly military. He was not, indeed, so fully converted as to adopt
the Greek gymnastic exetcises, but he secured the same end by careful
and systematic instruction in the chase. In other respects he adopted
Grecian methods in the education of his boys, and even employed Greek
philosophers, sculptors, and painters to instruct them. His example
1

Montesquieu's Grandeur antl Decadence of the Romans, Chapter

II.
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bad much to do with the popularity of Hellenic culture wllich followed.
Greek slaves were soon universally employed by the wealthier Roman
to instruct their children, not only in the language of the Greek , ·but
in their literature and general culture as well.
IN'l'RODUCTION OF GREEK GY 1NASTICS.

Under the influence of this new fashion the contempt for gyrnna tic
rapidly passed awl:!iy and small gymnasia were frequently atta ·hed
to the villas of well-to-do citizens. Tlie first public gymna ium aft r
_the Grecian plan was erected by the Emperor Nero, and auotll r a
built by Commoclus. The public therm,ce, or baths, were, bow ver the
favorite places of resort, and it was in tbem that the leisure le
of Romans passed a great part -of their time. The e therm(! ' w r
among the finest structures of Rome, aud in the ma 0 ·nificen •e f th ir
appointments surpassed even the .Atheniau gymna ia: All of tll m
had spaces reserved for running, wrestling, walks, and gam at all
etc., and men, as well as youths, were expected to take part in the
exercises, unless some good reason existed for not doiug ' O.
GROWTH AND LA.TER CHARAC'l'ER OF . 'l'HE GA::.\IE

Notwithstanding all this the essential character, of the public ·ames
as sources of amusements was not cllanged. Even their religion features became less prominent, and fiually were a mere pretext on the
part of the rulers for catering to the absorbing passion of the 1>eople
for ceremonials and amusements.
Every important event in the progress of the city was assigned as a
reason for adding to the length of tlle celebration of the '' ludi Romani."
A day was added after the expulsion of the Tarquins in 509 B. 0.;
another after the secession to Sacred Mount in 494 B. C., and still
another, making four days in all, afteriihe great revoluti~n of 397 B. C.
The occasions for extending the time still further are not precisely
known, but evidently no opportunity for doing so was lost, for in the
second century B. C. they occupied ten days, and this number bad
been still further increased to sixteen during the life of Cicero.
This festival, be it remembered, occurred every autumn, and though
· the most extensive of all, was, nevertheless, but one of many of similar
character. The regular festivals established by law occupied even in
the time of the Republic no less than sixty-four days every y~ar.
Among these the most important were the ludi plebei, the .Apollinares,
the Cereales, the Megalenses, the Floralia, and the ludi victorice "Sullance, none of which was of less duration than five days.
In addition to these permanently-established games every extraordinary event, public or private, was made the occ:::i.sion for the giving of
shows and the celebration of games which the whole people witnessed.
ED 92--30
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The birthday of the emperors, victories in battle, funerals of great
men were marked in-this way, and in later times not even these occasions were required to unlock the coffers of the state for the amusemerit of the populace_: One hundred and seventy-five games were celebrated in the year 354 A. D. alone.
The paragraph on a preceding page showing the order of exerci~es
in the earlier celebrations is very inadequate as a description of the
games as they were conducted in later times, and utterly fails to convey any idea of their character as they appeared when the passion for
such exhibitions was at its height.
- The old Etruscan belief that human blood should be spilt on newlymade graves led eventually to combats between condemned victims
as a part of the funeral games, and these developed into the well-known
gladiatorial contests that became the favorite amusement of the Romans.
Bares and foxes had often been chased in public for the entertainment of the spectators, but such tame sport was not relished long after
the people harl grown accustomed to the bloody fights of gladiators,
3:nd the venationes were transformed into desperate encounters between men and wild beasts brought from all quarters of the world
to gratify the passion for variety in methods of shedding blood. Julius
CIBsar introduced sea fights upon artificial Jakes, and each such exhibition that followed surpassed its predecessor in magnitude, until the
climax was reached hi the games of Claudius on Lake Fucinus, in which
thel'e fought 19,000 men with 100 ships, 50 on each side.
Probus 1 in the search for novelty, made an artificial forest in the
circus and filled it with a thousand ostriches, a thousand stags, a
thousand deer, 'and a thousand wild boar. The whole people were then
admitted and allowed to capture and carry away what they pleased.
Chariot racing never lost its place as a favorite spectacle, and after
the gladiatorial com bats bad been suppressed by the Christian emperors
it became the absorbing passion of the multitude.
The races· were always between the chariots of '· factions.'' which
were legalized corporations of undetermined origin, ~hich o~ned thechariots, br ed the horses, and trained the charioteers. Each faction
was known by the.color of its livery, and the people espoused the cause
of their favorites so eagerly that they formed them selves into parties
which took the names of the colors of the several factions. So immoderate was their enthusiasm and so fierce was the enmity between the parties
that serious conflicts often took place. The most remarkable of these
occurred in Constantiuople, the capital of the Eastern empire, in the
reign of Justinian. It lasted five days, and in that time caused the loss
of 30,000 lives, and but for the spirit and firmness of the Empress TL.eodora would have deprived Justinian of his throne.
With such imtemperate ardor for professional exhibitions and with
the love ofluxury and ease that followed the increase of national wealth,
the desire for personal physical power on the part of the great mass of
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the Roman people dwindled away. And tbjs mustre.ceive a prominent
place among the causes that led to the ·decay and downfall of the
Roman Empire.

III.-THE MIDDLE AGES AND MODERN GYMNASTICS.
BODILY EXERCISE PR.AC TICA.LL Y UNIVERSAL.

To enumerate the other nations o_f antiquity that valued aud practiced,
physical exercises would be not only a _difficult but a fruitless task.
War w~s the principal o_c cupation of those days and individual skill
and bodily strepgth were the roost important elements of success in
battles, which consisted almost wholly of series of individual conflicts.
That people was most powerful"whose soldiers possessed these qualities
in the highest degree. Defeat and national extinction followed the
lack of them just as surely. It naturally followed that be who displayed
the greatest prowess was favored with the most conspicuous honors
which bis people_could give, and the broadest avenue open to ambition
lay in the cultivation of martial skill and of physical strength, which
was its necessa1~y concomitant.
_It is therefore reasonably certain that among all, or nearly all,
ancient peoples bodily exercises of a warlike kind' were practiced with
- more or less enthusiasm, although ~their physiological aspect was of
minor concern.
Sports and games, too, requiring to a greater or less extent bodily
activity may be assumed to have existed among the youth of all xaces
and all times. Child nature is the same, whether it -is seen in the
aboriginal forests or in the refinements of modern civilization, and play
is the natural instinct of childhood. The games of the children of the
forest are, to be sure, simple and rude, but they nevertheless perform
as important a part in bodily development- as the more con;i.plicated sports of the British or American boy. Then, since "men are but ·
children of a larger growth," there have been few nations in which
_ the spo;rts of childhood have not been continued in some form in thediversions of maturer years. This is espe_cially true of nations in the
earlier stages of civilization, for civilization is but the _ process of
removing man from the state of nature, and man in his natural state is
essentially child-like in many of his c1iaracteristics.
But in all sports and garnes the primary object ju view was amusement, and the effects upon-the physique, although considerable and in the main beneficial, were accorded even less attention than were the
physiological effects, as such, of martial ex·ercises.
_
In many cases undoubtedly the influences of Hellenic ideas were seen
among tribes which had been brought by war or commerce in contact

~
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with tbe Greeks,1 but tlrnse influences were probably only temporary,
for there could be no true and lasting appreciation of Greek gymnastics
where there was not Greek civilization and Greek love of the beautiful.
On acicount, therefore, of their practical universality and the general
lack of a definite and rational plan, jt 'is not necessary to the present
purpose that an. extended description be sought of the methods of martial training or of games pursued for diversion among any other of the
earlier nations.
ANCIENT GER,MANY.

But a brief mention of some of the customs of tbe warlike tribes of
Germany is not only necessary to a~ understanding of the transition
to tbe peculiar institutions of a later period, but possesses a value of
its own.
Tacitus is, of course, our principal source of information concerning
the early Germans, and it is to him that we must turn.
Tlle Germans, be says, were men of large bodies, powerful in sudden
exertions, but impatient of toil and labor, deeming it base 'and spiritless to earn by sweat what they might purchase by blood. So warlike
was thefr character that they transacted no business, public or private,
without being armed, an~ quarrels that arose amongst them generally
ended in bloodshed.
It was uot customary for anyone to bear arms till his ability to use
them had been approved by the state. Then in the presence of tbe
assembly he was formally invested with a spear and javelin by the
chief, or his father, or a near relative; By this ceremony he gained a
position as a memher of the tribe and was no longer considered merely
one of his father's household.
There was only one kind of public spectacle among them, and that
I
was characteristic of a warlike people, namely, the dancing by naked
young men amid drawn swords and presented spears. Women were
treated with consideration, almost amounting to adoration. Tlleir
advice was :freely sought and usually followed, even in such matters
as joining battle or declaring war. They were not exempt from the
dangers and privations of war, nor djd they desire to be, for it was
their custom to attend their husbands and sons in battle, encouraging
them to feats of bravery, binding up their wounds, and sometimes even
actually taking part in battle themselves.
It wa1::; the custom for each chief to surround himself with a large
_ body of young men, the flower of the tribe, who devoted themselves
cou stantly to his service. They deemed it their duty and their privilege to aid and protect him in battle, to ascribe to bim all their gallant
deeds, and to deliver to hi~ the fruits of their victories.
- ~ - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -- - - - -- - Such instances may be founcl in the gymnastic games at Chem mis, in Egypt, mentioned hy Herodotus, and the games of the Asian tribes mentioned by Thucydides.
!
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The chief armed his companions, for such they were called, but their
only p~y consisted of repasts, homely indeed, but plentiful.
'
After the invasion of the Gallo-Roman territory many of the customs
' of the Gernrnns underwent a gradual change. Most of the comp_anions
left the chiefs and occupied lands allotted to them, but were nevertheless expected to render military aid when ca11ed upon. Some were
expected to serve on horseback, equipped with a eoat of mail, and werecalled " caballarii."
~
CHIVALRY.

From these practices arose the feudal system and the institution of
chivalry, the name of the latter being obviously derived from the term
a1)p1ied to the moimted companions of the, German chiefs.
' During the erusades chivalry acquired its full vigor, and its connection witp. the feudal system gradually ceased, while the -religious and
maral features became prominent.
Tbe investiture o( the knight was a survivaLof tlle old ceremonial,
but its nature was changed in accordance with the change that the
influences of religion had wrought. The candidate for knighthood was
bathed and clad in a, white robe as a symbol of purity; was required to
fast, to make confession, receive communion, and ,a ttend ma~s; he was
then questioned as to his purpose in entering the order. The auswers
be_ing satisfactory, his arms were blessed and put upon him. The officia~ing lord then gave him three blows upon his shoulder, saying, '' In
the "name of God, of Saint Michael, and of Saint George, I dub thee
knjght."
Along with the strong element of religion that crept into the supposed principles of knighthood the old German veneration for women
was retained, and an extravagant devotion to the ladies was inseparably associated with the love of God in the duties of a knight. But t!iese
two were but the beginning of a Jong series -of noble qualities tha,t were
enjoined. Guizot recites no less than twenty-six oat.bs that were imposed
at different times between the eleventh and the fourteenth centuries,
coveri.rfg altogether nearly the whole gamut of human perfection, but
insisting more than all else upon brav,e ry, the defense of the weak,
faithfulness, courteousness; humility, and truthfulness under all circum~
stances.
EDUCATION OF A KNIGHT .

A regular scheme of education was a necessary accompaniment to such
an institution. Here, too, may be seen the remains of an ancient German custom. As soon as they reached the age of seven years the sons
of gentlemen were placed in the castles of the superior lords to be reared
in the very atmosphere of chivalry. They learned the lessons of lov~
from the ladies of the court, and received from them and from the castle
chaplain whatever of intellectual and religio1~s training was deemed
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fitting and uecessary for them. They rendered constant personal service to the lord and his lady, waiting upon them at tbe table, and accompanying them in their excursious, whether of pleasure or of war. During
the same time· a beginning was made in the traiuing for the military life
that lay before them.
They were taught to leap over I renches 1 to launch or cast spearR _a nd darts, to
sustain the shield 1 and in their walk to imitate the measured tread of the soldier.
They fouO'ht
with lirrbt
staves arrainst
sta,kes raised for the nouce as if they
had
0
0
O
_
been their mortal enemies, or met in encounters equ:1lly perilous their youthful
companions of the castle. 1

This course of life continued for seveu years, dming which the boys
were called pages or valets; after t.he age of 14 they bore the name of
squire. The domestic duties of the squire gradually grew less exacting, and as he approached manhood they were entirely laid aside, and
his military exercises were assicluously pursued.
H e practiced every mode by which strength and ~ctivity could be given to the
body. He learned to endure huuger and thirst; t .o disregard the season's change-a,
and like the Roman youths in the Campus Martins when covered with dnst, he
plnn-ged into the stream that watered the domains of his lord. He accustomed himself to wield. the sword, to thrust the lance, to strike with the ax, and to wear
armor.
The most favorite exercise was thatwhich was called the Quintain; for it was particularly calculated to practice the eye and hand in giving a right direction to the
lance. A half figure of a man, armed with a sword and buckler, was placed on a
post and turned on a pivot, so that if the assailant with his lance hit him n<?t on the
micldle of the breast· but on the extremities, he made the figure turn round and
strike him an ill-aimed blow, much to the merriment of the spectators. The game
of Qnintain was sometimes played by hanging a shield upon a staff fixed in the
ground, and the skillful squire riding apace struck the shield in such a manner as to
detach it from its ligatures. But of all the exercises of chivalry, none was thou~ht
so important as horsemausliip. 1
TO URN AMEN1'S.

The tournaments, however, are the features of chivalry around which
the n10~t of romance dwells. These were elegant pastimes of Europe
through all the centuries in which chivalry pervaded it, aud as w. splendid and graceful shows" they continued to anilrn1te and delight the
on lookers long after the decadence of the institution that gave them
birth.
Tournaments may be considered to have risen about the middle of the eleventh
cent ury; for though every lllartial people have found diversion in representing the
image of war, yet the name of tournaments and the l aws that regulated them can
not be traced any higber. Every scenic performance of modern times must be tame
in comparison with these animating combats.
·
At a tonruament, the space inclosecl within the lists was surrounded by sovereign
princes and their noblest barons, uy knights of established renown, and all tliat
rank and beanty ha<l most distiuguishe<l among the fa,ir. Covered with steel, and
known only by their emblazoned shiel<l 1 or by the favors of their mistresses, a still
1

Mills's History of Knighthood.
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proml.Br bearing, the combatants rushed forward to a strife without enmity but not
witlwut danger.
_
'
· Though their weapons were pointless, .a nd sometimes only of wood, thotigh they
were bound by the laws of tournaments to strili:e only upon the strong armor of the
trunk or as it was called b etween the four limbs, those impetuous conflicts often terrni~at~d in wounds and death. 'The church uttered her excommunications in.
vain again~t ~o wanton an exposure to peril; but it was more easy for lier to excite
_ thaB to restrnin that martial enthusiasm. Victory in a tournament was little less
glorious, and perhaps at the momen_t more exquisitely felt, tb.9-n in the field; since
no battle could assemble such witnesses of valor. '' Honor to the sons of the brave"
resounded amidst the dfn of martial music from the lips of the minstrels as the
conquerer advanced to receive the prize from his queen or mistress; while the surrounding multitude acknowlellged in his prowess of that day an augury of triamphs
that might, in more serious contests, be blended with those of his country . 1
DECL INE OF CHIVALRY AND OF PHYSICAL EXERCISE.

Chivalry continued to command the respect of Europe until the
:fifteenth century, during which a number of causes conspired to accomplish its downfall.
The most potent of these was u1:1-doubtedly the invention of gunpowder, or, to be more accurate, the appreciation of its importance by
the nations of Europe, for at least two centuries elapsed after its invention before it was e:ffectivelJ employed in European warfare.
l?ut even before the days of :firearms chivalry had passed the zenith
of its usefulness, for the English archers had demonstrated the vulnerability of the lighter armor and had compelled the adoption of suits of
massive steel plates that well nigh ;rendered the knights powerless to
strike a blow, 2 while the Swiss and Bohemian pikemen had proved the
faultiness of their mode of attack. Further, -the high character_ of
knighthood had been lowered by injudicious sovereigns who conferred
the order promiscuously. upon civilians as weH as sol,dier~. Sta11ding
.. armies of mercenaries, too, )lad arisen, to the- great detrime_nt of the
system whose_soldiers had fought for love and. glory.
In conjunction with these circumstances, which deprived the-occupation of war of so much of its romance and attractiveness, cam_e the
revival of ancient literature and the invention of the art of printing to
turn men's minds iuto new channels. A reaction follow~d, and physical strength received as much cont.empt as it had been accorded honor .
. It was associated with the victories of the flesh whell the time demanded
the conquests of the intellect.
· The system of education that arose under the new order of things _
was characterized by an ardent pursu\t of classical literature. Latin
1

Hallam's Middle Ages, Chap. IX., part II.
The truth of the remark attributed to King James I, that'' armour protected its
wearer from injury, but at the sa~e time prevented him from injuring anyone else,"
is demonstrated by numerous instances in history of warmly-contested battles in
which the loss w·as insignificant. In an action between Neapolitan and Papal troops
in 1486, lasting all day, not a man was killed.
.
2
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was tbe means of commu11ication between the learned of all nations,
and the k11owle<lge of Latiu that one possessed was his measure of ed1_:1-cation.
In the school of Sturmius, the most famous pedagogue of the time,
"the boys gave five years to the acquirement of pure Latin style; then
two years more were devoted to elegance; then five years of collegiate
life were given to the art of Latin speecb." 1 Greek received :::;omewhat less attention, but 1ittle else was thoughtofthanliteraryinstruction, an.d bodily exercises were utterly neglected.
S.A.'I.'IRES OF RABEL.A.IS.

Among the first to protest against this order of things wa.s Prangois
Rabelais, the French eatirist, whose writi11gs are barred from polite
socLety by their unrestrained grossness, but wbose serious utterances
place him 'in the front ra11k of eariy educational reformers. His work,
Gargantua and Pantagruel, was first published in 1532. The hero,
Gargantua, is first confided to the care of tutors who instruct him
after the manner of the time in J;:,atin and the arts of disputation.
Gargantua studies hard, but for all that profits nothing and becomes a
fool, a dolt, ami a blockhead. His father, therefore, engages the wise
Ponocrates as his tutor. Ponocrates administers a drug which causes
his pupil to forget all that he had learned under his former preceptors,
aud proceeds with his training after his owu fashion.
That portion of his system which is concerrn~d especially with themind
is not applicable to our sketch, and must be ' omitted. The description
of Gargantua's physical exercises /embraces not only Rabelais's ideal-of
physical culture, but, in the author's usual pedantic style, a catalogue,
apparently, ·o f all the gymnastic exercises known at that time. After
the morning lecture Gargantua and Ponocrates "went fortli into a field
near the university, called the Brack, or into the meadows, where they
played at the ball, teunis, and the pelitrigone1 most gallantly exercising their bodies, as oefore they had done their minds. All their play
was but in liberty, for they left off when they pleased, and that was
commonly when they did sweat all over their body, or were otherwise
weary. Then they were well wiped and rubbed, shifted their shirts,
and, walking slowly, went to see if. dinner was ready." .
After the afternoon's lectures had been heard they again pr~ceeded
to the fields, this time in company with a young gentleman named
Gymnast, uuder whose direction Gargantua practiced exercises on
horseback, in armor, iu running, hunting, throwing, climbing, etc. 2
See Sturmius in Quick's Educational Reformers.
The exercises in detail were as follows:
"Re rode a Naples conrser, a Dutch roussin, a Spanish gennet, a barbed, or
trapp ed, steed, then a light fl eet horse, unto whom he gave a hundred carieres, made
him go th e high saults, bounding in the air, free the ditch with a skip,· leap over a
stile or pale, turn short in a ring both to the right and left hand. There be broke
1

2
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Thus was Gargantua governed, and kept on in this course of e<lucation fron~ day to
day, profiting as you wonld understand such a young man of his age andgooclsense, so
kept to his exercises, may "'ell do, which, though ab the beginning seemed difficult,
hecame a little after so sweet1 so easy, and so delightful that it seemed rather the
recreation of a king than the study of a scholar.
'
MONT-4,-IGNE'S ESSAYS.

Rabelais's ideas on education bore little fruit, if any, at the time, so
_far as tllrir practical application was concerned, but in the essays of
Montaigne, published a few ·years after, we find many of them divested
of the filth with which llabelais overwhelmed them, and placed -in sur.not his lance; :(or it is a greatest foolery · in the world to say I have broken t en
lances at tilt, or in fight,; a carpenter can do even as much; but it iR gloriou · and
praiseworthy a ction with one lance to break and overthrow t en enemie ; tber fore,
with a sharp, _stiff, strong, and well-steeled l a.nee would h e usuall,v force np a door,
pierce a h arness, beat down a tree, carry away the ring, lift up a cuiras i r add le,
witlr the mail coat and gauntlet; all this he did in complete a rmor from head to
foot. As for the prancing flourishes and smacking poppisms,- for the b etter cherishing of the horse commonly used in ri<ling, none did them better th an he. The'
great vaulter of Ferrara was lmt an ape compared to him. He was singularly skillful in leap ing nimbly from one horse to another, without putting foot to ground,
arnl these horses were called desultories; he could likewise, from either side, with a
lauce in his han!1,, leap on horseback without stirrups, and rule the horse at his
pleasure, without a bridle, for such things are -useful in military engagements.
Another day he exercised the battle-ax, which he so dexterously wie).ded both in the
nimble, strong, and smooth management of that weapon, and that in all the feats
practiceable by it, that he passed knight of arms in th e field, and at all essa Js.
"Then tos1:;ed he the pike, played with the two-handed sword, with the backsword, with the Spanish tuck, the dagger, poniard, armed or unarmed, with a
buckler, with a cloak, with a target.
"Then would he hunt the hart, the roebuck, the bear, the fallow deer, the 1'7ild
boar, the hare, the pheasant, the partridge, and the bustard. He played at the
balloon, and made it bound in the air, both with fist a nd foot.
"He wrestled, ran, jumped, not at thre~ step ancl a leap, not at the hare's l eap,
nor yet at the almanes; 'for,' said Gymnast, 'these jumps are for the wars a ltogether unprofitable, and of no use;' but at one leap, he would skip over ·a ditch,
spring over a hedge, mount six .paces upon a wall, ramp and grapple after this-fashion up against a window, of the full height of a lance. He did swim in deep waters
on his belly, on his back, sideways, with all his body, with hi~ feet only, with one
hand in the air, wherein he held a book, crossing thus the breadth of ~he river
Seine, without wetting it, and dragged along his cloak with his teeth, as did Julius
Coosar; then, with the help of one hand he entered forcibly into a boat, from whence
he cast himself again headlong into the water, sounded the / depths, h'ollow.ed , the
rocks, and plunged into the pits and gnlphs. Then turned h_e the b'oat about, gov,;
erned it, led it swiftly or slowly with the stream and against the stream, stopped it
in its course, guided it with one hand, and with the other laid bard about biµi with
a huge great oar, hoisted the sail, hied up along the mast by the shrouds, ran upon
the edge of the decks, set the compass in order, ta ckled the bowlines, and steered
the helm. Coming out of the water he ran furiously up against a hill, and with
the same ~lacrity and swiftness ran down again; he climbed up trees like a cat, and
leaped from one to the other like a squirrel; he did pull down great boughs and
br,,a nches like another Milo; then with two sharp, well-steeled daggers, and two
tried, bodkins, would he run up the wall to the very top of a hunse, like a, r:1 t; tLen
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ronndfogs better calculated to influence the minds of later and more
refined generations. Montaigne bas this to say of physical education:
Mothers are too tender and their natural affection is apt to make the most dis.creet of them so oYerfond that they 9an n~itber find in their hearts to give them
due correction for the faults they commit nor suffer them to be brought up in those
hardships and hazards they ought to be. They would not endure to see them
r eturn all dust and sweat from their exercises, to drink cold water when they are
hot, nor see them mount an unruly horse, nor take a foil in hand against a rude
fencer, or so much as discharge a carbine, and yet there is no remedy; whoever will
breed a boy to be good for anything when he comes to be a man must by no lJ)eans
sparE'\ him, even when so young, and must very often transgress the· rules of ph__ysic.
It is not enough to fortify his soul; you are to make bis sinews strong, for the soul
will be oppressed if not assisted by the members, and would have too hard a task to
discharge two offices alone. I know very well, to my cost, how mine groans under
the burthen, for being accommodated with a body so tender and indisposed as eternally Jeans and presses upou her. ... *
Our very exercises and recreations, running, wrestling, music, dancing, hunting,
riding, and fencing, will prove to be a good part of our study. I would have his
outward fashion and mien, and the disposition of his limbs, formed at the same time
with bis mind.
Tis not, a s.oul, tis not a body we are training up, but a man, and we ought not to
diYi<le him. And, as Plato s;i,ys, we are not to fashion one without the other, but
make them draw together like two horses harnessed to a coach.
,._ Inure him
to heat and cold, to wind and sun, and to dangers he ought to despise. Wean him
from all effeminacy and delicacy in clothes -and lodgiug, eating and drinking.
Accustom him to everything, that he may not be a Sir Paris, a carpet knight, but a
sinewy, hardy, and vigorous yonng man. suddenly came down from the top to the bottom with such an even composition of
members, that by the fall be would catch no harm.
"He did cast the dart, throw the bar, put the stone, practice the ja,velin, lhe
boar-sp_ear, or partisan, and the halbert,; he broke the strongest bows in drawing,
bended against his breast the greatest cross-bows of steel, took his aim by the eye
with the hand-gun, and shot well, traversed and planted the cannon, shot at but
marks, at the papgay from below upwards, from above downwards, then before hlm,
side,Yays, and behind him, like the Parthians.
"They tied a cable rope to the top of a high tower, by one end wliereof hanging
near the ground be wrought himself with bis bands to the very top; then upon the
same track came down so sturdily aud firm that they could not, on a plain meadow,
have run with more assurance. They set up a great pole, fixed upon two trees,
there would he hang by bis hands, and with them alone, bis feet touching at
nothing, would be go back and fore along the aforesaid rope, with so great swiftness that hardly could o_ne overtake him with running·; and then, to exercise his
breast and lungs, he would shout like all the devils in bell.
·
"Th~n, for the strengthening of bis nl'rves or sinews, they made him two great
sows of lead, which they called alteres; those be took up from the ground, in each
hand one, then lifted them up over bis he'ld, and held them without stirring with
an inimitable force.
"He fought at barriers with the stoutest and most vigorons champions; and when
it cc1,me to the cope, he stood so stur(lily on bis f Pet that be abandoned himself to
the strongest, in case they could remove him from bis place, as Milo was wont to do
of oH, in whose imitation likewise he held a pomegranate in his hand, to give unto
Lint that could talre it from him. The time l,eing thns bestowed, and himself rubbed,
cleansed, wiped, and refreshed. with other clothes, he returned."
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But the wisdom of Montaigne was as ineffectual a§ the s_a tire of Rabelais to ~heck the tendency of the time toward verbalism. The teachjngs of Sturmius aud the J e~uits molded the ~ducation of t~at peri?d,
and in tllat education all the attention that the body received, aside
from negative precautions for the preservation of the health, consi ted
of- walks and occasional excursions.MULCASTER AND THE MERCHANT T.AYLORS' SCHOOL.

There were, to be sure, a few exceJJtions to this general rule, the
most notable of them being the Merchant Taylors' School in London,
during the time in which the famous Richard Mulcaster ,rns at its head;
that is, from 1561 to 1586. If t'!le ideas of the master were e en partially carried out, and it is reasonable to suppose that they w re, a
they are expressed in his Positions for the Training up of 01.lildr u,
his pupils must have received a course of physical training that would
compare faivorably with anything tl1at is offered in the pre e11t geueration.
Mulcaster's book seemR to have been heretofore eutirely overlooked by
students of physical traini11g, altlwugh it is one of the mo~t remarkable
of the early works upon the subject. 1t is more directly in the line of
_modern thought and prn,ctice than any conte·mporary work, since it
relates esp~cially to· exercises for schools and scholars. It is the pioneer work on sch_ool gymnastics. Mnlcaster was no more learned in
classic literature than: many olher pedagogues of bis time, but strangely
eno~gh of all those who perused the descriptions and praiRes of the
ancient gymnastics he was ' fhe only one who appreciated their_force
- sufficiently to reecho the suggestions and recommend tl.Jeir application
to the schools. He devised no new system of exercises, and most of
the best ideas are quoted directly from Galen,, Hippocrates, and other
ancien~ authors, but in the application of them he certainly de.s erves
the credit of originality. His plan of treating the suhject is set forth
as follows:
First, I wiH note somewhat generally concerning all exorcises. Secoudly, I will
choose ont some special exercises which upon good cousideratio,11 I do take 'to be the
most proper and propitious to schools an<l. scholars. Thirdly, I will a,pply the circumstances required in exercise to every one of them so near as I cau, that there
no error committed in the executing. For the Letter the-thiug is, if it hit right, tlie
more dangerous it proveth if it miss tha,t right. Last of all, I will show the training master bow to furnish himself thoroughly in this profe~sed exercising, because
he must both apply the mind with lear;in.g and the body with moving at divers
times, refreshiug himself with variety and changes.

be

Under the first head the author showed, as well as bis deficient
knowledge of medical science permitted him to sh.ow,'' where in health
doth consist and how diseases do come; then how health is matntaiued
and disease avoided, and how .great a part is appoiuted for exercise to
play in the performance thereof." . He divided all exercises into those -
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that are at.hletical for games, martia.I for tho field, and physical for the
health.
For bealtli [he says] it is moct manifest that exercise is a mighty great mistress,
whetherit be to confirm thatwhich we have by nature, or to procure that which we
have not by nature, or to recover that, by industry and diligence, which we have
'almost lost by misfortune , and negligence. The exercises which do serve to this
healthy end do best serve for this my purpose, and though an healthy body be most
apt and active, both for gaming to get wagers and warring to win victories, yet in
my exercises I neither mean to dally with the gamester nor to fight 'with the warrior,
but to m 9irk which way I may best save students who have most need of it, being
still assailed by those enemies of liealth which wax more eager and hot the more weak
and cold that exercise is.

_:Mulcaster recognizes three degrees of exercise: First, the preparative, which served to qualify the body by degrees for the main exercise;
second, tb.e post-parative, following the main exercise to reduce the
body by gentle degrees to the normal quietness, and, third, the main
exercise itself, which is inclosed between the two preceding. It does
not require very keen discernment to see in this the similarity to the
more modern Swedish practices!
From" the whole heap of 'e xercises named by Galen and otherwrit·ers"
he picks out these as best suited to his purpose for indoor use: Loud
speaking, singing, loud reading, talking, laughing, weeping, holding
. the breath, dancing, wrestling, fencing, and scourging the top.
For out of doors he selects : Walking, running, leaping, swimming,
riding, hunting, shooting, and playing at ball. To each of these exercises
he gives a full chapter, detailing the benefits to be derived, and showing
what injuries might follow injudicious use.
·
The author then considers in the same thorough manner the six circumstances which are to be considered in exercise, namely, "the ·nature
of the exercise which ye intend to use; the person and body which is
to be exercised, the ·place wherein, the time when, the quality how
much, and the manner how."
The last chapter, that deals with physical education, is headedAn advertisement to the training master. VVhy both the teaching of t:q,e mind and
the training of the body be assigned to the same master. The incongruities which
ensue where the body and soul be made particular subjects to several professions.
That whoso shall execute anything well must of force b e fully resolved of the ex"cellency of his own subject. Out of what kind of writers the exercising masters may
sto1'c himself with cunning. · That the first ground would b e laid by the cunningest
workman. That private discretion in any executor is of more efficacy than bis skill.

Throughout, the'work is distinguished by a clear comprehension of
the subject and a close attention to detail that betokens a practical
acquaintance that must have been obtained in his school, ~!though no
direct statement to that effect appears, and the indications are that the
Merchant Taylors' was the first school in the modern sense in which
physical training found a place.
But Mulcaster left the school after a serious disagreement with the
Merchant Taylors' Company, aud even if he had placed gymnastics in
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the curriculum, it is evident that his successor was not di po ed to
follow up the innovation, for the effects of his labors in that direc ion
wer·e certainly not perm anent. OTHER DEFENDERS OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.

Martin Luther earnestly advocated physical exel'cise for the people,
principally on the grouud that it tended to prevent them from falling
into habits of drunkenness, vice, and gaming. Melancthon antl Z, ingli were also believers in gymnastics, and in Trotzendol'fi's school at
Goldberg the boys were permitted to wrestle aud to run, but, tran ly
enough, were forbidden to go upon tlrn ice or throw snowballs in winter,
or to bathe in cold water in summer.
Other writers appeared occasionally in defense of gymna tic , the
most notable being Sir Thomas Elyot (1495-1546), Hieronymu l\I .rcurialis (1530-1606), and John Milton (1608-1674).
Sir Thomas Elyot's "Boke named the Gouernour" appeared in 1531,
and, as its title indicates, treats of" the education or fourrne of l>riu ._
ing up of the childe of a gentilman, which is to llaue authoritie in a
publike weale" [commonwealth J. After describing at lengtll the mental
cutriculum which he would have bis pupil pursue, the author say :
·All th-onghe I haue hitherto aduaunced the commendation of lernyng, specially in
gentilmen, yet it is to be considered that continuall studie without some manner of
exercise, shortly exhausteth the spirites vitall, and hyndereth naturall decoction
and digestion, wherby mannes-body is the sooner corrnpted and brought into diuers
si~kenessis, and :finallye the life is thereby made shorter: where contrayrye wise by
exercise, whiche is a vehement motion (as Galene prince of phisitions de:fineth) the
healthe of man is preserued, and his strength increased.

The exercises he especial}y -commends as most :fitting for gentlemen
are wrestling, running, swimming, the handling of weapons, especially
the sword and battle axe, and horsemanship. / He speaks favorably of
hunting, hawking, and dancing of the proper kind, and praise.§ archery
as the best of all exercises for every class of people.
Mercurialis was an Italian physician whose reputation was already
great before the publication of hiR greatest work " De Arte Gymnastic.a." 1
_
This book is a perfect mine of information relating to ancient gym.nasties. It was written in adv_ocacy of exercise as a hygienic measure,
and its arguments are enforced by facts and testimony from no less
·
, than one hundred and twenty-three classical authors. 2
JTbe :first·edition of this book ~as issued before the publication of Mulcaster's
"Positions," since that write~· quotes freely from it. Other editions -bear the
imprint of 1587, 1601, and 1672, the edition of 1601 being the f•;mrth.
.
cThe character and scope of the work may be shown by the following chapter
titles:
-B-ook First: Chapter 1, concerning the beginnings of medicine; chapter 2, concerning hygiene, and what may be drawn therefrom; chapter 3, what gymnastics is, and
how many kinds; chapter 4, concerning the subject of gymnastics, nnd the praises
of it; cha,pter 5, at what time and in whnt way gymnastics may be taken; chapt,er 6,
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MUton's jdea of physical training related principally to preparatio~
for warfare, as this extract from his Treatise on Education shows:
This institntion of bre~dmg whi<.:.h I here_delineate shall be equally good both for
peace and war; therefore about an hour and a half ere they eat at noon should be
allowed -for exercise and due rest afterwards. ,.
" The exercise which I commend first is the exact use of their weapon, to gnard and to strike safely with the
edge or point; this will keep them healthy, nimble, and strong, and well in breath,
is also the likeliest means to make them grow large and tall, and to inspire them
with a gallant and fearless coura,ge, which being tempered with seasonable lectures
and precep_ts to them of true fortitude and patience will turn into a native and heroic
valor and make them Late the cowardice of wrong doing.
They must be practiced in all the locks antl gripes of wrestling, wherein Englishmen were wont to excel, as need may often be in fight to tug or grapple and to
close. And this, perhaps, will be enough wherein to prove and heat thefr single_
strength.
Abul}-t two hours before supper they are, by a sudden alarum or watchword, to be _
called out of their military motions under sky or covert, according to the season,
as was the Roman wont; first on foot, then, as their age permits, on horseback-, to
all the arts of cavrtlry; that having in sport1 but wifh much exactness, and daily
muster, served out the rudiments of their soldiership in all the skill of embattling,
marching, encarnpipg, fortifying, besi~ging, and battering, with all the helps of
ancient and modern strategems, tactics, and warlike maxims, they may, as it were,
out of a long war, ~ome forth renowned and perfect commanders in the service of
their country.
concerning the gymnastics of the ancients; chapter 7, concerning the various kind
of men who may be gathered t,ogether in a gymnasium; chapter 8, concerning the
different parts of gymnasiums; chapter 9, concerning the palestra a,nd other parts of
the gymnasium; chapter 10, concerning the baths of the gymnasium and also concerning the stadium; chapter 11, concerning the reclining at the feasts of the ancients,
and to this extent concerning the origin of the custom of feasting together in the day;
chapter 12, concerning the authors of gymnastics and the attendants of gymnasiums;
chapter 13, concerning the differences between the three kinds of gymnastics: the
warlike, the legi tirnate, or medical, and the vicious, or athletic; chapter 14, concerning the vicious, or athletic, gymnastics; chapter 15, concerning the manner of
living of the athlete.
, _
Book Second: Chapter 1, what exercise is, and in what it differs from labor 9,nd
gesticulatio11; chapter 2, conce'rning the division of medical gymna-stics; chapter 3,
concerning <lancing; cha:p.ter 4, concerning the game of ball; chapter 5, concerning
the .u;arne of ball as played by the Latins; chapter 6, concerning pantomime, or the
third division of dancing; chapter 7, concerning the end of danc1ng and the pla.ce;
chapter 8, concerning wrestling; c~apter 9, concerni!,!g boxing, the pancratium, a!_ld
cestu~es; chapter 10, concerning running; chapter 11, concerning leaping; chapter
12, concerning the discus and the halteres [dumb bells]; chapter 13, concerning
throwing.
Book Third: Chapter 1, concerning the progress of the work and the reason for
presenting the treatise; chapter 2, concerning walking; chapter 3, whether it may
be an exercise to stand erect; chapter 4, concerning the kinds of hand-to-hand fight~;
chapter 5, concerning some other kinds of exercise; chapter 6, concerning the holding of the breath; chapter 7, concerning crying aloud and other exercises of the
voice; chapter 8,- concerning the cricilasia [the whip-top], the tiocus [the tru.ndling hoop], and the pilamalleus [a game played with wooden balls and mallets, the
source from which medern croquet sprang]; chapter 9, concerning horsemanship;
chapter 10, concerning chariot riding; chapter 11, concerning ri<ling in the litter and
the chair; chapter 12, concerning shaking made by hanging beds and cradles, and
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JOHN LOCKE'S UTTERANCES AND INFLUENCE.

Bnt the influence of each of these authors was at best only temporary,
a11d iloue of them was a link in the chain that connected the ancient

with modern gymnastics. After Montaigne the next writer that may
_ be so considered was John Locke, whose Thoughts on Education was
published in 1693.
Locke's ideas were undoubtedly influenced by the writings of
Rabelais and Montaigne, and possibly those of Elyot, but whatever may
haYe been their source, if is certain that be set them forth in a clear
and philosophical style peculiarly his_ own, and though some of bis
recommmidations are at variance with the teachings of modern medical
science, he must be considered as one of the most conspicuous advocates
of rational physical trafning. His utterances upon the subject relate
more to the preservation of the hea-1th than do those of either of his
concerning the couch; chapter 13, con,cerning s.1,iling and fishing; chapter 14, concerning swimming; chapter 15, conc€.rning hunti.r::g.
Book Fourth: Cl.apter 1, concerni:.... ~ the reason for proceeding, and concerning
' the nse of exercise; chapter 2, confutation of the opinion of th em who condem n
exercise for the healthy; and concerning the necessity of exercising and the achuntages; chapter 3, disapprobation of them wh.o suppose that all men should b e exercised; chapter 4, they are confuted who wish the a.ccustomed only to be exerci ed ;
chapter 5, concerning the varieties of exercises; chapter 6, concerning the degrees
of health and disease; chapter 7, whether diseased bodies may come together to
be exercised in any way; chapter 8, concerning the exercising of the infirm and of
old men; chapter 9, concerning the exercising of the healthy; chapter 10, concerning the places in which the exercises should be done; chapter 11, concerning the
proper time for exercises; chapter 12, -how much exercise should be.. taken; chapter
13, concerning the manner of exercising.
Book Fifth: Chapter 1, concerning ~he order of the-progress, and concerning some
things deservfog to be known; chaptei 2, concerning the various effects of exercises;
chapter 3, concerning the effects of dancing; chapter 4, concerning the effects of
lames of ball; chapter 5, concerning the advantages and disadvantages of wrestling; chapter 6, concerning the capabilities of boxing, the pancration, and the cestuses; chapter 7, concerning th e nature of running; chapter 8, what lea p may be
best; chapter 9, concerning the conditions of the halteres [dumb-bolls]; chapter
10, concernfng the effects of the discuses and of throwing; chapter 11, concerningthe qualities of walking; chapter ·12, agai-n concerning the q nalities of walking.
Book Sixth: Chapter 1, the effect of standing erect; chapter 2, concerniug the
effects of boxing; chapter 3, concerning the qualities of certain other exercises;
chapter 4, concerning the virtues of holding the breath; ch'lipter 5, concerning the
virtues of the exercises of the voice, and .first concerning crying. aloud and singing;
chapter 6, concerning the qualities of reading aloud, conversation, laughter, and weeping; chapter 7, concerning the qualities of the cricilasia, the trochus, and the
pilamallens; chapter 8, concerning the virtue~ of horsemanship; chapter 9, concerning the qualities of riding in general; chapter 10, concerning the particular qualities
of riding in the carriage, the litter, and the· chair; chapter 11, concerning the virtues
being borne in a banging bed, a cradle, and a ship; chapter 12, concerning the
effects of swimming and fishing; chapter 1-3, concerning the conditions of hunting.

of
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predecessors, and in this he was influenced, like Montaigne, b7 his own
bodily ailrueuts. In his Essay xm Study he says:
The ;rinciifal encl why we are to get knowledge here is to make use of it for the
benefit of ourselves and others in this world; but if but gaining it we destroy our
healtl.J, we l~bor for a thing that is useless in our hands. " * "" He that sinks his
vessel by overloading it, though it be with gold and silver and precious stones, will
give his owner but an ill,account of his voyage.

His treatise on Education opens iu the same strain, the first sentences
being:
,
A sound mind in a sound body is a short but full description of a happy state in this
vrnrld. He that has these two bas little more to wish for; and he that wants either .
of them will be but little .the better for anything el~e.

·Locke followed dfrectly in Montaigne's footsteps iu earnestly opposiug "cockering and tenderness" by which he believed most children's
constitutions are spoiled, or at least harmed. He would have them
accustomed to endure extremes of heat and cold, and to illustrate_the
possibilities .of the human body for ,endurance cites the Scythiau pbisosopher who used to go naked in frost and snow, and the children of
Malta who are reconciled to the beat by being kept stark naked from
their cradles till they are 10 years old.
He believed in the efficacy of swimming and open air exercises generally, enforcing bis argument with the observation that "if my master
be alwa,ys kept in the shade and never exposed to the sun and wind for
fear of bis complexion, it may be good to make him a beau, but not a
,man of business." The recommendations concerning the body and the
health are summarized in "these few and easy observable rules: Plenty
of air,exercise, and sleep; plain diet; no wine or strong driuk,and very
little or no physic; not too warm or strait clothing, especially the head
and feet kept cold, and the feet often used to cold water and exposed to

we.t."
'
Locke considered dancing, music, fencing, "riding the great horse,"
and wrestling- to be mere accomplishments, and tolerated them only
because custom made them necessary parts of the breeding of gentlemen.
As to diversion, he offers the following hint:
The weakness of our constitutions, both of mind and body, requires that we should
be . often nu bent; and he that will make a good use of any part of 'his life must
allow a portion of it to recreation. At least this must not be denied to young
people, unless whilst you with too much hasta make them old you have the displeasure to set them in their graves or a second childhood sooner than you would
wish. " " "
Perhaps, as I have above- said, it would be none of the least secret& of education
to make the exercises of the body and mind the recreation one to another. I doubt
n ot but that something might be done in it by a prudent man that would well consider the temper and inclination of his pupil. For he that is wearied either with
study or clancrng does not desire presently to go to sleep but to do something else
which may divert and delight hin(.

After Locke the number of champions of physical exercise increased
perceptibly, though their efforts were confined largely to the writing of
books, most of which were devoted to medical gymnastics.
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CHILD LIFE IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.

About the middle of the eighteenth century, however, evidence of
general dissatisfaction with the prevailing methods of educa ion ecame
apparent. It is true that bodily exercises were abundant in the chool
but, unfortunately, it was the teachers who received the ben fit and
the pupils served merely as parts of the "apparatm-:; ,: with whi h the
''movements" were connected. The following paragTaph indi ate
what manner of exercises were n:iost practiced:
About this time died Hauherle, collega jubilaens, at a villaCYe in uabia.
nring
the fifty-one years and seven months of his official life, he had, by moderate o putation, inflicted 911,527 blows with a rod, 124,010 blows with a cane, 20,9 9 blow and
raps with a ruler, 136,715 blow8 with the hand, 10,235 blows o,,er the mouth, 7, 0
boxes on the ear, 1,118,800 raps on the head, and 22,763 nota benes ith the ible,
catechism, singing book, and grammar. He had 777 time made boy kn el on p a
and 613 times on a three-cornered piece of wood; had made 3,001 w ar th ja ka. ,
and 1,707 hold the rod up; not to enumerate various more unu nal puni bru ts
which be contrived on the spur of the occasion. * * * He had 3,000 expr i n
to scold with, of which he bad found about two-thirds readymade in hi native 1, nguage and the rest he had invented himself. 1

Next to the excessive tendency to verbalism in instruction and the
form of corporeal exercise just mentioned, tLe most conspicuous feature
of child life was the costume that the fashion of the time inflict d
upon them. "Hair frizzled with powder, and smeared with poma ie,
embroidered coats, knee breeches, silk stockings, a sword at their
sides'' completed a dress that was wholly inconsistent with the natural
activity of children and the cause of untold distress to them.
JEAN JACQUES ROUSSE.AU.

The absurdity of these practices had not escaped observation, and
thP- time was ripe for the advent of the philosopher whose works were
destined to wield a wider influence than any other writer who bas ever
appeared in the field of education:__Jean Jacques Rousseau.
- The paths previously trodden by Rabelais, Montaigne, and Locke
were also followed by Rousseau, but where they stopped was but bis
sta,rting place. In the preface to Emile he says:
Among so many writings, which, as it is pretended, have no other end than the
public utility, that which is of the most importaut use, the art of forming man, is
still forgotten. My subject was entirely new, even after Mr. Locke's treatise, and I
am much afraid it will be so after mine. " * *
With respect to what may be called the systematical part of this essay, it is
nothing more than the progress of nature.

In these sentences is the key to tbe whole of Rousseau's philosophy.
He contemplated nothing less than a revolt against all the accepted
p1~actices in education and recourse to the ''progress of nature."
The care and training of the body necessarily occupied a conspicuous
1

Quoted in Barnard's J oumal of Education from Pedagog. Convers.
ED
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place in the "natural'' system that was the antithesis of the artificial
methods of the time.
- The following are extracts from the first and second Qooks of Emile,
and it was in them, as an essential part of the scheme of Rousseau, that
modern gymnast~cs bad its origin:
Experience shows us that a great many more chil~ren die who have been bred in
delicacy than others. Provided they do not exceed the measure of their.. strength
t.here is less risk in using them to exercise, than to inaction and indolence. Inure
their bodies to the intemperance of the seasons, climates, and elements; to hunger,
thirst, and fatigue; clip them in tho waters of tho Styx.
'--To strengthen the body and make it grow nature h as her ways and means which
ought not to be opposed. Yon should not compel a chih.1 to abide in a plac-e when
he wants to be gone; nor to be gone when ho is desirous to stay. If childre11 be not
spoilt by ourselves they never have any useless desires . They ought to be suffered
to leap, to run, and to hollow when they have -a mind. All their motions are so
many wants in their constitutions, which is endeavoring to gather strength.
The body must be vigorous to obey the soul; a good serva,nt ought to be robust.
" The weaker the , body the more it commands; the stronger, the more it
obeys.
* A feeble body weakens the mind; this gave rise to physic, an art
more pernicious to mankin_cl than all the disease which it pretends to remove.
If you desire your pupil. should improve in mental abilities, let him improve that
corporeal shength which is to be su-bject to their direction. Let his body have continued exercise; let him grow strong and robust, to the end that be riiay improve in
wisdom and rea_son; let hini labor and toil; let him halloo out loud, and be.in constant
motion; let him show himself a man by his vigor, and he will soon become such by
his reason.
It is indeed a lamentabl~ mistake to imagine that the exercise of the body should
prejudice the operations of the mind, as if these two actions were not to move in
concert, and one ought not always to direct the other. "
As for my pupil, or rather disciple of nature, being accustomed to depend as much
as possible on his own stock he does not apply incessantly to others for advice, much
less does he make a parade of his knowledge.
.,. * Incessantly in motion, he is
obliged to observe a great many objects and to know a variety of effects, he acqufres
experience betimes, he takes his lesson fror'l nature, not from man; he gains instruction so much the easier, as it comes unp-ercei ved. Thus his body and mind are
trained to exercise at the same time. Acting up to his own ideas, and not to the
notions of others, he constantly unites ·two different operations; the stronger and
more robust he grows the niore he improves in abilities and judgment. This is the
way to attain to perfections which many consider as incompatible, yet are generally
possessed by all great men; namely, vigor of body and strength of mind; philosophic reason with athletic agility.
Those who have, reflected on tho method of living ·among the ancients attribute
that vigor of body and mind, for which tlley were remarkably distinguished from
the moderns, to gymnastic exercises. The manner in which Montaigne supports
this opinion shows that he was fully convinced of it.
* The sage Mr. Locke,
the gootl M. Rollin, tllc learned Fleury, the ped~nt Cronsaz, though they differ
widely from each other in everything else, agree, nevertheless, in this single point,
that it is necessary to use children to a great deal of exercise. Of all their precepts,
this is the most judicious; and yet it still is, and ever wil,l be, the most neglected.
A growing body ought to be a fqil liberty in every part; nothing ought to check
the motion or increase of the limbs; nothing should be too tight or fit very close, and
there should be no ligatures
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Tbere are some kinds of exercise, merely natu~al and mechanica:, which ~ontrfu~to
to bodily streng_!h without impairing the mind; swimming, runmng !capm(T, whipping-a top, throwing stones, all that is very well; but ha Ye we nothlng mor tha.n
Jecr:3 and arms 1 Have we not also eyes and ears, and are these organs al~ogeth r
su;erfluous in the use of those limbs1 _You are, th erefore, not on_ly ~o .s: rc1sc y our
bodily strength, but the organs of sense by which that strength 1 direct 1.

11 he publication of Emile, which occurred in 1762, created <- pr foun l
sensation throughout Europe. Its revolutionary tendenci
an it
inclination toward atheism were such that Rousseau wa oblig d t
from Paris to escape arrest, was for}?idclen to enter Gene a un r
o_f incarceration, and his book was burned by the common han m
He was driven from 1\fotiers, a village in N eufchatel, by a rn
, nd
fina11y sought refuge in England. The continental pre
ro ag
t
him with unexampled fury. He was called an "impion per. 11
atheist," "a mad man," "a wild beast," "a wolf."
Nevertheless his teachings did not pass unheeded, and iu im tl1 y
wrought a wonderful change in the_education of Europe.
B.A.SED0W'S PHIL.A.NTHR0PIN.

Their first practical application was in the Philanthropin, an e ncational institution established in 1774 in Dessau, by Johann Bernh. rd
13asedow, und6r the patronage of the Prince of Anhalt-Des au.
Here it was that the beginning was made in the abandonment of
medireval methods of instruction, and here it was that physica.I exercise first found a pla.ce in a modern school.
In the order of exercises prescr-ibed were dancing, riding, turning
planing, carpentry, and walking. All these were under the care of
teachers who conducted them in the earnest spirit that may have be n
looked for in institntions under - the influence of the philo ophy of
Rousseau. The boys also ran footraces, wrestled in the open air, etc.
The preposterous costume of the period was discarded and the pupils
were clothed in easy and convenient sailor jackets and pantaloons, ,
while their hair was cut short and entirely innocent of powder and
pomade.
SA.LZi\'IA.NN AND GUTSMUTHS, AND 'l'HEI.R FOLLOWERS.

The Philanthropin attracted wide attention and was -yisit~d by" many
skillful men, citizens of the world, most of whom had come from abroad
for the purpose." Other institutions modeled _after it arose in_ all
_q uarters . . The most notable was that of Salzmann, who had been a
teacher in the Philanthropin, but left it in 1784 to fou-ncl the ' institute at
Schnepfenthal. Salzmann himself did not enlarge the circle of exercises which had been practiced at Dessau, but in 1785 be associated
with him Johann Gutsmuths, and to him confided the direction of the
gymnastics.
Gutsmuths, with great care and judgment, worked out a system of discipline in the
- fullest <l.etail, an<l. at Schnepfenthal_there was serious earnestness in the department
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of pµysical training. The children played, not only for the sake of relaxation from
the labor of the school, but their bodily e_x ercises were made a necessary part of their
intellectual training and an indispeusable department of instruction in the school. 1

After seven years' experiments in which he made use, as he says, of
all that he found out from ancient usages, from the historical remains
of earlier and later antiquity, all that reflection and sometimes chance
offered to him, Gutsmutbs published the first edition of his work on .
Gymnastics for the Young. This book, the first manual of German
gymnastics, gained a wide influence and was translated into Danish,
French, and Englisb. 2
In comparing Gutsmuths' book with Mulcaster s Positions the similarity between them is striking. Both drew:freely from classical sources,
both were wHtten for schools, and both regard the preservation of the
health and the atta,inment of a higher type of manhood as of paramount
importance. The Englishman lived -over two hundred years before the-German author, and his writings contain many of the fantastic errors
of the age, but in the judgment shown in the application of the movements to the special needs of his pupils, and in the sound common sense
c1isplayed i11 the conduct of the exercises generally, Mulcaster is not
one whit inferior to Gutsmuths. The influence of Gyrnnasties for the
, Young was far greater than that ofthe ,Positions, but it was only because
its publication came at a more opportuue tim e.
At Dessau in the meantime physical exercises were still continued in
the original Philanthropin, and in 1794 Vieth, then rector, published
an Encyclop&dia of Bodily Exercises, which was also widely circulated;
and was, with Gutsmuths' book, the source from which the most of
- J ahn's ideas were derived '.
Another of the most influential of the earlier advocates of gymnastics
was the famous Meierotto, rector of the J oachimsthal Gymnasium in
Berlin, who in 1790 provided a large area for the practjce of gymnastics, and induced King Frederick William II to contribute there1i_o a
sum equal to about $22,500.
1

Ra.umer's History of Pedagogy.
In the English edition the work is erroneously ascribed to Salzmann, and his name
is placecl upon th e title-page as its author. It is hard to a~count for so egregious an
error. But the probable explanation is that the tran slator was acquainted with
Salzmann's Elements of Morality, an(l knowing that h e was principal of the Schnepfenthal Institute, imagined, when h e saw so excellent a uook ascribed to "Gutsmuths,
Erzieher zu Schnepfenthal," that Salzmann h ad written it under a pseudonym. The
peculiar name Gutsmuths, which means "good courage," no doubt aided to deceive
the translator.
The translation_ is "free" to a degree. The translator says, "I have ventured to
take some few liberties, partly to render it more English, partly to adaptit more to
the use of the boys themselves, at the same time that I have endeavored to increase
its practical utility by occasional condensation, alteration, or add ition."
It is, therefore, no wonder that even such an historian as Charles Henry Schaible
should fall into the error, and make separate mention of a book 1.,y Salzmann and
another by Gutsmuths, when in reality there had b een but one.
·
2
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Nachtegall, stimulated by the work of Gutsmuths, opened a pri~ate
gymnasium in Copenhagen in 1799, and so popularized the exercises
that they were enthusiastically practiced throughout Denmark. As a
result of his work, it was in Denmark that gymnastics was first formally adopted for the schools and the army. Its introduction in the
schools was decreed in 1828, and before 1831 all but 17 4 school' were
provided with facilities for gymnastic exercises.
PEST.A.LOZZI.

Pestalozzi, too, was :i;noved to take up the cause of physical edu ·ation
and he did it in this wise:
It is s 11ch a bodily training as the children of our ancestors had and enjo ed that
must be given to our children, and the spirit of their popular gymna. tics mu t be
raised up again. But this is no partial spirit, it submits to no-infln n e from the
popular festivals. Ont.he contrary, these, if genuine, are only -th expre ion of the
prevalence of it. It must be just as universally active and visible in honsenold , in
schools, in the l abor of the field, in Sunday sports, and in amusement,, as on the Alps
and a.t the shepherds' festivals . It must apl?ear in the opinions of the people re p cting their corporeal necessities, and in the care for them. The attainment of thi
object is entirely impossible, unless there is awakened in the young, from childhood
np, and made universal, a lofty, active, and independent sense of power, and this
will inspire the child of itself to all which is desiraule for the salvation of the fatherland.1

Pestalozzi introduced physical exercises in his famous institute at
Yverdun in 1807. As sensible as his views were on the general utility
of gymnastics, when he came to reduce them to a practical system his
methods were, to say the least, unique. All the movements were
directed, not to the muscles, but to the joints. He says:
The essence of elementary gymnastics consists in nothing else than a series of
exercises for the joints, by which is learned, from step to step, all that a child can
learn with respect to the structure and movements of his body and its a.rticulations. * " '"' He can acquire this knowledge in the quickest and easiest way by
means of these questions : What motions can I make with each separate limb of my
body and with each separate joint of itf * , * " How can the movements of sev- eral limbs and several joints he combined togetherf
FELLENilERG'S SCHOOL AT HOFWYL.

Physical training received a prominent place in the "Principles of
Education'' of Fellenberg, whose ag:ricultural school at Hofwyl is
declared by Henry Barnard to have exerted a wider influence than any
other one institution in Europe ·o r _l\.merica during the present century.
Fellenberg says:
A great variety of exercises of -the body and the senses are err;iployed to prepare
our pupils for the fulfillment of their destination. It is by means of such exercises
that every man should acquire a knowledge of his physical strength and attain confidence with regard to those efforts of which he is capable, instead of that foolhardine8s which endangers the existence of many who have not learned to estimate their
own powers correctly. ~ '" * Pure air; a suitable diet, regular exercise and
1

Barnard's Journal of Education, vol. 8, p. 193.
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repose, and a proper distribution of time are the principal me.a.us of physical euucation. It is as essential that a pupil leave his s,t udies during the time appropriated
as that he may study during the hours devoted to that purpose ..
Voluntary exercise is to be encouraged by providing suitable games, by affording
opportunities for gardening, by excursions, and by bathing. Regular gymnastic
- exercises should be insisted on as a means of developing the body. A healthy action
of the bodily fram e has an important inflnence on both mind and morals.
FRIEDRICH LUDWIG JAHN AND THE TURNERS.

All these things-the discussions concerniug Rousse.au, the work
and the writings of the "Philanthropists," the books of Gutsmuths
and Vieth, the reports of the institutions of Pestalozzi and Fellenberg,
and the efforts of Nachtegall in Denmark-served to "advertise"
bodily exercise, and to educate the public mind to an appreci~tion of
its value. There was still lacking, however, that popular enthusiasm
and_that general participation in its practice without which it might
soon have relapsed into its former state of somnolence. But the way
was prepared for the "Father of Modern Gymi-iastics,"· Friedrich
Ludwig Jahn. This man was of rugged, aggressive nature, but withal
possessed of a st.rong personal magnetism that gave bi:yi a wonderful
hold over his disciples and made him one of the most popular men of
his time. The story of his w?rk is best told in his own words: 1
During the beautiful spring of 1810 a few of my pupils ~ began to go out with me
into the woou.s and fieltls on the holiday afternoons of Wednesday and Saturday,
and the habit became confirmed. Their number increased and we hacl various youthful sports and.exercises. Thus we went on till the dog clays, when the number was
very large, but very soon fell off · again. But there was left a select number, . a
nucleus, who held together e,en during the winter, with whom the first turning
ground was opened in the spring of 1811 in the Hasenheicle.
At the present time many exercises are practi-cecl in company, in open air, and
before the eyes of all, under the name of turning . But then the names turning
system, turning, turner, turning ground, and the like, came up all at once and gave
occasion for much excitement; scandal, aucl authorship. The subject was discussed
even in the French daily papers. And even here in our own country it was at first
said, The ancient German ways have brought forth a new folly. But this was not
all. Unfavorable opinfons sprang up from time to time as numerous as the sands of
the sea. They had never any reasonable ground, and it was laug-hable to see how
they opposed with words that whose works wore speaking so plainly.
During the winter we studied whatever could be got on the subject. And we
reflect witll gratitude upon our predecessors, Vieth and Gutsmuths. The stronger
and more experienced of my pnpils, among whom was.my present assistant and fellow-laborer, Ernst EiseJen, made a very skillful use of their writings, and were
able during the next summer to labor as instructor s 'in turning. Among those who
then devoted themselves especially to swinging exercises, ::mcl a.fterward assisted
in the full and artistic development of them and even became thorough masters iu
them, wore Pischon and Zeuker, who fell, on the 13th of September, 1813, at the
Gohrde.
In the summer of ~812, 'both. the turning ground a1Hl system of exercises were
1
In Di e deutsche Turnkunst, published in 1816. The translation is as it appears
in Barnanl's Journal of Education, vol. 8, p. 196.
2
Jahn was then a teacher in one of the city schools of I3erlin.
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enlarged. They became more varied from turning day to turning day, and ':ere
mutually developed by the pupils in their frienclly contests of youthful emulation.
- It is impossible to say in detail who first discovered, tried, investigated, proved, and
completed one 01: another exercise. - From the very beginning, the turning syst_cm
has shown great community of spirit, patriotic feeling, perseverance, and self-dema_l.
Every extension or development of it was used for the common good. And such 1s
still the case. Professional envy, the absurd ·dee of selfishness, meanne · , and
despair, can be charged to no turner. Augus_t Thaer, the youngest brother of a iruing group of three, at that time invented sixty exercises on the horizontal pol ,
which he afterward increased to a hundred and thirty-two. ·wh ile Thaer, wa
taking care of n, sick brother in the field dur:ing the war, the same epidemic carried him off, in 1814, of which his brother r ecovered. He had before that tim
assisted in the establishment of a turning ground at ,vrietzen, on tho Oder. Toward
the end of the summer exercises of 1812, a sort of association of turners was formed
for the purpose of the scientific investigation aucl n,rtistic organization of the turning system: in the most useful and generally applicable manner. This la t d during
the whole of that winter in which the French were frozen up during their flio-ht
from Moscow. In this association tbe place of manager was, according to my wi h,
filled by Friedrich Friesen, of Magdeburg. "
On tho King's proclamation of February 3, 1813, all the turners capable of b ar-ing arms entered the field. After long persi:rnsion, I succeeded, at Bre Iuu, in inducing Ernst Eiselen, one of my oldest pi1pils, to take cliarge of tho turning institution
during the w ar.
"
_
I myself accompanied Eiselen from Breslau to Berlin, at the time when the Pru sian army commenced its march and tho capital was alreacly freed from the Fren cli,
a11d introduced ·him to the authorities and the principals of schools, who promised
him all manner of cooperation, and who have ever since sho"n confidence in him.
Since that time Eiselen has been at the head of the turning institutic,n during the
sumrn~rs of 1813 and 1814 and the intervening winter, and has conducted the e:s: rcises of those who were t_oo young to carry arms.
At the end of July, 1814, I returned to Berlin ancl passed the rest of the summer
and the first part of the winter in laboring industriously for the improvement of
the turning ground. During tho autumn I had erected a climbing pole, 60 feet
high, a useful arnl .necessary- apparatus for climbing, and, in a l evel country, indispensabla for training the eye to long distances. In winter, when the volunteers
returned, bringing many turners with them, the associated discussiou s upon the
turning system were renewed. The exercrses of all the summer were considered
and discussed, and the subject elucidated by argumen-t.
On tho escape and return of Napoleon all the turners able to bear arms volunteered.again for the field, only two who had fought during the campaigns of 1813 and
1814 remaining l1t home, from th'3 consequences of thoEe campaigns. The younger
ones, who remained behind, now took hold of the work again with renewed zeal.
During the spring and summer of 1815 the turning ground received still further
improvements and enlargements.
In the following autumn and early part o:f winter the turning system was again
made the subject of associated investigation. After the s11bject had been ripely
considered and investigatecl in the turning council, and opinions had been compared, experience cited, and views corrected, a beginning was made in collecting in
one whole all the results of earlier and later labors on the subject, and all the separate fragments a.nd contributions relative to it, a labor which has lastly been revised
by my own pen.
Although it was only one architect ~ho at first drew the plan, yet master, associates, pupils, and workmen have all labored faithfully and honestly upon the structure, and have all contrilmted their shares to it.

- Jahn made the turning association far more than a mere gymnastic
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organization. The fatherland held the first place in his heart and
German nationality was his fondest dream. He threw all the warmth
of his passionate nature into his utterances when he addressed his
turners. A high standard of morality he insisted upon, but the love
of Germany was to him the one virtue besides which all others were
trifles.
The following is characteristic:
Bold, free, joyous, and pious is the realm of the turner. The universal code of
the moral law is his rule of conduct. To dishonor another would disgrace him.
To become a model, an example, is what be should strive after. His chief lessons
are these: To seek the utmost symmetry in development and cultivation; to be
industrious; to learn thoroughly; to intermeddle with nothing unmanly; to permit
himself to be enticed by no seduction of pleasure, dissipatiou, or amusement, such
as are unsuitable for the young. And such admonitions and warnings should be
given in such terms as to insure a school of virtue from becoming one of vice.
But, again, it should not be concealed, that the highest and holiest duty of a
German boy or German youth is to become and to remain a German man, tllat he
may be able to labor efficiently for his people and his fatherland, and with credit
to his ancestors, the rescuers of the world. Secret youthful sins will thus best be
avoided by setting before the young, as the object of attainment, growth into good.
men. The waste of the powers and years of youth in enervating a.musements,
animal riot, buming lust, and beastly debauchery, will cease as soon as the young
recognize the idea. of the feeling of manly life. But all education is useless imd
idle which leaves the pupil to disappear, like a will-o'-the-wisp, in .the wa.ste folly
of a fancied cosmopolitanism, and does not confirm him in patriotic feeling". And
thus, even in the worst period of the French domination, love of king and fatherland were preached to and impressed upon the youths of the turning association.
Anyone who does anything foolish or insulting to the German manners or language,
in words or action, either privately or publicly, should first be admonished, then
warned, and, if be does not then cease his un-German actions, he should be driven
away from the turning-ground in the sight of all men. No one ought to enter a
turning association who is knowingly a perverter of German natio:p.ality, and praises,
loves, promotes, or defends foreign manners.
VARYING FORTUNES OF THE TURNERS' ASSOCIATION.

The turners rapidly increased in number, and their organization spread
over all northern Germany, and even penetrated the southern states.
Its original direct connection with educational institutions was gradually lost, but its members continued to be young men,-and for the most
part students. The strong patriotic impulse with which Jahn imbued
his followers led them into the agitation for constitutional government
that was then rife over Europe, but in their youthful enthusiasm their
zeal outr.an their judgment, and they carried their boasted devotion to
the fatherland to the extent of attempting reform where reform was not
demanded. Their services to Germany had been valuable, but they
· conceived such exaggerated notions of their importance that they
seemed to imagine that tbe continuance of the German nation depended
upon them. This did not fail to arouse enmity, and bitter controversies
sprung up. 1 The reactionist ministers, too, realized tlle political power
1

Raumer's History of Pedagogy.
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of the turners' association, and when Metternich, the Austrian statesman, presented to the King of Prussia, in 1818, a set·of recommendations for the management of Prussian affairs, this was .among them: '
The yevolutionists, dpspairing of effecting their aim themselves, have formed the
settled plan ,of educating the next genera.t i on for revolution. The gymnastic establishment is a preparatory school for university disorders. The university seizes the
youth as he lea ves boyhood and gives him a revolutionary training. This mischief
is common to all Ger·many~ and must, be checked by- the joint action of the governments. Gymnasia, on the contrary, were invented in Berlin, and sprang from Berlin. For these palliative measures .are no longer sufficient. , It has become- the duty
of state for the King of Prussia to destroy this evil. Tlie whole institution in every
shape must be closed and _uprooted. 1

'
The Prussian Gove1;nment, however, was disposed
to f~vor the gyTI?-nasia and the recommendation was not immediately followed. - An
official inquiry was made into the turning system as it then existed,
and in the scheme of national ~ducation then in preparation by Siivern
bodily exercise once n~ore found a place. A plan was drawn up for
-providing t he public schools with turning- grounds in 1819, but this
had not received the signature of the King wbe_n Kotzebue, the Russian agent who had been particularly active in his opposition to liberalism, \Yas assassinated by a turner named Carl Sand. This occurrence
so enforced t h e arguments of Metternich that the approval of the King ~
was withheld from the proposed scheme, and inste~.d, the closing of all
the turning establishments was ordered, and Jahn himself was imprisoned. After a few ye:ars the restrictions were removed, but the political· activity of the turners caused their organization . to. be again .
repressed in 1832 and once more in 1848,_but since 1860 the' association,
divested of its political aspects, bas enjoyed continued prosperity and
steady growth. Its members now number nearly four hundred and
fifty thousand, and about half of them are "active turners."
SCHOOL GYMNASTICS IN PRUSSIA.. ,

-Popular gymnastics was, as we have seen, at an early period in its
history, divor ced from the ~chools; school gymnastics therefore did not
suffer all the vicissitudes of the turning association.
The introduction of bodily exercise in the state schools of Prussia
was first discussed in ·1804, when Massow made it -an essential feature
ill his proposed plan of national ejlucation. In 1808 Scharnhorst, Stein,
a11d Humboldt were all favorably inclined to a similar scheme, but the
wars with t he F rench intervened and prevented the accomplishment of
any permanent results in either case. The failure of Siivern's scheme ·
in 1819 has j ust been noted.
In 1836 a heat ed discussion was aroused by a paper by Dr. Lorinser,
published in ·a medical journal, in which he ~ttacked the methods of ,,
instruction t hat prevailed in the gymnasien, or higher school for boys.
He charged them wit h overloading the mind of the youth with a mul- 1

Fy:ffe's History of Modern Europe, vol. 11, p. 137.
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tiplicity of subjects at the expense of their. cheerfulnesH of temperament
and of their bodily healtlt. The effect of the agitation was favorable to
gymnastics, and on October 24, ]837, a cabinet order was issued permitting gymnastics in the schools once more. In 1842 the King of
Prussia on the combined recommendation of the ministers of education,
of war, and of the interior) approved a cabinet order that "bodily exercises should be acknowledged formally as a necessary and indispensable integral part of male education and should be adopted as an agency
in the education of the people." The same order authorized the establishment_of gymnastic institutes in connection with the "gymnasien,
the higher middle schools, the training schools for teachers, aud the
division and brigade schools in the army.''
The first active step taken by the Prussian GoYernment in the direc-tion indicated by this permissive order was the ordinance of 1844,
which directed the establishment of in and out door gymnasia in sufficient numbers to supply the requirements of all the higher schools f9r
males. It provided that Wednesday aml Saturday afternoons should
be devoted to gymnastics; and that if practicable the pupils should
e,xercise for an hour-every day. A normal scbool for teachers of gymnastics was opened in 1848, but was discontinued -after a brief existence. In 1851 the Royal Gentral 'Gymnastic Institute was established
for the instruction of army officers and school teachers, but in 1877 the
two branches of its work were divided and a separate school was established for each class of its students.
In the people's, or elementary, schools the introduction of physical
exercises was first decreed in 1860, and in 1862 another order made par.
ticipation obligatory upon all mr~les unless excused by reason of a
physician's certificate that tbe pupil's health would be injured thereby.
Girls are not so generally provided for, but in many cities the exercises
are compulsory upon them as well as the boys_. At the present time
about two-thirds of the schools in Prussia lrnve gymnasiums of their
own and nearly all the others have some provision for exercising.

GYMNASTICS IN THE KINGDOM OF SAXONY.

A historical review l>y Prof. MonITz

ZETTLER,

of Chemnitz.

[Translated from tbe Germau by L. R. Klemm .1

The beginnings of organized efforts in behalf of gymnastics in Saxony may be traced back to the year 1818, when a club of about one
ltundred students· of the university of Leipzig devoted two·eveuings
per week to exercises in gymnastics. They did this during tlrn summer
in a garden. During the earlier part of the third decade ·several academic gymnastic societies were formed, the founders of which wer·e students who had come from Berlin, ltaving been J ah n's pupils. But in
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Leipzig, as in other parts of. Germany-, the agitation against demagogues
(Demagogenhetze) caused by the assassination of Kotzebue in 1819,
which for a time tyrannized entire Germany,destined th(3:first organized .
efforts in behalf _of gymnastics to an early death. In order to ; uproot _
this "evil d angerous to the state," the police of Lei'pzig, in 1825,_ordered
the parallel a nd horizontal bars and other apparatus of the societies ·
to be sawed off. This did not prevent tlie disciples of Jahn from continuing their exercises in secret. It is in;iportant to note that in.___1824 ·
_the educational institute, established by Hander in Leipzig, mentioned
gymnastics as an integral i')art of its course of study. All indic91tions
point to the fact that this institution was tlle first school- in Saxony
in whi_ch gymnastics was fostered. _ ~or tlie further development of _
physical education in Leipzig, the two,- afterward v ery distinguished
physicians, Bock and Sch:i::eber, were especially active. They familiar ized the p eople, by means of example, the sp0k.en word, and the press,.
with the aims and effotts of bodily exercise.
In Dresden a few army fencing masters bad made use of 1farallel and
horizontal bars in the ir instruction, but with little effect. The c,onditions changed, however, ,rhen Joh. Ad. Ludwig -w erner .(a, r etired
army officer) opened a gymnai$tic hall in 1831 in Dresden, and ·conducted
it with great skill. Most of· the private and public schools aided the
enterprise, so that the unmber of its pupils soon -rose to several lmndreds. Also girls' gymnastics fomtcl much favor. It can not be denied
that the instruction in gymnastics gjven by Werner" contains much
charlatanism, but the fact remains that he induced many noted people of authority and influence t9 ·examine into· the educational me!·its of
physical exercise, a thing that had been despised herctofor-e.
Almost at t he same time· (in 1833) Otto Heubner estab1isned in . his _native city, P lauen, in Vogtland, a gymnastic _hall that-was weli°patronized. As a consequence, in other cifies of the Vogtland similar
institutions were opened.
Werner in 1836 submitted to the Saxon chambers of deputi~s (Stiindekam1iiern) two of his works,- with the request "to take suitable measures
secure fo r physical education of the youtli the same consideration that is given to intcllectua,l education." The matter caused considerable discu ssion in both chambers. The result was the passage of ,
a resolution " to ·introduce gymuas-t ics -into all the high and normal
schools in the Kingdom, and to appropriate 1,500 reichsthaler ($1,125) _
per annum for that purpose." ,
Without delay gymnastics .was introduced (in 1837) into . all stat~
high schools (gymnasia) and training schools for teachers·. Though {t
took some time before satisfactory _re_sult.s could Be sbowu, the resolution referred t o had established something which was destined to be of lasting influence. Many years after that, namely; in August, 1876,
gymnastics was made an integral branch of the course of study in
secondary schools (in gymnasia, "real schools," and seminaries), oblig-

:to

all
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atory for all students, except cripples and invalids. Two hours per
~eek was the time appointed for regular gymnastic exercises. At
present the faculties of these schools have each a teacher who bas
passed the state exa,mination in gymnastics for high schools and conducts the exercises. Every secondary school of whatever kind in
Saxony has a gymnastic ball and suitable grounds. A state inspector
of gymnastics appointed by the minister of education supervises the
work of physical training in secondary schools of the Kingdom.
The first institutions for gymnastics were intended for male youth .
only, but from the very beginning men of riper age became interested
in physical exercise, and hence boys, youths, and men exercised
together. When a boy had succeeded by means of good res~lts to
become a "Vorturner" (a section-leader), he was in some institutions
by virtue of his position allowed to take part in the deliberations of
the members. This led in many towns of Saxony, shortly after 1840,
to the formation of gymnastic societies for adults only, who, however,
made it _a sp~cial object to facilitate and foster physical exercise among
tlie boys of their town. They offered special instruction for boys in
their gymnastic balls,· or in some cases placed their own teachers at
the disposal of the public schools. Soon followeu efforts to draw the
girls into the movement by interesting the parents in the matter, and
appointing special hours for girls' gymnastics. The societies which
did most in this direction were those of Plauen, Leipzig, and Dresden.
In these cities gymnastics for children reached a high standard of
excellence.
Gymnastic societies developed in Saxony_ especially during the period
from 1843 to 1848. Fifty-four flourishing societies sent delegates to the
convention of gymnasts who met November 1, 1846, in Dresden. At
this time the soci_ety at Dresden was the largest; it assumed a leading
position by affording an example for imitation in its admirable organization to all other societies in the Kingdom. Many of its members aided
energetically the periodical, The Gymnast (Der Turner), which was first
issued in January, 1846. This publication was so well conducted and
found so much favor that during the '' second German gymnastic festival," held in Frankfort-on-the-Main in 1847, the paper was made the
official gymnastic organ of entire Germany. The society in Dresden also
arranged for two courses for the training of gymnastic teaehers. The
society's propositions to the minister of education concerning the establishment of a state training school for gymnastic teachers found official
approval. The mini ster announced, as early as March 16~ 1849That he considered it his imperative duty to give gymnastics a place of equal
importance with other branches of publi c education; that, therefore, he had concluded to establish a training school for gymnastic teachers who could conduct sirch
exeTcises in the light of pedagogic science, and that h e had ordered the necessary
preparation for the opening of such a, school.

At Easter of 1849 the institution was to be opened, lJut tlrn iusur-
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rection which took place durin·g the following May prevented the execution , of this plan. Not until October 23, 1850, was the institution
formally opened, and the principal, Moritz Kloss (who afterward became ,
favorably known through his tireless and meritorious exertion in behalf
of gymnastics), was introduced into his new office.
The ihsurrect.i on mentioned was the cause of preventing the contemplated introduction of gymnaEltics into the lower schools. Man;y- noted
gymnasts from the different societies for physical culture had participated in the insurrection (popularly styled the revolution of 1848~'49),
· and after it was quelted an undiscriminating reactionary movement
against gymnastic societies was inaugurated, so that the heretofore
remarkable developmen t of gymnastic art was checked. At many places
it was entirely destroyed, and its practitioners were pursued with
relentless severity. At the close of the sixth decad~ life in gymnastic
societies took a tresh impetus. When preparations were ma<;:1.e for the
third "national gymnastic festival," to be held in. Leipzig in 1863, the
,Saxon societies for physical culture began a vigorous activity, whic.h
sec~red the success of 't he n~tional festival and the societies' 1-mbsequent existence. The wars of 1864 (with Denmark)) ana. 1866 with
Austria) impaired -the activity of the gymnastic societies in Germany
but little, and the glorious war of 1870 offered the Saxon gymnasts
opportunities, both in the field and at home, for giving energetic expresslon to their patriotism.
Political discussions have been prohibited on principle in the Saxon
gymnastic so9ieties. · This has enabled them to grow undisturbed by
poli0e authority. At present there is in Saxony no city or· good sized
village without at least one gymnastic society; even many small set-_
tlements have a society of that kind. A statistical enumeration of Jan- .
uary 1; 1892, records 615 cities and _towns with 757 gymnastic societies
that have 87,388 members over 14 years of age. Of these, 51,901 are
active gymnasts, led by 4,597 Vorturn(}r (leaders of sections). If we
consider the fact that the entire empire ha_d at the same date 4,567 .
societies with 447,046 members, of whom 227,628 were active gymnasts,
it is seen that the Kingdom of Saxony occupies the sixth place in
regard to the number of societies, the fifth place in tegard to the number of members, and the fourth place in regard to the number of active
gymnasts.
The royal governmen t appr9ached the question of gymnastics again ·
in the year 1857 by adopting a set of rules for the examination of teachers
of gymnastics, and in 1863 it permitted the introduction of gymnastics
into lower schools by "recommending it to the local authorities most
urgently." But it is to be regretted that few cities and villages availed
themselves of the opportunity, for, according to the statistical report
of the German gyninastic union of 1869, the schools of only 27 cities
and 3 villages, and 4 State schools situated_in villages, had oblig~tory
gymnastic exercises in their courses of study. Hence not 10 per cent
of the school population received gymnastic training.
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The new school law of April 26, 1873, admitted gymnastics as a
"dietetic means of education for boys as well as for girls'' among the
essential branches of study in all the schools. The school authorities
now began to introduce gymnastics into elementary schools where hitherto it had not been done. Since the law fails to state at what year of
age the exercises in gymnastics are to begin, the curricula of the different schools and cities vary on this point quite considerably, but it comes
very near the truth to say that, as a rule, gymnastics begin with the
fourth year of school, or the tenth year of age. _ Also wit~ respect to
the time devoted to physical exercises some differences are noticeable.
In some communities only one hour per week is given to gymnastics, ·
·
while in the majority two hours are given.
The transitional.regulations issued to secure an effective execution of
the new school law of 1873 permitted the postponement of the intro- .
duction of gymnastics until 1878 in communities where the necessary
institutions could not at once be established. The local authorities of
many country schools 'took advantage of this privilege, and after the
transitional period of- five years was passed numerous petitions asked
the minister and the l10use of deputies for a further extension of the
time. Statistical material gathered by the president of the Saxon gymnastic teachers' society from the reports of the school inspectors, confirms·the fact that only one of the -School districts of Saxony bas introduced gymnastics in all its sclwols; that fortherrnore in 23 districts a
number of schools is still without gymnastic apparatus. In 17 of these
districts no less than 50 per cent (the highest was 93·8 per cent) of the
schools fail to live up to the law.
It is the rule in 'elenientary _schools (Volksschulen) to have gymnas- ,
tics conducted-by the regular class teachers. Very few of these schools
employ special teachers. In extensive institutions, such as city ward
schools in Leipzig and Dresden, it has been found expedient to place
this instruction in the hands of specially trained and experienced
teachers.
-

IV.-PHYSIOAL TRAINING IN AMERICA.
For the first suggestions made in this country relating to physical
trainiug one must search far back into colonial hi.story. But it seems
to be ~ertain that a statesman who as much as any other made our
national existence possible was the first American fo propose that
physical training be made a part -Of the curriculum of an educational
institution. That honor appears to belong to Benjamin Franklin.
Dr. Franklin was fond of exercise from bis childhood, swimming
being the sport in which he excelled and in which he delighted most.
When a young man in London he distinguished himself by his aquatic
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feat,s ,and seriously considered remaining there to open a swimming
'
.
school. An advantageous offer from a Philadelphia merchant infli1enced him to return to America, and led to the career of usefuln~ss
with which every well-informed American is familiar. In_regai'd to hi~
residence in Philadelphia, Dr. Franklin afterwards said : 1
I had, on the whole, abundant reason to_be satisfied with my being established in
Pennsylvania. Thero were, however, some things that I regretted, there being no
provision for defense, nor for a complete education of· youth; no militia, nor any
college. I, therefore, in 1743, drew up a proposal for establishing au academy; and
at that time, thinking the Rev. Richard Peters, who wa:s out of employ, a nt person
- to sup,e rintend such an iustitu_tion, I commU:nicate·d the project to him; but he, h:wing more profitable views in the s~rvico of the proprietors, which succeeded,
declined tho undertaking, and, not knowing another at that time suitable for such a
trust, I let the schem!:\ lie awhile dormant. ..:::

In 1749, the circumst~nces_ being favorable, he again turned bis
thoughts to the establishment of an academy. His first step was to
secure the cooperation of a number of active friends; the next was to
write and publish a pamphlet entitled Proposals Relating to _the Education of Youth iu Pennsylvania. In this he proposed that some persons of leisure and public spirit be incorporated with power to erect an
- academy for the education of youth, to govern th~ same, etc.
- That a house be provi<l.ecl for the academy, if not in the town not many miles ,
from it; the situation high a,n•l dry, and, if i_t may be, not far from tt river, having a
garden, orchard, meadow, and a field or two.
~
_
·
That the house be fornis];iecl with a library, maps, mathematical instruments, and
philosophical apparatus .
That the boaJ ding schools diet together, pfai'nly, temperately, and frugally.
l'hat, to keep th em in health, and· to strengthen and rende1· active the ii- boclies, they be
- f1~equently exercised in running, leaping, wrestling, a-nd swimrning.
- As to their studies it -would bo well if they could be taught evorything that is useful arnl everything that is ornamental. But art is l ong and their tiuie is ~shor·t. It
is therefore proposed that they learn those things most useful and most ornamental;
regard being had to the several professions for which thoy are in~ended .

. And all this, be it remembered, was written before Rous·s eau's great
work appeared and before either F_ellen~erg, Gutsmuths,. or Jahn was
- even born.
·
"This pamphlet,' 7 said Dr. Franklin, "I distributed among the principal inhabitants gratis, and as soon as . I coul4_ su1wose their minds a
little prep_ared by the perusal of it, I set, on foot a subscription for
·
_opening and supporting an a,cademy."
Thus, by bis own personal efforts; was founded in the same year the
acaclemy which n, few years later became the University of Pennsylvania. One feat-Q.re upon which the found.er laid great stress was the
"English school," and the first_years of the institution were nmrked by
di~cussions as to the relative merits of English and classicaf education;
In the cqurse of time the classics gained the ascendency and Franklin's
favorite scheme of an English school was neglected. - His later writings
1

In his Autobiography. :..
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referring to the institution, which have been preserved, were devoted
principally to this departure from the original plan. His indignation
on that account probably diverted his mind from the dereliction of the
maua.gers in· other respects, for he does not mention their failure to
follow his ideas as to the exercises necessary "to keep the boys_in
health, and strengthen and render active their bodies." But he was
chairman of the board of trustees upon its organization, and was a
member for forty years. During the first part of that time, at least,
it is reasonable to suppose that the physical needs of the pupils were
not entirely neglected. But if anything was done it was probably
unsystematic and ineffective, as judged by later standards, a~d i~ is
certain that it was not long continued.
Franklin's interest in physical exercise did not wane as his · years _
increased, and he referred to the subject several times in p.is Autobiography and other writings. He wrote two papers upon the art of
swimming which show rio diminution of his enthusiasm in that sport,
and which were liberally used by Gutsmuths and the other founders 9f
the German gymnastics.
THOMAS JEFFERSON.

Benjamin Franklin was not the only one of the giants of thos·e days_
who advocated abundant exercise in connection with education.
Thomas Jefferson insisted as strenuously upon it. In 1785 he wrote
a letter to a y01;mg man (Peter Carr) concerning his reading and studies,
in which he said:
In order to assure a certain progress in your reading, consider what hours you
ha-ve free from the school an.cl the exenises of the school. Give about two of them,
every clay, to exercise; for health _must not be sacrificed to learning; a strong body
makes the mind strong. As to the species of exercise, I ad vise the gun; while this
gives a moderate exercise to the body, it gives boldness, enterprise, and independence to the mind. Games played with the ball, and others of that nature, are too
violent for the body and stamp no character on the mind. " * * Walking is the
best possible exercise. " " * There is no habit you will value so !UUCh as that of
walking far without fatigue.

To another young man, also a student, he wrote:
With your talents and industry, with science, and that steadfast honesty which
eterrntlly pursues right regardless of consequences, you may promise yourself everything-but health, without which there is no happiness. An attention to health,
then, should take place of every other object. The time necessary to secure this by
active exercises, should be devot_ed to it, in preference to every other pursuit. I
know the difficulty with which a studious man tears himself from his studies at any
given moment of the clay. But his happiness and that of his family depend on it.
The most uninformed mind with a healthy body is happier than the wisest valetudinarian.

Jefferson did not forget bodily exercise when he came to draft the
plans for the University of Virginia, in whose establishment he- was
the leading spirit. He wrote the report of the famous " Rock:fi.sh Gap

~
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Commission," which was appoi~ted in 1818 by the Virginia Ieg;islatm~e
to determine the site and character of the future university. In that
report he says:
We have proposed no formal provision for the gymnastics of the school, although
a proper object of attention for every institution of youth. These exercises with
ancient nations constituted the principal part of the education of their youth.
Their arms and mode of warfare rendered them severe in the extreme; ours, on the
same correct principle, should be adapted to our arms and warfare; and the manual
exercises 1 military maneuvers, and tactics generally should lJe the frequent exercises
of the studepts in their hours of recreation. It is at tllat age of aptness, docility,
· and emulation of the practices of manhood that such things are soonest learned aud
longest remembered. The use of tools, too, in the manual arts is worthy of encouragement by facilitating, to such as choose it, an admissiqn into the neighboring
workshops. To these should be a<lded the arts which embellish life-dancing, music,
and drawing-the last more especi tll.v as an important part of military education.
These innocent arts furnish amusement and happiness to those who, having time on
their hauds, might less inoffensively employ it. Neec1ing, a,t the same time, no regular incorporation with the institution, they may be left to accessory teachers, who
will be paid by the individ uals employing them, the university only providing
proper apartments for their exercise.

The university was not opened for students until :March, 1825, and
the matter of exercise being thus left to the volition of the students
received no attention worthy of note until the impetus was received
many years after from sources foreign to the university itself.
GYMNA.S'rICS FOR THE EARLY MILITIA..

Mention has previously been made in this paper of the obvious connection between training in the exercises of war and bodily development. That connection was apparent to those concerned in the conduct
of the armies of the Revolution, and we frequently find references in
the writings aind recommendations of the founders of the Government
to the importance of encouraging in the people at large, as well as in
the soldiers of the armies, an attention to bodily vigor which , is so
essential to an indepeudent nation. Thomas Jefferson's suggestions
are an instance.
Schemes for the better training of those actually in the miiitary service were early to appear. As soon as the British left our shores and it
became possible to disband the .American armies, the question of a mili.
tary peace establishment became an important one. As a part of his
plan, the Secretary of War under the _confederation proposed the establishment of military academies. 1 A committee of Congress, with .Alexander Hamilton a_t its head, opposed this, being "of the opinion that
the benefits of such institutions rarely compensate for the expense.'1
This was in 1783. In the ·c ourse of time Hamilton's opinion changed,
1
This office was held by Gen. Lincoln. It is stated by Maj. E. D. Mansfield, in his
history of the U. S. Military Academy, that Col. Pickering proposed the establishment _of a military academy in 1783. That officer was then connected with the board
of war, and it is not improbable that the prnposition mentioned in tlle text originally
eman~ted from him.
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and several years later was earnest in his advocacy of the idea that he
had opposed as being not worth the cost.
In 1790, Henry Kuox, the firstSeeretary of WarundertheConstitution,
matured a scheme for the organization of a national militia which Pres ·
ident Washington transmitted to Congress "for tueir information."
In the introductory remarks, extolling the value of a thoroughly
organized militia, the following occurs:
All discussions on the subject of a powerful militia will result in one or the other
of the following principles:
First. Either efficient institutions must be established for the military education
of the youth, and that the knowledge acquired therein shall be diffused throughout
the community by means of rotati.on, or
Second. That the militia must be formed of substitutes, after the manner of the
militia of Great Britain.
If the United States possess the vigor of mind to establish the first institution, it
may reasonably be expected to produce the most unequivocal advantages. A glorious national spirit will be introduced, with its extensive train of political consequences. The youth will imbi:\)e a love of their country, reverence and obedience
to. its laws, courage and elevation of mind, openness and liberality of character,
accompanied by a jnst spirit of honor, in addition to which their bodies will acquire a
robustness · greatly conducive to their personal happiness as well as the defense of their
counti·y; while habit, with its silent but efficacious operations, will durably cement
the system."

The proposed plan divided the citizens of the United States subject
to military duty iuto three classes, of which the first, called the
~,advanced corps," and comprehending the youth of 18, 19, and 20
years of age~ was designed not only as a school in which the youth of
the United States were to be instructed in the art of war, but also for
actual service in a.Jl cases of exigence. "Annual camps of discipline"
were to be held in each State. One of the rules proposed for the regulation of these provided that "No amusements should be admitted in camp
but those which correspond with war, the swimming of men and horse~, ·
running, wrestling, and such other exercises as should render the body
flexible and vigorous."
Congress took no effective action upon· this recommendation, but in
1792 an act waR passed providing for the establishment of a uniform
militia throughout the United States. Another discussion relRitive to
the reorganization of the militia began in 1816. The Acting Secretary
of War presented a plan therefor to the House of Representatives,
which was the subject of a well-considered report of a committee whose
chairman was William Henry Harrison. One paragraph in- this report
is worthy of notice: "A corps of military institution8 should be
formed to attend to the gymnastic and elementary part of education in
every school in the United States, whilst the more scientific part of the
art of war shall be communicated by professors of tactici;;, to be established in the higher semiuaries."
This suggestion was renewed in 1819, by another committee under
the Sa.J,lle chairrnau, but 11othiug was ·done toward putting it iuto effect.
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EARLY PHYSICAL TRAINING A'l' WEST POINT.

In referring to the act of 1792 establishing the militia, system, at the
time of its passage or soon after, President Washington pointed out
the lack of "opportunity for the study of tl10se branches of the military
art which can scarcely be attained by practice alone."
In his annual message to Congress in 1796 he recommended in direc"t
terms the establishment of a military academy. The original draft of
this message was written in the hand of Alexander Hamilton, but
whether Hamilton was the real author of the suggestion is not determined, though itis significant that his interest in the proposed military
academy was subsequent~y shown in many ways. In November, 1799,
Hamilton drew up an elaborate plan for its organization which contemplated the establishment of au academy of five schools, one to be
called "The Fundamental School," another" The S.t hool of Engineers
and Artillerists;" another, "The School of Uavalry;" another, "The
School of' Infantry;" and .a fifth, "The School of the Navy.'' The
course of instruction proposed included the theory and practice of _
gunnery, the tactics and police of cavalry, equitation, the use of the
small and broad, sword, and tbe tactics and police of iufantry. He
forwarded tlus plan to Ja,mes McHenry, then Secretary of War, with
a suggestion as to its fitness for legislative action. McHenry embodied
. it almost in toto in his scheme for the ·r eorganization of the Army, and
as a report of the Secretary of War it was transmitted to Congress by President J ohn Adams. This plan, too, was rejected by Congress..
In 1802 an act creating a new corps of engineers provided that the
corps, consisting of not more than twenty officers and cadets," shall be
established at West Point, in the State of New York, and sbaJl constitute a military academy."
In ,all these years the idea of a military academy _had .reference principally, if not entirely, to the better training of persons who w-ere
already a part of the effective force of _the Army, and it was not until
the pasRage of the act of April 12, 1812, that the ac.ademy became
what it now is, an institution for training youths to become officers of
th e Army. That act raised the number of cadets in all branches of theservice to 250, and provided that all might be attached as students to
the Military Academy at the discretion of the President. The military
exercises that have been pursued at the ..Academy are such as would
naturally be expected at such an institution, though they were at fast
limited by the lack of proper facilities. The first formal course of
study, prescribed in 1816, comprehended "a general course of tactics ;
a knowledge of infantry duty, to commence with the elementary drill .
of the soldier, and to include the discipline and_police of the battalion
and platoon iu all their parts; a knowledge of artillery duty, including
the artillery drill; practical gunnery; and also all the performance of
all the regular duties of the camps. Under sword exercise shall be
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included the broad sword exercise and the cut and thrust, or small
sword, either or both, according to circumstances."
This was practically the course pursued for many years. No horses
were provided for the nse of the cadets until a much later date, although
urgent requests for such provision were constantly made after 1824.
l'he Secretary of War in 1825, James Barbour, in his annual report
urged the purchase of horses for the Academy, stating that '' as the
cadets are confined four years to the Point without horses, the art of
riding itself must be greatly impaired, if not lost. Onited w-ith its military advcmtages will be the exercise it furnishes, so friendly to the health
of the ca/Jets."
Notwithstanding this lack, however, the drills and other exercises
to which the cadets were constantly subjected had an exceedingly beneficial effect. The Board of Visitors for 1825 certify that "the youthful
form nowhere exhibits a finer physical development than it does at
this seminary, where the appearance of vigorous health and. muscular
energy affords the best testimony of the existence of those regulations
which were adopted to promote them."
Gymnastic exercises other than military drills were not introduced
at West Point until a much later period. The first official mention of
the desirability of such exercises occurs in the report of a committee of
the Board of Visitors in 1826. The committee said:
Your committee believe that a bnildingis wanted for gyrnnastical exercises, which
will serYe at the same time for a riding school, a fencing school, aud military drill.
A thorough and careful physical education is of importance to a military officer
more than to any other person. But it is not :yet offered at this Academy. The
drill during the summer months is sufficient to give tl.te cadets healthful exercise,
and no more; but during the winter this resource fails, and their spirits and activity fail with it. It is proposed, therefore, that a plain bn,ilding! merely sufficient
to afford shelter, be erected, and that a systematic exercise of tl.te whole person be
there diligently practiced during the winter, under a gymnastical teacher, who shall
be provided to snperintencl it.

In the report of the full Board of Visitors the same recommendation
is made at somewhat greater length.
This report was written by the secretary of the board, George Ticknor, and is said to have embodied the views of the Superintendent of
the Academy, Col. Sylvanus Thayer.
The,suggestion did not move Congress to immediate action, and the
Board of Visitors for 1828 rent:wed the recommendation, enforcing it
with some of the startling statements that were common at that time
as to the physicial condition of pupils in educational institutions.
They say:
It is well known to all who have attended to such inquiries that severe mental
labor without corresponding corporal exercise will nndermine the strongest constitution. The canse of tliis need not be here investigated. The fact is notorious, and
has been observed in this pla.ce as well as elsewhere. True it is that many of the
cadets do not die, the mortality being as low as one-sixth of 1 per cent. But it
is believed that some, after leaving the school, have naimately fallen v ictims to the
sedentary habits which have unavoiuably been acquired at this establishment.
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Even this did not secure the desired result.
The next Board of Visitors used still stronger language, aud instead
of confining themselves to the remote results of the lack of the $6,000
building they desired, they plunged into the subject of the present
health of the students.
We learned [they say], that ,although the cauets are not liable to violent and fatal
diseases, yet their general health does not appear to be as good as would be expected
from the salubrity of the place in which they live, and the attention paid to their
food, cleanliness, etc. A very great amount, of medicines, such as are administered
in a torpid state of the digestive organs and in other diseases incident 1o persons of
sedentary and studious habits, is used at this post. The proportion is believed to
b e much greater than that required for any other military station b elonging to the
United States. We esteem this to arise from a want of sufficient bodily ex.er i e,
and that it exists principally during the winter season a.nd in the spring. In ummer and autumn the daily drills and other excitements to bodily exerci e are nfficient for the purpose of health, and the beneficial result is very obviou ; but for
nearly half the year the military exercises are suspended, and the severe winter climate in some measure precludes those of a voluntary nature. The young wen are
consequently oblig~d to pass at once from an active state to habits edentary and
studious in a common degree, and the evils just intimated must follow as a matter
of course. In order to alleviate or entirely remove them, we are convinced that ::i,
building should be erected adapted to winter drills and gymnastic exercises, and
that these should be regularly required.

And still this did not avail. All these recommendations evidently
emanated directly or indi~ectly from Col. Thayer, and after he was
succeeded as superintendent of the academy by Col. De Russey in 1833,
the cause of gymnastics at the academy slumbered peacefully.
CAPT. PARTRIDGE'S LECTURES AND ACADEMIES.

Col. Thayer's' predecessor was Capt. Alden Partridge, a man of great
energy and greater ambition, whose superintendency covered nearly
two years, and terminated in 1816, in consequence of dissensions. Capt.
Partridge was a man of considerable ability, and his life's work was
distinctly beneficial to the country in many respects, especially in relation to physical education. In 1820 he first delivered his famous
'' Lecture on Education," embodying the plan which had occupied much
of his attention during the ten years 'previous. In this lecture are set
forth what the author conceived to be the defects of the existing plan
of instruction. Among them is this :
Another defect in the present systern' is the entire neglect in all our principal
seminaries of physical education, or the due cultivation and i!llprovernent of the
physical powers of the students. The great importance and even absolute necessity
of a regular and systematic course of exercise for the preservation of health, and
confirming and rendermg vigorous the constitution, I presume m1Jst be evident to'
the most superficial !>bserver. It is for want of this that so many of our most
promising youths lose their health by the time they are prepared to enter on the
grand theater of active and useful life, and either prematurely die, or linger out a
comparatively useless and miserable existence. That the health of the closest applicant may be preserved, when he is subjected to a regular and systematic course of
exercises, I know from practical experience; and I have no hesitation in asserting
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that in nine ca e ont oft n it is just a easy for a youth, however hard he may
st11dy, to attain the ago of ma.nbood with a firm and vigorous con titution capable
of emluring expo ure, hunger, and fatigue, as it is to grow up puuy and debilitated,
in ·apable of eitLer bo<l.ily or menta.l exertion.

Military <li 'cipli11e anJ military instruction were foremost among the
remedies sugge. te<l; as to the rest, he proposes tbatFirst, the course of cb . ical a,nd scientific instruction should be as extensive and
perfect as at onr mo. t a1Jproved institutions. • " • Second; a due portion of
tim~ should be <l.evoted to practical, geometrical, an<l other scientific operations in
the fieltl. The pupils should frequently be taken on pedestriau excursions into the
country, be habitna.ted to eudure fatigue, to climb mountains, and to determine their
altitudes by means of the barometer as well as by trigonometry. These excursions,
while they woultl teach them to walk (which I estimate an important p.art of education) and render th.em vigorous and healthy, would also prepare them for becoming
men of l)ractical science generally. * .. .. Third, another portion of their time
should l~e devoted to practical agricultural pursuits, gardening, etc. Fourth, a fur~
thcr time should be devoted to atJ;ending familiar explanatory lectures on the various
branches of military science, on the pTinciples and practice of agriculture, commerce,
ancl manufactures, on political economy, on the Constitution of the United States
an<l tho e of the individual States. " " ~ J?ifth, to the institution shonld 1.,e
attaclrnu a range of mechanics' shops.

In the division of time he proposed tbat two hours daily be giYen to
''military and other exercises, fencing, etc."
Upon thi plan Capt. Partridge opened the American Literary, Scientific, and Military Academy at Norwich, Vt., on September 4-, l~:!O.
It wa for several years, ignally successful and attracted students from
nearly every State in the Union. In 1825 the institution was removed
to .Middletown, Conn., and in 1828 it ceased to exist. '1'wo other academi e. imilar to it in character were established by Capt. Partridge,
011 at Port mouth, Va., and the other at Brandywine Springs, Del.
He wa~ iufluential al o in establishing the Borwich (Vt.) University, an
iu titution of collegiate grade, conducted upon the same principles as
hi academies.
Thi, in titution still exists, and is the only one of the institutions
directly founded by Capt. Partridge that long survived him. But his
work wa not in vain. He demonstrated the practicability and value of
military drill and physical training iu schools not strictly technical: and
the 1mmber of such institutions that exist to-day is the best evidence
of the permanence of the results of his efforts.
AMERICA'S INTRODUCTION TO GER}IAN GYMNASTICS .

In all the foregomg, with the exception of Col. Thayer's strenuous
effort for the introduction of gymnastics at West Point, the recorurnendation that have beeu recited, originated with Americans and were the
re ·ult of American experieuce. Not only were they alrnost entirely free
from the influence of foreign ideas, but· in at least one. instance they
furnished ideas to those wl10 were engaged in constructing gymnastic
y. ·tems in otlrnr lauds. But a period was reaclied wlrnu tlrn ideas and
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systems of aliens were introduced and enthusiastically disseminated.
The wave of popular interest in gymnastics that swept over Europe in
the early part of the century spread to this country and bore its first
tangible fruit when Messrs. Joseph G. Cogswell and George Bancroft
made gymnastics a part of the regular instruction at the Round Hill
School at Northampton, Mass., in the spring of 1825. The exercises
were directed by Mr. Charles Beck, a former pupil Qf Jahn, whose connection with the school lasted for several years.
The years 1826 and 1827 were marked by general interest in gymnastics and the establishment of gymnasiums in a number of educational institutions. But few of these were under -the direction of guaJified persons, and notwithstanding the great enthusiasm with which
the exercjses were pursued and the implicit confidence with which the
results were anticipated, in ar-tual practice the efforts must have been
crude in the extreme. The New York High School was one of the
most conspicuous of the institutions in which gymnastics was a fe~ture
at that time, and the character of their instruction at first may be
imagined from the following paragraph, which appears .in Dr. John
Griscom's "Address" at the opening .of the school in 1825:
So far as exercises of this nature [i. e., gymnastics] can be introduced with advantage we shall take particular pleasure in promoting them; and we anticipate no
difficulty in finding among our boys those who will be willing and qualified to
become monitors in instructing .others in the arts of leaping, climbing, JJitching,
and in other varieties of muscular skill and exertion.

This method of instruction was not long continued, however, for, in
the Sec011d Annual Report (1827) it is stated that the gymnastics had
been placed " ·u nder the superintendence of an experienced and careful
teacher."
At Harvard University, in Cambridge, Mass., a gymnasium was
established in the spring of 1826 and was placed in charge of Dr.
Charles Follen, who had also been associated with Jahn, and who bore
the title of" superintendent of the gymnasium," in addition to his designation as instructor of German in the ca~alogue of the university for
1827-'28. For the two years, that is, in 1826 and 1827, the gymnasium
was favorably looked upon by the authorities of the university, and
was considered. of sufficient importance to merit especial notice in the
very brief catalogues then issued. But in that of 1828 Dr. Follen
appears simply as instructor in German, ethics, and civil and ecclesi~
astical history, and no further mention is made of gymnastics either in
the list of officers or in the catalogues.
On July 15, 1826, a meeting of citizens of Boston was held to consider "the expediency of establishing a school for gymnastic exercise."
The city council had granted the use for two years of a piece of land
"at the westerly end of Boylston street," and it was stated that "the
primary object of the gymnastic school would be to furnish opportunity and means of exercise to the youth of the city. At the same
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time it would be open to persons of every age who might be inclined to
embrace the opportunity for the regular practice of bodily exercise."
If the experiment had been successful it was intended to make the
gymnasium "a department of public education, under the patronage
of the city."
After considerable difficulty iu raising the necessary funds the gymnasium was finally opened in September, 1826, but at a location other
than that offered by tile city. The general direction of affairs was
given to Dr. Follen, of Harvard University, but the real work probably
fell upon his assistant, Mr. Turner, who was described as "a <listinguished gymnast of the establishment at Cambridge."
Dr. Follen soon found it impracticable to direct two gymnasiums and
to do justice to his academic duties at Harvard at the same time, for
after a few months he was succeeded as the superintendent of the Boston gymnasium by Dr. Francis Lieber, wl10se corning to America was
due to the instrumentality of Mr. John Neal, an American enthusia,st
over gymr.astics, then residing in London. Dr. Lieber bore the cordial
indorserneut of his friend aud teacher, the great Jahn, and was
recommended by Mr.Neal a.s a teacher of swimming, riding, and fencing
.
as well as of gymnastics.
The signal success fot the time of the physiea:l training in these four
institutions gave great impetus to the interest in gymnastics, and at
least three of the neighboring colleges, namely, Brown, Williams, and
Yale, soon follo\\'ed with the provision of apparatus for the "most popular kinds of gymuastics," as it was expressed in one instance. Several
·c110ol of secondary or lower grade also followed suit. Most of them were
located in New England, but there were three or four in New York, one
in :i\farylaud, one iu South Carolina, and oue in Mississippi, showiug
that, tl1ongh Boston was tbe center of activity, interest in the subject
was by no means confined to one locality. But the knowledge of practical gymnastics was in inven:;e ratio to expectations and enthusiasm.
So great was the ignorance that prevailed and so unfamiliar were even
the commonest terms connected with the art that one early writer found
it necessary to explain at great length what the words "gyurnasium ''
and "gymnastics" meant, and how they Rhould be pronounced.
Dr. Beck published a partial translatiuu of J ah n's book in 1828, and
after its appearance that seems to have beeu the priucipal source of
infonnatiou a to the detail s of tile subject. But even then the wave of
cut1rnsiasm was rapidly subsiding, and in a few years scarcely a trace
of it was left. Nor are the reasons difficult to discover.
.
The only men in America who were really competent exponents of the
sy8tern of gymuastics then prevailing were the three whose names have
ueeu mentioued. A rather diligent 8earch fails to discover that auy
other institution than the four namecl even pretended to have a director
of gymnastics. Beck, Folleu, and Lieber were Germans, and they
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found the status of gymnastics here far different from what they had
known it to be in their own country. There gymnastics and political
agitation had been intimatel_y associated, and enthusiasm for "turning"
was affiliated with interest in the spread of liberal ideas ip. government;
here physical training was a thing apart from all political concerns and
the manner of its advocacy was in opposition to the demands of mental
culture rather than auxiliary to it. The position of a leader in gymnastics, therefore, bore an entirely different aspect in Germany and in
· America, and men of rare intellectual ability and university: training
(two of the trio were doctors of philosophy and the third bore the
degree of J. U . D.) nat-µrally soon - tired of teaching boys to turn somersaults when the rewards for more intellectual work were so much
greater and more congenial.
Lieber's fame from the first rested upon his reputation, which had
preceded him, of being a "learned professor" more than upon his work
in gymnastics. In fact his connection with the Boston gymnasium
appears to h ave been due to embarrassing circumsta nces in which his
political activity at home haq placed him, and it was after his failure to
secure a hoped -for appointment as professor of German in a London
institution th at he accepted the offer of the Boston people, undoubtedly as a makeshift to serve till more congenial opportunities were
offered. He t ook up his literary work soon after his arrival in Boston,
a,nd was known to later years wholly as the author of the plan of Girard
College, as a professor in the College of South Carolina, and in Columbia
College, and as a writer upon economic and political topics.
Dr. Follen's mental superiority was soon recognized at Harvard, and
' h1e was made a full professor in 1828 or 1829. The scientific features of
gymnastics were at that time but little recognized even by its most
intelligent a d vocates, and it is not surprising that a man occupying such
an honorable position should gradually rise, as he probably thought,
above the drudgery of gymnastics. Dr. Beck was teacher of Latin at
the Round H ill School, as well as of gymnastics, aQ.d probabiy lost interest in the latter in the same way that Lieber and Follen did. He, too,
became a Har vard profess01: in 183:3.
The r est is soon told. Such extravagant expectations as prevailed
concerning t he effects of gymn.astics must have been followed by disappointment even under the most favorable conditions. But in the
absen ce of all that was necessary to lead to a clear and general understanding of not only the underlying principles, but of the details as
well, an utter failure was unavoidable. The experience of the Charleston (S. 0.) College, as stated in 1830, was typical: "A system of bodily ,
exercise was adopted three or four years a'go, and suitable apparatus
was constructed; but it was not found useful, and the apparatus has
been destroyed."
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THE FELLENBERG OR MA.NU.AL LABOR MOVEMENT.

Though gymnastics, as it was then understood, or misunderstood,
proved a disappointment; tbe agitation in its favor bad not been in
vain, for a wide-spread realization of the neceR8ity for greater. attention
to the physieal condition of students in educational institutions bad
resulted: .1\ 1Hl as soon as confidence iu the power of gymnastics to
accomplisll tlle hoped-for improvem"nt began to wane new plan8 with
the same eud in view appeared.
Tue study of physiology and hygiene was brought forward as an
important aid to the preservation of health, and tlle campaign then
begun in favor of the introduction of such instruction bas been continued, though with occasional lapses of interest, until at the present
time it is r equired by law in nearly all the States of the Union.
Fellenberg's idea of combining manual labor with meutal instruction
did not gain much beau.way in this country till the collapse of the
gymnastic m0Yemeut, and then it was taken up with avidity in the
apparent belief that in jt was to be found the solution of the whole
problem of physical exercise in educational institutions. This hastened
tl1e decline of gymnastics, for the advocates of manual labor felt bound
to <lestroy the daims of all other systems of exercise before advancing
the cla.imR of tbeir ow11.
Dr. Benjamin Rush, of Philadelphia, was one of the earliest to advocate agricultural and mechanical purimits in educational institutions,
his interest in the matter dating from 1790 at least. The first of the
''agricultural" or "ma1rnal-labor" schools was founded in 1797 at
Lethe, near Abbeville, S. 0., by Dr. John De la Howe, but it was not
put i11 practical operation until about twenty years later. Upon a similar plan tlJe Gardiuer Lyceum, in Maine, was established in 1823, a
"Fell en berg school" was opened at Windsor, Conn., in 1824, and the
lVIain e Wesleyan Seminary at Augusta, was put in operation in 1825.
But the two mo. t conspicuous institutions in which manual labor
was a feature were the Oneida Institute of Science and Industry at
Whitesboro, N. Y., and the Andoyee Theological Seminary at Andover,
Mass. In the latter the sole consideration that led to tue introduction
of manual la,bor was the invigoration and preservation of the health,
"without any reference to pecuniary profit," but in the majority of similar institutions the supposed pecuniary advantages of the plan were
as weighty as tl1e hygienic in determining its adoption. In most of
the institutions the labor provided for was agricultural, and for that
purpo~e farms were secured when practicable. At Andover, however,
all tha labor was rnechauical, namely, carpentry, box making, and common cabinet work, and those schools which followed its example were
equipped with shops only; others were provided with both farms and
shops, and the students worked in either or both as occasion demanded.
Tlle time required for labor was generally between three and four hours
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daily, and it ,Yas sugg~sted in at least one instance that six hours
would be still better, but it is not probable that such a suggestion was
ever reduced to practiee.
In 1829 the manual-labor movement began to assume· considerable
proportion s, largely because of the earnest .advocacy of Dr. Stepllen H.
Ty11g, of Philadelphia, and of Dr. Eli.as Cornelius, tbe editor of t.lJe
American Quarterly Register and secretary_of the Ainerican Education
Soc-iety. Being themselves ministers~ their first thoughts were naturally
tnrn.ed towaTd the theological s-chools, and labor was urged as a necessary part of the preparation for " soldiers of Christ/' hut_ their horizon
broadtmed, and they were soon as enthusiastic in urging its claims upon
schools for secular instruction as they bad been in behalf of the embryo ·
ministers. Iu a f.ew years theTe was ,scaTcely a State in the Union in which ther-e w·a s not a school of some descTiption upon which manual
labor had heen i-~gr.afted as .an essential feature, -compulsory, or practically so, upon all students.
A meeting was held in the Masonic Hall, New York, June 15, 1831,
"on the subject of introducn1g manual J-abor into literary institutions
as a system -of exercise for stud,ents." Addresses were made by Rev.
Mr. Gale, one of the principals of the Oneida Institute; Rev. Mr. Frost,
one of the trustees;- Rev . .Rufus Anderson, secretary of the American
board of com.missioners for foreign missions, and by Rev. Edward
Beecher, presidm1t of lllinois College. The principles of manual labor
as <:onnected with literary institutions were explain·ed, '::!,lld resolutions
were adopted clec_laring thatIt is indispensable t11at a well-regulated system of exercise-shou1d be introfluced
into all plans of education; * ., . ..,. tbat manual labor ought, as far as possible, to
be introduced into literary institutions as a means of promoting health, diminishing
the expense of ::n education, and cultivating all those ·qualities in a mini;ster of the
Gospel, wl1itb tne nature of his office requires and the exigenciesofthepres.entage
louilly demands; "' " " and that .a committee be appointed to consider the su llject
of connecting m&nual la,bor with the pursuit of literature in general, and to take
such rueasures as shall in their judgment be best adapted to promote the establishment of institutions ·of this kind throughout our country.

As a result of this meeting, in the next month, that is, July, lS,31, the
"Society for Promoting Manual Labor in LiteTary Institutions'' was
forruBd iu New York, the . officers being the same men who ha been
active in the preliminary m~eting. They were as follows: President,
Zeehariab Lewis, -esq.; vice-presidents, Hon. Theodore Frelinghuysen,
Rev. 'Jame~ Milnor, :Seth P. Stavl-es, esq., Rev. Jeremiah Day, Rev.
James lVl. Matthews, Hou. William Jay; treasurer, George Douglass,
esq.; corresponding secretary, Rev.Joshua LeaY"itt; managers, S. V. S.
Wilder, esq., Rev. G. W. Gale, W. C. Woodbridge, esq., Rev. Elias
Cornelius, Mr. Lewis Tapp.an, Rev. Samuel H.Cox, Rev. T. H. Gallaudet_,
Mr. Cornelius Baker, Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, Dr. Alfred C. Post; executive committee, Messrs. Wilder, Tappan, Cox, Douglass, and Leavitt;
A general agent of the society was a1)pointed in the person of M.r.
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Theodore D. Weld, who had been connected with the Oneida Institute,
aud was familiar with the details of the new system and enthusiastic
in its advocacy. In accordance with his instructions Mr. Weld visited
most of the large towns and leading literary institutions in Ohio,
Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Kent_ucky, Tennessee, and Alabama, prosecuting his inquiries and calling public attention to the manual-labor
system by public lectures and private conferences with the. managers
of the institutions visited. Wherever he went he was well received,
and his labors resulted in a great increase in public interest in bodily
exercise in general and manual labor in particular.
Mr. Weld made his first report January 10, 1832, and it was published as the report of the society in pamphlet form the following ·year,
making the most elaborate presentation ever published i.n this country
of the claims of manual labor as a part ot~ an educational system. An
enumeration of the points discussed 1n it furnishes a good idea of the
grounds upon which the new idea was advocated:
(I) The present system of educatio'n makes fearful havoc of health
and life;· (II) the present system of education effeminates the mind;
(Ill) the present system of education is perilous to morals; -(IV) the
present system of education produces an indisposition to effort and
destroys habits of activity and industry; (V) t:he present system of
education is so expensive that its practical effects are anti-republican.
From the '' facts, reasonings, and testimony presented" he reached
these conclusions: ." First, bodily exercise is indispensable to man,
dema,nded alike by tlle necessities of his corporeal, intellectual, and
moral nature, his individual happiness a.nd social usefulness; and, second, this exercise should be incorporated into our system of education,
and alternated with study in all seminaries of learning."
It was further asserted(I) This exercise must be taken daily; (2) the studer:.t should spend
at least three hours daily in exercise; (3) The exercise should be mod~rate.
This much being settled to the author's satisfaction, he proceeded. to
discu s the kind of exercise "best adapted to the student, and most
suitable to be incorporated into a regular system."
Walking, riding on horseback, and swimming he allowed to be good,
but not adapted to use in connection with an institution. Military
exercises were said to be proper for a strictly military school, but out
of place in other institutions '' until fighting becomes the appropriate
vocation of man and human butchery the ordinary business of life."
Gymnastics received a greater share of bis attention, but was disposed
of, becau -e-(I ) It is dangerous; too violent for persons ordinarily leading se<lentary lives.
(II) It i unnatural; mauy of the movements required are such as are rarely
demanded by human circumstances. (III) It is unphilosophical. An individual
can not be permanently inte.:.ested in an,r active exercise to produce changes in the
state of other objects. " " "' No visible effects are witnessed, and the production
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of manifest effects is a main element of interest in mnscular movements. (IV) Gymnastic exercises excite aversion and contempt in the public mind. The people are
disgusted and repelled by the grotesque and ludicrous antics of the gymnasium.
They say "leave wooden horses to children and monkey t1jcks to monkeys."

It was also objected that gymnastics '' affords no pecuniary advantage; that the exercise benefits only the student, makes 110 contribution
to the resources of hia country, and no addition to the means of human
subsistence."
Manual labor was next considered by the author of the report, and
was found to be a panacea for all the evils described, because(!) The manual labor system furnishes exercise natnral to man. (II) It fnrnishes
exercise adapted to interest the mind. (III) Its. moral effects would be peculiarly
happy. (IV) It would furnish the student with important practical acquisitions.
(V) It would promote habits of industry. (VI) It would promote independence of
character. (VII) It would promote originality. (VIII) It is adapted to render permanent all the manlier features of character. (IX) It would afford facilities to the
student m acquiring a knowledge of human nature. (X) It would greatly diminish
the expeuseof education. (XI) Itwou-ldincreasetbewealth of the country. (XII)
It would do away with those absurd distinctions in society which make occupation
of an indiviclnal the standard of his worth. (XIII) It would have a tendency to
render permanent our-republican institutions.

All these points were elaborated in an ingenious and plausible manner, and the arguments of the author were fortified by quotations from
great numbers of writers who had discussed the subject in its various
aspects. The objections to the system and the obstacles to its success
_
were treated in the same way.
The preparation of this report was the last official act of Mr. Weld
as general agent of the society; for at the end of bis term of one year
he resigned and entered a Westerninstitution to pursue his professional
studies. His place was never filled, and the "Society for the Promoting Manual Labor in Literary Institutions" seems to have done very
little if anything in the way of active work afterwards.
The popularity of the subject was of only temporary duration, for the
objections and obstacles which were so easily disposed of on paper by
Mr. Weld loomed up to formidable dimensions after a few years' experience. One by one nearly all the institutions in which manual labor
had been tested found the idea unsatisfactory in practical operation
and .dropped it.
A fow of the semicharitable institutions established during the time
of the greatest popularity of the plan still exist and still retain the old
manual-labor feature, and a number of scl10ols have been established
on a similar plan, within the last few years, for colored pupils in the
South. A. great many eleemosynary institutions t:iroughout the country require manual htbor of their inmates; but in all these cases the
old extra.vagaut ideas are laid aside, and the pecuniary gains are
always the principal and in many cases the sole object iu view.
The causes for the collapse of this form of physical training niay be
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best told in the words of the same man whose glowing ntterancfs
were described on a previous page, namely, Mr. Theodore D . ·weld. In
a letter to l\lr. Henry Barnar<l written about 18G5, he said:
I have modified in some respects my opinions as expressed iu tl1e report, and especially as to 1.he aruount of pecuniary profit to l.>e expected from the manual -labor
system eYen under the most favornble conditions. The practical difficuJty in successfully combiniDg labor and stu<1y in an institution also seems to me greater and
more complicated. Labor, whether agricultural or mechanical, in order t<' lJe pecuniarily profitable to any considerable extent must be more continuous tu:otu would
be consistent with the best conditions of study . So also the pecuniary 1~suJts conflict with the best physical and mental. To secure the best result to body and mind,
the students' three hours' exercise daily should be divided into half a dozen portions.
This with the requisite chariges of dress would be impracticable. So too, the exercise should be more diversified than is practicable . From the different k inds of labor
such a selectioll ~should be made as will mete out to every part of the system that
exercise which will best minister to its need. To do this effectually would require
mor,, frequent changes in the kind of work than could consist with mnch..pecuniary
profit .
TBJi} MOVEMENT FOR PHYSIOLOGY AND HYGIENE .

It was uoted in a previous paragraph that one of the results of the
agitation for gymnastics during the period of 1825-'28 wa,s the au vocacy of the study of physiology and hygiene by school children. Along
with this there soon came a closer attention to the sauitary and hygienic
conditions of school life on the part of the authorities of the public or
semipublic schools of the time whieh seemed to absorb all the thought
which they were able to give to the physical condition of the cbildreu.
When manual labor fell into disfavor, this phase of the question rose to
a promineut position among the live educational topics of the time, and
thenceforth, for a uumber of years," physical education" was even more
frequently and earnestly discussed than during the pel'fod of 1825-'28;
but "phy icnl education" hall. then a much wider meaning than gymna,'tics alone-so wide, in fact, that gymnastics was almost eutireJy overloolrnd.
Au excellent idea of the meaning assigned to the term "physical
education" and the popular attitude toward it at that time may l>e had
from the remarks upon the subject in the report of a committee of the
"Wes tern Literary Institute and College of Professional Teachers,"
who were appointed to prepare a manual of instruction. This report
was made to the meeting in Ciuciunati jn October, 1835, and was
signed by Albert Picket, sr., E. Slack, E. D. l\fansfiekl, A . Kinmont,
N. Balley, J. Van Doren, D. L. Talbott. It contained tlle following :
(1) In reference to phy ical edncatiou, there is something in the pow·er of tl.ie
teacher as well as the ]Jarent. (2) What is in the po,Yer of the teacher relate,s
to air and exercise chiefly. (3) Air breathed by pupils, as well as all others, shoulu
be p1ue, free, and temperate. (4) For this purpose the school room should be
neither vt3ry small nor crowded. (5) It sbouhl be snrronnded by open ground. (6)
It should have a free circulation of air in summer, and be moderately heated in winter. ln the country there may be too much exposure in the winter, !Jut in towllS
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overheating iAeverywhere the prevailing error. (7) As action is a fundamental law
of nature, so the exercise of the bo<ly is the only connter agent we have for the evils
occasioned by studious habits. (8) Play and the free and universal use of the limbs
is natural to children, and it is habit and discipline only that restrains them from
it; . hence, when the hours of study are over they s llould indulge in this activity of
body and renew their strength . for coming exertions. (9) The ground about the
schoolhouse shonl<l, therefore, be extensive enough to permit free, active sports without injury to others. (10) Boys should rather be encouraged to play th.an to study
in the hours of intermission. (11) They should be encouraged to - e1igage in active
sports of all kinds rather than Aedentary amusements and, if it were possible, to
learn some useful handicraft; their exercise should not be one which exercises only
one portion of the body. (12) In these respects the teacher can exercise some direct
control, but th ey are not the only ones. By advice and inquiry -he can exercise not
a little influence. over a110ther not less important department of physical education.
(13) ':(be due regulation of sleep often makes the whole diffei·ence between industry
and idleness, and the importance of eaTly rising is illustrated by too many signal examples to lie doubted. (14) Over these things-air, exercise, and sleep-the 'teacher
has not the 'whole control, but he has enough, by advice and suggestions to parents
and trustees, by rewards and punishments over the pupils to -ma.ke it his duty to
exert it in a more decided and salutary manner than bas hitherto been the case. (15)
Over diet and c1othing the parent is supposed to be the natural and proper guardian,
and with few exceptions they are topics upon which the young should think but
lit.Ue.

One of the foremost advocates in behalf of the study of physiology
was Dr. W. A. Alcott, and an expression of his views may also be
giveu as an example of the best thought of the time upon the matter
of exercise. Before the American Institute of Instruction in Boston
in 1836 be said jn effect:
It is very diffi cult to give ru)es on the subject of physical exercise wbich should
be applicable to all pupils. 'ro be nice in the matter each pupil should require a
different quantity of exercise according -to bis age, health, habits, and moral constitution. Many rnles might be given which would be applicable to a large number of pupils, though the best way is for every te'a cher to make himself acquainted
with physiology, and then he could make his .own rules and. adapt them to existing
circnmstauces. I would, however, lay down one rnle which is a,pplicable to all
places, cases, and circumstances. Exercise to be useful to pupils should be such as
will call off the mind from its common pursuits or studies. It is not sufficient to
exercise the muscles; the miud too must be exercised and even amused. I would
not say that it is of no use to saw wood or to walk to a certain corner or a certain
post every clay. I believe that even this is of some service. But it is of little avail,
compared with something which won1d at the same time interest and excite the
mind. 'fhe pupil should bury, as it were, all his usual employments, in· orde1· to
get, the foll benefit of the exercise.

These extracts are sufficient to show the place which the exercise
held in the estimation of the educational leaders of the time. To present an array of the advocates of similar ideas would be useless
to show more than the extent of their prevalence, and this may be
readily understood without such a category. It is sufficient that
Massachusetts early came to thB front as a leader in this movement as
she had int.he gymnastic agitation of 1825-'28, and, in a less degree,
the spread . of the manual-labor idea. Horace Mann was one of the
stoutest defenders aud promoters of the study of physiology, and his
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reports as secretary of the state board of education teem with recommendations and arguments in its favor.
l'he desideratum most apparent to one of the present generation wlio
reads the literature of " physical education " of that time was a well. considered system of gymnastics. Physical exercise and recre:1t1on
were prominent in all the discussions, but during that period it was all
physiology and no practice, just as iu the twenties it had been all
practice and no physiology. The matter of exercise was left either to
the pupils themselves, as was apparently the idea of the meeting at
Cincinnati, or, as Dr. Alcott and the New England teachers proposed,
it was left to the teachers, who can not be supposed to have had more
than a superficial knowledge of general physiology; even if they had
tllat.
THE REVIVAL OF GYMNASTICS.

The revival of gymnastics under such circumstances was the most
natural thing in the world. Effective exercise was desired, and only a
few years' experience had been needed to show how futiie it was to
expect anything from such arrangements as had been in vogue; manual
labor had but recently shown itself to be unsatisfactory as an adjunct
to a literary institution; what, then, could supply the need so well as
gymnastics 1
It is not to be supposed that the cause of gymn1:1stics was dead
during the few years' reign of the manual-labor idea, or during the
time that physiology held the popular interest; it was sleeping rather
soundly, it is true, but an· occasional lecture or publication gave evidence that there was still some life in it.
In 1830, one William Fuller published in New York a small book
containing a brief dissertation upon the advantages of gymnastics, an
account of the London Gymnastic Society, aud a description of some
of the principal gymnastic exercises. He proposed, in conclusion, to
establish a gymnasium in New York as soon as 100 subscribers were
obtained at $20 a year each. There is little probability that he ever
succeeded.
Gymnastics for females had never received much attention in this
country, but a small book publishetl in London in 1827, by an Italian,
Signor Voarino, and entitled A Treatise on Calisthenic Exercises
arranged for the Private Tuition of Ladies, seems to have had s~me
circulation in this country, for it was referred to in some of the educational journals of the time, and in one or two advertisements of schools
for girls mention appears of "calishenics."
Miss Catherine-E. Beecher was one of those who favored calisthenics
and made it a feature of her school at Hartford, Conn., and afterwards
at Cincinnati, Ohio, and still later at Milwaukee, Wis. In 1832 she herself published a book in the form of a series of letters, called A Course
of Calisthenics for Young Ladies in Schools and Families. A little
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~ manual on_the same stlbject was publish~d in 1834 by Rev~ J. Leavitt.,

of New York City, wno hafi been _o ne of the executive committee of ~he
Society for Promoting Manual Labor, 1etc . . Ho c,l aimed for calisthenics:
_ (1) They bring every part of the system into action.

,_

(2) They expand the ch~t:

(3) They bring down the shoulders: (4) They niake_the forn1 er_ect. (5) Give grac&,
to motion. (6) Increase muscular strfngth (7) Gi've a light aucl ela_stic step in

walking. (8) Prevent tight )acing. (9) -Restore the weakened and distorterl members of the syetem. (10) Promote. cheerfulness and bodily activity_. (11) Render
the mind more active. (12) Jrhey are conduche to general health. _

- The apparatus required were "the oscillator, the triangle, patent
springs, wands~ weights, and dumb-bells." ·
These two little books, with other manuals that appeared about th0
same time, gave ~ s_light and temporary impetus to calistlrnnics, b_ut
achieved no permanent result then apparent.
The Canadian~ settled upon a plan of 1>ractical work sooner than.
,. the Am'e ricans did.; and under Rev. E. Ryerson, the chief superin- _
tendent of schools of Upper Qana;d~-, a s·ubs'tanti~J advance was made
in the actual work of gymnastics before _the l}ew movement, as it might
be called once more, had passed the stage of discussion in the United
States.
In J 846, Dr. Ryer~on made, an official report on a ' system of publio
elementary instruction fo1~ Upper Canada, which contained a strong
recommendation of gymnastics. .About tlrn same time the governm:ent
of Upp_er Canaga established a public gymnasium in Toronto/ In 1852,
Dr. Ryerson puqlisbed in his official organ, the" ~ournal of E~ucation,"
a series of articles in which he gave a short but reasonably complete
collection of exercise_s in free gymnastics and for the horizontal bar ;:ind
the wooden horse. These were afterward collected in pamphlef form, and
distributed from the educational depository a:t Toronto. He urged the
·.gener~l use of these exercises, and promised the aid of the Govemment
in the purchase ofa,pparatus. Wheu ttie new normal school fqr Upper
Canada was 01)ened, N ovembe:r 24, 1852, a gymnasium yVaS a part of
its equipment, and a "master of the art of gymnastics" was in charge. _
There can be no doubt that in all ·tl).is Canada was in advance of the
United States, and~ judged by later standards, even Horace Mann's .
· work for "physical education" was far less practical and ~ftective than
that of Dr. Ryerson.
,
:
.After 1850 ·the diScussions and· suggestiO"S relating to physical
training began to assume a perceptibly differe_nt aspect, and were distinctlJl, more busine~slike and to the point. This was particularly true
of the utterances of the'city scµool superintendents, who_se employme~t
was then a novelty. _It is well ' known that to the system,of profes-sional supervision of common schools many of the most important
-improvements in American education are due; the idea of gymnastics
for schQols, can not of course be ascribed to that source, but' a ve::r;y
'superficial examinat'ion of the school reports' issue<t d~ring tlre· decade
ED
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of 1850 to 1860 would be sufficient to verify the statement that the
superintendents were influential factors in the gymna~tic revival of
that period.
Mr. Nathan Bishop, to whom belongs the honor of being the first
city school superip.tendent in this country, was also the first supeTintendent to advise systematic physical exercises in the school room.
His experience as a superintendent began in Providence, R. I., but the
first expres.sion even reasonably full of hjs views in this respect is to be found in his second annual report as superintendent of _public schools
·
of th_e city of Boston (1852). He says:
In addition to the exercise alla"wed at the time of -recess each ha.If day, al1the
younger cb.il~ren need provision for some gentle exercise as often as once in every
half hour, such as riding, walking, marching, accomp anied with such motions of
the arms as would tend to give fulJness and erectness to the chest.

Mr. Bishop lamented the lack of a "manual containing such a seti~s
of physical_ exercises as would tend to promote strength of bol1y and
gracefulness of motion;" and it may be assumed therefore that the rule
promulgated by the school committee the next year (Le., 1853) requiring
that "e.very scholar should have daily some kind of physical or gymnastic exercise," contemplated such exercise as "rising, walking, and
marching accompanied with motions of the arms." This rule probably
amounted to very little; Mr. Bishop did not make any mention of it tn
bis subsequent reports, but it i~ nevertheless the first rule (so far as
the writer has been ab1.e to discover) which required gymnastic exercise in the public schools of any American city.
'
A few years later the reports of the superintendents are noticeably
prolific in physical-training literature~ Whether this may be ascribed to the influence of the North American Turnerbund, the German gym- ~
nastic a sociatiou which was organized a comparatively short time
before, or to the fact that the new public-school system ,had then
reached such a point as to make it possible for the first time for its officers to look beyond the administrative questions that bad absorLed all
tb~ir at ention during the period of organization, or to other circumstances not a,pparent at this time, can not be definitely stated. It is
highly probable that cal!ses coming under all thes-e beads were operative; there is certainly every reason to believe that the influx of intelligent Germans into this country after the political disturbances in
Europe in 1848 had much to do with the general interest in physical
training that was so plainly apparent five or six years afterwards.
The limitations of this paper and the extent of the movement make it
impossible to mention even briefly all the important steps that were
taken toward the rehabilitation of gymnastics during that period. The
work done in the colleges was particularly valuable, but it need not
occupy attention at present, both because this inve_stigation relates
more particularly to the common scbools, and because this· Bureau bas
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already issued a publi~ation in which that phase of the subject received
thorough arid satisfactory treatmeut. 1
Miss Catherine E. _Beecher, who has already b.een mentioned as an ardent and consistent ad voc;ate of calisthenics for females, again came
into public :q.otice in 1856 through a book called A Manual of PhysiQl9gyand Calisthenics for Schools and Families. N. W. T. Root's School
Amu~ements, embracing, among many other things, ''simpie ruJesJor
military and gymnastic exercises," app_ear:_ed in 1857. These two books,
the former in advocacy of ligbt·movements, and the latter setting forth
a series of exercises for the usual Geruian apparatus such ~s bars, ladders, etc., bad a rather extensive circulation and· contributed materially_
to the stock of practical knowledge upon gymnastic~ - In 1859, Dr. G.
B. Winship, of Boston, appea~ed in· advocacy of- heavy lifting as "}l
means of physical training,_and his lectures and exhibitions excited
wide interest.
Dll> LEWIS, .A.ND THE ·" ·NEW GYMNASTICS."

- The climax of the gyrrmastic movement of the antebellum period was
reached when there appeared on the scene the most picturesque figure
in the· history of American ph'y sical training, Dio Lewis. This
man had been a public lecturer upon physiology and tempera~ce, -and
po~sessed in a remarkable degree the power of arousing popular at~~ntion_and even enthusiasm. He himself, as one of his pupils said, was·
"perfect perambulating galvanic battery of energy and enthusia:::;m."
'rhe beginning of hi_s connecti.9n with gymnastics may-be told in his
own words:

a

Educated to the profession of medicine, and mingling for fuany years. principally
with fhose classes who suffer most froIIJ. nonobservance of the laws of health, I came
·ma.ny years ago to think somewhat seriously _of that ob.nee of prevention ~hich is ~
w~frth tons of cnre. Want of muscular exercise was one of the most obvious defectsin our ph;ysical life. It was notlessobviousthattheverystructure of town arrd city
society rendered the correction of the evil impra,cticable, except in the gymnasium.
I examined the_German gymnasium, the one rn much jri Yogue throughout the United
States, with great care. Entering one of these iustitutions as a pupil, I studied the
anatomical and physioiogical bearings of its in any exercises. I found that they were
not well atlapted to children, w~men, fat men, or old men, and_about eight years
, -ago [i. e., about 1833] i began th-e attempt to devise something better. During this
time I have invented more than 500 different e1s:ercises, of which a large experi6nce
_has fully indorsed nearly 300.
·
The lea.ding feature of his system [according to the New York Tribune of August
27, 1860] is to use such exercises as will prod nee hearty merriment, and cause those .
engaged to enter into them with enthusiasm and great delight. It employs '_a great
variet,y o,f positions of the limbs and bo!3-y, and rap-id cl.tanges1 reminding one of the
prompt, rapid, and varied moYements of the. Chicago Zouaves. His a,_pparatus is of
the simplest construction and of trifling expense, and may be easily prepared by
any person, and at the same time is adapted for use in any schoolroom or school
1

Circular of Information No. 5, 1885 , Physica.! Training in American Colleges
and Univer&ities, by Edward Mussey Hartwell, Ph. D., M. D. This circular is now
undergoing revision, with a view to republication.
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yaril, and also for the family. He uses wooden dumb-bells weighing not over a pound
each, a~d ·clubs varying from two to three or four pounds ,each; air guns,· bags of
beaus weigh~ng from two to three pounds, rubber balls, bows and arrows, chessball game, etc. In all these there is great . amusement, so that all tbe benefits of
exercise are most admirably combined, and to one wbo bas witnessed tbem it seems
almost incredible that so· much can be accomplished in so cheap and simple a man- ,
ner. " · " " Another exercise consisted in the use of sticks, about the size of a
broom-handle anlthe length of a cane. " " " In using these sticks, movements
of the arms, shoulders, and chest were accomplished. Then followed the calisthenic
movements of head, neck, and shoulders.

Dr. Lewis did not confine himself to exercises of his own invention,
but freely and openly borrowed from every system and every author
whose exercises could be profitably incorporated with his own system.
Miss Beecher's calisthenics he u_sed from the first; he instituted the
"Swedish movement cure" as a department of his gymnasium; reprinted
the free exercises of Moritz Schreber, of the Leipzig Orthopedic and
Medico-Gymnastic Institute; translated the Dumb-bell Instructor of
Maurice Kloss, of the Royal Saxol!: Normal Gymnastic Institute at
Dresden, and' republished iµ English DJ.'. Shreber's work on the Pangymuastikon.
It appears that the first practical application of Dr. Lewis's "new
gymnastics," as h.e called it,· was in Mr. N. T. Allen's school in West
~ewton, Mass., in 1860, though the statement is also made that the Normal School at Framingham was the first in which these exercise~ were
regularly introduced under the perspnal direction of Dr. Lewis himself.
During the same year he opened a gymnasium in Boston, making the
third in: the city. About the same time, i. e., in August, 1860, the
American Institute of Instruction, then the leading pedagogical organization in the country, held its meeting in Boston. In some way Dr.
Lewi attracted the ~ttention of the managers of the meeting, and was
invited to appear before it and "explain and illustrate his new system."
He did so, and such was the impression he made that at the end of the
half-hour allotted him bis time was extended and he occupied two h·ours
of the tirn.e of the meeting. The next morning he was accorded nearly
two hours more, and at noon still another hour. His fame was then
assured. The institute unanimously passed commendatory resolutions
regarding his system; tbe newspapers generally published accounts
'more or lesR full of.it, and it sprang into instant popularity. Mr~ D. B.
Hagar, the presWent of the American Institute, declared "the way so
Jong desired has been pointed out,'1 and Jolin D. Philbrick, -the superintendent of the Boston public schools,
afterward said:
,..
How can we introrluce physical exercises into our schools was an unsolved
problem in my mind for many years. The old systern of gymnastics, with its bars
and swings and ladders, was quite impossible in a great system of public schools,
but when I saw that these exercises of the new system might be performed even in
a school room, in the midst of the_ desks and chairs without difficulty or danger, I
felt the problem was solved. We shall have them in all our schools. It is only a
question of time.
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After Dr. Lewis's success before th~ American Institute he was in
great demand as a lecturer upon -gymnastics and as a writer for magazines and various educational ,publications. He himself established a
monthly periodical called Lewis's New Gymastics for Ladies, Gentle, men and Children, and Boston Journal of Physical Cultt;ire, which lived
through two years. His apparatus was in demand far and wide, and
schools in all parts of the country began the use of his exercises. Havirg experienced great ~nnoyance because of incompeten£ persons who
assurne9- to teach bis system, he resolved upon, the establishment of a,
normal school in connection wi_th his gymnasium. This was opened in
1861, the lecturers being Dr. T. H. Hoskins, anatomy; Dr. Josiah Curtis, physi0logy, and Dr. Walt_e r Channing, sr., hygiene, in addition to
Dr. Lewis, who appeared as ''professor of gymnastics.';
The course of study prescribed covered ten weeks, anrl at the end of
that time the pupils were grad_uated as competent teachers of gymnastics. They "had a very good _time, but accomplished comparatively
little in the direction of physical ·training, and received no instruction
at all in the meaning and value of gymnastic exercises." 1 ~ut;bearing
the stamp of the master's approval, they readily found employment _a nd
were regarded as true representatives of -~cientHic gymnastics.
,
But even such drawbacks as poorly prepared, tp,oug·h certificated,
teachers might not have l)een fatal had not the excitement of the civil
war and the newly-born enthusiasm for military drill, cadet corps, rifle
practice, and target-shooting completely upset the calculations of those
who labored in behalf of gymnastics. The.n ceforward c~listhenics and
bean bags were relegated to the background and military marching and
tactics were pursued to arouse or restore the milita,ry aptitude and spirit
of the American people. Military institutes were established throughout the country; high schools made military ~irill a regular feature;
pupils of grammar schools organized themselves into _military companies, and the National Government endowed colleges, one of whose
main purposes was instruction in military tactics. Everywhere the
military spirit prevailed and gymnastics suffered.
·
Dr. Lewis did not long continue uis gymnastic labors. He established
a school in Le xington, Mass., in _1864, which was burned ii:_ 1868. A
year later he finally gave up the work and until his death confined his
attention to lectm,es upon hygiene and temperance.
There appears to be a disposition of late years to belittle Di~ Lewis
and his work. ThiH is unfortunate, to say the least. It may be true
that "he was uneon ven tional, sympathetic, plausible, oracular, and
self sufficient," and "not a scientist in any proper sense," as one writer
has said. _,,But, notwithstanding all this, he rendered a real service.
Even if be had nothing in his favor but the und•o ubted fact tha.t he
gave gymnastics in America a greater impulse than any man before
1
The words are those of Dr. Walter Channing, jr., who had been
school.

a,

pupil of the
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hjm bad done, that would be sufficient to earn for him the gratitude of
all interested in physical training. But he did more. He first awakened the American public to an appreciation of the fact that the mere
development of huge muscles is not the true idea of physical training:
His contribution to the list of exercises and to gyl!_l-na8tic material was
by no means insignificant, though, to .be sure, his claims were 011t of
·an proportion to their value; but, more than all else, he lifted the gymnasium above the low plane it had occupied in the public mind as the'
resort of prize-fighters aud bullies, and carried gymnastics· into the
- schoolroom to arr-extent n6ver before approached in thjs country, and into
the home to an extent that no one else had ever attempted.
THE RECENT REVIVAL OF GYMNASTICS.

After the close of the war the ardor for military exercises naturally
declined very perceptibly. Then, since the military exercises bad in a
great measure supplanted those of the gymnasium, there came a period
of comparative quiet in both these lines of physical training. This did
not follow immediately ·after the cessation of hostilities, for such ~
movement once under head way rarely collapses suddenly; but before
ten years bad passed popular interest was at a low ebb; then, after a
time, it began to rise slowly and gradually, but surely.
To as~ign as the cause for this any one event, or series of events,
would be erroneous. Public sentiment was ripe for a gymnastic revival,
and it came.
But it is interesting to note some of its important incidents.
Popular interest in out door sports of all kinds has steadily grown
since the war, and to the value of gymnastics as a prepara.tion for athletic games may be ascribed in a great measure the activity in gym11asium building which has marked the last fifteen years. The erection
of the .IIemenway gym.nasi~m for Harvard University at Cambridge,
Mass., in 1879 and the effective work of Dr. D. A. Sargent, its director,
ha also done much to stimulate effort elsewhere in the same line. 1
Among our Germau populmtion the love of gymnastics is perennial. As
the German influence- was strong in the gymnastic movement of the
fifties, so, too, it has made itself felt in the recent events and discussions. As far back as 1876 the standing committee on music, drawing, anrl calistbenics2 of the school board of Milwaukee, Wis., adverted to the imperfection ;of the school system so long as calisthenics was not regularly
taught. They recommended "that a sum be included in thjs year's
budget large enough to engage a teacher to ta,k e charge of this branch
of instruction, especially as Milwaukee bas in its midst man who, if
his services can be secured, would soon bring it to a perfection not
equaled in any of the schools of this country." This man was Mr.

a

1
2

See page 549, et seq.
'rhis word had but recently been added to the designation of the committee.
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George Brmifos, alr0ady famous as -a leader _in the T!lrnerbund, and
subsequently the head of-its normal school for teachers of gymnastics.
The members of this ~ommittee fo~ ~877 were Messrs. J. -A.- B~cher,
F. Schloemilch, W. Schmidt, J.acob Fn~.ytag, and J. L. Schmidt. It
would have been remarkable if Jl, -eommittee· so constituted had not
secured the appointment of Mr . .Brosi~s. But they did, and they also
accomplished the passage of rules which pla~d the subjBct, apparently
upon a :firm basis; namely, providing fQr teachers' meetings-for instruction from the special teacher, requiring de.finite and fixed times for _calisallow the
thenics daily, '3Jild making such a division of his time as
sfecialist to visit all classes. The use,of the word "calisthenics" in the
above connection bears no relation to the'' calisthepics" advocated by
, Miss BMeher, for Mr.-Brosius'.s e~ercises were plainly those orthe
German system. The results ,of his teaching were such.as might nave
been expected from such a man, distinct1y beneficial, and tne examJ)le
of ~ilwaukee was followed- by other citi€s jn thatsectio11. Mr. Brosius
· severed his connection - with the public schools in 1881, and assumed - the control of the gymnastic seminary of the North American Turnerbund. His pla.ce_was iot filled, but,physfoal exerci.;es were still required
by the school regulations:
One oftbc most -important centers ,of the gymnastic propaganda; so
far as-:relat-es to public schools, _for the last ten years has been Kansas
' City, Mo. The teaching of gymnastics was begun there in a modest
way- in October, 1885, and Mr. Oar1 Betz was employed with the title
of "instructor of calistb.enics;m
·
_It is .needless to say that Mr. Betz
an expon-ent of the Ger.man
gymnastics, having gradu3:ted from the Turri-ers' Gym_nastic Semiiiary.
Since the beginning of the work _whatever opposition there was t9 -it
has been almost ;entirely overcome. Mr. Betz now bears ihe title of
".superintendent- of physical culture;"·and his e-xercise~, so far fr~m
being_ confined to " calisthenics," embrace, as he says, eight distinct
branehes of gymnastics, -forming together, when fully developed, a
_complete system of educational gymnastics meeting all the requirements
'
of modern physical educati-on. 2
Mr. Betz has written severaf manuals of gymnastics, aud be has tue
. ,. satisfaction of knowing that they, with the example of his practical
wo~k in Kansas .City, have materially aided in bringing about the intro-

to

is

-

1
As in the previous case, the nse of the word "calisthenics" was due to a confounding of fTee gymnastics with the languid mov-ements for females so <_:iommon in this'
country a generation ago. That term, by the way, is still frequently applied to free
or light gymnastics, especially by_the Geri;nan-Americans.
, llThey are : (1) Free gymnastics, including breath ing; (2) light gymnastics, comprising 11oles, dumb bells, rings, wands, ana, Indian clubs; (3) tactics, marching
and marching evolutions; (4) popular gymnastics, comprising athletics ancl the
gymnastic plays of the playground; (5) heavy gymnastics; exercises on stationary
apparatus; (6) gymnastic plays and games; (7) fancy gymnastics, gymnastic composition; (8) outings .
-

:...
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duction of physical training in a large number of American communiti~s.
Among other cities that began the work of systemati'c physical_
training early in the history of the recent movei;nent W(}re Omaha,
, Nebr., in 1885 ;, Chicago, Ill., iu 1886; Davenport, Iowa, and St. Joseph,
Mo., in 1887; Canton, Ohio, and Holyoke and Lowell, Mass., in 1888,
and Denver, Colo., and Washington, D. C., in 1889.
The German system is employed in all these cities, excepting Lowell
and Washington, in which eclec_tic systems are used.
The American Association for the Advancement of Physical Education, which was organized i.n Brooklyn, N. Y., November 27, 1885, must
be accord~d a promineut place among the agencies for promoting the
work of the last few years. To Dr. W. G. Anderson, then of Adelphi
Academy, Brooklyn, the most of the credit is due for the organization
of this association, for it was in response to his invitation that about
60 '' represeutatives of various educational institutions aud friends of
physical culture". assembled for the purpose of permanent_ organization. The original officers were: President, Prof. Ed ward Hitchcock,
M. D.; vice-presidents, Rev. Edward P. Thwing, PH. D~; D. A. Sargent, M. D.; Miss H. C. Putnam; secretary, William G. Anderson, M.
D.; treasurer, Prof. J. D. Andrews; council (in addition to the forego_ing officers), Prof. H.J. Koehler, Charles McIntire, jr., M. D., William
Blaikie, esq. The association meets annually; its membership embraces
representatives of every school of gymnastics, and its discussions
cov r every phase of physical training. If that great desideratum, an
Am rican system of physical training, is ever evolved its developrneut
will bP. the result of such deliberations as are to be heard: in these
mreti11g .1
After the meetrngs of the American Association for the Advancement
of Phy8ical Education, which deserve the first place on account of their
continuity, the next most important gathering bas been what is known
1Tbe 8Cope of the association and its valu~ to the counti:y may be judged by an
examination of its programme for the meeting in Philadelphia, Pa., in 1892. The
follo,ving are the titles of some of the papers read: President's address-The condition arnl prospects of physical eduoation in the United States, by Dr. E. M. Hartw e11; the inti nen ce of methodical gymnastics in increasing chest capacity, by M.
Grorgc: Demeny; indirect effects of physical exercise, by William T. Harris, LL. f>.,
Commi sioner of Education; the influence of bodily exercises upon length of life,
by J. Madison Taylor, M. D.; Delsarte and his work, by F. H. Sargent; Americanized
Del arte cultur.1:1 1 by Emily M. Bishop; the regulation and management of athletic
sports, _by D. A. Sargent, M. D.; the influence of habitual posture on the· syrumf'try
anu h ealth of the hody, by Eliza M. Mosher, M. D.; the best system of gymnastics
for u e in American schools, by Miss Gulli Oberg; the German system of physical
education , by W. A. Steeber; reports on physical culture in Washington, D. C.,
Chicago, Ill., acramento, Cal., and New York, N. Y., by the directors of gymnastics
in t,he re pective cities; the normal school of t~ N. A. Gymnastic Union, by W. A.
Stecher; physical cnlturein normal schools, by Dr. C. E. Ehinger; somemeasural.Jle
results of Swedish pedagogical gymnastics, by C. J. Enebuske.
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as the "Physical Training Conference,''. held in Boston, Mass., November 29 and 30, 1889.
This meeting was one of the most-- §ignificant events of late years,
numbering among its participants not -only most of the leading lights
in tlle gymnastic world, but also ~any of the most prominen~ figures
in American education. .Its object was "to place _before educators
differenf systems of gymnastics, and. to secure discussion of the same,
with a view to clearly ascertaining the needs -o~ the schools a,11(.l determining how they may best,be met."
It was made possible by the liberality of Mrs. Mary Hemen way, of
Bo:ston, whose interest in physical trainin~bad already been shown by
establishing the Boston N ormail School of Gymnastics and iJ.1 otherwise·
aiding in the spread of gymnastics. · There can be no doubt that the
resolution of thanks passed at the close of the meeting expressed the
truth in saying that "tq.e whole_caus~ of physical education in America
has received a great impetus'' from the -meeting. It marked an epoch
in physical training.
·
On June 24, 1890, the Boston sc·.hool committee ordered the introduction-of the Swedish system of gyrnµastics in all the public schools of the
, city, and the first day of tile next year Dr. E. M . . Hartwell entered
upon his duties as director of physical training in furtherance of that"
order. A number of cities, es-pecially in the East, have followed the
example of Boston in the introduction of the Swedish system, and the
Germans have been stimulated by tlle sudde~ popularity of tlie Ling
gyurnastics to redoul)le theil' efforts in behalf of their own system. Up
to this time the rivalry between tue two systems Jias been beneficial,
becn,nse it bas brought gymnastics more·p1·ominently before the educational public than ever before; but there is danger that their continued
sha,r p competition .for public favor will prove injurious to the cause that
both serve. The battle for gymnastics is hard to fight at best, but how
much harder would it be with its forces . diviued by internal djsseusion,
and that, too, caused largely by the national feeliug of ·r ival peoples,
both of which are alien to ohr soil.
·
With what confidence can an American board of education adopt
the one system of gymnastics _:when a l~rge and able body of experts
pronounce it "wit\10nt ratiop.al or physiological foundation," au<l with
what trepidation will they approach the otller system when an even
larger ' number- of equally able men assert, wit,h their greatest physi- _
ologist, that ''/only the _ba-l f-educated are impressed by it?" And what
comfort can they gain by tu ming the eclectic systems when both parties .
§neer at them as "heterogeneous -eonglomera.tious ?"
THE PRESENT S'l'.ATUS OF PHYSIC.AL 'l'R.AINING.

The present status of physical training in the city 1mblic schools is
best disclosed by an examination of the statistical ~ables appended.
They are self-explanatory, and no remarks are needed _in this connec
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tion further than to call attention to the fact that they embrace three
categories, namely: ( l) Tlio.se cities which profess to have iutrnduced
a regular system of gymnastics and-have placed the same under tl_ie
care of a specialist; (2) cities which employ no specialist, but which
require regular instruction by class teachers, and (3) cities in which
physica,1 exercises are practiced at the discretion of the teachers, but
without the supervision of ~ specia~ -teacher and without an effective
compulsory regulation.
_
It is plain that in the cities as a whole, gymnastics is still in the
stage of experiment and inquiry. 1 In a few cities co:.ispicuous aud
permanent success seems-to have been attained, but whether this has
been due to the persoual efforts and influenee of exceptionally efficieut
directors hacked by exceptionally earnest and intelligent school boards,
remains to be seen after the lapse of years has brought the usual changes
in personnel and policies.
_ It is not necessary to dwell upon the status of gymnastics in the
country at _large. The conditions are well known to all who will be
likely to read this-article; but it is well to recall the extensive and important work ang. influence in this line of the college gymnasiums and
iliter-collegiate athletic events; the ~thletic clubs, sorrte of them of impoi--ing dimensions, that exist in nearly all of our cities; the physical
culture departments of the Young Men's Christian Association and
similar organizations; and the North American Turnerbund, with its lmuwhes in almost every community that contains even a small propol'tion of Germans, giving instruction to boys and girls as well as to
adults.
'rhe number of normal schools, normal classes, ·and summer schools
for teachers of gymnastics is considerable. The Normal S~hool of the
North American Turnerbund, establisp.ed in 1868, and now located ·at
Milwaukee, Wis., under the direction o-f Mr. George Brosius, is the
fountain head from which issues the stream of teachers of the German
sy tern; while the Boston Normal Scbool 0of Gymnastics, established in
1 9 by Mrs. Mary Hemenw~J with Miss Amy Morris Homans as
director, annually graduates a large class of teachers of the S\Vedish
1
ince t)le above was written info~mation has been received of the pass~ge of
the following act by the Ohio legislature. This is the :first law of the kind that
bas been enacted in any American State:
"Be it enacted by the General A.ssembly of the Stafo of Ohio; That physical culture
which shall include calisthenics, shall be included in tho branches to be regularly
taught ·in the common schools in cities of the .first and second class, and in all educational institutions supported wholly or in part by money received from the State,
antl it shall be the duty of boards of eclucation of cities of the :first and second class,
and boards of such educational institutions, to make provision in the schools and ins titutions under their jurisdiction for the teaching of physical culture and calisthenics, and to adopt such methods as shall adapt the same to the capacity of the
pupils in the various grades therein.
" EC. 2. This act shall take effect and be in force from and after its passaire.
" a · ed April 13, 1892."
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syi;;tem. The Young Men's Christian Association maintains a normal
school at Springfield, Mass., under Dr~ Luther Gulick for training the
directors of its several gymnasiums, and ,Dr. W. G. Anderson is the
president of a -normal school at New Haven, Conn., which he. has
recently removed from Brooklyn, N. Y. In addition to t4ese four -prominerit and regularly orga'uized institutions tb.ere are a number of
lesser note, and many of the more prominent gymnasiarclis_have "nor.
mal classes" in connection with their gymnasiums.
Of the summer schools, the most widely known are that of DT. D. A.
Sargent at _Gambridge, Mass., and that of Dr. W. G. Anderson, at
Chatauqua, N. Y.
CONCLUSION •

.A study of the history of physical culture in this country shows v~ry
clearly that the .American people have never been unmindful of the
-demands of the body. One form of training after anotlrnr has been
pursued and tested until it-has deyelop-ed elements which have fail~d to harmonize with .American ideas-, and then it has · been abandoned
au<l another taken up.- The interval between has always been short,
· only sufficient for the effects of the lack to be apparent. Then the popular mind bas turned to pllysical exercise again and th~ popular ear bas
been attentive to the claims of any new comer who has ''been _able to
advance reasonable arguments in favor of his ideas. Furthermore, each
wave of popular interest which foe history of physic.al training discloses
has left its impress upon the general character of physical training as
it is to-day, aud has contributed to make what will 'be at some future ·
time "the .American system of physical training." Such a consumma- ti6n bas not yet been r--eached, or tbe '' German system," the "Swedish
system," and .the "Delsarte system" would not enjoy _such high favor;
but there can be no doubt that in its final development the '' American
system" will be a composite, not of these_three, as the "combination
·systems" of to-day generally claim to be, but of all combined .American
experience in the field of physical training. The progress of the' evolution toward an .American sys.tern even in the last few years, may be
distinctly seen, especially-in school gymnastics; for, have not the Germans begun to adopt the Swedish ideas of tll.e day's orders and systematic progression, and have not the Swedes aimed to make their gymnastics more attractive, even going so far in one case as to use the German bars, and in anotherto advocate the use of a combination of systems
for ol<ler pupils; a~d have not the professed followers of Delsarte adopted
exercises that are plainly muscfe makers as well grace givers i .And tlo
not they all utilize much that comes from the old English sports, from
calisthenics, from Dio Lewis, and froJil Dr. Sargent, And is not a,11
this found side by side and in harmony with military institutes after
the plan of Uol. Partridge, manual labor and ma.nual training scllools_
.after the manuer of Dr. Cornelius, and milit,a ry drill in nigh schools
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after the war-time rneas1 And finally, there is reason to believe that
until this composition of forces, this amalgamation of systems, does
take place, so that a well defined and well established American system is produced, physical training will never rest upon a safe basis in
this country.
All the history of the subject shows that the conflict of systems and
methods, uot popular indifference, has been, next to the inefficiency of
teachers, the most dangerous enemy with which physical training has
had to contend.
HISTORY

OF

GYMNASTICS

IN THREE

TYPICAL

AMERICAN CITY

SCHOOL SYS'l'EMS.
I. ST. LOUIS, MO.

St. Louis was one of the first cities in the country in which physical
training was actually and practically applied in the public schools.
In 1855 Mr. John H. Tice, t.hen superintendent, recommended that
'' provisions be made at our schools for gymnastic and calisthenic exercises during the recess hours; apparatus for which I consider as necessary fixtures, an5l indispensable to a perfect sys_tem of education." Mr.
Ira Divoll, Mr. Tice's successor, was also favorably disposed toward
gymnastics, and his report for 1857-'58 urges the purchase for each play
ground of "a few simple and inexpensive contrivances for gymnastic
exercise, such as a revolving swi!1g, and inclined ladder, horizontal
bars, and wooden horses, a perpendicular climbing pole, and swinging
rings." Some of the schools were, in fact, soon afterward supplied with ·
nearly all of these machines. He_also describes what be calls" manual
exercises," that were practiced in many of the primary schools. "It is
pleasant,'' he says, "to see 200 children, all in perfect orde_r, go thro-qgh
with these changes and evolutions, and to. witness in their faces the
pleasure and happiness they derive from the exercises. All admit that
these occasional relaxations from study and recitation are both _bealthful and profitable." , In the next year, 1858-'59, we are told that ''exerci es in tlle manual drill and instruction in physical education received
considel'able attention," and in the same year the first special teacher
of physical education was employed .for the St. Louis schools in the
per ·on of Uapt. Hartnett Hammersley. The story of his connection
with the schools is t,hus told by Mr. 0. s·. Pennell in his report-as principal of the high school :
A few - weeks before the close of the year Capt. Hammersley offered to come to the
schoolhonse daily to direct a class in ortbosomic and hygienic exercises, the object
of the exercises beiug, as the uames indicatP;, to improve the form an<l carriage of the
body and the health. A class of about 20 girls was, by the permission of the
high school committee, placed under his direction. The exercises proved pleasant
to tho pnpils, and though the time was so short that no considerable results could
be expected, yet visitors were interested and generally i:;atisfie<l that the exercises
were well adapted to secure tlle objects intended.
- Capt. Hammersley

/
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believes that, b-y actual measurement; at intervals of a few months he can show
improvement in the capacity of the chest and in the size of the most important vital
organs.

The next year Capt. Hammersley received a sala.ry of $500 for his
services in the high and normal ·schools for three days in each ·week.
In the lower grades d~ily lessons were given in the ~, positions" and
"manual drill" during the same year. The specia~ instructor contirmed
b.1 service for only a year, but the free exercises in the lower grades
have continued in different forms and with varying degrees of effectivenes-s ever since.
The Dio Lewis gymn11stics was introduced in the St. Louis schools
by Mr. Ebenezer Knowlton, who succeeded Mr. Pennell -as principal of
the high school fo 1862. Mr. Knowlton had just graduated from Dio
Lewis's Normal School, and was an enthusiast for the "new gymnastics." Military drill was also employed in the l1igh ,school during the
war period to secure "unity and promptness of action, and erectness
and grace of carriage."
'
After the war but little seems to have_been done for physical training.' Calisthenics was practiced by some of the teachers, but there was
no specialist in charge, and no rule requiring the exercises.
It was not until 1890 that,anything real'ly effective according to pres- ent day standards was done. At the meeting of the board of education on J a,nuary 14 of that year Mr. Richard Barthoidt introduced
a resolution directing the committee _o n course of study to prepare a
plan for the introduction of physical training in the public schools of
St. Louis. The resolution was referned to th~ committee on course of
'study, who hel<l a meeting on ·February 6 to which a number of the
officers and teachers of the German turner societies were invited. As _
a result a communication was presented to the full board on February
11 in which the seven teachers of German gymnastics in the city proposed to give instruction gratis in free gymnastics in seven publie
schools of the city for the remainder of the school year as an ·experimenL The only stipulation was that the gymnastic exercises were to be
considered a regular branch of study for those schools during the continuance of the experiment.
The offer was at once accepted, and the teachers entered upon their
"W'.:Or,k. In the following July Mr~-J3artholdt offered another resolution
at the board meeting, declaring that the instruction ·given had proved
a great success, nnd that the principals of the schools recommended its
continuance. It therefore directed the introduction· of physical train, ing as a regular branch of instruction. This resolution was referred
to. the appropriate committee, and at the next meeting its author continued his effort by :preseuting petitions sigued by 14,500 citizens, a,s king the introduction of gymnastics as contemplated by the resolution.
A report was made in October by the comJnittee io which the matter
was referred, and on November 11 it was decided by the board to ~
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employ eight teachers of physical culture, and that the system which
ha<l been successfully tried in th~ previous spring-be regularly installed
_in the school_s. Mr. George W-ittic-h was designated during the following year as '' general' supervisor of calisthenic instruction.,;' a position
he still '4olds.
, II; CINCINNATI, OHIO.

-

In Cincinnati, _too, the gymnastic ardor began early. Supt. A. J.
Rickoff stated in 1857 that "the enterprise and liberality of fndividual
trustees had resulted in the placing of a few parallel bars., horizontal .
ladders-, and circular swfags upon the play grounds of four -of the
schoolhoU:~es."
. He proposed that " provision be made at once for instructrn g· all the
teachers now employed in the schools in such a system of gymnastic~
' _ as shall be adapted to the several grades of the schools from the sixth
to theAirst. That the system proceed from the simplest movement to·
the most complex and difficult exercfses.
have now all the appli- ·
ances-~ecessary. J1~ree gym~stics-that is, gymnastics without appa- ,
. ratus-wJU, in the various forms practiced, afford a variety. for culti-· ·
- , vating strength arnd grace altogether sufficient, if we will only consent
<levote_the 11ecessarytime to them. * * * Gymnastics and calisthertics~_in all schools of the sixth. grade, ought to occupy_not less
th an half an hour in the morning and afternoon, each five minut_es
between each recitation, making together an hour per day. * * *
The pupils of the fifth grade ought to 'have scarcely less. The third
and fourth grades should each spend not less than fifteen minutes in
exercise morning aJ?-d afternoon. In_ the intermediate schools, five
minutes should be devoted to rapid, vigorous exercise, at the ringing
~f each bell for change of classes." in these recommendations Mr.
Rickoff followed in the footsteps of Dr. Ryerson, the free gymnastics
_ introduced by the latter having attracted Mr. Rickoff's notice during
a visit to the normal school at Toronto.
In the next year the board of edu~ation ordered frequent recesses in
the lower grades "for th~ better guarding of the health of the pupils,"
and in 1859 calisthenic eiercise for five minute_s at the end of each
recitation was made obligatory for the pupils of grade D, a reguirement that was subsequently extended to the three lowest grades.
In 1861 gymnastics was introduced as a regular exercise under the
direction o( inst.rnctors speeialJy employed for that· purpose. The
immediate cause of this move appears to have been the report of the
special committee of the Boston Rchool committee which had been
appointed to consider the recommendations of Supt. Philbrick. 1 This
report was directly in the line of the previous experience of the Cincinnati officials, and its recommendations were at once adopted, with
minor alterations, the most important of which was that the time given
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See page 529.
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to gymnastics was made fifteen minutes daily, or half as much as the
Boston plaµ contemplated. It was stated l;)y the president of the
board of educatibn in 1862, Mr. Rufus King, tha.~
For -years we have attested our sense of the ne<;essity of making the physical as.
well as intell ~ctual and moraf ·training of_ the y·outh of both sexes a part of t4e
reo·ular course of school exercises. * * ., . . For some time active encouragement
w:s .given to tbe use of ever.y description oJ gymnastic apparatus.
It was so.on found that tlre -temptations-to excess resulted in frequent injuries. _
We have, therefore; resorted ·to a simpler ..method, t~ught by an acP.Omplished and
ca.reful teacher in all onr schools, which , djspenses almost entirely with apparatus,
·and by gentler and mor~ natural exe_rcises of the body and limbs, and with bnt·
trifling cost, give development and symmetry to the whole fram~. For boys it
includes some of the -~lementary exercises of , the soldier, and thus proves not only
very attractive, but ten,ds in no small degree to ·infuse them- with correct ideas of
· order and discipline.
'
·
-

_ ·Mr. Louis Graeser was t~e. teacher employed, and his connection
- with the C1ncinnati schools in the capacity -of instructor.of gymnastics
co11ti~ued until l 873. - For a great part of that time he__ was provid-ed ,
with a female assistant, who supervised the exercises of the primary
schools._ His salary was $1,000 pe~ annum at the beginning of his
ernployment, ' hut was gradually raised to -$1,800.
_
Tlie rules promulgated by the board-of,, education during this period
req11ired each teacl]er to give leSSOtl in gympastics of not less than five
nor more than ten ininutes during each session .. The regula1: teacher
was to be present and assist the special teacher in his instruction. _
Rings and dumb-be1ls were . to be used i11'-the intermediate schools and
the hi·ghest grade of the ,district s9hools. A. pupil migb-t be excused
fro-in !he· gymnastic -e~ercises only- upon presentation of a physician's
certificate that tlte _puµil was suffering· from disease or some -physical
defoet. The· first of these rules was passed in 1863 ~nd others were
added from time to time. They contiuued in _force' until 1881, thgugh
there had been no special instructor since Mr. Graeser:
- Row gymnastics gradually dropped out of-the schools may be appre~
ciate<,l by noting the changes in the committees-of the board w.h.1.ch had
contrpl ~of -physical training. From 1861 to_ 1~65 there was_ a standing
·" committee on gymnastics," consisting of' 5 members; in 1865 this ·
number was reduced to 3; in 1878 the "committee on gytnl!_astics" was
aboliRhed, and instead there was sub.stituted- the "committe·e on .
hygiene" or 5 m~rnbers, to have '' supervision of ventilation,.light, gym:
naRtics, and everything which pertains to - the health of the pupils;'-' ~
in 1881 t_h e committee on hygiene disappeared,' and its place was ::.ta.ken
by the "committee on boundaries, Eltatistics, and hygiene" of .3 mem·bers, whose duties were ,indicated by: th·e name. ' Under the head of
hygiene they had ~, supervision,_ of ve~tilation,- light, and eve;rythin_swhich appertains to the health of the . pupils." Gymnastics had gone
into history.
_
The effects of the.recent discussions throughout the country have been
felt in Cincinnati as well as elsewhere, an:d from the last report C?f the
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superintendent (i. e., for 1890-'91, published in 1892) we learn that
,, instructions have been given, and oft repeated, to teachers tr be const,ant aud faithful in the matter of free gymnastics or calisthenicsip. the
schoolrooms. * * * Exercises of this nature are given twice daily,
and in some cases ofte;ier, with as free a circulation of air as possible.''
Plans have been made for suitable buildings for gymnasiums upon the
grounds of the high schools. 1
III. BOSTON, MASS.

Boston has always been among the first in the discussion if not the
adoption of new id~as in education, aud one naturally turns to' that
city in search for light upon almost any subject within the d-omain o(
educational thought. This is especially true in the matter of physical
training, as the foregoing pages have already clearly shown . .. In the
present' instance we are further aided by the habit of the Boston
school authorities of reducing to print nearly every important paper
connected with the conduct of the schools. The several reports of
special committ,ees on physicial training, and especially the :first r~1>0rt
of Dr. E. M. Hartwell as director of physical training, published in 1891,
have made the course of physical training in Boston as easy to follow
as the kiug's highway.
·
After the passage of the rule by the Boston school committee in 1853, 2
wlncll enjoined "that every scholar 'should have daily some kind of
physical or gymnastic exercise," there was a long silence which will
bear no construction favorable to a supposition of effective practice of
gymnastic . The next significant utterance upon the subject appears
in the sixth quarterly report of Supt. John D. Philbrick, dated SeptemlJer 7, 1858. Mr. Philbrick bad just returned from a visit to the
schools of New York City, and one of their features that struck him most
favorably was the management of the recesses there. "The pupils-while
in the yard or playground," he said, "were always under the inspection
of one or more teachers, detailed for that service. Some of the buildings are furnisher! with excellent gymnastic apparatus, and in some
school calisthenic exercises were practiced to good adva11tage." 3 ·
1
ee foot pote on page 522 for new State law requiring pliysica-1 cnlture in all large
citie in Ohio,
2
See page 514.
3
The credit for this belongs largely to Mr, S. W, Seton, then one of the assistant
superintendents of the New York schools, whose activity had bronght about the
practice of calisthenics in a great many of the schools. In 1857 he urged the adoption of a regular system of exercises and the appointment of a professor to instruct
tbe teachers in it. In his report for that year he gave several pages to the subject,
and presented a number of exercises for the schoolroom, which he recommended as
tendiug to "expand the chest, lengthen the collar bone, and strengthen the spinal
column and the muscles of the back, and serve to give an erect, graceful, and healthful form to the body." So great was his interest in the matter that he brought and
di triuut d among the principals a number of copies of Miss Beecher's book on Physiology and Calisthenics, a!nd even arranged with Miss Beecher to meet the principals
and give them practical le sons in her movements.
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Five features of the New York# schools were considered by him to be
worthy of adoption in Boston, and this was one of them. One of Mr.
Philbrick's chief characteristics was his readiness in grasping a good
idea wherever he saw it and in applying it in his own work. His very
next quarterly report contained the following:
But it [the public school system] is susceptible of much higher excellence than has
yet been reached. The first step was necessarily intellectual education; physical
will come next, and then moral. This is the historical order of development in systems and nations. We have educated the intellect, but now it is seen that body
with mind is necessary to produce high ability. Then it will appear that ability
will not produce happiness and enable the possesRor to fulfill the cn<ls of his being,
unless governed by moral sentiments; and the development of these requires moral
education. "" "" " While the intellect is in training the conscience ancl the body must
not be neglected. " " " I would have the teacher aim to make every exercise contribute as far as practicab le to moral and physical improvement. Still, the school is
not ::tchurcb, nor a gymnasium; if it were, it ,,·uuld not be a school. * "" "Liberal
play grounds ought to be provided for every school, at whatever cost, and they
should be used.

Mr. Philbrick did not follow up the matter in his next reports, but
being impressed with .Dio Lewis's exhibition before the American instiitute of instruction,t he reverted to the idea of adopting light gymnastics for the Boston schools. In bis next official report, made in September, 1860, he suggested the "introduction into all grades of our
~chools of a thorough system of physical training, as a part of school culture," and added that for this purpose, "it might be necessary to employ
for a time or, perhaps, permanently one accomplished teacher in this
department of education," his idea being that the successful introduction of a system of physical exercises would require the services of a
·special instructor to aid and instruct the teachers, and to see that the
exercises were judicious and proper in themselves and well performed.
These suggestions were referred to a special committee, who reported
in December, recommending" the appointment of~ teacher of gymnastics, and of a committee on physical training and the passage of an
order that 'the teachers in all the public schools be required tb devote a
part of each school session to physical exercises, not exceeding half an
hour and not -:less than a quarter of an hour.'"
The recommendations were discussed in the full board, but without
result, the objections to the recgmmendations being that they contemplated the creation of a new committee and the employment of an additional teacher; and it was feared that the proposed plan would add to
the pupils' tasks instead of relieving them. It was also urged that the
desired end could be gained by a general observance of the rule of 1853,
still in force, which provided that "every scholar should have daily in
the forenoon and afternoon, some kind of physical or gymnastic exercise."
N otwitbstanding the failure of the school committee to adopt the plan
suggested, Dio Lewis and his influence were abroad in the land, and
1
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in s v ral of the ~ehools there was energetic ancl fairly efficient practice of gymnastics. In the high school for boys, "one of the ushers, by
the help of a simple Jad.der, Indian clubs, and dumb bells, had made
considerable progress in giviug flexibility to tho limbs an<l development to the muscles of the members of his class."
In the Eliot School .l\Ir. S. W. Masou, then its master, had already
begmi to practice the exercises which later attracted wide attention and
led to the publication of his ,: Ma1rnal of Gymnastic Exercises." This
little book r:111 tbrough several editions, ·and has been of great value,
espe~ially in the Boston schools. In the Dwight 1 Mayhew, and .Hancock S"hoolf- there was a !so a reasonal>ly full compliance with the rules
then iu for(;e.
lVlr. Phi_lbrick and his supporters in the school tommittee did not relax
their efforts, and though they did not accomplish the complete introduction of gymnastics they did succeed in constantly extending the
number of schools in which pbysical exercises were regularly practiced.
Iu 1862, no le s tllan "70 teachers of the primary schoo1R had received
special training and iustrnction in physical exercises with a view to
conduct that l>ranch in the schools under their own charge." During
the i:;amc year tbc superiutendent also states that "marked progress
bas been made in physical training am1 in a few it has been carried to
a, high degree of excellence." "Uratifying progress" is reported the
next year also.'
But iu the meantime the military spirit began to rise. The matter
of ''military gym1iastics au<l drill" having been previously discq.s, ccl in
the public print, was first brought to the notice of the board in "a
petition signed by Edward Everett, C. G. Loring, J. l\L Beebe, and·
otb rs, citizens of Boston, interest ed in the preservation of public order
and the protection of property," praying that in~truction might be
fortbwitll introduced into the pul>lic schools for boys. At the same
time a supplementary petition ,vas presented, numerously signed, which
urged tlie ad vantages of military drill a,s tl.Je best means of physical
trai11i11g as well as the proper preparation for the . .A,..rmy. These petition' were presen ted to the school board November 3, 1863, and were
im1pediately referred to a special committee. The committee reported
December 8, unanimously favoring the plan "both as a means of
pby ica1 trainiug, and ultimately of national defense." They recommeudcd that it be tried as a,u experiment in the two high schools and two
grammar schools, and that a suitable instructor in military gymnastics
and drill be employed. This report was adopted at a subsequent meeting aud the necessary orders were made to put its provisions into
execution. At the meeting of the board in March, 1864, the committee
on military drill reported the success of tbe experiment, and the masters
of the scLools subsequently indicated their approval of the scheme and
their sati fa,etion with tbe resulti:;.
The committee did Hot propose to co ufine tlte 11ew subject tQ tactical
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drill only, but, as their original report clearly expressed, they thought
the instruction should begin, with the younger classes, in gymnastics,
w"4ich they considered well calculaterl to 'a,dapt the pupils for military
movements as well as of great utility in promoting their health and·
their capacity for study. .No arrangements were made at once for the .
gymnastic feature conteziplate<l by the re-port, but the plans of the
committee ou military gyrrmasti.c s and drill were crystallized in a series
of orders which were passed by the school board on December
27, 1864. These provided for the constitution of a ·s tarfdfog · committee of five, on '' gymnastics and military drill," to have general
supervision of that branch; for the employment of an instructor in
vocal and physical gymnastics,.' at a salary .not . exceediug $1,500 per
annum; for the assignment of twenty minutes in grammar schools and
tbirty minutes in prima·ry schools to vocal and physical exercises daily;
and for the instruction of all male pupils of sufficient size in grammar
schools in military drill nuder the supervision of. a suitable instructor.
The time to be given to 111.ilitary drill was not to exceed two hours
week]y, not including voluntary drills out of school hours.
The standing committee was duly appointed as above contemplated,
and they in turn employed as instructor of vocal and physical gymnastics Mr. Lewis B. Monroe, who had already gained a, wide reputa- tion as an accomplished gymnast and professor of elocution; and as
instructor in military drill they secured Capt. Hobart Moore, who was
fitted for the position because of_ actual service in the .A.rmy,-and because
of his experience as instructor in the infantry department of the Masrn·
clmsetts Rifle Club.
It will be observed that these orders and the subsequent action of
the committee indicate a, departure from the original plan of making
gymnastics contribute to a, military training. The special committee
was "on.~rnilitary gymnastics and drill;" the standing committee was
'' on gymnastics and military drill," and instead of having gymnastics
preparatory and subordinate to the dril1, tbe drill waR at that time
considered to be merely a means of physical training-a phase of gymnastics. As such its beginning was marked with many "difficuities
and inconveniences." The masters of some of t!Je schools doubted its
utility and practicability, and strenuous opposition was d.eveloped in
the school committee itself. It is significant that during the entire
discussion concerning military drill and its introduction in the schools,
Superintendent Philbrick did not· utter a word in' its favor in any of
his reports. ~rhe whole matter was referred to the committee on
gymnastics aud military drill, and during the latter part of 1865
the drill was discontinued in all the grammar schools. In the highschools military drill continues to this day,- under the same instructor
whose service has been continuous since its·inception. Since 1865 no
serious effort has been made to ab.olish it, and the Boston school regiment is now 011e of the most popular features of the school system. It
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is sustained as a means of physical training because (1) of its freedom
from accident or injury to the boys; (2) the boys enjoy it; (3) it is a
good mental and moral discipline-the boy learns to obey, and that
is the first step toward learning to command; (4) it helps to form
cha,racter, conducing to patriotism, chivalry, love and defense of
country and home; (5) it is a powerful aid in maintaining a high order
of discipline in the schools, and an incentive to study, as the offices
are the rewards of good conduct and scholarship; (6) with limited
means for •physical training more can be done in the time allotted
to the drill, t_wo hours a week, than by any other method yet discussed, for the same number of boys. 1
Mr. Monroe's work began under much more favorable auspices
than Capt. Moore's. Enthusiastically supported by Supt. Philbrick
and the school committee, be had apparently everything in his favor.
At first he gave but a portion of his time to the schools, and received
therefor $1,500 per annum, but later all bis time was taken at a salary
of $3,000 a year. In 1867, an assistant was employed for him in the
person of .Mr. A. E. Sloane, at $1,800, which was increased to $2,500
the next year.
In reEponse to repeated requests for some written embodiment of his
method, Mr. Monroe published, in 1869, a Manual of Physical and
Vocal Training, in which he set forth the method "practised by the
writer during the last ten years, and taught in the Boston public
schools under his supervision for three years past.'' This book, then,
should be the authoritative expose of the exercises practiced in Boston
during the Monroe period. Its first chapter consists of a few pages
lauding physical exercise and gymnastics, and leads one to expect upon
the sub equent pages a manual of light gymnasi.,ics worthy of the
name; but after a few very mild exercises, not more than a dozen, all
with the evi<lent aim of strengthening the lungs and throat, the entire
book i · a text-book of elocution, pure and simple. And this same difference between expectation and realization appears to have occurred .
in the Boston schools.
The gymnastics which the special committee of November, 1863,
wanted was" that prelimhrnry physical traini11g which is practiced in
the best European schools and gymnasiums for months and years before the tactics and manual of the soldier with his musket js begun ;'7
the standiug committee under the order of December 27, 1864, clearly
i11tendecl tbat "vocal gymnastics" should be a subordinate part of the
general subject, for they explained its incorporation on the ground that
"proper exercises of the vocal organs are necessary in com bi nation
with general muscular exercises," and that " since they ought to be
included in any proper system, it is rather to call attention to them than
to enlarge the field of instruction that they are mentioned."
-

---

- - -- - --

] Dr. J. G. Blake, of the Boston School Committee, at tb. e- Pbysical Training Conference, in 1889.
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But of the twenty chapters in Mr. Lewis's Manual, not more than
five can be said to be given to gymnastics in any proper sense, and
that same proportion probably represents the division of time between
gymnastics and elocution in Mr. Monroe's work in the schools. The
natural result followed. Mr. Philbrick said in his eighteenth semiannual report in 1869:
·
That our schools have been benefited by the instruction in this department no
. longer admits of doubt in the minds of intelligent and unprejudiced persons. It is
scarcely possible to overrate the value of the improvement in reading which bas
been produced. * ~- " The vocal training which has been imparted, besides
improving the readiug, has done much to contribute to the instruction in vocal
music in all the grades of schools. The physical training has not proved * * *
a (lornplete antidote for the mischievous effects of high pressure. * * * I rejoice
in what bas been achieved, but I am by no means satisfied with present attainments
in this direction. I frankly confess that I regard all that has been accomplished
only as a good beginning. vVe must not relax our efforts. We must be satisfied
with nothing short of a complete reYolution in respect to physical education .

.At the end of the next school year, that is, in July, 1870, Mr. Sloane's
connection with the schools was severed at the instance of the standing committee on physical and vocal training, and at the same time the
terms of Mr. Monroe's employment were so changed as to require his
services for only three months in each year, and even that ceased in
1871.
For short periods during each of the following four years an instructor was temporarily employed for the work that Mr. Monroe had laid
down, but their work was even more on the elocutionary plan, and nothing of permanent value was done in gymnastics. The department of
physical and vocal training· was finally abofo,hed in 1876.
This experience of the city of Boston furnishes a conspicuous example of the injury to a cause which may be done by an unwise selection
of a teacher. With the proper instruction there is no reason why
the gymnastics of the grammar schools should · not have been as continuous since its introduction and as popular as the military drill has
been in the high schools. It is true that there was less popular interest throughout the country in gymnl;l,stics in 1871 and 1876 than in 1860
and 1864, but the same is true in an even greater degree of military
instruction; the latter was pursued as enthusiastically in Boston in the
seventies as in the sixties, and with much greater unanimity of support
on the part of the school committee. But what had been c:;illed "physcal training" had been tried and found wanting, and the unsuccessful
experiment prevented any other attempt in the · same direction. In
further proof of this, a few isolated experiments, and the frequent
references to the desirability of gymnastics, which may be found in the
reports of the superintendent, the SfWeral committees of the board, and
even of the school board itself, clearly show that the disposition of the
school authorities toward gymnastics was still such that effective
teaching of the subject would not have been treated as Monroe's teach-
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ing liad be.en. Iu fact, Mr, Philbrick's most powerful utterances in
favor of pliysical training are to be found in reports made in 18,2, 1874,
and lS'iG. After Mr. Monroe's separation from the schools there was a
gradu:11 decline in the practice of even those exercises which he had
prescribed, and in tlie coarse of time eYen the regulations requiring
tliem became a dead letter.
Dming the suceeeding years there were occasional isolated andsliortlh·ed efforts to reestablish gymnastics in eertain schools, as, for instance,
the employment of ;:1, Swedish lady to teach tlle Ling gymnastics in the
Girls' High School in 1874; and tlie establishment of a gymnasium
according to Dr. Sargent's ideas in_ the new Latin and English High
School building in 1881; but tllere was no permanent result in either
case, and no general movement to restore gymnastics as a regular school
subject until several years later, when Mrs. 1\fary Hemenway took up
the advocacy of the Swedish system.
More or less has been known oft.he SwecUsh gymnastic&in this country from a comparatively early date. Without a special search for such
references, laudatory notices of Ling's work and methods have been
discovered in educational publications as far back as 1830, and doubtless the medical journals commented upon them much earlier still.
Makers of calisthenic "systems" and gymnastic manuals, such as: Miss
Beecher, Mr. Mason, and Dio Lewis, have <lrawn largely upon Swedish
sources, while Swedish practitioners of the "movement cure',. have
always had" patients" who took the movements to prevent disease as
well as those who desired. a cure for disease already contracted. Nothing however, had ever been done on a, large scale.
The Swedish system of pedagogical gymnastics in public schools is a
plant of recent growth in America, and it was in Boston that the seed
was first planted. Mrs. Hemenway may be , supposed to have been
already interested in physical training, for the famous Hemenway
gymnasium was the gift of her son, Mr. Augustus Hemenway, to Harvard University, but her attention, it is said, was first attracte<l to the
Swedish gymnastics by a pamphlet on· Medical Gymnastics, by Mr. Nils
Posse, a graduate of the Royal Central Gymnastic Institute at Stockholm, who had taken up his residence in ~oston. Becoming interested
in the new system, she organized in October, 1888, a class of 25 ladies,
teachers in tlle Boston schools, under the direction of Mr. Posse, to test
the adaptability of ·swedisli gymnastics in the public schools. Pleased
with the success of her experiment, in May, 1880, slie wrote to the school
board, stating what bad been done and offering to have'' traineu, without expense to the city, for one year, beginning September 1, 1889, 100
public-school teachers, who were to be permitted to use the system in
their school work, thus enabling the board and educators iu general to
decide upon the merits by actual results produced upou the school
clii!dren in the schoolroom.') This offer was gladly accepted and the
class was duly formed. Later · she offered to provide for one year a
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teacher of Ling gymnastics for the normal school, and still later to provide free instruction '{ for those masters and submasters who desired
to make a, thorough study of the Ling system for the benefit of the
Boston· public schools.'' These offers were also accepted by the- board.
-The outgrowth of all this was the Boston Normal School of Gymnastics
mentioned on a, previous page.
In the meantime, and before any of J\irs. Hemenwa,y's offers wer.e ·
made, it had been proposed in the school board to establish ni committee
on physical exercises. This was not then deemed necessary, but the
committee on hygiene already existing was specifically given fu11 powers
in tlle nrntter of physical exercise, and its members were increased from
3 to 5. In response to a request from thi.s committee the board of
supervisors, in conjunction with the ins-tructor in hygiene, made a report
in October, 1889, reviewing the several systems of gymnastics and
giving their unqualified preference to the Swedish system and strongly
1'ecommeuding its adoption. The committee on hygiene, in turn, urged
the adoption of these recommendations by the school board, hut no :final
actiou was taken, and the entire matt.er was referred to the school board
for 1800.
The physical training conference, also tbe result of Mrs. Hemen way's
liberality, added greatly to the impetus that gymnastics had rece'ived,
and in ,January, 1890, a standing committee on physical training was
appoiutecl, with Dr. W. A. Mowry as its chairman. Thls committee
.made an extended tour through the West and Northwest for the pmpose of examining the different systems of physical and of manual train:
ing in use in the various cities of the country, and on J nne 10 they
reported the result of their investigations. Like the boa,rd of supervisors, they strongly favored the Ling system, and tlie result of their
labors was the passage of the f~llowing orders, J nne 24, 1890:
(1) Ordei-ed, That the Ling or Swedish sys tern of educational gymnastics be illtroclucod. iuto all the public schools of this city.
(2) Orclei-ecl, That a director of physical training and one or more assistants be
employeu, tho total salaries for the same not to exceed the sum of $5,000 per a1111~1m,
and that tho committee on pllysicail training be authorized to nominate suitable
persons for these positions, to commence at the beginning of the next schqol term. -

Dr. E. M. Hartwell, one of the most wicl,ely known of the workers in the
field of physical training, was cho~en for the position 9f directoT under
these orders, and entered upon his work January 1, 1891. In the following March Mr. Hartvig Nissen was madP. assistant instructor of
physical training, and in September Miss Laura S. Plummer, a graduate of the Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, was assigned to duty as
teacher of gymnastics in the normal schoo1. Upon these three persons
rests the responsibility for the future of school gymnastics in Boston,
and, to a great extent, of Swedish _gymnastics in this country.
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THE PRINCIPAL SYSTEMS OF GYMNASTICS.
I.

THE SWEDISH SYSTEM.

It would be interesting to trace the progress of gymnastics in other
European countries, particularly in Switzerland, France, and England,
as well as Sweden, but the time at the disposal of the writer has not
been sufficient to complete the work in time .for publication in tht document for which it is intended.
The prominent place, howeve:..·, which the Swedish gymnastics has
attained in this country in the last few years 1 demands tha.t some mention be made of the origin as well as the character of that system.
As is well known, its originator was Peter Henrik Ling, who was
born in the province of Smaland, Sweden, in 1776. His father, a curate,
was not heavily burdened with the world's goods, and young Ling
frequently felt the pangs of poverty. Nevertheless he managed to
pursue his studies at Upsala, Copenhagen, and presumably at Berlin
and Stockholm, where he resided during the early period of his life.
While in Copenhagen he had an opportunity to observe the gymnastics
of Nacbtegall, whose work was mentioned upon a previous page, and
it may be supposed that his attention was also directed more or less
strongly to the various efforts making in Germany toward the revival
of gymnastics during his residence there. It does not ap pear, however,
that he was moved thereby to attempt anything himself in the same
line, but after his return to Stockholm he studied the art of fencing
under two French refugees, who had founded there a fencing school.
Ling had been a sufferer from gout in his sword arm, and observed
that his practice at fencing was beneficial. It is by no means improbable that he was prompted to make the experiment by a study of Greek
medical gymnastics, for in his later writingb he makes frequent references to ancient authorities, and the idea toward which he constantly
strove was to reproduce in the northern countries that favorable attitude toward gymnastics which existed in the lands and times of Plato,
Hippocrates, and Galen.
Whether this be true is a matter of conjecture, but it is certain that
the fencing was the practical beginning of the system of gymnastics
which he proceeded to elaborate.
·
He com,idered anatomy and physiology as essentially necessary as
the basis of rational gymnastics, and therefore began in 1805 an assiduous study of those sciences. He conducted his researches with exceedin g care, and refused to adopt any movement until he was convinced
that its physiological effect was. beneficial. His application of gymnastics a a remedy for disease was the principal cause of the public iuterest that was manifested iu his work; but it is as erroneous to ascribe
to Ling the invention of medical gymnastics as it would be to credit
1

See pp. 521 and 534.
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Gutsmutbs with being tlte originator of gymnastics as a whole. The
basic ideas of both men were derived from ancient sources; these were
modified, extended, and improved by the enlightened judgment of
modern students. Credit is due them in no small degree for so improving ancient systems as to make them meet the requirements ofmodern
science, but their work was one of popular agitation and of improvement of detail rather than of original invention.
\
Ling early sought the aid of his Government in the establishment of
an institution for the practical application of his idea upon a more
extended scale than ,Yas othei·wise possible. This plan was not favored
at first, and in 1812 the minister of ·public instruction, in replying to a
letter from Ling, said: "There are enough of jugglers and rope-dancers
without exacting any further charge from the public treasury."
But Ling was a man of indomitable energy, and, so far from being
discouraged by this rebuff~ set to work to prove practically the value of
his ideas. Be· began the practice of his curative movements upon a more
extended scale in 1813, and so plainly apparent were the merits of his
system and so wide was the public recognition that in 1814 he succeeded
in establh,hing the Royal Gymnastic Central Institute at Stockholm
under the auspices of the Government. This has ever since been maintained as a normal school, which all must attend who desire to be
teachers of gymnasts in Sweden. Its work is in three departments,
the first for instructors of military gymnastics in the army and uavy,
the second for teachers in the schools, and the third for the study of
medical gymnastics.
·
In the schools of Sweden the practice of gymnastics 1s now practically
universal and has been for a number of years. This is true not only of
the city schools, but of the higher schools, universities, eleemosynary
institutions, and country schools as well.
Ling constantly labored to improve · his system, and after his death,
in 1839, his successors in the Central Institute have continued his
efforts for improvement. The essential principles, however, have
remained unchanged, and a recital of some of the views and maxims of
Ling will go far toward describing the Swedish system as it exists
to-day. Be divided the entire subject into four parts, namely, (1)
pedagogical gymnastics, (2) military gymnastics, (3) medical gymnastics, and (4) es the tic gymnastics.
The first branch named .above is defined to be '' that by means of
which man teaches himself to bring his body under his own will." The
three other branches are sufficiently explained by their names. The
first only comes within the scope of this paper and the following pages
will be confined to that.
Ling, from the first, recognized the importance of placiDg the practice as well a~ the theory of -gymnastics upon a strictly scientific basis
and insisted that the teacher be well equipped for his work, and that
nothing be left to chalice or the voluntary effort of the child. lt
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is natural, he argued, for one to desire to do what is easiest for him or
what lie does best, but such a mode of procedure in gymnastics inevitably resnlts in one-sided development.
Some of his rules or maxims, taken prineipally from his work entitled
Gymnastikens Allmanna Grunder~ may be shown as an excellent presentation of Lin g's idea of the aim ancl effects of gymnastic movements.
(1) Tl.Jo aim of gymnastics is the ha.rmonious development of tlie human body by
means of well-defined exercises.
(2) ,vell-defined exercises arc those w!Jich are carefully selected with a view to
the pa.rticular body to be developed by tho same.
(3) A body is well-developed when all its parts are p~rfectly in harmony with each
other and when they arc developed as much as possil>le, considering the limitations
of tbc individual's constitution .
(4) The human body can not be cleYeloped beyond tbe limitations set by the constitution of tho indiYidual.
(5) Tl.ie lack of exercise may suppress, but can not destroy the inborn faculties .
(6) These faculties ma.y be still further suppressed by improper exercises, which
are more injRrious than l>eucficial for the harmonious development of the body .
(7) Stiffness or immo1Ji1ity in a certain part of tbo body is usually caused by too
mnch strength of tbat part, and is al ways accompanied by a corresponc1 ing weakness
in oHrnr parts of tho body.
(8) By means of evenly distributed exercise the excess of strength of one paTt of
tbe l>ody may bo lessened, and tho strength of tllo weaker parts increased.
\9) T!Jc ont"·arcl n.ppearaucc of certain parts of the body i's not a true measnre of
physical strengtll or weakness: that is <letermiued by tho relati,·e proportion of all
parts of the body.
(10) Health and stre1wth ill 1he highest sense are uni,·0cal; botb depend on the
normal or harmonious activity of all parts of the body.
•(11) A11 true health aud strc11gtll consist of the perfect symmetry of all _p a.rts of
-tbe body, auu. as ti.le facnlty of moving properly, swiftly, and perseveringly is
always iu equal relatioll to the p!Jysical streIJgth of tlie body, each person requires
an all- ided training.
(12) To obtain and maintain the highest strength, one must become accustomed to
those positions that interfere tho least with one's breatbing and movements; tl.1e
power of moving <lepcn<ls upon the power of breathing.
(13) incc it is the purpose of gymnastics to. produce harmony nmoug the various
parts of the body, it is not snfticient to practi_cc moYcments of the arms and legs
alone; the power of using them well depends upon th e strength of th e other parts of
the body as well as npon their owu.
(11) If one commences the gymnastic exercises from their simplest forms one can,
step by step, advance to the mcst difficult c:sercises without tl10 least danger of
iJJjuriou s effect·; tho pnpil then ki10-ws his strengtb, what be is able to do, and what
lrn i doing.

To carry out the aims thus indicated Lillg employed. (a) exerci es
without apparatus; (b) balancing, walking, jumping, swimming, et'•,;
(c) exercises with apparatus; (d) gymnastic games. Of these be gave
the preference to tbe exercises without machinery or apparatus, but
with mutual assistance of pupils in some exercises. The following rea011 · were assigned for his preference:
(1) Th e forms of these exercises arc so simple that every uody can \lDderstan<l them
ancl imitate them at si g ht.
(2) These exerci·es can be pcrform ctl in nay place " ·hatcvcr, out-of-doors or
in-door on the open fieltl or road, aud in a sclioolroom or gymnasi um.
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(3) A l arger numb er of pup ils can perform these exercises together, thus saving a
great deal of tim e.
(4) No apparatus is required, thus saving a great deal of expense.
(5; Through thes,} exercises the pupils become accustomed to precision and stl·ict
attention, as each motion mnst be execute<-1 hy several persons at the same time.
(6) The help which one division must lend to the other awakens the sense of aiding others, and to be polite and r.ttcntive.
(7) Those who assist also ha,e an opportunity to exercise, so that both the exercising division and the assisting division practice together.
(8) A more rnfin ed understanding of the exercises is obtained through living supporters tlrnn through lifeless machinery.

A good idea of the Swedish system of gymnastics may be gained from
the writings of two gentlemeu, graduates of the Gymnastic Central
Institute, at Stockholm, who have resided in this country for several
years. One of these, Mr. Nils Posse, now of Boston, Mass., in a, little
pamphlet entitled How Gymnastics are Taught in Sweden, says:
The exercises are chosen for their physiolog·ical effects, so that only such are used
as are needed for a desired result; all of doubtful or injurious effects are excluded.
The development of the respiratory organs being of primo consideration, no movement is _allowed to interfere ',vith free respiration, and the utmost care is taken that
the exercises should produce a proper ca:rriage of head and thorax. As tlle moYeILents am practiced for their effects on the 1ody-not on an audience-we do not
- drill, drill: drill the pupils on a certain movement so as to teach them tho "trick"
of it, but take each one's ability into consideration, even thorrgh we consider that
the form of the movement is of utmost importance .
.All the exercises arc executed to worcls of command, as that is the ouly method by
which tho pupil is enabled to concentTate his whole attention upon one thing at·
time, all other methods, such as memorizing, imitation, the use of music, etc., cans-·
ing him to think of one thiiig while doing another .
The progression is very strict, so that the exercises not only grow from lesson to •
lesson, and are made to conform to the differences of age, sex, strength, nationality,
etc., but also so that there is progression in every day's lesson. Practical investigation having proved that the exercises could he made stronger, their effects more
complete, and progression more rapid, if a certain order were observed in every lesson, this order was made the basis for the classification of the exorcises. Thus our
movements arc grouped as (1) introductions; (2) ar<:1.1 tlexions; (3) heaving movements; (4) balance movements; (5) shoulder-blade movements; (6) abdominal.exercises; (7) lateral trunk movements; (8) slow leg movements; (9) jumping and '\"'aulting, a11d (10) respiratory· exercises, each lesson contaiuing 0.:.10 or more from each
grcmp in tl.te order enumerated.
·
The ·system is rational, for there is a scientific reason for eYerything that is
adopte(l and used; audit is practical, for it is independent of apparatus. It can be
applied an yw h ere and eYery,vh·ere . The old-fashion ed idea that a bath is a necessity after every l esson ii1 gymnastics has been discnrdecl, thanks to a proper use of
respiratory ·exercises; for by providing a greater elimination of water through the
lungs, tho skin evaporation does not increase to any marked degree; aml no excess
of perspiration occurring, there can be IlO need of a bath to prevent taking cold.
The system is one of exercises and not of apparatus; nevertheless, apparatus is
desirable, and hence a gymnasiu m is a mnch needed addition to every school.

a

Mr. Claes J. Enebnske, the other gentlemen mentioned above, is connected with the' Boston Normal School of Gymnastics, the foremost
institution in this conn try for training- teachers of the Swedish system.
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In regard to "gymnastic progression," he said before tbe American
...:\.::;sociation for the Ad.vaucement of Physical Education in 1890:
For a clear understanding of gymuastic progression we must bear in mind the
~cneral composition of the Swedish gymnastic drill, or what is termed a "gymnastic
dny's order" (gymnastislc dagofning). "Gymnastic da.y's order" is a _technical phrase
t I.at indicates something more than an ordinary space of time occupied in gym11:istic exercises. · It is the practical, distinctively formulated expression of a clearly
uimprebended idea, a practical application of a distinct hygienic and educational
li:.1e of thought. The" gymnastic day's order" must be adequate to the demands of
c:,ch day's exercise within given limitations of space and time. It is composed of a
certain nunt'ber of movements succeeding each other in a well-defined order, calcu1:l ted .to proclnce certain effects in a certain succession, all these ruoveruents together
ucing designed to bring about a distinct hygienic and educational result, which is
il:e exponent of what we term gymnastic "unity" and "totality." Hygienic and
e:lucational interests are interlaced with each other in the" gymnastic day's order,"
u::1 may be seen by an analysis of its constituents.

As a further explanation of the. " clay's orders" we may again quote
.i\Ir. Posse. At the conference on physwal training in Boston in 1889,
lie thus explained the meaning of the terms used by him in the article
previously q noted:
(1) Introductions. By these we understand some simple exercises used at the
ueginning of [1 lesson to gain a little general muscular coutrol to correct the base
a11tl general position, etc.
(2) Archflexions, which consist of backward flexions of the trunk. They have the
cf:cct of straightening the dorsal region of the spine, of vaulting the chest forward
hy <lra.wing the lower ribs apart, thus increasing the chest capacity, an<l of cultirnting tho extensibility of the upper region of the abdomen .
• (3) Heaving movements, which consist of various exercises in a hanging position,
n:111 others that have tbc effect of expand ing the upper part of the chest by lifting
1 t upward; incidcn tally they a,lso develop the arms.
" " "
(4) Balance movements. The two prece<ling exerr,ises are strong, hence they
increase tho heart boat noticeably. Now, a rest ought to ensue-the word rest not
to be nnc1erstooc1 as meaning inactivit.r, but changed activity-and the time is con\·cnicntly Jil1ecl by the gentle movements which we call balance rnovements. These
rcrp1ire bnt little effort from any ono of the many musclfls brought into play; the
heart boat is not increased by them, but it becomes lessened by the mechanical propulsion of the hlood into the legs (the more equal distribution of the blood pressure).
At the encl of a balaucc movement the pupil is again ready for more specific work.
(5) Shoulder-blade movements consist of arm movements, which have the effect
of placing the shoulder blades in correct position.
(6) Abdominal exercises bring into forcible play tho abdominnl walls. Their effects
are to incite peristalsis, to promote digestion, and to shorten the stay of the food in
the intestinal canal.
(7) Lateral trnnk movements cousist of rotations a.nd sideway flexions, etc., of
Ll.te trunk. They have a far-reaching effect on the general circulation by accelerating
the flow in tho inferior vena. cava, leading tlJe blood off from the abdomen and legs,
etc. Inciden tally they also cxp[tnd the Ghest laterally and strengthen the muscles
around. tbe ·waist.
(8) Slow leg movements. By this time the heart beat i1:1 again much increased.
The slow leg movements furnish a means of les1:1emng it, for by these the blood
lrncoml's mechanically propelle<l forward through the forcible, passive extension of
some mu cles, while others are in gentle, active contraction. These movements may
uo couveniently omitted when the previous exerci es are not strong enough to make
them a. 11cces ·ity.
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(9) Jumping and vaul_ting. These exercises have the effect of cultivating the
general eiasticity of the body more than does any other form of movement.
" ".
(10) · Respiratory exercises. These consist of deep inhalation and exhalation,
accompanied by some arm movement that will expand and con tract the chest in even
rhythm with the respiratory act. The movements, which can be conveniently combined with some movements of the legs or trunk, have the effect of restoring free ·
respiration (the jumping putting the pupil out of breath) and to lessen the heart
beat. Respiratory exercises are brought in not only at the end of every lesson, but
at any time when their effects are needed, and often also at the beginning of a lesso n
containing strong exercises that require an increased amount of oxygen.

To the above it may be well to add the following from the pen of Dr.
E. M. Hartwell, supervisor of physical training in Boston, Mass., aud
an ardent advocate of the Swedish system-for the elementary schools
at least. The remarks quoted .formed a part of a lecture delivered in
Boston in 1891, and may be found in the Boston Medical and Surgical
Journal of December 24, 1891, and in a reprint from -the same entitled
"The principal systems of physical training compared :"
His natural impulses ani::l tho exigencies of bis position as an official t eacher of
teachers and of military cadets combined in leading Ling to adopt simple, direct,
and orderly measures . He made use of both free and class exercises before Spiess
introduced th em into German gymnastics. Apparatus gymnastics, though regularly
employed by the Swedes, are g iven less prominence than is accorded them by the
Germans. Certain gymnastic macb.ines, which are favorites with the Swe<les, are
not used in Germany and i,ice vcrsct. ·. Gymnastic games and fencing are employed
both by Swedish and Gel'man teachers of school gymnastics. Much less care and
attention have been given in Germany than in Sweden to physiological considerations in the selection and arrangement of g~'m1rnstic movements; therefore the
Swedes rejt>ct many forms of exercise as useless or injurious which pass muster in
Germany. For example, the Swedes discard exercises that tend to constrict the
chest, those that require the breath to be held, and those producing continued pressure on the larger vascula,r or nerve trunks. One of' t,heir most stringent rules is
that all movenients should help and not hinder full, free, and regular breathing.
Swedish gymnastics surpass all other forms of pedagogical gymnastics in tbe care
taken in coordinating the exercises belonging to a" single day's orders" which have
been practiced, and the" day's orders" that shall follow. By means of the d ay's order
or table and the principle of gym nastic progression, which they alone have worked
out and adopted, the Swedes are enabled to order and vary their school gymnastics
from clay to day,· from month to month, and from year to year in a graded series.
By this means continuity is secured in the instru ction, an d the pupils, of wh atever
age or condition of health, are advanced from simple, easy, and absolutely safe exercises to those that are complicated, difficult, or comparatively ~langerous. Class
leaders and memorized drills have no place iu instruction of this kind. All exercises, whether by a full cl ass or by a squad, are executed at the word of command.
Continuous, progressive, and comprehensive gymnastic training can not b e secured
by mere imitation of a l eader, or by executing memorized exercises over and over
again. Change and variety aro necessary aud must be bad. They are best secured
in school gymnastics by recognizing the Jaw s of physiology a,nd by following the
principles of sound teaching.

The foregoing extracts set forth those features. of the Swedish system which seem to be its principal characteristics, but the presentation
iS of course not a complete expose of the system. For a tho:i;ough
understanding of it one must examine not only the theory more care-
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fully but tho practicaJ details as well. It would be i mpossibic to present t.1.1cse fully here, a.nd the reader is therefore referred to numerous
pamphlets_and manuals which llave been published in late years containing discussions and descriptions of all the phases of tlle Swedish
system. Amcng those which contain discussions of the theory may be
mentioned the published proceedings of the Physical Training Conference in Boston i u 1880, of the several meetings of the American Association for the Advancement of Physical Eclueation, the several pamphlets of Dr. E. M. Hartwell, Messrs. Claes .J. Enebuske, Nils Posse,
Hartvig Nissen, and others.· Among the manuals of exercises are
Enebuske's Daiy's Orders (Boston: Silver, Burdett & Co.); Nissens's A
B C of Swe<l.ish Educational Gymnastics (Philadelphia: F. A. Davis);
Posse's Handbook of School Gymnastics (Boston : Lee & Shepard) .
The Swedish apparatus arc uut little known in this country~ and the
only book in English, probably, whicl.1 describes the exercises upon
them is Posse's Swedish System· of Educational Gymnastics (Boston :
Lee & Shepard).
IL

THE GERMAN SYS'l'El\'I.

The German .g ymnastics as it exists in America is uot in all .respects
the same as German gymnastics upon its native heatli. Certain features
which are in the background in Germ:my a,re given a conspicuous place
in America to meet the criticisms which the gystem has met in this
country, and certain othe·r features prominent in Germany are relegated
to tlle rear here. The German system occupies a position similar to
that of the regular school of medicine. Its adherents are always ready
to adopt improvements and modifications coming from any source when
sucll arc shown to be desirable and beneficial, and t:hi.ey have been
quick to modify their practices to meet the demands of American experience. Graduates· of the turners' seminary at Milwaukee frequently
peak of their system as tlJ.e ''German-American" or'' Gel'man modified."
But tl1e e,.seutial principles of the German system still remain. Nevertheles. , it is more desirable to show in this paper the German gymnasties as we know it rather ~liau as it is in Germany, and the following
extracts, therefore, are from German-American authorities, or from
German writings iudorsed by them.
Unlike tbe Swedish system the German was uot "made to order." It
wa · not devised to carry into effect a set of previously conceived physiological ideas. It grew first; tlie minute examination of the physiological
a pects of its details came afterward . Following therefore the historical order of Its development the exrra.cts presented herewith were
elected to show (1) the essential chttracteristics of German gymnastics
and the difference between it and the Swedish system; (~) the methods
of Germari gymna tics; and (3) its physiological aspects.
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COCHAGI~, STREXGTJI, CilEEilFUL:\'ESS , IXDUSTilY, Ai\"D J\IORALITY ITS AIMS.

EYery turning institution is ~1, place for exer~ising tll~ bodily powers, a school of
industry in manly activity, nu nill to education, n, protection to health, and a public
benefit. It is consfant]y u,n<l interchangeably a place of tc11ching :1nd learning. In
an unbroken circle follow constantly after c:1ch other direction, exemplific:.tion,
instruction, independent investigation, pr;::,ctice, emulatio·.1, and further instrnctfon.
Thus the turners l earn their occupatioIJ, not from hearsay nor from following
after rnmo transient expression. They have lived in and with t.b,eir work; have
investignteu it, proved it, demonstrn.tod it, experienced it, and perfected it. It
awakens all the donnant powers, and secures _::i, s lf-con:ficlenco and readiness which
arc neYcr found at a loss . Tho powers grow only slo,,Jy; the strength increases
graclnn,lly; activity is gained by little and little; a difficult feat is often attempted
in vain, until at last attained by harder labor, greater effort, and unwearied industry. 'I'bus tho will is brought toward the wrong path of obstinacy to the habit of
perseverance, in which is based all success . \Ve carry a divine consciousness in tbe
breast when we realize that we c:111 do whatever we choose if wo only will. To s ee
what others have at last foun<l possible arouses the plea,san t hope of also acco.mp1ishiilg the same. ·
In the turning association boldness is at home. ·when othel's arc exercising fo
emulation with us, all exertion is easy, all labor is pleasure. Each at the same time
strengthens th e others by l.tis labor, and confirms his own powers, a.ncl encoumges·and
elevates himself. Thus the e:s:amp le of ea.ch beco nes :1 model for the rest, anu accomplishes more than a thousand lessons. No re:11 deed was ever without result . .
Bol<l, free, joyous, and p'i ous is the realm of tho turner. The unirn~·sal
code of moral law is his rule of conduct. To dishonor another woultl disgrace him.
To become a model, an example, is what ho should strive after. Hfa chief lessons
arc these: To seek the utmost symmetry in development and cultivation; to be
indt~strious; to learn thoroughly; to intermedc.lle with nothing unm:1n1y; to permit -.
himself to bo onticell by no seductions of pleasure, dissipation, or amusement
Guch as are unsuitable for the young.-["Father" Jahn in Die Deutsche Turnknnst.
0

ITS BASIS NOT NARROWLY PHYSIOLOGICAL .

There are CP,rtainly good featnres in Swedish gymnast ics which have been chocrfully adopted by the Germans. It is, however, very curious to note that a system
is co1Hlemue<l "as lacking sc ientific n,ccu.r::wy" which has ~tood the test of so many
years in a country where the scientific spirit of tho moclical profession ranks so
high as is the case with German physicians. To exercise one muscle, or group of
muscles, after the other in tedious succession, is certainly not enough to warrant :.1
claim to scientific accnr::w y, e.:s:cept for medical or curatiYc purposes, as in the case
of :1bnorma1, enfeebled, or diseased persons; and as to "elasticity," it is snrely the
just claim of the German system of gymnastics that it affords a vast amount of
possibilities of adaptation to the greatest variety of conditions. It recognizes the
living principl e in the normal child, aml treats this child. not as a bundle of mnscles, but as a psychic organism whos,c emotional qualities must be recognized as
valual;le cl ements jn successful physical development. In other "'"o.rds, it aims at
enlisting the interest of the child, its joyful and active spirit, ::imong the agencies
for tho promot1011 of its physical development, and ende:wors to avoiu. fa,lling into
the error of systematizing the exercise::; on purely physiological grounds. The u.iffercnco, in a nutshell, between tho Swedish and German systems of ·gymnastics is
this, that the former has a narrow physiological, the la,tter a broad, psycho-physiological basis.-[Dr. Maximilian P. E. Groszmann, director oft-he New York Workingman's School. in the School Journal, December 23, 1893.
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THE METUODS OF GERMAN GYMNASTICS.

The German system has boen diligently built up during almost a century by men
of science, especially physicians, physiologists, and. pedagogues of high reputation.
It is in practical use since that time, and. is to-day iu vogue in many European countries in a more or less moclified form. In the army, as military gymnastics; in the
education of the youth, a,s school gymnastics; in the halls of the German turners,
as popular gymnastics.
It is practiced in classes by hundreds at the same time, as well as by single individuals a.s home exercises.
The German system em braces all the different branches of gymnastics; exercises
with apparatus, light gymnastics, or calisthepica, and also those exercises known as
out-door sports, as running, leaping, jumping, throwing the stone, and the use of all
baud apparatus, as wands, dumb-bells, and clubs.
The German system bas three marked features which no other system can claim in
so predominant a mann~r:
I. It aims at general physical culture, and uot at the culture of one specia,l branch.
Therefore it declines the development of a certain organ or faculty at the expense of
others. In regard to this we may call attention to the fact that all who have gvne
through a regular course of exercise in accord with this system have been thoroughly
developed, and rank as high in proficiency as any person educated by another system. Tho contests among the turners are thus arranged, that exercises in all the
different branches must be performed. This is also the case when testing scholars
in r egard to their proficiency . The numbers gained, added together, decide the
grade of development. The strife for specialities is even not permitted, and a partial or one-sided development is th~refore unknown. Yet this does not prevent
iutlividual skill and inclination from bringing about a greater result in a certain
branch; this result, however, is not gained by a loss or lack in any other branch.
II. It a1lows or rather induces the exercises in classes. The classes are selected
by a careful investigation as to strength, ability, age, etc., and for that reaso'n it
suits as woll those wl!o practice merely for physical deYeloprnent as tho8e who aim
at a proficiency of a higher grade. The exercises in classes are a, source of endless
r>leasure, refreshment of mind, and joyfulness, not only to children, but even to
adults. They are, furthermore, an inducement for promotion and the ambitious
de ire to keep step with other scholars. They act as a stimulant for greater exertion. It is undeniable truth that all those who havo conti.nually practiced in a
German gymnasium, or in a school in which the German system of gymnastics had
been introduced, acknowledged that the hours spent there count among the happiest
of their childhood or manhood. Tho variety and great number of exercises of the
German system and their scientific arrangement allow new and indefinite combinations. The t eacher can always select a certain number of exercises suitable for his
class, which are as agreeable, as instructive and interesting to ever y one of the classmates. Not only the body, but also the mind, is kept in a wholesome and refreshing
activity which will keep a,way all weariness and tediousness which are so often
found in other systems. The class exercises of the German system allow also the
instruction of a large number at the same time, providing sufficient room is at hand.
III. The instrnction begins with the most simple and easy movements and proceeds gradually to a higher degree. All fear of danger or harm to the body is a
p,-iori excluded. The apparatus used in school practice is not at all complicated or
expensive. A number of climbing-poles, ladders, and some light apparatus for the
high and long leap are sufficient. They may even be omitted altogether, if the necessary room for such could not be provided for. In this case, however, we can not
call the training a complete one, as the aim of training is not only the achievement
of a development of muscles, limbs, and organs, but also tlie ach ievement of courage
and self-reliance.
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In the German gymnasia and schools the lessons begin regularly with a series of
free and order exercises . Every scholar has to participate in them. The rythmical
order in which they are produced calls forth absolute attention, and allows no backwardness. They impress on each a feeling of responsibility toward his associates.
Tho mist,akos or errors, or an insufficient execution of any one, injures the good
impression of the whole, and thu_s tends to greater carefulness and prevents negligence on the part of the scholars.
Class exercises on apparatus follow the free exercises. A change of apparatus
takes place, and then the lesson ends with some exercises left to individual inclination. The latter, however, are limited to a short time, according to the ability of
the scholars, or may be prohibited altogether to beginners. Thus under the eye
and control of the teacher a sense of activity and liveliness is -exhibited which the
educator' will look upon with satisfaction and delight. -[Mr. Heinrich Metzner,
principal of the school of the New York Turnvercin, before the Physical Training
Conference.
THE GERMAN VIEW Ol? THE PHYSIOLOGY OF GYMNASTICS.

Can a satisfactory state of bodily development be re~whed s-peedily, or even at all,
by exercising certain muscles or sets of muscles f If this question is answered in the
negative the Swedish system, of course, can not stand. But even though the answer
be in the affirmative, the question would still not be settled, for it wouldyJ:it be open
to discussion which · of the two systems should have the prefernnce, since without
any doubt the highest degree of physical development is attained by the German system.
First of all tho mistaken idea that we can contract certain muscles at will must
be set -aside. Altho ugh we may have a very good idea of the amount of exertion
necessary to perfotm or cut short a movement and for the direction in which this is
done, yet in a healthy condition we are not aware that we have muscles. If we
contemplate a motion or exhibition of strength toward a certain object, we do this
without taking into consideration the muscles which are to be brought into -play.
This is so truo that most people are highly surprised when they discover that the
fingers of themselves are motionless, but that the muscles which cause their motion
are situated in the fore-arm. But the understanding of the existence and situation ,
of the muscles does not change these conditions. The most thorough anatomist and
physiologist, who is as conservant with his body as the watchmaker with the watch,
proceeds in the same manner as an uneducated person or an animal. Now it is customary that even the simplest movements, like bending and straightening the hinge_
joints, is not performed by the action of a. single muscle, but by several muscles
which are similar in their action. This is also true of the ball and socket joints
when we wish to perform an exercise which requires a-rotary motion. Therefore, if
W}} design or perform motions, we can do, so only by such groups of muscles, but
never, as the opinion claims, by a single muscle.
Experience teaches us that muscles become stronger through exercise and, within
a certain limit, they increase in size; muscles which are not contracted at times
become weakened . The plan of developing the body by exercising certain sets of
muscles methodically, giving regular practice to each single one, appears to be at
the first glance quite ntasonable. A. closer examination, however, will show that
this plan accomplishes too much on the one hand and not enough on the other.
This method accomplishes too _much, on the one hand, becau::;e, in order to bring
about the development of all the sets of muscles, it is scarcely necessary to exercise
each one singly. In the case of a machine as is represented by the muscular system
a good result, in a 'certain direction, can not in a general way be obtained without
having many if not all muscles brought into play, even though not simultaneously.
How many muscles are there, for instance, which are not brought into play at all in
vaulting, The suitable arrangement of several such exercises furnishes an excelED
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lent rheans of :::.void.ing te<.liousness, which is necessarily brought abon't by tlio s,ystematic exercise of all single sets of muscles.
, This plan, on the other hand, and this is tlie ·pPincipal point, accomplishes too little, fo'r it is not the sole purpose of bodily development to give to all smgle muscles
the highest degree of strengtli. I can picture to myself a person porssessing the muscle's of a Hercules who would. not be c:1:pable of walking or standing, much less of
performing comp1icated ~.s:ercises . It would only b e necessary for me to rob him of
the power to proper)y control his movements~to b1:ing ahout his into~icn.tion, for
ins-tance.
This makes it clear that the work performed by the body as an apparatus of movement is as essentially dependent upon the correct cooperation of the single-muscle
groups as upon the strength necessary to contract them. In order to perform a
complicated nrovement, for instance a jump, tho muscles must begin to work in the
proper order of succession, and their enengy, in the sense of Helmoltz, must increase
accor.ding to a certain rule, sustain itself, and relax in order that tliere may result
a correct position of the limbs, and that the changing of the center of gravity be
effected rapiJ.ly and in the proper direction.
In addition to this, in all such complicated e.s:ercises, the use of the two senses,
- sigbt and t,ouch, tire 11ecessn.ry to quickl;Y comprellend the situn.tion at any moment,
~ and the mind must be p'rompt to J.ecide what must be done in accordance with the
message of these senses. All forms of bodily skill, such as dancing, skating, riding,.
swimming, fenc_ing, etc., depend in the end on a complicated activity and on the
suitable interaction of impressions obtained through the senses, of which we are
only partially conscious. All these accomplishments., therefore, pertain equally as
mu ch to tbe -!).ervous system as to the muscles, and the skill acquired thcrem, as is
well known·, bears no relation whatever to the absolute strength of the muscles. Tlle
· same is true of gymnastics. Most people entertain the erroneous idea that gymnastics never. is anyth ing bnt an exertion and exercise of the muscles, because these are
the more noticeable parts of the body in motion and their existence and actiofi are
more easily undeTstood . ·B ut all gymnastics is as much exercise for the nervous system as for the muscl,es. 'The fa.ilure to recognize this second. feature of aq physical
cnltnre is tlle unpardonable fundamental error of the Ling system, and this alone
__ suffic es to prove that from a physiological point of view it is worthless. Howe-ver
long anyone might exercise the muscles according to the Ling system of gymnastics,
he would be inf~rior to the average German gymnast, who from the beginning has combined the gymnastics of the nerves wit,h tho gymnastics of the muscles, in case
they should find themselves confronted by any actual task, the successful performance of which depends upon a suitabie use and control of the muscular powers befor~
fence and ditch, on a rock or, wall, among the branches of the trees, amidst the rigging, wherever ri: sharp eye and clear head are required, and where it may be necessary to alternately use the foot in pbce of the hand" and the .banJ. instead of the
foot. The body developeu. ·accordiug to the Ling system will al ways rem::i,in a m ere
aggregate of bundles of muscles, resembling an irregular throng of stout warriors;
- but the body trained according to the German system presents the picture of a well
-organized, well drilled army, obedient to every command, the single clements of
wli-ich will not, for that reason, be lacking in strength .
If it is true, in the
first place, that manifold combined movements suffice to giv·e each single set of muscles an adequate amount of exercise without systematic practice of all of them; if,
in the second place, it is true that the mere practice of single sets of muscles does
not make the body capable of e:s:ecuting combined movements, but that these, in
addition thereto, must receive special attention, then it follows unquestionably
that the Swedish system of gymnastics is almost equal to a 11erfcct waste of time in
the physical education O the youth.
· Ten years before Ling ancl hi'3 system were heard of in Derliu, e\·ery lesson w:.s
begun in the gymnasium of Eisclin with the so-called exercises of the joints, which
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were in rca]ity cali tlwnic~. For heirinucr. th«· e ·«'r i e ron t itntecl th fir t
cour e, :m<l. for the moro advaucccl th .Y formo:1 n, gl':ul cl introtlu ·tion for th more
difficult requirements, arnl for all a guitl to ~.-(•rci ~ ,vhi ·h oul cl lio ontiuu d
<laily, eYen in the room without apparatus. A. thc•,;o .· •r ·is . wc·r • ·arri •d on bv
many conjointly , they fnrnishc<l an opportu'nit~ of c1 •v lopincr 11rompt oh •dience in
the rank aml fil e of tho p articipants . Finally, ina!>mn •h :u; they ga\· systcmati
training to th e hnman l>otly in the fnndam ntal movcm nt , they en· 'll to supply
the defects, which "·ere, p erhaps, contained in the complex .· rri , , i11 rcgarcl to
the unifoi-m e:.rnrtion of all tho sets of runsdc.. 'nch excr ·is s have not only since
that time l>een continually practiced at the cliff T nt Gnman gyum:u;ium , lint h::w c
even been morn fully <levelopccl, so far a wa con istent ·w ith tho incr ·a e in the
number of beg inners.
" To tho extent demand cl lly the German system,
these exercises fully accomplish the task which is cl cemeJ 11 cc sary in the Swedish
systeJ.D, namely, to accustom the nn<l.e,~elo:ped l>ody to tile cxerci e of single sets of
muscles before more difficult tasks nro r equircc.l. Tho German system, however-1 does
not, like the Swe(lish, keep the scholar for ever at this prcparatoTy work, but allows
him, even in the first lesson, to pass on to some exercise of a more aclvancec.l nature
in which h e may take a delight.
-Thi s brings us to the other fundamental error of the "Ling system, which shows
the founder to be as poor a pedagogu e as a physi ologist. "The Swedish system of
gymna.stics in its purity conlJ not be recommended exclusively for the bodily development of our youth. For delicate children it i s too sever e ; on the other hand, it is
not sufficiently animati ng an cl fatigning for older ones. Even boys wish to accomplish something through their efforts and to ad vanco in their work. This is not
realize<l. in the practice of the s,,;-edish system, because they can not as yet comprehend the various positions and movements. The Swedi h gymnastlcs may be
sufficient to strengthen the single muscles and the entire body; it is not adapted,
however, for rendering the youth conscious of his own strength and courage, and
realizing that physical dexterity which is of such importance for life." In these
words Privy Counselor Langenbeck himself oxpo es as mercilessly as the most pronounce<l. antagonist of Swedish gymnastics tho lamentable psy hological foundation
of the Ling system. It remains to be added that r eally only th e sick, for the sake ·
of their health and at the commancl of their doctor, are able to bc-a.r the terrible
monotony of the "rational gymnastics." *
" My own experience with German
gymnastics, extending over a large numb er of years; bas made mo conversant with
tho same, and as a physiologist I have given my special attention to a study of the
motions of tho body. In tho foregoing I have endeavored to show what the conclusions must be ~oncoming the fundam ental idea of Swedish gymnastics accor.d ing to
physiology. This idea is wrong in every particular. Should anyono ask me to
pass a scientifi. ca.lly critical opinion upon tlie paral!el-l>ar e...-:ercises, from a physiological stand point, I should have to aclmi t that I would l>e placed in an embarrassing
position. I confess that I am not allle to form an adequate conception of: the mo~ing to ue conveyed. I can conceive only of this-that Dr. Abel desires every parallel-bar exercise to be analyzecl in such a manner ·that the share of each muscle in the ,
exercise is to be recorded as a function of time, in order that be might, therefrom
clecide as to the suitability and compatibility of such exercises.
'
8houlcl_that be his idea, I doubt in the first place whether he has a con_c eption of
the nature and <lifficulties of such an analysis. The truth of the matter i s that such
an analysis leads to the most intricate and t edious discussions, even when applied
to much simpler movemen ts, such, for instance, as a swing forward o, ba£kward on
the parallel bars. These discussions would r eq uire the most exact knowledge of
the anatomist and the most complete underst anding of analytical m echani·cs, and
they have been entirely eliminated from the· study of physiology because their consideration ,,as not attended by proper r esults.
Iu the second place, I cloullt whether Dr. Allel could. 1Ua.ke any use of St! Ch n,naly-
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sis, even if there were one. I have at different times exercised with professional
anatomists' and ph.vsiologists through an entire term at the gymnasium of Eiselin.
I cau't recall that any oppo,rtnuity presented itself to apply our theoretical knowledge to the exercises in which we vied with tlach other, because there exists the
same chasm between such views ancl exercises as there is between theory of voice
and singing. A knowledge of the- muscles and nerves, the combination of for'c ;s,
and the classification of levers unquestionably assists the teacher of gymnastics in
the same manner that an understanding of John Mueller's doctrine of the com'pensation of the forces of the larynx is of benefit to the instructor of vocal music. The
teacher of music is not thereby enabled to tell his scholar how he is to proceed in
order to produce a certain tone, an<l. in the same way the anatomic-physiological
knowledge is of no avail in the gymnasium. If the apostles of Ling wish to impress
_ upon us that they can accomplish something of importan ce in this way, it is probable that they deceive themselves; at all events, they will cause professianal men,
such as Edward Weber, Herman Meyer, Adolph Fick, ~nd others, to laugh increµulously at their assertions. But if this be not the case, why do they rn;wer go beyond
the use of such commonplaces f Why do they not give us a proof that these exercises on the b;rs can be classified in a scientifical and critical manner, on a physiological b~sis, instead of discarding the bars which, of course, is the easier thing to
.dof *· * *
·
It may seem strange for a physiologist to consider his own science of less practi; cal importance than-those who are not proficient therein and that he should oppose
any appeal to the same. - But a more profound knowledge, if I may be permitted to
use this expression, often makes one modest, whereas he who has a smattering only
is, puffed up with conceit; and that which is revered as of the greatest value we
. most dislike to see abused for the purpose of giving a weak cause the appearance of
solidity and of imparting to empty statements an air of seriousness.
There are two ways, says Abbe Galiani, of determining the contents o·f a bowl.
You will either have to send the bowl to a mathematician, who will make certain
_measurements and computations, and possibly after a half year will be able to hand
you the final equation, filled wrth unknown quantities which, however, may prove
to be incorrect; or you will simply have to place the bowl in a horizontal position
and, making use of a measure, fill the same, and you will ha-:e the solution.
Many human affairs are like calculating the contents of a bowl, and this is the
case with gymnastics. It is laughable to bring forwanl exuberant theories when
simple experience meets every ;requirement. The discovery and arrangement of
bodily exercise does not depend upon theorems, upon anatomy, and physiology. We
are endowed naturally with all the knowledge of anatomy and physiology that we
need, and this will no more desert us in gymnastics than in any other bodily action
in which science is of just as little use.
·
Nothing can be more foolish than to pi-ohibit a-ny bodily exercise which can manifestly be carried out without incurring any risk because they do not conform with
preconceived opinions. I ~ust admit that I agree absolutely with the observations
of tho gymnastic council of Berlin in its second memoir. That wllich the body is
capable of doing is reasonable, and tho body only can set itself limits. In answer
to this it has been claimed, on the side of the apostles of Ling that, in language
study, practice would be ne.,,cessary in grunting, snarling, screami~g, in fact, in
producing all discordant sounds. Tbe inquirer will, perhaps, understand why this
is not done if he will make it plain to himself why Swedish gymnastics pays no
attention to face contortions, which would be just as reasonable. And, if it be
argued further that crimes are just as permissible as the wheels on the horizontal
bar for the reason that they would be possible, such a palpable sophism would
prove to what straits tlle opponent is driven.-[Prof. Emil du Bois-Raymond, of the
University of Berlin, in SweLlish Gymnastics ~nd German Gymnastics.
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The extracts presented are taken from a. great mass of material upon
German turning. Comparatively little of it ha~ been written or translated into English, especially upon the theoretical side, but there is
enough to give a good idea· of the merits of -t he system. 1"'he official of
the N . .A. Turnerbund are always ready to furnish information, and they
have issued a number of valuable pamphlets, which may be obtained
gratis by earnest investigators. Mr. J. Rudolf Bollinger,
. 11
North Third streAt, St. Louis, Mo., is now corresponding ecr tary f
the Bund, and Mr. W . .A. Stecher, No. 1830 Papin street, St. oui ,
Mo., is secretary of the technical committee. .Among the manual
of school gymuastics are: .A System of Physical Culture, by arl B tz,
Kansas City, Mo.; · Manual of Physical Culture, by Anton Leipold,
Columbus, Ohio; Gymnastics in the Schoolroom, by Hans alliu, andusky, Ohio, and the Manual of Henry Suder, Chicago, Ill. The e
gentlemen are the directors of physical training in the public cbool
of their respective cities. The Code Book of Gymnastic Exercise , by
L. Puritz (Milwaukee, Wis.: Freidenker Publishing Company), relates to
heavy gymnastics. A System of Physical Education, Theoretical and
Practical, by .Archibald Maclaren (London: Macmillan & Co., Henry
Frowde, New York), is an English publication and does not strictly follow the German ideas, but it is an exceedingly valuable book, especially
for the heavier work of the gymnasium.

III.

DR. SARGENT'S SYSTEM.

· If the work of Dr. D . .A. Sargent, the director ·of the Hemenway Gymnasium, at Cambridge, Mass., were expunged from the :field of gymnastics
it would be found that .America's original contributions to the cause of
physical training have been lamentably few. But with_ his inv~ntions
.America is able to make a very respectable showing of originality.
Bis ''chest weights" in their variou& forms, and his other machines in
the .American gymnasium give it an individuality and a national character that it would otherwise lack.
·
The. athletic clubs, the Young Men's Qhristian .Association, and most
of the college gymnasiums have adopted Dr. Sargent's ideas very
largely, and the following extracts from his address before the Physical
Training Conference are, therefore, useful in describing the practices of
those gymnasiums as well· as that at' Harvard under Dr. Sargent's
immediate supervision:
In the fall of 1869 I accepted a position as director of the gymnasium at Bowdoin
College, Brunswi~k, Me.
At that time I began to make measurements of students and to observe the differences in size, strength, and development that characterized. different habits and conditions of life.
-Two years later attendance at the gymnasium was made compulsory to all classes,
and I was called upon to devise a system of exercises that would be at once efficient,
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progressive, and popular. In thinking this matter over 1 coulcl not shut out from
my mind the marked difference in physique of the men who had come under my observation.
* *
In looking over the records of the stuJents I had examined I found that the young
men who had be an a ccustomed to walk long distances to a,ml from school, and to
spcn<.t certain portions of tho year doing manual labor on farms, in mills, lumber
yards, etc., generally showed n, superior physique, unless-tho work had been excessive and b egun at too early a period. Moreover, I found that the young men }Vho
ha.cl been accnstomed to special employment, such a,s 1Jlacksmithing,_wood-chopping,
milking cows, etc., showed a special development in certa,in parts of the body, as ,
the forearm,_upper nrm, ancl back, w b ilo they "-ere lacking in tho development of
otlier parts.
In this way I went through tbe list, marking the peculia r deYelopment that seemed
to arccompany the special occ11pations and c.s:ercises to which the boys had given
attention before coming to college.
·
The conclusion that I reached was this: If actual labor will produce such good
pliysical results in certain directions, why will not a system of exercises in the gymnasium, resembling actual labor, accomplish the same result in opposite directions,
-arnl in this way be made to supplement the deficiencies of one's occupation and to
deve1op him where he is weak.
With this idea predominating, I began to work for its attainment in 1871.
The nearest approach that I could make to the realization of this idea at Bowdoin
1
College, for la.ck of funds, w-as the establishment of a lot of crude pulley-weight
appliances of different heights and weights to which I introduced the students as
a class exercise. '
Pulling window weights over n, wooden -roller by aid of an iron handle, in a cold,
unfinished buil_d ing four times a week, did not impress the faculty as an exercise
that would be likely ·t o add to the popularity of the required system, and I think
that they had some doubt as to the expediency of letting an instructor, "who was_ .
onl;y- n freshman:'' try the experiment. The experiment was tried, however, and it
proved so successful that I was able to leave the department the ne.s:t year in charge
of-assistants~ who were also students, and spend three montl1s in New Haven trying
to introduce the same system at Yale College.
I mention this fact in order that you may see that the success of the new movement w_as lp,rgely duo to the peculiarity of the exorci8e, and not to any personal
force or character behind it. - In fact, I now know that I hit upon one of the great
principles that should govern all artifidal exercise, without knowing it. {Of this I
shall speak later.)
· I ought to add that we used the wood~n dumbbells and Indian clubs to alternate
with the pulley-weight appliances in class exercises.
After the completion of my medica,l studies, in 1878, I elaborated my old system
of measurements, anu had the first patterns of my long-contemplated developing
appliances constructed.
These consist of what are familiarly known as chest weights: chest ex:pand~irs
and developers, quarter circles, leg machines, finger machines, etc., to tlie ~umber
of forty different pieces.
These appliances were first used in my private institution in New York City in
1878, and were placed in the Hemenway Gymna.sium in 1879. It woulu seem that
this style apparatus met a long-felt want, for it immediately sprang into popular
fay or.
As it had been publicly announced that these appliances w ere not patented, but
were given to the public for educational purposes, tlley were soon copied in one
form or another by various manntacturers, ancl liavo since been generally introduced
into the school, college, athletic club, and Young Men's Christian Association gymnasia throughout this country and in different parts of Europe.
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To what extent this style of appnratus is now nscd in th<' Tnit d ,
inJerred from tho fact that somo of it has beeu put into :,50 or more
representing a total membership of over 100,000.
.
That you may understand ,vbat
sy tern i in it pre nt form
·:un <l on
at Harvard University, let me a sk ycn1 to fol low mo tliro11g-h n' of th phy. ie:il
examination; of a student, anll se what" do for lti1~1. E,· r,r , tn<lcn who 'llkni
the nnfrersity is entitled. to an e:s:amination, and 7 p r rc11t of th who] 111·111111 •r
avail themselves of this privilege.
As soon as the student presents himself at tho director'::, offi o (w]ii hi-;
application and appointmcnt),,he is gi,en a bi tory blank, wlli 'h h fill
ut o·ivincr
bis birthplace, nativity of parents, occupation of father, r emblance t par nt ,
natural heritage, general state of health, aucl a list of the di ea s he hu b cl 11
of which information is absolutely necessary in ord r for tho e. a.min r t put ,
i.;orrcct interpretation upon the o bserv a t1ons to foJlo'iL The stud nt i th n a. k l
to make certain tests of tho muscular strength of the diff •r nt part '
b cly
and to try tho capacity of his 1ungs.
He then passes into the rneasurmg room and has bis wei.•rln h •i rltt
_and fifty other items taken. His h eart and lung nr th n :s:amin d
after exercise and a careful record made of the condition of tho kin, mu
_etc., which the tape measure fails to giYc.
All the items taken are then plottc<l on a chart, ma<le from several thou aud m a urements, and the examiner is then able to know tho relative standincr of thi
-individual as compared with others for o Ycry dimension taken, al o his deviation
from symmetry ancl the parts which are in special need of development.
To confirm tho plotting of the chart, and to awaken in the young man a genuine
interest in his physique a photograph of each student desiring it is taken in three
positions, and preserved for comparison with those to be taken of him later.
From the data thus procured a special order of appropriate e:s:ercises is made out
for this student with specifications as to the movements and apparatus ho may be t
·use. At the present time this special ordor consists for most students of an illustrated handbook, in which tho apparatus, tho weights for it, ancl the times to use it
arc carefully prescribed, together with such suggestions as to e:s::ercise, diet, sleep,
bathing, clothing, etc., as will best meet the needs of the in<lividual under con ideration.
Now I think it will be admitted by a11 thoughtful persons that one-1.ialfthe oatt.Ie
for men_tal education has been won when you aronse in a boy a genuine love for
learning. So one-half the struggle for physical training bas been won when he can
be inuuced to take a gen uin-e interest in his bodily condition, to want to remedy his
defects, and to pride himself on tho purity of his skin, the firmness of his muscles,
and the uprightness of his figure.
~
vVhether tho yoi'.mg man chooses afterwards to use the gymnasium, to run, to row,
to pl~y ball, or sav, wood for tho purpose of improving his physical condition matters'little, provide.cl ho accomplishes that object.
The modern gymnasium, however, offe:rs facilities for lrnilding up tho borly that
arc not excelled by any other system of exercise. The introduction of the new
develo12ing appliances has opened up thepossibility of the gymnasium to thousands to
whom it was formerly an institution of doi1 btful value. The-student is no longer compelled to compete with others in the performance of feats that are distasteful to him.
He can now compete with himself, that is, with his own physical condition from
week to week, and from month to month. Ifhe is' not strong.enough to lift his own
weight, tho apparatus can be adjusted to a weight he c·an lift. If ~o is weak in the
chest or tho back, he can spend his time- and energy in strengthening those parts
without fear of strain or injury.
In fact he C[lll work for an hour, going from onfl piece of apparatus to anothe;,
keeping always within the circuit of his Q;-'tpacity, and adding slowly and sur~ly to
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his general strength and powers of endurance. If the heart is weak, the lung capacity small, the liver sluggish, the circ11l::rlion feeble, or the nervous system impaired,
etc., special forms of exercise can be prescribed to meet these conditions.
Gentle running is ·usually ad vised as a constitutional exercise for all of those who
can take it. This is usually severe enough to start the perspiration and make a bath
of some ki,nd desirable. A tepid sponge or shower bath is generally advi1:,ecl; and
in my opinion, the b:1th W¥ich regularly follow1:, the exercise at. the gymnasium, and
the habit of bathing established thereby, is almost as valuable as the exercise itself.
After a pe6od of six months or more the student r eturns again to the director's
office, and ha~ another examination, in order to ascertain what improvement he has
made and to receive any new suggestions.
This, in brief, is the educational part oft he system of physical training carriel on
at the Hemenway Gymnasium. *
* Now let me invite your attention to a consideration of some of the theories and priuc iples upon which it is founded.
"The characteristic physiological property ot muscular tissue,· and that for which
it is employed in the body," says Martin,i "is the faculty possessed by its fibers of
shortelling forcibly under certain circumstances." This property is called contractility, and upon the full performance of this function depends not only the healthy
condition of the muscles, but of the various parts of the body with which they are
' connected.
Now, what are the circumstances under which a muscle performR its greatest contraction,
First. There must be a succession of strong and oft-repeated stimuli. Second.
The muscle must have a load to carry or resistance opposed to its shortening.
This can be illustra,ted by the experiment so often conducted iu the physiological
laboratory. Take a ii:iuscle without a weight attached to it, and apply a stimulus.
The muscle will contract, say a quarter of an inch . Now apply a weight of 1 pound
to it and apply the same stimulus. 'fhe muscle will contract half an inch. Attach
a still heavier weig)lt, say 2 pounds, and apply the same stimulus, and the muscle
will contract 1 inch.
And so the experiment could be carried on until a weight was attached which
would cause the contractions of the muscles to be less and less until they finally
ceased. "So that up to a certain limit, resistance to the shortening of a muscle
makes it more able to shorten, and the greater extension of the muscle due to the
greater resistance opposed to its shortening puts it into a state in which it is able to
contract more powerfully."
Upon the interpretation of this simple physiological fact depends the foundation
of two great systems of physical training-one faction advocating that the antagonizing muscles in free movements, without apparatus, furnish all the resistance that
is necessary; while the other faction claim that the resistance afforded by opposing
muscles is not sufficient, and that weights of some kind, or apparatus, is neessary to
bring out the working force of the muscle used.
I believe that the last conclusion is the correct one.
" · ., .
We saw in the laboratory experiment that when the muscle simply lifted its own
weight that it did no work, and that nothing was accomplished when it tried to
lift a weight too heavy for it, but that there was an intermediate wei'ght that it
lifted to the greatest height and did the greatest amount of work.
What is true of this single muscle is true of all the musclct1 of the body; t~ere is a
certain weight with which the different groups of muscles can <.lo the most effective
service in a given time. If the weight is too light or too heavy the best effect of the
exercise is not realized.
This may be illustrated by the familiar use of the chest-weights (so called). If
you go through the movements without any weight the exercise is insipid. If, on
~e other hand, you load the boxes up to their full capacity yon will find that there
1
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are only one or two movements that you can do, and the e only for a mi~ute_ or so.
Now, if you haYe carefully gauged your strength to about 5 pounds (wh1cl.t 1s, perhaps, the average weight used in these appliances), you will find that you can go
through tho full set of exercises ( coQJ.prising some forty or fifty parate mo,-ements)
and feel that you have accomplished something that will be a be.a fit to you. This
statement is equally true of all the different developing appliance found in a we1le11uipped gymnasium, and to tho fact that our modern appara u c:rn be adjusted to
the strength of the strong a,ud the W_l3akness of the weak, may be attributed a large
part of the value and popularity of those thriving institution .
But there is another principle now taken advantag of, to which the modern gym ~
nasinm o,Ycs a, great part of its effici ency. In view of the tenden ·y of the times I
can not help thinking that it is a valuable one.
In primitive races individuals of the same tribe bear a clo e r emulance to each
other. As they ,progress in civilization difference of function l>egius to work a difference in structure, and .we b egin to g et a m a rked variation in size, form, and feature.
In highly civilized communities the minute division of labor arries this variation
still furth er, so that it is not onl y possible in many cases to di tingni h individuals
by their calling, but the particular branch of work in which tbe are engaged can
be easily cletermined by its influen ce upon their ph ysical structnre. In other words,
men are molded by their trades and occupations, and m:my of the diseases with
which· th ey are afflicted arise from physical defects du e to faulty positions and want
of appropriate exercise. Perhaps no class in the community hn.rn their physical
characteristics more marked than the student class. The type may be distinguished
by a drooping head, flat chest, hollow back, and constricted ribs just over thestoma9h. It is not necessary to look for the· causes of th ese defects. They are faulty
positions while studying, press ure of the desk against the body, the constri ction of
clothing during the growing period, the rnlaxed i:;tate of certain muscles, and the
overstrained condition of others. ·
Most occupati ons, including that of the student, tend to overuse th e flexor muscles
and to compress and ~onstrict the body, thus lessening its internal capacity itnd interfering with the functions of important organs. Thus, the r esistance of the clothing,
weights lifted and borne. on the b1;1,ck or sho~ulders, and even the use of heavy dumbbells for health's sake all tend to force the ribs downward and Jessen the diameter
of the thorax. To remedy this evil a system of artificial exercise is necessary .
.Just here we touch upon a principle that bas escaped the attention of most teachers.
If this deformity is brought about by the natural action of the muscles-that is, by
their a.cting centripetally from their origin to their insertions-surely the remedy is
to make them act centrifugally from their insertions ·to their origins. · By grasping
a bar or a pair of rings above the head, the parts where tl:fe muscles are inserted
become fixed, and if the muscles ,contrac:t, the parts from which they originated
must movf\.
·
In thi s case all the diameters of the thorax are increased and the chest capacity
enlarged. In this principle lies the value of the ri~gs, trapeze, ladders, pa,rallel and
horizontal bars, and, in fact, all of the climbing appurtenances, to those who are able
to use th em. By the invention of the chest-expander! chest-developer, quarter circle,
high pulleys, and inclined planes, traveling parallels, aud · similar apparatus, the
'same principle can be applied by anyone, however weak, and the same result can be
accomplished. It reqliires a little more time, but · the effect is likely to be more
durable.
By the use of the pulley-weight system resistance can be applied to any part of
the body from any direction. In this peculiar property li es its great value ' as a
means of enlarg ing the thoracic cavity and counteracting the cramping and constricting tendencies of modern ocenpations,
I have dwelt upon these principles at some length ~ec-ause I have reason _to believe
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tlrny have not b een well understood ·by p cr~ous interested in the subject. Some of
tbe other theories that have gui<l.ed me in formulating a. system of exercises I shall
state briefly in the form of a summary, together with those I have just ment ioned.
As far as I have been able to discover, they are based on sonnd physiological principles .
(1) The person should be sufficiently interested in the exercise to givo it his attention in order to secure the necessary volitional power to start tho movement.
Whether tho e:s:ercis~ is interesting in itself is a matter of Jittle consequence.
(2) Thero shoul<.1 be a w eight or resista,nce to overcome in order t:::> bring out the
working force of the muscle. In using a weight the muscle gradually acquires the
force with which it tries to contract.
(3) Tho c:s::crcisc must be performed with sufficient vigor antl rapidity to engage
the energetic contraction of the muscles employed. When this is done, old tissue is
broken down and its place i.s supplied with new material in increased quantity,
thus augmenting the size and strength of the muscles . The brain gains the power
a.nd energy which the exercise requires it to put forth .
(4) Weak parts must first be strengthened, and then as many muscles as possible
must be brought into action in order to secure a full-orbed and harmonious de,elopmont of the whole body. One-sided development is usually attained by robbing
some other part of its jnst share of the body's nutriment. Most persons in -their
daily occupations use tho flexor muscles moTO than the extensors, thereby cramping
tho vital organs and interfering with their functions . - To remedy this tendency the
muscles should be made to act from tho center as far as possible in all forms of artificial exercise .
(5) A sufficient number of muscles should be called into action at one time to stimulate the action of the heart and lungs and increase the circulation and respiration.
This is one of tho most important considerations to bear in min cl in regard. to e-:s:ercise. To keep up this increased respiratory activity and to aid the heart in removing tbe waste material and hastening forward the new, the limbs and walls of the
chest must be absolutely free from ::111y ligatures or constrictions. Tho slightest
interferen ce with tho action of the respiratory muscles at this time embarrasses the
f::::u.ctions of the lungs and heart.
'.rhis is the reason why loose. clothing is
al ways advised 'for exercise .
(6) As a latent period procetles tho contractwn of a muscle, so a momentary perio_cl
of rest should as far as possible precede movement in exercise. This is best secured ·
where there is an alternation in the movements, as in walking, running, ro,vi~1g,
etc . All tetanizecl movements, such as holding weights, attitudinizing, standing or
sitti?g in a constrained position, etc., tend to impair the tone of the muscles by
interfering with tho nutrition of both muscles and nerves.
(7) The exorcise of the young should be of such a composite nature as to bring
about the co-operation and co-ordination of tho muscles. This involves principally
the training of the central nerve system. All gymnastic sports and athletic games
that require skill, dexterity, coolness, courage, and presen ce of mind, arc included
in this list, and are exceedingly valuable to any system of physical training as
adjuncts in the development of character.
(8) All vital processes depend largely upon the maintena,nce of a,nimal heat. But
animal heat is now -known to be generated in the blood. while passing through the
mnscles, and not in tho lungs, as was once supposeu. The full contraction of the
muscles greatly aids this function, and helps to force th e warm blood through the
tissues and back again to the heart.
(9) In ortler to realize the best results from physical exercise and keep up the general nutrition of the body, all muscular effort should be followed by a bath or vigorous stroking and rubbing.
(10) In every kind of physical exorcise the qualities at first required arc the qualities at, length d evelope<l. Thu~, if the exercise requires strength, strength will be
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the rcsnlt; ifcour:1ge is cxacte,I, courage will uo tlrn outcome; if quickness, cpiickucss; autl so throngb the whole range of facult~es exorcised.
Knowing what is desired, it is an easy matter to prescribe the appropriate training.
*
What America most needs is tllo bappy combination which tho Enropean 1rntions
_ are trying to effect; the 'strength-giving qualities of the German gymnasium, the
active and energetic properties of' tho English sports, the grace and- suppleness
acquired from tlio French calisthenics, and the beautiful poise and mechanical precision of the· Swedish free mo,-ements, all regulated, systematized, and adapted to
our peculiar needs n,ml institutions.
The highest development of strength, actrvity, and grace is net compatible iu the
same individual, and consequently n;i.any persons prefer to sacrifice one in order to
gain the other. But life's forces are well adjusted and well balanced.
k-

11-

IV.

THE

DELSARTE

SYST]Df.

In investigating the so-called Deh;arte system of physical training,
one is met at the outset by the very formidable obstacle that the system has no authorized mouthpiece. The man whose name it bears never
devised a system of pliysical training, and those that should be most
fami!iar with his plans and purposes, and many of those who profess to
have best mastered his philosophy repudiate the idea of connecting ltis
name with any system of gymnastics. Bis own daughter, Madame
Geraldy, is said to have declared, "It is the expression of the emotions
through the body that my father taught. If one wishes to study
gymnastics let him go to a gymnasium."
To make matters worse, there are apparently radical differences
upon important points among even tl10se who claim to represeut Delsartism and one no sooner imagines tb~t he bas a clue to the whole
thing than a discouraging contradiction appears to throw him into
worse confusion than before.
There is, furthermore, a certain mysticism with wllich the Delsartians like to cover their work. They continually state that one can
not hope to understand Delsarte without deep study.
What is presented herewith may not, therefore, con·ectly represent
Delsarte physcal training in the opinion of some Delsartians, but the
representative value of the extracts will not be questioned .any more
than it -would have been if one of the Delsartians themselves had
made the selection, if we may judge from the Jack of harmony of opin~
ion between them.
llIOGRAPIIY OF DELSARTE.

FrnnQois Delsarte wa.s born November, 11, 1811, at Solesme, France. His father,
a pl1ysician, died, leaving his family poor. The young Delsartc was sent to Paris,
in 1822, to study with a, painter on china, but his tastes carried him into other channels. He became, in 1825, a pupil of the conservatory, a Government institution for
the instruction in dramatic art, music, and the ballet. Here, for want of proper
guidance, he lost his voice. Fh1ding himself thus incapacitated for the stage, he
resigned that career for that of a teacher of singing and the dramatic art. Realizing that he ha<l beeu shipwrecked for "·ant ot: a compass and a pilot, he determined
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to save others from his fate by seeking and formulating the laws of an art hitherto
·left to the caprice of mediocrity, or the inspiration of genius. After years of unrcmittinglauor and study, study which took him by turns to hospitals, morgues,·asylum.;,
prisons, art galleries, etc., patiently unearthing the secrets an<l. methods of past
genius, study which kept him encha~ned by tho hour watching the children at play
in the great public gar<;lens, weighing humanity everywhere and everyhow, he succeeded in discovering an<l. formulating the laws of aisthetic science. Thanks to
him, that science has now the same precision as that of mathematics. He died,
without arranging his life-work for publication, July 20, 1871. Many are the names
famous in their different careers, that have owed. much to his instruction: Rachel,
Sontag, Pasca, Monsabre, etc. 1-[Ascribed to the Ablie Delaumosne in Mrs. Stebbins's Delsarte System of Dramatic Expression.
TUE WHOLE THING IN, A NUTSHELL.

I will gi YP. you in a very simple, very compact form, a complete definition of what
t,he Delsarte system is of which so much talk is made, usually consisting, however, in
Llollow echoes. The D(llsarte system is a careful analysis of the facts of human_
.. uature and experience, generalized into laws which dominate those facts and applied
in a system of practical rules for the perfecting of the human instrument physically
and spiritually, so that our experience may lie raised to the higheat possible degree
of variety, fullness, and harmony. That is the Delsarte system.-[Rev. William R.
Alger, before the Convention of Elocutionists, Chicago, 1893.
- A LESS CONCISE, BUT MOHE SATISFACTORY DE.SCRIPTfON.

There are two widely differing conceptions of Delsartism. One is Delsarte's own,
of a method of training for vocal and pantomimi-c expression, founded neither on
, traclition, empiricism, inspiration, nor good. luck, but on a reverent study of nature's
laws. The other is the popular misconception of the rnan ·and his mission as a sort
of inspired gymnast, the end and aim of whose life was to enalile silly girls to attitudinize in public and private, to movo in strange an<l. weird curves and spirals, and
to wear costumes more or less suggestive. of the apparitions in materializing seance.
The prevalence of exhibitions of statue~posing, Greek <lances, emotive gestures, tableaux vivants, fan drills, broomstick drills, fainting, dying, and grand and lofty
turulili11g, dignified by the name of Delsarte, and too often given by people who have
neYer mastered eveu the elements of harmonic poi:,1e is responsible for the popular
notion of the master whom we reverence.
It is the misfortune, iu one sense, of Delsartism that its possibilities in training
for physical perfection have been exemplified, in this country at least, much more
fully tb.au tho expressive side of the work.
The gymnastic side, important
and interesting as it is, has come to be regarded as the be-all and end-all of tb.e system; whereas Delsarte himself attached very little importance to it. , Nevertheless,
it can not he denied that the results of following out these principles of physical
trnining, whether they origi1rnted with Delsarte, or, as is sometimes claimed, with
Mackaye, have far surpassed those of any other system of gymnastics in grace, freedom, and harmonious cooperation of all the parts of the body.
The essential principle upon which they are based may, I think, be summed up in
some such formula as this: In any true system of physical t.raining, muscular development must lie proportioned to the supp!y of vital energy in the individual. Or,
in the language of Delsarte, the psychic must transceud the physical. The fallacy
1
Mr. J arncs Steele Mackaye first lirought Delsartisrn prominently before the American public in 1869. Mr. Mackaye ha<l. studied under Delsarte, in Pa,ris, an.J. returned
to this country to prepare the way for tho coming of his master. Delsarte, however,
wa:; preveuteu from corni1ig to America. by the Franco-Prussian war.
·
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of all-ot'her gymnastic system{, with which the writer is acquainted is that they
measure resnlts by extern al growth. E,,_e n the tabuhti, a of speci~lists of the
school of Sargeut, of Harvard, are devoted mainly to recorc:mg differences in size;
and their aim seems to be to remodel th e external physical shell in accordance with
certain hard and fast notions of manly and womanly beauty. While muscle is val- ualile, it should never be forgotten that mere mass is useless without energy, and
that a small arm with a tremendous reservoir of reserve force bellincl it will win the
battle every time 9,gainst a muscular development, however great, that has been
gained at the expense of latent 'power in the brain.
While Delsarte was probably quite unconscious of the tenclency of his teachings
in this direction, there is no doubt that this view of th u relatiYe value of nerve and
muscle has b een splendidly reinforced by arguments <lerivocl from his theories, and
is upheld most forcibly to-clay by adherents of the so-called Delsarte system of
physical culture. '
To llarrnonize mind and body; to put the soul back in tho whole body; to maiutain equilibrium of all the ·functions and principles of being; to render the body
plastic; to free all the channels of expression; to remove constrictions that interfere with the flow of emotion to all the parts-this, we were faught again and again,
in varying formulas, but with one thought behind the formulas, is the object of harmonic gymnastics. In more accurate language, we could say : To preserve the just '
, proportion between n~rve-force and muscle. The physical problem of tbe future is
not how to cultivate muscle, but how to conserve and increase vital energy. Delsartism ,h as helped on the <l.iscussion of the problem by example and precept. If it
has not furnished a solution,' it has at l east vehemently asserted the substantial ·
unity of soul and body, and pavell the way to a recognition of the undeniable fact
that, without in-forming energy, mere physical development is a useless burden to
_ the soul.-[Mr. F. Townsend Southwick, in Werner's Magazine, June, 1893.
FLEXIBILITY, POISE, AND STRENGTH, THE END OF PHYSICAL TRAINING.

I can hardly outline what I cons4-der to be the system of Delsarte, because he would
not have claimed that he left a system. It is not a science. It has not been reduced
to a science. It is still in a trans.ition condition. Not more than two or three of
the so-called laws of Delsarte can be called final laws. Most of them are unfinished
rules of expression. But his laws of development, as I understand them, are, first,
, the training of the body as an instrument of expression; second, the study of the
elements of expression; and, third, the application of the principles to the more
involved emotional work.
W1th the latter,we have nothing to do at present, but I wfsh to try to explain
what I understand to be the system, as far !l,S it has been developed; in physical training.
The first thing is.the culti~ation of the physic~! sensibilities of a pleasure in what
we are doing, and with that a cultivation of th~ various senses. But without an
inspirin g motive, without some emotion accompanying every act, it seems tome that ,
the physical move:gien t is simply a dead thing, like a body without a soul. Herein
lies the danger of 'reducing it to a mere mechanism.
'l'he principles of Delsarte, the laws, I will pass over and come down to the more
tangible work in hand. The first step that Delsarte would undertake with a p-upil
would be the correction of any man1:1erisms that hf might find. The correction of
these mannerisms might be the relaxing of a muscle, if it is very tense, or the
strengthening it, if it be over r elaxed. The exercises that Delsarte used seem to be
derived directly from the common practices that we see in everyday life, the action
of the child, the mdvements of the people in the ordinary healthy state. The first
step toward a definite system, I do not think, lies in the principle of relaxation.
Before we can relax any part of the body we must necessarily have power to control
our body iu an equilibrium or balanced state.
Therefore the first step toward a
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thorough system would he the practice of poise, the resting of the body in its movements· in different dire_g tions, r etaining all parts properly balanced about a common
center.
In that matter of poise, to illustrate th e absolute necessity of accom panying emotion with movement, I b elieve it is not right nor proper to practice a swa)1ing of
_ the body in a:ny dire-ction without accompanying it 11ith some intention of thought
or of feeling. The general sway or .poise of the body, Delsarte ta,ught, should be
·taken first of all with the intention of acquiring a sens_ation of comfort, of pleasure
· And, second, an intention, as a matter of thought, of reasoning, a desire to accomplish somethil)g. Physical exercise ought to be resoh·ecl at once into a definite
expression, a uefinite attitude or gesture. That is what it is for, not for the sake of
deyeloping a certain amount of strength, but it 1s for the sake of emoti9nal express_ion. The use of a dramatic speech or situation or intention should be inv9lved in
the physi cal mo,-ement.
*
I do not think it right to practice a relaxing movement, i. e., the surrendering of
any part to grn"£.ity, like the state that it has in sleep; I do not believe it is right to
cultivate that condition of the muscular system without using it at once emotionally. \'\, hen a child ou the street sways its arms and makes other spontaneous movements, it is doing exactly what I understand Delsarte's intention to be in relaxing
movements, abandoning itself to spontaneity of gesture. I wouJd take every relax-.
ing movement and resolve it into some gesture, giving all its value, and no't makeit
rnerely a mechanical thing. · The same with controlling movements. I understand
relaxing movements to be surrendering the part to gravity, but of controlling all the
other parts and relieving them. We are not only relieving. one part, but strengthening another.
Beyond the· matter of poising, relaxing, and controlling, I think we ought to
approach nearer to expression by practicing involution and evolution of movements ;
WC onght fo come nearer to the actual expression of daily life, the bringing in fhe
moYement in sensitiYe impression, and the carrying out of movement in forcible
expression. These transitions of movement bring us still a step further· into something like pantomimic work. The use of the swaying of different l)arts of the body,
taken by themselYes, may be in different forms, but always with tho intention to
resol\·e them into positive attitude, gesture, or expression of some kind. The opposition of movements, of course, is a very simple thing, and I need not delay upon it.
It is a matter of balance, belonging to the law of consistency, that when one part .
is in use the other part may not be used. The use. of any part without the use of
another part is contrary to nature, and will result in an un eqnaldevelopmcnt. It is
not right to practice one muscle by itself without the cooperative use of the rest of
the muscular system·. The re~ognition of the laws of Delsarte, or the relation
between the center and the extremities, the necessity of repose being back of every
activity, tbelaw of motion which is absol utelyfinal, th e whole matter of magnetism,
the law of expression, all these need to be understood and applied iu purely physical
training.
·
Perhaps I may draw the line there and say, beyond that we go into emotional
expression, which is beyond the function of the physical trainer. The use of the
voice aml the practice of the voice is certainly a part of physical training, as much
as the exercise of the general body.
A3 a resume, I would say that, as I understaml it, the ultimate matter is reached in
physical work when we have attained perfect flexibility, poise, and strength, all
equally important. Repose is obtained by relaxation. Energy is the part of physical
work which is 11sually taken care of so much by itself. In making a plea here I
might go further and deeper, but the time is short. But, as I understand it, finallr,
the whole object of physical training is to enlarge the scope of our powers, and its
principal object is to deve1op the body as a means of emotional expression.-[Mr.
:Franklin H. Sargent before tho American Association for the Advancement of
Physical Education, meeting of 1892.
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TE!E CfIARACTEn. OF Tlll<; EXEIH ·r · r~ · .

The outline of the systematic physical cultur
briug before yo u is
composed of three wiu.el y different clement nll in onformity witli tho ba ic idea of
Dclsartc: (l)Theso-callcd :10stheticgymnasti sof clsar 'strainin°·; (2)thoSwcdish
or Ling system; (3) the ceremonial forms of ri utal pray r. These when pro1)·
erly coml>incd and graded into systematic progr ssi,·c .· rci ,, con titnte a perfect
system of gymnas tics which brings into being au<l actirn u en.ch of the three
great principles of Frarn;ois Dels:11 te. \V baYe
<1ucncc, opposition 1 and correspondence; consequently, we ha Ye all the el mcut s cutial to crnlrn beauty of form,
graceful motion, and artistic ·presentu,t ion .. As will be e 'D, such a syste m emu races
both physical and aesthetic culture. I shall confino my ·elf now to tho purely
physical aspect.
I have never searched consciously for trinitie ·; t lH'Y ha,· turn d np of t.hcmseh·os
in almost every department of my studio . In my ca , I think I mny say, thn.t is a
way that trinities have. Fo1· instance, in pbysi al u1tur , perfection onsists of a
judicio,us blending of r elaxation, energizing, and Jeep br nthing.
Relaxation too often has been mistaken for iu ertia. Thi is a falso conception,
and has given rise, in those who do not comprchoncl its r al natur , to the llabit of
doing things in a semi-lifeless, easy w ay . Rcla.:s:atiou does not mea,n acting in a
relaxed, lazy manner . It m ea,ns r est after effort, perfect rest after perfect effort. It
implies more than th is, for it means tho conscious tra nsfor of en ergy from one department of n ature to another, with unaffect ed ease and grace, after an activ-c tension
of bouy or of brain. True relaxation would ruean tho resigning of tho l>ody to the
1::tw of grnvity, of the mind to nature, and of the entire energy to a deep, rhythmic
breathing. Complete relax:ati on of tho -voluntary muscles at once transfers the
energy to the involuntary parts, so that, strictly speaking, there can be no such
thing as conscious r elaxation, except in the voluntary muscles and the brain. But
this is quite suffici ent. This transfer of energy produces the requisite equilibrium
for tho ren ewing of physicaJ s t rength.
It will, therefore, be seen that the vital principal of relaxation, with the use an~l
processes connected therewith, has been rnisunuerstoocl by a majority of those who
profess to follow the Delsarte system. Nothing can be further from the truth tllan
to imagine that Delsarte's idea of training was to produce a sfate of devitalized
actio!J., It was the very reverse. Delsarto, ba,·ing the instinctive perception of a
true artist, must have known perfectly well' that to free the channels of expression
so that the whole form should respond to the image -in the mind, nothing was more
valuable tJ commenco with ' th0,n the decomposing exercises which enal>lo tho
trained indivi(lual to rest at will. Remember, then, that relaxation means the ability to r:est, and, in resting, to recuperate dynamic power through repose. In n,11
truly graceful action there must be an expressed consciousness of force in reserve
and not an evidence of devitalized easiness. ;,
The second principle of our system is energizing. It is based upon the well-known
physiological law that use and friction of the parts attract thereto a fl.ow of blood
and nerve force. Action means waste, and this waste calls for fresh supplies of
molecular energy to renew the cellular tissue. Growth and an increase of muscular
strength ' jg the natural result when tho energy supplied is fully equal to the demand.
The amount of energy is determined by ihe dynamic capacity of the brain and
lnngs; and this, in the system under notice, is obtained from. the oxygen stored
,throngh tho rhythmic breathing which accompanies each particular movement.
To energize the parts so as to obtain the greatest l)Ossible b enefit fro~ the ::tmonut
· ·wbether it can bo pro,ed that he taught tbe decomposing e-xcrcises or not, the
fact r emains that, as he certainly did t ench to his pupils th e spiral motion of the
arimi, he must have taught relaxation in some- form, as decomposing exercises are
abAolut ely necessary as a training for spiral motion.
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of energy expended there slwulrl be a slow increase of muscular tension as the mind
directs the flow of nerve force to the parts aud an equally slow relaxation. Nothing increases the nervo-magnetic power of the physique more than this method of
energizing. Then comes the energizing s.eri'es of gymnastic exercises which brings
each muscle of the body into vlay in its turn. Much discretion, however, is neceesary
/ in such work. Different temperaments require slightly different treatment. Many
individuals are physically out of proportion, and 1 therefore, need special exercises
and direction for developing the weak or immauure parts. * " *
Every Delsartfan should' possess a sound knowledge of physiology and the physiological effects of different forms of motion. With such knowledge there is not the
slightest difficulty in translating the angular motions of the Swedish system into
·those which-develop grace equally with physical strength. I am a :firm supporter of
brawn a:Q.d muscle; but1 -at the same time, I insist that the same physiological effects
and ·consequent physical development can be obtained in a system which evolves
grace and beauty as in a system which produces an angular, jerky, inartistic presentation. A beautiful physique, with graceful strength in every action, is the Delsartian ideal.
The third element in physical milture is breathing. To breathe, one would think,
is one of the most natural things in the world. So it is, in a way. But to breathe
correctly, healthf0:lly, in other words, to breathe hygienically, is just as much of an
art as is anything else in human nature, and requires long practice and careful training. What is more natural than to talk f And yet how many people do you meet in
any one day who speak correctly or who express their thoughts in a pleasing tone
and a natural mannerf- Speaking correctly is a matter of grammar and accent, but
speaking in a clear tone, with a sweet voice, is largely a matter of proper respiration.
In physical culture, then, breathing occupies a most important place. It is the
basis of mental life and physical activity. It is the grand foundation pivot, aroup.d
which every ~ther form of culture must revolve.-[Genevieve Stebbins, in Werner's
Magazine, January, 1894.
'
·

GYMNASIUMS FOR CITY PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
The use of apparatus is not essential to ain effective system of .physical training, and the lack of funds to equip a gymnasium is no reason
for a refusal to begin systematic work in that line. But whatever may
be done between the desks in the schoolroom must be regarded simply
as a makeshift to serve only in the absence of a regular place for exercising, and none will -deny that the work may be prosecuted to still better effect when a sufficient supply of gymnastic appliances is provided.
This is especially true of sch9ols for older pupils, for their -interest is
more easily enlisted in apparatus work than in , the free exeroises.
There is another consideration that seems to be -even more weighty
than any of those usually urged in favor of the use of apparat_us. The
· free exercises depend for their effectiveness largely upon the action of the
antagonistic muscles. Now, if there is such a thing as muscular training, and if physical power is an object to be desired, it would seem
that the muscles should not ' be deliberately trained to act in opposi- tion and therefore to interfere with the movements of each other, even
if the appearance of strength is the result. The required resistance
to the muscular movement should come from external objects rather

IA,
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than from antagonistic muscles. Of course not all free exerci es are
subject to this objection, nor is it necessarily fatal even ,Yherc it doe
apply, for other exercises ten<;l to counteract tbe e ill effects; but the
teD:deucy is bad and _the the~>ry is worse.
Free gymnastics usually come first when physi al training i begun
in city school systems; light hand apparatus is next, and the fulJy
equipped gymnasium is the last step in the introduction of a well-developed system of gymnastics. .A. number of cities are now ready for the
second and third stages of development in thi or<ler, and infol'mation
concerning the apparatus ordinarily used in this country can not be
amiss. In securing this information the aid of· the manufacturers of
such apparatus was sought. Letters were written to the Narragan ett
Machine Company, Providence, R. I.· J olm Gloy, Chicago, Ill.; Fred.
Medart, St. Louis, Mo.; A. G. Spalding & Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.,
and to the Schumacker Gymnasium Company, Akron, Ohio. The e
gentlemen were asked for information concerning (1) the building of
new school gymnasiums; (2) the conversion of halls, attics, basement ,
etc., into gymnasiums; (3) the apparatus required and its uses; (4) the
improvements~made in the same by th~ir respective firms, and (5) the
cost. All of them responded fully and satisfactorily. Tllere was necessarily a great simiJa.rity in their answers, aud an minutely described
the mechanical improv0ments in their own wares. The writer is convinced that the American manufacturers excel all others in the finish
and in the mechanical excellence -of their apparatus, but they have
made but few changes that .a ffect the essential character of the apparatus or the exercises to be performed. The following pages contain as
many of the facts of general interest brought out by the replies mentioned as can be conveniently published. Repetitions and references
to purely mechanical improvements ha;e been omitted as , far as possible.
FROM THl<J NARRAGANSETT MACHINE COMPANY, PROVIDENCE,

R.

f

[Prep·a rell by Wm. L. Coop, Providence, R. I., assisted by Miss Ellen Le Garde, supednteudent of
physical training in the Providence public schools.]

A school gymnasium when best placed is in a separate building, which might be
~itu.ated in the rear of the school buildings or in the center of a quadrangle formed
by them and connec'ted with the schoolhou~es by passages. The edifice coulcl then
be constructed specially for gymnasium work and should be from 18 to 22 feet in
height, the collar beams of the trusses supporting the roof. It could be rectangular
in form, with sides in a proportion of 2 by 3 or thereabouts. If the room is less than
50 feet wide allowance should be made for at least ,10 square feet of' floor space for
1
each scholar' exercising .
If ~ separate buil<l.ing can not be bad the neN:t best situation is in the upper part
of the school building. In many cases the peak of the roof can 15e utilized, If possible, a clear height of 18 feet should be secured at the center of the room for such
suspend ed apparatus as traveling rings, flying rings, climbing ropes, etc . The side
walls need not be over 6 feet high. Ligbt can b e obtained from dormer windows or
from thick ground glass set in the ro~f. Tl..te floor of sncli a gymnasium 81.iould be
ED
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sus:pen<led. enti!·el/ separate frum the ceiling and partitiolls of tb.e rooms below. Tierods from the trusses can be used for this purpose, although they arc somewhat of
an obstruction in tho gymnasium room, and should not be put in if the floor could be
otherwise supported without great expense. Tho b est possible means of deadening
the :floor, to prevent sound, should be employed, and, in any case, such a gymnasium
c:111 not be used for heavy jumping o~ fast running without the resulting noise disturb.ing the ' schoolroom below whe-n in session. The position, however, is preferable fo any other in the building, on account of light and Yentilation aml the opportunity to secure the necessary height without great expense.
Gymnasimns rna[J be placed in a basement. If, however, the room can not Le 16
feet or more high the traveling rings woulct. not be of much use and climbing apparat,us would also be limited in its value. Some form of ventilation that would be sure
to thoroughly change the aLr of the room after each class had exercised should a1so
be au.opted. Care should be taken to drain under the floor thoroughly, that the floor
may be absolutely dry. It shoultl also be ventilated underneath to .p revent dry rot
of the floor timbers. Any swinging apparatus that is attached to the ceiling should
be insulated or :provided with roller bearings to pre;-ent noise. School audience
halls could often be_used to a<l.vantage for n, wide range of gymnasinrr: work without
any of the apparatus at all interfering with other uses of the hall other than the
temporary removal of seats. On the side walls could be placed pully weights and
racks for calisthenic apparatus . If suspended apparatus is clemanded it could be _
so arranged as to be quickly hoisted. out of the way. If the floor of the hall is not
speciaUy constructed to a-void the transmission of sound to the J'Ooms below, such
exercises as jumping, running, or st-amping will necessarily have to be avoided while
these rooms are being used. Where libei·al halls (passageways) are provided- in
school buildings these ma.y be used for gynmasiumwork. Racks for Indian clubs,
dumb-bells, bar "bells, poles, wands, hoops, fencing sticks, etc., can be secured to the
walls, and even pulley wei ghts can be placed to good advantage for class purposes.
In a hall 20 feet wide and 50 feet long 25 or 30 children can exerc ise at one time in
the ma,jority of calisthenic movements, and a snfficient number of pulley weights
can be arranged for all to take one-band exercise in class . Low-studdecl rooms of
from 10 to 12 feet may l>e used for all gymnasiim work, except such as is done ou
appa.ra.tns suspen<led froru or att:1ched to the ceiling.
Gymnastic exercises may l>e performed in the aisles between the desks of the or<linary schoolroom, and in many of the movements th e desks themselves can be utilized as a means of support. A device has b een invented that can be secured to the
ends of opposite desks forming a substitnte for a parallel bar. Racks for cali1ltbenic
apparatus can easily be attached to the walls of the schoolroom under the windows
and in such places as are uot occupied by b]ackboards. This latter plan permits a
ready arrangement of the pupils with apparatus in band to rise from the sea:ts to
carry ont any series of gymnastic movements.
Out-of-doo1·, 01· school yarcl, gy1n11asiitrns . -City schools, except those in the largest
cities, have generally sufficient yard room to use for gymnasium exercises. In fact,
if ther is any yard room :it can be u sed to advanta.ge. Games that possess gymna. tic features can be taught to classes of 60 pupils, or when such classes ai:e too ~
]a.rrro for all to play in one game they can be divided in squads of 10 or 15, and all
?xerci e in the same manner. Suitable games are "being devised by gymnasium directors aml published in _gymnastic "books now being issued. The ch ildren should Le
cncournged to play these games outside of the school yarcl, as a great a<lvantago will
he d rive<l from tho practice of them by the children an<l the substitution of games
that have gymna ·tic Yalue for those not so beneficial. Many of the ga mes can be
pla~ tl without apparatus, l>ut the addition of apparatns adds to the interest of. the
game. Rubber balls to be thrown and caught, barriers to l,c Jen.peel oYer, objects to
h collecte<l or distriLuted, and 9tber imp]cments that <leYclop sk ill and agility are
desirable. An alruost ideal game is very po1mlar at present among gymnasts iu tbe
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Young Men's Christiau Associations, which is well adapted fo1: outdoor nse. It is
ca~led basket ball, ancl wp,s dovisecl~by Mr. James Naismith, ono of the teachers of the
Young Men's Christian Association tra.ining school, Springfield, 'Mass. Tho implements for the game consist of a large rubber or leather ball Eimilar to a football and
two b askets, or rings, that can be suspended al about 10 feet from the_ ground.
The pupils are formed in two divisions, the object of each division being to throw
tho ball into the goal of the opposite division, or prevent the opposite division from
throwing the ball into theirs. The ball must not be- carried or kicked., but must be
thrown, and rough playing is prohibited. The_ game can be played by any nnmbcr
from 10 to 100. It calls for great skill and activity, brings :into action all tho players,
and tho chances of accident are very small. Systematized gym11astics can be carried 011 i11 the school yard. The calisthenic apparatus used in tho schoolroom can
wi:th benefit be used outdoors whe11 the temperature a11d weather l)ermit. Such
apparatus as ladders, ropes, poles for climl::>ing, seesaw, giant stride, stilts; balancing beam,· vaulting bars, etc., can be arranged to stand expo3ure to weather .and
adapted for outdoor use. In primary schoo1s covered sand g;,r<1ens could be provided. SuGh school-yard gymnasia should be open te> the public during the summer
months of schoolvacation, under a director. The opportunity for exercise and play
in crowded localities would prevent a tendency to petty offenses, crimes, etc.; a
place of innocent enjoyment would be afforded, and if kept open and lighted by
electricity, would afford pla,ces of exerci:;;cs, recreation, and rest for laboring men.
The only cost entailed -would be that of lighting ancl the salary of a care-taker, who
should be invested. with police rights of arrest, etc. T~ese outdoor gymnasiums are
provided for by law in all German cities of over 15,000 inhabitants, and tho inhabitants are taxed to maintain them. One large central one in the larger cities is used
not only for school purposes, but to train instructors. Such a public school outdoor
gymnasium was established in s-andusky, Ohio, ·in May, ;892, under Hans Ballin,
director of gymnastic work in the public schools.
Scho/Jl gy1nn asiurn outfits . -A simple outfit of apparatus should be selected at iirst,
ancl if additions are made they can be selected by the director to conform to the
course of training ado1)ted.
The following two plans and lists are selected and arranged for a class of not over
60. In calisthenic exercises there is sufficient apparatus provided for each pupil,
and exercises on chest weights may be performed with one hand only by the entire
class. On the ladders, bars, etc., the class will be divided into four squads. The
ladders may be hoisted out of the way an~ the vaulting bars and posts removed
when the entire floor jg needed. The uprights of the vaulting bars hold tho cord or
sticks for jumping and the vaulting bars sustain the free encl of tho adjustible ladders. Thus, by a judicious arrangement, the same pi-eco of apparatus is made to serve
a doubl e use at the same cost.
In the higu-school lists two varieties of special pulley weights are introduced
(intercostal and back and loin machines) with a view to individua-1 corrective work.
\Vith these outfits the exercises may be -progressive in either gymnasium or in
passing from one to ·the other, thus holding the interest of the pupils.
Th e general arrangement of the apparatus in the exact order indicated is not
necessary, except as noted above, but it should be so arranged as not to interfere
when in use ancl to require as Httle moving as possible. A description of the apparatus in detall is given on the fo1lowing pages:
· ,·
List of (tppa ratus snggested for a grammar-school gymna sium.

30 c]lcst ,.eights.
4 adjustil>le ladders .
4 Yaulting bars.
4 sets of cord and pins for jumping.
6 balancing beams.
60 pairs three-fourths pound dumb -bells.

60 pairs racks.
60 pairs three-fourths p01md Jnclian clubs.
60 pairs racks.
60 maple wa·nds.
2 racks for wands,
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The cost of this entire grammar-school outfit, erected in the gymnasium, will be
nearly $650, in a good gTade of apparatus .
Suyge:stecl list for a high-school gyrnnasiuni.

4 ma.ttresses 5 by 5 feet by 2 inches.
60 pairs 1-pound bells.
60 pairs racks.
60 pairs 1-pound clubs.
60 pairs racks.
60 bar bells.
60 rack&.
20 poles, 10 feet.
20 pairs raeks.

26 chest weights.
2 chest in tercostal machines.
2 chest, back, anu loin machines.
4 adjustible ladders.
4 va.ulting bars.
4 sets of cord ::mcl pins for jumping.
4 jump boards.
4 pairs flying rings.
8 climl)inp; ropes.
2 lines 9-inch traveli~g rings. -

This list of n,pparatns can be erectecl in a gymnasium, r eady for use, for $1,000.
Classijicat·ion of gymnastic apparatus adaptod fur use in city pnblic\chools.

Dumb-bells.
Lifting, thrusting, and Mu sical bells.
swinging._ ....... , ....... \l· Inuian clubs .
.Jumping- ropes.

r

Apparatus- held by both{ ·w a n <ls.
hands . ______ .... __ ... _. . . Ba.r bells.
Hoops.
Calisthenic apparatus

Dri11 apparatus . _____ .. _. __

5 AG_ndersou foils.
{

uns.

·

( Chest weights.
Intercostal machines.
Pulley weights . . ._. ....... _ { Direct ~pplica~ion of resist- Back an<l. loin m.ac.;hines.
ance m· defirnte planes . . . Rowing, neck, and paddle attachments.

For suspension. __ .. _._ .. ___

F or
Heavy apparatm1 ... _. _...

<'.

r1m b'mg . .. . __ ..... __ ..

Flying rings.
Traveling rings.
{ Ladders.
{ pRopes.
oles.

For leaping and vaulting. __ S Jump st a nd s.
{ Vaulting bar.
For balancing_. ____ . ____ . __ { Balancing b eam.
Parallel bars·.
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This description applies to the apparatus made by the Narragansett Machiue Company, of Providence, R. I., who make Sargent gymnastic apparatus under the personal directi on of Dr. D. A. Sargent, of Harvard College, Cambridge, Mass.; German
apparatus umler the supervision of C. F. E. Schulz, of Baltimore, Md.: a graduate of
the Turners' Seminary, and Swedish apparatus under the direction of ~fr. Nils Posse,
a graduate of the Royal Gymnastic Central Institute, Stockholm, S\V"eden.
Calisthenfo apparatus.-Ligbt apparatus adds to the interest in gymnastic exercises
and increases its value.
Apparatus made for toys is generally worthless for gymnasium use, eorupetition
having reduced it in price and qu::tlity to that point where it is neither properly
made nor of such material as to be dµrable. All calisthenic apparatus made of wood should be :finished
with shell-lac varnish, and all turned work shoulcl
be polished in tho lathe. Cheaper varn,ishes, put on
with a brush, do not give so smooth a surface and
when heated by the hands when in use becomes
sticky. In all cases r acks or some means of caring
for apparatus when it is not in use should be provided and placed so that classes can easily take and
replace the ·pieces they need while marching by in
orderly manner.
Apparatus for lifting, thrusting, ancl swinging.-This
is usually the :first used,,and -light weights should be
selected for beginners .
Dnmb-bells are generally made of maple, and should
weigh from one-half to 1 pound each. The handle
should be large enough to :fill the hand of the pupil
using theP1 and should not have any groove at the
end near the bell, as is often found in those sold in
the toy stores. Good dumb-bells of the above weights
cost from 25 to 35 cents per pair. Iron racks of the Fm. 1;-Dumb-bell and hook.
form shown in fig-. 1 are best adapted for holding the dumb-bells, The cost of
these is 15 cents per pair with screws.
/ Musical dumb-bells, invented by Miss Ellen Le GaTde, superintendent of physical
education in the ProvidenceJ?ublic schools, is au admirable form for cliildreu. As will
be seen by fig. 2, it consists of two pairs ofbelb connectec.l by n, handle. Each pair of

FIG. 2.-Musical clu,m b-bell.

bells is arranged to hold a clapper or "sounder," whi0h does not ring the l}ells
until they are forcibly turned or shaken. The bells have a clear, sweet tone, a.r e
mado of highly polished steel durably nickel plated, and have a polished hard-wood
l;J.andlc.
The p e0uliar valne of the musical bell lies iu the necessity for sharp, energetic
action at tho end of each movement to produce the sound, which everyoue using
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them ,vill want to get, thus forcil>ly exercisiug the muscles brought into action.
Any of the familiar daml>-bell drills can be readily adapted to th6 musical bell.
·
The ordinary child takes kindly to anything that makes a noise, and
when this noise resolves itself into harmonious sounds his delight is
manifest in face, voice, or act. Drills with this _form of bell are
]earned quickly by children because they like them . They are doing
something, and are doing it ,dth a n oise. The bells are packed in
strong boxes, which can be kept in the school desks and laid open
on ~he desk when ready for the dumb-bell dri11. They cost45 cents
per pair in lots of ::i, dozen.
Im1ian clubs uro made of maple or white wood, tho latter being
the lightest and best for the purpose. They should be finished the
same as dumb-bells, and a similar rack is made for holding them.
Tho school-model Indian club (fig. 3) is specially designed for
children's use from 8 to 12 years. It weighs about three-fourths of a pound, and they cost 45 cents per pair. Maple Indian clubs
we'ghing from three-fourths to 1½ pounds can bo had from 27 centsper pair up,vard, according to the weight. Heavier clubs than
1½ pounds are never used in schools. Indian clubs can not be nsed
in the schoolroom with desks.
Jump ropes may be obtained in all the toy stores for 10 cents and
Fig. S.-School upward. Jumping wi.th the rope can _only-be done in gymnasiu ms
model Indian clnl>. on the gronnd floor or 111 those not hav·r ng schoolrooms under the:qi.
/

FIG. 4.-Wand rack.

Apparatus hel<l by both hanus adtls an interesting variety of gymnastic work and
places in opposition many sets of muscles, as in pulling the opposite sides
rings
or pressing ou tho ends of a wand.
Wands arc usna]]y made of maple or any har<l wood. They shoul<l be finished _
with shell-lac Yarnish and be rul>bed down until they are smooth. The size in most
common use is three-fourths of an inch diameter and 4½ feet long. These cost $2.25
per dozen. Racks for wands may be made to bold them upright, with a place for

of

FIG. 5.-Bar liell.

_each wand, or in bundles horizontally, as is sho"·n in fig. 4. "\Vancls can be usctl in
schoolroom with desks and to the best advantage. They are light and easier to
manage by young children than any' other piece of school apparutns. They lead the
,;ray and educate ~-onng pupil to higher forms.
B ... r bells arc a combination of a wand and a dumb-hell, or a dumb-bell " -ith an
l011gntcd handle, the balls on the ends giving more momentum to the bar bell ,in
the moYements performed. Tho size commonly used is 4 feet 8 inclles long and tLo
cost if:3. 75 per dozen. Short bar bells may be used between the desks in the schoolroom for a few of tltc common movements.
Hoops, such as are usually sold in the toy stores, may, 1.,y being wouml with cloth,
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be made to a,nswcr for hoop cx:crcisesJ but hoops specially made for the purpose, of
solcctell material, finished with shell-lac, are much better. Snch hoops are ma<le in
si zes of 24, 30, and 36 inches in diamoter. - These vary in price from $1.50 to $1.87
p er dozen. They n.re easily hung on a large pin, a dozen or so 011 each pin.
Apparat us, connecti11g 01· placing pupils in opposition, aids in
acquiring better rythm, and by varying the directfon in which
resistance is offered, dev.elops more fully the _muscular system . Rings 1 as used in calisthenic exercises (:Fig. 6) are made of maple,
the b est being made of two or more pieces glued together, with.
, the grain in opposite directions. They can be finishetl the same
as Indian clubs and dumb-bells 1 and may be held on a forge pin
the sa me as those used for hoops. Tho size usually used are
FIG. G.-Ring.
4-½ and G inches, insi<lc d'iarncter, and cost 37 c.ents and 45 cents per pair when glued
up, and 30 cents and 34 cents per pair when tnrne<l from solid wood.
Poks are made from any strong, straight-grnined wood, finished the same as -other
calisthenic apparatus and cut in lengths of 8, 10, or 12 feet, co<;ting 30, 37, and 45
cents cac11, re8pectively. They may be kept in a rack similar to that used for the
wands.
Wancl8 and bar-bells may be used at tirues in exercises similar to thoso arn~nged
for poles and rings , each pupil holding to opposite ends of the bar-bells or wands,
as the y d o the opposite side of the rings.
Drill apparatus.-Apparatus for executing gymnastic movements similar to those
used in military (1ri11 alwa,ys possesses a certain fascination for children.

1-·w. 7, --Dl'ill gun.

The first in this class is tb.e foil designed by_Dr. Anderson. It is ma,de entirely
of woo<l, the blade being straight hickory, c~pable of standing a good l>low, :md
fixed in the handle so that it can be easily rcmo\Ted. The
movements recommended for this foil are simihr to
those in broadsv,rord exercises, but not so energetic .
!£hey cost 45 cents pe; pair and may be hel<l in similar
racks to those for dumb-bells.
Tho drill gun (Fig. 7) is made accor<ling to <lesigns
, furnishe (l by Dr. Anderson and is of. soft or hard wood,
as m:1y be desired. The cost is 30 cents each in soft
wood, and 37 cents in hari wood. They are finished in,
shell-lac 1 with a black barrel, and may bo held in racks
that hold them vertically in lots of a dozen.
Pulley weights a re the best means of exercise for the
direct application of exercise to th e muscn]ar s:, stem in
definite directions.
Thi s form is the most generally nsed of any single
class of apparatus in college gymnasiums for prescription exercise or such as are selected by the director for
th e correction of any physical d efec ts. Some of them
are also largely used in class exercise, particul::trly what
is kn own a,i the cl 1est weight. These machines were
first popularized by Dr. D. A. Sargent in American col- Fie;. 8.-Champion chest ':eigbt.
Jege gymuasinms1 n.ud l1avo s in ce liccn adopted by the yonng me n's Christian associations and :1tblotic cln1>s in a,1(1iti6n to the educational in stitutions of all g~·ades. ,
7
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Three types are generally adapted to school gymnasiums, i. e., chest weights: intercostal, and back ancl loin machines. These are illustrntecl hy the n,ccompanying
engraving .
,
The chest weight, which consists of a pair of ,yeights provided with pulleys at
about the height of i,he operators' shoulders, and hamlles connected with ropes
arranged to lirt the weights, should be found in every school building .
Th e champion chest weight, shown in Fig. 8, b as been clesignecl specially for

F1G.

~

!J.-Intercostal machine.

FIG. 10.-Back and loin machi_ne .

school use. It is simple in construction, with no loose parts, except the weights, and
is well adapted for use where a machine is to stand rough and careless usage.
Other forms of pulley-weight machines are the intercostal chest weight (Fig. 9)
and the back and loin machine (Fig. 10).
Various attachments may be made to these machines, such as a rowing attachment
to a back all(l loiu machine, paddle and neck attachments to chest weights, etc.
Heavy apparatus is such as enables the user to lift, swing, or otherwise handle his
own weight.
A.pparntus fol' suspension.-Flying rings consist of two rings suspended about 18
inches apart, in such a manner that that the height of suspension may be adjusted.
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The form shown at Fig.11 is adjustable by meaus of n, chain ou the si<1cs of the room,
or by a strap connecting tbe rings with ropes. Both means of acljnstmcn t aro not
necessary in one piece of apparatus, and tho latter is tho one most commonly nsed on

,,
If

I/
I/

\\

FIG. 11.-Flying r'ngs.

FIG. 12.-Line of traveling rings .

account of its being more economical. Rings should b e qnite l arge, 7 or 8 inches in
diameter, and covered with leather. T4.e adjnstable straps should be of webbing, as
leather is liable to become dry an'l break without wn,r ning._ The price of flyi11g rings
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with strap adjustment is $9 ; with rope aml chain adjustment, $18. Exercises on this
piece of app:1ratus ,.-ill b e found in the Pnritz Code Book of Gymnastic Exercise.
Traveling rings, or row of rings as they arc somtimes called, consist of a lino of
rin gs with ~opes nttaclied to points of suspension 1G feet or more from tho floor
(Fig. 12). The dist:mco apart of tho rings depends on tbo height of tho point of suspension from tho floor, and should be for average use, as follows:
Feet.
Heigltt,_ ........... _............... .
Distance npart ...... . ............. .

F eet.

Feet.
1G
5

I F eet .

I

)8
6

Feet.

I

20
7

I

i
I

Feet.

Feet.

22
7½· /

I

2-l
8

Feet.
30
9

Frn. 13.-.A.djustable ladder.

For a woman's gymnasi nm the distauce should be l ess. For an athletic club, greater.
Tho rings sl..toul<l bo leather coverell and will cost complete with ropes, hooks, etc.,
about $4 ea.ch.
·
Ladders are inlinite iu variety, !mt the form iHustratotl h erewith (Fig. 13) is woll
adapted for school work. For class exercises one hul<.ler shou1<l. be provided for ,wery
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12 or 15 pupils. This form of ladcler may be set horizontal or inclined, as shown in
the illustration. The outer end may be set on the rounds of the stand so that the
shorter pupils can easily reach its rounds, or the outer eml may rest on the floor aud
be inclin ed as desired, so that the lttddel' m~y bo adopted either for suspension from
it::; nuder side or balancing movements by walking up the rounds_on the outside, or
it rn:1y be hoisted up entirely out of tho way, a desirable feature in gymnasiums.
Cli1~2bing apparahis is specially d esirable in school gymnasiums. CJimbing i-opcs

----ll------11--------w~-

FIG. 14.-Climbing apparatus.

are made of four -strand selected manila, generally finished with a l~rge lea.ther- .
covered Turk's head on the low er end, althotrgh this adds consiclemble to the expense.
They may be sm6oth or have braided rings or wooden balls secured about 8 inches
apart. The pfain form is most commonly used. Plain climbing ropes, with knot, 18
feet long, cost $5.62; without the l eather knot, $3.75.
Climbin g poles are an economical form of apparntus. They sboulu be made of
fough, well-seasoned wood, and :finished smooth and free from splinters. A pole 18
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reet long, with proper fixtures, will cost $3 . All climbing apparatus may be arranged
to swing up out of the way when the rooin is desired for other purposes.
Apparatus for leaping ancl vciulting can be used to its foll advantage only on t he
~round floor. However, with the aid of mattresses, the jar of leaping or j umping
,nay be so far absorbed as to be of little annoyance in other rooms.
Jump stands : Fig. 15 represents upright poles with holes bored one inch a,part t o
sustain a cord haYing weights on the en<ls, or a straight stick to gauge the h eight of
the jump. -These may be used in connection with flying rings to obtain a swing and
jump, or with climbing ropes. A stand 6 feet high and low enough for indoor gymna·ium use costs $5 .25, with cord and bags. The uprights of vaulting bars may also b e
used to hold the cord or stick for jumping, thus saving the cost of jump sta.µds .
Vaulting bars: This piece of apparatus (Fig. 16) is .desirable for advan ced
gymnastic work. The variety of exercises that may be performed on it is
infinite, although the name given t o it
would indicate that its purpose was for
vaulting or leaping over with the assist an<'e of the hands. It may be used,
when placed low, as a balancing beam,
or when placed high, as a horizont al
bar for hanging, swinging, and turnin g.
It can also be used, if properly p laced
in the gymnasium, as a rest for the lower
end of the adjustahle ladders, thus dispensing with the foot piece. The b ar
can be removeu and sticks or curds
placed across the pins for jumping,
t aking the place of jump standards. As
oruinarily used in the gymnasium it co11s~sts of t wo
upright stan dards fastened at
the bottom to t h e
floor, aud at 'the
top to the ceiling
oftheroom, or t o
Lraces ex t e ndFrn. 15.-Jump stand and mat.
ing from a gallery or the side of the room. Itis sometim<·s arranged to swing up out of the way. :For
!iChool gymnasium work the standards should be indepeudent of any fastenings but
that. of_tbe floor, and arranged to be taken out of the way, leaving the room clear for
marchinp- and calisthenic drill. The liar is generally made of hickory, with a steel
l:Ore extending throngb it from end to end, and has iron caps at the euds arranged to
fasten to the uprights l>y means of pins passing through holes iu the caps and the
nprights. This is the only form that can be depencled on as being absolntely secure,
a.nu all frictional means of fastening the bar to the uprights or clamping to the
uprights or other ,vays should Le avoi<led, as they are liable to canse serious accidents. Each bar, with it.s pair of uprights, will cost from $25 to $40.
Balancing apparaiits.-Apparatus for halauciug is much used iu gymnasinrµs fo r
~irls. Its use makes them sure-footed, a11d by practice in keeping the eqnililJr ium
~ives them confidence in their own powers. Its exercises also strengthen the spiue
md make young girls walk with a gracefnl poise of b ody . The adjustabl e l adder,
illustrated previously, in so me of its po. itions, is a desirable pieco of apparatus for
balancing. A balancing beam is a straight plank, held firmly by feet, with its edge
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upward. It is i1ibout 12 feet long. Several of them should be provided for a large
class. They cost $4.50 each .
Parallel bars are sometimes used in a ,school gymnasium, although from the difficulty of storing them out of the
way, and the fact that the exercises on them arc quite arduous,
they are not so popular as other
apparatu s.
[It will l>e ouserved that the
writer of the above omits all reference to the vaulting-horse, buck,
quarter-circle, and other machines
c<;nnmonly found in American gymnasi urns. The reasons for the omis_,,
sion are probably similar to those
indicated in the remarks on the
parallel bars.-ED.]
Apparatus f or Swedish gyrnnastics.-Although in the lower grade
of s chools no apparntns is used for
Swedish gymnastics, iu the more
advanced work apparatus is as
desirable as in any sys'tem. The
apparatus describe~l below is made·
by the Narragansett Machine Company under the supervision of Mr. Nils Posse.

FIG.17.-Swedish bar stalls and l.,encb .

The following pieces of apparatus wou~<l be necessary in furnishing a gymnasium
suitable for a high school ru- smalle,r institution:
Bom, or horizontal bars.-This piecti of apparatus is somewhat s imilar to the vault-
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iug l)ar, l.mt it has two bars, neither of. which is round. Ono of them is in shape
nearly like nu isosceles triangle with its angles rounded off; tho broader edge, the
bnso of iho triangle, may_be turned npwarJ. and used as a balancing beam, ,vhile
tho other edge, the apex of the tri::Lngle, affor<l.s a better hold for the hands. The
other bar is shaped some,vhat like a conventional heart, but, of course, without
angles. The grooved or double edge may be turned up for those with small hands,
or to allow a different grasp . These br.rs are quite long, from 12 to 16 feet, from 6
to 8 inches deep, and 3 or 4 inches thick. Three or fou-r students can vr,ult, jump,
or otherwise exercise on the bars at one time. They are generally arranged so as to
be taken down out of tho way if desired.
LadrZei·s.-Swedish ladders consist of a series of square openings about 20 inches
wide, with rungs general1y 3 incbes in wi<-lth, :;i,nd as long or as wide as space and
material will permit. They may be suspended on the ends or at the side, as desired.
They arc entirely different from the ordinary gymnasium ladder, as are the exercises
on them.
Bar stalls.-These are arrange<l. to be fastened against tbe wall, as is sbow n in
Fig. 17. Tho bench is used in connection with the bar stalls.
·
Va111iing bo.r.-This is a lio:s:: about 5 feet long, having inclined siues and a padded
top [tuout 1 foot wide. It is raised or lowered by changing tho sections that form
tho ]ower part.
Fno::-r A.O.

SP.\Lor;,.G

& BROS.,

PHILAD.ELPIIIA, PA.

Our idea of school apparatus is that it should be light, strong, and portable.
Thero nreveryfew of tho school-houses now built that have beenpro~ded with a special
room for gymnasium work. In a gre11t many cases the rooms have to perform a dual
service of recitation room and gymnasium, or hall and gymnasium . The apparatus
<lesigned by us is of such a character that a fuily equipped gynmasium can be moved
insiclo of five minutes without marking or destroying the appearance of the room.
·w here tho floors are perforated or drilled into for guys or stay rods we have a plate
ibat is o con tructcd that as soon as the guy or stay is removed a spring disk :fills the
orifice.
In r cgartl to outdoor gymnasiums, "e have found that the follo"'ing style of contrnction lias given cyery satisfaction: To ma1rn a frame work of either iron or wood,
covering tho space set npart for gymnasium use, the height of the frame being not
less tl1an 20 feet. From tbis can be suspended flying rings, trnveling rings, rope ladders, climbing and knotted rope, giant stride, and a horizontal l a dder. The ladder
should be dropped within 8 feet of the ground. For :floor apparatus, horizontal and
p::trallcl bars could be used; also vaulting horse and buck. As mattresses could
hardly be n se<l out in the open air, we :find that tan bark makes a very desirable
floor, tb cre being enough spring in it to prevent any serious injnry from falling.
Where fan bark can not be procured sand is the next best thing.
.
Of course, tb o number of duplications in the appended list of apparatus would
depend fargely upon tLo size of the grounds, the number of pnpils, n,ucl the amount
of mon ey t.o be spent.
In new school buildings, where it is tho intention to build a room purposely for
gymnasium use, all possible obstruction should be avoided, i. e., supporting posts
and piUars through the center of the room. The he~ting apparatus should be
arranged so that it will not take up valuabl e wall space. ·where it is possible the
heat, should. be comlucted from below through registers, rather than using stca.111h ea.ti ng coils in the room itself, as tbe latter t akes np n, great <leal of valuable spnce
arnl are jn the main very undesirable. Another improYed feature wonld Le to Im ve
the wind V>'S not lower tbnn 5½ feet from the floor. By placing the windows a.t that
height from tLe floor yon get the advantage of a solid wall space all around the
room, a.nd a. wnll apparatns of varions kinds embodies the fundamental principle.s
of "bouy lrnilding" a great deal of wall space_ is required. Tho height of ceiling
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shonlll not be loss tlian 20 fe e t. A gallery encireling tho room is ,·~ry desirable, as
tho surface or top can be used as n, running track. The underneath part can be
u setl fo r suspended apparatus. Tho height of the gallery from the floor should not
be less than 12 feet . In rooms not originally intended for gymnasium purposes we_
would suggest the following sty le of apparatus : Pulley weights; theso to include
upper and lower chest m;:J,chines, chest developers and expanders, wrist-rollers,
traveling parallel~, etc. Where thero i s an instructor we "ould foclucle in this
horizontal bar; also p arallel bar. If there is no instrn~tor we would omit the
parailel bar. In addition to the above named we would, of course, include mattresses,
Indian clubs, dumb -bells, ahcl wands; also inflated or lively striking hag. Where
the room will permit it the suspended disk is preferable. The disk should not be
less th an G feet in diameter, and be made very stiff and strong; 7 feet 8 inches is
the proper height from the-floor. - Where the furn;ls or room will not permit of this
style bag t he suspended style can be used. This is hung between ceiling ·and floor,
having ab out 18 inches or 2' feet of rubber at top and bottom. ·yvhen struck it
returns ver y q nickly and affords -both exercise and amusement. ·
Suggested list of Appa1'a/u~ for a Gymnasium for a,~ a1·el'age-siz ('cl Oranirnm· School.

20 No. 3 Victor pulley weights.
2 No. 2 J Victor pulley weights (with
backboard and rowing attachment).
2 No. 8 B Victor pulley weights (chestexpanders).
_
2 No. 8 Victor pull~y weights (giant pulley).
2 No. 8 A Victor pulley weights (back and
loins ).
J No. 401 Victor p ulley weight (wristroller).
· 1 No . 42 Victor :finger mach ine.
1 No. 48 Victor traveling parallel.
1 No. GO Victor quarter circle.
1 No. 65 Victor wrestling machine.
1 No. 400 :Victor sculling machine.
1 No. 8 D Victor paddle machine.
2 pairs No.125 swing rings.
7 N~.126 traveling rings.
1 Laflin rowin~ machin e .
l No. 29 bateau board.
1 No. 0 v aulting horse.
1 McCaffrey striking bag and disk .
.1 No. 70 hori zontal bar.

1 No. 82 snspended parallel.
1 set No. 104 breast bars.
1 24-foot horizontal ladder.
1 No. 97 climbing ;r,op~.
1 No. 93 rope ladder.
1 No.109 vaulting standards.
1 pole-vaulting board.
1 No. 25 leaping boanl (for va,nlting
horse).
1 No. 27 incliue- board (for trnYeliug
rings).
3 No.101 B mattresses (4 by 6 feet).
2 No.103 B mattresses (5 by 10 feet).
1 rubber" take-off" mat (3 by 5 feet).'
1 rubber jumpin·g mat (30 by 3 feet).
50 -pairs 1-pound Indian clubs.
75 pairs 2-pounJ Indiim clu-bs.
50 pairs three-fourths-pound dumb-beiis
(wooden).
75 pairs 1-pound dumb-bells (wooden)
6-½ dozen 5-foot wands.
100 sections Indian-club1 dumb-hell, and
wand holders.

The aboye apparatus will be delivered f. o. b., Philadelphia, for $1,065.
Suggested list of Apparatus Joi· a Gymnasium for a High School.

20 No . 3 Victor pulley weights:
2 No. 2 J Victor pulley weights (with
backboard and rowing attachment).
2 No. 8 B Victor pulley weights (chest
expanders).
2 No. 8 Victor pulley weights (giant
pulley ).
2 No. 8 A Victor p ulley weights (uack
and loins).
1 No. 401 Victor pulley weights (writ:lt
roller)

1 No. 42 Victor :finger machine.
1 No. 48 Victo, traveling parallel.
1 No. 50 Victor quarter circle.
1 No. 65 Victor ,nestlin g J1achine.
1 No. 400 Victor sculling machine.
1 No. 8 D Viet.or p ad <llc macbine.
2 -pairs Ko~ 125 swin g ing rings.
7 ~o. 12_§ traveling rings.
1 Lafling ro,".:ing machine.
1 No. -~9 batteau l>0anl.
1 No. 0 vaulting horse.
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1 ,-o. 0 B vaulting buck.
1 ~lcCaffery striking bag and disk.
1 1'0. 70 horizontal bar.
1 No. 76 A horizontal bar.
2 No. 79 parallel bars.
1 No . 82 suspended par:tllel.
1 set Ko. 10-! breast bars.
1 24-foot horizontal ladder.
1 No . 97 climbing rope.
1 No. 93 rope ladder.
2 To. 96 climbing poles .
1 No. 109 Yaulting standards.
1 No. 2,;5 leaping board (for vaulting
horse) .
1 Ko. 27 incline board (for traveling
rings).
1 pole vaulting boar<l.
The above iLpparatus will be delivered f.

4 To. 101 n mattre scs (,t by G f: et).
2 To . 103 B rnattre. s s (5 hy 10 fc t).
1 all-hair tumb ling mat (5 hy 15 feet).
1 abdominal mat.
1 rubber "take-off" mat (3 by 5 feet) .
2 rubber jumping mat (30 by 3 feet).
2 To. 114 yaulting poles.
1 No. 1 me<licine balls.
116-pouncl indoor shot.
2 bead harness .
100 pairs 2-pound Indian clubs .
25 pairs 3-pound Indian clubs .
100 pairs 1-ponncl wooden dumb-bells.
6 dozen bar balls.
100 sections Indian-club, dnmh-Lell, and
bar-ball holders.

o. L., Philadelphia,: for $1,315 .

F1-toM THI<.: ScuuMACHER GYMNASIUM

Co;-.rPANY, AKRox, Ou10.

Regarding the requirements of the gymnasinru and tlie possibility of adapting
r ooms designed for other purposes to gymnasiums, it might be said that any room is
better than none. Almost any room may be made valuable as a gymnasium, but its
value will always be proportionate to its advantages; that is, the mor desirable
features it possesses the more benefit may be deri ve<l. from ~t.
By desirable features we mean first, light, ventilation, facilities for controlling the
t emperature,_etc . ; second, appropriate design; third, accessibility.
The same sanitary rules apply here that apply in other schoolrooms, bearin~ in
mind, however, that increased respiration and perspiration demand a greater supply
of fresh air and a more freqnent complete change of atmosphere.
The walls may be of wood, stone, or brick, but it is preferable that th~y be of
wood, and if not sheathed entirely a desirable arrangement is to have them sheathed
'from the floor to a height of about 5 feet, being finished at the top with a neat
mol ded board 6 to 8 inches wide, which slionld bo placed so that its center shall be
at a height of 5 feet from the floor, as all wall nm chines ·will require an attaching
p oint at that height.
The "wall board" at a height of 5 feet is almost a positive r eqnircment, unless
the room be full sheathed, and even then is not out of place. A '· hnse hoard," tiay 8
inclies deep an<l three-quarters of an incli thick at the floor line, is also desirable, but
not necessary.
The windows n,re preferably place<.l high up from the floor.
For heating, steam is entirely suitable, and in scl.ool builtlings is u_sually availahle . ·where possible to avoid, however, do not hn,vo radiators on tho floor; have
coils of pipe around the room, high up from the floor, imm ediately under the running
gallery, if there is one. The heat will then be better distributed, pupils working at
wall machines will not be exposed to direct heat, and there will be no wall space
occupied, as is the case where radiators are used . If, however, radiators are preferred, have them placed high up on the wall on brackets, say 6 fret from the floor,
all(l thus as nearly as po sible approach the nrrangeruent sugg steel.
The ceilin(l' should bo of good height where it can be had, and "·her hang ing,
swiu~ing, and flying appara.tus i to he used, as in schools for older pupil , the ceilinir sbouhl he 16, 18, or ven 20 feet high. No fini h is reqnir cl overhead, except
11<·h as may 1,o de ired for appearances, an<l inn, gymnasium hare bc:1ms aro entirely
appropriate an<l afford oxcell nt points of attachment for o, erh<'a.<l a.pparatu .
f ·cnu ·e, if a building might be con ·tructeu for a gymnasi uni, there aro several
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desirable features tha.t might be introuuced, adapting it to its purposo and with
proportionately increased.results.
If the room is of generous size and a running track ~aJ be introduced, much will
be added to the value of the gymnasium.
·
Such a track is best laid on a raised gallery, preferably bung by iron rods from
the beams overhead or supported on brackets from tho wall; posts orpillarsfrom the
floor should be avoided as much as possible. The gallery should be from 4½ to 6 feet
in width and about 10 feet from the floor, it should have cun-es of large radii at the
corners a1Lcl in fact if convenient, might be semicircular at the ends, but never less
th.an 8 feet radius.
Again, if we may dwell on ideal constructiou, and the building may be supposed
to have been constructecl expressly -for a gymnasium, there should be batping facilities and locker rooms, which are best placed immediately under the gymnasium
floor. They will not require a great coiling height, but should be as well heated and
,·entilated as the gymnasium proper and require besides an effective system of drainage.
In many schools an assembly hall is provided for general school exercises and in
some cases provisions made for visitors. A gymnasium could be easily designed that
would be complete as a gymnasium and yet serve as a hall for the other school work
aml might have a, gallery for a running track and an extension back of the track for
-visitqrs, with a physical director's and an 6xamination room below on the main floor
aml a platform for tbe physical director near his room.
In case of commencement or other public exhibition the ,isitors may use the whole
gallery as well as the floor, and the· director's room become a dressing room and his
platform serves the speakers.
But with the present outlook, baths, locker rooms, director's and examination
rooms, and perhaps even the examination itself must be omitted and the most good
bo gotten out of existing circumstances.
As to equip_ment, it is' safe to say that the basis of tbe outfit (if it extends at all
beyond dumb-bells a~d wands) must be the chest weight which · not only proyides
exercise for almost all the muscles of the body and an infinite Yariety of movements,
but is so completely under control and is so readily adapted to all classes and all
degrees of strength, that injury or even failure to benefit is almost impossible.
Of the chest weights, therefore, we advise ample supply and a few special forms
of pulley weights for particular groups of muscles; as the intercostaJ, the name of
which indicates the muscles reached; the quarter circle, an excellent device for
raising the front chest walls, developing the abclo.minal muscles and correcting
stooping shoulders; as is also the pectoral machine,_which is desirable for pupils
who bend greatly over their work.
A chest weight, having a "floor attachment" and known as a back and Join
machine, provides work for those parts and is readily convertible into a regular
chest weight, or one or more may be added.
A neat attachment, called a "neck strap," is manufactured by ~1s, and may be
instantly attached to any chest-weight handle, making a complete neck machine for
exercising the muscles of the neck and upper back; there may be a number of these
straps; they do not in any way interfere with the use of the chest weight, as they
may be as quickly removed as attached.
·
·
A wrist roll will provide exercise for tbe forearm anu wrist, and is preferably
operated by friction and arranged to be adjuste_d to different powers.
A finger machine, operated by an adjustable spring ancl provided with a roller
-finger l)ar, devel9ps the muscles of the fingers and forearm, relievf's cramped hands,
an·d renders stiff fingers supple.
·
The foregoing machines may be arranged around the walls, all requiring wall
attachment; the arrangE)ment will vary with the design of the room, but it will be
well to keep apparatus of one kinu or class as much as possible together, for convenience in operating a. well as for symmetri cal appearance.
ED
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Note here that _chest weights should be placed 6 feet apart in order to permit
extended-grin movements. •
The above-u,'lmecl pieces are desirable and advisable in schools of all ages, and
the list contains nothing .that is injurious· to a growing chilcl or is liable to misuse
tending to 'Le otherwise than beneficial. It is all compact, occupying space close
to the wall; and, together with a complement of dumb-bells, wands, and, perhaps,
woode.n rings, might provide an acceptable list for the younger classes, having
sufficient variety to gain and hold the interest and attentiou of ·t,he pupil.
The pieces mentioned may be merely added to for older pupils, as almost all of
them are capable of immediate a"<ljnstment to greater power, and more difficult ·or
more vigorous work on the other pieces will adapt them to tbe increased strength
and endurance of advanced pupils.
The dumb-bells need not necessarily be increased in weight, those weighing from
1 to 2 pounds will be sufficiently heavy for .the entire school course. In-the high
schools, howeveT, as both muscular power and muscular control are increased, Indian
clubs may be introduced, the use of which not only develops muscle and adds grace,
but, by the rhythmic beat of the circles, teaches physical judgment perhaps as well
as any of the lighter apparatus. There should be a suffi.c ient number of clubs and
bell~ provided to supply the largest class that is to be .h andled, and hooks and
hangers will be required in which they should be kept when not in use.
For the older classes we would also advise the introduction of some -of the heavier
pieces requiring the support and control of the body lJy the arms, on which' class
of apparatus the weight of the body is the resistance to be overcome by the
muscles. This class of apparatus is especially valuable for instinctively teaching
museular control, physical judgment, ana physical courage, a,11 of which are of
such great advantage to the pupil in later years.
Chief among apparatus of the latter class is the regular-parallel bars, a piece which
provides a great variety of movements calculated to produce agqi~y and gr~ce of
movement b addition to the abov:e-mentioned acquirements.
The work on tho parallel bars should be vigorous but not violent, although the
strain is almost wholly on the groups of heavier muscles.
Mats should be provided for use with these bars to prevent injury to feet and
ankles by a.lighting on the hard floor. The bars are well adapted for class work on
the "follow my leader" principle and are in circuit with the vaulting bar, vaulting
horse, and traveling or .flying rings. If necessary the class may be divided into
"squads," each squad to be nuder the leadership of some more advanced or more
proficient scholar ,vho is careful and will command conscientious work on the part
of the mcmocrs of his squad, tho director overseeing the whole an d -having. the plan
of work la.ill out and adapted to the class.
The vaulting bar us mentioned might well be a part of tho ou_tfit, and as it is
adjustable in height, it may uo used us one of the introductory pieces to tbe heavier
apparatus. A large number of trunk movements are possible on this bar besides
those of direct vaulting and it is considered indispensable in most gymnasia.
·
The breast barii ai:e also m~1ch used allll are entirely prncticablc in a school gymnasium. They are useful for deepening the chest and they also reach tho muscles of
the back and arms in connection with a "brick or foot block" and a strap (breast
bar or ab<lominal strap) encircling the two bars. Good 'Lack and loin work may be
done with or without dumb bells in the hands. As to arran~ement, they are prefern.bly run to the ceiling, if not too high, or under the gallery, if there is one, but
they may be braced out from the wail or run across a corner; on.e pair is probably _
sufficient, although two pairs give three spaces.
For hanging or swinging apparatus, :first comes the :flying rings, the exorcise on
which is of a r ecreativo character and is · excellent for th e intercostal muscles and
raising the side wall of the chest.
·
Other banging apparatus sh odd be travelb;ig rings·, a rope.ladder, a knotted rope or
rosary, and a climbing rope (smooth) , and in this connection we would advise, as
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adapted to the ol<ler classes aud_requiriug 1
x r ion in climuiog, the peg pole, not
the old wooden post w'ith tho shpplery ,vo tl n P g , but th new device, which bas
overcome all the difficulties previou ]y exp rien d and Temoved nll objection to this
valuable apparatus.
The rope ladder hi next, perhap , and mny l> •y nu •d he~ore the peg poles, as it
allows the climber to use the feet a well a tll h, nd . It 1 a. preparatory piece,
entirely safe, and teaches confidence to th pupil who i unu ed to being off the floor.
The rosary is a heavy manila rope 4 inch in circumfi r nc , on which at intervals
of about 8 inches are arrange<'l s wn-in knot f small r braided cord, forming holding points for the hands. These knot hould l>
wn through the rop and not tied
in or around it.
The climbing rope is identical with th ro ary, with th
xception that it is perfectly smooth and has no knots. It i of f, ur- tranclecl 4-incb mauila. The operation of climbing is more severe on this rop , a tho band mu t grasp the smooth
rope and no vantage points are provid d.
One each of these climbing pi ce will be all th, tis r _quired, and with an adjustable ladder and perhaps a giant stride ill on titute the hanging apparatus,
although, of course, there are numerou other pie e of this cl::iss, ome of which
might be introduced in the school.
The giant stride is ·essentially a, school pi ce, ancl may be used by the girls as well
as the boys. It consists of four (or more) rope carrying handles or rings, as desired,
suspended from the ceiling by a, swi velecl head or plate. In operation, as many boys
or girls as there are handles or rings grasp them and, running in a circle, are swung
up by centrifugal force, being kept up by the vigorous pushings of·the :first one ta
touch the floor. It is enjoyable, exhilarating, and ben ficial, and practically free
from danger.
_The adjustable ladder is .a mo~t yn,}naule piece and your physical director will
make excellent use ·of it . .
Among the heavy floor or portable pieces tho wost desirable is the vaulting horse,
on which several hundred distinct and recognized movements are made and which
is considered indispensable in a complete gymnasium if a thorough COU}'Se is to be
given; it consists in simple form, of a padded body supported on legs, and has from
this been developed into one of the cleverest and most complete devices used in the
gymnasium.
A leaping board and, perhaps, a pair of jumping stands would complete a very
fair outfit for a high school, for while there is •a practically unlimited variety of
pieces, all of them may not be advantageously used in the publi.c school, especially
if the pupil must exerchio 'W'ithout proper gyi:µnasium costume. We would mention
. here that it would be well to cause each rneruoer of the class to have for gymnasium
use a pair of soft-soled shoes, both for the preservation of the ap·paratus and for the
frcQdom allowed i.he feet, which is denied them by the stiff-soled street shoes.
Much of the foregoing, of course, is based ou the ideal school gymnasium, and
while practicable and desirable, may not l>e attainable; in fact it is probable that
much of the school gymnasinm work wiU _be of a very simple order for the-present,
and until the p-ctblic is educated to a knowledge of ·its value.

A list of apparatus for a grarnma1· school.
401>air dumb-bells, 1 pouri<l, with .hooks. 1 :fi;ger machine.
10 pair dumb-bells, 2 pounds, with hooks. 1 p.air breast bars.
1 pair parallel bars, or a traveling par4 dozen wands or bar bells/with hooks.
20 pair triple (glued) rings.
allel. .
10 to 15 Boston chest weights No. 1.
1 vaulting tar, or a combination vault2 or 3 Boston chel'lt weights No. 2.
ing and horizontal bar.
1 giant stride.
1 giant or intercostal,. or both.
· l quarter circle or pectoral machine.
1 pair flying rings.
1 dozen neck straps.
2 mattresses 5 by 8 feet by 2 inches.
1 wrist roll.

•
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Such an outfit would cost about $250 1 n,nd would be capable of doing all th::it may
be llone for the pupil at that stage.
·
To the above list add, for a high school1 "UniYersal"
combination
pulley 1 climbing rope.
1 rosary.
"\Yeight .
1 pair jump stands.
5 traveling rings.
1 ma.ttress 5 by 10 feet by 2 inches.
1 pair peg poles.
1 mattress 5 by 8 feet by 2 inches.
1 adjustable ladder.
1 a<ljnstable vaulting horse.
These additional pieces would cost about $130, and with them all you "°oultl Iia...-e
a Yery good high-school gymnasium.
TallLE

l.-S nni11w1·y of statistics of physical t1·aining in cities which · harc regnlm· systems
and employ speciali~ts. (a)
Number of cities
• employing the
AeYeral systems Of
gymnastics.

I Number
of
specialists

Number
of
in physical citiestraining.

Sjate.

North Atlantic Division .. 25
South Atlantic Division . . 6
South Central Division . . . 1
North Central Division ... 37
Western Division ......... 15

-

.

2

15 . . . .

4 ....
18

1

5

4

1
3

-==-= ==== -

4

4

2 ....
8

7

3

3

. ====

North Atlantic Division:
Maino.................. 1 .. . . . . . . . . . . 1 ....
New llampshil'o........ 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Massae.husetts .......... 13
11
2 ... .
Rhode I sland . . . . . . . . . . . 1
1 ... . ....... .
onnectic11t............. 1
1 ., ......... .
New York.............. 5
2 . . .. 1
2
reunsyhauia........... 3
2 . .. . . . . . . . .. 1
South Atlantic Division:
District of Columllht .. . 2
1
1 ... .
North Carolina . ... .... . 2
1 ..... 1 ... .

i~~i~:::::::::::::::::

South Central Dh-ision:
Alabama . ... ......... .. .
North Central Division:
Ohio ................... .
Indiana ................ .
l!JinoiFJ ............ . ... .
Minnesota ... . ...... .. . .

~t:oi:i~i::::::: ::: :::: ::

5
0
0
0

2
1

o,

1 ....... .

0

8

3 -- -- ....

4

3
9

2
1
2

5

4

6
2
6

....

1

-------

----

.. ..
....
2
1

---- ....
1
1
2

2
1

1
1
1

14
1
1
13
5

9

7
2

5
2

7
8 • 4
4 c14
8

7
4

4

1
1
20

16
3

18
2

7

25
14

2

3

1
0
4

.... .... .... .... .... 1
. . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . ..
3
5
6
1
2 10
. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. 1
........... ........ .. 1
312
2
1 .... 1
1

1
1
9
1
3

3

2
1

10
2 ....... .
2 . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

0

3
2 •4
1 ··· - 0
28
2
1
---- 1 5
·· -· ---- 1
3
2
3
.... ··-- 9
--- - ---- 1

···-

33
14
3
72
15

1 ....
1
1
1 ....
15 20
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
663
1
3
1

0

1 ,. ... ...... .

2

1

0
0

1

4
4

26
13
3
20
10

= ====-=-==== -- ==- ===== -====- === ==== =:;::=

1 ........... .

1

N ebraska ... ... .. . ..... .
Western Division:
Colorado . ... .......... ,.
Wasbini;ton. . ..........
Califorma. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

0
52
5

1

1 .. .. ···- . ...

W{~~%'~fn.::::::::::::::

7
1

1 . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .

1 ........... .

1 . ... . . . . .. . . .. ..

1 ........ ... .

1 ......... .. ... ..
5
1

0
3
1
0
6
3
1
5
3
2

2
9
4
1
1 .... ... . . .. .
'1
28
1 ---4
1
6
1
1
1 .... 1
1
2
3
1
9
12
1
4
1
2
1
1

lI '

6
3
6

3
1
1

~.,.-~· I

, 1,13
..

5
1
2

·-----1
1
3

3

3
1
B

3

l

.·i· . ;.
2

11 ;

6
1
1

---2
1

2
1
6

3
2
6

3
5

a~~ mns,t ~e unclerst?o_rl that tho figures in ~bis table refer only to cities d escribed in tho heading.
Seo I:lblo 2 for other cities that have gymnasiums, military clrill, etc.
b Of th s , 7 <lo 110t report the a ·stem emp loyed; 2 use th e Emersouian; 2, that of tho Boston School
of O~at(!ry ; 1, . Andorso1~'s; l , D10 Le~is'~, and 1, •• calisthenics."
c utrnr: ln1~mg those lll Deu,·er (District No. l), Colo. in which it is rcporteu that" all" buildings
ha.Yo gymnasia.
'
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TABLE

'2.-S1wwrnry of statist-ics of physical training 'in cities which employ
b1it require regular instruction by dass teachers. (a)
Number of cities employing
the several systems of gymnastics.

'"'

i:f--:-

Oo

0
"""'
Q.)

z~
United States .................. -j~
North .Atlantic Division ............•.
South Atlantic Division ..............
South Central Division ...............
North Central Di vision ...............
Western Division ...... . .............
North .Atlantic Division:
New Hampshire ................ ..
Massachusetti! ................. . ..
Rhode Island .................... .
New York ....................... .

::~:;i!!~i~:::::::::::::::::::::

South .Atlantic Divisoion:
Maryland ............... . ........ .

~~~it VJ~f.~1!:~:: :::::::::::::::::

Georgia ......................... .
South Central Di vision:

fif~{i~1t:::::::::·::::::::::::::

Texas. . . . . ................. - .. ·. - .
Arkansas ........................ .
North Central Di.ision:
Ohio . .. • .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . ..
Indiana .. ... .................. .'...
Illinois . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
Michigan
. .... ..
. . . ..

26
6
7
36
G

j

;aQ.)

~
<D

s

0

A

U1

Q.)

rn~
SQ.)
Q.)

+>

~~

p,-,A

,..,..

,rQ.)

<D

l:=·s

~~

5

-- ---- ------

2
1
-17
3
3 ------

......
... . . .
......
.... . .

1
4
......
... . ..
.. . ...
......

2
2
1
4

------

~s

s

•

rn P

'o,_.,_,o:l
~-~

<+-<''"'
0 ;1J

p,.q

b.{

~

di~ rn Q.l
~~ .~'a

Qell
·s~ ~s

:~~-

"oS """'
..c P< ..c'°"'"'~ -PA

~t

p

Q.)

z z

----

====== = - ~ =

3
1
1
3
1

3
3
1
8

6
1
2

17

4
6
25
7

3

]'.

====== =

=

.................. ······ ................. .
......
1
s·
1
1
a
5
...... ......
1
1
1
1
2 .. .. ..
0
1
1
2
9
...... ......
1 ...... ..... .
1
1
...... ......
4 ...... ...... ......
1

1 · ······ . ..... ...... ......
1 .... . ................... ,
2 ............
1 ......
2 ........ ·....
1 ......

1 ........... .
1 ........................ .
} ..... . ............
2
1
.1
3 •......
1

i ..........:..... /::::: '""'i' ::::::,:::::: :::::: .½
:::j::::~: .. J ~

i ----~- ::::·:: :::::: :::::: ::?

Iowa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2
1
1
1 . . . . ..
4 ... . .. .... ..
1 .·.....
1
.... i. . ... 2.
2 ...... ......
1

Utah ............................ -1
,vash1ngton ...... .... ............
California........................

2
2 ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ...... ......
2 . . . . . . . .. . . . .•. . . .
1
1 . . . . . . .... .. .... ..

iii~~~~iii::::::: .- .- .- :.-::~: .-:::::::
weN:!soi::i~i~~:::::::.-.-:.-.-::::::::::

Oo:l

l__o - 16- - 12- - -59

]O

2

,..a~

AA

soo
ss
p
p '"''"'
P<bll

z

--

18
4
3
2
1

'O

'"'
,..a
id
ee11~ s

z

0

0

0

bl)

'o0

~~ai
0~

,.q

~

o<

specialist,

;as
I:='"'

A

Q.)

+>

- - - -· - __::_l__
o l__
o 1__
4 ~

1

s

;8 r3

al

Ii::

0

~~
A~

~

..cirn

do;j

==== ======= =
1
11
l
4

s

Q Q.)

,.q A
Q.) Q.)

'"'
~

~

Q.)

~
0

..c'"'

cd

·r<P,

rn

.,;

State.

..::l'd

110

5
G
2

1
. . . . ..

. .. . . .
. . . . ..

2
2 .. . . . .
3 ...... ......
1
2
1
1 .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .

4
4

5
1

1
:::: :: .... i. : ~:::: ::: : :: :::: :: '"" -.2
... . ..
1 ....................... .
t t :::::: :::::: '""'i" ::::::
··s· '"""i' t
~~~~~:g·::::::::::::::::::::::::1.......... :. :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: """'i' .... i. :::::: ..... i
1 .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .

:··ir

1 . .. . . . . .. .. . . ... . .

1

2
3

I

a It must be understood that the fig-ures of this table cover only the cities described in the heading.
For oth er cities which have military drill, g,vmnasiums, etc., see Table l.
b Of these, 23 do riot report the system employed; 5 uss Dio Lewis's gymnastics; 3, "calisthenics";
1, Monroe's; 1, Pratt's calisthenics; 1, Smart's; 1, Anderson 's; l , Sargent's; 1, Anna. Morris's.
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TABLE

3.-Statistfos of physical training in cities which have professedly
Number of
special
teachers of
physical
training.

City.

" System employed.

Director of physical training.

4
3
5
6
1
1 - - - - - - - - - - 1- - - - - - · - - - - - - - - - - ---,-- - - - - - - - - ,
ALABAMA .

Birmingham . _........ Mrs. E. N . .Allen, Mies M . .A.
Cahalan, Miss .A. R. Klos.

1891

Delsarte, modified ....

CALIFORNIA.

2

Berkeley ........ - ..... Miss .Agnes McLean ......... 1892

3
4

Los .Angeles ... . .. .' .. - C.J.Rodhe . .................. 1890
Oakland ... ·····-· .... Paul Uth .................... 1890

5

Sacramep to ... - .. -.... Hedwig Malmstrom ...... _... 1891

Swedish ......•.......

G San Francisco ........ Robert Barth._ ........ _...... 1~92

German ...... , ...... .

Swedish ... .......... .
0

o

German .............. .
...... do .............. .

Sau Joo ........ .. .... L. Weber ............ . ...... . 1891
COLORADO.

"8

Colorado Springs•..... Miss .Alice C. Holcomb ...... 1892

German (Betz) ....... .

9

Denver (district No. _l) Jacob Schmidt . .'.......... ... 1889

German, modified .... .

1~

Denver (district No. 2) J\fae E. Neal. .•••............. 1892

11

12

Denver (district To.17) Miss Lillian Pike ...... ...... 1892
Pueblo (district No.20) Miss Carrie B. Palmer ....... 1890

Anderson•s, Delsartb,
and Swedish com·
bined.
Swedish ..... ...·..... .
German, French, and
Swedish combined.

13

Trinidad ............. . Mi s Rillu Qnisenherr_v ...... 1892

0
-0

1
1

1 ....................... .

CONNECTlCUT.

14

New London ... .. .... Miss M. I. Ives ...... . ........ 1891

Swedish ...... ...... . .

DISTRICT OF COLUMl'lIA.

15
]6

Washington (first six: Miss Rebecca Stoneroad ..... 1889
divi ions).
Washinj!ton (seventh Miss Mary P. Evans ......... 1889
and oigl1tL divisions).

17

St . .Augustine ........ Mis A.U. Tisou ............. 1891

Eclectic ............. .
Swedish ............. .

fLOR!DA.

Swedish ............. .

GEORGIA.
]

.Augnsta ....... ....... Miss M. Wheeler ............. ]889

Swedish, ........... ..

ILLlNOIS.

19

Chicago ..... .. ..... .. IT nry Suder ............... .. 1886

20
21

Freq1ort ........... ... --Wolfo ..... . .......... . 1890
Moline ................ Adolf Oppenbeime.r .......... 1890

German .............. .

25

0

German (Suder) ..... .

O •• .••• do ........ ...... .
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introduced a regular system, 1inder the care of a specialist.

c·
.E-~ ...A
'!I')

'C 0:$

~A

]~
ob.O
O,.d

Apparatus used in
class exercises, and
grades in which it is
employed. a

,.Q+>

o.,· ....

(fl~

''"''O
0 <l)
,..,-.:,

w·'"'

..ol-

s~
~A

~

,,

s

I

None ............... .. l

Dumb· bells, wands,
and rings.
None ............... . .
·wands, seventh and
eigthgrades; dumbbells, ninth grade.
Bar, saddle, .and ropes,
grammar grades.
Clubs. wands, an cl
dumb.bells, seventh
and eighth grades.
Dumb.bells, upper
grades.

o~'-' Q

Cl"@
rn~

<l)

>

0

;..

_; s

·bllgg

l:;JJ"°·

~~
-a-~

~!

<l)

A

~

-<q

9

~!::

,...i:i

<l).A

iii iii

..om

...... <l)

...,

. ..0

..oA

8

-'"1

§§
7-ir.ll

10

11

1.2

<l)

s

<l)

;..

~'d

t..o
Q)Q)

f-<

P<

~~

0oj

CJ>,

,-.:,'-'

<l)

Time given to gym.
nasties.

<l)

f-<

6

No .... 15:..30 min. Not uni·
formly.
I
J

0
0

None ..... ........... .

...,<l)

bl)'""'

A

Q)

H

13

20 min ..... -

<l)

:,.,CS:~

,..,.q ci!
ell~...,

·§

si

SO~

~!:

A

14

·---- ----- ----

10-20 min ............... .

2
3

Yes ... 20 min .... No ......... .

15 min·····- : ............ .

5

Gen . . .. . do _. . . . In part. .. _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . High school.
erall'y.

6

5

Yf\s . . . None . . . . . In a few
rgrades.
Yes ... 15 min .... :No ......... .
Yes ... 30 min .... Yes.........

4

10 min . . . . . . .All grades ..

JO min ...... Iligh school.

8

12 illin...... 8-12.........

9

1-4

10-40 min ... lligh school. 10

Yes ... 15 min .. .. No..........
5
Yes ... 30min .... Yes .. _....... G-10

10-15 min ....... do . . . . . . . 11
10-40 min... 5-8, and high' 12
school.

Yes ... 20 min ... , Yes ........ .

5 · 15-45 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13

Gener· 15 min . . . . No ......... .
ally.

10-15 min. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14

Gener- 15 min .... No... ... ....

Dumb.b ells ancl
wands, high school.

N~l-~-- .... do ..... No ......... 1-10

O No .... 30mi~

5

····1 Y ........ .. .

30 min .... Yes

Wands, fifth to eighth
grades ; w a 11 d s ,
dumb-bells, and In·
dian clt1 bs, high

SJ

~~

E~
:-a5li~
'O...,

lOmin ................... .
12-15min ...... ... ..... .. .

None ................ .

InLlian clubs, dumb.
bells, etc.

<l)

0

I>,+"

i~

Yes ... 20 min .... WJ1en prac- -5---10
ticable.
Yes . .. 30 min .... Sometimes ..
10
5
Yes ... 15min .... Sometimes ..

·o Yes .. .. ... uo ..... Y<ls ........ .

Dumb·b ell.s,--wands, .All.
parallel bars, hod.
zontal bars.
I
Wands, dumb-bells, I 1'.l
Indian clubs, and
poles.
None ...... .. .. . ..... .
General apparatus,
high school; wands,
dumb- bells, grammar school.
None.................
O

None .......•..... ·....

s

0

A

~

<l),.Q

A

f-<

,-.:,
A

,d"<l)

.Ii

ti)

.s

(fl

15

12-45 min . .... .. do . . . . . . . 16

5

15mi.n .................... 17

2

20 rr:iu ..... .

}8

10 min ..... . .............. 19

Gener- 20min .... Often in
ally.
high or
gradoo.

-

15-20. min . . . Iligh school

I

~~
2 10-15 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
11·ancls and clubs . . . .
O No ...... _.do .•... WYe se·r·e· .pr.·a·c·-Wanrls, seventh and
O Yes ... 30 min: ...
5 1-0-20 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
11
eighth grades.
ticable.
a When military drill is given, it is to be lmclerstood that il10 usnal guns and accou tcrment1:1 nre used
witho11t especial mention in this column.
·
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3. -Stat-istics of physical trciining in cities 1vkich hai:e 11rofesseclly
Number of
special •
teachers of
physical
training.

I

City.

Director of physical training.

1

2

System employed.

6

5

ILLI:-iOIS-COlltillued.

22

Rockislaml . ......... E.A..Poos............. ....•... 1890

23

In<liauap,ilis.;........ Miss Ida May Mai:rly........ 1889

Germ au (Suder) ...

J'.\DIA~A.

Combination of s:;·s·
terns.

IOWA.

25

Durlington . . . . . . . . . . • Derthohl Seiffert .... ......... ..... .
Clinton ............... Harriet C. Waterhouse ...... 1. . . . .

German .............. .
Delsarte ............. .

26

,C ouncil muffs ........ Miss Mar.)~ D. Dav-enport .. . . 1890

. . .... do ... ... . ....... .

27

DaY<'nport ..... . ;. .... William Reuter.............. 1887

German .............. .

28

Des :Moines (11 or th

24

Miss Maggie McLoney......

l · Eclectic ........... . . .

1891

side) .
· 29
30

Mason City........... W . .A. )licks . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1~92
Oskaloosa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1890

31

Sionx City ............ Miss 13."M. Nelon............. 1801

32

Waterloo ............. La11rn.E.Putnam .. ........... 1891

!I

0 ....... ... ........... .. .

1

Delsarte, Sweuisb, aml
German.
Combination of sev.
eral systems.

.

:UAIXE.

33

Lewiston ..... ... ..... J Josephine Gilbert............ 1892

Swedi,;h antl Delsarte.

MA SACHl:SETTS.

34

Bo~lon ..... ..... .. .. .. E<lwarcl :Mussey Hartwell. ... c1864

35

Brooklin .. ......... ,.: Bessiel!'.Gordou ............

36
37

Everett........... . . . . Miss Madge Johnson . . . . . . . . 1891
Tiolyok!> . . . . . . . . . . . . . . :Franz Eger . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1888

38

Lawrence .. .......... . :Mi. s :Ethel L. Wellington .... 1892
Lowd!. ........... .... Miss Emma Manning Hunt· ]888
ley.

39

40

.1. .....

I

(13

4

Swe<lislt . ............ .
...... do ......... ..... .

1

1 ...... do . . .... ... ..... .
O

.Adaptation of Qer·
man and Swedish . .

1

Swedish ........... .. .
Eclectic ............. .

l

41

Miss Elizabeth F . Gor<lon . ... 1892
:ilaiae;::: ::: : :: :::::: Nina J. Moses ................ . 1888

.: .... do .... . ......... .

42
43
44

, omerville . ..... ..... . C. I sabel Livingstone ........ 1890
Springfield ..... ..... . Miss Emily Bliss Bryant . ... 1892
Waltham ............ Martha M. Barnes ..... . ...... 1890

1 ...... do .......... . ... .
1 ...... do .............. .
1 ... ... <lo .............. .

45

Woburn ......... .. ... Miss Martha McC. Barness .. 1890
,Vorce. ler ............ .Anna G. Foley ............... ]892

1 ...... <lo .... ..... ..... .
1 ..... do ........... . .. .

46

Sweµish ............. .

a1''hen military drill is givou, it is to l>e understood that t11e 11::;ual gnmi all(l accouterments aro
used without special mel)tion in this colnnm.
,
b For some huildi11ir8.
cDate of first introduction. "Ran downhill iu ten years; new interest tlcvelopell in 1888-·89, aml
eeconcl introduction occurr din l8!Jo-·01." . .
dlncludiu!! <lrillnrn..<;tcr.
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intrvlluct<l a regular systeni, muler the care of a specialist-Contiuue<l.
rn

;..

:@"~
.,.. A

'Cl

Ad

..58
.Apparatus used in
class exercises, and
grades in which it is
employed. a

cl s'iJ

~~

~~
Or::;j

;..a:>
a:>-0
~·~
.:: 0

p;..

z p,
-

-

s j

a:,

6

!,I).

;..

p,

. .s

rn

fTime giYei~ to gym. /
na1-tics.
.

A

A

p

Q)

......

i>

0

·s.oooa;,

b.C-o

l>,<l:>

t>,rn

~:g

,g ~

p, i>

;..

Q)

P<

Q)

8

-

d

a;,
;..

p.
Q)

8

~

<1

u.

13

12

11

10

9

- j
I
Wands, bells, clubs,
higher grades.

0

5-12 min .... \........•..... 22

Fair .. 30 min . ... Sometimes .. :

I

I
/

Nouc ................ .

1

Tes ... 30rni11 .... Sometimes ..

10- 20 mi11 . .. 1. . . . . . .

.......

23

~o:}l!n::::::fI :::::::::]
,

25

!

Nono yet ............ .
Wands and b o 1.1 s ,
sixth to e i g ht h
grades.
Dumb.bell s, high
school.
Clubs, wand s, riugs,
and bells, higher
grades.
Dumb·bells, fifth and
sixth grades; clubs,
seventh antl eighth.

30 min . . . . Occasionally!
Yes ... 25-30 min". Yei,. ......... ,{
I

/.

10 min . ........ . .......... 26
7-15 min ... ./. ............ . , 27

Yes ....... do ..... No .......... ~

'30 min ...... ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28

e In primary schools.

I

2

Yes ....... do .... . No .......... 1............... : . ... Bighschool. 29
Yes ... ... . do . ... . ·when prac. .
4 1 15-25 min .. .. ... . ......... 30
ticable.
1
Yes ... / 20 ruin .. . . Occasioually l 2- 5 J0. 20min .. . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3l
1
I

I

No .... 30 min .... I Yes......

. .... .. .. . ..... ... . ........ 32

I
I

I

:

i

5-10

J()..20 min . . . ....... ...... . 33

Ko .... e 10 min ... !I Ko . ......... 1 e 1 hour a w eek... . lligh sclrools 34
f 35 min.
! / lJ. hours a week.
r g 3 nours a week.
Yes .. .

Swedish a pparat,us in
two high schools.

None ................ .
, None ................ .

,.

10

Yes ... 40 min .... Xo. . .......

~~~!.:~~: ::: :::::: :::

i

. 1Iy I 5.. 10
Yes ... I 30 min .. . . Occas1011a
i

Yesb. j 20miu .... Yes

Dumb.bells, wands,
and Indian clubs.
Wands, fifth a 11 cl
sixth; wands and
bells, seyenth and
eighth.
··wands, bells, clubs,
etc.

Rings, boms, etc.,
high school.
None ................ .
Dumb·bells, higher
primary and gram·
mar; wands and
clubs, high and
grammar .
.None .......... , ... . .. .
Dumb.bells, wands,
etc.: lii gh and
grammar.
None yet ........ . ... .
Clubs, hoops, aud
wands, high school.
Nono ....... ... ...... .

-

10

!=~

Yes .. .
Yes .. .

;.;;;,/ ;; ;;; g) .

2-3

cept in•
primary.
0
0

Yes ... 25 min .... No..........
Yes...
(h)
Yes.........
Yes . . . 20-30 min. No ......... .
Yes ....... do . . . . . Seldom .. .. .

0
0

[

do

;

;

I
5

(h)

gl - 2

·O

;~~~:~

school.

20 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 38
(h)
High school. 39
½-1 hour.

g

. ................. do ....... 40
20 min . . . . . . . .. . do . . . . . . . 41

Yes... 15 min ... . No..........
5 .... do .....................
Fair . . e20 min .. . No ............................................
Yes .. . None .... . No .......... fgl Jg I hour .................
e2
e;!.hour.
No .... None ..... No ..... . ... .
5 2o·min...... High school.
Gener· 30min ... . No ......... .
5 10 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
ally.
i
.
•.

jln grammar schools.
gin hi gh schools.
hln. tho grammar schools 1} hours all(l in the prjmary schools 3½ hours arc deYoted to
exercises aml recesses.' 1

11

42

43
44

4.5
46

physical
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3.- tatisfics of physical training

i11

cities which have pr ofcssedly
0

Number of
special
teachers of
physical
trruning.
City.

System empl-oyed.

Director of p!Jysical training.
4)

c6
@
~

- - - - - - - - -1 - - - -- - - - - l

1

j----2

3
- ~ ~ --

4

6

5

- - - - - - - - - 1 - - -- - - - ----l

~J!CHJGA.'>.

47
48

4!l
50

Detroit...... .. ... ... . Tettie D. Kimberlin ..........
Negaunee ............. MissM.aryF.Bradbury ......
Saginaw (west side) .. F. E. Lazelle ...... . ...........
Sault c1o Ste. ~arie... Miss .At1ale Sanders ..... . ....

1890
1891
1891
1892

Electic ... .... ....... .
Swedish, modified ... .

J\IJ:',;>;ESOTA.

M: E. Alletzliaensser .........

51

Dulutl, ...............

189l

German ......... .... .

52
53
5i

Fulton................ Miss Halley Richmond....... 1891
Jianuibal ............ . Miss Panline Cole ............ 1892
Kansas City .......... Carl Betz . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . 1885

1 · Delsarte ............. .
1 (i errn.an .............. .

55
56

St. ,Toscph ....... ! . . . . Fitz Stoesser .. ............... 1887
St. Louis .............. George "?ittich .............. cl890

O •.•..• do ........ .. . ... .

57
58

B atcicc .............. Ida .A. '.l.'ew .................. J890
Omaha................ Henry Kummerow........... 1885

59

('oncor,L .............. ]ll'rtha L. Colb11rn ..... ...... 1891

MI

'(IURI.

O ... •·.. do .............. .

1 ...... do .............. .

NEBRASKA.

G-0rman (Betz) ....... .
German ... ....... .. . . .

NEW HAMPSTilRE.

1

I

Boston School of Ora·
tory.
.

NEW YORK.

00 I .Albion ... ............. Ilarrieit C. Paul .... ........ . 1892
J3ujhJJo ......... . ...... ..A.dellaF. Fay ................ 1892
]!'lushing . . . . . . . . . . . . . Katberine B. Peck........... 1891

Erncrsonian .. ..... ... .
Swedish ............. .
Comuination ......... .

63

.Jam •stown ........... Miss Ruth C. Tousley....... . 1872

Dio Lewii,, modified ..

64

f-aratocra. 'prings ..... Abbie V{. ,· 11tlirnn ..... : ..... 1892

Swedish ............. .

61
62

NOHTI! CAROLINA.

65

Ashev:11 .. ........... Miss .Anuie .Allison .......... 1892

Swedish and Dio Lewis

00

Golclshorn ............ MiRs Marianna. Cobb ......... 1892

Swedish ............. .

OHIO.

07

69 1Cleveland ................................... : ..........•...

70
71

72
73
74

Combination of seYeral

Akron .................................... . ·-........ 1892

68 j Canton· . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . Adolf Riedel............ . . .. . 1888

Columbus ............. .Anton Leibold ............... 1802

I IDayton
............... Robert Nohr .................
rein ton ......... .. ... · I Miss Sarah Rogers. . . . . . . . . . .

1892
1892

Tiffi!l····· ·· · ··· ······ I···:·········· · ............. 1892
~ema ................. M1si, .Joan B. Elwell ........ . 1892

German ........... . .. .
2 ....................... .
0 German.American ... .

0

0

1
0

1

" Calisthenics'' ...... .
Combination of Swe·
dish aud Delsa1 te. ,
German .............. .
Com binatic,n ......... .

a When military drill is given, it is to bll understoocl that tho usual gnns and a conterme.nts are
used, without spccia1 mention in this column.
o In primary gra<lcs only.
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r,,

1·egnlai· system, under th e _care of a specialist-Continned.
rf.l

6
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'"

.9.~

A

'C rf.l

rf.l

7;:1~
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Apparatus nsed in
class -exercises, and
grades in which it
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A
::l

0

..... I>,
0 bl)

~~-

btr,j

,g-B

1>,<I)

{~

ii)·~

'o,g

<I)

'i5,

'-'d
<I).~

.a

sd

I>-

se

ZA
7

s I

f

~

_ _ 1.

9

t

c:i

A

s

.3

Timeg-iven to gym·
nasties.

0

~;

.:::
<I)
I>-

<I)

1:-,rf.l
ell rf.l

rtl'O

'"'

<l)<I)

<I)

~.

<I)

a

di

.;J

z~

10

H

12

~d

tii ~~
~ si

blr'

·- 0 ::l

~~A

"1

::l A

8

~

0~
,.<:l<Tl
-<a><ll

rf.l

<I)

'"
<I)
'O....,
.!<

<I)

.....

~t
s

<I)·;;

s~~

o.i

<I)~
~<I)

'o;

~'"C

;::i.

.

..;,

~t~

"':g

I>,

rf.l
<l)o,

rf.l

.~ s

.b.Oai

tJ

~;
s

<I)

~

H

14

13

·NWands.
·o"~~-:v~i::::::::::·:::
·--o·O ·y~~:::
·ao·~~:::: ·y~~::::::::: ···io·5 ·io·~·ii;::::::
:::::::::::::: !~
. ..... ........
Yes.. None ..... Sometimes..
15 min .................... 49
\'lands , grammar
grades.

1

Bells, wands, fourth ·
to eighth.

Yes ... 30 min ..•. In higher
grades.

5 .. .. do .... ,_. . .. ........... . 50

Yes ...... . ........ 1 Yes.

5 / JO

I

I

None ... ..... ........ .
None yet ..... ....... .
All except so.called,
heavy stationary
·apparatus.
None ...... . .. ....... .
None ... ..... ........ .

Clubs; high school. ..

O

0
1

0
0

Wands, bells, rings,
clu bs, etc.; hig h er
grades.
·

Ordin~ry light gym.
nastic apparatus .

. . . . . . 4th grade up. 51

Yes .. . . ........... No..........
4 •15 min .................... 52
Fair .. b 20 min. . . . In part . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
Yes... 30 min .... Sometimes..
5 15 min .................... 54
10-15 min .. ... ............ 55
1-0 min ................ . .. . 56

No... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Sometimes ..
Yes... 20- 45 min. When prac·
ticable.
Yes ... b20min ... : Inpart .....
Yes .. . 20 min .... Sometimes..

2-5
5

........................... Yes ... 25 min ... . Yes.

None ............ . .. ·..
None ......... . . .· .... .
Bells, clubs, chest
weights.
Wands and rings, sev.
enth, eighth and
• ninth; clubs, bells,
et c., tenth to thir.
t eenth. ·
K one . ....... ... . .... .

IU iu

I

I

10-25min . . ............... 57
10-15 min .. ............... 58

:iu min ... .. ... ......•..... 59

•

5

20 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
10-20 ruin ............. ... . 61
20-30 min ................. 62

No .... b20 min.... Yes; in the
gymna·
sium.

3-10

3-20 ruin .. .. High school. 63

Yes ... None ..... No ...... !

...

5-10

10 min ...... .............. 64

Yes ... 30 min . . . . Sometime~..

3- 5

Yes.. . 25 min .... Yes.........
Yes... 20 min .... No...... ....
15 ~in._ .. Sometime's ..

2
1

15- 20

111 in.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65

Yes . .. 40 miu .... No . . ...... . .

10-15 min . . . .............. 66

Yes . . . 20-25min. Sometimes . .

10-20 min ... . ... •......... . 67

. ~~~-e_!.~t.· :::::::::::: ... ~ . . ~~~:::
~~~ None yet........... ..
Yes . . . 15min .... Generally .. . ... . ... . .......... . ............ 70
not.
None ....... .... ..... .... .... . ...... .......... . ···· ··········
Wands...............
O • Yes ... 30 min ... . No ..... .. . ..
·Higii·;~J;~~i:

.~~~~~.~i-~::: :::::::::::::: ~g

-~~~~i.~:::: .~~:::::::::: ..

~~ I ~om~~i;_::::::

None ................ .

Yes-. .. 40 mm.... Sometimes ..
Yes ... 30 min.. , .. Not yet .....

5

5

~~

5-10 m m . ..... . . do .... ·... 73
10-15 min . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 74

c Calistl:ienics have been practiced for thirty years.

d None in the.highest grarumar grade ancl. high school
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physical
training.
City.

Director of phys ical training.

System employed.

-- - -

1

---!----------,

3

6 .

--·- - - - - - 1 - - - - --.-- - P E NNS~'L Y ANIA.

75
76
77

I~rie . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1890
Huntingdon .......... Ellen Pbrenix................ 1891
Lancaster . . . . . . . . . . . . Carl Zens ........--.. . . . . . . . . . . . 1891

78

Pawtucket ...... ... . .

1
0
1

0

1
0

German (Betz) ..... . .
Emersonian .......... .
German ....... . ... .. . .

RHOD E 1!'\LA~D .

1891

Swe<1islt . ... ..... .... .

WASHIXG'£0N.

79

Scuttle .. , ......... . ... ::\1iss A unn L ee Goodrell.... . 1891

Modification of Del.
sarte and Swedish.

80
81

Tacoma; ............... Miss Lulu S. Lamson . . . . . . . . 1891
'\Valla, Walla .. ........ Mrs. Minnie Conn . . ..... .. ... 1892

Swedish ............ ..
Boston School of Ora·
tory, etc .

WISCONSIN.

82
83

Menomonie . . .. ...· .... Miss Margaret Mitchell...... 1892
Milwn.ukce ............... .. .. : ... ................... 1877

.A.mler,;on ..... ... . .. ..
German .............. .

84

08hkosh ...... ..... ... R emy Lceruhu is . ... .. ..... .. 1892

...... do ...... . . . ..... .

a Wlwn military drill is given , it is to be understood that the usual guns and a ccouterm ents are
used, without f>pecial mention in tl1is column .
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specialist-Continued.

14

515-10
10-15 min .................

Wa1H1s .............. .
None . .... ....... .... .
Ordinary gymnasium
equipmeut, hi g h
school.

Yes... 35 min . . . . Occasionally
Yes ... 25 min .... Yes ........ .
Yes ... 30min .... .r o . .. ·...... .

None .. .. ............. /

Y es ... cKon<' .... ?\o .......... , ...... , .. . ................ ... ...... 78

.

Rings, wands, durul.J.
beUs, in grammar
grades.

(d)

W'bells.
a~:ci~ ··;~d · ·ti{1~. b~. ,

0
1

Yes ...

Yes ...
Yes .. . lOmin .... Yes.... . ....

1

0
0

'

I

0

/ , _, ''.'

• __- . _

I

i'[jgh ,oh•_"' :

2-3 , 15- 5:J min ... .............. 81

I
I
I
Yes ......... ' ................... . /.. ············
I

1

________

I
I

I

: ::: • ~~:!sf;:ac-/ ___ ,

I

None yet ............ .
Dumb.bells all(l In·
dian clubs, sixth.
sevent.h, and eighth.
None yet ......... ... .

lllill.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75
,G
liJ~bour . ... ...... ... .... 77

3-5
5

Yes ... 40min ... ·.
:Fair .. 30min ....

Wlii~~J12C· /
I
30 n~m ... · j No .......... I

I

10

10 min ..... .

............. .

82
83

1

•

0 i- res ...
I
____
_,___:_

...:......

b In i1igh school.
c Exee1Jt in lowest.grades.

I

:r

15 min ..•... 1. . • • • • • • • . . . • . 84

cl .All new buildings are

1

to l.Jc so provided~

·-

·"'
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4.-Slatistics oJ.physicaJ training in cities which employ no spec'ial-ist, but which reqnireregiilar instrnctionby class teachers.
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A

~::l

~,d

If military drill is
.Are ample
employetl, from
Time per I Num·
play
flay given ber of Length of
what graclPs are
grounds
to
recesses·
lessons
the pupils taken 1
each
proyided1
~~ d
lesson.
per
week.
~~

..A.pp.'tratus used in class exercises, ancl 1=° ~
grades in which it is employed.
. ~al

0

.13
.E
.....

System employed.

0

.s
cl

A
3

2

l

Time given to gym·
nasties.

..... Cl'

s:,

City.

(.?

.1----4---·1!:~!~ -1- , -1~1
6

9

10

t_rj
tj

q
0

ARKANSAS.

;i.--

Fo~-t Smith .......... . J 1890

I German (Betz) ............. j Wands ancl dumb.bells

Yes ....... I 30 min .. ..

1-3

5 /· 1omin ....

H

0

z

CALIFORNIA.

........ ~ ......... . Wands and dumb-bells; third to sev.
enth.
Stockton .................... !..... ·...................... .. Dumb-bells; second to sixth ..... .

21Sant.t Cruz ........... 1...... 1 Eclectic

Yes ................... .

5-10

10-15 min_

~

3

Yes ....... I 40 min .. ..

10

5min .....

""O

J

GEORGIA.

I

!

0

~

4 / .Atlanta:--· - -- ........ , 189! j Delsarte ..... ·............ .. None .............................. .
5 Brunswick . . . . . . . . . . . 1881 ...............•............. Dumb.bells, wanus, bags, rings, etc.;
higher grades.
ILLINOIS.

G

7
8
9
10
11

Belleville.............
Cairo .................
Duquoin ..............
Kankakee . .. .. .. . . . ..
Kewanee .............
Pekin .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .

t?j

No ........ , 30-50 min. ,.
Yes ....... 30min ....

'.l~4
5

-1-3
......

20-60 min_
15-25 min_

00

I

1890
1886
1891
.. . .. .
1890
.. .. ..

(.!:)

......
I

German (Betz) ........... .
...... do ................... .
............................. .
German (Betz) ........... .
...... do ..... .
.Anderson's

None.................................
O
None.................................
O
None.!! ..................................... .
None...................... ... .... ... .
0
Clubs and dumb.bells; high school...
l
Poles, intermediate grades ..• ·.... .....
O

Yes ....... 30 min .. ..
]'air .......... do ... ..
Yes ....... 45min .. ..
Yes ....... 80 min .. ..
Yes. : ..... 10 min .. ..
Yes ....... 80min ... .

None ............... '..................
O
Wands; sixth and eighth ...•.•.......... : .
Dum b·bells; seventh and lower grades
Greencastle ........... 1891 German (Betz) .. ......... .. None.................................
O
:Micbigau City ........ ] 889 ........................... .. None ........................... :.....
0
Wabash .............. 1892 TheNewCalisthenics ... .. None.................................
0

Yes ....... / 2~ m~n ....

10
10-20
5-10
5

5
5

10-15 min.
2ilt-5 min. 5-min ... ..
20min .. .. High school.
lOmin .. ..
80min ... .

INDIANA.

12
13
14
15
16

Crawfordsville ............ .
Goshen . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1890

I

l;:, IDln •••.

fi

5

I 5-10 min .. j Above
10-20 min.

Ycs ....... j 8~ min ._ ... ........ ...... _. .... .
Yes .. ·····I fo-25 mm.
5-10 JO mm .. ..
Yes ....... ao min.... 1
5 1 15 ruin .. ..

third year.

c.o
~-.;)

IOWA.

17 1 Des Moines (East) ... ·11890
18 Muscatine..... . ...... 1880

~1~~at~na· ii~~~is.-s·::::::: I ~::d;:
fi~st t~· ~i;;;i;;· p~ie's·, ·s~;~-;;{1~ ·
and eighth ; clubs, high school.

0

I Fair ..... · I 30 min ... .

O

I Yes ..... .. , 3 r.nin . : .. .

0

5-10

No ........ None .... .

10-15 min.
5-lOmin ..

5

KANSAS •

19
20

.Atchison .. .... ·....... 18i:iJ
Emporia.............. 1891
Kansas City.......... 1892

21

German (Betz) ... .. ...................... . ............... . ...... .. ·1
German (Betz) and Delsarte None ......................... ...... . .
Gercran (Betz) ............. Dumb.bells and Indian clnbs; grain·
..
·
mar grades and high school.
'

~~ I ~~';sti!rg·::: ::::·::::: .~~.~~. ::::::i~ :::::::::::::::::::: ~~~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

No ........ 30min ... .

O

I Yes
Yes ....... , 25 min ... .
....... 40 min ... .

0

Salina .. ·r · ...•••••... 1890 ...... do ..................... ·wands, dumb.bells, horizontal bars ..

2-!

3-515-15 min ..
5-10 5 min . ... .
10 ... do ..... .

o Yes ... . ... ·:·········.

O

5 , 5-10 min ..
H ... do ... . . .
10 10 min .... I All grades.

Yes .... , ............. .

5

KENTUCKY.

25

I Frankfort ........•.. · 1 1892
·

26

Swedish

None ..... .

0 I Yes . ... ... I 20 min ... .

5-10

II 3-5 piin ...
~

l\IARYLAND.

I Baltimore ............. I 1877

.. . I
Yes ...... . I 15-30 min .I ... ..... ,.. .......... I High school

Smart's ...•...••..•........ 1 None ..... .

111

~

CJJ.

MASSACHUSETTS.

I'

"'""
0

I

271 Cambridge ............ ...... , ............................. ......................................... ...... ............ . . . . . . . . . . . .
10
m;n .....
28 Clinton ......... ..... . 1891 Swedish ................... None ..... :-............................ !l Yes ....... 20min ... .
JO 10 min ....
29 . De<lham .............. 1 1891 Swedish(Posse) .......... '. None ................................ . 1
0 Yes ..... .. 15-30min.
1
5-10
5-15
min .. 1
1
30 Fall River ........ ! ... I................................ -- Indian clubs, dumb.bells, etC'.; high I
1 Yes ....... I 15 min. ... .
1
5-10 I 6-20 min .. \ '
school.
·
Haverhill ..... ........ 11889 ........ ... .
None ............................ .
32 Marblehead ........... 1891 Swedish .................. . None ............................... :.
·oO No
........ None ....
5 15min ... .
No ..... ... None.....
5-25 5-15 min ..
33 W esttltild...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . Eclectic ............ . .. ... . None .............. .... .
O Yes...................
5-10 5-lOmin ..
3-! Weymouth ............... :. 1 Swedish·... ... .
Wands ..... . ........................ .
0 Yes ..... .. · 20-40 min . . ! . . . . . . ,- . . . . . . . . . . .

311

I

l

Do.

1-3

~

Do.

>
...

I

:!

~ICHIGAN.

351 Au Sable
36 Ypsilanti

>
~
~

~
:71

Do.

i

1889
1892

I

~;~~~k::::::::::::::::: I ~~:eb:~~~~~ ·.·::::::::::::::::::::::::::I

MINNESOTA.

····I

5

No ....
None .... .
Yes ...... . 2 min .... .

30 min ... .
JO m;n .. ..

5 -10

I

371 Minneapolis .......... 1······1· ··························· '.

................................ : ....... 1······1············ 130min

....

l

5-151············

1

il !t'~i~?:::::: :::: '.' .'. Ei~i::::::::::::::: : ~;·i•~,i~~~bb<ii;:::::::::: :: J -f:biii J~ :::::: J ::::,~~: :
1

MISSISSIPPI .

41

•

Greenville ............ I 1891

I

German (Betz) ..... ,•....... I Dnmb.bellR, clubs,
chest weights.

wands·,

rings,

I

1

I Yes ....... , 1 hour ....

3

.I
I
j

I

'

15.-30 min. Seventbandeigbt.b
grammar grades,
and high school.

C.,"l
~

1--'-
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4.-Statistics of physical training in cities which employ no specialist, but which reqnire 1·egitlar inst1·iwtfon by class teache,;s-Continued.
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0
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.
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~a

I
Are alllple
play ·
Time per I Nulll·
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providod1 to recesses. l essons
each
· per
lesson .
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c·~

Apparatus used in class exerdses, ancl f
grades in which it is ellll)loyed .
~'-g

System ernployell.

....0

<l>"O.

~-~ ~

;::i ,-.~

.s

-

0 rt)
p ....
crj
p..~

d

If military drill is
employed, from
what grades arn
the pupils taken 1

~

A
1

Tillle given to gym.
\
nasties.

J

4

3

2

5

G

7

s

9

10

MISSOURI.

I

42 1·· columbia ............. 1 1892 Gerlllan(Betz) .............
· 4~t L ouisiana ............ 1891 ...... do ......... . ..........
4~ "\Varren~burg......... 1892 ...... do ....................
4,> WcbbC1ty .................. ..... do ... . ................

I Dumb.bells,
Dulllb·bellsandwands; lowergrades.
wands, poles, plates, etc ..
··;·····································
None ........ . ......... ..

0 I Yes ....... 130 min ... · 1
5 I 15 min ... .
o Yes .......... do.-·· ................ _. ..... .
0 Yes ....... JO mm ........... 7IDm .... .
7-14 5 lllin .... .
0 Yes ....... ·30 min....

t,,J
tj
~
0

~

8
H
0

z
~

MONT.ANA .

.,,
trj

46 1Butte ................. 1 1891

German .................. . . j Dumb·b~lls ........ ...... .. : ........... \

l \ Yes·... : ... ! 30lllin ... .

5 I 15min .•..

0

10 I !i-15 min ..

~8
......

~

NEW HAMPSHIRE.

Swedis!J ··················· l····················· ··················· l·..:; · ·· ·1... ......... 1 20min ... .

4, r.Do,er ........ .... ,...

00

c.o
......

NEW JERSEY.

481 Passaic . .............. 1•••• ~. \ DioLewis .... . ............ \ Bars,trapeze,laclders, andparallelbars /

I Y es ....... l 25min ... .

(a)

I

~5 min .... I High school.

NEW YORK.

49 1 Canandaigua .........
50 Geneva . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
51 Hudson ...............
52 Lockport .............
5;1 Kingston.............
55
56
57

Oneida . .... ..... : ... .
Plattsburg . ......... ,.
Rochester ........... .
Rome .... ... ........ . .

~~

~h~t~h~fi::::::::::::

54

]887
1872
1889
1889
.. . . . .

Pratt's calisthenics ........ Dumb·bells .......................... .
Delsarte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . None ........... .. ................... .
.................................................................... .
..............•.............. None ................................ .
Dio LeJViS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dumb.bells; grammar grades ....... .

1881 Calisthenics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1891 Delsa::te, modified . . . . . . . . .
187-! ............. ................
]880 Monroe's ..................
1877 Dio Lewis, IDodified . . . . . . .
1891 . ... .. . ...... .... .. ... . .. .. . .

Yes b .... · 11, 20 min ..
No ........ None ..... ,.
Yes ....... 20rniu ... .
Yes ....... None .... .
o Yes ....... BO min ... .

0 I

0

0
0

D=b-bells, wands. brooms . . . . . . . . . . .
o
. . . ..... . . ... . . . . .. . . . . . . ... .. .. . . . .. . . .
1
None.................................
o
None.................................
0
None . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
0
Dumb-bells, wands, clubs .................. .

Yes .... : .. 25 min: .. .
No .. . . . ... None ... . .
Yes ......... . do ..... .
Yes .... ·... 15 min ... .
Y cs. . . . . . . 10-20 min .
Yes ....... 30 min ... .

5 I 5min .. . ..
5- 10 5-10 IJ?-in ..
JO 5-6 mm .. .
J0,l0min ... .
10 5-]5 min . . I Grammar and higlt
schools.
5 15min ....
4-30. 3-15 min . . Eighth i.o twelfth.
]0 lOmin ... .
10 ... do ... . . .
15-35 2!.3min .. .
10 l0miii ... .

c.o
~-,:i

I

OHIO.

00

.Avondale. . . . . . . . . . . . . 1868 Calist~enics and free gym.
nastics.

M

~~

I:Kone ................................
.
·

I

I

O Yes. . . . . . . . .......... .

5 I 10-1'.l min .
1

g1·is~2o·~i·~:

gi?}::::•:•••: mi· ~~J:i~1ii.!!• :~: !• 1•,$:::~::~ttt::.::i•••••••u •·•:1·1[:::::• rs:it••

~©
Q~
~~

10 5min . ... .
5 IO min ... .
... do ..... .
(d)

1

1~

PENNSYLV.ANIA.

Corry······ · ········· 1 1892 ....... .'.... ·················1 Dumb·bells,clubs,wands;highschool.
Phamixville ................ DioLewis ................. None ................................ .

00~
~

~ilk:~:~:r\ ::::::: ::: .~~~~. :::: :: :::: ::-:::::: ::::::::::: ::: :::~~: :::::: :::::: :::::: :::::: ::::.::

w

~

l

O I .Y es ....... Non': ····· 1: ··~····i·······.-····

No •••..... 20 mm....
O No....... . None . . . . .
0 _G enerally. 15 min . . . .

0

5-7 mm .. .
· 10. 5 min .... .
5 20 min ... .

o-10

RHODE ISLAND.

70

I Newport ............. .
1 I Yes ....... I None .... .

71 1Columbia ............. 1 1883
72 Spartanburg .......... 1887
74

I Knoxville

i
I

DioLewis .... . ............ , Wands, eighth; dumb.bells, ninth

Nashville ............ .

1891 Delsarte . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . N

TEXAS.

1

;~~ . ~~~~: .........•................

WASHING TON.

~g I ~~~kr!: :::: :: ::::::
WEST VIRGINIA.

: 1.~~ .~~~·~1:u. ~~~·t·z!.::::: :::::::I~~~~ ·:~.t.:: :: ::::::::: ::::::::::::: :::

80 I Huntington ....·.............. ·.... : .............. . ..... ,.. ! None .............................. : ..
WISCONSIN.

81

1-1

15 min ... .
5 l .•• do ..... .

0

~
~

0

Yes .. ..,.... 30 min ....

5

10 min .•. ·1

0

Yes .... ... 20 min ....

5

5min .....

75 I Brownsville ...... . ... I 1891

- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - -- - - - . - - -- - -- - Indianclubsaml dumb.bells; sixth to
ninth .
76 I Houston ....... . ...... , ...................... .
.
I
\Vands, brooms, dumb.bells; higher
UTAH.
!
grades . ·
77 Provo
. . . 1. . . . . . DioLewi,; . ................ .. ...................... .... ...... . ..... .

:::i::

-<
l/2

·················I

DioLewis
Dumb.bells, wands, Indian clubs ..... , ...... , Yes ....... , 30min ... .
Delsarte ................... None . . .. . . . . .. . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
0 Yes ......... . do ..... .

TENNESSEE.

73

'"ti

10 I 10 min ....

SOUTH CAROLINA.

t>
1

~

0

Yes .. ..... 40min ... .

~-5
1

15-30 min· I Fourth grade anu
. upward.
3-10 min . .

Generally. 55 min .... ,

5-10

Yes ....... 30min ... . I

'.l

10miu ....

+"
0

None .....
Yes ....... eNone ... .

10
5

lOmm ....
5-15 min ..

0

~' air ...... 20min ....

5

IO min ....

0

No .. .. .... 25min ....

5 .. ..do ......

1-j
l:,j
1--(

~

1-1

'Z

p

LaCrosse . ........ .... 1 1885 German .................... ! None ............ : .................... .

a Gymnasia have been ordereu for all'buildings.
b For primary schools.

•

.

cln lower grades.
d.As often as the school .needs it

c Thirty minutes in the smaller buildings.

Ot
<'.O
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{,.-List of 108 cities in which physical exercises are practiced at the d'iscretion of
1
the teachers, bnt without special supervision or e:{fectire 1·er1nlations to rnalce the fl'ainin!J
systematic.

TAHLE

['fhis list is nntlot1ht,e<lly incomplet,e.

Many superintendents clitl not consider such exerc ises worthy
of special mention.]

KORTH .A.TLANT:LC DIVISION.

New .f!ampshire.. -K.eene, Nashua, Portsmouth.
Ma~achus.e tts.-Hyde Parl.:, Newburyport, North Adams, Northam1)ton., Spencer,
Taunton.
Rhode Island.-Proviilence.
Connecticiit.-Bristol, Middletown, New Britain, New Haven, Norwalk, "\Villimaritic.
New York.. -Auburn, New Brighton, Amsterdam, Brooklyn, Elmira, Fu.lton, Glens
F.all~, Hoosick F.nJ.ls., Hornellsville, IIion, Ithaca, Lyons, Meilin-a, New York (rngulaTly introduced in 6 schoo1s), Oneonta, Peekskill, Seueca Falls, Syracuse, Troy,
Utica.
·
N ew Jers ey.-Jersey -City, Salem, B~yon11.e 1 Elizabeth, N,ew·a rk, Plainfield, South
Aml>oy.
Pennsylvania.-Allegheny, Archbald, Ashland, BTI1dford. 1 Brlstol, ButleT, Dubois,
Harrisburg, . Hazleton, Maha~y, Mount Carmel, Norristown, ~eading, Washington.
SOUTH ATLANTIC DIYISlON.

Delawa.re.-Wilmington .
.Mary land.- Frederick.
.
V-i-rginia.-Petersburg; Richmond.
G.e01·g'ia. -Macon.
Florida.-Pensacola.
SOUTH CENTRAL DIYISION

Tenn·e ssee.-Johns0n City.
Mississippi.-Oolumbus, Vi-cksburg.
Louisiana.-Shr-eveport.
Texas.-A.ustin, Corsicana, Dallas, Temple, "\Vaco~.

.,.

NORTH CE:NTHAL DIVISION.

0hfo.-Postorl.a, Loru,in; :Marietta,, Mount Vernon, Nelsonville, Toledo, Yonngstown.
· Inclianci.-Fra,nkfort, Hammond, Lafayette, Muncie.
I/Zinois.-Charleston, Decatur, Evanston, Paris, Springfield .
.Micltigan.-Batt,1e Creek, Flint, Grauel Haven, Grand Rapids, Ionia.: Manistee,
Muskegon, ,Vinona.
TVisconsin. -Baraboo, Berlin, Eau Claire, ·w hitewater.
Joiw.-Dubuque, Lyons, Marshalltqwn.
Misso uri.-Carthage, Mars1rnJl.
NtJbraslca .-Grand Island, South Om::i,lrn.
Kansas.-IIntchinsoH 1 Parsons.
\\'1':WJ'ERN lJIYISION.

Utah.--Ogden.
Oregon.-, alem.
California.-Pa a.denn, Riv •r '<le.

CHAPTER XI\.
THE AGE OJT WITHDRAWAL F~O~I THE PUBLI

i

'

II

L .1

[In deterniining to what extent the public school ' are utilized r b w
many yeai·s ea,c h child attends school, it become important to kn w
the average age of withdrawal, or time of leaving chool.
t ntiou
. was c:1lled tq prevailing misconceptions on the su dect in the St.
school report of 1878-'79, and a method, devis·e d by Prof. '. L ·
ward, was there given for computing the avernge age of pupil
t
the time df leaving school. In order to bring this method mor fully
to the notice of the public it has been deemed advi abl t r 1 r due it
here.]
In considering the question of the usefulne
of pnblic
a
well as in discussing the propriety of admitting pupils at au arly age
it is the custom to have recoune to the statistics of the ·age of tho e
enrolled. The~e statistics show the number who attend school at ach
age. Nothing seems simpler than to determine from this the average
time ofleaving school. "If 9 years and 4 months is the average age of
those in attendan~e on school, it shows that the average age of leaving
school is less than 10 years." Yet this is wholly fallaciou , as will
appear from the following consideration: If the course of study in a
school lasted for twelve years, and th.e classes continued throughout
the entire cour;;e without change of individuals, or diminution in numbers, or loss of grade or rank, an equal number entering every year in
the first :year's course, would give, in the course of twelve years, an
equal number of pupils in each class., from the highe1,t to the lowest.
There would be, say 50 pupils in each grade or year's work, and 600 in the
whole school. Supposing t1?-e pupils to enter at 6 years and graduate at
18 years, there would be 50 pupils at 6 years, 50 pupils at 7 years, etc.,
and the average of the entire school would be 12 years of age; and yet
from this it is clear that we co11ld not infer that tlrn average pupil leaves
at 12 years, because each and evei-y one continues until he is 18 years of
age.·· u is clear that this average age is found only by comparing the
number of pupUs in the graquating class with the same class when it entered. If it entered with 100 and graduated with 100, the course of
study of each and every one in the class averages twelve years, and
the average pupil of that class will"get the twelve years' schooling. If
the class enters with 240, and gTaduafos with 20, losing one-twelfth each
year, it will follow that the twelve years apiece which the 20 get, will,
if averaged, give the whole.·-240 each one year. The eleven .years which
the next 20 get will give the 240 eleven-twelfths of a year, etc. The '
average amount of schooling would be six and one-half ye!lrs, and the
1

From the St. Lonis scllool report, 1878-'79, W. T. Harris, superintendent.
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average age of leaving school (if entered at 6) would be 12½ years,
although the table of ages of a school.of 1,560 pupils, arranged according to the supposed scale;z would give only one and three-tenths per
centum in the senior class, and only two and six-tenths per centnm in
the class next to ihe senior class 1 and under such circumstances some
;-ould-be ~conomicalreformer might use this argument against the high
school department (which would include the last four years of this
twelve-year course), an<l. say: "Less than 2 pupils in a hundred ever
graduate from the high school; it is for the few only; it is a rich man's
institutfon,11 etc., and yet of the class of 240 wh_o entered, there were
20 left, or 1 in 12-8¼ in 100 instead of 1.3.
may infer • ,i;,
*
* on comparison of those of 14
Hence,
years of age (4 per centum) with those at 8 years (12 per centum),
that at least one~third ·o f those at 8 years of age remain in school until
they are 14. years of age. But the city is increasing in population rapidly, both by immigration ·and by the birthrate. · The latter item continues to give us larger numbers of pupils in the primary, grades. _A
reliable estimate must take into account .all those items offiuctuationbirthrate, death rate among children, access and depletion fro~ migration at different ages, etc.
This topic is so important that.I make a long extract from an exbaustive article treating the subject, which appea.red in the .American
Jou~nal , of Education (published by J. B. l\Ierwin), St. Louis, May,
1879. (omitting the algehraic table [No. II], in which Prof. Woodward
has generalized: his results and given a general formula for obtainfog
the average age at which school children leave school): ·

we

AT WHAT A GE DO P l: PJLS WJTITDRA ,v J,' HO:\I TllE ST. LOl:JS l'UBLI<' SCHOOLS f

1. Before attempting to answer this question, I desire to call attention to th<' obvious
importance of a correct answer. The best plann.ed course of study takes into consideration both the probab1e duration of a school course and the age of the pnpils.
ThA direct b earing of this question is seen in the fact that an estimated average
length of tho peri,od of pupilage is frequently ".made the basis of arguments for or
against some proposed modification of the course of study, or some other detail of
school management.
2. I use the word "withdrawn in this paper in a somewhat restrict_ed sense, and
as properly e:s:clnding the effect of mortality among school children; that ts to say,
I exclude from among the numb er of those who can with pr0priety be sai d to "withdraw from school" those whose school course is cut short 1>y death. Fortunately,
this allowance in St. Louis is small, but it is not on that account to be ignored.
The propriety of omitting those who die, from my calculations, can not be seriously
questioned. The practical inquiry is : At what ago do pupils l eave school to enter
upon the active duties of life f and it should not be ·complicated with the very different question of the age at which pupils die without completing the course of study
contemplated. -Though nearly one-half of all tho chilJ.ren born in this city die
without reaching the age of 5 years, we plan for each n·ewcomer on the basis of a
probable long life. Aga.in, although the average length of human life in St. Louis
app nr., from the recorded ages of those who die, to be l ess than 22 years, our systems of education rest upon the supposition that, among other responsibilities for
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the discharge of which children must bo educated, the boJ-s, at lea. t, must be prepared for the duties of electors, tho~1gh such clnties do not come till after the age
of 21.
3. The value of my results wrn, of course, depend. upon my a umptions, as woll
as upon absolute data and my methods of cn,lculation. In 1868-'69, I :find tha~ 2,917
children wero registered at 8 years old. I propose to follow the e 2,917 children
tbrouffh their career as pupils of the public schools, noting the number dropping
out c;ch year till all are gone; then I shal~ find tbo !),Yerago ao-e at withdrawal. The
· :mnual Tegisters of tho schools contain, of course, n.11 needed information, but it
would be an endless task to follow tho pupils as they change from school to school,
:finally disappearing from tho records altogether. I must, therefor , abstr:1et their
history from such other records as are at my command. For my data I rely almo t
entirely upon the annual reports of Superintendent Harris. Each of the e reports
gives a table of the c: number of pupils of different ages r gistered during the year."
With the excepti_on of the l~st two or 'three reports tho number of children ' 7
years and under" is given without subdivisions, and in all r ports those of "16
years and over" are grouped together. I have, therefore, l>e n oblio-ecl to begin my
investigation with those who are 8 years of age.
4. I assume that in the sense ·in which I use the word, no child wider
ears pf
age in St. Louis ever" withdraws" from:schooJ.l The enrollment of names is made
when the pupils enter the school, which is generally in September; the enrollment
made at other times is very small, the spring registrations ueing mainly those of
young pupils first entering school.
5. I assume that those who leave the public schools at the age of 9 years or more
stop going to school altogether, though it is well known that many do attend other
schools.
• 6. I exclude from my calculations those children who enter the public schools for
the first time when 9 or more years of age. It is quite possible that the entire
school period of such is greater tha,n the average, but there are no available data on
which to base n, determination.
7. I assume that one-half of those reported as " 16 years and over" are 16, and
that the other half average 17 years of age at the time of emollment. Actual figures
would perhaps show au average somewhat greater.
8. I now call attention to Table I, which needs but a few words of explanation.
· 'l'he figures are taken from the reports of the superintendent without change, except
in the case of the report of 1872-'73, from which the suburban schools of the ( old)
'Thirteenth ward have been omitted, and the report .of 1877-'78, from which I have
eliminated the 16 suburb:111 schools, as they do not appear in former reports. The
arrangement of the table is such that the pupils who were enrolled year after year,
and appear in different reports under different ages, are here placed in the same
column, the age of each class being gi veu in heavy type. Three of these columns are
nearly complete, headed A, B,· C. I use these columns for three independent calculations. ·The last two lines contain some estimates which the rest of ihe table will
justify.
9. Let us examine column A. The report of 1868-'69 shows the enrollment of
2,917 children during that scholastic year who were in their ninth year . . The next year
these children were all in their tenth year and they numbered 3,161. This increase can
be accounted fo~ only by immig·ration of 9-year-old cbildren 1 and by the enrollment ·
1

Some oft.he later reports may seem to prove this assumption to be not well
founded, inasmuch as the number recorded as 8 years.old may be considerably less
than the number ·e nrolled as 7 years old the previous year. In such an event, it is
well to consider the spring enrollment· of those who are "7 years old," and who do
not become 8 till after September, and consequently are n. second time enrolled as "7
years old." The result is the "7 years" list is abnor~ally large.
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of city chil<l.ren who, during the previous year, had eith~r not attended. school a,t all
ol' had ~ttencled private schools. But it is not probable that all of the 2r917 returned
to school in 1869-'70. Some had died; some had moved from the city; some had
gone.to private schools; some, perhaps, had stopped going to school. Now, before
we can approximate the numl_>er of those who had left, we must · anive at a fair
estimate of the number of new scholars in the class. For ·the latter purpose wo must compare classes of the same age in the two years, i. e., those of 8 years, 9 years, etc.,
in 1868,-!'69, with ii-hose of 8 years, 9 years, etc., in 1869-'70. ·we .find an average
increase of 12} per cent pretty evenly distributed through all the school ages. It is
therefore probable that the addition to our class under discussion was in the same
ratio, or 12} per cent if 2,917, which is 373. Had no pupils left the class it would
have numbered, with this increase, 2,917+373=3,290. As the enrollment was only
3,161, it is evident that 129 must have left during or at the end of the yen.r 1868-'69.
A comparison of the classes of 1869-'70 with those of the same a.ge in 1870-'71
shows a growth of 12 p er cent. Twelve per cent of 3,161 is _379, which is th~
growth :of the schools in the 10-year-old class. The enrollment of the year shows
3,368; hence the loss during, or at the end of, 1869-'70 was 3,161+379-3,368-=172.
In the same way the total loss .has_been ·worked out for each of the years in column
A. Unquestionably, my figures vary considerably from the facts in individual cases,
b~t it may safely be assumed that the errors balance. The t, annual increase" is
. given in Tab lo I in per cents. The growth of cl~sses, the "possible number" (had
tho class s~:dfored no loss), and the total loss are.given for each year of colnmn A, in
Table II.
Tho annual increase from 1877-'78 to 1878-'79 and from 1879 to 1879-'80 has been
assumed as 6 per cent.
10. Let us now consider these columns of "total loss." The 129 lost the first year,
column A, were all out of the original.2,917. The 3,161 of the next year contained•
only 2,788 old scholars ancl 373 new ones. Now, in the course of a year they lost 172
more. I assume that this loss was distributed among the old and new scholars in
proportion to their ~umber. This results in a loss to the original class during 'this
second year of 152, reducing it to 2,636 . . In the same way I find that of the 573 lost
the next year, 448 were Jrom the original class. The se-vcnth col~1mn in Table II
gives these proportionate losses from the original class, and the eighth column gives
the number of the 2,917 with whom we started, remaining in school year after year.
The last division left school in June, 1878. Few of that class may be left in the ·
high and the normal schools, but they would only serve to show that my result is
too small. Tables III and IY contain similar columns, ,though the · intermediate
colnmns are omitted.
11. I now come to the last correction to be applied to the annual losses, and
that is the deduct.ion of the 1rnmber of those who died while they were virtually
pupils o.f the schools. Reports show that the death rate for school chil<l.ren is about
four per 1,000 annually. I have, therefore, assumed that each year a part of the
losses aro from death, and I have deducted from the loss four-thousandths of the
number remaining ·from the original class during the previous year. The remainders' aro clearly the numbers "withdrawn" and are entered in the next column .
1~. The last column contains merely the products of th·e number of pupils witl,i.drawing, multiplied by their age. •The w ithdrawals do not always occur at the end
· of the year. I assume that, cin the aYerage, pupils withdraw six months from the
beginning of the year. The average age, for example, of those· registered as 10
years is 10 yea.rs and 6 months at the time of registration; those l eaving before
another enrollment are, the-i:,efore, 11 years old. Thus the _117 who ,vithdrew in
1868-'69 were 9 years old, the 141 were 10 years old, etc.
13. The average age olJtainetl from A is 13. 7 years; from B, rn.5 years; from C
13.6 year .
C. M. \VOOI>WARD.
WASHDWTo.· c .- 1\'};l{SITY
I. Louis.
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t1onal increase was therefore admitted.
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CHAPTER XV.
CLASSIFICATION IN GRADED SCHOOLS.

l-In the following extracts from the reports or the St. .LJOuis public
schools, I have brought together the different discussions made from
year to year,'while the experiment-in shortening the intervals between
classes was in process of trial. In the Annual Report of this Bureau
for last year the statistics from several hundred cities, and opinions from
a large number of superintendents, were printed showing the status.
of this important question in the management of city schools. Au
extensive correspondence has bee.n carried on with teachers and superintendents in all parts of the country, and there has been frequent
occasion to refer to the more elaborate discussion of the problems
involved in the shortening of the intervals between classes as found
in the reports of the St. Louis scho,ols. Those discussions are here
reprinted for conyenient reference.]
ADV.A.N'l''.A.GES OF THE GRADED SYSTE:.VI. 1

By the graded system I uH.derstaud that in which the course of study.
is carefully arranged in accordance with the nat111·al order of succession
in the several branches; lowest in the course, the most elementary
studies, followed by those that rank next in complexity, and unfold
directly from the preceding, each study so graded as to advance in due
proportion to all the others. At a certain stage of the pupil's progress
in reading he is allowed to take up arithmetic, soon after that, geography, then grammar, then history. No branch of instruction is to come
in before the requisite advance is made in those studies which are introductory to it. With this careful arrangement of the course of study
there is also proper classification of pupils. The gradation of the course
of study m_akes this possible. All pupils at a certain stage of advancement in a given branch are in the same class throughout all the others.
When the course of study and classification is not thus :fixell, there is
more or less abnormal culture going on; some pupils taking up studies
without learning- the !·udimentary presuppositions; some pupils studying· Latin and algebra before they know English grammar and ordinary arithmetic. The regularity ;nd consequent simplicity introduced
into the school system by gradation and classification Jncreases the
power of the teacher incalculably. · Instead of infinitesimal subdivisions
1

From the St. Louis School Report of 1868-'69.

By

·w.

T. Harris.
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of his school, amounting almost to the rnakiug of a class for each individual in each branch, and the consequent reduction of the teacher to
the office of private tutor tQ each pupil, in the graded-school system a
few classes comprise all the pupils of the school. The consequence is
that.the corps of teachers divide their labor, each taking two classes
neairly of the same grade, and are able to concentrate all their energies
on one point. The class can have thirty to forty minutes' time for recitation, whereas, if unclassiffed, each individual could get two minutes,
more or less. But the teacher trains all to the habit of close attention
throughout the recitation, so that each individual not· only gets his
thirty minutes a~ certainly as though he were the sole · member of the
class, but he gets far more. The stimulating effect of the exhibition
afforded by the struggles of his fellows is the most valuable part. He
see·s bis fellow pupils an striving for tl:).e same goal as himself; the lessons of the1.r failures and. success give him insight into his own, and
deepen indefinitely the impression made by his private study in prepa,ring his lessons. The complete d.issipation of all the energy and
· faculty of ~he teacher by the non classified scherne, renders him unable
to produce any grand effect with Jtis school, as a whole, and thus each
pupil loses that -important culture derived from mingling his individuality with that of t1e whole, sul}ordinating his own caprices to the will
of the community, and finding his pleasure iu the effect produced by
. the organism of which he is a member.
These advantages of the graded-school system are obvious, and the
result of their cfa,covery and application is that all celebrated schools,
both public and private, are graded in accor<lance with this scheme.
No system of schools, sup~rvised by one head, is possible with6ut such
grading-the results _of one teach<•.r could never be compared ~vith those
of another.
·
DISADVANTAGES OF '11 HE GRADED SYSTEM.

On the other hand, there is a, defect iu the graded system which,
though not often named arid defined by educators, is nevertheless felt
by the community at large: .What I refer to is not the usu'al objection
made-" that under the system named the work of t_h e schoolroom
becomes mouotonous and like a treadmill; that it serves as a kind of
Procrustean bed to hold back the talented pupil, while it does not benefit his dull companiou"-for this can be avoided very easily by a system of promotions; the pupil is stimulated a~d encouraged by this.
The obverse side is the worst-the discouragement produced by placi11g pupils in lower classes js the disastrous phase of the subject. .The
pupil who tries his best and then fails is deeply injured, ·and is apt to
endeavor to preserve his self-respect by some sort of subterfuge. He
accu es his teacher of partiality, it may be, or attributes the good succe s of ~is companions to the as istance of others. The root of' all bitt .m ess i. lo s of self-respect; tlrn man or ~bilcl who goes about thinking
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himself shut out -from participation in the bighest by bis own natural
incapacity is like one inclo·sed in a tomb while yet living. It is easy to
see that this is the source of most of the difficulties wbich ·the gradedschool system has to meet and overcome.
.
In the first place; there is difference in capacity; the temperaments.
differ; the relat!ve mental endowments differ; tastes differ. And yet,
in the graded school all are to be compared with the same standard.
it is not surprising that evil consequences arise. The pupil is "sent
over his course" again and a.gain, falling back from class to class. He
becomes stolid and lifeless, and reminds one never so much of the burntout coal in the grate which we name a "clinker."· The teacher loses all
patience: " The majority of the class can not be kept back on your
·account alone."
The closer the grading the better the classification is, and the fewer
the "clinkers" developed; i. e., if the classification is made right at
the beginning. For where widely different attainments meet in the
~ame class it must needs happen that some will find the lesson that is
adapted to the average of the class too easy, others will . find it too
bard. On the other hand, the severity of the teacher may cont_ribute
largely to swell the unfortunate cl?ss of pupils referred to. · While
severity may at times arouse latent energy, it as frequently closes up
entirely that unfolding of the faculties which requires a genial, sunshiny
surrounding as much as does the bloom of a plant.
When municipal governments are expending large sums for infirmaries and asylums, realizing the Christian humanitarian principle_in
the State, it is certainly inconsistent to neglect a class of pupils and
aJiow them to make shipwreck of their educational hopes. . A.nd yet it
must be con.fessed tha7t a large percentum of the pupils in our graded
schools, a~ter falling behind their classes, get discomaged and _go, a
few to private schools, most of them into spheres of manual labor or
mercantile'business, and forever renounce an education that would fit
them to rise to the higher walks of life. Society recognizes its duty to
care specially for aJI who are unable to direct their own activity in the
regular channels of industryt It provides for the poor, nurses the
indigent sick in its hospitals, and furnishes a retreat for its insane.
In order that· the inducement to educate the children may be as strong
as possible for the parent, he is taxed by the laws for the support of
schools, in proportion to his estate, and free schools are opened for all,
rich and poor. But this is not enough. The school system must be
made effective in the highest sense, and special provision must be made
·for weak or abnormal minds. The educational system should have in
it the means of correcting- any tendencies in the wrong direction.
'l'HE REMEDY-A SPECIAL SCHOOL.

The evils here spoken of may be remedied oµly by great care on the
part of the teacher as to the habits _o r methods of study which the pupil
bas. For tbe reason that the evil becomes serious only in those grades
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as-high as the grammar schoo1, and is manifested chiefly in the class
that passes.from the district schools to the high schoo1, it is clear that
special. classes should be made for such pupils. The regular class can
not be kept back for them, nor will it do to · degrade them to a lower.
Accordingly, when the class is promoted as a whole on examination,
one part cau go to the high school, one part to the special school, where
sk_illful teachers supervise and correct the habits of study, taking a
slow course in the higher :branches. Gradually the mental self-reliance'
increases, and the ·ability to overcome the full-length lesson is acquired.
The pupil is then to be transferred to the high school. On this basis,
and to test the truth of this theory, the board have, by a recent act
(at the August meeting, 1869), established the '' intermediate school."
Its results will furnish data on which safe future action may be based.i
Public schools have generally been noted for thoroughness. This
has been c1aimed as their greatest merit. Certain it is that very high
percenta,ges are required of pupils before promoting them to the next
higher grade in the course. It has not been sufficiently considered that
there is a limit to the thoroughness desirable; that the time consumed
in securing such high st.andards of thoroughness would have been better ·used by the pupil in mastering higher methods. Instead of solving
the problem of higher arithmetic by arithmetical methods, be could
more wisely have "flanked" them through algebra and trigonometry,
and these latter studies would have opened up to him new worlds in
mathematics. Instead of pursuing topographical geQgraphy to exbausti ve minuteness, his time would be better employed in mastering physical and commercial geography; and so, instead of exhausting a "compendious treatise on English ,grammar," after ac_quiring its general out.
lines, a few months' study of Latin would give him the culture requisite
to make a grammar for himself.
This point is the most important one involved in the present discussion. To what extent should thoroughness be relied on and to what
extent should the ~d vance be made by means of higher methods¥
Have not public schools be]d too exclusively to the former appliance,
and thereby engendered the defect to which attention is· here.called¥
Private schools sometimes rely too exclusively on .the latter applia.nce,
1
At the date this report goes to · press the experiment has progressed far enough
to justify its establishment. Of the 80 pupils a.clmitte<l, the greater number were
those from the district schools who failed to make the requisite per cent to enter
the high school; some were from private schools, and. had maue more or less progress
in the higher English branches or the languages. The result thus far has been such
as to encourage the most sanguine hopes. Most were found to have bad. habits of
study, and these have been improved. surprisingly; others were goo(l scholars, but
had not been quite long enough in the district schools to fit them for the high
school. This class has saved a year's study in the grammar schools, thus seeming
to prove that tho standard of perfection in the lower branches was unnecessarily
high. Tho name "intermediate school'' is not appropriate, inasmuch as it does
not conYey a correct impression regarding tho charact<.lr of tho institution.
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and in that case t~ncl to produce smatterers. .The true course, it seems,
should use both appliances in their due proportion, and this can be
determined by experience. This due proportion will be found when no
pupil is kept using rl,lower method of solution after he is able readily
to acquire the higher one. It is clear that too much attention can not
be given to the formation of correct habits of study. BRt ·the discussion of the dangerous tendencies of the graded system should not lead
one to suppose for a moment that the evils balance the good; for even
where they are most injurious the positive benefits of grading predominate. In fact; most of what are called the evils of graded schools
result from the lack of sufficient grading ratlrnr than from too much
of it.
·
[From the St. Louis School Report of 1871-'72, l>y "\V. T. Harris, snperintemlent.]

The high-school course is divided iuto four classes, the work laid
down for each occupying one year in its accomplishment. The fact
that each high-school class is· expected to begin its work in September and complete it in June indicates at once the condition
of things that I have already alluded to _in this report. Such a
course of study is '' nailed to the calendar," and its progress is rigid
and determined by the lap~e of time and not by the progress of the
.pupil. If a pupil is sick and unable to attend school for ten weeks, he
finds, on his return, that there is no class just ready to admit him.
The class which be left is now ten weeks in advance of him, and to
make up this -work and at the same time fo do the regular work of the
class is too difficult. If it were possible, it would prove a superiority
of indiviclual work over work in a class. The pupil is probably obliged- .
to enter the next class below, but this class is thirty weeks behind bis
present acquirements, and his ten weeks' sickness has thus cost him a
year's progress. On entering the lower class, however, he finds himself going over familiar ground and gets careless in his work . . By the
time his 1>resent. class arrives at the work from which he was broken
off by sickness the previous•year he has acquired a loose habit of study,
and is likely to fail on the first difficult study that be encounters. Two
failures are pretty suie to complete his discouragement and cause him
to leave s<::boo1. Another case: A pupil, for some reason, is not quite
able at the close of the year to pass the standard for admissiQn to the
next class, and is accordingly obliged to join the class below. He is
set back just one year at once. He might have lacked five weeks'
study or ten weeks' study-scarcely- more than this-of completing
tlle work of his class. But for this be is obligecl to lose nearly a year
more tbau was rea.Ily necessary. It must be remembered that these
are uot isolated instances, but that the number of each class who ought
to be separated, for one reason or another, from the part of the class
that does the work of the grade thoroughly, is about one-third of the
entire number. In order to avoid this evil of putting back pupils, there
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is a strong temptation to let them pass on at a low standard. The
con~equence of such a course is that each class is impeded in its work
by the presence of a number who are not equal to the performance of
their tasks.
These evils are not confined to the classes of the high school; they
extend to the. higher classes of the .district schools. Inasmuch as the
examination for admission to the high school is to occur in June, the
first grade's work ,1f the district school must Le completed at that
tfme, and hence mq.st be commenced' in SeJ?tember of each year. This
fact in turn influences the time of beginning and compl~ting the work
of the second grade. The tendency of all this is to produce a system
of classification thron.ghout the entire course of the district schooJs
similar to that in the high -school: · In this case classes would follow
each other at intervals of a year, and the difficulty of properly assign:
ing those who should be classified in grades between those established
exists throughout the entire system. In many sections-of the countryin Ohio and New York, for example-this very practice prevails. A
prnmotion takes place once or twice a year, on occasion of a general
written examination by the ~uperintendent. Those who "pass" go on;
those who fail fall back to· the lower class or leave school altogether.
Such a system of grading and classification must be regarded as only
one step above the system of unclassified schools. In our St. Louis
schools the classification is so arranged in the lower grades of the district schools that classes follow each other at intervals of abo11t six
weeks. Should it be necessary to put back a pupil to a lower class, he
:finds·it at ju.st that stage of progress-which will enable him to review
and -strengthen those portions of his course that need it. But this
system allows of another advantage. As the highest class loses numbers by promotion, graduation, or otherwise, its ranks are filled · with
the best pupils from the next lower class. The latter is again recruited
by promotiou of the best from the next one _below it. This process is
continued to t.he lowest class in school. .After such a promotion
ha.s been made the account stands thus: E.ach class has sent forward perhaps one-third of its pupils (the best ones) to the next one above
it, and baf:\ received the best third of the pupils from the class below.
There has been no degradation of pupils. What can be ·said is that
two-thirds of each class (including all the fair and middling scholars)
were left, and a few of the foremost in rank of those below them admitted with them. ·within less than a half-year's work the studious and
_brilliant pupils will work up to the top of the class. There will always
be differenc<?S of uative power as well as of previous acquirement. Before
a half a year has elapsed the two-thirds of a given class who pass for
"fair and middling" scholars will be overtaken and, in some instances,
surpas ed by the brilliant pupils admitted from the lower class. A
cl1ange of the kind I have mentioned, amounting to a readjustment of
all the cla"se ' , is desirable as; often as four times a year. If made, it
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will entirely prevent the c0Uect1on, m any one class, of the dull and ·
incapable scholars. 'T hese, for the most _part, are pupils who bave not
become thoroughly .aroused, -or, more frequently, such as have become
discouraged by degradation in rank. Their def€ct is not primarily
intellectual, b~t moral; they have feeble wHls. It is very rare that a
pupil has so dull an intellect that he can not, if he possess :1 resolute
wi11, accomplish 11,ny intellectual feat whatever by the -aid -0f industry
alone. Those who ~ail do so through lack of courage or of perseverance. This furnishes the strongest ground of all against mauipulatillg
the system of classification in such a manner as .to make those who are
· not promoted feel that they are degraded. By the method here
described I think the minimum of discouragement is reached. Twothirds or more of the class-enough to preserte the identity of the
.dass-remain after any · reclassification, and, as this embraces many
iair scholars, none need feel that they have been slighted. The change
m~de has elevated the fair in rank to the highest rank in class and
those who were poor to the-rank_of fair-at least for a time. Stin;iulated hy this, they frequently increase in self respect and develop
powers that bad hitherto fain dormant.
In what has been .said the danger of° collecting many i>oor pupils in
the same class has been indicated. Our experiments have, I think,
ful1y demonstrated that such a system is pernicious. Some years ago
I recommended t}l.e .e stablishment of an intermediate school for the
purpose of classifying those pupils who fell short of the standard for ·
~ dmission .to the high school, .and yet who were so far advanced as to
be greatly injured by setting back a year, and classifying them with
pupils of the next grade. The experiment was continued for two
years. It was i~und that the :so~called brilliant pupils, those full of
courage and resolution, even if admitted on a vm·y 1!)W per cent ( I
admitted on trial some .o f this cha1:· acter who made only from 30 to 40
per .cent), were -soon able to work their way to the top of their classes
and to acquit themselves creditably. But those of enfeebled wills,
having lost self-confidence or having become listless through disgust,
were very slow in mauifesting improvement. The practice of giving
them short les.sons was tried with some ·success, but a cloud hung over
them and hangs over tllem still. (Some of ·them have been two years
and a ha_]f in getting through one year's work of the high scltool
course, and are not able yet to pass tlleir examination ·at the time this
report goes to press, March, 1873.) I tbink that many of these pupils
would have done better if they bad been reclassified periodically, in
the manner .described, with fresh and ambitious pupils pushing up from
below. I once compared these pu·pils to '' clinkers," or pieces of coal
that do not readily kindle except in a very hot fire, and generally go
out before all the carbon is consumed. The "clinkers" are found fo
our bituminous coal, and need to be bmned twice·in a hot fire. These
pupils, so far as they have l'.tny in:flnenc.e, tend to <lampeu the ardor
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Their atmo8phcre is contagious, and they <liscourage the

t acb r and the other pupils when tbey are numerous in any one cl:::tss.
By the plan of frequent reclassification throughout the school, from
tbe Jowe t class to the highest, is prevented the collection of tbese
m1fortunate pupils in one class. But if reclassification is carried on
in any of the higher schools alone the result is to sift down this
demoralized element of the scbool into a class by itself. Hence, whenever any cl.Jange is made in the higher schools, a l)romotion of the brilliant pupils should be made from the district schools to compensate.
(The board changed the rule for admission to the high· school in February, 1873, so as to give, an opportunity for the examhrntion of applicants for admission quarterly. This will accommodate the district
schools perfectly. There may be enough cfass_es found in the· first and
second grades to reduce the interval between them to one quarter.
Moreover, in the high school _the divisions of any one cla.ss may be
separated at intervals of the same length. At least this may be done
with the classes of the first and second · years of the high school
cour~e.) * * ,:~
Tllere is needed some general plan by which the course of study in
our higher grades may be made more elastic, better adapted to the
capacities of pupils. The constant danger ·of all graded systems is that
they are liable to become Procrustes' beds. Take the work laid out
for m1y class in our schools-:-it should be found exactly adapted· to
the capacities of the average pupil of the grade. The tendency of
the teacher of energy and ability is to raise this standard up to what•
the best pupils can do and to bring sufficient pressure upon the pupils
of average or less than average ability to compel them to keep up.
In many instances pupils are overworked by this process. Doubtless it more freq.uently occurs that the teacher grades her lessous by
what the poor scholars can do, and the best ones are not given enough
to try their powers. In the lower grades this difficulty is not serious,
for the reason that the work of reclassification goes on more actively.
In the higher grades it is more serious, and there sl10uld be some modification of the course of study ~y which pupils whose rank in the regular course is above a certain per cent should have tlie privilege of electing some one branch of study which they may carry on in the class
above.
LFrom tb6 St. Louis School Report of 1871-'72, by \V. T. Harris, superintern1ent.J

Whe.never the size, of tJie schools have been such as to admit of it, a
s;ystem of classification has been int.roduced, and the immediate consequences have been: (a) great increas~ in the length of recitation; (b)
far more tboroughness in the discussion of the lesson, sifting the differen't statements, and probing the meaning of the same ; (c) great stimulation of tlle mental activity of the pupil tbrough trial and competition·
with other members of his class. These three a<l.vantages can scarcely
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be overestimated. They multiply the teacher's power just as organization improves the strength of an army. In the un_c lassified system the teacher is only a private tutor, and the fewer pupils he has the better for each and all. In the classified system the proper quota of pupils
is a potent instrument in the hands of the teacher, and he uses the
whole class to correct and stimulate each one in it. ~rhe lesson, as
recited and discussed by and before the class, gets all its phas~s stated,
restated, and criticized as never ~ould be done in the case of a single
l)upil with a private tutor. Tile presence of the ~lass -arouses the
~eacher to a high pitch of ei_1ergy, and each individual iu the class is
excited by the presence of the teacher and the rest of the class. These.
circumstances account for the high estimation in which the graded system is everywhere held. So many good things have,atendency to hide
some very serious defects. Such defects, already alluded to in speaking of the high school, will be di~cussed in a summary manner here.
The tendency of all classification is to unite pupils of wiqely different
attainments. Especially is this found in the small schools. The consequence is that tlle lesson is too lo.ng for some and too short for others.
The best pupils in the class arc not tried to the full extent of tbeir ability; they consequently lose in some degree the discipline which they
should gain. The poorest pupils of the class are strained to the utmost.
They are dragged, asjt were, over the ground without :µ.a,ving time to
digest it as they should. · This deyelops the result that the overworked
p11pils are frequently discouraged and drop out of the class and likely
enough out of the school altogether. In large systems of schools where
classification is very perfect the evil here spoken of need not occur to a
serious degree. But it does occur very frequently from the fact that the
course of study is laid out in grades (ten, more or less, in number) and
all pupils are classified or graded so that each belongs to one of these
grades. All the pupils in the grade must be in tbe same degree -bf
advancement at about the same time. The result is that the school is
classified in such a way that t1!,ere arc ten classes -separated by intervals of from five to ten months' work. Then promotion is made from
one grade to another at set times, annually or semiannually. All who
pass the examination commence the work of the next grade; all who
do not, _continue until the next examination in the work of th~ grade
through -which they have just passed.
The effect of this is well known to all teachers who have made experiments in this direction. Both parent and pupil feel very keenly the
time lost. The pupil must have been over much of the work of the
year, perhaps nine-tenths or three-quarters, or perhaps only one-half
• of it. Yet .what he bas done entitles him to an advanced position over
his fellow-pupils ·of the next class below him. If he retm:ns to school '
after being thrust back a year for llis lack of less than half -a year, he
appears in the ranks of a class who were a year's work behind lJ.im.
He has lost his ambition; he is some time in the class before they come
ED 92--39
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to work that is difficult enough to arouse him to the exertion of his full
energies. :Meanwhile he has lost llis discipline for hard study, and he is
very likely to break down a second time on the work of tbe year. A
second failure for promotion is nearly sure to cause withdrawal from
school. The parent has lost faith in- the talent of his child and -puts
him into business or apprentices '4im to a trade. The youth has lost
his own confidence in himself, and is stunted for intellectual growth for
the rest of his life.
,Vas tbere any advantage fo this kind. of grading °? How could it
· otherwise have transpired°? Instead of the Procrustean bed of grades,
the pupils should have been classified into classes of thirty or less each. These classes in all large schools would ' be ~eparated by intervals of ,/
about :five weeks' work. As often as the'.3e classes, any of them, become
too small by the withdrawal of pupils or too large by the assignment
to them of newcomers, there should_ be a new formation of classes.
The best pupils of one class are to be sent up to the next, _the best
from the next below are to be promoted and joined with the pupils
remaining. Those not promoted are now united with th~ best of the
class that is :five weeks' work behind .them. The degradation is
scarcely felt. It is rather c~lled, in both cases, a promotion of the best
ones, not a degrading of the poorest. It is a process of cutting up the
school into classes anew, and, as a matter of fact, the pupils need not
l.J.ave changed rooms to any very great extent.
A set time for examination and promotion is injurious just in the
ratio of its infrequency. Annual examinations for promotion and a discontinuance of promotions, at other times is an extreme~y pernicious
system, and occasions serious injury to the higher grades of our schools. ,,
It is evident that the further advanced tl.J.e pupil the more unfavorably
will it affect him; and yet in our schools throughout the country the
y. tern is so arranged that this Procrustean device applies more especially to the advanced pupils. In how many of our cities is there promotion to the high school oftener than once per year°? What becomes
of the pupils who lack 1 per centum of making the standard required°?
Are tl.J.cy not sent over the work of the highest grade of the grammar
cl.1001 again, and thus made to occupy a year in doing ·w hat they
might do in one-fourth of that time~ And do they not leave scllool at
this crisis more than at any other time in the whole course f Are not
our high schools arranged in grades or ,classes just one year apart in
their work l A.nd is all this necessary°? Not, certainly, where there are
pupils enough to make two or more divisions of thirty pupils each. If
the pupil from the highe t grade ·of the grammar schools had been
cla ified according to their rank in the examination, the first tl.J.irtry
would have formed the highe t division on the higli-school work, the
11 xt thirty the second divi ion, and so through those who bad made a
rea ·onable ·taudard. Then would have come the highest thirty pupils
jn rank of tho. ·e not admitted, who should be admitted to a, central
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school and conditiof1ed to five weeks' work on tLe studies of tbeiirst
grade of the g!'ainmar school, and the~ examined again; the next thirty
to a, longer period, and so on~ _Pupils thrown back :five weeks1 .and
then classified with their owH fellows who had been unsuccessful,
would find the hardship a very trivial 011e, a11d ,rnnld sc:ucely think
of leaving school.
For schools where tlte number in any gr~defeU 1-;l10rtofthe requisite
30 wherewith to form a new divisi011, of course this plan of subdiyision
could not be carried out. But so far as the :first [highest] grade of the
grammar school is conctprned tlJis would rarely happen, and still less
likely would it occur with classes _below tlie highest grade.
The principle is · clearly this: Not ai Procrustean bed of grades on
which the school is to be stretched so as to reduce the number of grades
of advancement to ten or: any other speeial number, but r~ ~horough
classification of all the pupils into cl-asses on a -c ertain quota as a basis,
whether this be 30 or 25,
whatever other number is considered the
best. The eudeavor will be to have t1ie classes separated by as small -_
an interyal as possible; b-ut four, six, or even ten weeks' work is small
enough for all -practical purposes; and ·in order to make this arrangement uniform the pupils in upper grades, when too few to form classes
with the required quota, _s1rnuld l>e brought tog-ethe-r in ceutral schools;
and this principle should be· applied as far as possible: .if the highest
- grade in the high school -cousisted of 60 p11.pils or more, the division of
-it into two classes would be required.
This process of continual readjustment of classification fo our schools
will render the whole school system elastic aud p.10bile. Like the current
of a river there· will be everywhere forward motion-in the middle the
current is more rapid, at the sides the current flows more slowly. The
work of the grade laid down for a year's study will be accomplished in
tbr~e or three and a half qirnrters by tL.e ,brightest; by the .dullest and
slowest in five quarters. TJ.1ere ·will be no temptation to push on a slow
pupil or drag him beyond his powers; no temptation to promote a, pupil ,
to a new grade's work before thoroughly completing what is below him.
By this plan wotild be cliecked a pernicious system of holding back
pupils from , examination for tbe high school, simply for- the purpose- of gaining a reputation for the school tli~oug·h the J1igh per cent o.f 1ts
pupils in the competitive examination.
·
Doubtless there is a certain degree of thoroughness requisite in tbe
lower branches before the pupi~ c~n profitably take up the studies of
the next higher grade. After attaining: this J)er cent it is possible,tQ
keep the pupil drilling over the Jower work, in order to secure a certain
mechanical thoroughness, so Jong as to waste much time t~at might
be better expended for the pupil's- culture aud growth on the higher
studies.
There are still soh1e points on which doubts may rest. ],or example,
it may be urged that this system would cause a, collection of the dull
and Rtupid pupils into classes by themselves, a deplorab.Je result: But
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this is one of the evils which this systen is adapted to correct. The
fact that the best pupils from below are allowed to rise through the
, masses above them as fast as tlrnir ability can carry them is surely not
likely to prevent the slower 1mpils, who are their companions, from
exerting all their energies aud making considerable progress. The ,
stream of bright pupils from belo~v is inexhaustible. From the prima_ry
grad.es it 'ascends, continually passing :fixed points or points that move
on more slowly~ In every class there wi11 be its quota of bright pupils,
some leading the class, aud ,some just sustaining themselves in it,
bavi_ng recently joinl?d it. But in the old systBm aU the bright pui)ils
bad attaine<l the top of the class and the dull ones had fallen hopelessly
to the bottom loug before the needed reclassification took place.
Another may urge that this system cau,s es so rapid a chauge fro~ ·.
teacher to teacher that the very important personal influence of the ~
teacher is materially impaired. Bnt under this system in the higlier
grades the pupil would. barclJy change teachers oftener thav. once or
twice per year, and a change as-often as this is desirable for the healthy individual cultureofthecbild. The school should not be afamilyinfluence e:s:c1usive1y. It is the transition to civil society; consequently the
1mpil must clmnge teachers often enough to correct any one-sided tcndeucies of social culture that he may be liable to acquire from the individual teacher. For it mus.t be remembered that reclassification of a
whole sc]10ol of 700 pupils, distributed through twelve rooms, does
not imply a clrnnge of teachers on a part of more than one-sixth of the
pupils, even when one-third of the best pupils in each class are promoted to the next higher. Each teacher having two classes (or, ig the
lower grades, tliree classes) will haye one-third of the pupils from her
allyanced cla s promoted to the lower class in the next room above;
slie will likewise receive from tlJe next room below one-third of the
pupils from the advanced class there. In her own room, one-third of
the pupils will be promoted Trom her second to her first class, but will
still remain under the same teacher. Iu fact, she will have promoted to
the next room one-sixth of her pupils, and have received one-sixth from
the next lower room-that is to say, in case one-third is promoted fron1
eacll class; bnt, practica11y, this is themaximum, and in ordinary cases
a less proportion of the class will be transferred~ If reclassification is
jnstituted four times per year, aud on each occasion one-sixth of the
1mpi1s arc promoted to the next room, it will follow that each pupil will
be taught one year au<l a half by the same teacher. But, as frequent
tran, fee is necessary in some schools, to make up for depletion of pupils
in high.e r grades, it will l1nppen that this perio(l will be reduced oneha1f or two -third:--.
In small to"Tns where tile high-school cla,sses do not Humber over
30 pupil each, such subdivision as I have here described can not be
accompli. lied. But in such p1aces there is ample occasion to apply this
sy.-tem to the distifrt (:l100L·, ·wl1icl1 frequently suffer more than the
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high school from the wide-intervals between the higher classes. Transfer of the same to tbe higµ school as a preparatory class, or to intermediate schools, will be found ~ salutary measure. Hence, the Cincinnati
plan of intermediate schools is an excellent one for purposes of classification. In small towns not only tlie regular high-school pupils are to be
sent to the central institution, b'ut also the hig·her grades of the district
schools whenever the classes are too small for economical instruction.
These may form'. a "preparatory department" and can be graded into
divisions of 30 pupils each, in such a manner that tbere is an interval
of ten weeks or less between each and tlle next higher. But whenever
transfer _and promotion take 1)1ace in this school, there ,honld be at
the same time promotion from the grammar scl.1001 in order to J)revent
the isolation of the dull pupils in the lowest clas~ of the school; when
the best pupils are promoted from any one division their places should
be made good by the pest pupils promoted from the class below. The·
psychological effect of successful competition J1as been alluded to
before. The moderate scholars of a higher class may find t.hemselves
at an advantage as compared with the best pupils :new1.,- promoted
from the, class below, and are likely to take fresh courage.
The question may arise, do these pupils who a:i'e promoted from one
class to the next omit that portion of their studies gone over in the intervaL
of time between the two classes f It is expected that this will be taken
up by a rnvi_
e w of the ground embraced j;1 the mentionecl interval.
[From the St,. f,onis School Re1)ort of 1872<73, l>,v vV. T. Hal'ris, R11pflriutendent.J

Last year I alluded to our plan of promotion from class to class, :;i,ild
to the elasticity that prevails here in~regard to gradi11g. Briefly stated, _
the theory of our plan is as follows: _
1. There is great difference among pupils in tJ,e capacity to learn.
Children who enter school at eight years of age, can, on an average,
ma,ke nearly double the progress in primary work that pupils of five
year$ of age can make. Bright, 11ervous children will make far more
rapid progress than children who are stolid aud dull.
2. The school must prov1.de for this difference in rates of progress by
frequent reclassification; otherwise the school will become a lifeless
machine, a Procrustean bed. It, must be uuderstood that when bright
scholars are kept back for dull ones they acquire loose, careless habits
of study; and when pupils of slow~r temperaments are strained to keep
pace. with quick anq. bright ones they become discouraged H,nd demoralized.
3. Besides difference in temperament, there is difference i11 regard to
amount and regularity of attendance upon school. Some pupils are
detained from school by sickness; some by the necessity of working for
a living. Three months a year is all that can be afforded by-the poorest people after tlie child i ' able to work. :~fo,v arrivals in the city, or
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departµres from the city, occasion a fragmentary participation _in the
privileges of the scli.ool. Moreover, iUs a singu~ar fact that nearly
one-half of the youngest pupils begin their school life in the spring,
having arrived at school age too late the previous fall to enter before
the inclement weather sets in. The number of pupils belonging to the
school at any one time,._.in St. Louis, is two-thirds of-the entire number
enrolled for the year. Hence the accession and loss of pupils during
the year equal 50 per· cent, or one-half of the average number belongiug to school: It should be stated that the statistics of a large majority
o(other cities show a greater fiuctuati~m than this. The general character of this accession and loss may be stated thus: In tb.e lower grades
there is ~ontinual accession, fo. the upper ·g rades continual withrawal of
pupils.
,·
. 4. Combining these two inequalities or differences with a "."iew fo
restoring equilibrium--the continually developing difference of rate of
progress in studles between pupils Qf the S(lme class with the continually dev:elopihg inequality of size of classe·s (in upper grades decreasing,
in the lower grades increasing in size)-it is evident that provision
must be made for promotion of the pupils who make rapid progress,
and tha~ this promotion will, at the same time, restore the proper quota
of pupils to _the teachers of th~ high.er grades. .A promotion made once
in ten weeks, or once in a" quarter" or "term/' will gener·a nisuffice to
keep the school in a state of equilibrium.
5. It is -clear that frequent promotion should not be made by classes.
The few best ones in the class should be united with the class aboveit will seem a reward or a recognition of their excellence. .After such
promotion has been made through all or nearly all of the classes from
the lowest, each class will :find itself composed of its fair, average, and
poor scholars, together with a few of the best from the next lower class
in place of the few that it has lost by promotion. For a while, at least,
the average and fair scholars in the class will have the stimulus of
being the best in the clas·s. The poor ones will rank as "middling,"
and the ue';',r pupils will begiu a§ the poorest and slO\vly work up toward
the top of the class. The advantage to the self.respect of the slower
pupil which comes from stanct.ing iu relation to their classmates as
abler and better informed is not to be lost sight of.
6. Ola ificatiou in a scl!ool is never absolute. No two pupils are of
exactly tl1e same degrne of progress. The entire number in the school
may be ranked from the highest to the lowest, and there will be found
no wide gaps indicating a natural separation into classes, but the best
of the next cla ·s below would stand very near the poorest of the class
above, no matter where a divi ion were to be made. In dividing into
cla , e , ther fore, the proper number in the class is :first to be coni<lered and next tbe qualifications. But it will not do, even for the
a.ke of having 11 cla . of proper i:;ize, to coml,ine pupils of widely differ-
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ing attainments. As indicated in the above table, the numbers in the
_various years of the co:u.rse-vary nearly as follo~s:
First year ............ : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30
, Second ;year ........ -.................- 21
Third year ........ . : . .......... ~ .... _20
Fourth year ..••..••...•.. a..... . . . . . 12

Fifth yeE,r .• -••_••.•••. ; ........ .-..•.. Sixth year.................. . . . . . . . .
Seventh y_e ar .•.•. ___......... _... :. _
High school .......-.......... __ .. ___ ·

7_
4½
2-½ 3

_Provided the classes in the hig~er grad·e s are to be of normal size, it
is clear that the ch~nces for proper grading are only one-seventh to one- tenth as good in them as in the -lowest grade. , The only remedy for.
this is to bring together the _pupils of the hig·her grades iuto fewer
school~. There may be very many schools with the lower four grades.
There should be only :five rooms devote~ to instruction of pupils of the
- sixth year in the course where there are 30 devoted to the lowest grade,
or 91 . rooms devoted to the :five ]ower years' work. With us those
schools giving instruction to pupils in the seventh or highest year of
the district school conrse1 ai~ called "First class" schools. For pmposes of proper grading and classificationi there should be one ofthe&e
~or each district enrolling 4,000 pupils per , annum, or for au average
attendance of 2,500 pupils. 1.'en such schools_would answer our pur~
pose at present. As we have 15 we ought riot to increase our number
fol' :five years.
/
7. As systems of schools are generally organized, the higher pri_c ed
ancl most experienced teachers have charge of the upper grades of
pupils. As their classes suffer depletion throughout the year, unless
there is some regular rnQde of transferring new pupils to the _care of
those teachers, they will hav.e very small classes the latter half of each
year. Thus, while the poorer· class of teachers are.overburdened, the
ablest and best-paid teachers have less· than their quota of pupils. It
is clear that the policy should be to briug as many pupils as possible
· under the ablest and best-paid teachers. The ·practice of frequent
transfer of -pupils is better for this _purpose than the custom of transferring in bulk once per year. · _
8. --ffhe system of frequent transfer does not affect the i:vdividual pupil
any oftener, on ·an average, than the system of transfer once a year.
The bright pupils, it is true, have frequent opportunity to advance.
The system is elastic for them. The slow pupils adva11ce qnly when
ready. The system discards one general epoch of transfer and reclassification at the close of the year, and adopts instead four or more partial -transfers so arranged as to accommodate the two-fold demand:
first, that th_e ablest pupils shall not be kept back; second, that the
ablest and highest-I!aid teachers shall, at _a ll times, have their full
1
At a late meeting of superintendents of w:estern cities (held in November, 1873), it
was agreed to adopt a system of eight grades for the work of the district schools,
each grade corresponding to a year's work and accordingly subdivided into quarters.
The cities of Toledo, Cleveland, Detroit, Cincinnati, Memphis, St. Louis, and Chi~
cago have adopted this standard.
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quota of pupils. In the lowm,t grade, where several roollls in the same
building are filled with pupils not advanced beyond the first year of
their course, the bright pupil will change teachers perhaps three or four
times in the year. In the higher grades tue pupil will remain a, year
or more under each teaclier.
9. How to provide for the necessary process of reclassification and
transfer from room to room with tlie minimum of discouragement, and
consequent injury to that half of the pupils ·who fall below the average
of attainment', is the s~rious question. ' If the sifting of each class for
the advantage of the best ones is accompanied with" dropping" the few
poorest ones into the class below, we have the maximum of injury. The
class, as a whole, i.s not stimulated but only frighteiied at the degradation of the few hindmost. Those actually ''dropped." are rea1ly di~heartened. Besides, such sifting down tends to create a movement
toward the lower departments instead of toward the higher departments where the vacancies are. ·when the opposite policy is followed,
of promoting the few best instead of degrading the few poorest,~the
maximum of encouragement is attained. Sift up and not sift do~vn.
The school should be a living process, contiuually readjusting and
adapting itself to the want of the organization as well as to the capacities of the pupils.
~
10. How if the upper cla~scs are quite small and yet the intervals
are very large in regard to ad vancemeut-in other words, what if the
more advanced pupils are very fewf Central schools should absorb all
the pupils of higher grade, leaving to the other schools only such grades
as they flnd it possible to provide with good classification. Without
such combination with central schools, economy and perfect classification are impossible. Small classes and small provision for differences
in capacity among pupils naturally result.
11. When promotion is made only once a year iuto the 1.tigh school,
the district schools are compelle<l to adapt their upper classes to this
condition of things, and accordingly make the work of the first grade
begin at the beginning of the year and end with its close. The second
grade, like_wise, must fall into the same trammels. If a class should
finish the work of the second grade before the close of the year,it must
not take up first grade work until the beginning of the next year, and if,
at the commencement of the scholastic year a class of the second grade
has not quite fiuished its work, it is generally put at once into the work
of the fir t grade, although unprepare,1. The only alternative would
l>c to let it work a year longer on second-grade studi es. The utter "·ant
of ela. ti ity in the classification of the upper grades of the district
·hool , ari ing from the lack of frequent promotions to the high school,
work -viol nee continually to the interests of one-third of the pupils.
All tho.so delayed through ickness, the neces ities of poyerty, or inactive temperaments, either fall back a whole year, or else jn a vain
en<leavor to make np their deficiency, 0Yerwo1·k themRelves or get discouraged.
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J ·> The adva11tages of frequent re-classifi9ation arc in brief:

(a) Eoonomy.-Filling up the c1asses- of the ablest and Lest-paid
teachers~ and making roo1n in tlic Jowcr grades for new pupi_ls. constantly applying.
(b) Ra2_Jid progrcs.s.-The 1m1>ils that learn rea(_lily are allowed to move
forward as fast as their abilities permit,'the slower pupils and. those
irregular iu attendance neither allowed to hold back the more fortunate
ones, nor obliged to ovenrnrk ::'ind cram in order to keep up.
The disadvantages allege~l aro confined to the practice of changing
teachers too frequently. To these it is sufficient to reply by a question:
Is it desirable to keep a pupil back ju his studies, simply in order that
he ma.y recite for :1 long time to the same teachel'~ Every superinte11dent knows that ~., change of teachers brings, tho 1mpil in contact with
a uew individuality, prevents tl.10 dai1ger of, warping the development
of character
the pupil, and is desirable oftener than once a year in
the lower grades, a,ud at least once a, year
the higher grades-where
the teachers are maturer and more highly cultured-until the pupil
readies i11e high school, where lie recites daily to three or more teachers.

in

in

[From tlw St. Lo11is Scl1ool Heport~~>f 1X7:3-'7..t 1 1>y "\\". T. Jl:1nis, Superintcntlent.J

The theory of gradiug and c1assi:6.cation set forth an<l. defended in mr
annual report for 1871- '7:3, has provoked more discnssiou _a mong tlle ,,
leading educators of the country than I anticipated. Criticism has genera1ly been favorable, but in' some quarters strong protests have been
made against it by very intelligent men. I belieYe, however, that a
complete statement of the method of reclassification, embodying all 6f
its details, will prove the objections made to be grouudlern. I propose,
therefore, here to present the subje,ct anew, mHl e1Hleavol' to consider
the alleged defects inn, candid mannei·.
At the National Educational AssociatioH in J)etroit, for 1874, Ho11.
E. E. White, of 01110, ma<le the following statement and defense of the
position.
The pupils in the grn.detl schools itrc divittetl into classes, allll to sccnre necessary
economy th ese classes are m:1l1e as large as prncticable. The fe~er the nnml>cr of
pupils embracecl in tho system, tho fewer must be the uumber of classes, anc.1, as a
consequence1 tho greater mnst be tho inequality in.fl.Jo attainments and capacity of
the members of each- class 1 and hence the greater the difficulty of the problem now
under consideration. If the toucher of a class at1apt Lis instruction and requirements to the maximum capacity of Lis pupils 1 tho grcn,t majority aro hnrricd oYer
their studies mHl r eceive n, superficial aml imperfect training. If lie adapt his class
work to tbe minimum capacity of tbe class, tho great rnajQrity are hclcl hack! and, as
a consequence, Dot only sacrifice time ancl 011portnni ty, but fall into careless and
intlolent habits of study. The remaining course is for the teacher to adapt his class
work to th e medium or average capacity of his pnpils 1 with snch special attention
to the more and the l ess advanced pupils
ma.y meet, to some c:s.tent, their wants.
But here comes in the '' per cent system,n ,,·ith its demands. That the class, as a
whole, may attain a high average per cent, it is uecessary that the lowest members
of it may reach a good standanl, an,l this results in the holdin~ back of the bright

as
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antl bt1nstrious pupils until 1,y itcrat.iun au1l reiteration tLe <lull auu iudolent may
be brought to tb.o required standard. The amount of time and talent thus wasted
in some graded schools is ,cry great. This is not alwa_ys evident to the teacher,
sinco the brightest pupils, being chained to the dullest, soon l earn to keep step,
scarcely ·showing their ability to advance more rapidly. This tlifficulty is greatly
aggrnYatc<l. when classes are promoted cu masse from grade to grade, tho pupils being
thus chained to each other year after year, or throughont tl10 conrsc-mi. efficient
process for reducing pnpils to tho level of mediocrity.
The statement of these difficulties suggests j;heir partial remedy. The Lrighter
an<l more capable pupils in each class must have the opportunity to v,·ork away from
the l ess capable, and to stepforwanl into a higher class, " ·hen the difference between
thcnr and their lower classmates becomes too great for a prof1table union in tho same
class. To this en<l. there must be a 1nopcr interval bohYcen the successive classes,
arnl the reclassification of pupils must l>o ruadc v,·ith corr esponding frequency.
Experience alone can determine w_h at this interval should l>e, and the frequeucy
with which pupils sho:.1ld 1.,e promoted. It is possible that both of these facts may
depend somewhat ou thenmnbcr of pupils included in u.graded system, a much more
complete classification being possible in laTge cities than in ·small' towns . While
this may be true, it is believed by many experienced superintendents aud other intelligent observers, that the universal experience of graded schools condemns the preYalent practice of promoting pnpils but ouco a ;rear, "·ith a y'car's int.erYal between
the classes. TL is wide interval is a serious obstacle in tlie way of a needed reclassification of pupils. Tho more capable pnpils can w>t l>e transferrc<.l to a, higher class,
since this obliges them to go o,-cr tho grouml-of two J·ea.ra in 011c-a task successfully performed by very few pnpils-nllll tl..10 -lcss achanced pupils can not be put
back into a lower class ,,ithont serious loss in time and ambition, if t)1ey are not
withdrawn from school. It may be well for a few pnpils in any ·system of gracled
schools to spcml au entire year in rcYiewing tho previous year's work, bnt these
exceptioual cases are usnally the rnsult of an unwise attempt to hold pupils too loug
together. Large classes of yonng pupils can not l>c kept together, even for one year,
without serious loss both to those who are heltl back aml to those who nro-unduly
hnrriecl. \Vbat is uee<led is n, system of classification an<l promotion that shall proviclo for the breaking of classes, at least twice a year, with a transfer of the more _
advancecl pupils, and their nuion " ·ith tho less advanced pupils of the next higher
class, and also with special transfers of bright 1rnpils from class to class as often as
may bo necessary, and special provisions for pupils deficient in some l>ranch of study.
We are aware that tho system of annual promotions bas special advantages. It
reduces the rnunbcr of classes in the smn.ller cities arnl towns, m1l1 it saYes la,Lor and
trouble, especially when classes arc promoted 1n a body, 011 a miuimum standard. It
is undoubtedly true that a Procrnstenn system, which puts pupils in classes, reduces
them to tho same capacity, and mons them regularly and evenly forward, requires
littl skill to 1·un it, but this can not compensate fur the serious losses involved. The
highest good of pupils ought ncYer to Le sacrifice<l to secure a, seft-a<ljusting
mechanism nnc1 uniformity of re ults.

Superintendent Stevensou, of Uolumlms, Ohio, in 11is report for
1 73-'74, discus es the que tion in au attitude somewhat l1ostile to the
plan of frequent rcclassificatio11. He says:
'l'he course of study a ·umes one year for the completion of the studies in each
grade, ancl an annual transfer of pupils from grado to grade. The amoant of ,rork
to be done each year is the nrnximnm for the pupils of average capacity -n-hoso
attendance upon the school is tb.e average nnruber of days a child of ordinary health
may be preseut during the year. Dull scholars often make up what is lost in natural
ability by regular attendance nntl industry, and bright scholars lose by irregularity
of attendauc ancl indolence what tlley gnin by quickness to learn, so that the

./
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larger uu1UlJer of promotions can be and ar0-just]y nml satisfactorily made at the
c1oso of the year.
But differences in the ages and tho capacity of chil<lren entering the school must,
in many cases, be provided for iu the classification. To make such pro:vision no
classification can be absolute; it must undergo changes from the beginnmg to the
encl of the year. A chilcf of 10 years of ago having a healthy bo<l.y aml Yigorous
miu<l. will do more, or is capable of doing more study than a feeble child of 8
years of age; and a bright child whose parents take some pains in home trnining,
who jg regular in his attendancerwill <lo mnch II_}0re in a _year than t~e clnll child
who is neglected at home, and whoso attendance is interfered with ~y the necess;- ,
ties at home, or by bad health. It is also true, that pupils of the greatest ability
bave frequently less power of application than those less brilliant, What ono gains
by ability, tho others gain by iudnstry and effort. For example, ability is equalized
by inclustry ;.regular attendance, by irrcgul:::tr; healtl1, by illness; age, by home trniniog; uttention, by foattention. These are important factors ·which must he considered in the solution of tbc great problem of classification.
By obsen ing closely the progress of children in public schools for a series of yeai:s,
I ha;-e arri;-ecl at the following results: In_n, graded school in which tho course of
study is m:.tclc for the a,verage 1rnpil, al>out 5 per cent will show-strength enough to
be atlvancecl cluri11g the year, ancl about 10 per cent' will fall behind tho rnm:.tiniug
95 per cent of the class. This varies~ little in the lower aucl higher grades, but it is
a fair and approximately correct average for a course of study requiring eight years
for its completion. The question then is, What is to be done with this 15 per cent
of scholars1 Every teacher ·will answer, _let the 5 per cent go to the ne:s:t higher
grade, arnl do not permit the 10 per cent to interfere with the ·progress of tbe class.
Ffre per cont of the 10 can, without injury to themselves, by n, little extra effort, be
worked up to the proper standard, an<l tl1c remaining 5 per cent ought for their own
goocl to pass over the work of tbe grade aga:11, or so much of the work as will prepare for the next higher. I can not condemn in too strong terms the recommendation of those theorists who would guther' into one c'1ass or grade all tho bright ones,
an<l. the dull ones into another; that is, make the basi3 of ~lassifi.cation upon the
estimated ability _of tbo pupils, rather than ~1pon what they clo, for it is the rule,
rather than the exception, that the clnll scholar:, win tbe race in the long nm. .The
scpara,tion of the dull and bright scholars iuto different classes is unjust and injuri- _
ous-unjust, because the kce::J.Cst cliscri~ination can not always discover the slumbering mental power of many chiltlren, nor ascertain the outsi<l.o influences ·which
detract from the manifestations of intellectual al>ilityby the chiltl; injnrious, because
the dull scholars are cleprfrecl of the highest possilJle stautlarcl by -which to measure
themselves intellectually, and the competition which is necessary to excite interest and cnthmiasm. To meet this theory, viz, that the bright scholars should not be
chainecl to the dull ones1 promotions of classes in many schools are mucle semi- annually. The arguments [in favor of frequent promotions arc, first, the int01Tal
between the classes being short, tliose wbo fail to reach the rnquired standard for
promotion will lose less time; second, it gives an opportunity to the brigltt and
industrious scholars to break away from their dull and iurlolent associates; third,
it brings the scholars in contact with a greater number of teachers. The objections
to frequent promotions by classes are: First, frequent changes of tca,chers; second,
the best interests of the majority are sacrificed for the benefit of a very small rajnority;
third, there is no real au vantage gained for those who am promoted, either in time or
opportunity, for more rapid advancement. These objections are worthy of careful
consideration. Tho teacher, in au interval much shorter than a year, can not become
acquainted with the individuality of her pupils, their strong and weak points, their
susceptibilities, their physical and intellectual powers, and the outside forces, vrhich
n:ore or less control their education aml character. The teacher ought to know lier
pupils thoroughly. This takes time. ·\Vi!J 11ot ..chilclren do Letter work and make
7
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more rapid progress with n, teacher who has had time enough to win their confidence
and lo,-e, than they would with. one whose .name they scarcely know, and whose
w,;um sympathy thl')y have never felt f
"'Why make a reclassification of a whole school three or four times a year, because
15 per cent have failed to reach a fixed standard at the end of eYery three, fonr, or
six months, to tho disa<l.vantage of the 85 per centf The amount of work to be clone
by tho pupil in a year is the same, whether it is divided into <J.uarters, halves, or a
year, with n, promotion at the encl of each period.
The plan of promotions in tho schools of tl.tis city 1.tas lJeen by classes annually,
except in the lowest, primaTy grade, in which promotions arc made semiannually,
to accommodate the new pupils entering in tho spring, and by imfrdduals at 'any
timo during tlto i,erm, whenever th_ey are found qualified foTa higher grade. Apt~pil
passing into a,' higher grade at the encl of :five m011ths, finds no difficulty in making
up the subjects omitted in connection with tho reviews of the class, jf he is apt ::md
diligent. In the practical working of a system of schools, this plan secnres all the
::u hantnges of fre<J.uent promotions with none of tlw disadYantages of the plan of
yearly transfers. In short, it has all the :flexibility that the varying circumstances
and the differences in children require.
·

His condemnation of the theory or system which brings together all
the bright ones into classes by themselves, and collects the dull ones
in :1 similar manner, 11ot too strong, in my opiniou. I Lave seen the
bad effects of this often. He limits his objection to the system of
reclassification recommended here by specifying "promotion by classes."
In my discussion of the subject last year, I remarked, in view of much
evidence of misunderstanding on this point (Report, ]872-'73, p. 25,
section 5):

is

It is clear that frequent promotion shonhl not l,e made uy classes . The few ,best
ones in tho classes shoul~l be m1ited ,vith the class above-it will seem a reward or a
recognition of their excellence. After such promotion has been made through all or
nearly all of the classes from tho lowest, each class will find itself composed of its
fair, a...-eragc, and J)oor scholars, together with. a few of the best from the ne:s:t lower
class in the 'place of the few that it has lost by promotion. .FoT a while, at least,
the iwerage and fair scholars in tho c1ass will have the stimulus which arises from
the consciousness of being the best in the ·class. The poor ones will rank as "middling,·' aml the now pupiis will lJegin as the poorest and slowly w-ork up toward the
top of the class.

It seems that in Columbus a1J9ut u per cent of the pupil; "show
strength enough to be advanced during the year." One in every twenty
pupils has so strong need of promotion that it is fou11d best to place
him in the class above, although that class is a full year in advance.
If so many are benefited by a, leap over so large an interval, it 1s difficult to see why 10, 20, or 30 per cent of the pupils could not be profited
by promotions to c1a ses thirty, twenty, or,.teu weeks in advance. And
if 10 p 1· cent fol] b 0 hind into classes a, year lower iu the course of
of study, it admit,· of doubt whether they ancl many more besides
would not ha,e been better provided for by assigning them to classes
t n or twenty weeks lo"-er in the course. The other objections will be
noticed in their proper place.
It wiH l>e noted that Mr. Stevenson believes in promoting "lJy
·In.. e.·, nnnua11y (, emiannua11y in the lowe t primary grade), and by

'
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individuals at any time during the term, whenever they are found
qualified for a higher grade." "Promoting by classes') 'evidently
refers to changing the work of the class from the course of study laid
down for one year or grade to the work of the next year or grade,
while "by individuals" refers to actual reclassification.
,, Promotion by classes-'' may be from day to day, or mouth to month,
or year to year, or once in four years, accordiug to the arbitrary standarll of division adopted by the one who makes out his course of study.
Whenever the teacher sets a new fosson she promotes ''" by class" to a
new stage in the co1frse of study. VVhenevcr one ten weeks' work is
accomplished, and a new one begins, there is a, promotion "by class/
although neither the teacher nor the pupils make any note of it. The
course of study with us is subdivided so as to show tlie avera:ge ·a mount
of work for ten ,Teeks. Many years ago 110 accurate measure of the
time l'equired to go over the course of study in its various stages was
kept in this city, and as n, consequence tlle expressjon "'p'romotion by
class" would not base been used with reference to entering upon the ,,
work of a new year, but might have been applied to the promotion of
a class to n: new text book, or from one school building to another, or
from one room to another h1 the same ~chool, or, finally, from the district school to the high school. Possibly, also, "promotion by clas_s"
refers to the change of teacher, in Columbus. Bht at all events, it is
not ''reclassification" in the sense that term is used in tlJis report.
The prom<?tion -" by iudividuals," -siuce it must refer to a change from
one class to another, is a reclassification, and this must happen quite
frequently even·in a school where only 15 per ce11t of the pnpils are
thus changed iu the cours_e of a year.
Superintendent Stone, of Springfield, Mass., vre1-;e11t8 lds view of this
matter 1 iii his report for 1874, thus:
·
·
The perfection of school organization, ns I understand H, is reached when e,·ery
pnpil has a chance to clo his lJest. This can be accomplish eel only by j udicions grad- .,.
ing; but schools are frequently grndecl so mechanically that they fall far short of
the highest efficiency. In tliis w-ay arises tho objrction, sometimes made, that work
in gradecl schools is slo;w, and that pnpils n,re not unfrequently hindered, rather than
carried forw ard, in their progress. It must be acknowledged that unless grading is
dope strictly according to proficiency and ability, tho n,clnmtagcs claimed fo1• it arc
not attained. Tho mistake most frequently made in grading n, school is in suppos- / ·
ing that n, class once formed c·nn uo continued, for n, cousideraulo lengtll of time,
without any promotions, or other changes. It can hardly bo expected that 50 pupils,
even of similar proficiency, nt tho commencement of n scllool year, can be placed in
a r oom and kept profitably employed there for n, twelvemonth upon tho same amount
of scllool work. A difference in ability will soon develop itself, and then if the rate
of progrcss,. is graduated to tho average} or, as is sometimes done, to the minimum
ctq)acity of tho class} those who arc able to do more will soon fb1Cl themselves with
consitleral>le unoccupietl time upon their h:mds. Such a result is especially to be
deprecated; for it is an in;iportaut principle to be borne in miml that pupils clo not
study to the b est ad,·antage, nor accomplish their greatest antl 1,cst work, unless they
feel the n ecessity of constaut·offort. They ought not to be hurriecl, but they sboulcl
feel that they can not be idle witliont iucnrring the <langer of falling into_tho ranks of
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the lagganls aml the drones. Persons of active miuds must haYe employment of
some kind1 and if they do not find sufficient legitimate work in school, they often,
from mere restlessness, occasion the teacher much trouble in the way of discipline,
or become disgusted, and lea;ve school .a ltogether. Their minds aro dwarfed if they
remain under such circumstances; they have little enjoyment in their work, and it
is not strange they lose their patience/and their interest. Various plans are proposed and tried for tho · solution of this difficulty. That of
didding uncl subdividi~g pupils of a single room into numerous small classes is,
perhaps, the most objectionable, the time allowed to be devoted to c_ach c1ass being
wholly ins1.~fficient for anything like thorough and sa'tisfactory work.
·
Another plan is an entire reconstruction and clas.sifica.tion of all the grades -four
times a year~ 'Whatever may be said in favor of such a course1 neither theory nor
practice gives it a stro1Jg inclorseipent. While :it may uring tboso of tbe same proficiency together at each classificati.on 1 :1 term of tr.n weeks does not allow sufficient
acquaintance to. be formed uetween te:wher antl pupil to enable both to work to the
best ach-antage before a recast of the school introduces a new class, or ono for th~
most part new. Such frequent changes are found to produce constant confusion, and
the advantages of continuoi1s methodical work are almost entirely lost.
Our own schools1 as I regard th~m, seem to need a more discriminating cla.ssification at the commencement of the school year, and afterwards more frequent
individual promotions. ·when a _class is formed every pupil sboultl be placed there
who is able or who can possibly be induced to do the work of the class, no matter
how many grades such pupils overleap or wha,t may be- thei1 ages. As the class
progresses1 those who seem capable of advancing faster and are willing to make an
extra effort should from time to -time, be promoted to the next higher class or
gra(le, provided that it seems probable that such pupils can uridge o\·er the interval thus passed in a reasonable length of time. Where such opportunities for pro- motion aro constantly before tho school a laudable ambition for respectable progress
is kept up and more ancl ' b _e tter work is accomplished. At the comme_ncement of
the spring term 1 in April, a reclassification of the lower primary grades may be
desirable, as a considerable accession of new pupils is ruado at that time to those
schools. I would_a1so adviRe that, at tho same time, three months before the close
of the year a thorough examination be made, in the upper grades of the grammar
schools1 of those individual cases who seem capable of advancement, that they may
be allowed promotion, antl thereby gain a year in their conrse, especia1ly when the
age of the pupil seems to render such a step desirable.
Such a system of classification and promotion, carefully watchetl and carried as
far as tbe health aml ability of the pupil will admit, and assuredly no further, will,
I feel confident, greatly increase the efficiency of schools. In this way many a disheartened pupil will be incited to interes_t antl effort; many who have <l.espaired of
promotion will look forward with hope; many who have anticipated leaving school
in the middle grades will be _in<l.uced to go further; and many, very many I hope 1
will be able and willing to go beyond the grammar-school grade, and join the classes
in the high school-th~ highest pnh]ic edncational good in our city now within
r ach fits children and youtl1.

Tbe plan of "dividing aud subdividing- the pupils of a single room
small classes," spoken of above as the "most objectionable, 'i · the plan adopted in ungraded schools and for the numeru cla of mall country schools. While the plan is very objectionabl , it i difficult to suggest anything better for the small schools
i thinly ,·ettled di tricts of the country. In the lowest primary
cla e · of a city school, where. the recita.tiou should not exceed twenty
miuut · in l ngtb, the teachH may profitably divide 11er sixty pupils
iuto numerou
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into three or even four c-lasses. But in the grammar school there
should not be more t~rnn two classes of twenty-four pupils eacb..
"Reclassification of all the gratles four times in a year," if it had the
effect described, of changing at each ·time the majority of the pupils
from one te::tcher to another, would certainly fail of "strong indorsement," or at least ought tJ fail of it. When we read, however, of the
"frequent individual promotions" and of the "reclassification of. the
lower primary grades " at the comm_e ncement of the spring and fall
terms, we :find that the kind of" reclassificatio_n " we advocate here is
practiced antl strongly in.d orsed in Springfield.
The school committee _of Worce&ter, Mass., present the following
remarks on this topic in their recent report on the suggestions made
by the mayor_of that city:
It should also be borne in mind tha:fa.t;i.y system of grading is necessarily imperfect. The differences between our scholars are not a series of regular and abrupt
steps according to the theory of our grades. There are wide differences of attainment by study of physical and mental capacity and of disposition aud homo influence. In truth, these differences might be more fittingly compared to tho slope of a
mountain ridge than to either a stai~way or an inclined plain; and, if we rigb.tly
understand the r~marks 6f the mayor, it is th~so differences that form the basis of
his criticism upon our system of' grading. But precisely the same criticism may be
made Rpon the ordinary classification of scholars-in an ungraded school; ancl until
the city of Worcester cau 'afford to furnish to each scholar a priv.ate tutor especially
adapted to the scholar's needs, we arc not prepared to _rec emmend the n,bolition of
grading and classification in onr schools.
But it is no doubt true that n, series of graded schools needs constant supervision
and regrading. Many teachers seem unwilling to promote their best scholars except
at the termination of tho year, ::md, therefore, some special proYision for discoyory of
cases of exceptional medt and their more rapid advancement is necessary.
The ordinary and regular operation of our system results in the p'romotion or
athancement of tho scholars one -grade each year. Tho a\·erage ,vorcester scholar
performs the wor~ assigned for him to do with an indifferent sort of success and is ~
regularly J)romoted.
But there are cases of exceptional dullness and absence, where the ·w ork is not
done; and there are exceptional cases of meritorious achievtment, when promotions
might and ought to be made more rapidly than our .<iystem in its ordinary working
provides for. It is tho latter which we suppose the mayor to have had in mind when
he called attention to semiannual promotiom;. Agreeing with the spirit rather than
the strict letter of his recommendation, "·e favor promotions iu cases of exceptional
merit., at whatever time pf year it may bo discovered, -.ancl recommrmd the breaking
of all rules, if need be, to get· at them and do justice by them.
When the present plan of placing each school building nuder charge of one master or principal was adopted, it was expected that the principals, having all the
scholars in the building directly under their own eye, would readily tliscover and
rapidly advance superior merit. Has this expectation been as fully .borne out by
results as we had right to hope it would be~ Do the principals make themselves
personally as familiar with the scholarship of each scholar as they might and ought°?
It seems to us that we have a right to expect that all principals having an assistant
in their own Toom will make frequent visits to each room, he:tr recitations, and give
instruction in each, and make personal examination to snch ·an extent as to become ·
perfectly familiar with tho nttainments of every scholar, and 1Je preparecl at any
time fo a~vance the deserving. It is believed that they have abundant time to do
this.
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·we h:.vc iu mind the case 6.f six: scholars ltt tho begiuuing of the preseut year 11romotcd from the sixth to the eighth grade, and to-day they are among the very best
scholars of that grade. Nothing can be more certain than tbat it would have ueen
a, great injustice to have kept back those six schol ars in tho seYenth grade during
the present year.
The provisions of Chapter Yll of tho rules and rcgnlations of this board well define
the duties and confer ample pow~rs upon uprincipals and assistants" with- regard
to prnmotions, and the only change we see reasoi1 to recommend is the addition of a
rule requiring assistants to make reports to principals, and principals to superintendeuts, at the end of each term, ,vhether there are any scholars in their school
that ought to be promoted, and, if so, why they arc not 11romoted.

Supedntendent Harrington, of New Bedford, attacks yery earnes_tly
the proposed plan of reclassification and takes a far more radical position of hostility than any other opponent. His first and chief objection
to the system is against the supposed frequent change of teachers
necessitated by it, ancl the consequent injury to the thoroughness of
the instruction and the healthfulness of the discipline. He yery justly
contends that the teacher must have time to get acquainted witli his
pupils, and to plan and carry out a systematic whole of 1p.ethods and
proce~scs carefully arranged, so as to produce important mental aud
moral results. Perhaps a sufficient reply to this wilf be found in the
subsequent demonstration of the fact that the change of teachers need
not and does not occur any oftener under this system than under the
system its opponents advocate . •But Mr. Harrington seems, like some
other opponents, to understand the effect of "reclassification four
time a year" to be the change of teachers four times a year. With
such a mistaken yiew of the system one cau not be surprised that he
oppose it. But he proceeds to indicate bis hostility to all E-ysterus "iu
which promotions make one of the cnstomary instrumentalities of
influence and progress." "The course of study," according to him,
shonld be ", o adjusted as to meet the inte1lectual demands of a scholar
at cyery step of his progress, following him along until, at 14 years of
age, he ha, compassed a full schedule of elementary study." "Although
the well-constructed manual of study presents only the minimum of
r qnirement," he asks : "Do we not expect that minimum to serve only
as a sk leton, which the teacher is to clothe with flesh and blood, arid
ronn<l out into full proportions, , o as to meet the expectations of the
ambition., ,·ati,·fy the cravings of the intellcetual, and occupy the time
f th mo. t pro.fi.cienU" "The school in which promotions are a customary in:trumcmtality mu t be addressing itself all the time to medioc·rity alon on a comparatively low level of pmpose without stimuli
to rcat a. h althful esprit cle corps, and wanting in the characteristics
of vigorous, iuteUe -tual life." "Promotions are not provided for in
ur y ·tern-arc not a k cl for-could have 1rn legitimate place. The
b . cholar ·, all tl;ronghont our grades, :find co11stm1t a11d delightful
oc ·upation."
By thi w are to under tand that a vastly , uperior plan to the one
whi ·h .·ift. a1Hl cla ·ifie and i. attentive to clo. e grading ha, been dis-
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covered, and this plan makes pupils and parents ill different to the grading and classification of the school. It makes no difference how unequal the powers of those who are in the same class-the gifted and
mature pupil can use his time in full, while the poorest pupil does as
much. "This condition of things, rendering it possible to occupy the
time of the superior scholars in fruitful study, and also to give the
poorer ones a good wholesome stint which they can accomplisll without
any undue strain or forcing, while all at the same time work together
as a class, is brought about by an adjustment of the studies, which
may be described in a homely way as 'a circle within a circle.' The inner
circle represe~ts the essential fundamental work which is prescribed
to be thoroughly accomplished by all the class. The outer circle represents a broader field of study, either illustrative of or supplementary
to that of the inner circle which all are expected nominally to engage
in, but from any test work as to which, the weaker-niinded can quietly be
released just in proport-ion to their incompetency to master it."
I have italicized the last clause in order to draw special attention to
it. "The result," he continues, "amply justifies our method. It is as
admirable as it is astonishing to find, by letting the poor scholars work
along side by side with their original mates, not souring them by rebuffs,
not destroying their self-respect or paralyziug their ambition by keeping
them back, how much they will gradually acquire; how often, indeed,
theiriudiffereuce becomes charmed away, their dormant faculties aroused
to activity, and an honorable career substituted for one of neglt>ct and
demerit." Finally, he concludes that the best plan is "to continue
the class of scholars under the selfsame teacher through all the four
years of progress, after entering the grammar school, up to the graduating grade." He intimates that the schools under his charge "have
comparatively little to do with percentages. -we do not believe in
them in connection with either large schools or little schools. We
believe that a system of marking and per cents exerts a depressing
influence over school work. We have stated written examinations
(four times a year) at which, for specific purposes, the papers are
marked and the per ceuts obtained. Beyond that we trust in lesB artificial stimuli to give spirit and life to our schools."
The repudiation of all class records by which the individual pupil
and his parents can be provided periodically with a faithful statement
of the amount of work done by said pupil, would seem to be quite in
harmony with the system described as existing in New Bedford. While
I am far from denying that the '· let alone" (laissez· faire) theory of
school management will permit some very good work to exist, my experience with very much of it in my youth, beginning with the "red
school house" in the woods and extending through several of the private schools called " academies," forces me to say that I believe that
under it there is a wholesale slaughter of the time and opportunity of
well-disposed youth. I shall never forget the epoch made in my life
ED
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upon emergiug from this regime and entering the Phillips .Academy at
Andover, then under Dr. S. H. Taylor. Here a class record was kept,
and students were held accountable for the use of their time and opportunities. I can not but believe that the system practiced at Andover
does the utmost to develop responsible beings, and to transm ute the
pulpy substance of impulse and inclination-the undisciplined willinto a self-controlled will, a directive intelligence that ca.n reinforce the
mome11ts by the hours, and accomplish something in the world. Most
persons that I have known brought up nncler the laissez faire system
have seemed to lapse away in after life and recede from the promise
which their school life gave, while the strong characters have emanated
from the throng of those wuo were held to a strict responsibility in
their school life. A system which classifies the weak and incompetent with the strong and genial minded, and when they diverge in
the amonnt of work accomplished under its instruction-as they certainly will diverge under any in trnctiou which is anythiug other than
an opiate, a paralyzer of the will-still retains them in the same class
and relaxes its hold so as to relea::;e the weak from the normal responsibility, will be found in nearly every case to be procluctive of injury to
the growth of character in both weak and strong. If pupils of all
clas ·es are to be heJd to a strict accountability fol' their work there
must be a careful sy tem of cla sification.
I am aware of the difficulty of making any statements regarding
schools without the probability of being misunderstood, even by those
well versed in educational affair·. When we undertake to describe a
sy tem or method, we assume a certain , tatus of things as existing;
pr bab]y we take for gra11t <1 that the reader or li. tener has in mind
the organizati u of th sd1 ob, in which we are wol'h11g. If the reader
r Ii ·tcm r liapp 11 • t be acquaint d with a, radically differeut system
only, llis att mpt to con true onl' word. · re ults in luclicrou · rnhwonception . F w p ple hav any ad quate id a of the diversity that really
i t iu ur public du ·ational y t ms in the United State·. Not to
p al f th difl'. r n ·c of pnbli' school m tllods from those of private
r aro hial booJ ', u may :fiud vari ty enough within tl1e public
' h 1.· t .·pJain how nch misu11 r tanding arise. It is not suffij n to s at' a . . t min " ·ord whi ,Ji liav b come techui ·al in a particular lo ·ality. The ead r of a iff r ut locality will r acl nch words
att .nfo· Iy, u will put hi · om1 con truction upon them. An example
f thi. h~ be n · en jn tltedi.IB rent int rpretation · given to the words
,, J)fOmotiou; aud "r cla ·ifi.cation," u d by different writers in different en e. , aud ometime bytbesame writer in the same sentence in two
m aning . "Pl'Omotion" may mean change of class (a) from one book
to a hi her one; or (b) from one room to another; or (c) from one
t ach r to another; or (d) from one school to another; or (e) from the
qua11tum of work pre cribed for one limited time (primary or grammar
department, y ar or gracle, term or quarter, week, or single lesson). Or,
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again, it may refer to the change of a pupil from a lower class to a more
advanced one, etc. "Reclassification" may be used to signify some one
of many phases appertaining to the organization of a school. The
transfer of a single pupil from one class to a higher or lower one is a
reclassification. · It is not strictly correct to apply the term reclassification to the transfer of a whole class from one school, teacher, room,
book, or grade of work to another; and yet much confusion arises from
such application.
In order, therefore, to make this discussion explicit, it will be necessary to have constant reference to systems that Rtand in contrast to
our own, while we arc attempting to give an account of it in a report.
1. The germinal school organization out of whicl?- all varieties have
grown is the country school of one room .and one te~cher, with from ten
to 60 or more pupils of all ages and degrees of advancement, from
the stripling of 4 years, who begins at the alphabet, up to the young
man of 21, who is likely to study algebra, or Latin, or natural philosophy. The difference in qualifications ranges through eight or 10
years of study. If classes are to be made they are likely to be made
on the accidental fact that some of the pupils bring to school the same
text books; in the same arithmetic, the same reader, or geography, or
grammar, a class being formed with very little regard to the difference
in advancement of its members. Not seldom it happens that those of
like advancement in the ~country school happen to have different text
books, and for that reason alone are assigned to different classes and
mated with other pupils of very inferior,· attainments, who have the
same book. Thus it happens that tho function of the teacher in the
country school becomes chiefly one of keeping order and hearing lessons, without being able to find time to teach or explain anything, or to
become acquainted with the obstacles that arise in the min<,ls of his
pupils. His number of recitations per day averages from twenty-five
to fifty, and their length varies from two minutes to twenty or thirty, but
averaging only five or ten minutes apiece. ·But the same teacher may
remain in the · school for years, although this is not usually the case.
The pupils then may avoid frequent changes of teachers. A pupil
might spend several years under the same teacher. Thero is no division
of labor in this rudimentary type of school, and it is obvious that the
continuance under the same teacher possesses but little more advantage than the antiquated process by which a, gun was made throughout-lock, stock, and barrel-by one gunsmith, has over the divisionoflabor system in the Springfield Armory, or the watch manufactories
at Waltham or Elgin, where each manipulation 'has a different workman to perform it. With small schools of this character which range
through so wide differences h1 age and acquirements in their pupils, but
little can be done other than to secure discipline, and lay spe,cial stress
upon individual industry. Uniformity of text books (now generally
establisheu by State laws) renders possible some degree of classification, but at best, such classification is very imperfect for the rea-
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son that there can be little transferring from .one class to another in
case of differences of ability.
2. When the country school grows to be a village school, and the
number of pupils increases to 60 or 100, two rooms are opened and two
teachers employed. Divisio:i of labor may begin here. Primary and
grammar department is instituted, and the range of acquirement in
each room may be four years by the course of study. Fewer classes
and larger ones allow the teacher twice the length of time for each recitation, and he can begin to lay some stress on instruction. The advantages
of class recitation over individual instruction begin to appear at this
point. Individual instruction is good where the teacher can devote to
it as much time as to an ordinary recitation, but it is inferior to class recitation even then. The class should consist of not less than 10 nor more
than 30. The length of recitation should vary from :fifteen or twenty
minutes in the primary grades, to thirty or forty minutes in the grammar department. During recitation there should be the most vivid and
constant attention on the part of all the pupils. It is obvious that this
can be obtained in the primary grades only for a short time. With
increasing discipline and the strength that comes of years' practice, the
recitation hour can be lengthened. That a properly conducted class
recitation iR of far greater value than individual instruction, is obvious
from the cousideration that the contents of the lesson are stated over
and over by different pupils of the class, criticised an<l discussed, illustrated from the experience of different pupils, and the pupil has the
advantage of seeing how bis fellows encounter and surmount such difficulties as he himself meets. What we see iu the experience of others,
our equals, becomes at once our experience by adoption, and it saves
u from the pain and consumption of time necessary to acquire its wisdom through personal adventure. Hence education is essentially to be
carried on in the form of community. The school is and must be a
community; no private tutoring can educate as the school can. But it
i evident that the school be, t subserves this purpose, when it classifi
o that each one meets hi' equals in the recitation. Great inferiority or gr at ·up riority in his fellows, mars the force of the lesson which
h . l arn from · eing their work.
The village chool of two rooms, as contrasted with the country school
of ne room, exhibit to u tlie beginnings of classification and proper
r ·itati n. It do h rdly more than this. Its separation of the four
year of primary work from the four years of grammar school work is
a gr a , but nly one, step.
3. Wh n a village comes to have 500 or 1,000 children living within
a small area o that they can be brought into a central school of eight to
twenty room , new d velopment become possible in grading and classi:fi ·ation. U ually the primary work is kept localized in small schools,
while only the advanced pupils are brought together into the central
chool. Thi i · ju t anu proper. The ratio of younger pupils to older
one i large. In St. Louis there were last year in every 100 pupils, 37
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in the first year's work; 17 in the second year; 16½ in the third year;
_12 in the fourth year; 7 in the fifth year; 4½ in the sixth year; 3 in the
seventh year, and 3 in the entire four years' course of the high school.
Counting the lowest three years of the course as primary work, we have
over 70 per cent of all the pupils in the schools in the primary department, and only · about 26 per cent in the grammar department. In
Eastern cities, where education for a long time has done its work, the
ratio is much more favorable to the higher departments than with us.
From t hese facts it is clear that in order to secure as good results in
classification of grammar school pupils, as with primary pupils, the
former must be brought together in about one-fourth as many schools
as the latter. To expltliin: There are, in the school children of a given
community, about one-half as many in the grammar school department
as in t he primary. The recitations of the primary pupils should be
about two-thirds the length of those in the grammar department, by
reason of the undisciplined power of attention of the former. The number of recitations in the primary department will average three-fourths
of the number to each class in the grammar department. Hence 'it is
that the number of pupils to each teacher in the grammar department
must be considerably less-two-thirds of the number assigned to each
teacher in t he primary dep~rtment. The teacher in the primary department can manage and instruct 72 pupils with greater efficiency
than t he teacher of the grammar department can manage 48 pupils.
In the small primary schools located in the different neighborhoods,
therefore, the primary teacher may easily manage three or four classes
of pupils. These may represent a difference in advancement twice as
great as that in any single room of the ·grammar department.
The question of the proper number of classes to be assigned to a
teacher arises in this grade of schools. No nne would think of organizing a country school or the 2-room village school on the basis of one
class t o a room. It is first in the central or ''graded" school, with its
8 to 12 rooms, that the question of reducing the classes in number so
· that each teacher shall have charge of one only. .According to our St.
Louis system the teachers in the grammar department (fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth years of the pupil's course at school) have two classes
each , and one is engaged in study while the other recites. In the primary department three and even four small classes are formed by the
teacher of each room. In these remarks it is taken for granted that
the st yle of building is not the old-fashioned type of a large study room,
presided over by a principal, and with small recitation rooms opening
out from it, in which the assistants hear the clatlses recite, when sent
to t hem from the large room. This type of schoolhouse, invented for
the purposes of the Lancasterian system has gone out of date. Since
1848 the plan has been adopted of assigning each teacher a room about
32 feet square, with 48 to 64 pupiis, wbo·do not leave the room for study
or recitation, both being conducted by, the teacher in charge of the
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room. The gain in humanizing the pupils and in rendering a milder
discipline possible has been very great under this system. Formerly
the assistant teachers had little to do with the discipline, which was
done almost entirely by the principal, who, on the other hand, not
learning to know the pupils through their recitations, had to govern
them through external authority rather than through the subtle iuflu.
ences which one can wield who knows the characters of his pupils thor.
oughly. The objections to the plan of having only one class under each
teacher are these: (a) It makes the class too large, so that either ihe
recitation must be too long or else its members can not all share in
the recitation; (b) it wastes the possibilities of classification by requir.
ing the whole room to take the same lessons, when, if divided into two
classes, one in advance of the other, the class intervals could be lessened
one·half throughout the whole school, and as a consequence transfer
from one class to another be rendered easier; (o) it is apt to destroy the
force of the recitations, because the teache·r , while not hearing a reci.
tation, is helping scholars to learn their lessons or solve difficulties,
and thus, to a greater or less extent, distracting the attention of the
pupils from wor)r which they ought to perform by themselves, and with
all i)ossible self.concentration and self.reliance-the consequence being
that the work of criticism and analyses that should come up in the
recitation is anticipated by the m.timed assistance of the teacher dur.
iug study hours; hence a tendency to obliterate the lines between study
hour allCl recitation hour, and to confound them.
If, then, we suppose that our village "graded school 1' is organized
so as to give each teacher a room with two classes, the class intervals
will be about as follows: Eight rooms devoted to grammar· SChool work
(the second four years' course for the district schools), and 400 pupils
in attendance; of these pupils one class would be in the eighth or last
yeae · of the course-30 pupils; three classes in the seventh year, the
advanced class one-half year behind the highest class in school, the
second and third classes, respectively, in the first and second quarters
of the. eveuth year's course-70 pupils; four classes in the si:dh year's
work, one in each quarter's work of the course-110 pupils; seyen
clas es in tbe fifth year's work, the class intervals being from five to
ten week -190 pupils.
The following scheme would indicate the rooms, classes, and grade of
a lvau cement of the pupils in this "graded school:"

I

First.
Courso of stndy. Second- Courso of study~
Room.
clns~
- - - - - 1 olass
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _1,_p_u_p1_·1s_. 1._Y..'.:~\ Quarter.~~ Year. Quarter.
I . .. . . .. .... ........ .. .... . . .. .... ··· · ·· ... .
II ............ . ............................ .
III .. ..... ......... . ... .. . ...... . . . ........ .
IV ..... . ....... .. . .. ..... . ... ..... . . . .. ... . .

v ... .......... ...... ... ..... ..... ..... ..... .

VI ...... ........ ....... .. ... . .. ... ......... .
VII ...... . . ..... .. ... . .. ...... .. .. ... .. .. . . .
VIIl ....... . . .......... ..... ... .. . . ....... ,

30
20
25
25
30
25
25
25

VIII
VII
VII
I
VI
V
V
V

Seoond ...... . ........ . .. .
Third...
25
VII
First . . .
25
VI
Third...
30
VI
First . . .
25
V
'Ibird. . .
30
V
Second .
30
V
First . . .
30
V

Second.
:Fourth.
Second.
Fourth.
Third.
Sooond.
First.
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We have not indicated a high-school course in this school system.
Its normal size would be about 70 pupils. These dividing into four
classes to correspond to the four years' course, ~ould not be subdivided,
for subdivision of classes ous-ht not to take place unless th~ number in
the class is greater than 30, except in those cases where the class intervals would be greater than one year. - In the above graded school
course, perhaps it would be found nec~ssary to subdivide the class of
30 who are i 11 the eighth year or grade.
In order to explain my use of the technical expressions "year". and
"quarter," I will state that at the National Educational Association in
August, 1874, a, conventional grading scheme was adopted by the school
superintendents in order to measure the progress in the course of study., _
and afford a convenient techn-ique for expressing it--.
i

District-school course.

High -school course.

i Grammar school department j
_r_r_
r __r_v_ _
v_l _~-r- -v-1_1_ !.-v-r·-r·r -~r- ~,-1-r·-

Primary school department

----- ~;---Ii

I
year
year
year
or
or. i or
grade. grade. : grade.

year
or
grade.

year
or
grade.

I year

I or
I grade.

_year 1 year
or I or
grade. ! grade.

year
or
class.

.,/ - 1-1-r--c-/-r_v_

year I year
vear or
or ! or / -senior
class.
class. i cl ass.

I

4. The per cent of pupils in the entire system _that are enroiled in the
'high-school course of study varies from 2 to 5 pef cent (Chicago, 2 per
cent; St. Louis, 2¾ per cent; New Bedford, 4 per cent; Boston, 5 per
cent). Hence in school systems enrolling 5,000 pupils and upwards, per annum, the high school enrolls 200 or more pupils, as the percentage
of high-school pupils is usually larger for small cities. The ratio of
pqpils who enter the high school and remain to enter the second year,
is 57 per cent; to enter the third year, 36 per cent; to enter the senior
·class, 25 per cent. At this ratio there would be about 100 pupils in the
classenteringthehighschool These could.not all recite in one class, and
would be divided into three, .or, perhaps, four divisions. According to
our principle: "Have as ma.ny degrees of advancement in a school as
there are different classes or divisions for recitations." We may
accordingly :find our high-school classes ranking as follows:
I.
II.
III.
IV.

.Senior class ___ . _.. . 24 members, ono division.
Third-year class ____ 36 members, two divisions, half-year intervals.
Second-year class._ -56 members, two divisions, half-year intervals.
First-year class _____ go members, three divisions, quarter to half-year intervals.

The only ground that can be alleged for desiring to avoid these class
intervals and reduce all to the standard of the year interval is found in
the fact that the high-school course usually admits elective courses or
studies which are not difficult to arrange when the cla-ss is so large
that a full division can be made up on any one of the elective studies
or cour8es, but with a, small class split up by election of various courses,
the arrangement becomes impossible without an extremely large
and expensive corps of teachers. This objection may be met by curtailing the elective studies and cons,tructing a rational course of study.
Such an attempt has been made by the committee on course of study
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iu onr schools. .All pupils are obliged to take Latiu during the first
two years of the high-school course. Election of studiBs is allowed to
some extent, but is limited by a rule prescribing the minimum number
that may form a class in an elective study.
In this organization of schools, the plan of class intervals of less
than a yea,r may exist in all the classes except the highest. When the
number in the high-school course exceeds 500, the senior class will consist of two or more divisions and should graduate at intervals of half
a year. The matter of graduation from the high school is not, however,
so important. It is easy to bring all the divisions together in the third
year of the course by adding something to the extremely valuable culture studies of that year, so that those who get ready to take the studies of the senior class before the close of the year may take up an extra
amount of work to occupy them until the end of the year.
For the first two years of the high-school course the class intervals
should by all means be less than a year if those classes are subdivided
into two or more divisions.
The question may arise, how shall we introduce the plan of shorter
·class interyals into the high school. This question would be asked in
the presence of a system whose course of study has been rigidly
"nailed to the calendar," so that each pupil was supposed to complete
the work of his grade just at the time of the annual examination and at
no other time, and if he lacked some little time of completing his year's
work-say one week or one month-then he should simply be consigned
to the next class below, and continue a year longer on the work of the
grade. ..Attention must be called to the fact that this correspondence
of the progress of the class in the course of study with the calendar
indicates violence. Such correspondence is not natural and can not be
reached or maintained, except by holding back pupils already advanced
or by cramming pupils who are not up to the standard. If the natural
causes are allowed to work, class intervals will appear everywhere, so
that no two divisions will be at the same degree of advancement in
their work. What I would lay stress on is this: Never try to bring the
degree of advancement of any two classes or divisions to the same
exact standard or to standards exactly a year or multiple of years
apart. Rather encourage the organization of classes at intervals of
1 ss than a year apart, so that reorganization of classes for economical
rea ons, or for purpo 'es of better classification, may be made at any
time without inconvenience. This can be done easily when the classes
are only six or ten wee.ks apart, but not easily when they are a year
apart.
The actual test of advancement of a pupil is maturity or ability to
go on with the work given him. It is safe to say that even iu a country
chool of 60 pupils there are no 2 of exactly the same advancement,
although it i probable that there are eight years of school work between
tbe advanc ment of tbe highest and that of the lowest. Now, classification i at all times a merely relative and arbitrary affair. In the
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school of 60 the first ~lass in arithmetic may include any number from
1 to 10, perhaps. If it has 10 it is likely t;hat there will be a difference
in qualifications of from two to three years in actual advancement, and
the co,n sequence will be that while the lowest will be dragged beyond
their powers, if they are really compelled to do the work, the most
advanced will feel no pressure except that of their own caprice. With.
out looking at their lessons they will easily lead the class. Hence they
will.lose that valuable discipline of the will which comes of a feeling of
responsibility and the necessity of making persistent and regular
exertions.
The ever.repeated experience in such schoofs is the loss of all hold
on the pupil's mental habits by the teacher except what he can get by
a little individual instruction. Classification in large schools, though still arbitrary, becomes approximately exact. It always happens that
there is no strongly marked Iine_between the lowest of the class and the
highest of the class next below. Where there is a year's interval of school
work between the classes, it always happens that the interval between
the highest and lowest in the class is less than the interval between the
lowest in rank of the upper class and the highes~ in rank of the lower.
Bearing in mind this relative nature of classification one can easily see
the importance of having small intervals between classes. ·· The ques·
tion of economy here meets the question of classification. The classes
ought not to be below a certain size; 20 to 30 pupils should be in-each
class; the less the intervals between them the better. In a country
school of 40 pupils of all grades the size of classes is so seriously limited
by intervals of advancement that little 'else than individual instruction
is the result and the time and energy of the teacher is dissipated.
In enumerating the causes which tend to render frequent reclassification necessary, I would lay stress upon the folJowing:
(a) Irregularity of attendance caused by sickness, by necessity of
working for a living, by change of residence. To show the prevalence
of this irregularity, I have taken at random the following statistics
from such sources as are before me:
CitieFJ.

Boston ...... : ........................ .
New Haven ......................... .

~!:'~ n~a.io~!~·!.::::::::::::::::::::::

Providence .......................... .
Washington .. .. . .................... .
Columbus (Ohio) ..................... .
St. Louis ... . ........ ....... ......... .
Syracuse ............................ .
Detroit .......................... ... . .

~~~~~:re~ ~~: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :

1

Per cent of
attendance
of pupils
on number
enrolled.
89

Cit-ies.

Per cent of
attendance
of pupils
on number
enrolled.

Louisville ........... : ............. . .
CleYeland ........................... .
Milwaukee .............. . .......... .

64
63
63

~i Newark
~~li;tgi;g.............................
·:::: :: :::: :::: ::::::: :::: ::.

61
60
58
56
55
54
5-!
54
48

80
76

74
72
67
66
66
65
64

Rochester .......... ....... .......... ·
Kansas City .. ........... ... ........ .
Albany ............................. .
Baltimore ...... ..... ..... . .......... .
New York .............. ............ .
Jersey City ...... . ................. ..

About two.thirds of the entire number are in attendance at a given
time it would seem. Upon return to school, after a period of absence,
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the pupil has the opportunity of falling back illto a class one year
behirnl or of overtaking the class h& left by making extraordinary
effort.
(b) Time of commencing school. Nearly one-half of the youngest
pupils begin their school lifo in the spring instead of the fall, and consequently their class intervaljs three-fourths of a year behind the class
that entered in the fall before.
(o) Then there is the difference in temperament and character-the
slow and the swift, tlle weak and the strong, the careless and the
earnest, the mature and the immature, the industrious and the indolent.
Start all together, and these causes -will soon make a great difference.
It is evident that with small class intervals reassignment of any of
these pupils who have lost their standing in their classes is an easy
matter. The system of small class intervals only takes advantage of
the necessary division into classes, and would not have new divisions
formed simply for the sake of making short intervals. Pupils that are
irregular in attendance, or that begin school in tlie middle of the year,
or that are immature, have to be dealt with even under the old systems,
and is it possible to d~al with them satisfactorily, They form nearly
or quite one-third of all tlle pupils enrolled.
There is a perpetual diminution of pupils in the higher grades,
occasioned by final withdrawal from school, and, on the other hand,
there is a perpetual accession of numbers from below. Not to readjust
periodically would leave the classes of the high-priced and most experienced teachers very small, while the classes of the teachers of least
experience and smallest salaries would be filled to overflowing, and it
often happens that pupils are refused for want of room in these grades
when there is much room in the upper grades.
In tead of adjusting this at the end of the year, let it be done as
often a. needed by promoting r~ few of the best pupils in each class to
tile next higher. This will not (a) isolate t.lle poor pupils by themselv , for into each class the best pupils will come from below; (b)
nor will it fill tlie upper classes with brilliant, superficial, precocious
l1ildr n, for the te.·t of promotion will be maturity-ability to do the
w rk of th higher class, and jf any other standard is used the evil
will , p <lily correct itself, inasmuch as the immature pupils tllus promot cl will remain at the bottom of the higher class, and 'i~ill not get
prornot d again until after they are rejoined by the rest of their class;
(o) nor will i on ai averag·e cause pupils to change teachers any oftener
than the old y t m. Iu fact, unless withdrawal from school in the
upper grad makes room for the transfer of pupils, they can not be
tran ferre 1 from one teacher to another, but the readjustment must be
effected in part ya. igning incompetent pupils to lower classes. The
a tual depletion of upper grades, including the high school, however,
i.· uffi ·ient to allow ofthe"sifting-up process"to a sufficient degree to
make all 11 d d a<lju tments. If each teacher ha two classe~, and
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one-fourth of each class· is promoted and joined to, the next every ten
weeks, the average stay of each pupil in her room will be two yearR;
if one-third is promoted each time, one year and a half will be the
average stay under each teacher. The maturest and ablest pupils will
stay a less time than the average, while the immature and weak will
stay for a longer time. The maturest and ablest pupils need less individual help ·and less psychological study of their idiosyncrasies on the
part of the teacher.
Of course it is understood. tlrnt these promotions arc followed by a
review of studies on the part of all classes into which promotions are
m.ade. Frequent reviews are essential to thorough work and essential
to teach pupils how to study.
Under this system of small class intervals and frequent opportunities
for promotion, there is not so much high pressure ancl cramming, nor,
consequently, so much danger to the health of pupils. If the pupil
does not get into the high school on this occasion, ten weeks more are
soon passed, and a review of his studies for that length of time will
not seem unreasonable. If he is very thorough he will overtake
many of his former companions who will Jose ten weeks for one cause
or another, in their future course.
This frequency of examinations for admission to the high school is
not based on the expectation that every grammar school will graduate
a class each quarter, for that would indeed imply too much change of
teachers; but each grammar school will send one or two classes a
year and at such times in the year as they are prepaTed, at one time,
at the close of the :first quarter; and then again perhai)S at the close
of the third quarter, just as it may happen; but there will be enough
pupils admitted to the high school at the close of each quarter to
form one or more new divisions.
·
Reclassification does not mean :1 thorough reorganization of classes.
It may take place on the promotion of one, two, or a dozen pupils from
one class to the next. Tbe system here recommended is designed purposely to prevent such complete reorganizations as are necessary when
a class changes teachers and is divided and united with other classes.
It substitutes a gradual process for such violent measures.
This system bas been in practice in St. Louis and Chicago and other
Western cities, so far as lower grades are concerned, for at least-twenty
years. The effect of the high school examination coming once a year
was, however, to prevent the application of the system in the highest
grades of the district school. The object of the present discussion is
to bring out the merits of the system as one to be universally applied
throughout an grades of common schools.
[From the St. Louis School Report of 1874-'75, by W. T. Harris, superintendent.]

In St. Louis there is no attempt to bring all classes within the same
grade to one standard of advancement, so that, c. g., in January, all
pupils within a giYen grade shall have arrived at just the same point
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in a study. At all times there are new classes just beginning the
work of a grade, or year's work, ill some one of our schools. The
classes are not separated by intervals of, one year in their work, but
by irregular intervals varying from six weeks to twenty. It is considered desirable to have these intervals small, so that reclassification
may be more easily managed. Pupils who fall behind their class for
any reason (such as absence, lack of physicai strength or of mental
ability) may be reclassified with the next lower class without falling back a year and thereby becoming discouraged. Pupils who are
unusually bright or mature may be promoted to the class above, or
form new classes w-ith the slower pupils of the class above who need
to review their work. Thus it happens that ill a district school there
is a continued process going on, the elements of which are as follows:
(1) The older and more advanced pupils are leaving school for business
or other causes. This depletes the classes of the most sk!llful and
best paid teachers who are usually placed in charge of the most
auvanced pupiis. Again, there is at all times of the year an influx,
into the lower grades, of pupils who have just completed their sixth or
seventh year and are now anxious to begin their school career. Thus
the pupils in the primary rooms of our schools tend continually to be
overcrowded. (2) To correct this continued tendency which overcrowds the rooms of the least skillful anu poorest paid teachers and
gives small quotas of pupils to the most skillful and best paiu teachers,
from time to time (usually once in ten weeks, but oftener in some
schools), each class is sifted and its most promising pupils uuited with
what remains of the next higher class (i. e., with the not-promising
portion of it-those who, for absence, or dull intellect, or weak wills,
fail to keep up with the be t). (3) To mak6 room for this transfer, a
portion of the highest class is sent to the branch high schools. (4)
The number cbangeu from cla s to class is usually small. The disturbance in classes i v ry sli 0 ·ht, compared with the advantages gaiued
by the teacher in being relieved of the necessity to drive the laggards
and drill and cram th m to make them keep up with the average of
the cla. . The t acher was once obliged to spend most of her time
endeavor to force them to make up
upon the dull on . in the u el
lo ·t tim or to eqnal the stride of tho more mature, more regular, or
more rilliautly gifted pupil', and, of course, the 'e latter pupils lost
proportionately, and the net re ult of the process was to overwork the
in omveteut and to hold back the competeut ones. The teacher, in the
vain effort to hold together the extremes of her class, separating more
widely every day till the end of the year, became cross and petulant,
and sank continually into the abyss of drill-machine pedagogy.
Under our present system we can make room, when needed, in the
lower grades, and fill up the classes of our skillful and high-priced
teacher .
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